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CHAIRMAN’S CONCLUSIONS

As the Chairman of the scientific committee of the 22nd ESA Symposium on European
Rocket & Balloon Programmes and Related Research, let me first of all thank all the
Participants for coming to explore the spectacular Arctic city of Tromsø under the midnight
sun, to present talks and take part in discussions, to meet new colleagues and to broaden the
collaboration platform, to exchange ideas and to gain inspiration for new science missions and
innovative technology projects in the years to come.
I also would like to thank the local organizing committee, chaired by Kolbjørn Blix Dahle, for
the excellent preparation work they must have conducted prior to our arrival, to maximize our
comfort throughout the week, from registration to check out. A special thanks to Marie-Pierre
Havinga, Siri Magnusson and their colleagues from Andøya Space Center, the Norwegian
Space Centre and ESA, for their outstanding work to keep track of all the participants and
activities, to ensure that all the presentations were installed in due time and to keep us on
schedule.
The ESA PAC symposium is a well reputed conference. In Tromsø we had participants from
5 newcomer nations: Slovakia, Czech Republic, Romania, Lithuania, and Hungary. Welcome
to the family! The other nations were: Japan, France, Norway, Sweden, USA, Australia,
Belgium, Italy, Germany, Russia, Netherlands, India, Switzerland, UK, Israel, Canada, Brazil,
Austria, Spain, Romania and Portugal. 26 nations all-together! In particular it was inspiring to
see so many students and young scientists establishing themselves in rocket and balloon space
missions. This proves to me that the outlooks for the international rocket and balloon
community are bright!
The proceeding book contains many reports on work in progress with preliminary results. I
sincerely hope you read it with your peer review glasses on, and actively contact the authors if
you have questions, constructive criticism, or bring forward concrete ideas about how to make
further progress and hopefully stimulate to further discoveries.
Once more, I thank you all for your participation and look forward to meeting you again in
Sweden in 2017.

Jøran Moen
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THE FRENCH BALLOON PROGRAM 2013 – 2016
Vincent Dubourg1, Didier Vassaux2,
Andre Vargas1, Philippe Cocquerez1, Stéphane Louvel1,
Françoise Douchin1, Muriel Saccoccio1, Frederi Mirc1
(1) CNES, Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales, Toulouse, 31401, France. Tel : +33561273523,
E-mail: vincent.dubourg@cnes.fr
(2) CNES, Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales, Paris, 75039, France. Tel : +33144767446,

stratosphere up to 40 km, or as low as the planetary
boundary layer of the troposphere. To study the
stratosphere, CNES implements three types of
balloons: the well-known zero pressure balloon (BSO),
the super pressure balloon (SPB) and the infrared
Montgolfiere (MIR). For the boundary layer in-situ
measurements, CNES operates two
kinds of
balloons: the Boundary Layer Pressurized Balloon
(BLPB) and the AeroClipper (AEC), which is a
semi tethered balloon, in gross lift deficit, for the study
of the ocean-atmosphere interface with the capability
to penetrate into tropical cyclones.
This paper presents:
- The new system for the control and command
(TT&C) of big zero-pressure stratospheric
balloons (BSO): NOSYCA (New Operational
System for the Control of Aerostats) and its flight
validation achieved in 2013 in Timmins, Canada.
- Stratoscience, the first scientific launch campaign
of BSOs with NOSYCA, which was conducted
from mid-August to late September 2014 from
Timmins, and the prospects for the campaign of
2016.
- The improvement of the BLPB for the study of the
dynamics and the chemistry of the boundary layer;
- The recent BLPB campaigns (2012 – 2013) in
the framework of the HyMeX-BAMED
(HYdrological
Cycle
in
Mediterranean
Experiment) and ChArMEx (Chemistry-Aerosol
Mediterranean
Experiment)
international
projects, and the prospects for the coming years.
- The
LOAC-VOLTAIRE
scientific
flight
campaigns of 2014 and 2015 of an aerosol counter,
at Aire-sur l’Adour (France), under light
expandable balloons (BLD).
- The Strateole phase 2 project using SPB flotillas,
currently in feasibility study phase at CNES (Phase
A), and the preliminary architecture of the new
system for long duration balloons.

ABSTRACT
With over 50 years’ experience in the field, the French
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) goes on
supporting a significant scientific ballooning program.
In particular so because balloons still give a unique
access to near space science.
Over the past 6 years, most of the systems, beginning
by the Zero Pressure Balloons, had to be renewed to
comply with more stringent Safety constraints and to
growing performance and reliability requirements from
the scientific missions.
This paper will give an overview of the CNES new
capabilities and services for operational balloon
activities, and their availability status.
The scientific launch campaigns of the past two years
will be presented. A focus will be made on the results
of the Stratoscience 2014 flight campaign from
Timmins, Ontario, using the NOSYCA command and
control system for zero pressure balloons, qualified in
2013.
The ChArMEx campaign (Chemistry-AeRosol
Mediterranean Experiment) performed in 2013 from
the Baleares islands and from the south of France, with
Boundary Layer Pressurized Balloons will also be
presented as well as the LOAC-VOLTAIRE
experiment, carried out from Aire-sur-l’Adour
(France), through the flights of 20 instrumented light
expandable balloons.
An outlook of the new stratospheric long duration
flight systems currently studied at CNES will be given.
The scientific launch campaigns and the main payloads
in the study for the near future will also be presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND

The CNES has developed and operates two
families of balloons with the capability to fly in the
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2.
2.1.

ZERO PRESSURE BALLOON
ACTIVITIES
General presentation of NOSYCA

-

Seven years ago, facing the double constraint
of having to upgrade or change an ageing Balloon
command control system, and to comply with more
stringent flight safety rules, CNES decided to develop a
New Operational System for the Control of Aerostats,
named NOSYCA [3] and [4]. Having to be fail safe
regarding all critical functions, and in particular to
guarantee the protection of the over flown populations,
NOSYCA is a no single point failure system operated
through 2 different communication links. An S-Band
radiofrequency subsystem provides a high data rate
telemetry (TM), and telecommand (TC), the main part
of the TM rate being available for scientific data; this
S-band link is backed up via an Iridium satellite TMTC
link.
Until now, the NOSYCA system has been developed
for large zero pressure stratospheric balloons (BSO),
capable of carrying a payload of up to one ton at an
altitude of 40 km, for a duration of up to 24 hours.
It is worth noting that not only the command control
onboard and ground systems were designed to comply
with the new reliability and safety specifications, but
all of the other parts of the aerostats were also
upgraded, through the BSO REVOL (BSO return to
flight) endeavor, presented below.
In parallel with the new system development,
and as former French launch sites, Aire/Adour and Gap
Tallard, could no longer be used safely due to the
growing population density in the landing areas, CNES
looked for a mid-latitude site for its recurrent scientific
BSO campaigns.
The new site was found in Timmins, Ontario, and was
used in 2013 for the in-flight validation of the newly
developed NOSYCA TT & C system.

2.2.

second one (Envelop Gondola – EG) to localize
the balloon envelop during its descent after the
flight train separation (cut off).
A ground segment including S Band stations, a
nominal and an emergency control centres, and
four mission control centres.

The IP board to ground interface has a high bit
rate of 1.0 Mb/s, of which 0,95 Mb/s are dedicated to
science telemetry. The use of TCP/IP enables the
scientists to access their payload in real time through
a standard internet link. The balloon control centre is
operated in nominal mode, including the activation of
the onboard redundancies. The emergency control
centre is activated only in case of general failure
of the nominal control centre. As shown below (see
figure 1), each control centre is connected with
Iridium data transmission services.
Depending on the scientific mission altitude profile
and on the flight duration, the ground segment can
manage several stations, controlled from remote by
the nominal control centre. The ground network
architecture allows the operational team to control one
or two flights at the same time, and to prepare and
check payloads preparation on ground during the
flights. Furthermore, the ground stations and the
control centres are installed into sea containers in order
to be easily transported and operated anywhere in the
world.

The NOSYCA system architecture

The CNES Safety Authority imposes strict
safety rules and requires proofing against a single
point failure, or against failure propagation on all
critical functions. An availability rate is also imposed
to all pieces of equipment. The
redundancy
requirement induces to separate the control systems,
all the way from the control centre to the
commanded actuators located on the balloon and
on the flight train. The NOSYCA architecture is
such that for each set of electronics the fail-safe design
forbids any unwanted command (for example cut off,
gas valve opening), and any failure propagation.
The NOSYCA system, as shown in figure 1, is
composed of:
- A flight segment with two housekeeping gondolas,
the first one (Operational Gondola – OG) for
controlling the aerostat during the flight, and the

Figure 1. The NOSYCA system global architecture
2
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2.3.

The NOSYCA flight segment

- ULIS (Unité Légère d’Interface Satellitaire)
including an Iridium modem for the redundant link.

The “BSO REVOL” system comprises the
new command and control system, NOSYCA, and
a completely renewed and validated aerostat
system, from the envelope valve to the straps in the
flight train. The flight segment (see figure 2)
contains a set of three gondolas, used for the
command and control of the aerostat, and a fourth
one dedicated to the scientific mission.
The onboard architecture includes three computers
distributed into the two different gondolas, EG and
OG.
The payload gondola is installed at the lowest point
of the flight train. The communication link between
the payload and the OG is based on a wireless
technology. The IP board to ground interface
enables the scientists to access their data in real
time through a standard internet link.

The OG redundant connection is therefore
still able to locate the flight train after it has
descended below the line-of-sight of the S Band
ground station at the end of the flight.
ITAC and ULIS are based on a common
architecture, but they have their own On Board
Computer (OBC). Each of them is powered by a
dedicated battery set designed for the flight
duration.

1) The envelope gondola (EG)

At the end of the mission, when the
decision to end the flight is made, the command is
sent to the OG to separate the flight chain from the
envelope. The descents of the two subsystems, the
envelope on the one hand and the flight train under
parachute on the other hand, will be monitored in
real time down to the ground. The EG, able to
communicate with the control centre via an Iridium
Short Burst Data system plus an Argos beacon, is
dedicated to give information on the envelope
location during descent and after landing for the
recovery team. A radar transponder and a strobe
light are also embedded in the EG, to locate the
envelope in the controlled air corridors during its
descent.

Figure 2: The
Operational Gondola

Figure 3: The Envelope
Gondola

The main characteristics of the dedicated board to
ground S band interface are the following:
- QPSK TM and TC Modulation, Viterbi &
Reed-Solomon coding.
- TM bit rate: 1,0 Mb/s useful without error
correcting code.
- TC bit rate: 50 kb/s useful without error
correcting code.
A software managing the Quality of Signal
(QoS) of IP is implemented in the ground and in the
onboard IP routers in order to define and apply
priority rules concerning the different data flow
types. So with the management of these QoS
classes it becomes possible to guarantee a minimum
bandwidth to each flow and give priority to critical
data.
In addition to operational flight functions,
NOSYCA offers a real time data link to the
scientific payload gondola which houses an
interface adaptor named SIREN, connecting the
experiments to the board to ground high bit rate
interface. SIREN is presented below, as part of the
payload gondola.

2) The Operational Gondola (OG)
The OG communicates with the ground
control centre and operates onboard actuators to
release either gas or ballast, to control the ascent or
descent of the balloon from the ground. Moreover,
the OG is equipped with GPS localization systems
and with a radar transponder for navigation (ascent
and descent) within the controlled airspace.
The control of the aerostat is performed through the
high data rate S band connection in nominal mode,
and through the low bit rate Iridium satellite link as
redundancy.
The OG contains two sets of isolated avionics used
for command and control of the balloon, each with
its own means of communication with the ground
segment, namely:
- ITAC (Interface de Télé Acquisition et de
Commande) including the S Band modem for the
nominal board to ground link;

Each OBC and associated avionics
provides the following functions in flight:
- Communication with the Control Centre via an
authenticated protocol based on CCSDS
standard.
- Storage of all TM, TC and onboard events.
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-

-

A generic pointed gondola, named
CARMEN was validated during the second
qualification flight of NOSYCA in September
2013. Unfortunately, the tough landing due to a
flaw in the parachute system, led to the destruction
of the gondola, which was reconstructed for the
2014 campaign. As a result, the CARMEN gondola
and the daytime stellar sensor designed by CNES,
ESTADIUS, also qualified during the 2nd NOSYCA
flight of 2013 were rebuilt. The command and
control module and azimuth pointing module were
modernized, and the power distribution unit was
renewed. Besides, the system now allows the use of
ESTADIUS in the pointing loop, to enable mission
observations during all the flight duration at float
(day and night). All the renewed pointing services
were validated during the CARMEN flight of
summer 2014 campaign in Timmins.
For the coming years, the “pointed
gondola” team will concentrate on the following
tasks:
- 2015 will be dedicated to the preparation and
realization of the flight 1 for the PILOT
telescope (see below), and to the validation of
the fine pointing module required for the
FIREBALL flight (a
balloon-borne
1m
telescope coupled to an ultraviolet fiber-fed
spectrograph to study the faint and diffuse
emission of the intergalactic medium), foreseen
for 2016.
- From 2016 to 2018, the pointed gondola team
will prepare PILOT flights 2 and 3, and should
collaborate with the Canadian Space Agency
and with French labs to develop a generic
pointed gondola in the range 300 to 500 kg for
atmospheric science.

Physical parameters measurements like air
temperature, air pressure, gas temperature, gas
pressure.
OBC housekeeping measurements (voltage,
current, temperature of all major circuits).
Accelerometers for shock detection at
parachute opening and at landing.
Wi-Fi connection via the payload SIREN
electronic set, described in next paragraph.

In order to simplify the physical interfaces
with the payload and to ease the payload ground
tests, the on board SIREN electronic set is linked to
the OG by a Wi-Fi connection. Due to the use of an
S Band ground station, this configuration is
applicable to “short” flights only.
3) The scientific payload gondola
(PLG)
The SIREN system: the PLG hosts the scientific
instruments and communicates with the OG to
exchange data with the mission centre. SIREN, the
wireless interface mounted aboard the PLG
includes an IP router, and it implements serial link
configurable interfaces. This system has been
designed with commercial off the shelf products
(COTS) adapted to the balloon environment (low
pressure, and low temperature).
The system comprises a ground SIREN that
interfaces with the mission centre and an onboard
SIREN that interfaces with the payload.
The correspondence between the SIREN
pair must be unambiguous as they are the two ends
of a unique IP tunnel: for a given payload, a given
couple will be used. The pair will work together
during all phases of the mission, i.e., payload
preparation in lab, tests on the launch site and
during the flight.
This unique tunnel is routed on the launch site by
the NOSYCA ground segment. The SIREN ground
and board pair provides the following types of
communications interfaces and services: Ethernet /
Internet Protocol, Network Time Protocol (provided
by a NTP server), 1PPS output, up to 8 RS232
asynchronous full duplex channels, one RS422
synchronous TM data link for high speed science
data, onboard open drain outputs available for
on/off type commands. The ground SIREN
provides services such as the storage of scientific
data, NTP for synchronization of the payload
mission centre, balloon location, technical
parameters and system alarms provided by
multicast protocol, internet access via the CNES
web provider.

2.4.

The Ground segment

The ground segment has been designed to meet the
new safety requirements. It is developed around a
secure IP network and adapts to all configurations
of the board. It also incorporates a host platform
providing data transport for payload data (SIREN).
The ground Segment includes:
- A ground network for data transmission for
scientific and control command flows,
providing a link to the S-band station (named
SCILA) supporting the board to ground IP
interface.
- The scientific host interfaces via SIREN.
- The host interfaces with the test tools for the
scientific payload and the OBC.
- The balloon control centre and the emergency
control centre.

The CNES pointed payload gondolas: as a heritage
of the Genève Observatory work in the nineties,
CNES has developed a knowhow in the
development of 2-axis pointed platforms for the
needs of heavy astronomy instruments.

The mobile balloon control centre (named
CICLOP) is connected to the S-band station via IP
protocol and to an Iridium modem via RS232
asynchronous protocol. This control centre may
control up to five S-band stations and six low bit
4
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architects and technicians who have been working
hard to design and construct this Canadian
stratospheric balloon launch base.

rate modems: one local S-Band station and 4
remote stations. Science data and control command
data will be sent to the remote stations through the
web.
The emergency control centre communicates with
the onboard systems through one Iridium modem.
The NOSYCA control centre is based on
the OCTAVE tool, developed by CNES for satellite
ground segments. The TMTC interface is described
with BEST, another tool developed by CNES. We
also use ESRI GIS to display cartography layers
and trajectory location, and COCPIT, a solution
already implemented on satellite ground segments
for the system database management.
The ground segment architecture complies
with the CNES safety regulations criteria, and the
control command flow has always the highest
priority over the other data flows.
The scientific and the control-command
data flows are independent: a dedicated bandwidth
is reserved to each of them. Moreover, the system
partitioning ensures that a virus in one computer
cannot spread to the rest of the ground segment or
to the scientific payloads.
The
ground
segment
architecture
organized around these two control centres has been
designed to be fail safe. The ground IP network
supports the IP control command and science data
flows. It offers a bit rate of 1,0 Mbps for science
data and 2.4 Kbps for the command-control data.
2.5.

Figure 4. The flight
train preparation hall
(credit: CNES)

Figure 5. The Payloads
Assembly, Integration
and Test (AIT) hall
(credit: ASC)

The first building (Payload’s Assembly Integration
and Test hall, see figure 5) is dedicated to the
preparation of the payloads, it yields a useful area
of 300 m2 (3,000ft2), and a height of 7,5 m (25ft)
under crane hook, allowing room for up to 5
payloads to be prepared in parallel ; the second (and
main) building (see Figure 4) includes a high bay of
350 m2 (3,765ft2) to integrate the flight trains and
the operational gondolas, and hosts the operations
control room on the second floor. The third
building will be used as a storage shelter for the
heavy launch support equipment. As far as the
launch pad is concerned, it consists of a wide
stabilized area, at the east extremity of Timmins
airport runway 10-28 offering no less than 400 m
(1312 ft.) in diameter; the area is adequate for large
stratospheric balloon launches.
The acceptance review for the site itself
was successfully held between CNES, CSA and the
City of Timmins by the end of February 2013, and
its operational qualification was pronounced in June
2013, after a successful dress rehearsal including a
global system test with a scale one launch
chronology of the NOSYCA BSO REVOL flight
and ground systems on the launch pad.

Timmins 2013: NOSYCA BSO
REVOL in flight qualification

1) The Timmins launch site:
The Timmins launch site ([1] and [17]) is
the materialization of a win-win initiative between
the CNES and the CSA (Canadian Space Agency):
the CNES needed a new mid latitude site to launch
big zero pressure balloons, and Canada needed to
offer frequent access to space to its scientific
community and to the new generation of engineers,
then the Canadian Balloon base project was born.
After an eight months trade-off study all
across Canada in 2011-2012, and using multiple
and specific criteria, the CSA and CNES selected
the City of Timmins (N48o 34’ W81o 22’), Ontario,
to host the new mid-latitude base where the high
altitude zero pressure balloons would be launched.
Once the site selected the construction of
the specialized facilities and of the launch area
began at Timmins Airport. The CNES gave the
specifications for the launch site, and the CSA
organized the request to tender with the City of
Timmins shortly after a successful critical design
review (CDR). The contract started in June 2012,
and 9 months later, the completely equipped site,
and its three buildings, was ready for acceptance.
This achievement has been possible thanks to the
commitment of
several dozens of engineers,

2) The NOSYCA qualification flights
from Timmins:
The flights from Timmins started no later
than September 2013, with two flights dedicated to
the qualification of the NOSYCA-BSO REVOL
system.
The main objectives of those flights were to
validate the performances that could not be totally
demonstrated during ground tests, such as the
effective thermal budget of the gondolas, the actual
mechanical shock levels at launch, the separation
and landing phases, the efficiency of the new fail
safe top valves systems, the radiofrequency link
budget and range capabilities in real flight
conditions, the S Band station performances and the
Iridium links capabilities in Canada.
Moreover, the second flight aimed at
qualifying the heaviest configuration of the BSO
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REVOL aerostat and associated launch means, for
the PILOT payload launch foreseen in 2015.
The configuration of the two flights is provided in
Table 1 below:
Table 1 Configuration of the qualification flights
#1 and #2
Flight
Number
Balloon
reference
Envelope
volume
Type of
valve
Type of
parachute
Type of
flight train
Ballast
Payload
Total
balloon mass
Total mass
at hook
Flight
altitude

#1

#2

100Z

803Z

100 000 m3 (3.5
Mft3)
450 mm diameter

800 000 m3 (28.23
Mft3)
650 mm diameter

Aerazur triple
parachute, 40 kg, 35
m
short

Airborne single
parachute, 68 kg, 65
m
long

275 kg
BANA 250 kg
363 kg

275 kg
CARMEN 1100 kg,
pointed
1264 kg

850 kg

1720 kg

30-25 km (testing
the valve)

42-35 km (testing
the valve)

The two flights were performed at a two
day’s interval, on September 12th for the 100Z
balloon, and on September 14th for the 803Z. See
below in figures 6 and 7 the flight profile of the 1st
flight and a picture of the 803Z on the launch pad.

Figure 7. 803Z end of inflation

-

Further to the analysis of the flight results, it was
concluded to the good behavior in flight of the
whole NOSYCA system, and all the implemented
functions were declared qualified. That covers the
following items:
System operability during launch preparation and
launch.
System in flight operability, including during
piloted descent and drift descent.
Piloting with the two sizes of top valves, and
ballasting.
Separation activation.
TT & C system, via S Band and Iridium satellite
link (with some Iridium losses however).
Payload interface link (only IP link available in
2013).
Localization function.
ATC devices (except one flaw in the flight chain
strobe light).
Trajectory tools.
In summary, 3 years after the last scientific BSO
campaign, with the old CNES TT&C system, that
took place in Kiruna during the winter and spring
2011, CNES has now a new validated system to
operate large stratospheric balloons, and a midlatitude site to launch, monitor and recover them.
This brings back the opportunity for French,
European and Canadian scientific communities to
have yearly balloon flights for their payloads (up to
750 kg). One limitation still remains, the parachute
for heavy payloads (from 750 kg to 1 ton) did not
function properly, and a new qualification flight has
to be organized in 2014, with another parachute
system.

Figure 6. altitude profile of the 100Z flight

2.6.

The Timmins 2014 “STRATOSCIENCE” campaign

The Timmins 2014 launch campaign,
named “Strato-Science” took place from August
11th to September 27th. 8 flights were on schedule, 5
of them for the French and European scientific
community, two more for the Canadian community,
6
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(validation of the parachute system for heavy
payloads, up to 1100 kg, and its postponement to
2015.

in the framework of the arrangement with the CSA,
and the last one was technological, dedicated to the
qualification of a new parachute system for heavy
payloads, as already mentioned above.
During the campaign, 7 of the 8 planned flights
have been successfully achieved. The scientific
payloads ([6], [7], [16] and [18]) were the
following:
- EUSO-Balloon (1st flight, for French IRAP,
LAL, APC and 8 international labs), which has
validated, on a stratospheric balloon flight, the
concept and performances of a fluorescence
telescope for the observation of the giant
atmospheric air showers induced by energetic
cosmic rays. The instrument technology will
then be used for the JEM-EUSO space mission
aboard the Japanese module of the ISS,
scheduled for 2017.
- The SALOMON pointed gondola (French
LPC2E of CNRS), a UV spectrometer to
evaluate the concentrations in the stratosphere
of varied aerosols and chemical species like
ozone, NOx, and ClO2.
- The BANA flight with two Canadian payloads:
CABERET and BOXER for the University of
Alberta.
- The
H 2O
gondola
for
hygrometry
measurements in the stratosphere with the
instruments
ELHYSA,
SAWPHY
(configuration for Strateole 2) and Pico-SDLA.
- The Greenhouse Gas gondola (preliminary for
Strateole 2), gathering new instruments for the
measurement of aerosols (LOAC), CH4, C02
(Pico-SDLA), and the German & French
AirCore payloads (air core drilling using a
capillary tube, with spectrometric analysis of
the composition of sampled air after landing) to
study the chemistry of the stratosphere. The
TSEN instrument (for Strateole 2) was also
accommodated into the gondola for very
precise measurements of atmospheric pressure
and temperature.
- MIPAS (for KIT, Germany), a Michelson
Interferometer, accommodated into a pointing
gondola, to measure nitrogen compounds.
- CARMEN, the CNES generic pointed gondola,
to validate the renewed pointing system,
hosting 5 Canadian instruments, for chemistry
measurements, namely OSIRIS-DM, ALI
(University of Saskatchewan), SHOW (York
University), SSCEPC (DPL Science) and
Xiphos Q7-GAB III (Xiphos technologies ltd)

Figure 10. The “Greenhouse Gas” payload (left)
and the launch of the “Water vapor” payload
(right)

2.7.

Modification of the auxiliary balloon
system

In the CNES release technique of BSO, two
auxiliary balloons are used to ensure a smooth takeoff of the scientific gondola. Just after the BSO
take-off, the scientific gondola laterally positioned
at 50 m from the projected path of the BSO, is
released and takes off pulled by the auxiliary
balloons. At takeoff, the BSO presents a higher
ascent speed than that of the scientific gondola.
After a few hundred meters, once the mechanical
tension being set-up in the flight train, the BSO
takes the scientific gondola into account, and
thereafter aligns vertically the flight train.
As a result of this alignment, a passive mechanical
device causes the unhooking of the auxiliary
balloons, followed by the opening of the balloon at
nadir end-fitting and its complete tilting. The
auxiliary balloon, with the opened nadir end-fitting
directed upward, quickly empties of its gas, and
falls down in an area close to the launch facility.
During the seventh flight of the Timmins 2014
campaign, one of the auxiliary balloons did not
open, reached 18 km in altitude and flew on a
distance of 1000 km before landing on an island in
the Maine, USA. As this auxiliary balloon was
equipped with an Iridium tracker (Delorme
localization beacon), it was possible to localize and
to predict trajectory so that NavCan was able to
issue NOTAMs to prevent ATCs and to safely
follow the flight termination.
Consequently, for the Timmins 2015 campaign, a
major modification of the auxiliary balloon system
was made: the 2 tetrahedral auxiliary balloons have
been replaced by 1 natural shape balloon (BSO
type), which will remain captive of the flight train
during all the flight. This new auxiliary balloon will
be quickly emptied after alignment with the main
BSO. This modification was validated by technical
qualification and operational qualification tests in
Aire sur l'Adour launch Centre. For the technical
qualification test, the ‘takeoff’ of the BSO was
simulated by using a crane (see figures 8 & 9). For

In summary, payloads from 180 kg to 750 kg have
been launched, and the maximum flight duration
lasted 21h50 minutes.
At the 7th flight, an incident happened related to the
flight termination of one auxiliary balloon used for
the scientific gondola takeoff, resulting in the
cancellation of the flight of the GOLD gondola
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gondola and balloon operations. See the PILOT
final integration and tests at IRAP premises in
figure 10 below.
To comply with the mission objectives of
PILOT, three flights are foreseen, the first one from
Timmins in 2015, the second one from the southern
hemisphere, nominally from Alice Springs, in 2017,
and the third one again from Timmins or from
Kiruna. Flight duration of 20 hours is required each
time.
This measurement duration requirement imposes to
be able to make observations during daytime (and
nighttime) in the stratosphere, with a restitution of
about 5 seconds RMS. That is why the CNES has
developed a daytime attitude stellar sensor named
ESTADIUS.
The PILOT instrument has undergone successfully
the final ground performance tests, cryogenic and
photometric, at CNES premises in spring 2014. It
will be installed at IRAP by the end of June, and
will be integrated in the gondola in autumn.

the operational qualification test, the main BSO
was launched and kept tethered at a height of 250
m. (see figures.

Figure 8. Auxiliary balloon test with crane (left)
and auxiliary balloon emptying (right)

Figure 9. Ready for launch (left), take off (centre)
and emptying of auxiliary balloon (right)

2.8.

PILOT first flight in 2015

PILOT (Polarized Instrument for Long
wavelength Observation of the Tenuous interstellar
medium) is a balloon-borne astronomy experiment
being built to study, in the submillimetric and far
infrared wavelengths, the polarized emission arising
from dust grains present in the diffuse interstellar
medium in our galaxy.
By the analysis of the alignment properties of the
dust grains with the galactic magnetic field, these
measurements will permit to make cartography of
the direction and intensity of the magnetic field on
a large scale, and also to know the magnetic
properties of the grains themselves.
PILOT will detect not only the polarized
emission of the dust grains, but also the intensity of
the emission. That will allow completing the former
observations yielded by instruments like Pronaos,
Archeops and Planck.
The PILOT instrument comprises a 1 m primary
mirror and a photometer for observations in
two photometric channels at wavelengths of 240
and 550 microns. PILOT uses bolometer arrays,
newly developed for the PACS instrument on board
the Herschel satellite. The Cryogenic cooling
system for the detectors reaches a temperature of
0.3 K.
The PILOT instrument has been developed by the
French IRAP and IAS labs, with the support of
CNES, and CNES provides the pointed balloon

Credit: CNES
Figure 10. The PILOT final integration tests at
IRAP, and the gondola and instrument concepts

2.9.

The Timmins 2015
“STRATOSCIENCE” campaign

The 2015 BSO scientific campaign will take place
in Timmins, during the turnaround period of late
summer. Several payloads of the 2014 campaign
will fly again at that period, but two important
flights of payloads in the range of 1 ton will be on
schedule: the parachute validation flight for heavy
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payloads with GOLD gondola and the first flight of
the PILOT telescope.

-

The flight schedule is as follow:
- The Greenhouse Gas gondola with PicoSDLAs, AMULSE (miniaturized instrument
for CH4 and C02 measurements) and 1 German
and 3 French AirCore payloads to study the
chemistry of the stratosphere. Furthermore, the
technological objective of this flight will be to
validate the new configuration of auxiliary
balloons and associated launch operations.
- The GOLD gondola.
- The H2O gondola with SAWfPHY, PicoSDLA, and a lightweight model of Pico-SDLA
for long duration flight (Strateole 2) to measure
hygrometry in the stratosphere, and LOAC for
aerosols measurements.
- The BIT (Balloon-borne Imaging Test-bed)
gondola which is a Canadian pointed gondola
(Toronto University) accommodating a 0,5
meter visible light telescope whose flight
objectives are mainly technological.
- The CARMEN pointed gondola, hosting
LOAC and 4 Canadian instruments:
MAESTRO (provided by Environment
Canada) and Paris-IR, DA2 and SPS-B which
are the 3 instruments of PARABLE (PAyload
for Remote sounding of the Atmosphere using
Balloon Limb Experiments) from the Toronto
University.
- The PILOT payload (see above).

-

3.

3.1.

-

-

1999 INDOEX : 17 balloons from Goa (India),
to study the trajectory and thermodynamics of
polluted air masses and aerosols;
2000 BOA : 8 balloons from Ushuaia
(Argentina), to study the thermodynamics of
polluted air masses and aerosols;
2005 to 2007 VASCO: 19 balloons from the
Seychelles Islands, to study the role of air-sea
interactions in the seasonal oscillations of the
tropical convection;
2006 AMMA: 15 balloons from Cotonou
(Benin), to characterize the energy fluxes and
air masses humidity in the African monsoon.

The BLPB is a quasi-Lagrangian tracer; it
can keep a constant cruising altitude for several
weeks.
The standard instrumentation comprises generic
pressure, temperature and humidity sensors. For
localization, the balloon is equipped with a GPS
receiver, also to determine the speed and direction
of the wind. Depending on scientific requirements,
other sensors may be added on board (visible and
infrared flow meters, particle counter, ozone sensor,
etc.) benefitting of the improvements in
miniaturization of electronic components.
Today, the BLBP comprises two gondolas, one at
each pole of the balloon:
- the “sky” gondola for meteorological
measurements,
flight
termination
management, redundant localization (GPS
receiver) and wireless local communication;
- the “Earth” gondola for communication with
the ground segment, the data management, the
nominal localization and wireless local
communication.

BOUNDARY LAYER
PRESSURIZED BALLOON
ACTIVITIES

Upgrades of the Boundary Layer
Pressurized Balloon (BLPB)

Since 1973, CNES has been developing
balloons designed for the study of the planetary
boundary layer. Several scientific campaigns have
been conducted using BLPB [2], in particular to
study the dynamics of the troposphere and to
measure ozone and aerosols. BLPB are spherical
aerostats with a diameter of 2.5 m to 2.6 m used to
make in situ measurements at an altitude from 500
m to 3000 m. A recall of the BLPB past campaigns
is given below:
- 1975 Summer Monsoon : 45 balloons from the
Seychelles Islands;
- 1979 BALSAMINE : summer monsoon, 60
balloons from the Seychelles Island & 28 from
Diego-Suarez (Madagascar);
- 1984 AUTAN, for the study of orographic
flows in the Pyrenees followed by PYREX in
1990 and Map in 1999 ;
- 1990 Madeira: study of the aerology conditions
in the vicinity of the Funchal airport;

Figure 11. The Boundary Layer Pressurized
Balloon
The data provided by the sensors are
collected in the upper gondola, and transmitted to
the lower one which stores, processes and transmits
them to the user via a satellite link with global
coverage (Iridium). The data are transmitted to the
ground in Short Burst Data mode. The new version
of the Aerostat includes a system implemented to
terminate the flight by piercing the balloon
envelope, either by sending a remote command
from the ground segment, or automatically if the
aerostat reaches a previously defined prohibited
9
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depicts the unique atmospheric SOP N°2 related
target area.

area. The instruments onboard can also be
controlled by remote command.
Safety has been improved by adding a redundant
GPS receiver for localization, and a valve as antiburst device to avoid free fall.
Typically, 10 to 30 balloons can be launched
during a scientific campaign, from sites with
light infrastructures, at the rate of one launch per
day on average (at mid, tropical and equatorial
latitudes).
The BLPB has been one of the
observatory
platforms
of
the HyMeX
(Hydrological
Cycle
in
Mediterranean
Experiment) and of the ChArMEx (ChemistryAerosol Mediterranean Experiment) international
projects, achieved in 2012 and 2013 and presented
below,
which
comprised
complementary
observatory platforms as aircraft, oceanographic
vessels, ground soundings and satellites.

3.2.

Figure 12. HyMeX-BAMED field of
experimentation
2) HyMeX SOP N°1:
During this SOP (Sep. – Nov. 2012), 16 balloons
were successfully released from the Mahon airfield
(Minorca Island - Spain), for a mission target of 15
flights. The floating mass of the BLPB, adjusted by
inflation with a mixture composed of air and
helium, permits to reach a ceiling altitude
comprised between 800 m and 1000 m at the
beginning of the flight.

The HyMeX-BAMED international
project

1) Scientific objectives:
The HyMeX mission has been proposed by
the French scientific community, in particular by
LMD-CNRS and Meteofrance-CNRM. The
program has then extended to the international

community (several European countries, Canada,
the USA).

3) HyMeX SOP N°2:
During this SOP (Feb. – Mar. 2013), 15 balloons
were successfully launched from the Candillargues
airfield (South of France, near Montpellier), for a
mission target of 15 flights.
Figure 13 below shows the balloons flight
trajectories during the two SOPs. The scientific
objectives of the balloon observation system were
globally achieved.

The objective of the BLPB flights
(HyMeX-BAMED, [5], [8] and [9]) was to collect
meteorological data in the atmospheric boundary
layer over the Mediterranean Sea during the two
HyMeX SOP (Special Observing Periods).
These data shall improve the knowledge on air/sea
interactions and fluxes and help to extend the
capability of forecasting high-impact weather
events, from places identified as hot-spots for
climate change observation. The good prediction
of heavy precipitation events implies a realistic
description of the humidity field at initial time.
Thanks to the humidity sensors on-board the
aerostats, and depending on their trajectories,
the humidity coming from the Mediterranean
Sea could be assessed. Such an objective requires
that the data collected should be transmitted in
near-real time and immediately assimilated in
numerical weather prediction systems.
The figure 12 below shows the
experimental field for the whole observation
system; the atmospheric sites are given in red, as a
function of the HyMeX SOP (1 or 2). The red
dashed ellipse shows the region were the SOP
N°1 related target areas are located on average.
The orange circle shows the unique marine SOP
N°2-related target area. The turquoise polygon

Figure 13. HyMeX SOP 1 and SOP 2 balloons
trajectories
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3.3.

2) The TRAQA campaign:
In flight qualification tests were realized
during the TRAQA/pre-ChArMEx campaign in
summer
2012 from Candillargues (South of
France). Four flights were successfully operated
with the new instrumentation (ozone sonde and
particle counter) to validate the chemical analysis
package of the BLPB payload.

The ChArMEx International
Project

1) Scientific objectives:
The ChArMEx project (Chemistry-Aerosol
Mediterranean Experiment) aimed at a scientific
assessment of the present and future state of the
atmospheric environment and of its impacts in the
Mediterranean basin. ChArMEx will help to the
understanding of the future of the Mediterranean
region in a context of strong regional anthropogenic
and climatic pressures. In this frame, the target of
ChArMEx was short-lived (< 1 month) particulate
and gaseous tropospheric trace species which are
the cause of atmospheric pollution and have twoway interactions with climate. ChArMEx was
proposed by a wide scientific community from 13
countries. ChArMEx France is part of the
interdisciplinary and international meta-program
MISTRALS (Mediterranean Integrated Studies aT
Regional And Local Scales, 2010-2020) which is
dedicated to the understanding of the Mediterranean
Basin ecosystems and which is coordinated by the
French CNRS.
The instrumentation of BLPB has been
dedicated to the ageing of the pollutant plumes
exported from the northern shoreline of the
Mediterranean basin, and to the radiative impact of
the dust plumes coming from the African continent
over the Mediterranean region. Regarding the few
instruments whose mass and electrical consumption
are compatible with BLPB capabilities, it was
decided to implement an ozone sonde and an
optical particle counter named LOAC.
These sensors came in addition to a
fluxmeter, and to the standard meteorological
package of the BLPB presented above. The two
ChArMEx SOPs took place during the summer
2013, further to qualification flights performed in
2012.
The figure 14 presents the map of the experimental
field, as a function of the ChArMEx SOPs (1a or
1b). The pink area represents the authorized flight
domain of the BLPB.

3) ChArMEx SOP N°1a & N°1B:
SOP-1a was named ADRIMED for
Aerosol Direct Radiative Impact on the regional
climate in the MEDiterranean region). It aimed at
studying the impact of precipitation variations (due
to the climatic change) on the atmospheric content
in aerosols in the Mediterranean basin. The project
was based on a major observation campaign
associated to climate simulations at regional scale
(using the RegCM4 model).
During the SOP 1a, 14 BLPB were successfully
launched from the Mahon Airfield in Minorca
(Spain), from June 10th to July 6th of 2013.
During that SOP 1a, dedicated to the study
of dust plumes coming from Sahara, 10 BLPB
embarked the particle counter and only 4 hosted the
ozone sonde, and flew at altitudes between 2000 m
and 2500 m: note that to reach these altitudes,
CNES used BLPB with 2.6 m in diameter, and had
to qualify a launch procedure for non-pressurized
balloons at ground.
SOP 1b was named SAFMED for
Secondary Aerosol Formation in the Mediterranean.
It aimed at better understanding the origins of the
pollutant plumes exported from the northern
shoreline of the Mediterranean basin and the role on
the atmospheric chemistry.
During the SOP 1b, 12 BLPB were successfully
launched from the Levant Island (Military Base,
South of France), from July 22nd to August 7th,
2013. 9 BLPB embarked ozone sondes, and 3
hosted a particle counter. The flight altitude was in
the range 800 m to 1000 m. The BLPB trajectories
during the two SOPs are given in Figures 15 below.

Figure 14. The ChArMEx field of experimentation

Figure 15 a. SOP1 Trajectories
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A launch campaign has been currently taking place
from Aire /Adour in 2014, with an average of 2
flights per month all year long. Finally 19
successful scientific flights were performed, and the
payload was recovered each time.
The flight campaign is going on in 2015, with
higher launch rates; 36 flights are foreseen.
3.5.

1) Prospects for the BLPB:
Further to the HyMeX and ChArMEx campaigns,
the BLPB are considered operational and “off-theshelf” for science. Some missions are proposed for
the coming years:
- Dynamics-Aerosol-Chemistry
Cloud
Interactions in West Africa (DACCIWA, JuneJuly 2016).
Thorpex-North Atlantic Waveguide and
Downstream
impact
Experiment
(TNAWDEX, Sep-Oct 2016).
- AErosol RAdiation and CLOuds in Southern
Africa
(AEROCLO-SA)
project
for
characterizing the aerosol properties and their
impact in southern Africa. (Sep 2016).
- GLAM-2, ChArMEx follow-on (planned in
summer 2017);
Feasibility studies are in progress at CNES,
considering: both technical and financial
constraints.

Figure 15b. The BLPB trajectories during
ChArMEx SOP 1b
Let’s note here that the ChArMEx
campaigns gave the opportunity to use big weather
rubber balloons (called at CNES light dilatable
balloons (BLD)) with an innovative objective: to
confirm the occurrence of each period of interest
for BLPB flights, an BLD launch was performed,
embarking the same scientific payloads as the
BLPBs. This strategy gave good results, paving the
way for future scientific missions for this kind of
balloons (see Figure 16).
As CNES has obtained a specific license to
perform launches of BLD worldwide, with
payloads up to 3 kg, scientific flights are in
progress in 2014, and others are foreseen for the
coming years.

2) Prospects for the “Aeroclipper”:
With the climate change, cyclones should become
more and more frequent, that is why there is a
strong will from scientists to improve the
knowledge
of
such
phenomena.
The
AEROCLIPPER Balloon (see Figure 17), whose
development had been started at CNES some years
ago and unfortunately in standby due to manpower
and budgetary constraints up to 2015, could be the
adequate vehicle to make measurements of air
temperature, humidity, and pressure some meters
above the sea surface, into the core of cyclones
[19].
The Aeroclipper is a quasi-tethered balloon
carrying a guiderope, pushed by the winds close to
the sea surface. The basic principle is that the
guiderope hosts two gondolas, one in the water, the
second in the atmosphere at a height of 50 m. This
aerostat allows to measure in parallel sea and
atmospheric parameters. The aerodynamic behavior
of the vehicle has already been validated by system
tests in 2012, but in a configuration without an
operational flight train, whose gondolas have to be
renewed to comply with new performance and
safety requirements.
Thus the development activities of the Aeroclipper
vehicle, in “cyclone” configuration with limited
instrumentation, restarted in 2015. The work
addresses the flight segment, mainly the

Figure 16. The Light Expandable Balloon

3.4.

Future prospects for tropospheric
balloons

The LOAC-VOLTAIRE
Experiment

Owing to the impact that can have volcano
ashes on the air traffic when spread in the
atmosphere, French
airline companies and the
government requested from the scientific
community to find solutions to survey atmospheric
and stratospheric aerosols. Consequently, the
LPC2E-CNRS laboratory developed the LOAC
instrument, an optical particle counter, that was
used during ChArMEx, and that is now used for
frequent atmospheric and stratospheric soundings,
on weather balloons (BLD), from several launch
places in Europe, along them Iceland and Aire sur
l’Adour (CNES launch site).
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housekeeping and scientific gondolas. To minimize
the costs, these gondolas will be models derived
from the BLPB ones, with minor modifications,
that will allow reusing the ground segment of the
BLPB as is. A qualification campaign, with 3 flight
models, is scheduled in summer 2016 from the
Republic of Palau, situated in the southeast of the
Philippines. The choice of this site at that period
should allow to qualify the Aeroclipper with
effective captures by a cyclone, and to make it
operational for 2017.

Figure 18. CONCORDIASI 2010:
19 flights, 69 days in average per flight,
1316 cumulated days of flight.

4.2.

1) The scientific objectives:
The STRATEOLE 2 program is proposed
by the French LMD-CNRS laboratory, backed by
French and international scientific communities and
agencies. In France, the labs LPC2E, GSMA,
CNRM, LATMOS already showed a will to
participate,
same
for
CNES.
Regarding
international partnerships, a collaboration with the
USA is in process of organization, with NSF
(National Science Foundation) and several research
institutes in the field of atmospheric science :
National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
, University. of Wyoming, the Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics in Boulder and the
SCRIPPS laboratory in San Diego. Other countries
like Italy (CNR-ENEA), India (NARL) and Russia
(TSAO) may also participate.
The mission focuses on the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) in the
Deep Tropics. The objective is to obtain
information on small-scale dynamical processes
and their interactions with microphysical
processes, the impact of mesoscale motions
(gravity waves) in driving the global QuasiBiennial Oscillation in stratospheric winds. The
transport mechanisms at low latitudes and in
particular dehydration of air parcels are also part of
the mission goals. Strateole 2 will contribute to the
European Space Agency (ESA) Aeolus wind lidar
satellite and the ESA Earth Care cloud aerosols
satellite validation. It also aims at estimating the
effective quality of meteorological analyses in
the equatorial stratosphere, where radio soundings
(and other in situ measurements) are scarce.
The mission will be based on two
observation phases separated by about one year,
with a flotilla of about twenty five super
pressure balloons per phase, launched from an
equatorial station, in 2018-2019. These balloons
will remain typically three months in flight in the
atmosphere, behaving as quasi-Lagrangian tracers
of air parcel motions, which is a valuable property
for the study of transport mechanisms: see in Figure
19 the 3 SPB trajectories during the preConcordiasi campaign from the Seychelles islands

Figure 17. The aeroclipper: concept, envelope and
example of capture by a cyclone in 2007
4.
4.1.

The STRATEOLE 2 project

SUPER PRESSURE BALLOON
(SPB) ACTIVITIES

Introduction

Further to several international launch campaigns in
the last decade, namely VORCORE-STRATEOLE
1 (McMurdo, 2005 [20]), AMMA (Niger, 2006
[11]) and CONCORDIASI (McMurdo, 2010, see
Figure 18, [10], [12], [13], [14] and [15]), the
CNES has recovered a know-how in the design and
operations of small Super Pressure Balloons (SPB)
carrying less than 50 kg at hook, for long duration
flights in the low stratosphere (three months at
about 20 km). Today, the envelope of the SPB is
considered qualified. But before the next scientific
mission using SPBs, potentially STRATEOLE
phase 2 in the equatorial regions, the control and
command ground and onboard systems will have to
be adapted to the new safety rules imposed at
CNES.
Below are presented the CNES strategy to renew its
long duration flight capability, as well as an
overview of the STRATEOLE 2 project, today in
phase A (feasibility and pre-design phase) studies.
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parachute and make vertical profiles of pressure,
temperature, wind and humidity under the balloons.
An improved dual frequency GPS receiver
will be used for position and occultation
measurements, that will give information on waves
dynamics, and on temperature and moisture
variations under the balloon. Nadir pointing Lidar
measurements by CNR-ISAC will permit to detect
cirrus. Water vapor and Carbon dioxide will be
measured by two instruments:
- Pico SDLA, developed by GSMA, France, that
measures water vapor absorption at about 2.6
microns in an open atmospheric cell. This
instrument will be fitted with a second LED
light
source
to
simultaneously
make
measurements of carbon dioxide.
- A lightweight frost point hygrometer developed
by LMD.
Ozone will be measured by the two instruments
(one from the LASP-University of Colorado in
Boulder and the other from the LMD) that have
been successfully flown during Concordiasi in
2010. Two particle counters will also be
implemented: one from the University of
Wyoming, the other one, LOAC, developed by
LPC2E (Orléans, France).
The mass allocated to the scientific
payload gondola should be in the range 20 to 25 kg.

in 2010. All flights lasted about 3 months at around
60 hPa flight level.

Figure 19. Trajectory of the 3 SPBs during the PreConcordiasi campaign (Feb. 2010)
1) Technical description of the campaigns:
Before the two operational campaigns, CNES plans
to organize a technological validation campaign of
4 flights (two per density flight level), mainly
designed to validate the launch site, the upgraded
long duration system, and to flight test instruments
that will be flown during the scientific campaigns.
The two flight campaigns composing the mission
will then comprise 22 to 24 flights each, be
scheduled about one year apart, and reach campaign
will include:
- 8 Troposphere-Tropopause layer (TTL ) flights
for in-situ measurements at air density flight
level round 120/130 g/m3, (i.e.70/75 hPa
pressure flight level)
- 14 to 16 Stratospheric (STRAT) flights, for
remote sensing measurements from air density
flight level round 90/100 g/m3, (~50 hPa
pressure flight level)
The flight domain should be within the latitude
bandwidth 20° South to 15° North, imposing a
launch site to be identified in the range [5° South,
5°North].
Each scientific campaigns will take place during
well-established QBO wind regime in the flight
altitude range (QBO phase shift situations shall be
avoided), and preferably during the Boreal Winter.
A preliminary Mission Specification has been
edited by the CNES-LMD team.

4.3.

The SPB envelope

The SPB is a spherical balloon offering a
diameter from 8,5 to 12 m; the envelope weighs
from 20 to 35 kg. The material is a complex
multilayer film of polyester and polyamide,
yielding the capacity to withstand a burst super
pressure of 20 hPa to 28 hpa. Designed to keep a
constant volume at float, this balloon flies at
constant level (it is a quasi Lagrangian tracer),
depending on its diameter and of the load at hook.
Manufactured in a cleanroom with strict quality
control, and softly handled during launch, this type
of balloon reaches flight durations (depending on
gas leakage), of more than 3 months.
Only the balloon size will have to be
adapted to Stratéole 2 flight altitudes: a preliminary
study gives a diameter of 11 m for the lower flight
level and 13 m for the higher flight level.

2) Scientific instruments:
For scientific instrumentation, Stratéole 2
will benefit from the recent developments
performed in the course of the AMMA [11] and
CONCORDIASI [12] projects.
The TSEN package will perform in-situ
meteorological measurements of temperature, and
pressure. LMD continues to improve this
instrument, notably to obtain a better precision.
The driftsonde gondola (developed at NCAR [13])
is able to host about 50 miniaturized dropsondes
that can be released on command from a web
interface during the superpressure balloon flight.
Once released, the dropsondes fall under a

An alternative to the standard SPB envelope
presented above could be the use of a pumpkin
balloon, with an altitude excursion capability
offered by an air ballasting system. The CNES is
investigating this option through a collaboration
with GOOGLE on the vehicle they develop for the
LOON project.
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4.4.

The new long duration flight system

In a first version, it is not foreseen to reuse the
flight equipment, as most of the flight systems will
not be recovered.
The system shall have the capacity to monitor 25
flights in parallel.
The launch rate should be at least of 3 per week.
The ground segment will comprise a nominal and a
redundant control centres. The communication links
will provide a worldwide coverage for bidirectional
communications, permitting real time monitoring
and controlling of the balloon flights.

1) General information:
The CNES strategy to upgrade its long
duration flight system, now obsolete with regard to
safety rules, is to realize a cost effective mix
between the previous TT&C system used for
CONCORDIASI (named ISBA) and the brand new
NOSYCA system developed for the big zero
pressure balloons (BSO).
A working group was then entitled in 2012 to
provide a preliminary architecture and high level
specifications for this new systems, with the
objective to adapt it not only to the needs of SPBs,
but also to other long duration balloons, like BSO
or Infrared Montgolfières.
The main upgrades that will have to be
implemented to the former system are the
following:
- The lessons learned from CONCORDIASI
showed that several electronic components
(RAM,…) are sensible to the Atmospheric
Radiation Environment; the new design shall
implement more enduring solutions.
- The ground and onboard systems shall be fully
compliant with CNES safety rules: a few
residual single point failures will be eliminated.
- A second real-time RF link will be
implemented as secondary terminating system
instead of the previous timer system.
- A third real-time RF communication link will
be dedicated to scientific payloads;
- The mass budget shall be optimized, and the
potential flight duration will be increased to
guarantee 3 months per flight. In particular,
more efficient and enduring solar panels shall
be found and qualified.
- A new Control Center and an independent
Mission Center will be developed.

3) Preliminary system description
The envisaged system is composed of:
One main operational gondola with the following
content:
- A permanent power supply using solar panels
to charge a battery set, and some accumulators
to power the pyro cutters dedicated to flight
termination.
- A GPS receiver for localization.
- Air traffic control (ATC) devices: one altitude
reporting radar transponder and one strobe
light.
- A flight termination command system
(independent arming and activation commands
of pyro-cutter).
- Actuators: one gas valve and a ballast tank.
- A via satellite global coverage communication
system, based on Iridium.
- An active thermal control system.
- A housekeeping instrumentation system for the
measurement of air and gas temperature,
external pressure and over pressure.
- A telemetry storage and transmission system.
One secondary operational gondola working in
listening mode, giving good health status
periodically or on demand, only activated in case of
main gondola failure. It comprises:
- Specific accumulators as rescue power supply
for all the functions including pyro cutters.
- A connection to the battery or solar panels of
the main gondola.
- A GPS receiver for redundant localization
- A flight termination command system
(independent arming and activation commands
of pyro-cutter).
- A via satellite global coverage communication
system, based on Inmarsat or on Iridium with a
real-time link (modem) or on Short Burst
Mode.
- A thermal control system
- A telemetry transmission system.

2) Preliminary architecture specification:
The preliminary specification for small SPB
systems of the Stratéole 2 range is as follows:
- The flight chain will comprise two operational
gondolas (one nominal and one secondary),
and a separate payload gondola.
- A mass balance in the range 20-25 kg should
be allocated to the operational gondolas and the
flight chain.
- The
mass
allocated
to
scientific
instrumentation is 10 kg, payload gondola
structure and services masses (power, thermalcontrol & communication) excluded.
- The power allocated to the payload is 15 W.
Renewable energy shall be implemented.
- The payload telemetry rate shall reach up to
some megabytes per day. Some data will be
processed and disseminated within less than 3
hours, for assimilation in the numerical
weather prediction models.

One Ground segment composed of a nominal and a
redundant flight control centre with the following
functions and performances:
- Control and command in real time of a flotilla
of 25 balloons.
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Onboard recording with maximum sampling
and transmission with programmable sampling
rate.
- Downloading and display of the trajectories
and trajectory forecasts.
- On the main gondola, monitoring of the
onboard functional chains, and of the telemetry
flows, remote control and command of the
flight via the actuators and measured
parameters, telemetry storage, and scientific
data dispatching to the mission control centres.
- On the secondary gondola, monitoring of the
onboard functional chains, and good health
check, active mode implementation when
needed, telemetry flow monitoring, flight
termination activation.
It is also foreseen to decline, from the
NOSYCA heritage, a system bench (for system
validation and operational team training) and an
AIT bench for gondola testing and configuration.
-

5.
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CONCLUSION

After drastic efforts over 6 years to
develop and qualify a new command control system
for the big zero-pressure stratospheric balloons
(BSO), fully compliant with the new applicable
safety rules, CNES, CSA and their scientific
partners have successfully implemented the 1st
scientific campaign in Timmins during late summer
2014. This campaign has confirmed that the BSO
infrastructure is again operational for science, and
significant scientific results were obtained. The 2nd
scientific campaign is scheduled at the same period
in 2015.
Next flight campaigns should take place in Kiruna
in 2016 and in Alice Springs (Australia) in 2017.
In parallel, a new important work is beginning with
the renovation of the long duration balloons
infrastructure and the pre-design studies for
Stratéole 2.
Longer duration capabilities are also under study
for BSOs, as flights up to 4-5 days should be
required by the scientific community no later than
2018-2019.
All these activities will be done in constraining
financial conditions, but should remain feasible if a
reasonable compromise is found between safety
rules and risk mitigation, in particular for small
balloons.
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ABSTRACT

2.

2.1 Atmospheric Physics

Mainly sounding rockets but also stratospheric balloons
have played a crucial role in implementing the German
Space Programme since many years. Research activities
were conducted in the fields of Microgravity Research,
Space Science, Earth Observation, Space Technology
Development, and Education.

2.1.1. WADIS project
The project WADIS (Wellenausbreitung und Dissipation in der Mittleren Atmosphäre; wave propagation
and dissipation in the middle atmosphere) was initiated
in 2011 by the Leibniz-Institute for Atmospheric
Physics (IAP). The principal investigator of the study is
F.-J. Lübken. The main goal is the analysis of gravitywave dynamics in the middle Earth’s atmosphere and
in-situ measurements of atomic oxygen.

Currently, the mesosphere and ionosphere of the Earth
and the photosphere and chromosphere of the Sun are
in the focus of German research activities in the field of
Space Science. Microgravity related topics are studied
in the disciplines of Life and Physical Sciences during
ballistic TEXUS and MAPHEUS rocket flights. A lot
of student activities are currently supported by the
agencies SNSB and DLR under the auspices of the
Swedish-German programme REXUS/BEXUS.
1.

SPACE SCIENCE

WADIS-1, the first of two planned campaigns, took
place on June 28, 2013 from ASC. The 7.6 m long
vehicle was powered by a Brazilian VS 30 rocket motor.
The overall launch mass was 1,562 kg, of which 234 kg
were accounted for the scientific payload compartment
(Fig. 1). The achieved peak altitude was 115 km.

INTRODUCTION

The disciplines Space Science, Microgravity Research,
Earth Observation, and Space Technology Development
are core elements of the German Space Programme.
Both, sounding rockets and balloons represent costeffective research tools for in-situ measurements in the
Earth’s atmosphere. On the other side experiments in
nearly weightlessness can be performed on a free fall
trajectory of sounding rockets. A hypersonic re-entry of
a research vehicle in the Earth atmosphere can be tested
by rocket flights on special trajectories. Rockets and
balloons proved to be also very suitable for the training
of young scientists in space projects.

To measure density variations of the atmosphere the
already flown and well proven CONE sensors of the
IAP were utilized. For the atomic oxygen measurements
two instruments - FIPEX and PHLUX - were supplied
by the Institute of Space Systems (IRS), University of
Stuttgart. The FIPEX sensor was already successfully
flown on the International Space Station, while the
PHLUX sensor originally was developed to be launched
into space aboard the re-entry capsule EXPERT by
ESA. Both instruments were optimized for the WADIS
campaign.
An instrument set of all three sensors was located at
each end of the rocket payload section. This allowed for
measurements during the ascent and decent phase of the
parabolic trajectory while the longitudinal rocket axis
was inertially stabilized. The actual measurement phase
covered the altitude range of about 70 to 115 km. The
horizontal distance of the flown parabola was about 50
km at an altitude of 80 km. The mission proved to be a
great success providing a wealth of data on density
variations in the middle atmosphere at the beginning of
the summer time.

In order to conduct space and atmospheric research with
rockets and balloons German scientists of more than 20
research institutions currently benefit from campaigns at
the launch sites Andøya Space Center - ASC (Norway)
and the Esrange Space Center (Sweden).
At Esrange most of the flight campaigns are conducted
by EUROLAUNCH. This is a joint venture of the entity
DLR-MORABA (Mobile Rocket Base) and the Swedish
Space Corporation (SSC) Esrange.
The paper reports the corresponding activities supported
by the German Space Programme and implemented by
the DLR Space Management in the period June 2013 to
June 2015.

WADIS-2 was launched on March 5, 2015 from ASC.
The achieved peak altitude during this flight was 126
km. The rocket carried five experiments of the IAP: the
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set of the three sensors already flown on WADIS-1, a
new sensor for aerosol particles, and a so-called Active
Falling Sphere. This sphere of 25 cm diameter and 3 kg
mass was installed between the payload section and the
rocket motor. It was released after stage separation.
Equipped with own measurement devices and communication electronics the falling sphere served for measurements of the density, temperature and horizontal
wind velocities in the atmosphere. The main payload
was successfully recovered after a splashdown near the
Norwegian shore. This mission provided data on the
status of the atmosphere in winter time in complement
to the data of WADIS-1.

about 120 km a separation mechanism will be activated
releasing three CONE experiment units from a rotating
payload section. The fourth unit (another CONE and
possibly the FIPEX and PHLUX sensors) stays attached
to the payload section. The three separated units will
reach a distance in the mesosphere of about 250 m from
the payload section within a minute. The separation
mechanism, communication lines, and the tracking of
all flying units are still to be studied before the first
TURB3D campaign can begin.
2.1.3 PMWE project
A new project has been initiated in December 2014:
PMWE (Polare Mesosphärische Winter Echos). Its main
goal is to study polar mesospheric winter echoes. Such
an effect was detected during research activities of
earlier projects like ROMA, ECOMA, and WADIS. The
flown instruments that are still available from those
projects will be optimized for the future measurements.

Both campaigns were accompanied by atmospheric
measurements at the ALOMAR ground station of ASC.
Two instruments were used for this purpose: for lidar
investigation DORIS (Doppler Rayleigh Iodine System)
and for radar studies MAARSY (Middle Atmosphere
ALOMAR Radar System).

The project comprises two launch campaigns using the
Brazilian VS 30 booster as used for the WADIS project.
The Institute of Meteorology of the Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich and the Institute of Space
Systems (IRS) at the University Stuttgart are collaborators of the lead institute IAP. DLR-MORABA will be
in charge of conducting the launches from ASC.
2.2 Solar Physics
SUNRISE (Fig. 2) is a balloon-borne solar telescope
working in the ultraviolet spectral region down to 214
nm. Due to the disturbances of the Earth atmosphere
measured data of the solar atmosphere in this region are
not accessible from the ground. The instrument is able
to produce spectral and polarimetric images of the solar
photosphere and chromosphere with very high temporal
and spatial resolution. The main objective of the project
is to understand the formation of magnetic structures in
the solar atmosphere and to study their interaction with
plasma processes in the sun.

Figure 1: WADIS payload section during launch
preparations at ASC. Credit: DLR
DLR-MORABA was in charge of preparing and conducting both launches. Each campaign consisted of the
VS 30 rocket flight together with numerous Super-Loki
meteorological rocket launches. The latter were fired in
the days before and after the respective WADIS launch
in order to gain common meteorological data.
2.1.2 TURB3D project

SUNRISE represents a joint project of German, US, and
Spanish teams led by the Max-Planck Institute for Solar
System Research (MPS). The project is managed by P.
Barthol and the PI is S. K. Solanki, both working at
MPS, Göttingen. The one meter aperture telescope was
built by the German company Kayser-Threde (now
OHB, Munich), under the scientific responsibility of
MPS.

TURB3D (Dreidimensionale Struktur mesosphärischer
Turbulenz; three-dimensional structure of mesospheric
turbulence) is mainly a technology preparation project.
The scientific aspects are handled by IAP (PI: F.-J.
Lübken) while the technological tasks are performed by
IAP together with the mid-size company Von Hoerner
& Sulger GmbH, Schwetzingen.

The instrumentation consists of a filter imager (SuFI)
built by MPS and a magnetograph (IMaX) provided by
the Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias, Spain. The
Kiepenheuer Institute for Solar Physics, Freiburg, was
responsible for the image stabilisation system (ISLiD)

With TURB3D the scientific objectives of both WADIS
flights shall be extended towards a 3-D measurement.
This will be achieved by flying four identical instrument
units in a swarm formation. After reaching an apogee of
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as well as the correlation wavefront sensor (CWS). The
balloon gondola, equipped with the power supply and
the pointing and telemetry system, was built under the
supervision of the High Altitude Observatory, Boulder,
USA. All launch services for this mission were provided
by the NASA Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility,
Palestine.

took place after a two year break of TEXUS launches
due to the required re-qualification of the rocket motor.
The microgravity flight phase of TEXUS 51 and 52
lasted about 6 min. MAPHEUS 4 used the Brazilian 1stage motor VS 30 providing 4 min microgravity.
Four research modules were accommodated on TEXUS
51. In the materials sciences experiment PARSIWAL
the critical growth rate for particle incorporation during
the directional solidification of so-called solar silicon
was investigated. In the photovoltaics industry most of
the solar cells are made from multi-crystalline silicon,
which is grown by directional solidification. During the
growth process the silicon melt is in contact with a
crucible, which walls have to be coated with silicon
nitride. In addition, the real furnace atmosphere contains
carbon monoxide. The dissolution of the coating as well
as the carbon bearing gas leads to the precipitation of
silicon carbide and nitride. Such particles of up to
several hundred micrometers in diameter lead to severe
problems during the mechanical treatment of the ingots.
In addition, SiC particles can act as a shunt, circuiting
parts of the solar cell. Therefore, in industrial processing
the incorporation of such particles needs to be avoided.

Figure 2: SUNRISE 2 solar telescope during launch
preparations at Esrange in June 2013.
Credit: MPS

There is a critical growth velocity below which particles
are pushed in front of the solid-liquid interface. In
contrast to theoretical predictions, which state that only
mm-sized particles are incorporated, the reality shows
the presence of µm-sized particles in grown Si crystals.
The microgravity experiment offers the opportunity to
study the incorporation as function of the growth rate
and particle size only by avoiding melt convection and
sedimentation. Therefore, this experiment will help to
improve the quality and efficiency of future solar cells
in production processes.

After its first flight in June 2009 the telescope was
launched for the second time from Esrange on 12 June
2013. The SUNRISE 2 mission lasted five days, seven
hours and four minutes. Soaring in altitudes up to 37 km
it left 99% of the Earth atmosphere below. The balloon
carried the telescope north of the Arctic Circle to enable
continuous sun view during the mission. The telescope
worked well and was recovered without serious damage
after a parachute landing of the gondola on 17 June
2013 on the Boothia peninsula, Northern Canada.

Another materials sciences module called TRACE-3
was also aboard TEXUS 51. It was already flown on
TEXUS 47 and 49. Scientists of ACCESS in Aachen
investigated the columnar-to-equiaxed transition of the
microstructure pattern during solidifying a transparent
model alloy. This effect represents a transition from a
directional (columnar) to a non-directional (equiaxed)
solidification morphology.

The images of the first SUNRISE mission had shown
the atmosphere of an extremely quiet sun in the solar
minimum. During the second mission the sun with
much higher activity was investigated and provided a
deeper insight into stronger solar variations.
3.

MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH: LIFE AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

3.1 TEXUS 51/52, MAPHEUS 4/5 and MAIUS 1
In order to investigate the effect of gravity on physical,
chemical, and biological processes numerous German
scientists participated during the period of this report in
two TEXUS missions with seven experiments (Tab. 1)
and one MAPHEUS mission with two experiments.

In microgravity the alloy melt is neither affected by
sedimentation nor by convection. Therefore, these undisturbed data can be used for calibration purposes and
improvements of numerical models of industrial casting
processes. The changes of the solidification morphology
in the melt were recorded by two video cameras in
dependence on the solidification velocity.

The TEXUS rockets were powered by the Brazilian 2stage motor VSB-30 after implementing corrective
actions and improvements of the motor. These missions

In the field of fundamental physics the FOKUS module
served as a technology demonstrator for the readiness
level of a so-called frequency comb for future sounding
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Table 1:

A team of scientists at the MPQ and the company
MenloSystems developed the miniaturised and robust
FOKUS instrument for operation on TEXUS. This task
was a major challenge because of the new technologies
required to reduce volume, mass, and electric power
consumption of the classical instrument significantly.

German microgravity experiments on
TEXUS (June 2013 - June 2015)

Principal
Investigator

Experiment

Mission

J. Friedrich
IISB, Erlangen

Critical Capture
Velocity of SiC
Particles During Solar
Silicon Growth

TEXUS 51

G. Zimmermann
ACCESS, Aachen

Columnar-to-Equiaxed
Transition in
Transparent Melt
Solidification

TEXUS 51

R. Holzwarth
T. W. Hänsch
MPQ, MenloSyst.

Test of a Fiberlaserbased OpticalFrequency Comb

TEXUS 51

O. Ullrich
Univ. Magdeburg

Signal Transduction in
Cells of the Immune
System

For the purpose of a frequency comparison of such a
comb clock operating in the radio frequency range with
an atomic clock working in the optical domain a team of
the Humboldt University, the Ferdinand-Braun Institute,
Berlin, and the University of Hamburg placed a compact diode laser (Fig. 3) system in the FOKUS module.
This innovation represents the first spectroscopy test of
Rubidium atoms in space. The comparison of both types
of clocks during the flight allowed an elegant test of
Einstein’s theory of General Relativity - the Universality of the Gravitational Redshift.

TEXUS 51

F. Kohn
Univ Hohenheim
D. Grimm,
O. Ullrich
Univ. Magdeburg

Fluorescence Living
Cell Imaging of
Cytoskeletal Changes
in Human Cells

TEXUS 52

R. Stannarius
Univ. Magdeburg

Capillary Instabilities
in Liquid Films and
Filaments

TEXUS 52

Figure 3: Micro-integrated Extended Cavity Diode
Laser (ECDL) for spectroscopy of Rubidium
atoms in space. Credit: FBH/P. Immerz

Ch. Laforsch
Univ. Bayreuth

Behaviour Adaptability
of Daphnia

TEXUS 52

In the fourth module the signal transduction in cells of
the immune system was investigated by a team of the
Universities of Magdeburg and Zurich. It is well known
that the activity of immune cells is severely affected in
microgravity but the underlying molecular mechanisms
are far from being understood. The objective of the
experiment was to achieve a more systematic overview
of gravity-related gene expressions in the cells. The
hypothesis was to be tested that a specific kind of cell
proteins is responsible for the interplay of gravity
changes and cellular response.

rocket or satellite missions. The basic technology was
invented at the Max-Planck Institute of Quantum Optics
(MPQ) in 1999 and is nowadays commercially available. Professor T. W. Hänsch at MPQ was awarded the
Nobel Prize for this invention in 2005.
A frequency comb is a highly pulsed laser that can be
used, for instance, for precision spectroscopy or when
building extremely accurate atomic clocks. Its most
helpful feature is to facilitate the measurement of optical
frequencies, i. e. frequencies at which light waves are
oscillating. The comb acts as a gear that reduces optical
frequencies into the radio frequency range, which is
accessible with conventional electronics. Future applications of the comb in space could concern the study of
trace gases in the upper atmosphere or next generation
atomic clocks for research and satellite navigation.

Originally, TEXUS 51 was planned to be launched on
19 April 2013. According to a decision of the Swedish
range safety board the flight had to be postponed during
the ongoing campaign due to technical reasons of the
launch facility at Esrange. Another reason appeared
later due to the required replacement of the rocket motor
by a modified one. Finally, the launch took place on 23
April 2015. All scientific payloads operated as planned
and provided a wealth of scientific data that are now
under investigation.
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The TEXUS 52 mission was conducted on 27 April
2015 from Esrange in conjunction with the double campaign of TEXUS 51. The rocket flight was also perfect
and all research facilities operated successfully. Three
modules were flown: FLUMIAS and DAPHNIA in the
field of life sciences and OASIS-TEX in the field of
physical sciences.

The third FLUMIAS experiment studied which
morphologic, cytoskeletal and structural changes appear
on immune cells. It is well known that the mitochondria
of a cell take a special position as energy supplier. As
there is a huge amount of mitochondria in immune cells,
which are "hung up" within the cellular cytoskeleton,
new information on the immediate influence of microgravity via live cell imaging was expected. It concerns
mainly the distribution and arrangement of organelles
and indirectly the cytoskeleton of the macrophages.

The FLUMIAS module was utilised for the first time to
visualize the dynamic and adaptation of cytoskeletal
changes by fluorescence Live-Cell-Imaging with the
help of a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (Fig. 4).
The project involved three groups at the Universities of
Hohenheim and Magdeburg working with different
human cellular model systems (neuronal, thyroid, and
cells of the immune system).

In the DAPHNIA module a team of the University of
Bayreuth investigated the behavior adaptability of the
water flea Daphnia and predator-prey interactions.
Daphnia represents an important model organism to
examine the perception of gravity. This is due to the fact
that Daphnia is incapable to sense infrared light. The
organisms exclusively depend on the perception of
gravity for their orientation when kept under such
illumination.
Examinations in parabolic flights and at the Drop Tower
in Bremen have shown that such conditions resulted in
an altered swimming behavior of the water fleas (uncoordinated loop-swimming). During the TEXUS mission
the scientists analyzed their swimming and carried out
molecular studies to investigate the influence of microgravity on the expression of different genes. The results
will help to answer the question if Daphnia are suitable
to serve as food source for higher aquatic organisms
aboard space stations.

Figure 4: Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM)
as part of the FLUMIAS module during
testing. Credit: Univ. Magdeburg, Hohenheim
In earlier experiments it was shown that the electrical
activity of neuronal tumor cells is altered in microgravity and that the biophysical properties of cell
membranes are gravity-dependent. This was a hint that
the cytoskeleton plays a major role. To better understand the behavior of neuronal cells the fluorescencebased live cell imaging was focused on parts of the
cytoskeleton, namely actin and tubulin.

Figure 5: Planktonic organisms aboard TEXUS 52 for
studying their perception of gravity. Credit:
University of Bayreuth

A reorganization of 2-D to 3-D thyroid cell structures in
the cytoskeleton was already observed on the Chinese
Shenzhou-8 mission in 2011, also additional 3-D cell
aggregates were detectable. The underlying biological
and molecular mechanisms of these changes are not yet
understood. Therefore, thyroid cells were investigated
again in FLUMIAS. The living human cells were
marked with a fluorescence dye in order to visualize the
actin filament.

In addition, further promising candidates for prospective
life support systems were tested, where nothing yet is
known about their gravity perceiving mechanisms.
These animals (Fig. 5) were very robust small seed
shrimps, as well as the „living fossil” triops and the
larvae of the phantom midge. The scientists were also
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interested in the interactions among these organisms, for
example the predation behavior.

by losing energy due to collisions of the particles with
one another sets in and leads to the compaction of the
granular material. This process was monitored by a
high-speed camera. Unfortunately, the parachute system
of the rocket failed during the landing process and only
a few scientific data could be recovered.

The OASIS-TEX module (Observation and Analysis of
Smectic Islands in Space) of the University of Magdeburg was developed to investigate capillary instabilities
in liquid crystals. Such materials are often utilized in
contemporary electronic displays.

On MAPHEUS 5 four scientific modules shall be flown
in June 2015. The X-RISE module will allow in-situ
observations of the chemical diffusion in liquid Albased alloys plus the dendrite solidification in a thin
film-like sample of an Al-Ge alloy. The diffusion data
are important parameters for numerical simulations of
the resulting microstructure of alloys after solidification.
Diffusion coefficients measured in microgravity will be
compared with data acquired on ground using quasielastic neutron scattering. The data on equiaxed dendrite
growth velocities and concentration profiles in the melt
shall be compared with solidification theories.

Liquid crystals may flow like a liquid, but its molecules
are oriented in a crystal-like way. A smectic crystal
features a layered structure with the molecules oriented
parallel or tilted relative to the layer normal. Because of
the internal liquid-like mobility they are ideal systems to
study complex dynamical processes of fluids in quasi
two-dimensional (films) and even in one-dimensional
(filaments) geometries. Microgravity conditions allow
for excluding drainage and buoyancy that can mask
effects of interest like the thermocapillary (Marangoni)
flow. This effect is driven by the temperature dependence of the surface tension of the liquid.

For the first time the µESL module shall be flown
allowing electrostatic levitation experiments of high
melting samples. Thermophysical properties like surface
tension and viscosity of metal melts will be measured.
The novel MEGRAMA 2.0 facility will record the
cooling of a magnetically excited granular gas with a
high-speed 3-D camera. The scientific goals are the
same as for the MAPHEUS-4 mission.

The Magdeburg research team collaborates in the
NASA project OASIS scheduled to be conducted on the
ISS in 2015. The present experiment on the TEXUS
flight was also a collaborative one in preparation of the
ISS studies. Its purpose was to investigate thermocapillary flow in a thin free-standing smectic film as a
model for a 2-D fluid. Secondly, a filament configuration allowed for studying the effects of liquidcrystalline order on the Rayleigh-Plateau instability.
This effect represents a spontaneous decomposition of a
liquid cylinder into droplets by exceeding a certain
threshold.

The ARABIDOMICS module was developed by the
DLR Institute of Aerospace Medicine to investigate the
influence of microgravity on plants using the latest
molecular biological analysis methods. In this plant
cultivation experiment the objective is to determine any
molecular modifications due to microgravity. In the
long run the results shall contribute to a better understanding how plants have to be genetically adapted or
by cultivation for an optimal assimilation in a space
environment. The flower plant Arabidopsis thaliana is
chosen as a model system for gravitational biology.

Another sounding rocket programme called MAPHEUS
is an internal R&D activity of the DLR Institute of
Materials Physics in Space, Cologne. In cooperation
with DLR-MORABA and the DLR Institute of Space
Systems, Bremen, three missions were conducted from
Esrange with Nike Improved Orion rockets since 2009.

MAIUS (Materiewellen Interferometrie Unter Schwerelosigkeit) sounding rocket missions were initiated to
develop robust research equipment for testing fundamental physical laws. The scientific payload of MAIUS
1 will consist of one very complex technical system - a
matter wave interferometer based on ultracold atoms
that feature quantum properties - so-called Bose-Einstein-Condensates (BEC). The mission is planned in
November 2015. This allows the team enough time for
sufficiently adjusting crucial interferometer parameters
before flight. This optimisation is only possible in
microgravity experiments with an equivalent facility by
using the Drop Tower Bremen.

On 15 July 2013 the MAPHEUS 4 mission took place.
Two scientific modules were flown: MIDAS-M and
MEGRAMA-M. The first module made use of a novel
compact X-ray radiography facility to enable in-situ
studies on diffusion. In an X-ray transparent high
temperature furnace six Al-Ni alloy samples were
melted in a shear cell. This approach enables the direct
study of changes in the composition and structure taking
place in the interior of the melted metallic alloy
samples. The achieved data are important as input
parameters for modelling solidification processes. The
MEGRAMA module permitted studies on the cooling
and clustering of a granular gas. Magnets were used to
excite several hundreds of paramagnetic particles in a
chamber. By switching off the excitation the “cooling”

MAIUS 1 features four challenging technological and
scientific goals: Establish the first BEC in a space
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On 29 May 2014 REXUS 15 was launched with the
German module FOVS. A student team of the Technical
University of Munich tested a miniaturized fiber-optic
sensor as acceleration measurement instrument. Such
sensors could potentially be used for an active vibration
damping in a rocket.

environment, demonstrate the first matter wave interferometer functionality based on a BEC in space (both
items were demonstrated under microgravity so far only
by using the Drop Tower Bremen), enter into new ultralow kinetic energy domains of the BEC (< 1 nK), and
eventually probe matter wave interferometry at time
scales unachievable on Earth.

The MEDUSA experiment studied a new technique
probing the lower ionosphere plasma by two daughter
payloads. These identical objects contained sensors for
electron, ion and neutral density measurements and a
GPS receiver, which provided the corresponding in-situ
horizontal information. The two probes were brought up
to a height of 90 km and then ejected from the main
payload section, which stored the measurement data.
Students of the University of Rostock prepared this
experiment.

In a terrestrial laboratory a BEC can be established for
no longer than a few fractions of a second in free fall
conditions. The sensitivity of such a sensor for gravity
scales quadratically with the time the atoms remain in
the interferometer. Under microgravity conditions this
time can be prolonged to several seconds, which is the
motivation for investigating quantum sensors in space.
During the MAIUS 1 flight, which will provide 6 min of
microgravity conditions at high quality, scientists intend
to generate multiple BECs in succession and investigate
them in an interferometer configuration for longer times
than achieved so far.
4.

Two German payloads flew on REXUS 16 on 28 May
2014. Students of the Wuerzburg University tested with
the HORACE module a system for attitude control of a
rocket. A camera was mounted at the outer skin of the
rocket, watching outside through a window. The video
frames were processed and compared to recognize the
horizon of the Earth and its curvature by calculating the
nadir vector. By using several processed image frames
the attitude of the rocket could be determined.

EDUCATION

4.1 REXUS / BEXUS flights
REXUS and BEXUS (Rocket/Balloon EXperiments for
University Students) are German-Swedish student programmes to acquire practical experience in real space
projects on a regular basis. By annual calls for proposals
the flight experiments are selected after evaluation by
the agencies DLR and SNSB. The ESA education office
cooperates with SNSB to fly other European payloads
on the Swedish share. All campaigns are conducted by
the launch provider EUROLAUNCH.

The MOXA module was provided by students of the
Technical University of Dresden. New sensors were
developed for oxygen with a very low response time
and high measurement accuracy. The objective of the
experiment was to measure the partial pressures of
ozone, atomic and molecular oxygen and to compare the
data with existing atmospheric models. This approach is
seen important to predict climate changes due to these
constituents more accurately.
On REXUS 18 three German experiments were flown
on 18 March 2015. The ACTOR module was developed
by students of the RWTH Aachen based on a new
method that enables cellulose aerogel fibers to be
produced and processed into textiles. The objective of
the experiment was to test the isolating capability of
aerogel textiles in comparison to other materials by
measuring the heat flux during flight with alternating
pressure and temperature conditions.

Figure 6: Students during a REXUS bench test. Credit:
DLR

The LICOD module of the University of DuisburgEssen studied the compression of dust particle clouds by
light. This effect is called photophoresis and assumed to
play a central role in the forming of early stages of
planets. The low pressure environment of the early
space loaded with dust particles was simulated in a
pressure chamber during the rocket flight. The action of
the sun was imitated by laser illumination of the particle
cloud.

The sounding rocket missions REXUS 15, 16, 17, and
18 took place in the last two years. Altogether seven
payloads developed by German students were flown.
The one stage Improved Orion rocket was used resulting
in altitudes of about 85 km and providing 1 min microgravity.
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The objective of the SMARD experiment of students of
the Technical University of Munich was to verify the
functionality of actuators made of shape memory alloys.
The actuators were tested by a deployment mechanism
as planned for a future CubeSat. This new concept
allows a miniaturized and simplified mechanism that is
reusable after testing.

15 and 25 km. Students of the University of Kiel took
care of this experiment.

Due to a malfunction of the Yo-Yo de-spin system of
the rocket the planned microgravity phase could not be
achieved during the flight of REXUS 18.
In the reporting period the three balloon missions
BEXUS 16, 18, and 19 were conducted from Esrange
with German student payloads. Typical float times of
the balloons were 2 to 4 hours at an altitude of 25 km.

Figure 7: Students of the COUGAR team during
ground vehicle testing. Credit: DLR

BEXUS 16 was launched on 8 October 2013 with the
FLASH module. Students of the Universities of Heidelberg and Wuerzburg investigated the effects of lowdose cosmic radiation on the genomes of living cells. At
the height of the balloon flight the cosmic radiation is
about ten times as strong as on ground and more
complex in composition. The cell samples were fixed at
different times during the flight to provide data at
different radiation doses.

The objective of the TAMAOS project was to evaluate
the performance of miniaturized solid state sensors in
the upper atmosphere. The students of the Technical
University of Dresden aimed at getting a more complete
understanding on concentrations of atomic, molecular
oxygen and ozone and their interaction. The related
atmospheric temperature and pressure data were also
recorded during the flight.

BEXUS 18 and 19 were launched on October 10 and 8,
2014, respectively. The ARCA experiment on BEXUS
18 tested special data reception possibilities in great
heights. It was prepared by a team of engineering
students from the University of Applied Sciences Jena.
The main goal was to evaluate which advantages an
aircraft-based surveillance system could have using a
stratospheric balloon for demonstration.

5.

CONCLUSION

As part of the German Space Programme sounding
rockets are currently utilised for the study of the middle
Earth atmosphere and medium-duration microgravity
experiments. In the field of Space Science stratospheric
balloons complement ground-based investigations and
satellite observations. Rockets and balloons are very
beneficial research tools for the education and training
of students and young scientists. Also in the upcoming
years the DLR Space Management will provide its
support to these activities.

The AFIS-P project of BEXUS 18 was a technology
demonstration of a measurement method used in an
antiproton detector. Since the flux of antiprotons in the
lower atmosphere is negligible, the objective of the
balloon mission to test a prototype had to be adapted.
Therefore, fluxes of low energy particles of the cosmic
radiation spectrum were measured with a novel active
target particle detector.
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COUGAR was the third German module on BEXUS 18
provided by students of the University of Wuerzburg.
The objective was to control an unmanned ground
vehicle from a ground station via a balloon, when no
direct line-of-sight exists between the object and the
ground for communication.
On BEXUS 19 the German ADAM and TAMAOS
modules were flown. A Silicon sensor head was used in
the ADAM project to detect the angular distribution of
charged particles in the atmosphere at a height between
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ABSTRACT

biggest being NASA’s 15 meter long Black Brant XII,
with an apogee of up to 1500 km.

Norway has long traditions as a space nation, much
due to our northern latitude. Our space science activities
are concentrated into relatively few areas. This
concentration is necessary due to limited resources, both
in funding and personnel. The main scientific activities
are within Solar-terrestrial physics and cosmology.

The solar observatory at Harestua north of Oslo was
opened in 1957 and included several optical and radio
telescopes. One telescope was dedicated to tracking
satellites passing across the sky. These observations
were made on a request from the US Air Force and this
was Norway’s first connection to satellites.

The first field has been a priority since before the
space age and is still the major priority. The usage of the
ground infrastructure in Northern Norway and on
Svalbard is essential in studying the middle and upper
atmosphere and the interaction with the Sun. This
includes the utilization of sounding rockets, both small
and large, and ground based installations like radars,
lidars and other optical instrumentation. The planned
use of Svalbard as a launch site for large stratospheric
balloons may allow the cosmology community access to
our northern infrastructure. The solar physics
community is also heavily involved in the HINODE and
IRIS missions and Norway is supporting downlink of
data via the Svalbard Station for these missions.

Norwegian scientists participated in the solar telescope
HRTS (High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph)
that flew on the space shuttle Challenger in 1985 and
several times on sounding rockets. More recently they
played a central role in the successful SOHO mission - a
large satellite based solar observatory including 12
different telescopes and instruments launched in 1995,
which is still operating. SOHO is a collaboration
between ESA and NASA in which Norwegian industry
provided equipment and services to the tune of 80
million Norwegian kroner.
Scientists at the Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment (FFI) participated on Spacelab 1 flying
onboard the space shuttle Challenger in 1983. They
built the electron accelerator, which produced artificial
aurora in space. Later Norwegian institutes participated
in the European Space Agency’s Cluster mission, a
«space fleet» of four identical satellites flying in
formation through the Earth’s magnetosphere. The
University of Oslo (UiO), The University of Bergen
(UiB) and NDRE all delivered electronics and parts to
three different instruments on Cluster.

The sounding rocket program is in close
collaboration with many countries like Germany, USA,
France, Canada and Japan. Two scientific sounding
rocket programs are currently being pursued: The ICI
series (from Svalbard) and MaxiDusty (from Andøya).
A series of scientific publications have recently
appeared from the ECOMA campaign a few years ago.
A significant improvement of today’s polar and
ionospheric research infrastructure in Northern Norway
and Svalbard has recently been put on the ESFRI
roadmap for European research infrastructure through
the SIOS and EISCAT 3D initiatives. The Norwegian
government has recently decided to upgrade the VLBI
facilities at Svalbard.

NASA’s Polar satellite, launched in 1996, studied the
aurora from space. UiB delivered important electronics
to the PIXIE instrument taking images of the X-rays
from the aurora. Scientists at UiB were also involved in
data analysis and recently their results made the front
page of the journal Nature.

1. HISTORIC PERSPECTIVES

2. OVERALL SPACE SCIENCE PRIORITIES

The early aurora and solar research led to the
establishment of the rocket range on the island of
Andøya in North Norway, where the first Norwegian
research rocket was launched in 1962. Researchers from
numerous countries now utilize this rocket range in their
studies of the northern lights and the Earth’s atmosphere
and the facility is NASA´s most important launch
facility for sounding rockets outside USA. More than
1000 rockets have been launched since 1962, the

Due to its size and the resulting limited resources,
Norway needs to concentrate efforts to compete with
other space nations. Space related science in Norway
can be divided into three major fields: research OF
space, research FROM space and research IN space.
•

•

“OF space”
o Solar-Terrestrial physics (about 80%)
o Cosmology
“FROM space”

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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Ocean monitoring
Polar and climate research
Science leading to needed
applications
“IN space”
o Plant physiology
o Human psychology
o Technology demonstrators

the observatory since 1994, celebrating its 20-years
anniversary with a scientific symposium at ASC in
2014.

o
o
o

•

In this article the main focus is science OF space and
the other fields will just be mentioned briefly. Science
OF space includes space physics with the emphasis on
the magnetospheric/-ionospheric physics and processes
in the neutral middle atmosphere at high latitudes. Solar
physics and cosmology and life sciences with a focus on
plant physiology are also included.
Norway is participating in ESAs Space Situational
Awareness program. The Norwegian Mapping Autority
is contributing to monitoring space weather effects on
the ionosphere and degradation of positioning systems.
Tromsø Geophysical Observatory is monitoring
deviations in the Earth’s magnetic field. Kongsberg
Spacetec is involved in the Phase A Study for Space
Weather part of the SSA program. They have a contract
related to the architectural design of the Space Weather
system, with responsibilities related to ground based
sensors, services and the overall system architectural
design.

Figure 1. Andøya Rocket Range (ARS).
ASC offers the scientists the opportunity for in-depth
studies of the Arctic atmosphere and ionosphere by both
short- and long-term monitoring techniques which can
be combined with in-situ measurements from rocket
and/or balloons. The new Science Centre, located beside
the ASC telemetry section, has replaced the former
USOC and provides real-time monitoring of scientific
parameters and other phenomena during operational
campaigns.

3. SOUNDING ROCKET PROGRAM

ASC has recently ordered a new, mobile 23ft telemetry
antenna to further enhance its telemetry services for
NASA, DLR, JAXA and other customers. This
procurement adds to the already fully updated ASC
telemetry equipment featuring state of the art Cortex
receivers, capable of 30Mb/s. Used together with the
ATC telemetry, also of the same standard, ASC now is
capable of serving the most demanding telemetry needs
with a very high quality.

3.1 Andøya Rocket Range
Andøya Space Center (ASC) provides sounding rocket
and balloon operations from Norway. ASC was
established in the 1960s as Andøya Rocket Range and
more than a thousand sounding rockets have been
launched from Andøya since the first lift-off in 1962.
Due to the increased and diversified activities, as well as
the need for a modernisation of the company profile, the
name was changed to Andøya Space Center in 2014.
Both subsidiaries, Andøya Test Center (ATC) and
NAROM were included in the modernisation of the
profile program as well. The sophisticated infrastructure
includes a cluster of ground-based state-of-the-art
instruments. The Norwegian Institute for Air Research
(NILU), the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP
Kühlungsborn), ASC, the Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment (FFI), University of Oslo, and eight other
science groups from outside Norway run their
instruments at ALOMAR (Arctic Lidar Observatory for
Middle Atmosphere Research) and contribute to the
running costs of the observatory. The instruments
include four lidars, four atmospheric radars, and a
number of passive instruments, such as an imaging
riometer, all-sky camera, several spectrometers,
microwave radiometers, and others. ASC has operated

The high latitude location of ASC (69⁰N), north of the
Arctic Circle, is favourable because it is close to the
southern boundary of the Polar Vortex and lies within
the nightside auroral oval. The infrastructure gives the
scientists the opportunity to exploit these advantages;
the physics, chemistry and dynamics in all atmospheric
layers can be investigated, thus both climate change and
space weather parameters can be monitored.
In the context of Space Weather Services, there are
several relevant ground-based instruments located at
Andøya. In particular, the ALOMAR Imaging Riometer
for Ionospheric Studies (AIRIS) is important because it
can monitor the ionosphere and its response to particle
precipitation. An All-sky camera will monitor the
aurora and the cluster of radars have the capability to
monitor the mesosphere and lower ionosphere and
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provide information on electron density, meteors,
turbulence, wind field and tides.

increasing amount of activities in the high north relying
on communication and high precision GNSS signals
(offshore and opening of the northern sea route). With
the ICI-series of rockets, the University of Oslo aims to
study instability processes in connection with auroras,
high speed plasma flow channels and polar cap patches,
and in particular to quantify growth rates and to
characterize electron plasma structures associated with
these instabilities. The ICI-rocket program delivers
building blocks for space weather scintillation models.

The ALOMAR observatory provides measurements of
the troposphere to the lower thermosphere and includes
profiles of temperature, total density, wind speed and
direction, certain trace constituents such as Na and O3,
atmospheric gravity waves and their momentum flux.
Several of the scientific parameters that are monitored
play an important role regarding the space weather.
ASC also has the knowledge and expertise to build
sounding rocket payloads, which can be used to study
parameters relevant to the understanding of space
weather phenomena.

The ICI rocket program takes advantage of the total
Hotel payload services developed Andøya Rocket
Range where the scientists only take care of preparing
their own instruments and tell when science conditions
are met for launch. This is cost effective approach that
increases the chance to revive a sustainable Norwegian
sounding rocket program. The ICI payload is optimised
to perform high resolution measurements of the electron
plasma structures, down to meter scale, and it is
equipped with an electron particle spectrometer that can
resolve the thickness of magnetic field-aligned electron
beams down to ~meter resolution, i.e. down to an
electron gyro radius which is thinnest thinkable
structure which has not been measured before!

Sounding rockets could either be launched from Ny
Ålesund (78.92°N, 11.93°E) on Svalbard (SVALRAK)
or at Andøya (69.28°N, 16.01°E). At Andøya two
launchers are capable of launching large rockets such as
Black Brant XII up to more than 1600 km in altitude. At
Ny Ålesund the launcher can launch rockets to altitudes
above 1100 km while from Longyearbyen (78.25°N,
15.47°E) long duration balloons are launched up to
altitudes between 30 and 40 km.
So far in 2015 (and end of 2014) four sounding rockets
have been launched from ASC. NASA C-REX (Dec
2014), UiO ICI-4, DLR/IAP WADIS-2 and DOST/DLR
HIFiRE 7. The NASA CAPER rocket was scheduled for
launch in Dec. 2014, but due to problematic weather
and science conditions, this mission had to be moved to
Dec. 2015. This will make 2015 a year with three
NASA launches form ASC. NASA CARE-2
(Bernhardt), NASA RENU-2 (Lessard) and NASA
CAPER (LaBelle). In addition to this, the first launch of
the NAMMO 28 kN hybrid rocket motor – NUCLEUS,
is scheduled for September.
The NUCLEUS, which will serve as the basic building
block for the North Star series of rocket motors, has
been undergoing full scale static testing at NAMMO’s
new hybrid test center at Raufoss since mid-2014. The
NUCLEUS will serve as the second stage on two stage
rockets from ASC, and will be complemented by the a
bigger version – the AURORA booster, which will
consist of a cluster of 4 NUCLEUS motors. The
AURORA is expected to be ready for test in 2016,
providing ASC and associated scientists with a hybrid,
controllable and environmentally friendly alternative to
the Brazilian S-30 booster and US Improved Orion.

Figure 2. Artist concept of future ICI-4 (T. Abrahamsen,
ASC)
ICI-2 was successfully launched from Ny-Ålesund in 5
December, 2008. It intersected 3 regions of HF radar
backscatter targets. With UiO’s new concept Langmuir
probe system it measured absolute electron density at
5.7 kHz resolution, and for the first time it resolved
decametre HF backscatter irregularities.
ICI-3 was launched from Ny-Ålesund in December
2011. The ICI-3 payload consisted of several
instruments with contributions from University of Oslo
(UiO), Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency/Institute of
Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS/JAXA) and
Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas (LPP). University
of Alberta, Canada contributes to the payload

3.2 ICI Rocket Programme
The ICI-series of rockets is a space weather mission.
There is an increasing demand for scintillation forecasts
in the polar caps. For Norway this is due to an
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instrumentation of ICI-4 that will be launched in
December 2013As illustrated in Figure 3 the ICI-5
rocket planned for December 2016 will include three or
more sub payloads.
3.3 MUDD/MAXIDUSTY Rocket Programme.
The aim of the MAXIDUSTY (MXD) programme at the
University of Tromsø, in cooperation with the
University of Oslo, is to enhance our understanding of
key physical and chemical processes in the Earth’s
mesosphere and of its coupling to other atmospheric
regions. The project represent a continuation of the
Norwegian rocket programme on the mesosphere,
including
the
rocket
projects
TURBO,
TURBO/DUSTY, MINIDUSTY, MIDAS, ROMA, and
ECOMA. The MXD project has a particularly strong
emphasis on the investigation of dust and aerosol
particles, their structure and composition, compared to
earlier mesosphere projects. The investigations will
involve the launch of rocket payloads from Andøya
Rocket Range, Norway. The first launch in this
programme (MXD-1) will be in July 2016, after some
delays due to motor problems. This launch will contain
11 different experiments with 6 aimed at measuring dust
composition, number density, sizes and charges. There
are two new instruments, the MUDD (Multiple Dust
Detector, built by University of Tromsø - UiT) to
measure the fragments produced by impacting icy
particles near the mesopause and a mass spectrometer
ICON (UiT) which will focus the ice particles into a
collection/evaporation chamber which will be opened to
a mass spectrometer just below a NLC or PMSE cloud.
ICON will then look for elements besides water vapour,
for example meteoric metals. A single MUDD was
launched in 2011 from Kiruna, on the Swedish rocket
PHOCUS. MXD-1 is planned to contain several
daughter payloads to be released below the NLC/PMSE
clouds, in addition to several plasma detectors and a
photometer.

Figure 3. From left to right we show the dust probe
DUSTY which in 1994 for the first time detected
mesospheric charged dust particles. The mass
spectrometer ICON is intended to mass analyze the
vapour from the ice of the NLC particles. ICON is
planned to be launched for the first time on MXD-I in
2016.
4. AURORA RESEARCH
The old Aurora Station in Adventdalen at Svalbard was
built in 1978 but was in recent years outdated and
hampered by increasing light pollution from
Longyearbyen. The new Kjell Henriksen Observatory
was opened in 2008 and is the largest of its kind with a
gross total area of approximately 700 square meters,
which includes a service section of approximately
200 square meters floor space.

Instruments for a second MXD-2 is being constructed.
It will contain most of the instruments that MXD-1
carries and in addition there will be a new instrument
MESS (Meteoric Smoke Sampler - UiT). It works on
the much the same principle as ICON, where icy
particles are channelled by a funnel into a collection
chamber which will be opened below and closed above
the NLC/PMSE layers. The NLC icy particles are
expected to contain a large amount of meteoric smoke
particles (MSP) embedded in them, and we expect that
when the ice evaporates the MSP will remain. MESS
will be recovered and the collection chamber inspected
for MSP. The results will be compared with a dummy
collection chamber which will also be launched but
remain closed during the flight.

Figure 4. Kjell Henriksen Observatory at Svalbard was
opened in 2008 (KHO
The instrument section contains 30 instrument rooms
with domes. During the auroral winter season from
November to the end of February, 25 optical
instruments operate 24 hours a day. The 10 non-optical
instruments run all-year-round 24 hours a day. 21
different institutions from 9 nations were present at
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KHO in 2014. KHO also serves as the main laboratory
for hands on training and teaching of students in the
Space physics group at UNIS.

BCSS will maximize the utilization of existing
Norwegian infrastructure at Svalbard, Northern Norway
as well as our large investments in Cluster and ASIM. It
will also strengthen and expand UiB’s capability to
develop and build state-of-the-art instrumentation for
space. Furthermore it will contribute to educate and
position the next generation of Norwegian space physics
scientists through an ambitious educational and public
outreach components.

The main task of KHO is in general to study processes
associated with the Magnetospheric cusp and its
connection to the Sun-Earth environment. The dayside
aurora gives an open window to processes on the Sun
and how they interact with our upper atmosphere.
Studies of phenomena such as airglow and aurora are
therefore essential for understanding of how energy is
transported into the Magnetospheric Clefts down the
whole vertical column of the atmosphere, and how it on
a larger scale contributes to the climate. KHO was a
central part of the Cusp Region Experiment (C-REX), a
NASA sounding rocket mission that released a large
constellation of artificial clouds into the ionosphere over
the Greenland Sea. The rocket was launched from
Andøya Space Center on 24th of Noevember 2014.

6. TROMSØ GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
Tromsø Geophysical Observatory (TGO), is a small unit
under the Faculty of Science and Technology at UiT –
the Arctic University of Norway. The unit exist to
continue and ensure the quality of the long time series
of geophysical measurements performed in Northern
Norway since the establishment of the Haldde
observatory (1916) and the Auroral Observatory (1928).
TGO operates a network of 15 magnetometers in
mainland Norway and Norwegian areas in the Arctic.
Three of them - Bear Island, Tromsø and Dombås - are
geomagnetic observatories, the remaining are stable
variometers with less accurate absolute calibration
aimed to serve ionospheric physics and monitoring
magnetic field variations for space weather purposes.
Data from he stations are included in the IMAGE and
SuperMAG databases.

Each instrument at KHO has its own scientific task and
objective listed at the observatory’s own home page:
http://kho.unis.no.
5. BIRKELAND CENTRE FOR SPACE SCIENCE
The Birkeland Centre for Space Science (BCSS) is a
centre of excellence that was established in 2013 to
tackle a broad range of scientific topics. It is located at
the University of Bergen in collaboration with NTNU
and UNIS. It will strengthen the international position
of the Norwegian space physics community by making
significant progress on compelling science questions.
The primary objective for the centre is to understand
How is the Earth coupled to Space? This includes
understanding when and why the aurora in the two
hemispheres are asymmetric, better understanding of the
ionosphere, the effects of particle precipitation on the
atmospheric system, and the role of energetic particles
from thunderstorms in geospace.

Near
real
time
data
can
be
found
at
http://flux.phys.uit.no/geomag.html where they are
displayed along with corresponding data from Finland,
Denmark, Greenland, Alaska, Canada and Russia.
Additionally, TGO is operating an ionsonde near
Tromsø; this instrument represents one of the world's
longest time-series of ionospheric electron density
soundings dating back to 1934. TGO also operates three
meteor radars (jointly with Japanese institutions) at
Tromsø, Alta and Longyearbyen, an MF radar (with
Japan and Canada) at Tromsø, the SOUSY MST radar
and an imaging riometer (with Denmark) in
Longyearbyen. Recent new operations include singlebeam riometers in Ny-Ålesund and Skibotn. TGO is
also contributing to the operation of a sensitive,
multispectral all-sky imager owned by UiO at Skibotn.
7. SPACEWEATHER SERVICES
7.1 Ionosphere monitoring service “seSolstorm”
The Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA) has
developed a publicly accessible service that displays an
overview of the state of the ionosphere, as viewed from
a GNSS perspective, in real-time. The service is
primarily intended for users of the positioning service

Fig. 5. ASIM will detect terrestrial gamma ray burst
from the International Space Station (DTU Denmark).
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CPOS, but is open to everyone. The main parameters
are the total ionospheric electron content (TEC) and the
Rate-Of-TEC Index (ROTI), which is a measure of
ionospheric turbulence level. These parameters are
related to errors in GNSS positioning. The service can
be accessed at http://sesolstorm.kartverket.no/.

TGO during summer of 2014. The Norwegian Space
Center is supporting the development of the center,
which will be built around a physical forecasting room
from where space weather will be monitored and
forecasts issued. The main purpose of NOSWE is to act
as a tool to enhancing Norwegian abilities to participate
in the ESA SSA program, to be a national source for
information and knowledge about space weather
hazards and to provide means towards mitigation of
these. An important aim of NOSWE is to establish
contact with national directorates, industries and other
activities that are vulnerable to or dependent on space
weather, ranging from search and rescue and offshore
drilling operations to the tourist industry and the
amateur radio community. Already, collaboration with
Norwegian power grid company, Statnett, is underway
to increase preparedness for major space weather
events.

7.2 Ionosphere monitoring service at ESAs space
weather portal
As part of ESAs Space Situational Awareness program,
the NMA has developed a service of the same kind as
that described in the previous paragraph, but with
additional products available. The additional data
products are scintillation maps, and data files for all
types of data displayed. The service is currently
accessible
at
http://swe.ssa.esa.int/web/guest/rtimfederated. It requires the user to log in to the ESA space
weather portal system. The only requirement for getting
an account is that a valid email address is needed.

8. GEODETIC RESEARCH
7.3 A service Supporting Resource Exploitation
System

The Space Geodetic Research Facility of the Norwegian
Mapping Authority in Ny Ålesund, Svalbard, is part of
an international network of stations, which is crucial for
society’s satellite-based infrastructure and provides the
basis for accurate climate monitoring in the far north.
The observatory is the northernmost facility of its kind,
and maps movements in the Earth’s surface, planetary
rotation, and the Earth’s position in space. The
Norwegian government appropriated funds for a new
geodetic observatory with new technology in its revised
national planning budget for 2012. Construction of the
new geodetic observatory is under way after the first
pile was driven in the autumn of 2014. The new
observatory is due to be completed in 2018.

As part of the ESA SSA program preparatory phase
project Provision of Space Weather Additional Services
(SN-VI) led by Rhea Group, TGO and the NMA have
developed a Service Supporting Resource Exploitation
System Operators (RESSOS).
The RESSOS service provides near real-time
information about geomagnetic disturbances which
primarily affect directional drilling and aeromagnetic
surveys, and ionospheric disturbances which primarily
affect GNSS-based services. The RESOSS service
provides these two independent service components as
parts of a single service. RESOSS will be aimed at a
broader user base, and introduces existing end users of
the detailed service components to additional, available
and related service components, which should be of
interest and benefit to them.
7.4 The Norwegian Center for Space Weather
TGO has for many years supported the oil industry with
real-time magnetometer data during directional drilling
operations on the Norwegian continental shelf. The
experience from this type of space weather related
activity has gained TGO the role of Expert Service
Center coordinator for geomagnetic conditions within
the ESA Space Situational Awareness (SSA) program.
TGO currently participates in many activities within this
program. In light of the above and the increasing
awareness of space weather in non-scientific areas as
well as the increasing commercial activity in the auroral
zone/Barents Sea, the Norwegian Center for Space
Weather (NOSWE) was established as a unit under

Figure 6. The VLBI antenna in Ny Ålesund, Svalbard
(Photo: Bjørn-Owe Holmberg)
The upgraded observatory will combine several
geodetic measuring techniques - very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI), satellite laser ranging (SLR),
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) – including
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GPS – and doppler orbitography and radio positioning
integrated by satellite (Doris), based on the standard set
by the global geodetic network. Norway’s Uninett group
has laid fibreoptic cables on the seabed between
Longyearbyen and Ny-Ålesund. This link is important
for the research community at the latter site. The cables
were in operation for the first time on 9 May 2015. With
this fibreoptic link, the Norwegian Mapping Authority
will be able to transmit real time data from its new
observatory to such recipients as NASA in the USA and
the international geodetic research network.

What has become increasingly clear is that a proper
utilization of high quality satellite data requires
extensive numerical modelling. This is needed in order
to make the connection between observed quantities
such as spectral lines and the physical conditions in the
radiating atmosphere. The solar physics group in
Norway has built up a considerable expertise in this area
and is now, as one of the first groups in the world,
producing three-dimensional models of the solar
atmosphere, from the convection zone to the corona.
These models include enough of the relevant physics so
that synthetic observations from them can be compared
directly with observations.

9. SOLAR RESEARCH
10. COSMOLOGY AND ASTRONOMY
The solar research environment blossomed early in
Norway and today Norway has one of the strongest
solar research groups in the world. Today observations
of the sun are carried out from large international
observatories as well as from satellites. Norway is
currently involved in the SOHO mission and the
Japanese solar satellite Hinode. Data from the satellite
are downloaded at the Svalbard archipelago and a
European data centre at the University of Oslo is
processing the raw material making it accessible for the
entire European science community.

A small cosmology group has existed at the University
of Oslo since the 1960’s, but in the last decade it has
grown to become an internationally leading research
group. Presently the most important research subject is
the Cosmic Microwave Background, the group
emphasizes the closest interaction between analysis of
data from experiments and fundamental theory to
further the understanding of the Universe.
The last decade has seen an enormous growth in
cosmology, making it a leading branch of both
astronomy and physics. While cosmology until one or
two decades ago was a data-starved science, the
opposite is the case today. The wealth of new data
coming out of new large space- and ground-based
experiments has made cosmology a data-rich science
where one poses detailed questions and where
simplified models are no longer sufficient. Already with
NASA’s Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP), large classes of cosmological models are
today ruled out, and a concordance model has been
established.

In addition Norwegian scientist are involved in NASA’s
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) launched in 2010.
SDO is a super-telescope taking images with four times
higher resolution than HD-TV quality every 10 seconds,
transmitting 1500 Gb of data every single day. The
NASA solar mission IRIS (Interface Region Imaging
Spectrograph) was launched in June 2013 with a
significant Norwegian contribution in modeling of the
solar atmosphere as well as providing downlink of data
via the Svalbard Satellite Station.

The cosmology group concentrates its activities on The
cosmology group concentrates its activities on studies of
the cosmic microwave background through ESA’s
Planck mission and until recently the ground based
QUIET experiment, and theoretical cosmology,
concentrating on inflationary physics and on models
that can explain the mysterious observed acceleration of
the expansion of the Universe. The group’s studies of
large-scale anisotropies in the cosmic microwave
background have caught world-wide attention. About
20 people at the University of Oslo have been involved
in analyzing the first results from Planck. The initial
cosmological results from Planck were released in May
2013, and the UiO group had contributed strongly to
separation of components, estimation of power
spectrum, measurements of gaussianity of the
fluctuations and of large-scale anisotropies.
Figure 7. The data from HINODE is downloaded to
Svalbard and Troll (T. Abrahamsen).
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11. SPACE EXPLORATION

safely be said to be Norway’s most expensive
flowerpots. All experiments in this mini-greenhouse are
controlled and operated from the Norwegian User
Support and Operation Centre at the Plant Biocentre.
Everything - water, nutrients, light, temperature - are
controlled by commands from this center. The first
Norwegian experiment on the ISS called MULTIGEN-1
was performed in 2007 and the scientists are very
satisfied with the results. One of the major results
obtained solved a problem that has been a challenge
since Charles Darwin asked the question about gravity
and plant movements as they grow; Are circumnutations
in plants dependent on gravity or will internal control
mechanisms in plants also participate? The results from
the ISS show clearly that both factors are required.

Svalbard offers a unique variety of geological sites in an
Arctic dessert environment perfectly suited for planetary
exploration. Mars analogue activities have been ongoing
since 1997 when rocks in the Bockfjord Volcanic
Complex (BVC) were discovered to be identical to the
Martian meteorite ALH84001. The Arctic Mars Analog
Svalbard Expedition project (AMASE) was initiated by
Norway in 2003 and is funded by ESA and NASA to
develop and test instruments onboard "Search for Life"
missions to Mars including Mars Science Laboratory,
ExoMars and Mars Sample Return. AMASE also
provides training for mission scientists and engineers as
well as field-testing of astronaut suites and robotic
platforms and plays an important role in fostering
collaboration between ESA and NASA teams.

Figure 9. The Norwegian User and Operation Centre
for plant research on the International Space Station.
The Oslo branch of the research and technology group
SINTEF has developed the Multi-Comcponent Trace
Gas Monitor (ANITA) to monitor air quality on the
International Space Station (ISS). The instrument was
launched in 2007 on the space shuttle to detect whether
the air might contain gases potentially hazardous to the
astronauts. The instrument can trace gasses no other
previous systems on ISS could detect. Only ANITA
detected a leak in the cooling system in 2007. The
possibility of an operational instrument for the Space
Station and in preparation of possible future missions,
ANITA 2, is under discussion.

Fig. 8. NASA’s Mars rover and space suits being tested
at Svalbard (AMASE)
The Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI)
developed and tested a prototype of the WISDOM
georadar for the ESA ExoMars mission. WISDOM will
chart ice, water and rocks to a depth of three meters on
Mars and is being field tested on AMASE. FFI is now
developing the ground penetrating radar RIMFAX for
NASA’s Mars 2020 rover mission. FFI was also
responsible for the CAPS instrument designed to study
plasma processes onboard the Cassini mission. The
University of Bergen delivered components to the SIR-2
infrared spectrometer on the Indian Chandrayaan-1
lunar mission.

The University of Bergen is one of the key participants
in the ASIM instrument currently being built for the
International Space Station for observation of transient
effects such as sprites, elves and blue jets. ASIM
(Atmosphere- Space Interaction Monitor) is scheduled
for launch in 2016/2017.

12. INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
The International Space Station (ISS) also contains a
mini-greenhouse (EMCS - European Modular
Cultivation System) with a number of plant cultivation
chambers developed by Prototech in Bergen in
collaboration with the Plant Biocentre at the Norwegian
University of Technology and Sciences (NTNU) in
Trondheim. They cost 500,000 NOK apiece and can

NORAIS-2, the second generation AIS receiver for the
International Space Station, was successfully integrated
on iSS in February 2015. The NORAIS-1 receiver has
been successfully brought back to Norway for technical
inspection and will be a valuable space-historic atrefact.
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13. ACCESS TO SATELLITE DATA

Norway is now building a small satellite called
NORSAT-1 to be launched in 2016. The payload will
consist of a new generation Solar Total Irradiance
monitor delivered by PMOC/WRC in Switzerland and
will provide important data for the Sun-climate
connection. A Mini-Langmuir probe
from the
University of Oslo will provide space weather
measurements while a new AIS receiver will be tested
out.

Norway has since the early 1980 been active in
development of satellite based services for Marine
situational awareness including oil spill. - ship and
ice detection. The services are primarily based on data
from polar orbiting radar satellites. This near real time
operational services is used world-wide among others
by the European Maritime Safety Agency. The services
are being developed through various national initiatives
and offered commercially by Kongsberg Satellite
Services (KSAT). KSAT also owns and operates the
world¹s largest station for satellites in polar orbits
(KSAT SvalSat) located at Svalbard Norway. Combined
with the other KSAT ground stations daily contacts are
made to about 100 satellites using more than 70
antennas. Important Norwegian antenna installations are
also located in Tromsø and at the Troll Station
(TrollSat) in Antarctica. All the major space agencies
are using Norwegian ground stations, including ESA,
NASA and JAXA science missions and ensures easy
access to high quality science data for Norwegian
scientists.
Norway is therefore a big operational user of remote
sensing data from satellites, and Norwegian scientists
are involved in many of ESA’s Explorer satellites for
earth observation research. We will not go into the
details in this article.

Figure 11. NORSAT-1 will be launched in 2015 and will
provide Sun-Earth connection observations as well
monitoring ship traffic.
14. EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH

13.1. Ship Detection from Space

NAROM (Norwegian Centre for Space-related
Education), partly funded by the Norwegian
Government, offers educational programmes for
teachers and students at many different levels to
promote appreciation for the benefits of space activities,
to facilitate recruitment in the space industry, and to
stimulate an interest in science in general.
NAROM is co-located with Andøya Rocket Range
(ARR). The close proximity to the facilities and
personnel at ARR provides important advantages with
respect to educational activities, and NAROM uses the
unique technical facilities at ARR to provide an exciting
educational experience. The European Space
Educational Resource Office ESERO in Norway is
established at ARR by NAROM . The office provides
five different courses for teachers in upper secondary
schools.

In July 2010 Norway’s first satellite for ship traffic
monitoring was launched. AISSat-1 has been a big
success, and a copy AISSat-2 is being launced in 2013.
A Norwegian built AIS receiver has also been placed on
the ISS and is being used for anti-piracy operations in
the Indian Ocean. Combined with the oil spill detection
from radar satellites, the space based AIS system is a
unique system to detect and identify illegal release of oil
or illegal fishing and even support monitoring of pirates.

14.1 Student Satellite Program
NSC is actively sponsoring a student satellite
programme in Norway, which is implemented together
with NAROM and ARR. The aim is to plan, build,
launch and operate three student satellites within three
Norwegian Universities. One satellite has already been
launched, but attempts to obtain contact with it have not
been successful. Two others are currently being built,
planned for possible launch in 2016

Figure 10. AISSat-1 has for the first time monitored all
ship traffic in the Arctic and it is obvious that mots
traffic is within Norwegian territories.
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14.2 CaNoRock – a Canadian Norwegian Student
Exchange & Rocket Programme

14.4 Public Outreach
The Norwegian Space Centre is focusing on outreach
and media activities to increase the interest in science
and technology among young people and the general
audience.

The Canada-Norway Student Sounding Rocket
(CaNoRock) exchange program is a partnership
between the Universities of Alberta, Calgary and
Saskatchewan, the University of Oslo, University of
Tromsø, Andøya Rocket Range and NAROM
(Norwegian Center for Space Related Education) in
Norway. The University of Bergen and University
Centre in Svalbard (UNIS) in Norway are currently
working to be included in the program. To further
enhance the educational benefits and cooperation
between students in the two countries a student satellite
program – CaNoSat will be developed to run in parallel
and coordinated with the sounding rocket activities.
Funding for the necessary student activities like travel
and subsistence will be covered by CaNoRock STEP,
funded by Norwegian Centre for International
Cooperation in Education (SIU) for 2012-2016.

On the web sitesvromsenter.novand the more static
version spacecentre.no is the main access to the target
groups. NSC publishes stories on astronomy, industrial
policy, ESA activities and space activities in general, all
with a Norwegian hook or commented by the staff at the
space centre.
This pays off in media and NSC staff is a much sought
after source for journalists writing stories on space. Last
year the NSC was cited 700 times in papers, magazines,
websites, TV and radio.
In 2014 NSC launched a section for kids up till 12 years
old, called Space for Kids. The site is commonly in use
by young students and schools as a source for space
related projects.

14.3 European Space Camp
Each year a group of students (17-19 years old) meet at
Andøya Rocket Range to learn more about the Sun, the
atmosphere, and the aurora. After a week they are
among the few that can call themselves real rocket
scientists.

November 12 the Norwegian Space Centre hosted a
public Rosetta event when Philae landed on the comet
67P. The media coverage was good with live reporting
on the main broadcasters and live web events. This year
the big public outreach happening will be Space Expo,
an EU based exhibition showing how satellites impact
our daily lives. The exhibition will take place in Oslo
from August 28 till September 6.

The goal of Space Camp is to let the students take part
in real science. They get to work with the same tools as
real rocket scientists. Tutors from Norway, the
European Space Agency (ESA), and NASA guide the
students while they construct their own instruments to
take measurements in the atmosphere. The highlight is
launching their instruments on a self-built rocket.

Presentations for schools, students and the general
public are a priority as well. The staff of 39 employees
makes more than 200 presentations a year.

Figure12: European Space Camp at Andøya
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ABSTRACT
with instrument development as well as possibility to use
a custom-made platform for the experiment. In addition,
the smaller scale of the balloon and rocket projects allows
close cooperation between the research groups,
technicians and Swedish industry. Another advantage is
the fact that the time-frame from the start of the project
to publishing the results is relatively short, which is
especially attractive for young researchers and PhD
students.

The paper gives a brief overview of Swedish space
activities with a focus on balloon and rocket projects,
launched or scheduled for launch in the near future from
Esrange Space Center. Several on-going national balloon
and rocket projects are described in brief. Sweden is also
a major player in sounding rocket activities within the
ESA Elips programme as provider of launch services and
developer of modules for microgravity experiments.
Another important activity, described below, is the
student programme REXUS/BEXUS, carried out within
the framework of bilateral agreement between DLR and
SNSB, and in collaboration with ESA. It should also be
noted that several other balloons and rockets have been
launched from Esrange Space Center during the reporting
period. The present paper focuses, however, on the
projects led by Swedish Principal Investigators and
activities with a major involvement of Swedish scientists
and engineers.

The establishment of the new national balloon and rocket
programme allows issuing regular calls for balloon and
rocket projects. Swedish national balloon and rocket
programme is also open for projects carried out in
international collaboration.
The balloons and rockets are launched from Esrange
Space Center, a unique Swedish and European facility,
situated above the polar circle 40 km East of Kiruna at
lat. 67° 53'N, long. 21° 04'E, with a rocket impact area of
5600 km2. Landing sites for short duration balloons
include northern Scandinavia whereas long duration
balloons usually land in northwest Canada. A unique
circumpolar flight with landing in Russia took place in
2013. The balloon carried the Swedish astrophysics
experiment PoGOLite and the flight is described in more
detail in the next chapter.

INTRODUCTION
Swedish space research comprises many different fields,
such as astronomy, space physics, astrobiology, Earth
observation, atmospheric research, space physiology,
space radiation and microgravity research. The major
part of Swedish space research activities is supported by
SNSB (Swedish National Space Board), within its
national programme for space research and Earth
observation. The annual budget available for space
research and related activities is around 18 M€, which
also includes Swedish national balloon and rocket
programme as well as recently established national
programme for development of small low-cost
innovative research satellites. Along with the participation in Swedish national programmes, many
researchers utilise flights offered by the European Space
Agency (ESA) programmes and/or data provided by ESA
satellites and other international space missions.
In late 2012, a dedicated national programme for balloon
and rocket projects was established by SNSB in order to
allow Swedish scientists to utilise balloon and rocket
flights from Esrange on regular basis. National activities
within this field are of strategic importance as they
provide unique opportunity of combining basic science

Figure 1. Balloon launch from Esrange, featuring
BEXUS-19 in October 2014
(photo Kristine Dannenberg).
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Currently, several balloon and rocket research projects
within various research fields are ongoing within the
national balloon and rocket programme.

The trajectory was closely monitored and when overflying Russia after two weeks of flight it was decided to
cut-off the balloon before reaching Scandinavia to ensure
that the instrument lands safely on solid ground. The
actual landing took place in Russian tundra in the
neighbourhood of Russian city Norilsk.

A major ongoing balloon project is the astrophysics
experiment PoGOLite (Polarized Gamma-ray Observer)
for measurements of the polarisation of gamma-rays
from extreme astrophysical objects, such as Crab Nebula.
The project is led by Mark Pearce, KTH (Royal Institute
of Technology), in cooperation with international
scientists.

The flight was a great success with respect to technical
aspects and flight as such. As regards the performance of
the scientific instrument, the measurements were
discontinued just after a few flight days due to thermal
issues. A thorough analysis of the results has been done
and the current plan is to fly an updated version of
PoGOLite, called PoGO+ in summer 2016.

SWEDISH EXPERIMENTS ON BALLOONS AND
ROCKETS

Another balloon project, ongoing within the Swedish
national programme, is In-situ IWC (In-situ Ice Water
Content), led by Thomas Kuhn from Luleå Tehnical
University. This project deals with ice clouds and studies
of ice water content. The aim of the project is to improve
remote sensing measurements of ice clouds and to refine
parameterizations of cloud ice to be used in radiative
transfer models. Several balloon launches have taken
place already and more are foreseen in near future in
order to perform ice cloud studies at different
atmospheric conditions. The volume of the balloons
carrying experiments is 500 m3, enabling several
launches during each campaign.
At the moment three rocket projects are ongoing within
the national balloon and rockets programme and launches
are planned for summer/autumn 2015 and beginning of
2016.

Figure 2. Launch preparations of the PoGOLite mission
attract a local visitor, reindeer
(photo courtesy of Mark Pearce).
The PoGOLite payload, with a mass of more than 2 tons
and carried by a one million m3 large balloon, was
launched from Esrange in July 2013. During the flight,
PoGOLite followed the winds and flew over Sweden,
Norway, Greenland, Canada, Alaska and Russia.

Figure 4. Payload of the O-States experiment
(photo Kristine Dannenberg).
The O-States (Oxygen Species and Thermospheric
Airglow in The Earth's Sky) rocket project is led by Jörg
Gumbel from Stockholm University and deals with the
studies of the lower thermosphere using O2 atmospheric
band emissions.

Figure 3. PoGOLite has safely landed in Siberia
(photo courtesy of David Shifrin, CAO).
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O-States will provide information about atomic oxygen
and temperature at altitudes of 100-250 km by means of
dayglow emission spectra of O2. Two rocket launches at
different atmospheric conditions are planned within OStates project in summer/autumn 2015.

KTH (Royal Institute of Technology). During the flight
of SPIDER, several autonomous free-flying payloads
will be released, based on the technology previously
studied within several REXUS student projects at KTH;
being a very good illustration of synergies between
student projects and projects carried out by senior
scientists. The launch of the SPIDER rocket is planned in
early 2016. Another rocket experiment LEEWAVES
(Local Excitation and Effects of Waves on Atmospheric
Vertical Structure) will share the same rocket and will
study
atmospheric
gravitational
waves.
The
LEEWAVES project is carried out by Jörg Gumbel (SU)
and Nickolay Ivchenko (KTH).
THE REXUS/BEXUS STUDENT PROGRAMME
SNSB takes an active part in the student rocket and
balloon programme REXUS/BEXUS (Rocket and
Balloon Experiments for University Students). The
programme is a joint undertaking of DLR (German
Aerospace Center) and SNSB in collaboration with ESA.
Two REXUS rockets and two BEXUS balloons are
launched from Esrange every year.

Figure 5. The SSC team integrates the payload of the
O-States experiment (photo Kristine Dannenberg).

Figure 7. The members of the German COUGAR team
prepare their payload for the BEXUS launch
in October 2014 (photo Kristine Dannenberg).
An annual call for proposals is being issued each summer
offering an opportunity to carry out European student
experiments on real rockets and balloons. The call is open
to the students from ESA member states and cooperating
states. Up to now more than 500 students have
participated in the programme. During each cycle of the
programme student teams undergo similar steps as in real
space projects, from the experiment proposal and
preliminary design review to flight acceptance review.

Figure 6. One of the O-States sensors
((photo Kristine Dannenberg).
Another rocket project, SPIDER (Small Payloads for
Investigation of Disturbances in Electrojet by Rockets),
deals with the study of turbulence in the auroral electrojets. PI of the SPIDER project is Nickolay Ivchenko from

The duration of the BEXUS balloon flights is 2-3 hours
at 26-30 km altitude. The REXUS rockets reach altitudes
of around 90 km.
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Figure 8. The members of the Swedish SCRAP team
examine their module after landing of REXUS in March
2015 (photo Kristine Dannenberg).

Figure 10. The ESA Education mascot Paxi visits
Esrange during the BEXUS campaign in autumn 2013
(photo Kristine Dannenberg).
The launches of MASER-13 and MAXUS-9 are planned
for autumn 2015 and spring 2016 respectively.
The rockets will carry several experiment modules for
microgravity research, including X-ray modules
XRMON-SOL and XRMON-Diff2, developed by SSC.
In addition to MAXUS and MASER, a number of other
sounding rockets such as TEXUS rockets are also being
launched from Esrange, within the framework of German
national sounding rocket programme and/or in
cooperation with ESA and other space agencies.

Figure 9. REXUS students prepare their payloads for
the flight in March 2015 (photo Kristine Dannenberg).
The new call has been opened in June and similarly to
previous years, the proposals will be evaluated by experts
during autumn and the selection of the new student teams
will be finalised in December.
PARTICIPATION TO THE ESA ELIPS
PROGRAMME
Besides national activities, Sweden contributes to several
of ESA programmes. ELIPS is one of the major optional
programmes with Swedish participation, and Swedish
industrial activities are mainly focused on MASER and
MAXUS sounding rockets.

Figure 11. Esrange radomes
(photo Kristine Dannenberg).
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ABSTRACT

Ridge, for example, that now allow for the recording of
additional climate and environmental data.

During the period from 2013 to 2015, many Swiss
researchers conducted studies on research platforms
such as balloons or sounding rockets, or at the high
altitude research stations of Jungfraujoch and
Gornergrat. Researchers’ increased interest in sounding
rockets during the two-year period is especially
noteworthy. The use of the high altitude research
stations, in contrast, has a long tradition in Switzerland
and is, thus, frequently occupied by scientists. An
advantage of these stations is the ideal set-up for
researchers interested in the long-term measurement of
the upper atmosphere, for example. Therefore,
numerous experiments in this particular research field
were conducted and published in scientific journals.

A short summary of a few Swiss projects within the
framework of sounding rocket and balloon activities and
related research performed between 2013 and 2015 is
provided in the following paragraphs.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Switzerland has been participating in the Esrange
Andoya Special Projects (EASP) program for more than
40 years and although there is neither a national space
agency in place that supports this kind of research, nor
are there particular national research programs available
for receiving funding, Swiss researchers are frequently
taking part as principal investigators or as collaborators
in sounding rocket and balloon experiments.

After a pause, several Swiss scientists became engaged
in sounding rocket experiments. RUAG Space in Nyon,
for instance, in collaboration with the Swedish Space
Corporation (SSC) and University of Freiburg, is
focusing on the effect of gravity on plant roots. In order
to investigate a gravity-dependent influence, two
experiments on Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings are being
planned for execution during the upcoming MASTER
13 campaign. A team of students from HES-SO Geneva
were chosen to participate in the REXUS program with
their experiment called CAESAR. A new concept of a
propellant management device for space vehicles was
introduced and tested on the REXUS 14 rocket by the
team from Geneva in the spring of 2013. Last year,
another student team, now from the Lucerne University
of Applied Sciences and Arts, was selected to fly their
experiment on another REXUS rocket. Their proposed
biological study is called CEMIOS and pertains to
biochemical properties of the cell membrane.

The intention of this short report is to provide insights
into Swiss research activities under the EASP program
during the indicated three-year period. A few studies
have been chosen for this that are meant to serve as
examples, such as the “BIM-LAU-PE” study of RUAG
Space Switzerland and collaborators. Examples of
student teams that participated in EASP-related mission
include the one from Geneva with its study “CAESAR”
or the “CEMIOS” study of a student team from
Lucerne.
Many experiments, however, were again conducted at
the high altitude research stations Jungfraujoch and
Gornergrat during the period. The two stations, which
are located in the heart of the Swiss Alps at about 3,500
and 3,100 meters, respectively, represent ideal sites for
studying the atmosphere. A few of these research
studies that were conducted there are presented in this
report, such as the investigation on new particle
formation in the free troposphere or the “NABEL”
study, which is focused on continuously monitoring of
several gases in the lower troposphere. In contrast,
“SONTEL” is a study that measured continuously highenergy neutrons of energetic processes at the Sun. Even
complete observations of solar and galactic cosmic rays
are conducted at these high altitude research sites. In

Once more the high altitude research stations of
Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat welcomed many
national—as well as international—scientists in the past
two years. The hours that the researchers spent in either
station reached a record high despite the poor weather
conditions, particularly in 2014. In order to keep the
stations attractive to researchers from all over the world,
investment in infrastructure is necessary. New
instruments were recently installed at the Jungfrau East
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fact, students as well as professional researchers work at
the two stations. A team from the Wattwil State College
for Higher Education, for example, has performed a
human physiology study at the Jungfraujoch station.
Additional information on the activities at the high
altitude research stations can be found online at
http://www.hfsjg.ch/reports/.
2.

3.

PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT IN
MICROGRAVITY – FURTHER ANALYSIS
OF AN EXPERIMENT FLOWN ON REXUS 14

Haute école du paysage, d'ingénierie et d'architecture
de Genève, University of Applied Sciences, Western
Switzerland
The student team from Geneva’s “CAESAR”
(Capillarity-based Experiment for Spatial Advanced
Research) experiment was conducted on board the
REXUS rocket 14 and launched in May 2013. It
concerned a new propellant management device (PMD)
that is installed at the bottom of a satellite fuel tank to
keep the propellant near the outlet. The system is
designed to work even when the vehicle undergoes
small accelerations.
The device performed very well during the flight and,
thus, additional analysis of the CAESAR experiment is
now possible to verify whether the PMD behaved
according to theory and whether the test settings
produce the same results on the ground as during in
flight under microgravity conditions.

BIM-LAU-PE: CULTIVATING SEEDLINGS
IN MICROGRAVITY

RUAG Space, Nyon
RUAG Space Switzerland, in collaboration with the
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) and the University of
Freiburg (Germany), has developed the “BIM-LAU-PE”
(Biology in Microgravity Late Access Unit Plant
Experiment) module, which is designed to be operated
on board sounding rockets. The module can hold up to
36 cassettes for the cultivation of plant seedlings inside.
There is even a 1-g in-flight centrifuge available in the
module to run reference experiments of up to 12
cassettes in parallel. The module itself is temperature
controlled to ensure optimal cultivation conditions for
the plant seedlings.
The first real use of the “BIM-LAU-PE” module is
foreseen on board MASER 13, which should be
launched in Fall 2015. Two plant experiments will be
conducted inside the hardware during the flight and are
called “GRAMAT” (GRavity Analysis on Maser rocket
of A. thaliana) and “SPARC” (Specialized
Phospholipase A, and Relocalization in auxintransporting Cells in µg).

Rotation axis

Observation
camera

Test cells

Figure 2. Sketch of the “CAESAR” module.
4.

CELLULAR EFFECTS OF MICROGRAVITYINDUCED OOCYTE SAMPLES (CEMIOS)

Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts and
University of Bern
Prolonged exposure to microgravity has severe effects
on human physiology. Muscle atrophy, as well as loss
of bone density are among the most obvious adaptation
processes observed in humans during space flights.
Extensive research has demonstrated that cells have
multiple mechanisms to detect external mechanical
forces. However, the exact mechanism by which cells
detect and interpret gravity is still unknown. Previous

Figure 1. Launch of the microgravity rocket MASER 12.
Credits SSC.
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studies have shown that mechano-sensitive ion channels
could be among the key players.
In this project, the effect of microgravity on a mechanosensitive ion channel will be analyzed during a sounding
rocket flight that is foreseen for Spring 2016.

composition, which implies that the vertical transport
may contribute species that later will participate in
nucleation processes.

Figure 4. Nucleation event with subsequent growth
during the long-term measurement campaign 2013–
2014.

Figure 3. Sketch of the “CEMIOS” experiment
hardware.
6.
5.

STUDY OF NEW PARTICLE FORMATION
IN THE FREE TROPOSPHERE

NATIONAL AIR POLLUTION MONITORING
NETWORK (NABEL)

Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials
Science and Technology

Laboratory of Atmospheric Chemistry, Paul Scherrer
Institute

The “NABEL” initiative is a joint activity between the
Swiss Federal Office for the Environment
(BAFU/FOEN) and Empa. Its network was established
in 1978, initially with 8 air pollution monitoring sites. In
1990–1991 the NABEL network was extended to 16
monitoring stations that were distributed all over
Switzerland.
The current measurement includes continuous analyses
of: ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
monoxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the sum of
nitrogen oxides (NOy), sulphur, dioxide (SO2), methane
(CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2) nitrous oxide (N2O) and
many more.
The particular measuring site at Jungfraujoch goes
beyond the standard equipment of other “NABEL”
stations. This is due to the different scientific goals that
are planned to achieve at this particular “NABEL”
station, but also as a response to the various
international projects and programs in which
Jungfraujoch is embedded.
The NABEL station at Jungfraujoch is representing a
background station for the lower troposphere in central
Europe.

The aim of the project is to study the nucleation process
in the troposphere. It is well known that atmospheric
aerosols can affect the climate directly by absorbing or
scattering light and indirectly through their ability to act
as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).
A recent study claims that up to half of the CCNs
formed are originating from a gas-to-particle conversion
mechanism (nucleation). Unfortunately only scant
information about the nucleation process is available for
the free troposphere. To study this process in greater
detail and over an extended period of time, several
instruments were deployed at the Jungfraujoch. These
instruments include an atmospheric pressure interface,
time-of-flight mass spectrometers, a neutral and air ion
spectrometer, a nano scanning mobility particle sizer, a
condensation particle counter, a particle size magnifier
etc. The measurements enable the comparison of
different atmospheric conditions: free troposphere vs.
boundary layer influence, vertical air mass transport,
wind direction and speed, seasonal variation and cloud
coverage influence.
So far, the resulting data point out that the vertical
transport has an important influence on the ion
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The two neutron monitors (NM) are operated at
Jungfraujoch—an 18-IGY NM since 1958 and a 3NM64 NM since 1986. They are both providing key
information, such as a) the production of solar cosmic
rays, as well details about geomagnetic, atmospheric,
and environmental effects and b) the interactions of
galactic cosmic radiation with the plasma and the
magnetic fields in the heliosphere. Like other
instruments installed at the high altitude research
stations, these NMs at “Jungfraujoch” are also part of a
worldwide network of standardized CR detectors. Their
recoded data are published almost in real time in the
neutron monitor database NMDB (www.nmdb.eu).

Figure 5. Time series of high-precision CO2, CH4 and
CO observations (hourly averages) from January 2013
to December 2014.
7.

SONTEL – SOLAR NEUTRON TELESCOPE
FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND THE
STUDY OF HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRONS
PRODUCED IN ENERGETIC ERUPTIONS
AT THE SUN
Figure 7. Smoothed sunspot numbers (top panel) and
counting rates of the neutron monitor at
“Jungfraujoch” (bottom panel), 1958 - 2014.

Physics Institute, University of Bern
The solar neutron telescope (“SONTEL”) at Gornergrat,
Switzerland, is in continuous operation since 1998 and
represents a European cornerstone of a worldwide
network for the study of high-energy neutrons produced
in energetic processes at the Sun.
There are seven solar neutron telescopes, which are
located at high altitudes and at low to mid latitudes
(short path through atmosphere), as well as at different
longitudes, forming a network.
A

B

9.

Youth research group of the Wattwil State College for
Higher Education

C

The goal of this study was to test and evaluate a selfdeveloped recording device for the quantification of
several physiological parameters during sleep. The idea
for such a research project came from members of the
State College for Higher Education who were interested
in the natural sciences. They conducted the project
during their spare time, supervised by several college
teachers.
The study design foresaw sleep recordings of volunteers
at low (410 m) and high altitude (3’450 m). Several
non-invasive techniques, such as electrophysiology,
breathing sensors, an accelerometer, pulse oximetry,
and skin conductivity, were used.

Figure 6. A) Daily averaged radiation dose rates
measured by the Gamma Tracer; B) The laboratory
container housing SONTEL; C) Detector principle of
the Solar Neutron Telescope.
8.

EDUCATIONAL PROJECT FOR TESTING,
EVALUATION AND APPLICATION OF
SELF-DEVELOPED METHOD FOR
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF SLEEP AT
HIGH ALTITUDE

STUDY OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC
COSMIC RAYS

Physics Institute, University of Bern
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Their results reveal severe changes in the respiratory
and cardiovascular systems. In addition, the EEG
readings indicate a reduced sleep quality at high
altitude.
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ABSTRACT

Through a cooperation with the European Space Agency
the Swedish share of the payload has been made available to student teams from any European country. The
programme also involves EuroLaunch, a cooperation
between the Esrange Space Center of the Swedish
Space Corporation (SSC) and the Mobile Rocket Base
(MORABA) of DLR which is in charge of the campaign
and the operation of the launch vehicles. Experts from
DLR, SSC, ESA and ZARM, the center of applied space
technology and microgravity, support the student teams
throughout the project.

The aim of this paper is to give an inside view to the
REXUS/BEXUS programme from the perspective of a
student who has been involved in the project. Each year,
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Swedish
National Space Board (SNSB), in cooperation with the
European Space Agency (ESA), offer the opportunity to
European University Students to fly an experiment on
board sounding rockets or stratospheric balloons in the
frame of the REXUS/BEXUS programme.
From December 2012 to May 2014 a team of master
students from KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology,
worked on ISAAC project, an atmospheric experiment
launched on board REXUS 15. The author was part of
this student team and was involved in the whole process
of the ISAAC project from design building and testing
phases to the launch campaign and results analysis. The
points raised in this article were presented on the occasion
of a keynote speech during the 22nd ESA Symposium on
European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related
Research, in Tromsø (Norway) from the 7th to the 12th
of June 2015.

Figure 1: REXUS/BEXUS programme logo [2]

The aim of this presentation was to demonstrate the benefits of hands-on Education programme at University
level. In addition to the research opportunities, future
space engineers and scientists can profit from a first practical experience under the supervision of experimented
experts. The results of the ISAAC project were also presented in the frame of this conference [1].

1.2.

Key words: REXUS/BEXUS; University students; practical experience; hands-on programme.

1.
1.1.

REXUS

REXUS, Rocket EXperiments for University Students,
accounts for two launches per year from the Esrange
Space Center in spring. The launcher is an unguided and
spin-stabilised (∼4 Hz) rocket, powered by an Improved
Orion motor. The rocket is approximatively 5.6 m long
with a diameter of 35.6 cm. It can carry around 40 kg of
student experiment payload to an apogee between 75 and
90 km (depending on the payload weight). The rocket
carries 290 kg of solid propellant and has a total launch
mass around 515 kg. The recovery of the main payload
is ensured by an helicopter. A second helicopter can be
provided to recover Free Falling Units (FFUs) [3].

THE REXUS/BEXUS PROGRAMME
Organisers

The REXUS/BEXUS programme is based on a bilateral agreement between the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) and the Swedish National Space Board (SNSB).
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the European Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESTEC), in Noodwijk (Netherlands) for the SNSB/ESA
payload. The students present their experiment concept
to a panel of experts. It is also an occasion for them to
visit parts of the facility and have a first contact with the
organisers. The result of the selection is revealed a few
days later, before Christmas. When selected, the teams
start a process of around 12 (BEXUS) or 18 (REXUS)
months leading them to a launch campaign.

Figure 2: REXUS 15 being rolled out to the launch pad The ISAAC RMU is framed in red (ISAAC team picture)

1.3.

BEXUS

BEXUS, Balloon EXperiments for University Students,
uses a 12,000 m3 Zodiak 12 Plastic-Balloon inflated with
helium which can carry between 40 and 100kg of payload
mass to an altitude of 25-30 km. The flight duration is 25 hours. The balloon is launched with the help of a 50
t ”Hercules” vehicle equipped with a 12m crane. The
total length of the balloon system is 65-100m [4]. Two
balloons are launched per year from the Esrange Space
Center in automn.

Figure 4:
2012 Selection Workshop at ESTEC
(www.esa.int)

Preliminary Design Review (PDR):
The Preliminary Design Review usually takes place
in February either at the SSC Esrange Space Center
(Sweden) or at DLR Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany). The
students are expected to present their experiment design,
which should have reached a good level of maturity, to a
panel of experts. The review panel provides advices to
the student teams on the design aspect or on the general
concept of the experiment ( i.e. requirements definition,
project planning, etc). The PDR workshop lasts one
week during which the students are also invited to attend
lectures on scientific and engineering topics and have
the opportunity to discuss their ideas with experts. The
PDR milestone is the last common milestones between
the BEXUS and the REXUS teams, both follow different
schedules afterwards.

Figure 3: BEXUS 15 Experiment Gondola [4]

1.4.

The programme schedule

A call for proposal is issued in June. Student teams are invited to fill an Experiment Proposal Form demonstrating
the interest of their scientific/technical goal(s) as well as
the relevance of a sounding rocket or balloon launch for
their experiment. They are also expected to present their
payload composition and ensure the experiment complies
with the safety rules. German students apply to the DLR
call while teams from other ESA Member and Cooperating States apply to the SNSB/ESA call. The application
usually closes around mid-October.[2]
Pre-selection and Selection workshop:
The Experiment Proposal forms are reviewed and
pre-selected teams are then invited to attend a Selection
Workshop for the final selection. In the beginning of
December two selections workshops are run, one at DLR
in Bonn (Germany) for the German payload and one at

Figure 5: ISAAC PDR Presentation at DLR Oberpfaffenhofen - February 2013 (www.esa.int)
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Critical Design Review (CDR):
During a 2-3 day workshop, the student teams present
their final and detailed experiment design. Lectures and
experts advice are once again provided to the students
to prepare for the next steps. One student per team is
also invited to attend a Flight Soldering and Harnessing
Techniques course (2 days).

Figure 8: ISAAC Vibration test at ZARM drop Tower February 2014 (ISAAC team picture)

The Integration week is followed by a series of Bench
tests performed at DLR Oberpfaffenhofen, this is the last
opportunity for the students to modify their experiment.
The payload is then transported in flight configuration to
Kista (Sweden) for Spin and Balancing testing.

Figure 6: ISAAC Experiment CAD design (ISAAC team
picture)

Launch Campaign:
The launch campaign is, for most students, the highlight
of the programme. The BEXUS launch campaign usually lasts around 10 days while the REXUS campaign
lasts 2 weeks. The experiments are launched from the
SSC Esrange Space Center located in the Swedish Lapland. Before roll out the students have a few days for
the final verifications, to test the experiment telemetry
and final procedures. A few team members remain in
the control room during launch while the rest of the team
attend the launch at a safe distance. The ISAAC Rocket
Mounted Unit (RMU) was equipped with a GoPro camera, the launch video is available on Youtube under the
name ”ISAAC Launch video - REXUS 15”. The main
payload is recovered by helicopter and brought back to
the Space center.

Integration Progress Review (IPR):
The IPR is a one-day event that takes place at the
team University facility. The review is performed to
ensure the good progress of the team. The experiment
design should by then be frozen, the Student Experiment
Documentation (SED) updated, the hardware/software
mostly fabricated/functional and testing ongoing.
Experiment Acceptance Review (EAR):
The EAR is the final review for the teams. The experiment should be completed and fully functional. If the
experiment passes the review, meaning it is qualified for
flight, then it is handed over to the launch authorities.
REXUS testing phase:
A first set of test is undergone at the ZARM facility in
Bremen. The REXUS rocket payloads are assembled for
the first time. The mechanical/electrical interfaces are
tested, as well as the cable harnessing from the student
experiments to the service module. Vibration as well as
ejection tests can be performed. A cold countdown is
also simulated to test the integrated payload.

Figure 9: Ejection of an ISAAC FFU, extract from GoPro
recording - May 2014 (ISAAC team picture)

Results presentation:
After the launch campaign, the students have a few
months to analyse their data and submit the final version
of their SED. One team member is then invited to present
the experiment results on the occasion of the ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Activities and
related research.

Figure 7: Integration of the REXUS 15 rocket (ISAAC
team picture)
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2.

BENEFITS FOR THE STUDENTS

in the SED. Documentation is a crucial part to keep track
of the project development as well as for heritage. On
this last point, it is important to instill the importance of
documentation, which can easily be left aside, to the students. Learning how to fill a Space system document is a
useful exercise for the teams.

Each student has experienced the REXUS/BEXUS programme in a different way and it is therefore difficult to
express the benefices of this programme as they felt it.
However, by discussing with other teams, the author retrieved some general impressions on the programme from
a few other students. The FLASH team (BEXUS 16)
[5] mentioned they ”had been blown away by the programme and the amazing level of support by everyone
involved which enabled [them] to do more than [they]
would thought possible”. A5-Unibo [6], a team which
flew on BEXUS 18 mentioned that ”BEXUS showed
[them] that a little group of people can do a great job
if they strongly believe in it”. The following section is an
attempt to briefly summarise the benefits one can expect
from participating to the REXUS/BEXUS programme.

2.1.

2.2.

”Human” benefits

Experts from several agencies are involved in the programme and are directly in contact with the teams. For
the students, it is the occasion to benefit from their point
of view on the design and on potential improvements and
system optimisation. REXUS/BEXUS is not only the
place to network with experimented engineers but also
to connect with the next generation of space-enthusiasts
represented by other student teams sharing the same
interest for space. In addition, the projects bring together
several nationalities and backgrounds resulting in a
productive and interesting melting-pot. In the case of the
ISAAC team, 10 nationalities (all KTH students) were
involved in the project which made organisation more
complicated over the University holidays but enhanced
the cultural wealth of the team.

”Technical” benefits

For those who find their studies too theoretical,
REXUS/BEXUS is the chance for them to get a first
practical experience, put aside their lecture books and
”Learn by doing”. The programme allows the students
to express their ideas, develop their own designs in the
frame of a real space-project with the support of skilled
experts. As it has been presented in the previous sections,
the progress of the teams is followed by the experts on
the occasion of workshops (project milestones).Under
the condition of several guidelines rules, the programme
gives enough freedom to the students to lead their own
project and expand their autonomy. If required by the
student team, a mentor (an expert) can be appointed to
support the team with advice throughout the project.

The students learn a lot from the experts and the others
students; they also learn a lot through the exchange of
ideas with their own team members. Group project work
at University usually means working with a few students
completing the same master as you. However for a
successful experiment you will need to gather several
backgrounds: Electronics, Mechanical, Software, Scientist, Outreach, etc. Learning how to interact with those
different backgrounds, to understand their ”vocabulary”
and needs is a valuable asset for a future engineer.

REXUS/BEXUS is a ”real-life” Space exercise. The
students have the chance to use what they have learned
during their University years. They are confronted to
the constraints of a space project (i.e: environment,
qualification, project management, etc). More important,
they learn how to overcome them. Being involved in the
whole life-cycle of a space project gives an overview
of all the skills required for mission success. This
overview is a good opportunity to complete the student
education by allowing him/her to extend his knowledge
to fields he/she might not have had the opportunity to
work on during his/her studies. Few students can say
they have designed and manufactured their own ”space
experiment” parts. From a personal point of view, it
was a good application of learning by experience of
how to optimise the design to lower the complexity and
improve the manufacturing time. Detailed analysis may
be required making the students dig more into a subject,
i.e. the ISAAC team had to perform detailed FEM
analysis on the module to ensure it would withstand the
launch forces.

To carry-on with the comparison to a University group
project, the students are usually not used to more than
one year projects, University projects usually last up to
a few months depending on the University. However in
the case of the REXUS/BEXUS programme, the project
lasted for over a year. The students have to learn to plan
ahead for a long-term project. They also have to learn
how to maintain a good team spirit, to keep a united
team in spite of the continuous effort they might be ask
to provide in parallel to their studies.
The workshops are good occasions for team-building
events and to motivate the teams. During these workshops we had access to space related places we would
never have visited otherwise: ESTEC, the technical
center of ESA, the Columbus Lab control room at
DLR Oberpfaffenhofen, the drop tower of Bremen, the
Esrange Space Center in Lapland, etc.
The skills and knowledge acquired during the
REXUS/BEXUS project can be a tremendous spring-

Throughout the project, the teams record their progress
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[4] REXUS/BEXUS Organisers, BEXUS User Manual,
Oct. 2014, Version 6.12
[5] FLASH team blog, project-flash.de
[6] A5-Unibo team blog, www.the5f.com/bexus
[7] Callens N. et al., 2013, REXUS/BEXUS Rocket and
Balloon Experiments for University Students, 21st
ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon
Programmes and Related Research

board to a space career. Moreover, learning how to
work with team members of different backgrounds or to
efficiently plan a 12 or 18 month project are not specific
to one engineering field and will benefit the students in
their future careers wherever it might lead them.

2.3.

Alumni survey

The REXUS/BEXUS organisers performed a survey in
2013 whose results were presented during the 21nd
ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research in Thun, Switzerland.
The detailed results of this paper can be find in [7].
To quote a few results from this survey, 88.2% of the
students mentioned that the programme increased their
interest in pursuing a space-related career, 64.2 % were
now employed in a Space related field and 83.3 % estimated that the programme had been relevant to their career. Finally, 38.8 % of the survey participants thought
the REXUS/BEXUS programme had been a springboard
for their career (43.3 % estimated it would be useful in
the future). In general, most of the students were very
satisfied with their participation to the programme.

CONCLUSION
To summarise, the REXUS/BEXUS programme has involved more than 600 students completing around 90 experiments over the past few years. All these students have
followed a full life-cycle of a space project, constrained
by the same milestones and deadlines. They have acquired valuable experiences for their future career and
have produced useful results for atmospheric and microgravity or reduced gravity research.
The next call for proposal is open from June to the 19th of
October 2015. It is now your turn to apply, as a University student, as a teacher putting up a student team or as
an industrial willing to support and help students. More
information on the application can be find on the programme website [2].
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ABSTRACT	
  	
  

turned on, and reappear at approximately the
same intensity when it was switched off. This
was explained as a result of changes in the
electrostatic pressure when the electrons were
heated, leading to reduced electron gradients
and reduced radar backscatter [3]. By using a
heater on period of 20 sec followed by a heater
off period of 160 sec, [4,5] predicted and
showed that one could create an overshoot
effect, where the PMSE backscatter strength
when the heater was turned off could jump to
values several times higher than that before the
heater was turned on. In Fig.1 we show a very
clear earlier example of this “classical”
overshoot effect. Initial models for the
overshoot effect
assumed instantaneous
adjustment of the electron and ion density and
that the electron and ion densities were
described by a Boltzmann distribution [4,5,6].
Radar backscatter models based on these
assumptions reproduce well most overshoots
observed by high frequency radars such as the
EISCAT VHF (224 MHz) and UHF (930 MHz)
[7,8]. Here the most efficient backscatter dust
irregularities of half the radar wavelengths - the
Bragg scale lengths - are at 67 cm and 16 cm,
respectively.
For these small dust
inhomogeneity
dimensions
the
plasma
adjustment time will normally be shorter than
the dust charging time and the instantaneous
plasma adjustment model will for most cases be
acceptable. However, for low frequency radars
such as the MORRO radar at 56 MHz or the

We discuss simultaneous and collocated radar
observations at 56 and 224 MHz, of polar
mesospheric clouds modulated by artificial electron
heating. While the backscatter at 56 MHz often
increases when the heating is turned on, the 224
MHz radar nearly always sees the “normal”
overshoot behavior with an initial rapid reduction
of backscatter. However, in some few heater cycles
we see the same rapid and strong increase of both
the 56 MHz and 224 MHz, to levels several times
above that just before the heater was switched on. In
higher layers, both radars see a clear reduction of
the backscatter as the heater is switched on with
little recovery during the heater on time. The
reaction when the heater was switched off was a
clear overshoot for nearly all VHF cases but less so
for MORRO. We discuss the different results in
comparison with modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing techniques using radars,
satellites, lidars and other instruments, have
been developed and are
major tools for
investigating the mesosphere. One method is to
observe the NLC/PMSE clouds by radar and at
the same time modify their plasma environment
by the use of artificial electron heating, as with
the EISCAT Heating Facility [1]. Reference [2]
demonstrated that with heater cycles having
equal and short (10-20 sec) on and off times,
the radar scattering from PMSE could
practically disappear when the heater was

_______________________________________
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effect where the backscatter increase by a large
factor from R2 to R3 as the heater is turned off.

EISCAT HF at 8 MHz [9] the Bragg lengths
will be 2.7 m and 38 m respectively. In such
cases, the plasma adjustment times can often be
considerably longer than the dust charging
time. This can have a profound influence on the
radar backscatter during the heating cycle
[8,10,11]. The backscatter variation during one
heater cycle, the overshoot characteristic curve
(OCC) can be very different from what it
normally is for the EISCAT VHF and UHF
frequencies [7, 10,11]. This has recently been
observed by [9] for a HF (7.953 MHz) radar
collocated with the EISCAT VHF radar.

However, modelling shows that for longer
wavelengths the OCCs can differ much from the

In the following we will focus on the
observations by the MORRO and EISCAT
VHF radars at the Tromsø EISCAT site (69.6o
N, 19.2o E) during a Norwegian-UK campaign
in July 2013. These are the first reported
simultaneous
and
collocated
PMSE
observations at these two frequencies. July 26
was picked as it showed the presence of an
onset overshoot during a few heating cycles of
the 65 cycles observed that day. We examine
to what degree the observed OCCs for the two
radars, their similarities or differences, agree
with predictions of existing models [8,12,15].

Figure 1. A demonstration “classical” overshoot
characteristic curve (OCC) for VHF also showing
the backscatter sampling intervals R0, R1, R2, R3
and R4 to be used in statistical tests. The width of
the sampling intervals can be changed. The heater
is on from the start of the R1 interval to the end of
the R2 interval.

OCC of Fig.1 and show forms which depend
much on the sizes of the scattering structures, at
the Bragg scale lengths. In Fig.2 we show
some examples of model differences in OCCs
as a function of radar wavelength, taken from
[8]. The two nearly coinciding thick black lines
showing the largest reduction at R1 and the
largest overshoot at R3 corresponds to
frequencies 933 and 224 MHz (EISCAT VHF)
while the dashed green line is for 56 MHz
(MORRO). The yellow OCC showing the
largest deviation from the “classical” shape
corresponds to a frequency of 15 MHz. We
see, as predicted by [10], that the deviations
from the “classical” overshoot increase with
radar wavelength. This is caused by the
increase in size of the radar backscatter

2. STATISTICS OF OVERSHOOTS FOR
26th JULY 2013.
The observations by the EISCAT VHF (224
MHz) and MORRO (56 MHz) radars, were
taken on 26th July 2013 and they were run
together with the EISCAT Heating Facility [1].
The Heater was run at 6.77 MHz with effective
radiated power (ERP) of 600 MW, in O-mode
polarization. A main aim of the campaign was
to look for cases where radar backscatter after
the heater was switched on, showed an
immediate increase, an onset overshoot instead
of reduction at R1 as in a “classical” overshoot
shown Fig.1, and to compare the observed
backscatter at the two wavelengths [9]. Figure
1 also demonstrates the “classical” overshoot
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for the MORRO radar. This is what we expect
from model calculations [8, 10,12], see Fig.2.
If we look at the other cases we see

structures and a corresponding increase in the
plasma adjustment time when the heater is
turned on or off. For large frequencies the
small Bragg scales leads to that the process is
dominated by the adjustment of the plasma
density which is faster than the dust charging.
A rapid decrease in backscatter then occurs at
R1 when the heater is turned on, and a rapid
increase in backscatter at R3 when the heater is
turned off. The magnitude of the decrease and
increase (overshoot) depends

Figure 3. The statistics of the ratio R1/R0 for
sampling times for R1 from 2.4 to 19.2 sec for
MORRO and VHF radar. The sampling time for R0
is 9.6 sec in all cases. The percentages shown are
for the cases with R1/R0 > 1. The red lines show the
average ratio R1/R0 while the blue are at the value
R1/R0=1.

that there are similar percentages for the two
radars when Δt1 is increased. This seem not to
agree very well with model predictions where
we would expect a significant difference
between the ratio R1/R1 for the two radars with
a much higher percentage of R1/R0>1 for
MORRO than for VHF.

Figure 2. Model calculations [8] of the OCC for
radar frequencies from 933 MHz (thick black lines)
to 15 MHz (yellow line). The MORRO radar has the
broken green line. See text for more details.

mainly on how much the electron temperature
is increased when the heater is turned on [13].
In Fig.3 we investigate if the differences
predicted by modelling is found in observed
OCCs by calculating the ratio R1/R0 for all
cases which have R0 at least twice that of the
background. The time interval of R0 is the
same in all cases while the time interval for R1
is varied as shown in Fig.3. The percentages
given in Fig.3 are for the cases with R1/R0 > 1,
in other words those cases showing an onset
overshoot. We see from the upper figures with
the shortest Δt1 = 2.4 sec, that practically no
cases with R1/R0>1 are found for the VHF
radar while this is a very common event (39%)

In Fig. 4 we plot R1 against R0 for the two
radars in the left hand figures, and R3 against R2 in
the right hand figures. We have used Δt0 = 9.6 sec

for all cases and Δt1 = 2.4 sec for VHF and
2.88 sec for MORRO. We again see that for
VHF the immediate reaction to the heater is a
reduction of the backscatter while for MORRO
there are a comparable number of cases with
reduction as with an increase in the backscatter.
For the overshoot effect, measured by the ratio
R3/R2 we see that for VHF the reaction is
nearly always a clear overshoot (R3>R2) when
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the heater is turned off while for MORRO there
is no clear tendency, there appear to be a
comparable number of cases with R3>R2 as
with R3<R2.

additional layer at ~ 87 km in cycles 44 and 45,
as can be seen from Fig.5. The second situation
involves the cycles from 52 to 56 where we
have the same low layer, now at ~81.5 km, and
also two higher layers, one at ~85 and one at
~86 km. In Fig.6 we show the individual OCC
for the low layer at ~ 82 km in the low box and
in Fig. 7 we show the OCC for the layer at 86
km, the upper layer in the high box. We see
immediately the large

	
  	
  	
  
Figure 4. The values R1 plotted against R0, and R3
against R2 for the two radars. For details, see text.

This seems to be consistent with models. We
see from Fig. 2 that there is a tendency for the
long wavelength radars to see no immediate
reaction when the heater is turned off but for
the backscatter to continue to relax back to the
undisturbed level.

Figure 5. A PMSE layer on the 26th July 2013 as
observed by the MORRO radar. The two boxes
indicate the position of the low and high layers for
which we show individual OCC in Figs. 6 and 7.

3. COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL OCC.

difference between the OCCs for the two situations
in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig.6 we have a situation where
the backscatter observed by the MORRO radar is of
the “onset overshot” [10] type with an immediate
increase of the backscatter when the heater is turned
on.
Surprisingly, the VHF radar observes
practically the same OCCs as MORRO does. VHF
see a short-lived and small initial decrease of the
backscatter when the heater is turned on but this
nearly immediately turns around to become a rapid
and strong increase of the backscatter. The total
OCC is nearly identical to that observed by the
MORRO radar. Models predict that there should
normally be a clear difference between the OCCs

We now compare observations from MORRO
with those of VHF for the same cycles and
PMSE layers. We look at two different
situations and for
each of them we will
consider the OCCs for 4 different cycles. In
each cycle the OCC will be an average of the
OCCs within a height interval of 1.35 km for
MORRO and 1.62 km for VHF, centered on the
height with the strongest backscatter in the
layer we consider. The first situation includes
the cycles from 42 to 45 where VHF sees only
one low PMSE layer at ~ 82 km in all these 4
cycles. This layer is shown in the lower box in
Fig.5. MORRO sees the same low layer in all
the 4 cycles but it also observes the start of an
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for
radars with such large differences in
wavelength as MORRO and EISCAT VHF. The
OCCs shown in Fig.7 are all of the classical type
with a rapid decrease in

due

to

the

small

Figure 7. Showing the OCC for MORRO and VHF
for 4 consecutive heating cycles in the high layer of
Fig.5. The heater is on between the red vertical
lines.
Figure 6. The OCCs for MORRO and VHF for 4
consecutive heating cycles in the low layer at ~82.5
km of Fig.5. The heater is on between the red
vertical lines.

scale. The OCCs in Fig.7 are probably well
described by the present models.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

backscatter for both radars when the heater is turned
on, followed by a moderate recovery of the
backscatter during the time the heater is on and an
overshoot as the heater is turned off.
Model
calculations show that the initial decrease from R0
to R1 (Fig. 1) should be more rapid for VHF than
for MORRO. There is a delay of ~ 3 sec for
MORRO to reach the minimum value of the
backscatter. This is is not clearly apparent in Fig.7

The modelling in Fig.2 and the statistics shown in
Fig.3 and 4 indicate that we normally should see a
considerable difference between the OCCs observed
by a radar like MORRO at 56 MHz and the
EISCAT VHF at 224 MHz. For the OCCs to be
similar the main timescales of the problems have to
be such that one of them, either the plasma
adjustment time or the dust charging time, are much
larger than the other for the scattering features for
both radars. For the cases in Fig.7 with the
“classical” OCCs where the backscatter is reduced
as the heater is turned on, we require that the
charging time is much larger than the plasma
adjustment time for both the MORRO dust
structures (lengths 2.7 m) and the VHF dust
structures (0.67 m). In these cases the rapid plasma
density adjustment will lead to a decrease of the
backscatter as the heater is turned on. Due to the
low charging rate the recovery of the backscatter
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when the heater is on, will be moderate as seen in
Fig.7. These cases should be well described by
present modelling. However, for the low layer
OCCs shown in Fig.6, both radars show a similar
and surprisingly rapid and large increase in
backscatter when the heater is turned on. This is not
well described by models since it requires a
charging time much less than the plasma adjustment
time also for the small VHF scattering structures.
This indicates that the present models are not
complete. We have no clear opinion of what the
explanation for the very similar increases in
backscatter in Fig.6 can be. One candidate for this
could be that the charging models are incomplete, as
may also be indicated by the unexplained presence
of large amounts of both positively and negatively
charged small nanometer sized particles in
NLC/PMSE clouds [14]. It may also be that present
models may better reproduce the observed OCC of
Fig.6 if one adopt very extreme values for key
parameters since cases like those in Fig.6 seem to
occur very rarely. Full 3D models may also lead to
changes from the present 1D models but it seems
unlikely that this can be the full explanation for the
observations in Fig.6.
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such as sulphates, scatter incoming solar radiation
reducing its flux to the Earth’s surface, partly
counterbalancing excess greenhouse warming. Other
aerosol components, such as elemental carbon, have a
continuous absorbing spectrum extending to the IR
contributing to the heating effect. The indirect effects of
aerosols include their impact on cloud microphysics
(which induces changes in cloud radiative properties, their
frequency, and their lifetimes) [1]. It is in fact known that
aerosols act as of condensation nuclei for water vapour.
Clouds formed in the presence of a higher concentration
of aerosols are composed of more and smaller water
droplets than clouds formed from the same water content
in cleaner areas. As such, clouds become more reflective
(i.e., have a higher albedo), thus inducing a negative
radiative forcing usually referred to as the “first indirect
effect” (or “cloud-albedo” or “Twomey effect”) [1].
Aerosols also affect clouds height, lifetime and water
content: an increasing concentration of aerosol particles
results in a greater number of smaller cloud droplets, and,
since smaller droplets take longer to grow to the size
needed to precipitate out, reduces clouds precipitation
efficiency, and increases clouds lifetime and reflectivity
over time. This effect has classically been referred to as
the “second indirect effect” (or better “cloud-lifetime
effect”) [1]. Finally, the absorption of solar radiation by
some type of aerosols modifies the air temperature, its
humidity and the vertical stability of the air column. This
effect is called the “semi-direct effect”. Aerosols net effect
regarding global radiative forcing, defined as the change
in solar irradiance with respect to 1750, includes cloud
adjustments and results from the balance of positive
forcing, mainly due to black carbon absorption of solar
radiation, and a negative forcing of reflecting aerosols. Its
value, as calculated in 2011, is estimated to be -0.9 (-1.9 to
-0.1) W m-2, which means an overall cooling effect [2].
Aerosols and clouds continue to represent the
largest uncertainty in the estimate and interpretation of
the Earth’s changing energy budget [2]. In particular,
indirect effects are difficult to evaluate, since the
microphysical processes involved in cloud formation are
not completely understood yet.

ABSTRACT
Aerosols are solid or liquid particles suspended in the
atmosphere. Aerosols acting as cloud condensation
nuclei are required for cloud formation in the
atmosphere. Aerosols and clouds still contribute the
largest uncertainties to the Earth’s changing energy
budget. Ion-induced nucleation has been proposed as a
possible mechanism for new particle formation in
addition to homogeneous nucleation in the presence of
sulphuric acid. Since atmospheric ion concentrations are
largely determined by the intensity of galactic cosmic
rays, this mechanism could explain the observed cosmic
ray-climate correlation. A5-Unibo experiment, flown
onboard BEXUS18 stratospheric balloon within the
REXUS/BEXUS programme, was proposed to gain a
better understanding of these processes. The experiment
acquired different measurements from specific
instruments and sensors integrated in the system to
create vertical profiles of different atmospheric
parameters. The preliminary results have identified a
possible role of positive ions for nucleation in the lower
troposphere, and of negative ions in the upper
troposphere/lower stratosphere.
1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric particulate matter (or aerosol) is generally
defined as a complex and dynamic mixture of solid
and/or liquid particles suspended in the air. Aerosols
may originate from a wide variety of sources, both of
natural (such as volcanoes, sea-spray or dust), and
anthropogenic origin (e.g., traffic, heating, energy
production, industry). Sources affect aerosol’s physical
properties (size, surface, area, and density), chemical
composition and size distribution.
It is widely recognized that atmospheric aerosol
affect climate through at least two main pathways: its
effect on both absorption and scattering of solar radiation
(“direct effect”), and its role in cloud formation processes
(“indirect effects”) [1]. In fact, aerosol particles exhibit a
complex interaction with solar radiation depending on
their physico-chemical properties. Some aerosol particles,
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New particle formation by nucleation has been
frequently observed in many different environments [3]
and references therein]: it may take place
thermodynamically, kinetically or by the activation of preexisting nanometre-size clusters [4]. Nucleation is usually
supported by sulphuric acid and possibly other lowvolatile vapours, but may also occur in the presence of
ammonia and other bases, as well as of ions [4]. However,
homogeneous nucleation is an important source of new
particles, but is not sufficient to explain the observed
particle formation [5]. Two mechanisms have been
proposed to explain this discrepancy: ternary nucleation
involving ammonia [6] and ion-induced nucleation (IIN)
[7]. IIN is thermodynamically advantaged over
homogeneous nucleation since it requires a smaller
supersaturation of the involved gases. This is due to the
fact that the electric charge leads both to a much larger
stability of the ion cluster, if compared to an electrically
neutral cluster of the same size and composition, and a
much faster growth, since the long range of the chargedipole interaction results in a large ion-molecule collision
cross-section [8]. Nevertheless, experiments still do not
agree on the relative contributions of ion and neutral
nucleation [e.g., 8-10].
Major sources of ions in the atmosphere include
radon isotopes, cosmic rays (CR) and terrestrial gamma
radiation [4]. The relative contribution of these sources
largely depends on the altitude and latitude: near the
surface and over the continents, ionizations from
turbulent transport of radon and gamma radiation
prevail, whereas ionisation from CR dominates away
from the continental surface (over the oceans and with
increasing altitude above the planetary boundary layer).
[11] proposed a link between the flux of ionizing
galactic CR, modulated by solar activity, and global
cloud cover. Galactic CR enhance the formation of cloud
condensation nuclei, thus increasing cloud cover and
potentially cooling Earth’s climate. The main
mechanisms by which CR may affect cloud droplet
number concentration or ice particles are the “ionaerosol clear-air” mechanism and the “ion-aerosol nearcloud” mechanism [12]. The first one stems from the
expected enhancement of particle formation and growth
due to the presence of ions: a fraction of particles may
eventually grow to the size of cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN), depending on the competition between
condensation growth and processes reducing particle
concentrations (coagulation, surface deposition, and
scavenging in clouds). On the basis of this theory, an
increased cosmic ray intensity causes an increase in
CCN abundance and therefore, similarly to the aerosol
indirect effect, it increases cloud reflectivity and lifetime
(by suppressing rainfall). Unlike the aerosol indirect
effect, the ion-aerosol clear-air mechanism is driven only
by changes in the rates of microphysical processes and
acts on a global scale, being stronger in regions of low
aerosol concentration. The ion-aerosol near-cloud

mechanism [13] involves the effects on cloud
microphysical properties due to the accumulation of
space charge on the top of clouds, but is less understood.
The underlying hypothesis of this mechanism is that
variations in cosmic ray ionisation might modulate the
fair-weather current generated by the electric current
flowing into the cloud, leading to a sequence of microphysical and macro-physical responses in cloud
processing [14].
Observations conducted to study and quantify
these effects [e.g., 15-17] are often incomplete and not
conclusive, thus leaving model simulations as the most
convenient source of information. Recent measurements
by an airborne ion mass spectrometer in the upper
troposphere showed large positive-ion clusters and
recent observations in the upper Troposphere and lower
stratosphere have shown high concentrations of Ultrafine
Condensation Nuclei (UCN)'s (from 4 to 9 nm)
suggesting fresh particle formation, consistent with
numerical simulations for IIN [5]. The search for a link
between CRs and cloud formation is also one of the main
drivers for the CLOUD experiment conducted at CERN
since 2009, where a chamber filled with atmospheric
gases is crossed by charged pions that simulate ionizing
CR's. Some preliminary results suggest that indeed IIN is
a relevant factor to determine nucleation rates in the
upper troposphere [18].
The A5-Unibo experiment (Fig. 1), realized by
the University of Bologna and flown onboard BEXUS18
stratospheric balloon, had two main objectives related to
a better understanding of cloud formation processes and
IIN. The primary objective was the measurement of
vertical profiles of atmospheric parameters involved in
the processes (particles size distribution, ion densities,
and key atmospheric parameters such as temperature,
humidity, and pressure), while the secondary one was the
sampling of stratospheric aerosols for a post-flight
analysis.

Figure 1. A5-Unibo experiment onboard Bexus 18
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Table 1. Subsystem characteristics
Power design
The power budget was estimated and the design was divided
in three power lines (PL) taking into account performance,
costs, and reliability of the system: PL1 powered the pump
and pinch valves, which had the highest power consumption;
PL2 fed heaters and OPC; PL3 fed the electronics and all the
sensors connected to it.
Two different sources powered the system: 1) BEXUS
batteries, consisting in particular of two batteries put in
parallel by the power board; 2) A5-Unibo battery pack
providing power to PL1 and designed to match the high power
request for this line. Each power line was equipped with a
current limiter (CL) to prevent overconsumption in case of
failure of some instruments, and to ensure the possibility of
recovery for the system.

2.1. REXUS BEXUS Programme
The REXUS/BEXUS programme allows students from
universities and higher education colleges across Europe
to carry out scientific and technological experiments on
research rockets and balloons.
The REXUS/BEXUS programme is realised
under a bilateral Agency Agreement between the
German Aerospace Centre (DLR) and the Swedish
National Space Board (SNSB). The Swedish share of the
payload has been made available to students from other
European countries through a collaboration with the
European Space Agency (ESA).
EuroLaunch, a cooperation between the Esrange
Space Centre of SSC and the Mobile Rocket Base
(MORABA) of DLR, is responsible for the campaign
management and operations of the launch vehicles.
Experts from DLR, SSC, ZARM and ESA provide
technical support to the student teams throughout the
project. REXUS and BEXUS are launched from SSC,
Esrange Space Centre in northern Sweden.

Electronics design
An Arduino MEGA 2560 microcontroller was used for data
acquisition from sensors and instruments and to command the
electro-valves controlling the flow stream for aerosol samples.
A hardware interface was created and two stacked boards
were designed in order to connect the sensors with Arduino.
The boards exactly fit with Arduino MEGA 2560 pin
schematics, in order to overlap the microcontroller and
optimize the space used by the electronics.
An Arduino Ethernet Shield was used to connect the Arduino
MEGA 2560 board to E-Link, the BEXUS telemetry system.
A motor controller board was used to control the speed of the
motor pump, which regulated the air flow to the impactor.
Two additional electronic boards were designed for the
experiment: a heater board (H-Board), computer-designed to
be prototyped for the automatic control of the heaters and to
keep the temperature of key components above 0°C, and a
power control unit (PCU) with all the necessary components
to handle the three power lines and feed the instruments with
the required voltages and currents.

2.2. BEXUS 18 and A5-UNIBO
2.3. A5-UNIBO system
A5-Unibo experiment measured a wide range of
parameters involved in cloud formation, such as particles
size distributions, ionization, and aerosols chemical
composition, through a multi-instrument approach. The
experiment was composed by: one small balloon-borne
Optical Particle Counter (OPC), the LOAC (Light Optical
Aerosol Counter, Meteo-Modem Inc.), two Air Ion
Counters (AIC, Alpha-Lab Inc.), one sampling unit
composed by two Sioutas Impactors (SKC Inc.) and four
pinch valves to control the airflow. In particular, the
LOAC is an innovative aerosol counter/sizer with some
particle characterization capabilities, also in stratosphere,
manufactured by MeteoModem.
Thanks to the slow ascending speed of the
BEXUS balloon and the high time resolution of both
LOAC and AICs it was possible to create detailed
vertical profiles for particles size distributions and ion
densities throughout the whole troposphere up to 27 km
in the stratosphere.
Moreover, once reached the nominal altitude in the
stratosphere, an in-situ collection of aerosols was
performed with the use of a diaphragm pump. This pump
created an airflow through a Sioutas Impactor, allowing
for particle size-segregation on PTFE membranes .
As shown in Tab. 1, the system was split into
different subsystems.

Ground Station Design
Data collected by the on-board unit was sent to the Ground
Station and displayed via HID through a graphical interface.
These data included sensory data (i.e. ambient data, internal
sensory, etc…) and flags reporting the status of the different
components of the system. The display interface also allowed
the user to remotely set some of the system parameters such as
heaters, valves and pumps and to power on and off specific
instruments. Ground Station Software (GSS) was developed
using LabVIEW.
Software design
The overall software design followed some requirements,
which can be summarised as follows:
1) Error handling is necessary to have reliable on-board
software; 2) All processes should be monitored to prevent
unpredictable behaviour by handling errors, exceptions or bad
data; 3) All processes should be supervised regarding the
execution time, using timeouts to end a task without creating
long delays in the life cycle.
Different operating modes have been implemented (manual
and automatic), and the mission was divided into different
states, each one representing a specific step and requesting its
own specific routines to be correctly performed. The
successful completion of a single state is an essential
requirement to proceed to the following one.
Mechanical design
The mechanical design fulfilled the requirements set by the
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SSC panel according to the vibrational profiles and
mechanical loads experienced in the gondola during previous
flights. In particular, a ± 10 g vertical static load and a ± 5 g
horizontal load were considered. Further constraints were set
by the weight and size limit, and by the mounting interface
with M-Egon gondola.

temperature of the components. All environmental thermal fluxes
(solar, albedo, planetary flux) and internal heat loss (due to cold
air suction from AICs and pump) have been considered for this
model. The external temperature profile recorded during the
previous BEXUS10 flight was used as boundary condition.
Since these simulations showed temperatures below the
operating limit for some of the main instruments and for the
batteries, both passive and active temperature control systems
were finally implemented.
For the former, a polyurethane foam wall cover was used while
for the latter we installed a series of five Kapton foil heaters on
the most critical components, which were controlled through a
closed loop electronic system (H-board).
Esrange Balloon Service System (EBASS) data showed that the
minimum external temperature recorded was -60°C, while the
minimum internal temperature measured was 15°C, thus
confirming the good performance of the thermal control system.
2.5. Verification and testing

The process of verification and testing started after the
preliminary design phase and continued throughout the
launch campaign, being a key factor for the success of
the mission. Almost all of the tests (namely drop test,
vibration tests, software and electronic functionality tests
and vacuum and thermal tests) had positive results and
allowed us to validate the correct performance of the
subsystems.

Figure 2. A5-Unibo experiment onboard Bexus18 gondola
Based on these considerations, the experiment was mounted
on 2 mm thick aluminium plates, housed in a frame of
Rexroth® 20 mm x 20 mm aluminium extrusions. The whole
structure was then fixed on the gondola mounting rails
through four Enidine® Compact wire rope springs (CR6-100)
to reduce the forces experienced during landing (Fig. 2).
The structure was modular and divided into three main sections:
one containing the scientific instruments, one for the electronics,
and one for the batteries, so that each of the sections could be
easily accessed even during the last stages of the campaign.
While in the early stage the design was checked through
Finite Elements Method (FEM) simulations (Fig. 3), the final
setup was tested through both random vibrations and drop
tests, and proved to be adequate during the campaign.

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1. Data post – processing
Particles size distribution, ion densities, pressure and
humidity were recorded at a rate of one measurement
every ten seconds. External temperature was not directly
measured by our experiment, but retrieved a-posteriori
by EBASS. Since the EBASS data were acquired at a
rate of one measurement per second, they were averaged
at the same sampling time of our experiment in order to
relate the external temperature profile with the
parameters acquired by our experiment.
Before analysing the dataset, a number of
operations (namely removal of the outliers, subtraction
of the offset acquired during the mission at 4 different
pressure levels from AIC data, correction of data
acquired from the OPC to standard pressure and
temperature conditions, conversion of OPC data from
numerical counts to particles number per unit volume
and per size interval) were performed on raw data
acquired during the flight.
Statistical analyses of data were successively
performed by means of Statistica 7 (Statsoft Inc.),
Origin 8 (Origin-Lab Corporation), and R (R Core Team,
2013).
Fig. 4 shows the acquired vertical profiles for
atmospheric parameters (pressure, relative humidity, and
temperature).

Figure 3. FEM analysis
Thermal design
As a functional requirement for the thermal subsystem, the
experiment had to survive the harsh thermal environment
encountered during the pre-flight and flight phases. In particular,
a two hours idle phase at a temperature down to -15°C, and a
three hours floating phase at a temperature down to -80°C were
considered. A detailed thermal model was developed and
implemented through a Matlab script, in order to estimate the
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Particles
size
distributions
of
fine
(diameter ≤ 2.0 µm) (Fig. 5b) and coarse particles
(having diameter larger than 2.0 µm) (Fig. 5c) showed
peaks at ground level and a general decrease with
increasing height. Coarse particles are the relatively
large airborne particles mainly produced by the
mechanical break-up of even larger solid particles (dust,
pollen, spores, fly ash, plant and insect parts); due to
gravitational settling, they have a short residence time in
the atmosphere. They constitute a large part of the
ambient aerosol in terms of weight, but their number is
usually very limited.

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of pressure (P), ambient external
temperature (T), and relative humidity (RH).

As known, within the lowest level of 100 km, the logarithm
of the pressure drops off almost linearly with height, and, in
fact, the pressure profile (Fig. 4) showed a negative
exponential decreasing even during our flight. The
temperature profile (Fig. 4) seems to show a small inversion
layer close to ground, and a general positive static stability
condition. The temperature profile also shows that the
tropopause level (the level where the temperature sounding
first becomes an inversion in the upper troposphere) was
located at about 11 km and extending up to 25 km, where
the temperature profile shows the trend typical of the
stratosphere. The humidity profile (Fig. 4) shows that air
was dry even at ground level; relative humidity decreased
until reaching the altitude of about 5 km; after that the
humidity kept more or less constant, with a slight increase
at about 26 km.
Fig. 5 shows vertical profiles for ion densities and
particles size distribution acquired during the flight ascent.
From Fig. 5a it can be observed that: 1) when present, the
number of negative ions was always far larger than that of
positive ions; 2) charged particles were somehow
intermittently present, with positive ions up to about 6.5
km, and negative ions at ground level and at altitudes higher
than 7 km, reaching their peak value at about 22 km. This
behavior is consistent with previous observations, showing
that ionization from turbulent transport of radon (positive
ions) and gamma radiation (negative ions) prevail near the
Earth’s surface, whereas ionization from CR (negative ions)
dominates away from the continental surface (upper
troposphere and above) [4]. The number of positive ions
was always very limited; peaks occurred in the lower
troposphere at high pressure and relatively high humidity.
Peaks of negative ions appeared in the stratosphere at low
pressures, low humidity and low temperatures, while they
were absent at intermediate levels.

Figure 5 (continued).
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Figure 5 (a,b,c). Vertical profiles of: a) ion densities; b)
particles size distribution for particles in the 0.2-3.0 µm
diameter range; c) particles size distribution in the 3.0-50.0 µm
diameter range.

Vertical profiles of particles size distributions were
further analyzed by means of exponential and linear
fitting (Fig. 6). In fact, as shown in Fig. 6a representing
an example for particles in the 0.2-0.3 µm diameter
range, the vertical profile of fine particles (up to 1.0-2.5
µm aerodynamic diameter) can be approximated by a
negative exponential curve. The vertical profile of coarse
particles in the 7.5-10 µm diameter range Fig. 6b shows
that they were instead found at ground level and then at
tropopause level (about 10 km during the flight) and
higher, while they were almost absent in the upper
troposphere. Larger particles in the 17.5 – 20.0 µm
diameter range (Fig. 6c) linearly increased with height
until the height of 1 km, while they were absent at upper
heights. Vertical profiles acquired by our experiment are
therefore consistent with “theoretical” expectations, with
higher concentration of particles at higher pressures,
temperatures and humidity.

Figure 6 (a,b,c) Vertical profiles of particles size distribution
for: a) particles in the 0.2-0.3 µm diameter range and
interpolation by a negative exponential; b) particles in the 7.510.0 µm diameter range; c) particles in the 17.5-20.0 µm
diameter range and linear interpolation.

The existence of inter-relationships between particles
size distributions, ion densities and key atmospheric
parameters was further investigated by means of
correlation analysis, scatterplots, and 3D plots. Fig.
7(a,b) shows the value of the correlation coefficient
between the vertical profiles of measured parameters
(particle number densities, ion densities, atmospheric
parameters). Fig. 7 shows that the vertical profile of
particles number density was correlated with pressure,
temperature, relative humidity, and positive ions, while it
was slightly anti-correlated with negative ions. The
correlation coefficient decreases with increasing particle
size, and particles in the 17.5-20.0 and 20.0-30.0 µm
diameter range were anti-correlated with pressure,
temperature, and relative humidity. Fig. 7 also shows
that the vertical profile of particles number densities is
more correlated with the number of positive ions than
with the negative ones. Moreover, the number of
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particles is more correlated with relative humidity than
with temperature (which nevertheless plays a role).

simple model. A good regression model is one for which
the model sum of squares (MSS) is high and the residual
sum of squares (RSS) is low (the best the model for the
highest value of MSS and the lowest value of RSS). The
coefficient of determination (r2) is the ratio between
MSS and TSS and represents the estimate of the variance
explained by the MLRA model. The multiple correlation
coefficient represents instead the linear correlation
between experimental response (parameter to be
predicted, dependent variable) and predictors of the
dependent variable (independent variables, in our case
atmospheric parameters and ion densities). A
significance of the Fisher’s F lower than 0.05 means that
the variance explained by the model is not due to the
chance and therefore the model is associated to a
statistically significant causality. The constant represents
the intercept of the regression model.
Table 2. Performance parameters of the MLRA model
R

Figure 7 (a,b). Correlation coefficient between vertical profiles
of pressure (P), temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), and
ion densities with a) fine particles number density; b) coarse
particles number density.

r2

MSS RSS TSS

F

Sig

Cost

0.20 - 0.30

1.00 1.00

2.53

0.01 2.54 1748 0.000 -0.10

0.30 - 0.40

1.00 1.00

2.19

0.00 2.19 2739 0.000 -0.06

0.40 - 0.50

1.00 1.00

1.93

0.00 1.94 1729 0.000 -0.09

0.50 - 0.60

1.00 1.00

1.68

0.01 1.69 1072 0.000 -0.13

0.60 - 0.70

1.00 0.99

1.47

0.01 1.48

734

0.000 -0.18

0.70 - 0.85

1.00 0.99

1.20

0.01 1.21

475

0.000 -0.27

0.85 - 1.00

0.99 0.99

0.94

0.01 0.96

296

0.000 -0.32

1.00 - 2.00

0.99 0.98

0.80

0.02 0.82

221

0.000 -0.34

2.00 - 3.00

1.00 0.99

0.38

0.00 0.39

344

0.000

3.00 - 5.00

1.00 1.00

0.13

0.00 0.13

102

0.075 -1.31

0.07

It can be noticed that the performance of the MLRA
significantly decreases with increasing particles size.
The application of this simple model reveals once more
that the parameters which mostly affected (fine) particles
number were pressure, humidity, and number of positive
ions (significant for particles larger than 0.3 µm).
Temperature seems to be an important parameter for the
number of particles in the 0.7-2.0 µm diameter range.

Negative ions have been generally observed to
play a more significant role in IIN with respect to
positive ones [9-11]. In our case, the presence of maxima
at lower altitudes both for positive ions and for particles
may cause a potential bias in our analysis of the
correlation coefficients: from Fig. 5a it can be noted that
only negative ions were present at higher altitudes where
therefore they could have been the only responsible for
the IIN mechanism. In fact, when considering only
heights above 9 km (upper troposphere/lower
stratosphere), the same analysis of correlation
coefficients between vertical profiles shows that size
distributions of particles in the 0.2-5.0 µm are
significantly positively correlated with negative ions
(and not significantly with positive ions).
As a final step of our analysis, we elaborated a
simple multi-linear regression model for estimating
particles number profiles on the basis of key atmospheric
parameters and ion densities. Tab. 2 reports the values of
some parameters for evaluating the performance of such

3.2. Conclusions
In conclusion, our analyses show a likely role of positive
ions in particle formation in the lower troposphere and of
negative ions in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere
as well as a larger importance of humidity with respect
to temperature.
Possible future improvements of our setup for the
experiment comprehend: 1) the introduction of external
sensors for temperature and relative humidity; 2) The use of
a more reliable GPS compatible with the other instruments;
3) The optimization of mechanical design to reduce weight
and size; 4) The introduction of an active thermal control,
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employing an array of temperature sensors placed near
critical components. Information from these sensors should
be sent to GS for real-time performance evaluation. The
same procedure should be used during the testing phase to
validate the thermal simulations used; 5) The use of a new
and more suitable instrument for ion density measurements,
possibly with a better signal to noise ratio, ultimately
chosen on the basis of the clarity of the data-sheet, and
simplicity of calibration and data acquisition; 6) If the
choice of the SIOUTAS sampler to collect particulate
matter is maintained, a suitable differential pressure sensor
should be used in the vacuum chamber for a correct flow
determination of the pump at low pressures. The use of a
different pump should be considered, too. 7) Amperemeters and Volt-meters should be added in the electronics
for failure detection and improvement in the power budget
calculations; 8) For sake of completeness since the LOAC
is not able to measure CCN, a possible future mission could
employ additional advanced instruments capable to suitably
follow the nucleation process at smaller particle sizes.
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ABSTRACT

planned to be reached by dispersing the cloud in the
mesosphere, by measuring the UHF radar backscatter and
by comparing the measurements with theoretical predictions of scattering in dusty plasmas.

To study the physical mechanisms of phenomena such as
polar mesospheric summer echoes, the SCRAP (Scattering of Radar waves on Aerosols in Plasmas) experiment
aimed to validate theories on density fluctuations in dusty
plasmas. The SCRAP team developed two identical free
falling units (FFUs) designed to create a cloud of copper
particles once they eject from the REXUS17 sounding
rocket 124 seconds after launch. By using the EISCAT
incoherent scatter radar system to observe the cloud, the
SCRAP experiment proposed to relate theoretical predictions to a controlled object. The SCRAP experiment was
launched from ESRANGE on March the 17th 2015. The
FFUs GPS signal was lost during launch and the units
were therefore not found. Moreover, no backscattering
from the copper cloud was observed by the radar.

Taking part in a student experiment and the REXUS programme, another objective was to succeed to carry out
the development of the experiment in agreement with the
deadlines set by the programme, to cooperate as a team
and to overcome all the design, test and operational challenges that were presented during the course of the experiment development as well as to cooperate with other
teams and learn more about the space industry.
At altitudes around 85 km, polar mesospheric summer
echoes (PMSE) are frequently observed. These phenomena are strong radar backscatter echoes that are believed
to be caused by charged ice particles. Around this altitude, aerosol particles naturally occur of different sizes
and compositions and in the same region the atmosphere
is partially ionized. To study the characteristics of mesospheric aerosol particles modelling is often used as it
would be technically difficult to actually collect and preserve mesospheric particles, due to the risk of particle
contamination.

Key words: Free falling units, specific unit, common unit,
copper, radar, rocket experiment for university students,
polar mesospheric summer echoes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The SCRAP (Scattering of Radar Waves on Aerosols in
Plasmas) experiment is a hands-on student rocket experiment developed at the Royal Institute of Technology
(KTH) by an international team of students from different
engineering fields. The experiment was initiated in October 2013 and was selected to join the REXUS/BEXUS
(Rocket/Balloon EXperiment for University Students)
programme under ESA, DLR, SSC, SNSB and ZARM in
December 2013. The experiment was launched in March
2015 from the Esrange space center in Kiruna, Sweden.

The experiment consisted of two identical free falling
units (FFUs) which were carried inside the rocket
mounted unit (RMU) inherited from the ISAAC REXUS
experiment. Each FFU carried the microparticle ejection
system and was divided into two parts: an upper part
called the Common Unit (CU) and a lower part called
the Specific Unit (SU). The CU recorded general flight
data to keep track of the trajectory, angular rates, acceleration and also carried the recovery parachute system. The
SU contained the release system and an imaging spectrograph that recorded the spectra of the cloud of particles
and the dependence of light scattering on angle.

The scientific objective of the SCRAP experiment is to
observe the backscattering of ultra high frequency (UHF)
radar waves on a cloud of electrically conductive microparticles of known characteristics. The objective was

To eject the particles and create the cloud, nitrocellulose
was used in a multi-cartridge set up where each SU carried nine cartridges each filled with 0.5 grams of guncotton and 135 grams of copper particles. The metal par-
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ticles were dispersed in the mesosphere and analyzed by
radar backscatter measurements using the UHF radar system operated by EISCAT in Tromsø, Norway.

The glass fiber samples were then analyzed by looking at
how the particles got stuck on the sample. This was done
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) situated at
the electron microscopy center at Stockholm University.
The model mostly used was a SEM with a resolution of
about one nanometer and the possibility of performing
simple elemental analysis. The elemental analysis was
performed to see if the sample had been contaminated.

The experiment launch timeline starts with the radar being operated to measure mesospheric background properties before launch and then the radar transmission is
paused until T+150 seconds. The FFUs are ejected 120
seconds after launch and at this time GPS data collection
is initiated. Five seconds later the imaging spectrograph
is activated. At T+130 s, the metal particles are released
and at T+140 s, the rocket reaches its apogee. After the
FFUs have been recovered the data from on-board diagnostics is analyzed.

2.
2.1.

The testing and analysis lead to the conclusion that
the third approach, the guncotton approach, was seen
as the most appropriate choice. The first reason for this
was that the testing results showed that the particles were
much less agglomerated when using this approach than
with the other approaches. Another reason was that this
method was judged to be the simplest one to implement.
While the other two approaches had difficulties with
getting the prototypes to work, the guncotton approach
was very uncomplicated to get working. For the spray
approach the particles would not dissolve well in any
of the tested solutions, and for the fire extinguisher
approach the particles got stuck inside the chambers,
possibly because the pressure was too low. Furthermore,
the guncotton approach had a good particle to mass ratio
compared to for example the spray approach, in which
water would take up a considerable part of the total
mass. A full description of the testing and analysis of the
particle release methods can be found in [1].

EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Scientific Testing

For the microparticle release system, three main approaches were suggested: the fire extinguisher approach,
the gunpowder approach and the spray approach. In the
fire extinguisher approach, pressurized gas was lead into
the chamber containing the particles and thereafter the
particles were mixed with the gas and pushed out through
pipes to the nozzle. The spray approach used a spraying
technique to dispense particles in an aerosol mist. For
the final approach the idea was to use cartridges filled
with guncotton to explode the particles out of the FFUs.

After the design choice was made, the idea of the
guncotton approach was further developed to what is
described in section 2.2.3. Some of the main challenges
when developing the particle release system was making
an ignition system for which safety and reliability could
be guaranteed, and to place the particles and guncotton in
such a way that the mass of the particles was maximized.

The objective when choosing the particle release
approach was to find a technique which could guarantee
that the particles would be properly separated when
exiting the FFU. To evaluate the different methods
extensive testing and analysis was made. To achieve a
similar environment to the one where the experiment is
finally performed, tests were made in a vacuum chamber
operating at around 5 Pa when performing tests that
could fit inside of the vacuum chamber. Prototypes
capturing the key concepts of each approach were built
for the testing. Using prototypes instead of the actual
systems was necessary because some of the tests would
not be possible to carry out for full-scale systems. This
applied mainly to the tests performed inside the vacuum
chamber because of its limited size, but also to tests
where microparticles are used since they could be hazardous to both people and the environment and should
not be spread more than necessary. Each prototype
cartridge could contain 0.1-0.4 gram of copper powder
depending on the approach.
The testing was done in a vacuum chamber in the
Alfven Laboratory. The particle release system prototypes were placed either about 70 cm or 150 cm above
a glass fiber sample with a diameter of 15 mm. When
everything is in place, the vacuum pump was turned on
and later when the vacuum was low enough, the particles
were released. When finished, air was let in again and
the sample was collected.
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(a) With guncotton

Figure 2: Block diagram of the experiment.

(b) Without guncotton

Figure 1: SEM photos of samples: (a) shows that particles are to a high extent separated and the spreading
is very even when using the gunpowder approach. (b)
shows what it looks like when the particles just fell down
onto the sample.

Additionally, models were created for the expansion of
the particle cloud, using the equations outlined in [2] to
determine if the cloud size would be appropriate for the
purposes of the experiment, i.e. not so large as to move
outside the radar beam cross section but also large enough
to get sufficiently charged by the mesospheric plasma.
Using this model the size order of the cloud after a couple
of seconds of expansion was calculated at roughly 1 km
in diameter, which was deemed satisfactory as the radar
beam cross section at the rocket’s apogee was calculated
to be approximately 2 km.

2.2.

Figure 3: See-through picture of the Rocket Mounted
Unit.

2.2.1.

Rocket Mounted Unit

The RMU, seen in fig. 3, was developed and flown on
REXUS 15 one year earlier by the preceding REXUS
team ISAAC from KTH [3]. The main purpose of the
RMU was to carry the FFUs and eject them but also do
house keeping and FFU communication. It held the FFUs
on two levels concentric with the rocket skin. Ejection
occurred when a pyro cutter cut the four steel wires that
kept the hatches in place. Thereafter compressed springs
pushed the FFUs away from the center of rotation and
were then accelerated by the rotation of the rocket and
ejected.

Mechanics

The experiment consisted of a RMU that kept the two
FFUs inside the rocket and ejected them close to apogee.
The FFUs consisted of two parts called CU and SU. The
CU recorded acceleration, angular velocity, GPS signals,
ejected the parachute and sent signals needed for FFU
recovery. The SU ejected the particles and recorded the
spectra of the particle cloud with a spectrograph. The
radar at Tromsø then measured the backscatter from the
cloud. A full block diagram of the experiment can be
seen in fig. 2.
The experiment was launched from Esrange Space Center
on a REXUS Rocket that is capable of lifting a payload
of 90 kg to 80 km. Since the REXUS 17 payload was
slightly lighter an altitude of 87 km was reached.

2.2.2.

Common Unit

The CU, seen in fig. 4, was responsible for the safe
recovery of the FFUs as well as for flight trajectory
data acquisition. Each unit contained a parachute with
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Figure 4: Explanatory labeled picture of the Common
Unit.
Figure 5: Explanatory labeled picture of the Specific
Unit.

deployment mechanism, GPS antenna for coordinate
acquisition, radio beacon to broadcast the FFU coordinates for recovery, STX antenna with satellite modem
for communication of the coordinates to the GlobalStar
satellites, a battery and a control PCB. The unit also
had an umbilical connection for communication with
the RMU when the unit is still inside the RMU. This
also assured that the CUs were able to confirm ejection
from the RMU and avoid premature deployment of the
parachute or activation of the radio beacon.
The design of the CU was a heritage from the previous
KTH REXUS experiment ISAAC. The units were
manufactured by the SCRAP experiment according to
their design.

Figure 6: Cut-away view of a (unloaded) cartridge.
was higher than the pressure equivalent to 12 km altitude.
The spectrograph was designed to record the spectra of the cloud since the particles could agglomerate and
affect the radar backscatter significantly. The CU and SU
were attached to each other via the adapter ring seen in
fig. 7.

The mass of each CU was about 0.9 kg. An interesting
note is that the CU carries all the common systems generally required during a rocket FFU experiment. The modular design also assures that the unit can be reused, without
modification, for other FFU rocket experiments based on
the same RMU design, as has already been done by both
the SCRAP and SPIDER experiments.
2.2.3.

Specific Unit

The objective of the SU, seen in fig. 5, was to spread
the copper dust and to record the spectra of the cloud
to verify the particles’ size. Every SU contained nine
cartridges with 135 g copper dust and 0.5 g guncotton.
A thin aluminium membrane was used to keep the
particles inside the cartridge and divide the particles
from the guncotton. See fig. 6. Guncotton was chosen
for its stability, high burn rate exponent and clean
burning with very little solid combustion products. To
guarantee the safety several interlocks were used: (1) a
safety pin broke the ignition circuit and was removed
just before lift off, (2) when the FFUs were ejected
their umbilicals were disconnected and triggered a
timer to start, (3) when the FFUs were fully outside
the rocket a string stretched and detached a magnet
that was holding down a switch, (4) the SU also had a
software interlock that prevented firing if the pressure

Figure 7: SU/CU adapter ring attachment system.
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2.3.

3.

Electronics

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN

The electrical components used in the CU, the SU and the
RMU are commercially available components mounted
on custom designed boards. The RMU and CU boards
and electronics used in the experiment were designed by
the ISAAC team. The RMU electronics was flown on
RX15 and is used for charging and communication with
the four units and it was slightly altered in order to account for the difference of ISAAC’s TxSU and SCRAP’s
SU. The CU design was based on MUSCAT’s FFU electronics and contained GPS, gyro, accelerometer and localization systems. The SU handled the release of copper
particles and collection of data from the spectrograph. Ignition was achieved by driving a current through a series
of resistive wires, the ignitors, the current heated the wire
which then ignites the guncotton. Two independently activated ignition circuits are used in each SU. One containing 5 ignitors and the other containing 4 ignitors. The
current was determined by the total resistance of the ignitor circuit and the voltage of the battery. A physical
safety switch opened the ignition circuits before launch
and a pressure sensor were used to prevent accidental ignition.

The REXUS 17/18 launch campaign took place on March
17th , 2015. During the campaign, some members of the
team operated at the Esrange base, near Kiruna, Sweden,
where the rocket launch took place. Two members of the
team, on the other hand, went to Tromsø, Norway, where
they operated the EISCAT radar as planned for the launch
operations.

2.4.

3.2.

3.1.

The radar measurement was performed with the EISCAT UHF radar and the operations were carried out with
the support of the EISCAT staff present at the time and
in constant live connection with the rest of the team in
Kiruna and in Stockholm. Following the checklist of the
radar operations, the team in Tromsø achieved the tasks
of pointing the radar beam at the expected position of the
copper cloud and of collecting the radar data for the final
data analysis. Relevant, under the results analysis point
of view, is the fact that the track of the REXUS rocket is
visible in the radar data, as fig. 9 shows. This indicates
a good pointing position of the radar for the copper cloud
observation.

Software

Esrange operations

The team present at ESRANGE during launch campaign
consisted of five people responsible for team leading, mechanics, explosives, electronics and software. During the
campaign they were responsible for documentation, assembly of the experiment and to make sure that the experiment functioned nominally.

The software and firmware used mostly consisted of heritage from the KTH experiments MUSCAT and ISAAC.
These are the systems controlling data handling and storing, GPS systems and communication. They have been
slightly altered to account for changes in design. The
ground station software used was a redesign of Muscat’s
Muscateer and was called SkySCRAPer.

4.

2.5.

Tromsø operations

RESULTS

In order to discuss the results of the SCRAP REXUS
experiments it is necessary to recall the main objectives
of the experiment and to distinguish between the scientific and the engineering tasks that challenged the SCRAP
team during the 18 months of development of the experiment.
The scientific task of the SCRAP experiment, as already
discussed, consisted in the validation of theories on density fluctuations in dusty plasmas by measuring the scattering of ultra-high frequency radio waves on a cloud of
electrically conductive microparticles spread in the mesospheric plasma.
The engineering objective of the team was to design,
build, launch and operate the SCRAP experiment aboard
the REXUS 17 sounding rocket together with the EISCAT radar of Tromsø for the collection of the experimental data.
Last but not least, the different tasks of the SCRAP experiment were to be completed in the context of a large

Ground Support

A 54-hour time slot was applied for at the EISCAT radar
in Tromsø through the third-party peer-review allocated
time, out of which the SCRAP experiment was given 20
hours of operation time in a flexible time window. The
radar was a UHF radar with a peek power of more than
2 MW and a fully steerable radar dish which at its lowest
elevation could intersect the trajectory of the rocket at a
height of approximately 82 km.
For the purpose of receiving the radio beacon transmissions from the FFUs during recovery the VHF receiver
system at Esrange was used. The data was to be sent continuously to the SCRAP team ground station for interpretation who would then communicate the FFUs positions
to the recovery team.
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Figure 8: A picture of one of the two finished and fully
functioning FFUs.

Figure 9: Shows the power signature of the UHF radar
during launch.

university student team, where different members, from
different countries, brought in different expertise, expectations and contributions. It is important to remember
this as one of the main achievement of the SCRAP experiment.

4.1.

just-released cloud of copper microparticles and to
measure its interaction with the surrounding plasma.
At this stage, it is only possible to say that the team
succeeded in performing the observation of the REXUS
rocket, in the region where the cloud was expected to be.
Fig. 9 shows the power signature received by the UHF
radar during launch. The strong increase in received
power at just before 9:17 UT corresponds to the rocket
entering the radar beam and the trace of the rocket is
visible for about 30 seconds. However, when the rocket
trace faded no enhanced back scatter signature, from the
copper cloud, was detected. This indicates, on the one
hand, that the radar was correctly operated, but on the
other it shows that the cloud of copper microparticles was
not visible, possibly as a result of a failure in the release
of the cloud itself. It is anyway important to mention that
a preliminary investigation on the chance of detecting
the microparticles cloud with the radar concluded that it
would have been really hard to perform such observation
[4].

Engineering results

From the engineering point of view, the SCRAP team
set out different tasks and succeeded in some of them,
while it failed in others. The development of the experiment went through different stages, successful tests
and manufacturing phases and some difficulties too.
Some delays and last-minute changes imposed by the
outcome of tests and analyses led, in different occasions,
to milestone-check failures. Nevertheless, the team
managed to deliver in time the complete and fully-tested
experiment for the launch campaign, fig. 8.
Following the schedule of the launch campaign, the experiment was launched aboard the REXUS 17 rocket on
March 17th , 2015. In the face of a full functionality of the
mechanical and electronic systems for entire duration of
the flight aboard the rocket, a not-fully identified failure
in the experiment tracking system (GPS) resulted in the
loss of part of the hardware of the SCRAP experiment.
In particular, the two FFUs with all their content,
electronics and copper particles release system, were
lost in the Esrange impact zone, making it impossible
for the team to check whether the particles were actually
released or not.
As already mentioned, the reasons of the failure are still
under investigation and, despite of the great effort put in
recovering the SCRAP hardware right after the launch, it
was not possible to find the lost experiment components.

Two other technical failures happened during the launch
phase and, in different manners, made the investigation
of the outcome of the experiment even more problematic.
The first problem is represented by the loss of the video
recorded by the GoPro camera mounted on the SCRAP
RMU that was collected after the launch. The video,
after the loss of the FFUs, might have represented the
best tool to determine whether the copper particles were
released or not, but, unfortunately, the GoPro data were
lost.
The other failure consisted in the loss of the EISCAT
radar raw data. These data were meant to be collected
by the EISCAT receiver at the facility of Sodankylä,
Finland, but, due to a hardware problem in Tromsø, the
data were not recorded.
The only radar data that are available for any possible
investigation, and that showed the track of the rocket
at the apogee, are the data processed by the EISCAT

For what concerns the radar operations, the SCRAP
team meant to point the EISCAT UHF radar to the
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student experiment has ever flown explosives on-board a
REXUS rocket.

software and that are now in hands of the SCRAP team
for possible future analysis.

4.2.

Regarding the scientific objective of the experiment, as
already mentioned, a thorough investigation was made
already at a quite early point in the experiment development to conclude if it would be possible to detect the
backscattering from the cloud with the EISCAT radar [4].
The results of the investigation were rather discouraging,
concluding that there was a slim chance of detecting a
copper micro particle cloud of merely a couple of kg
spread in the mesosphere. Therefore the cloud could
very well have been released as planned and the radar
pointed in the right direction, but the signal was simply to
faint to detect. If the FFUs were to be located this could
however be confirmed, which in its own could at least
validate the size order of the backscattering phenomena.
All that can be concluded is that the radar did succeed in
finding the rocket apogee, since the rocket backscatter
signal could be clearly seen. The CUs suffered some
form of unknown malfunction which lead to FFUs not
being found. Nothing can be said about the performance
of the SUs however since they were completely separate
from the CUs. The bottom line is that in order to
conclude anything relevant the FFUs have to be found
and the particle ejection has to be confirmed or disproven.

Scientific results

The outcome of the SCRAP experiment, under the
scientific objectives point of view, suffers the different
technical problems encountered during the final phases
of the REXUS launch campaign.
Due to the fact that the FFUs were lost, it is indeed impossible to draw any conclusion about the main objective
of the scientific investigation of the SCRAP experiment,
namely the interaction between the atmospheric plasma
and the copper microparticles cloud that was supposed to
be released in the environment of interest.
Nevertheless, the processed radar data might reveal,
during future investigations, that the cloud of copper
microparticles was actually released and made visible to
the radar.
This would represent a great chance of drawing relevant
conclusions about the plasma-particles interaction, as
initially planned for the SCRAP experiment.

4.3.

Success Evaluation
There were however several things which could have
been improved, both when it comes to the general layout
of the experiment and the execution of it. Much was
learnt regarding the need for a simple, reliable and tested
system. Experiments that always push deadlines usually
get difficulties with the basics of working out bugs and
potential show stopping flaws before launch.

To conclude, the total level of success of the SCRAP experiment, looking to both it’s engineering and scientific
success, can be approximated as 50%, since the scientific
results are negligible. That is however with the assumption that the engineering results and the scientific results
are equally important. In this case the engineering results
should definitively not be disregarded, since the REXUS
programme is as much about the engineering challenge
as it is about the science. The precise ”success rate” of
the experiment is therefore debatable. The SCRAP team
do however regard the experiment as a partial success.

5.

Regarding the scientific failure of the experiment there
are several theories. There were problems experienced
during the launch campaign, mainly bad unreliable connections in the FFU/RMU umbilicals causing the FFU
CUs to not charge properly. This problem was however
circumvented by charging the FFUs to the max before
loading and then conserving the FFU battery power up
until launch. Ultimately the power levels were within
acceptable values at launch. Other theories include
the copper particles getting ”sucked into” the FFUs at
particle ejection which could have short-circuited the
PCBs. Alternatively the FFUs could simply have been
destroyed by the considerable force exerted on them by
the barrel recoil at ignition. Again, this really shows the
importance of proper testing before launch, and also to
adapt the scope of the project correctly to allow for these
tests.

CONCLUSIONS

Unquestionably the scientific results of the SCRAP
experiment was unfortunately not what the team had
hoped for, however, viewing the larger picture it is undeniable that a major unwritten objective of the SCRAP
experiment was related to the learning for the students.
This goal has clearly been reached. More practically, the
SCRAP experiment has also contributed with important
experience and testing of hardware that will be used
for future KTH experiments, such as SLED [5] and
SPIDER [6]. The experiment has also given valuable
experience to the REXUS/BEXUS team and pushed the
boundary of what is possible within the framework of the
REXUS/BEXUS programme. Naturally the complexity
of the REXUS/BEXUS experiments have increased since
the start of the programme, and this was the first time a

There is however much future work which could be performed from this point. Firstly there could be a possibility to actually attempt to retrieve the FFUs, with their
important data, from the wilderness of Kiruna, but this
would require a rather massive and determined rescue
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mission. A possible re-flight of a improved variant of the
experiment could also be a possibility. Furthermore, the
probably most important work that could be done would
be to exploit the lessons learnt and the hardware that has
been developed and tested for future experiments. This
does not only apply for student experiments. The particle
release platform developed by the SCRAP team is rather
unique and could also be used for other kinds of missions
with similar needs for a particle release system.
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ABSTRACT

cosmic noise absorption (CNA), the K-index and the
F10.7 flux [16, 3, 4, 18, 23, 1, 24]. In general, the studies
find weak positive correlation factors between CNA and
PMSE strength. For the K-index and F10.7 flux, the studies disagree about the significance of the effect of precipitation [23, 4]. In review, these studies provide evidence of
a causal relationship between electron density and PMSE
strength, however it is clear that the relationship is not
simple.

We have studied the relationship between particle precipitation and PMSE strength on days where we observe PMSE layers both with the EISCAT VHF and UHF
radars. The UHF observations of the ionization and its
variation, above the PMSE layer, is used as a measure
of precipitation. Variations of the precipitation is compared with variations of the PMSE strengths observed
with both radars. Although many cases apparently show a
clear connection between precipitation and PMSE, where
an increased precipitation leads to a strengthening of the
PMSE, our findings confirm that there is no general and
simple proportionality between the two. For the weakest
PMSE there appears to be no correlation between precipitation and PMSE strength. For PMSEs around average
strength of our observations there appears to be a weak
positive correlation, which can be predicted by a timedependent dust cloud charge model. On some occasions
an increased precipitation can, apparently, initially lead to
an increase of PMSE strength which at some point starts
to decline even if the precipitation continue to increase.
This feature can also be seen in the results from the statistical analysis, however the number of occurrences is too
low to conclude with significance and the time-dependent
charge model described here does not reproduce such features. We have studied to what degree models for the
PMSE scattering can explain the various cases of reaction of PMSE to changes in precipitation.

1.

In the present paper we present the first results from a statistical analysis of the response of VHF and UHF PMSE
to precipitation. We exclusively study the correlation
on short timescales, i.e. response times from zero seconds to several tens of seconds; which is comparable to
PMSE charging times. The data used is VHF and UHF
radar data acquired at EISCAT Ramfjordmoen (69.58◦
N 19.21◦ E) during the summer campaign of 2004 (see
[19]). This is due to the high quality of the data and high
occurrence rate of PMSE, with echoes present 95% of
the time on the VHF radar and 11% of the time on the
UHF radar. Details about the radar data and its analysis
is presented in section 2. The results from the statistical
analysis are presented in section 4 and furthermore discussed in section 5 in context of the time-dependent dust
cloud charge model (see e.g. Havnes [10]) described in
section 3. On the basis of this discussion, we conclude
that there is a weak positive correlation between PMSE
strength and rapid changes in electron density for (moderately) strong echoes. This feature can be explained by
the presented model as a function of the plasma parameters represented by the P -value (see e.g. Havnes [10]).

INTRODUCTION
2.

Since the first observations were made of strong coherent radar echoes from the polar mesosphere in the late
1970’s and early 80’s [5, 7], this phenomenon; so called
Polar Mesospheric Summer Echoes (PMSE) (see Rapp
and Lübken [21] for a review); have been central in the
study of the upper mesosphere. The PMSE originates
from radar scattering at coherent length scales from icy
dust clouds residing around the polar summer mesopause,
which is the coldest place on earth with temperatures
reaching as low as 110 K [17].

RADAR DATA AND CORRELATION PROCEDURE

The experimental data analyzed here was collected at
0800-1000 UT on the 7th, 13th and 14th of July 2004,
following the discovery of the PMSE overshoot effect
one year earlier [10, 12]. All of the time series contain
both VHF (224 MHz) and UHF (931 MHz) PMSE, which
were sometimes simultaneous. The data shows PMSE
during a wide range of ionospheric and mesospheric ambient conditions. Figure 1 shows one hour of VHF data
(top panel) and UHF data (bottom panel) obtained on the

Several studies have investigated the diurnal and annual
variations of PMSE with precipitation measures such as
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Figure 2. Correlation procedure where monotonic gradients of precipitation (green dotted line), is correlated
with PMSE strength (solid line).
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Figure 1. Height-time plot of arbitrary PMSE intensity
for VHF (top) and UHF (bottom) starting at the 13th of
July 0900 UT.

troduced in Havnes et al. [11]. Following the approach of
Havnes [10] we generalize to allow for unequal electron
and ion temperatures.

13th of July between 0900 and 1000 UT. This example
displays the strongest precipitation values and PMSE occurrence rate encountered during the 2004 campaign. A
conspicuous feature of this time series is the occasional
very strong precipitation reaching down in to the mesosphere, as observed in the UHF data. This precipitation
often seems to coincide in time with the strongest UHF
PMSE seen around 86 km altitude. For other time series,
especially during weak to moderate PMSE, such coincidences are not as consistent.

Firstly, for electrons (e) and ions (i) in the background
plasma (with ne0 = ni0 = n0 ) the electric forces are assumed to balance the pressure gradients so densities become Boltzmann distributed:

To investigate the relationship between precipitation and
PMSE, a measure of these two must be defined. We define a one-dimensional time-dependent measurement of
the PMSE strength by simply taking the maximum value
inside the layer (defined as inside the white borders in
fig. 1). Other measures such as the minimum, median
and mean PMSE strength have been tested, with very
similar results. The precipitation measure is defined by
first fitting an exponential function to the UHF data between 90 and 100 km (30 height bins) and extrapolate the
curve down to the altitude of the maximum PMSE value.
Furthermore we calculate the correlation between the two
measures by dividing the precipitation into chains where
the time development is monotonic and calculating the
correlation coefficient with Spearman rank analysis. In
this way we can robustly extract a strict relationship between precipitation and PMSE strength if there is one.
As discussed below, we also perform the calculation for
a range of time lag values. Figure 2 shows a schematic of
the procedure.

where Ze,i is the charge number, V is the plasma potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant and Te,i is the ambient
electron or ion temperature.

ne,i



Ze,i eV
= n0 exp −
kB Te,i

(1)

To calculate the reaction time (or charging time) of the
PMSE cloud, we calculate the electron current to a grain
in equilibrium. For grains of sizes found in PMSE (& 20
nm) we can use average charge. We neglect dust polarizing effects such that the electron current to a grain becomes [6]:

Ie = πrd2 se ce ne exp



eU
kB Te


(2)

TIME-DEPENDENT DUST CLOUD CHARGE
MODEL

where rd is the dust radius, ce = (8kTe,i /πme,i )1/2 is
the mean electron thermal speed and U = Zd e/4π0 rd
is the dust grain surface potential. The electrons are assumed to have a sticking probability of se = 1/2.

One of the main reasons for doing a correlation analysis
like the present, is to resolve issues regarding the physical
mechanisms of PMSE. We therefore here employ a timedependent simultaneous cloud v. grain charge model, in-

Havnes et al. [11] has argued that for PMSE relevant
plasma parameters, the plasma approximation can replace Poisson’s equation. It can accordingly be shown
that the dust surface potential and cloud potential can simultaneously be described by:

3.
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R∝
"

ne,C (t) − ne,0 (t)
ne,C (0) − ne,0 (0)

2

ne,p exp(Vbp ) − ne,p
=
ne,0 exp(Vb0 ) − ne,0

#2
(6)

where ne,C (t) is the electron density in the center of the
PMSE scattering structure at time t, ne,0 (t) is the background density and ne,p is the electron density moderated
by precipitation.

b and dust surface
Figure 1. The variation of the equilibrium values of the normalized plasma potential V
b as a function
potential
U
of the parameter
P (equation
(13)).[10]
The temperatures
identical. Theof
ion mass
Figure
3. Figure
from
Havnes
of the are
variation
has been take to be mi = 50 mH.

normalized cloud and dust grain potentials with the P value. Here, the plasma is thermailzed with Te = Ti .

The dust charge will change according to
d ðZd eÞ
¼ Ie þ Ii :
dt

RESULTS

The diurnal variation of the ionospheric D-layer conditions was significant between the different data sets exð12Þ
amined
here. This means that the results from the analysis should represent a more general picture of the PMSEprecipitation relationship as opposed to a case study.

and equation (8) as

ð7Þ

4.

#
$
! "
Ti b
b % PU
b ¼ 0;
V % exp %V
exp
Te

We consider a dust structure length scale L much larger than where
22 1/2
b
) d,n
which
about 2
the Debye lengthdlU
D = (e0Te/ne
ee r
0 is from
# $
...9 m%3 and
to 10 cm for an electron=
density of the order×
of 10
4pe0 rd nd kTi
nd
P¼
¼ 0:695
ð13Þ
rd ðnmÞTi ðeV Þ:
40 kAs
T
temperatures fromdt
150 to 3000!K.
shown
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B i
e2 n0
n0

 use charge neutrality
 insteadof 
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b + Vb TiIn equation
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b
−ce exp U
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V
U
tween
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(eV
)
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T
i
nd Zd þ ni % ne ¼ 0
ð8ÞTeHavnes and Morfill [1984] and Havnes et al. [1990], we see
The scatter plot consists of 747 correlation coefficients
that for equilibrium conditions where d/dt
(3)= 0 the relative
if the ions are singly charged. With normalized potentials
for monotonic precipitation gradients for the no lag case.
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Ti eU
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b
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Vb − exp −Vbð9Þ −ofPa U
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(4) (5) its charge
exp Ub ¼ kT
lower panel shows a tendency to an increase in the numnumber
Te i

ber
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ð14Þ
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In Figure
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#
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b e r n
dU
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b þV
b T þ c exp %V
b 1%U
b
%c exp U
¼
strength.
Here,
the uniformly distributed values below a
4e kT
T
dt
b MAX = %4.1, while for the lightest ions
negative value is U
strength
of
22
·
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ð11Þ H+, it is %2.5 [Spitzer, 1978].
4π0 rd nd kB Ti
average
measured
PMSE strength, have been removed.
P =
.
(5)
3 ofe72 n
0
For the sake of clarity, we present there the correlation
This parameter is an ordering parameter for the grain v.
for 8 seconds of lag for reasons explained below. For
cloud charge problem, and at the short timescales we inmoderately strong PMSE (first panel), the flat distribuvestigate here, the most important proportionality is the
tion indicate that the peak around 0.5 show that there is
one of n−1
some preference for a positive correlation. For the second
e . In equilibrium, as pointed out by Havnes
et al. [11], the normalized potentials are solely functions
panel the positive correlation is less general, and contain
of the P -value. Havnes et al. [14] developed analytical
a few more negative coefficients, and coefficients around
approximations of the normalized potentials as function
zero. For the strongest PMSE in the third panel the sitof the P -value. For very low values of P, the approximauation is more unclear but may indicate that there is a
tendency for a negative correlation. The low number of
tion becomes linear in Vb . Figure 3 gives an example of
these occurrences prohibits conclusion with significance.
the development of the normalized potentials in equilibWe do not find that an anti-correlation can be explained
rium with P . It can be shown by insertion into eq. (6)
by the simple cloud charge model presented here.
that for low P -values, the change in the Vb -potential (developed to first degree in P ) is equal to the change in P ,
We do not present here the results from the UHF analysis.
so that a change in the external electron density does not
The number of coefficients is too low too conclude with
affect the PMSE strength.
significance, however, with the limited data available the
distribution becomes nearly Gaussian, proposing that that
Ginzburg [9] showed that the volume reflection of coherthe effect of precipitation is not as pronounced in UHF
ent echoes is proportional to (∆ne )2 . Havnes et al. [13]
PMSE as in its VHF counterpart. This may be due to
and Biebricher et al. [2] have adapted this to the time dethat the UHF PMSE have a tendency to occur only in the
pendent dust charge model, such that the relative PMSE
stronger parts of the VHF PMSE layers [19].
backscatter becomes:
b ¼ eV
V
kTi

2

d 0

ð10Þ
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e
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Our findings regarding the PMSE v. precipitation relationship presented in this work will benefit from a clear
connection to a theory describing the reaction of the
PMSE layer to electron precipitation. For this purpose,
we investigate the validity of our findings in the framework of the time-dependent cloud charge model presented above.

Figure 6. Relative deviation between bin 8 (coefficients
∼ 0.5) and the mean value of the rest of the bins, as a
function of lag.

of electron density (range of ne based on Friedrich and
Rapp [8]). For electron density values between 109 and
1010 m−3 , as calculated for our data by Næsheim et al.
[19], charging times range from 1 to 100 second depending on the dust radius. For larger particles, a charging
time of around 10 seconds is reasonable, indicating that
the correlation lag analysis has a certain validity.

The average length of chains of precipitation which increases monotonically is on the order of several tens of
seconds. It may then be expected that a relatively short
lag, of say a few seconds due to cloud charging inertia,
would yield very similar result as the no lag analysis carried out here. This follows from the nature of the Spearman rank analysis; ’outliers’ and short timescale irregularities are not strongly emphasized. If the charging time
was large compared to the average chain length, problems
may arise. When doing the same correlation analysis for
several lag values, bin number eight in fig. 4 is with few
exceptions the largest. In figure 6 we show the development of the size of this bin as a function of lag time.
At around 10 seconds lag, the bin has its relative largest
value (∼ 70% larger than the mean at t = 8s). For illustrative purposes, we chose the eight second lag in figure 5
to best show the strength of the PMSE-precipitation relationship as a function of echo strength. A possible explanation of the enhanced correlation at these time lags may
be that the characteristic timescale of charging mechanisms to introduce sharp electron density gradients (and
thereof in PMSE strength) is around 10 seconds.

We also need to compare our findings of no or very weak
correlation at low PMSE strength and a weak correlation
for moderately strong PMSE with the introduced cloud
charge model. When utilizing the polynomial approximation of Havnes et al. [14] at small P-values (Vb becomes approximately linear in P ) we calculate a relative
PMSE backscatter with eq (6) of R ≈ 1 for all reasonable
changes in ne ; significant strengthening of precipitation
does not alter the PMSE strength. Correspondingly, for
higher values of P (Vb is a function of P 2 ), a change in P
from 0.2 to 0.1 which is a doubling i ne induces a relative backscatter of R = 1.8; precipitation strengthens the
PMSE backscatter. Figure 8 shows the calculated relative PMSE backscatter by eq. (6) for a range of P -values
and electron density enhancements. From eq. (5) we find
that PMSE conditions leading to values of P comparable
to 1 will be hard to find. In addition to this it is clear
that there cannot be a linear relationship between P and
the strength of PMSE scattering. Havnes et al. [15] finds

In figure 7 we show calculations of the charging time of
dust grains of different sizes in equilibrium as a function
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Figure 8. Variation of PMSE backscatter intensity as a
function of P-value for different temporary enhancements
of the background electron density (enhancement factors
in legend). It seems clear that P -values of the order of
one or larger are very unlikely for PMSE conditions.

Figure 7. The time of dust grains in equilibrium of three
different sizes to acquire 0.3 additional negative charges
as a function of electron density. Electrons and ions are
assumed here to be thermalized.
a linear relationship for P less than ca 0.1, and a small
change in PMSE strength up to P ≈ 0.6 followed by a
decrease above this.

precipitation-PMSE strength relationships.
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ABSTRACT

modern climate models, like WACCM which is described
in [GMK+ 07] and shown as black line, cannot properly
reproduce the measurements (shown as red line).

Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP) at the
Rostock University in Kühlungsborn, Germany together
with the company von Hoerner and Sulger GmbH
(vH&S) in Schwetzingen, Germany develop a new instrumental setup for 3-dimensional in-situ turbulence and
temperature measurements in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere (MLT) region. The setup consists of a
mother payload carrying a new generation CONE instrument and three identical daughter payloads that will be
ejected from the main payload at a predefined altitude.
When ejected, all the payloads measure densities of neutral air and one of the plasma species, either electrons or
ions. Each payload has its own telemetry and positioning
system and sends all the data directly down to the ground.
The new measurements will thereby yield four simultaneously measured profiles of neutral and plasma densities,
neutral air temperature, and turbulence energy dissipation
rate, separated by up to some hundreds of meters. Important for turbulence studies, these measurements will infer spectra information that cover a wide range of spatial
scale characteristics for MLT turbulence in both horizontal and vertical directions.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the observed (red line) and
modeled (black line) temperature changes between years
1960–2000. Red line: from phase hight measurements in Kühlungsborn, 55 ◦ N [BP08]. Black line was
derived from WACCM climate modell (adapted from
[GMK+ 07]).
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1.

Observations
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INTRODUCTION
This means that the dynamical and chemical processes of
that region are not fully understood. The neutral dynamics which is one of the key player in the energy budget of
the MLT region, is essentially influenced by turbulence
that, in turn, is permanently generated by breaking gravity waves [e.g., FA03]. As a result e.g., turbulence in
the polar mesosphere leads to maintaining such temperature structure that the mesopause reaches temperatures of
130 K, and is thereby the coldest place in the Earth’s atmosphere. Advances in turbulence measurements in the
MLT region made in the last 20 years significantly contributed to our understanding of the dynamics of the atmospheric system. The most reliable to date technique

The mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region
(approx.50–130 km) attracts more scientific interest during last decades since its importance was recognized to be
crucial for understanding the whole Earth’s atmospheric
system. For example, long term changes of thermal and
dynamical structure of this region is believed to be indicator of anthropogenic impact on the Earth’s atmosphere.
The cooling of the atmosphere in the altitude region between ∼50–80 km observed during last 40 years reaches
value of 20 K [BP08], whereas at Earth’s surface it is
about 0.5 K [SQM+ 07]. Figure 1 demonstrates that the
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to measure turbulence in the MLT is the in-situ measurements with ionization gauges. This technique yields precise measurements of the turbulence energy dissipation
rates with altitude resolution of ∼100 m and resolves
wide range of spatial scales of turbulence from several
centimeters up to several kilometers [SRL11]. However,
these measurements are only capable of sounding turbulent structures in a single dimension and yield only vertical profiles of the energy dissipation rates.

on this schematics were ejected at around the apogee.
They move parallel to each other and the horizontal distance between them, as well as to the main payload, is
gradually increasing during the measurement phase.

It is already for long time known that turbulence is highly
variable and intermittent in both time and space. It also
could be anisotropic at some scales. This rises the questions how representative are the so far gained turbulence
climatologies for the middle atmosphere, how precise are
the models of turbulence and turbulent parametrization
in atmospheric models. To address these questions three
dimensional (3D) soundings of turbulent structures is required. This motivated us to develop a new instrument for
3D turbulence measurements in the middle atmosphere
which is called TURB3D.
In this paper we introduce the newly developed TURB3D
system, describe its basic properties and measurement capabilities.

2.

Figure 3: Schematics of a TURB3D-sounding.
The entire system is designed to work under conditions
typical for a sounding rocket flight, namely spin rate of
the main payload between 2 and 5 Hz, lift-off acceleration up to 40 g, it accepts power supply of 28 V for
the housekeeping electronics of the main module and the
fourth daughter-payload mounted on the main motherpayload.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The TURB3D system consist of a main module shown
in Figure 2 where three daughter-payloads are integrated
and an additional (fourth) “daughter-payload” mounted
on the symmetry axis of the front or rear deck of the main
payload and, thereby contributing to a conventional payload configuration replacing its predecessor - CONE instrument.

3.

MAIN MODULE

The main module is designed to be integrated in a standard 14-inch payload, is of 82 cm long and weights about
100 kg. It includes
• Doors eject mechanism
• Vacuum caps with pumping system to support vacuum inside the sealed sensors which are basically
ionization gauges
• Launch lock mechanism for satellites to hold the
daughter-payloads until their ejection and to lift up
the vacuum sealing before ejection
• Vacuum caps lift mechanism
Figure 2: Main module of TURB3D with an opened
hatch for daughter-payload ejection.

• Motor driven spinning-up system to assure that the
ejected sub-payloads acquire spin rate needed for
stabilization of their flight

The daughter-payloads will be ejected at a predefined
phase of a rocket flight and will perform the in-situ turbulence measurements independently along their trajectories. Such a system will therefore yield four profiles of
the turbulence energy dissipation rates, ε. Figure 3 shows
schematics of a TURB3D-flight. The daughter-payloads

• Daughter-payloads ejection mechanism
• Housekeeping module to monitor and control the
system’s life-cycle which includes 28 V DC power
interface and Ethernet data interface
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must be given at a defined altitude and the central electronic unit starts ejecting the daughter-payloads by an automated predefined procedure.

The active spinning-up of the daughter payloads is done
by a brushless DC motor. The daughter-payload spin rate
is programmable from 0 to 5 turns per second to stabilize
the daughter payload eject and flight. TURB3D also uses
four pyrotechnic cable cutters to trigger the following actions:

4.

DAUGHTER-PAYLOAD

• Doors eject mechanism
Each sub-payload is a stand-alone system and its blockdiagram is shown in Figure 4.

• Vacuum caps lift mechanism
• Daughter-payloads launch lock release mechanism

IGP

• Daughter-payloads ejection mechanism

IGP HV

Vacuum
Valve
ϑ
LED

To avoid ignition of the pyros by operator error a flight
mode and a non flight mode bit is used which are stored
non-volatile within the TURB3D. If the flight mode bit is
not set the pyros are blocked. The operator has to set the
flight mode bit before launch. The mechanism activities
are monitored by switches which are analyzed and transmitted via Ethernet by the central electronic unit. The
spinning rate of each daughter-payload is sensed directly
with reed contacts and measured by the central electronic
unit.

LED
Ionization Gauge

GPS Antenna signal
from Rocket
1.2GHz und 1.6GHz
Antenna

Mux

Housekeeping

GPS
Receiver
Controller

2,1GHz bis 2,5GHz
Antenna

Ethernet

S−Band
Transmitter

TCP/IP
Eject
Detection

Power Supplies

Rechargeable Batteries

The main module central electronic unit supports charging of the daughter-payloads rechargeable batteries. The
electrical contact from central unit to daughter-payloads
is achieved by the usage of spring contacts. The daughter
payloads are pressed against the spring contacts by the
launch lock mechanism.

LED

$Id: satellite.fig 306 2012−10−31 16:10:48Z krein $

21.6V/2A
Charge Current
LED

Figure 4: Block-diagram of the daughter-payload.
As it is seen from the Figure 4, the daughter-payloads
consist of:

The main module also supports a digital camera to monitor the ejection of the daughter-payloads. Video data is
stored on a memory card and an analog video signal is
supplied to the rocket telemetry.

• ionization gauge (the upper part)

Three ion getter pumps (IGP) including a high voltage
power supply are used to preserve the vacuum in the vacuum caps. This ensures low outgassing during flight measurements and the possibility to make pre-launch tests on
the launch pad with the ionization gauges.

• Telemetry system (TM) that will send all the data
directly to a ground TM-station.

• system to determine position and attitude of the flying units: GPS, gyro, accelerometer.

• Own power supply with rechargeable batteries.

A 3-axis gyro and an accelerometer are included in the
central electronic unit to monitor the flight. A precision
altimeter is used to detect leakages in the central unit
electronic box during leakage tests and flight.

The LEDs on the sub-payloads will help to control the
ejection phase by build-in cameras from the main section. The LEDs also serve as a status display, indicating
the different operating modes of the daughter-payload by
being off, flashing or permanently on. A detailed hardware layout of a daughter-payload is shown in Figure 5
and is described in more detail further below.

The TURB3D main module is designed for reuse, but mechanics will need service after launch due to contamination with salt water.
The central electronic unit and the daughter-payload use
a reprogrammable logic and parameters. This enables the
operator to change selected parameters just before launch
by the GSE GUI software. Parameters are stored in an
nonvolatile memory, so that no configuration is necessary
after power cycling.

In addition to the ionization gauge described in section 4.1 the daughter payload has a housekeeping module
to monitor supply currents, supply voltages and temperatures. A 3-axis gyro and an accelerometer are included to
monitor flight stability and spin rate during flight. The
precision altimeter is used to determine leakages during test or flight. A recovery system for the daughterpayloads is not provided.

The main module needs a trigger signal from the rocket
for ejection of the daughter payloads. Trigger signal
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rocket. The vacuum caps of the daughter-payloads will
be opened inside the main module shortly before their
ejection.
The outer fixed biased grids are connected to sensitive
electrometers and, thereby utilize a well known technique widely used on sounding rockets to measure electron or ion density with very high altitude resolution
and precision. Such a probe is described in detail elsewhere [BTA90, GLN93]. In case when the outermost
grid will be positively biased, it will measure electron
density. This grid can also be connected to the housing
and, thereby be under the floating potential of the ambient plasma. In such configuration the second negatively
biased grid, which is also connected to a sensitive electrometer, will yield measurements of positive ion densities.

Sensor head
Macor Isolator
Noval Socket
Elektrometer Amplifier
Vacuum Cap O-Ring Position
GPS Antenna
Press Mechanism

Front-end Mechanic
Position for
Balancing Weights

Telemetry Module
Shielding Plate
PCB Mount and
Shielding
PCB
Main PCB
Power Supply PCB
Batteries
Battery Mounting

The electronics of the ionization gauge consists of two
main modules: Emission current regulator and ion collector electrometer (ELM). The ion collector of the ionization gauge is connected to the autoranging electrometer
amplifier that yields the neutral density measurements.
The electrometer’s amplifier automatically switches between two ranges with a digital programed hysteresis
changing the sensitivity by a factor of 32. The low current
range measures currents up to 0.5 uA and the high current
range currents up to 16 µA. All the measured voltages
and currents are internally digitized with 24 bit resolution. The analog-digital converter sample rate is 3.33k
samples per second with a noise level (RMS) of about
1.6pA in the lower measurement range and a noise level
(RMS) of about 10pA in the higher measurement range.
Such low noise level and high speed of operation make
it possible to measure tiny density fluctuations of a magnitude of ∼ 0.05 % at spatial scales down to 30 cm. An
increase of ADC sample rate is possible but will result in
increased noise. A change in sample rate needs also hardware modification of the anti aliasing filter in front of the
ADC. The measurement ranges are variable by replacing the two feedback resistors in the front-end amplifier.
With the above described configuration a SNR of 110dB
for the low current range is achieved and 124dB for the
high current range.

Power Supply PCB
Position for
Balancing Weights
Antenna Isolator
Telemetry Antenna

Figure 5: Main module of TURB3D with an opened
hatch for daughter-payload ejection.

4.1.

Scientific instrument

The scientific instrument incorporated in each subpayload is a new generation of the CONE instrument
[GLN93]. It consists of an ionization gauge surrounded
by two screening grids fixed biased at plus and minus
three to six volt.
Similar to the CONE’s design, the TURB3D sensor is directly mounted on the electronics to reduce noise that can
be introduced to the measured currents before they reach
the electronics. The sensor must be covered by a vacuumtight cap (seen in Figure 2) under which a high vacuum
(∼ 10−8 mbar) is permanently supported by a small ion
getter pump (IGP). Such design allows to run the instrument on the ground before lift-off of the sounding rocket
and, thereby to ensure that instrumental parameters such
as emission current, anode and shielding voltages, and
electrometer’s noise level have their nominal values and
are stable. For turbulence measurements it is especially
important to ensure that the emission current from the filament, that is the electron source for the ionization gauge,
is constant. The filament (cathode) used for thermal electron emission in ionization gauges can only survive under
pressures below ∼1 mbar. The scientific instruments can
be switched-on several minutes before and the IGP will
be automatically switched-off during the lift-off of the

The electrometer ADC is a 20 bit single channel ADC
operating at about 850kHz which is expanded by digital
filtering to 24 bit. In the above configuration the lowest
3.3 bit are lost in the noise for the high current range and
the lowest 6.8 bit are lost in the noise for the low current
range
Some basic characteristics of the ionization gauge electronics’ are as follows:
• ELM data resolution: 24 bit
• ELM measurement ranges: 2
• Filament ionization current ADC resolution: 24 bit
• Anode Voltage ADC resolution: 24 bit
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• Negative Shield grid current: 24 bit

tested in a real sounding rocket flight in a nearest future
and aims at bringing new and unique scientific results.

• Positive Shield grid current: 24 bit
• Sampling rate: 3.33 kHz
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The emission current regulation and measurement is also
improved in comparison to the CONE instrument. The
emission current regulator uses a two stage regulation to
speed up regulation when filament is hot and slows down
regulation when the filament is cold. The emission current is set via the multi channel DAC and measured via
the 24 bit multi channel ADC.
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Both electrometer amplifier and emission current sense
amplifier are located directly in the nose cone of the
daughter-payload to avoid EMI coupling into the measured currents.

4.2.

Service module

The position, i.e. trajectory vs time, of the sub-payloads
will be precisely determined via different redundant systems, an onboard GPS and tracking radar. If both fails
flight trajectories can also be calculated by simulation and
known ejection point.
The TM-transmitter on each daughter-payload is designed to send the data via S-band directly to a groundbased receiver. Each daughter uses a data bandwidth of
380 kbit/s with a RF transmitter power of 5W.
Additionally, the entire data stream can be transmitted via
the built-in Fast Ethernet interface for configuration and
pre-launch operations. For ground support operation only
a laboratory power supply and a PC with the TURB3D
software is necessary to operate the TURB3D system.
All TURB3D Ethernet interfaces are operated in socket
server mode. A commercial 5 port Fast Ethernet switch
is used inside the central electronic unit to collect all Ethernet ports to one global Ethernet line. On rocket side or
ground side, socket clients needs to be setup to send or
receive data from the TURB3D system.
The Transmitted data frames via RF Transmitter and Ethernet also include a frame counter, header and a checksum.

5.

SUMMARY

In this paper we introduced a new measurement system
called TURB3D. It is designed for use aboard sounding
rockets for measurements of absolute neutral densities,
neutral temperatures, turbulence energy dissipation rates,
and plasma density with very high altitude resolution and
covering three spatial dimensions. The system will be
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coordinates to the ground crew, who located and retrieved
them upon landing. The whole flight is showed in Fig.1.

ABSTRACT
Attitude reconstruction of a free falling sphere for the experiment Multiple Spheres for Characterization of Atmosphere
Temperatures (MUSCAT) is studied in this paper. The attitude dynamics is modeled through Euler’s rotational equations of motion. To estimate uncertain parameters in this
model such as the matrix of inertia and the lever arm for the
dynamic pressure with respect to the center of mass, the dynamics reconstruction can be formulated as an optimization
problem. The goal is to minimize the deviation between the
measurements and the propagation from the system equations. This approach was tested against a couple of flight
data sets which correspond to different periods of time. The
result is very reasonable compared to the laboratory test.
The estimate can be improved further through allowing drag
coefficients variable and taking advantage of measurements
from a magnetometer in numerical calculation.
1

Figure 1: Flight phases of the MUSCAT experiment

INTRODUCTION

Multiple Spheres for Characterization of Atmosphere Temperatures (MUSCAT) experiment [1] was launched from
the Swedish Space Corporations Esrange Space Centre in
May, 2013 as a part of the Rocket Experiments for University Students (REXUS) programme to measure temperature
profiles and wind profiles in the middle-atmosphere.
The experiment involved ejecting four spherical Free
Falling Units (FFU), from a REXUS rocket module. The
module, called Rocket Mounted Unit (RMU), carried the
FFUs to an altitude of approximately 60 km where they
were ejected from the rocket at a spin of 4 Hz. The FFUs
then continued to a maximum altitude of 81 km. Upon ejection, the FFUs started a data gathering phase, recording raw
GPS data as they travelled through the atmosphere. In addition, the FFUs recorded data on accelerations, angular velocities and so on. At an altitude of 5 km the data gathering
phase was completed and the FFUs deployed parachutes in
order to slow them down and switched from raw GPS data
gathering to recording and transmitting commercial GPS

The GPS data is then analysed to obtain information about
the velocity and acceleration of the FFUs during the free
fall. The data is used, along with the drag coefficient of the
FFUs, to derive the atmospheric density and temperature
profiles.
For future similar projects, it is interesting to understand
the attitude dynamics, which involves the mass properties
such as the center of mass position and the non-ideal tensor
of inertia. Therefore, it is necessary to study the attitude
dynamics and estimate related mass parameters accurately.
For this type of missions, although without propulsion and
active control, the small probes are exposed to atmospheric
forces and torques over the flight period, which provide inputs to the attitude dynamics system.
2 APPROACH
The dynamic equation for attitude is set up via Euler’s rotational equation of motion [5]. However, there are some
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uncertain parameters, for instance, the non-ideal tensor of
inertia, which need to be estimated. The estimation problem can be described as finding a set of parameters that reproduce the measured data as closely as possible. Then the
dynamics reconstruction can be formulated as an optimization problem [2]. The goal is to minimize the deviation between the measured values and the simulated values by the
dynamics system equation, rendering both system parameter estimates and true attitude reconstruction.

The attitude kinematics is expressed in terms of quaternions


0 −ωx −ωy −ωz
1 ωx
0
ωz −ωy 
q
(4)
q̇ = 
0
ωx 
2 ωy −ωz
ωz
ωz −ωx
0

where the subscripts x, y, z denote x, y and z axes of the
body frame, respectively.
Note that the lever arm is fixed in the body frame, while
the drag force/ torque changes in the body frame. From the
translational motion, we can achieve the aerodynamic drag
2.1 Reference frames
in terms of the ENU frame coordinates. Through the diThe body frame is denoted b: the origin is located at the rection cosine matrix (DCM) C, we can transform the drag
center of mass of the FFU, the three axes are aligned with from the ENU frame to the body frame.
the coordinate axes of the gyroscope.
D b = CD i
(5)
The East-North-Up(ENU) frame is denoted i: The origin O
is located at the launch site; X axis is towards the east in the where C is obtained through the transformation of quater

horizontal plane; Y axis points the north in the horizontal nions.
C11 C12 C13
plane; Z axis points up, aligning with the earth normal at
C = C21 C22 C23 
(6)
the origin. So the i frame is seen as the inertial frame.
C31 C32 C33
2.2

C11 = q02 + q12 − q22 − q32

Attitude system

C12 = 2(q1 q2 + q0 q3 )
C13 = 2(q1 q3 − q0 q2 )
C21 = 2(q1 q2 − q0 q3 )

Since the FFU falls freely, the FFU are only exposed to
aerodynamic forces and aerodynamic torques as the dynamics system inputs. The system state is defined as x0 =
[ωx ; ωy ; ωz ; q0 ; q1 ; q2 ; q3 ]. In this paper, we neglect the
aerodynamic lift acting on FFUs, along with the effect of
winds, and thus only take the aerodynamic drag into account, which is always in the opposite direction of v. Because the FFU is a sphere, the drag resistant force is acting
at the geometrical center.
1
v
D = − ρv 2 SCd
2
v
3

(1)

C22 = q02 − q12 + q22 − q32
C23 = 2(q2 q3 + q0 q1 )
C31 = 2(q1 q3 + q0 q2 )
C32 = 2(q2 q3 − q0 q1 )
C33 = q02 − q12 − q22 + q32
The DCM in terms of the (3-2-1) Euler angles is
C11 = cθ2 cθ1

2

where ρ kg/m is atmosphere density, S m is the reference area of an FFU, and Cd is the drag coefficient of an
FFU.
Due to the deviation between the center of the mass and the
geometrical center of the FFU,the aerodynamic drag causes
an aerodynamic torque.
T =L×D

(2)

C12 = cθ2 sθ1
C13 = −sθ2
C21 = sθ3 sθ2 cθ1 − cθ3 sθ1
C22 = sθ3 sθ2 sθ1 + cθ3 cθ1
C23 = sθ3 cθ2
C31 = cθ3 sθ2 cθ1 + sθ3 sθ1
C32 = cθ3 sθ2 sθ1 − sθ3 cθ1
C33 = cθ3 cθ2

where L is the lever arm of the aerodynamic drag, that is,
the vector pointing from the center of the mass to the gewhere s, c mean sin, cos, respectively.
ometrical center. According to Eq.1, we can see that the
The inverse transformation from the DCM C to the Euler
translational velocities are inputs to this system.
angles (ψ, θ, ϕ) is
The Euler’s equations of motion model the rotation of atti(
)
C12
tude of an FFU in its body frame. The attitude dynamical
−1
ψ = θ1 = tan
(7a)
equation is
C11
I ω̇ = −ω × Iω + T
(3)
θ = θ2 = − sin−1 (C13 )
(7b)
(
)
where ω is the angular velocity of the body in the body
C23
ϕ = θ3 = tan−1
(7c)
frame.
C33
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In addition, the inverse conversion [5] from the DCM to 2.6 Dynamics estimation
quaternions is
As described in Sections 2.1-2.5, the optimization problem
1√
q0 =
C11 + C22 + C33 + 1
(8a) is formulated as
2
C23 − C32
4q0

(8b)

q2 =

C31 − C13
4q0

(8c)

q3 =

C12 − C21
4q0

q1 =

min
x0 ,θ

2.3

(12)

k=1

ω̇ = I −1 (−ω × Iω + T )


0 −ωx −ωy −ωz
1 ωx
0
ωz −ωy 
q
q̇ = 

ω
−ω
0
ωx 
2
y
z
ωz ωy −ωx
0

(9)

Parameters

Twelve parameters in total appear in this system, and nine
with initial state
of them are to be estimated, which are the vector lever arm
and the inertia matrix of six independent components.
2.4

∥ω̂(k) − ω(k)∥2

where the ω̂ stands for measured angular velocities, x0 =
[ω 0 ; q0 ], and θ = [L; I1 ; I2 ; I3 ; I4 ; I5 ; I6 ] subject to dynam(8d) ics

From Eqs.6-8, we can have the relation
q(t) = q(ψ, θ, ϕ)

N
∑

Measurement equation

q(t0 ) = q(ϕ0 , θ0 , ψ0 )
ω(t0 ) = ω 0

(13)

(14)

Angular velocities of the body frame with respect to the in- and parameters consisting of fixed ones ρ, Cd , S and estiertial frame are measured in the body frame. These angular mated ones θ, subject to constraints
velocities are the outputs of the system.
2.5

∥q(t)∥ = 1

Constraints

I1 , I4 , I6 > 0

To make this attitude system realizable physically, the parameters and initial conditions must be constrained.
Because the diameter of this FFU is 0.124 m, components
of the lever arm in the body frame should be within 0.062
m. Generally, the matrix of inertia, I is not diagonal in a
certain body frame, but is always a symmetric matrix. That
can be expressed as


I1 I2 I3
I = I2 I4 I5 
(10)
I3 I5 I6
where I1 , I4 , I6 are the moments of inertia, which are supposed to be greater than 0, and I2 , I3 , I5 are the products
of inertia of the FFU, which can be either positive or negative.
The attitude quaternions are constrained via the following
equation over the whole calculation:
∥q(t)∥ = 1

(11)

The initial quaternions can be replaced with a set of Euler angles, which can remove the non-convex equality
constraint Eq.11. During the calculation simulations, the
quaternions should be normalised for each iteration in order to get rid of the error accumulation and satisfy the constraint.

(15)

2.7 Initial conditions
The estimation problem summarized in Section 2.6 is
highly non-convex. Generally, we can only find a local
minimum, which means any numerical approach picked
will be suboptimal. No matter what numerical optimization
method is used to solve this problem, a good set of initial
states and parameters is always critical to find the best fit
for the measurements.
An initial estimate for the angular velocity adopts the measurements from the angular rate sensor during the flight of
FFUs. An initial set of attitude quaternions is obtained
through the transformation Eq.(9) from a set of given Euler angles. Due to the lack of reasonable estimates, this set
of Euler angles is chosen arbitrarily, which may cause divergence of solutions to the optimization problem.
Initial estimates for the lever arm and the inertia matrix are
taken from laboratory tests. A trifilar pendulum is used to
utilized to conduct these tests [3], and the error should be
within 20%. The atmospheric density can be obtained by
the Matlab function ‘atmoscoesa(h)’, where ‘h’ is the altitude of interest and can be known from the GPS software
solutions. The drag coefficient can be attained from the previous work at the laboratory [4].
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Angular velocity

ω x: rad/s

10

According to GPS raw data, trajectories and velocities can
be obtained through the GPS software. Velocities in the
ENU frame are illustrated in Fig.2, which are the system
inputs. Altitudes in the ENU frame are shown in Fig.3,
and angular velocities in the body frame are given in Fig.4,
which are the system outputs. The timeline is from the ejection from the rocket to 300 seconds after ejection.
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Figure 4: Angular velocity in body frame
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Figure 2: Velocity in ENU frame

The data from specified time intervals were utilized. One
was the interval between 69 s and 71 s after the ejection
of FFUs from the rocket, the other one was between 150 s
and 151 s. In the former interval, the FFU was close to the
apogee, therefore densities and velocities were so small that
resulting aerodynamic forces and torques were very small.
During the latter one, densities and velocities were quite
large, and thus aerodynamic forces and torques were comparatively large. This drag effect can be implied by Fig.5.
The relation between the x and the y components of angular velocities changes from Fig.5(a) to Fig.5(b) during two
different time periods.
Table 1: Fixed parameters
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S: m2
0.0121
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ρ1 : kg/m3
1.293 × 10−5

ρ2 : kg/m3
9.5802 × 10−4
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0.9949
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Figure 3: Altitude in ENU frame

300

System identification toolbox of Matlab was used to solve
for true parameters. The solver was ‘ode45’ that is used to
solve nonstiff differential equation. The search method was
‘lsqnonlin’, which is a Matlab command to solve nonlinear
least-squares (nonlinear data-fitting) problems.
For both cases, the fixed parameters are listed in Tab.1.
Here, the superscripts represent different cases. It is worth
noting that the drag coefficients are assumed to be constant
in the two cases. This is because to use System identification toolbox, the parameters must be constant no matter
whether they are needed to estimate. Another thing that
needs to be pointed out is that the second case is 1 s shorter
than the first case. The reason is that the drag coefficients
must be constant, but in the second case, larger air densities
and velocities result in that the drag coefficients cannot be
seen as constant during 2 s.
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Figure 5: Drag effect on angular velocities
3.1

Table 3: Initial quaternions

Case 1

ω x: rad/s

10

Angular velocity comparison

Parameter
q1
q̄ 1
q2
q̄ 2

Flight
Before
After

Value
[0.6231; –0.1644; –0.0134; 0.7646]
[0.6593; –0.2715; –0.3234; 0.9767]
[0.7171; 0.0072; 0.1442; 0.6819]
[0.2610; –0.1123; 0.7198; 0.3965]

0
-10
69

69.5

70

70.5

71

69.5

70

70.5

71

70

70.5

71

The number of iterations was 69 and the fit percent to estimation data was [99.13; 99.42; 77.17]%.
Fig.6 illustrates the comparison between flight data and
simulation prior to and after estimation. From this figure,
we can see that the curve fittings of angular velocities are
quite good in general although the fitting for the z axis is a
bit bad.
To convert estimated initial quaternions into Euler angles,
they need to be normalized. And the resulting (3-2-1) Euler
angles are [110.6; –6.0; 39.3] degree. The inertial matrix is
close to the initial estimated one, which is reasonable. However, the lever arm reaches the boundary constraint, which
is a bad estimate. The reason for this should be that on the
trajectory near to the apogee, velocities are relatively small
and the air densities are very small because of very high altitudes. Therefore, the aerodynamic drags are quite small,
thereby very little aerodynamic torques, which influence the
attitude propagation very little. Thus, the lever arm cannot
be estimated properly.
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69
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14
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69
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Time: s

Figure 6: Comparison of angular velocities for case 1

In this scenario, the time interval is from 69 to 71 s. Some
parameters to be estimated, including both given values
and estimated values, are showed in Tab.2. And the initial quaternions are showed in Tab.3. For the both tables,
the superscript signifies a corresponding case. In Tab.3, the
bar ‘-’ means an estimate.

3.2 Case 2
In this scenario, the time interval is from 150 to 151 s after
the ejection of FFUs from the rocket, estimated parameters are shown in Tab.2, and initial quaternions are given in
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Table 2: Estimated parameters
Parameter
L: m
L1 : m
L2 : m
I: kg · m2
I 1 : kg · m2
I 2 : kg · m2

Value
[–0.0025; 0.0028; –0.0014]
[–0.02; 0.0199; 0.0200]
[0.0012; 0.0004; 0.0158]
[0.0023; 0; 0; 0.0022; 0; 0.0024]
[0.00216; −4.40 × 10−5 ; 2.27 × 10−5 ; 0.00222; 2.84 × 10−5 ; 0.00277]
[0.00191; −3.40 × 10−5 ; 3.87 × 10−5 ; 0.00195; 3.62 × 10−5 ; 0.00272]

Tab.3.

ω x: rad/s

5

Angular velocity comparison

Therefore, the lever arm can be estimated appropriately.
According to the result from the first case, both estimates
for the inertia matrix are a little bit different. Obviously,
the estimate from the first case is closer to the one from the
laboratory. However, we cannot safely conclude which one
is more correct. The best way to achieve the real value is
to implement this estimation algorithm for more flight data
sets.

Flight
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After
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Attitude reconstruction for free falling spheres was done in
this paper. To estimate the uncertain parameters of the attitude dynamics model, an estimation approach was developed. The estimation algorithm was tested using real flight
data from MUSCAT project, and the resulting parameters
found through this method can be realizable physically. In
the end, the attitude model for a sphere which falls freely in
the atmosphere can be reconstructed.
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Figure 7: Comparison of angular velocities for case 2
5 FURTHER WORK
It is worth noting that this time interval is only one second
long. This is because around this period of time, velocities
are great, especially the z component, which is 600–700
m/s. During a period of two seconds, the height varies 1.2–
1.4 km so that it cannot be thought of as a constant. The
estimation calculation also shows this point of view. If we
take a period of two seconds, it is always difficult to obtain a good curve fitting. Therefore, we chose one second.
The number of iterations was 40, and the fit percent to estimation data were [97.97; 97.89; 84.93]%. Fig.7 shows the
comparison between flight data and simulation before and
after estimation. According to this figure, we can see that
the curve fittings of angular velocities are good.
In order to convert the estimated initial quaternions into Euler angles, they should be normalized like the first case. The
resulting (3-2-1) Euler angles are [148.2; 16.7; 115.9] degrees. The inertial matrix is close to the initial estimated
one, which makes sense. The lever arm seems to be reasonable according to the laboratory test. The lever arm and
the inertia matrix imply that each FFU is quite symmetrical about the z axis. Over this duration, values of altitudes, air densities, and velocities are large enough to bring
about comparatively large aerodynamic forces and torques.

This attitude reconstruction is a very complicated problem
due to variable aerodynamic coefficients. Using the System Identification Toolbox of Matlab, coefficients have to
be fixed during the simulation process. Next step should
be to think about how to avoid this constraint. Another important aspect is the initial quaternions, which are totally
unknown for us, but have a significant effect on the final
results. As measurements from a magnetometer are available, these can be taken advantage of to attain good initial
quaternions.
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ABSTRACT
70
mesosphere

A student experiment developed for testing gas sensors in
the stratosphere is described. The setup consists of a measurement electronic running miniaturized in situ amperiometric gas sensors based on different solid state electrolytes dedicated for oxygen, ozone and atomic oxygen.
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The experiment took place at Esrange Space Center in
October 2014. The setup was attached to the high-altitude
balloon BEXUS-19 and reached an altitude of 27 km at
night. The primary objective was to test the prototype
sensors and to gain data during flight.
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The atmosphere is a very complex and dynamic system.
Composition and density are unsteady and depend on
many different influences. In higher atmosphere layers
(<20 km altitude) photo dissociation is the major effect
for generating atomic oxygen (AO) and ozone. This process occurring in the stratosphere, which is called ozoneoxygen cycle, is a major field of interest for atmospheric
research [1].

Figure 1. Ozone distribution and temperature over altitude [2]

space crafts in low earth orbit has a great influence on
degradation and life time of different components. For
stringent understanding and to improve modelling of the
atmosphere an area-wide, continuous and high-resolution
measuring network with in situ sondes is desirable.[3]

The maximum of the ozone distribution (ca. pO3 =
140 nbar) is located between an altitude from 20 to 30 km
and composes the ozone layer (see Fig. 1). This layer, responsible for filtering sun radiation in the UV-B spectra
(λ > 320 nm), reduces the intensity of cell damaging and
energy rich light at the ground. Anthropogenic emissions
of gases like chlorofluorocarbons lead to an catalytic destruction of the ozone layer in the last decades [2].

Several gas measuring methods and devices are available
for in situ sensing oxygen and ozone (e.g. Brewer-Mast
sonde) with respect to limited performance, for instance
response time, measurement range, complexity in functioning and overall size. Electrochemical sensors, especially those using solid state electrolytes, have the capability to be an alternative in situ sensor. Solid state electrolyte sensors require no working fluid or mechanical
parts, are characterized by simplicity and are cost efficient in manufacturing due to their miniaturized size [5].
Based on the work of FASOULAS[6] and F ÖRSTNER[7]
the Institut of Aerospace Engineering (ILR, TU Dresden)
took part in the FIPEX- experiment and develops solid

The dynamic distribution of atomic oxygen is rather unknown in the thermosphere (<100 km altitude), thus accurate and highly time-resolved parameters for boundary
values are unavailable for simulation atmospheric models without high errors in the prediction. In addition, the
interaction of atomic oxygen with material surfaces of
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Ox species

state electrolyte sensors for atomic oxygen, oxygen and
other species [3].

electrode

electrode

solid electrolyte

The TamaOS project is a follow-up of the MOXA project
flown on the sounding rocket RX-16. For testing the capability of a new generation of sensors and especially its
space qualification, it is insufficient to verify it only under laboratory conditions and steady observation. In general it is necessary to test the sensor in a real complex
environment and furthermore under harsh and changing
conditions. The first mission objective of TamaOS is to
construct an experiment operating and testing those sensors determined for atomic oxygen(AO), oxygen(O2 ) and
ozone(O3 ). In addition the sensor signals will be gained
during flight of the BX-19 balloon. In case of wellfunctioning experiment sampled data have to be verified.

substrate carrier
heater

A
applied voltage U (1V)

measurement

Figure 2. Scheme of an electrochemical sensor with amperiometric measurement
The layer construction (see Fig. 3) consists of following
materials:

EXPERIMENTAL

• carrier: Al2 O3
• electrodes: gold and/or platinum

Our experiment set-up is divided into two parts. The first
part are the sensors requiring free access to the ambient
air for measuring. For this purpose we place them in
the outer hull of the experiment case. The sensors are
mounted into an own housing, because they are susceptible and will be heated up to high temperatures during
operation. The separate electronic box, which includes
all electronic circuits, is the second part of our experiment. It will run and regulate the sensor’s temperature
and sample or transmit the data. Two micro-controller
gain measured data, save these redundantly on two SDcards and transmit the data to the ground station.

• solid state electrolyte: YSZ
yittria(Y2 O3 ) stabilised zirkonia(ZrO2 )
• heater: platinum

Payload: The sensors

The electrochemical sensor is a galvanic cell. Two electrodes are linked with an electrolyte as an ion conductive path. A voltage is applied between the electrodes.
The cathode potential leads to an ionization at the threephase-interface (gas, catalytic electrode, electrolyte) of
the gaugeable species after adsorbing and dissociating.
For amperiometric measurement the ions move through
the solid electrolyte forced by the applied voltage. This
ion current is proportional to the ambient gas concentration and can be measured by an ampere meter (see Fig.
2). [3]

Figure 3. Layer construction of a solid state electrolyte
sensor [8]
YSZ is a functional ceramic with the special feature of
O2− - ion conductivity at high temperatures (min. 600 ◦C)
[5]. Therefore a controllable heater is included in the
set-up to obtain a constant temperature. Reducing the
thermal mass and heat loss the sensors footprint is miniaturised and components fitting the hot sensor are made
of ceramics with low heat conductivity (e.g. adhesive,
carrier). The sensor case (see Fig. 4) is made of the
high temperature plastic PEEK and contains a glass tube
where the sensitive element is mounted onto, insulating
the case against hot temperatures. [9]
The electrodes are contacted to the wiring pins with a thin
gold fibre by thermosonic-ball-wedge bonding.

AO and O2 sensor
The sensitive element is produced by printing multi layers consisting of catalytic electrodes, the solid state electrolyte and heater onto a ceramic carrier sheet via screen
printing.[3]
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Figure 5. O3 -sensor: manual integrated gold-SPEmembrane into ILR case
oxidation at cathode:

Figure 4. Standard ILR case for fitting sensitive elements
on ceramic carrier with cover

O2 + 4 H+ + 4 e–

2 H2O

Following chemical reactions occurring in case of ambient O2 :

(4)

net reaction:
2 O3

3 O2

(5)

oxidation at cathode:
O2 + 4 e–

2 O2–

Mechanical

(1)

The inner and the outer casing of the experiment box are
very similar in framework concept. The structural stability of the internal and external casing is provided by
an aluminium EN AW 2024 skeleton. Each aluminium
frame is covered with 3 mm thick PVC-plates from both
faces (see Fig. 6). For insulating the electronic box to
avoid under cooling, this inside box is surrounded by 30
mm thick Styrofoam. This multi layer concept eliminate
thermal bridges. The inside of the electronic box is lined
with 1 mm aluminium sheets allowing a heat dispersion
of the electronic components, thus the DC-converter with
the major rejected heat is directly connected to it via a
heat conductive bridge.

reduction at anode:
2 O2–

O2 + 4 e–

(2)

O3 sensor
The O3 sensor is adapted to the working principle shown
by S CHIAVON et al.[4]. In comparison to the AO and
O2 sensors the electrolyte is an solid polymer electrolyte
(SPE). The materials and set-up differ as follows:
• carrier: none
• electrodes: gold
• solid state electrolyte: Nafion-417 membrane SPE
• humidification reservoir
Nafion is a hygroscopic perfluorinated copolymer which
has the ability to exchange cations like protons (H+ ) if it
is saturated with water at room temperature. The sensitive element is manufactured by physical vapour deposition (sputtering) of gold-electrodes onto the Nafionmembrane. The membrane is integrated in the standard
ILR casing by gluing. The wiring pins are punctured
through the membrane and contacted with silver conductive adhesive. The completed O3 -sensor set-up is shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure 6. Illustration of the TamaOS Experiment (exploded view)
To ensure a free access of the sensors to the ambient air
the mounting position of the TamaOS- Experiment is at
the edge of the BX-gondola. The box overlaps the gondola by few centimetres (see Fig. 7).

Following chemical reactions occurring in case of ambient O3 :
reduction at anode:
O3 + 2 e– + 2 H+

O2 + H2O

(3)

Following the experiment mass and dimension:
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Table 1. experiment mass and dimensions
parameter
mass
8.5 kg
252 mm
hight
width 314 mm
length 634 mm

Figure 8. Plot: Housekeeping Data, temperature probes
and pressure
Sensor Data
Out of 8 sensors only 2 delivered a signal sequence which
appears to be evaluable. Both graphs (see Fig. 9 and Fig.
10) display a behaviour linked to the flight course. The
signal of the second AO Sensor“ should be constant due
”
to balloon altitudes far below 100 km where hardly any
AO exists. However, it reflects influences (e.g. thermal)
from the environment during flight.

Figure 7. Positioning in the BX-19 Gondola; Sensors(red) mounted to face ambient air

Electronics
The electronics architecture can be seen in Fig. ?? and is
divided into three separate parts:
• sensors (in the outer box)
• sensor control boards
Figure 9. Plot: second AO sensor, signal-current over
time

• motherboard with communication and data storage

The first O3 Sensor“ shows a similar sequence with a
”
large noise and lower signal currents than expected after
pretesting under lab conditions.

RESULTS
Housekeeping Data
In this experiment pressure and temperature are measured
at different locations gaining housekeeping data. In Fig.
8 the plot of the measured data is displayed. The thin insulated outer box has a minimum temperature of −45 ◦C.
The temperatures related to the electronic box are in a
acceptable range between 10 and 43 ◦C. The DCDCconverter as component with highest heat loss reached
app. 43 ◦C after 3 h of operation during preparation on
the launch site. In a future configuration the electronic
box would require less insulation in order to avoid overheating before launch.

Figure 10. Plot: first O3 sensor, signal current over time
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SUMMARY

of ozone in gaseous media by gold electrodes supported on ion exchange membranes (solid polymer
electrolytes). Analytical Chemistry
[5] Madou, M.J. & Morrison, S.R. (2012). Chemical
Sensing with Solid State Devices
[6] Fasoulas, S., Loehle, S., Steinbeck, A., & Eberhart,
M. (2011). Atomic Oxygen Sensor Systems Aiming
In-Flight Measurements on a Sounding Rocket.
[7] Förstner, R. (2003). Entwicklung keramischer
Festkörperelektrolytsensoren zur Messung des Restsauerstoffgehalts im Weltraum.
[8] Meyer, C. (2012). Untersuchung zum Aufbau und zur
Funktion von Stickoxidsensoren auf Festkörperelektrolytbasis.
[9] Günther,
A.
(2011).
Entwicklung
eines
berührungslosen
Maskensystems
fr
ergospirometrische Anwendungen unter Verwendung
miniaturisierter Festkörperelektrolytsensoren.

This paper describes an gasometry experiment performed
by students, measuring concentration of AO, O2 and O3
during flight of the high-altitude research balloon BX-19,
launched on 15 October 2014, 17:55:37 (UTC). Based
on problems during final preparation of the TamaOSexperiment, neither the sensors and the whole set-up was
calibrated, nor the sensor function tested. Due to these
preconditions, the gained scientific sensor data didn’t
turn out as expected and needs to be evaluated by postcalibration in further research. Also, a clarification of the
reasons for malfunctioning has to be done for improving
electronics and software.
A soon re-flight of the TamaOS-experiment would be desirable due to this special sensing method and advantages
linked to the sensor design. With focus on the O3 sensor,
to reach the next level of development for this prototype
elaborately research has to be conducted. The manufacturing process needs to be reproducible and evaluations
of the full sensor behaviour under expected environment
conditions (temperature, humidity, pressure and O3 concentration) at different altitudes in the atmosphere have
to be conducted. After this milestone a comparative test
versus in situ O3 sensors (e.g. ECC, Brewer-Mast-Sonde)
on a small sized research balloon is recommended.
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complicated and limits its altitude measurement
range.
This project aimed at developing a rocket-borne
gauge to measure the neutral atmosphere density for a
10-6 - 10-2 kg/m3 range corresponding to altitudes
between 100 and 30 km. This gauge is part of the
meteorological sonde aboard the new Russian
meteorological rocket MERA with the ceiling of up
to 100km. The rocket launching acceleration reaches
200 g, while the speed of an analyzed air flow is
within the range between 0 and 1000 m/s, which
largely determined the requirements for the design of
the rocket instrumentation. An ionization technique
was taken as a basis for density measurements.

ABSTRACT
A description of the ionization gauge for atmospheric
density/pressure measurements on board a Russian
meteorological rocket is presented. Its operation is
based on the principle employed in an ionization
gauge. The measuring density/pressure range is 10-6 10-2 kg/m3 / 10- 3 - 10 mm Hg. There are two output
channels for ion and electron current measurements,
respectively. The calibration curves are in a fairly
good agreement with the classical electron impact
ionization theory. The calibration error is less than
7%, that has been definitely confirmed through
laboratory bench calibration. This rocket-borne
device does not require pre-flight sealing. It greatly
simplifies the design of the flight device. The
ionization source is an electron flux emitted from the
surface of a semi-impermeable metal plate under the
influence of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation. The
VUV radiation source is a portable glow-discharge
krypton lamp. The flight instrument has been tested
for shock loads up to 200 g for rocket measurement
applications.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
An ionization technique was chosen to measure the
electric gas conductivity which depends on the air
density. The free electrons produced as a result the
photo effect upon irradiation of bronze mesh by
radiation in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV). The time
of accumulation of charges (electrons and ions) in the
work chamber of the gauge depends on the speed at
which they move toward the electrodes, i.e., the drift
speed, with the drift speed of electron being ~103 –
fold that of the ion drift. The characteristic electron
drift speed in vacuum is ~ 6·108 cm/s at an electric
intensity of 100 V/cm. The electron free path in the
atmosphere at 80 km is about 3 cm. In accordance
with the chosen measurement technique, the
ionization gauge head includes an UV lamp and four
electrodes – a cathode, a collector, an anode, and a
screen grid. Electron and ion currents are measured at
the cathode and collector, respectively. The values of
the currents depend on the density of analyzed gases,
the electrode shape, size, and arrangement pattern, as
well as the speed and angle of attack of the flow
incident upon the gauge during the flight.
Ionization vacuum gauges using thermal cathodes
operate at pressures below 0.1 mm Hg. To obtain
reproducible readings, electrodes in these instruments
have to be degassed before work. This complicates
the instrument design as the vacuum gauge has to be

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, ionization gauges - TOTAL
and CONE instruments - were developed and
successfully employed by University of Bonn and
Leibniz
Institute
of
Atmospheric
Physics,
Kuhlungsborn, Germany [1]. They represent
conventional triode-type gauges optimized for a 10-5 1 mbar pressure range [2]. TOTAL is a “closed”-type
gauge in which atmospheric air molecules can enter
the ionization volume only after at least two
collisions with the walls of the gauge tube. In
contrast, CONE consists of spherical electrode grids
of high transparency, which are not surrounded by
any structures. As a result, the instrument time
constant for CONE is reduced less than 1 ms. A
heated filament is used as an electron source in this
instrument, which requires pre-flight instrument
hermetical sealing and its unsealing at a 70-km level
to start measurements. Such a design of the electron
source makes the instrument considerably more
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described by Townsend theory of collision ionization
[3] which reads that the electron current is
Ie ≈ exp(α*d), and the ion current is Ii ≈ exp(α*d) – 1,
where d is the size of the discharge gap; α is the
coefficient of collision ionization:
α = A·P·exp(-B·P/E); Е is the electric intensity;
В = 365 В/cm2*mm Hg is Stoletov air constant, while
А=15 (сm*·mm Hg) for normal conditions at Т =
293К.
In accordance with this theory, maximal current
values are obtained from the ratio: Pmax=E/B.
In fact, in our case, electric intensity in the working
volume is not uniform, but is actually an effective
quantity depending on the anode potential as well as
the discharge gap size and form.
The relationships (calibration values) presented give
a qualitative description of the behaviour of an
electric discharge in the air at low pressure, at a
steady and weak electric intensity.

hermetically sealed prior to producing work pressure
in its volume and unsealed at the start of
measurements. One of the promising developments in
vacuum-gauge technology is the use of nonincandescence electron emitters in ionization gauges.
The general view of the gauge can be seen in Fig.1.
The shape of the gauge has to approximately conform
to the calculated features of subsonic and supersonic
rarefied gas flows about a blunt-nosed body.
The external electrode and anode are fabricated from
metal (stainless steel) grid with a 0.8 х 0.8 mm cell,
which are mounted on a Teflon base. The electrode
system of the gauge is rigidly mounted. The external
grid is under payload potential, thus shielding the
working volume from an external electromagnetic
field. A voltage of 180 V is applied to the anode,
while the cathode and collector are under zero
potential. The discharge gap size is about 1.5 cm. The
external electrode and anode diameters are 4.5 cm
and 3.0 cm, respectively. The collector is made of
Ø 0.5-mm nichrome wire, and has the form of a ring.
Choosing an free electron source for the gauge was
an important part of gauge design. Its operating
principle is based on the photo effect resulting from
the interaction of vacuum UV radiation with a metal
surface. A grid of bronze fabric with a 0.03 х
0.03mm cell is used as the metal surface, which
serves as a cathode. A photoemission threshold for
bronze is ≈5 eV. A CDL-1060 glow-discharge
krypton lamp (Fig 2) manufactured by CHROMDET
Analytical Instrument Ltd (www.chromdet.ru) is used
as a VUV radiation source. The VUV emission
maximum of the lamp occurs at 116.5 nm (10.6 eV)
and 123.6 nm (10.02 eV) resonant krypton lines. The
size of the lamp is Ø20×45 mm×mm. The lamp
burning voltage is not more than 250 V at 1 mA
electric current. The lamp is fixed in the inner cavity
of the Teflon base. The bronze grid (cathode) is
placed at the window of the lamp. The photocathode
electron emission is independent of the analyzed air
pressure, and provides the source of free electrons in
the ionization gauge. The electrons acted upon by the
electric field are accelerated and participate in
collision ionization to produce ions and electrons. All
the electrons accumulated on the anode produce a socalled electron current as a result of their movement,
with the input of ions to this current being
insignificant.
Positive air ions formed through collision ionization
process and accumulated on the collector produce the
so-called ion current. The values of both currents
depend on the density of the analyzed gas, and are
critical for the instrument operation, considerably
widening its effective range up to 10-3 - 10 mm Hg.
The physics of this phenomenon is fairly well

а)
b)
Figure 1. а) The general view of the instrument; b)
schematic arrangement of ionization gauge elements.
1 – the frame, 2 – the VUV lamp, 3 – the cathode, 4 –
the collector, 5 – the anode,
6 – the screen grid.

Figure 2. The glow-discharge VUV krypton lamp for
rocket ionization gauge
The rocket flight instrument is calibrated in a
laboratory, using high-precision BARATRON (types
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pressure measurement reference is provided by the
gauge's calibration characteristics, whose maximum
corresponds to the pressure value specific for a
certain gauge type, and is only determined by the
geometry of the gauge, the anode grid potential, and
aerodynamics.
The density gauge used with an MRZ 100
meteorological rocket sonde has been successfully
tested on a laboratory bench for shock acceleration up
to 200 g and in several meteorological rocket
launches. The simple design of the gauge makes its
manufacture inexpensive and its exploitation reliable.

626В and 627B, “MKS”, USA) pressure gauges with
a 10-5·10-4 mm Hg operation range and a 0.25%
inaccuracy. During calibration, the dependence of
electron and ion currents on total pressure in the
vacuum chamber is measured.
The output currents within the range of measured
pressure values measured (10-9 – 10-7)А and
(10-11 – 10-8)А for the electron and ion channel,
respectively. Simultaneous measurement of pressure
for the ion and electron channel in a laboratory and,
all the more so, a rocket experiment is a convenient
form of a quantitative estimation of the validity of
obtained primary data. The calibration characteristics
of the gauge from Fig.3 are normalized to maximal
output signal values for each channel. Such a form of
the calibration curve remains conservative from
calibration to calibration, and permits eliminating the
influence of the effects such as photocathode fatigue
or ageing on the gauge calibration.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the maximal values of the
electron and ion currents correspond to the specific
pressure values, Pmax, within the range of 0.2 – 0.4
mm Hg, while Pmax values for the electron and ion
currents differ insignificantly (by about 0.03 mm
Hg). Within the range of the calibration error, Pmax
value for each gauge remains constant. The ion
channel calibration graph starts being linear at
pressures below 0.1 mm Hg. A standard calibration
error is 7 %, with its maximal values occurring at the
extreme points of the measurement range.
From the analysis of the calibration characteristics it
follows that within the range from 10-3 to 10 mm Hg
the electron current exceeds the ion current by over
an order of magnitude.

AERODYNAMIC EFFECT
In laboratory vacuum chambers, the ionization gauge
performs reliably when an equilibrium state is
achieved inside the measuring volume. Aboard a
rocket moving at supersonic speed in a flow of
rarefied gas, the density inside the measurement
volume significantly differs from that of analyzed
undisturbed air. The measurement problem consists
in correct conversion of instrument readings to the
corresponding values of the density of an undisturbed
atmosphere. Table 1 presents the typical
meteorological rocket sonde path.
Table 1. The path of a meteorological rocket sonde
(parachuted)
Time
,s

50

U,
m/s
100
2

44

55

951

2.94

261

42.52

0.0037

50

60

898

2.85

247

21.96

0.0070

55

65

841

2.75

233

10.90

0.0139

62

70

780

2.63

220

5.22

0.0286

68

75

714

2.47

208

2.38

0.0616

76

80

641

2.27

199

1.05

0.1375

84

85

559

2.03

189

0.45

0.3205

94

90

462

1.69

187

0.18

0.7767

106

95

338

1.23

187

0.08

1.8912

128

100

124

0.44

197

0.03

4.5462

198

85

512

1.86

189

0.45

0.3205

207

80

517

1.83

199

1.05

0.1375

218

75

438

1.51

208

2.38

0.0616

232

70

290

0.98

220

5.22

0.0286

255

65

169

0.55

233

10.90

0.0139

291

60

113

0.36

247

21.96

0.0070

344

55

82

0.25

261

42.52

0.0037

415

50

60

0.18

271

80.07

0.0020

513

45

43

0.13

264

149.07

0.0011

651

40

30

0.1

250

286.82

0.0005

39
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Figure 3. Calibration characteristics of the rocket
ionization gauge 1 – the electron current, 2 – the ion
current
For the rocket density gauge presented, an absolute
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H,
km

M

T,
К

P, Pа

Kn

3.04

271

80.07

0.0020

The Kn values were calculated for the characteristic
size of L = 5 cm.
Density measurements begin at a 60-km level on a
rocket ascending leg after protective fairing doors
have been dropped. As it follows from Table 1,
Knudsen numbers for the flow considered are within
the range of 10-3 … 5. This corresponds to different
flow modes ranging from a free molecular to a
continuum one.
For a continuum mode (Kn<0.1) at supersonic
speeds, a modified Newton formula was successfully
used to calculate flow stagnation pressure:
1 ⎛
2 ⎞
⎛ k ⎞
P0 = P∞ + ρ ∞U ∞2 ⎜1 − ⎟, k =
⎜ γ a − 1 + 2 ⎟
(
)
+
γ
2
1
M
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠ (1)
a

s

and

0

function.
The values of n0/n are calculated from Eq. (5) and
(6) with the rocket path Mach number and Knudsen
number known. The density measured inside the
gauge, nmeas, is then compared with the stagnation
parameters n0 (i.e., normalized to the stagnation
density n0). The density n0 is more convenient to use
for data processing as nmeas/n0 changes insignificantly
within the range from 0.5 to 1.1, while the ratio
nmeas/n∞ can be from 1 to several unities.
For subsonic flows with small Mach numbers,
dynamic pressure can be neglected compared with
the ambient pressure, and nmeas≈n∞ can be assumed.
Let us estimate at which Mach numbers the following
relation
2P
2
1
=
≥ 10 ⇒ M ≤
~ 0.4
ρU 2 γ a M 2
5γ a
(7)
is applicable.
To calculate nmeas to n0 ratio, depending on Mach and
Knudsen numbers, nmeas/n0 = f(M, Kn), a method of
the numerical modelling of a flow around a grid
structure having the shape of a blunted cylinder was
applied. A method of Monte-Carlo direct statistical
modelling was used [4].
It is convenient to introduce to the pattern of
calculating the process of a flow around the gauge a
2D matrix where each element is equal to the ratio of
two densities, nmeas/n0, calculated for a given Mach
number in the matrix column and a given Knudsen
number in the matrix line. With this pattern,
intermediate values of the densities’ ratio can be
obtained using data interpolation. Let us refer to this
product as a flow matrix.
To compute the near-gauge flow matrix, two versions
of modelling a gas flow through a grid screen –
modelling of a flow around a 3D grid structure using
a SMILE program [5] and modelling of a flow using
a simplified pattern of flow interaction with a semiimpermeable membrane (ISSM) [6]. For the SMILE
program, using a SALOME software package
[http://www.salome-platform.org/], a 3D model of a
streamlined body and a computational grid for gas
dynamics computations were developed. The
computations were based on an assumption that the
upper and the lower part of the gauge electrodes form
a hemisphere and a cylinder, respectfully. The
general view of the gauge configuration, produced
using a SALOME software package, is presented in
Fig.4.
∞

where ρ , U and P are the incident flow density,
speed, and pressure, γa is the adiabat index (γa=1.44
for air), and M is the incident flow Mach number.
The gas temperature inside the vacuum gauge cavity
is assumed to equal the stagnation temperature T0:
∞

∞

∞

U ∞2
T0 = T∞ +
2CP

,
(2)
where CP is the gas specific heat.
It is convenient to introduce stagnation
density n0 as stagnation pressure P0 to stagnation
temperature T0 ratio:

⎛ k ⎞
1 + γ a M 2 ⎜1 − ⎟
n0 M W P0
⎝ 2 ⎠
=
=
(
γ
−
n∞ ρ ∞ RT0 1 + a 1) M 2
2

(3)

In the case of a subsonic flow, the relation

1
P0 = P∞ + ρ ∞U ∞2
2

(4)
should be used instead of Eq. (1), although, in this
event, the role of the addition due to the dynamic
2
pressure ρ ∞U ∞ is insignificant. This relation will
formally coincide with Newton formula, if it is
assumed that k=1; and then
⎛ k ⎞
⎧
2 ⎞
1 ⎛
1 + γ a M 2 ⎜1 − ⎟
n0
⎝ 2 ⎠ , где ⎪k = (γ + 1) ⎜ γ a − 1 + M 2 ⎟, M > 1
=
⎠
⎝
⎨
a
(γ − 1) M 2
n∞
⎪k = 1, M < 1
1+ a
⎩
2
(5)

For a free-molecular case, the ratio no/n is
determined
by
the
formula
∞

⎞
2
n0 1 ⎛
T
= ⎜⎜1 + erf (s ) + ∞ e− s + π s(1 + erf (s )) ⎟⎟
n∞ 2 ⎝
TW
⎠ (6)

(

)

where Т is the incident flow temperature, ТW is the
wall temperature,
∞

S = U∞

2

erf ( S ) = (2 / π )g∫ e − x dx is the error

m
2kT∞ ,
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Figure 6 shows the values of the ratio of the density
inside the gauge, nmeas, to stagnation density, no, at a
zero angle of attack, α=0, depending on Mach
numbers for different Knudsen numbers.
1.2

α=0

nmeas/n0

1.0
0.8
0.6

Kn=100
Kn=10
Kn=1
Kn=0.1
Kn=0.01
Kn=0.001

0.4
0.2

Figure 4. The gauge configuration used in
computation by the SMILE program.

0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

M

3.0

Figure 6. The ratios of the density inside the gauge,
nmeas, to stagnation density, no, at a zero angle of
attack, α=0, depending on Mach numbers for
different Knudsen numbers.

In computations using a simplified pattern, with a
semi-impermeable membrane (ISSM) instead of a
grid screen, the computational grid consisted of
~15000 cells; 2×105 molecules were used in the
modelling. One run by the ISSM program on Pentium
2.8 GHz computer with a dual-core processor took
~16 hours in a continuum mode, and ~5 hours in a
free-molecular flow mode. The computations by the
SMILE program were carried out on a
supercomputer.
As an example, Fig. 5 compares the
computations along a zero flow line fulfilled by the
ISSM and SMILE programs. A good agreement
between the nmeas/n0 computations was obtained for
different flow modes. Therefore, to develop a
detailed matrix of the near-gauge flow, computations
using the ISSM program were mainly employed. The
value x=0 corresponds to the cathode position shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 and 8 exemplify the results of computing the
density field before the gauge for different Mach and
Knudsen numbers.

Figure 7. Computational density field n for M=2.5
and Kn=0.013 (H=70 km) near the gauge.

Figure 5. A comparison of computations by the
SMILE program in an approximation of a semipermeable membrane: M=2, Kn=0.1, TW=300К,
T∞=200, P=0.7 Pa, U=567 m/s.
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SUMMARY
This paper briefly describes a rocket-borne ionization
gauge to measure atmospheric density and theoretical
approaches to allow for aerodynamic corrections. The
use of a photoemission cathode as a source of free
electrons has made it possible to widen the
measurement range of an ionization density gauge, do
without hermetical sealing of the gauge before
measurements aboard a meteorological rocket, and
increase the accuracy of observations through
simultaneous measurements of an ion and an electron
current inside the gauge. Up-to-date aerodynamic
calculations using Monte-Carlo method make it
possible to obtain detailed flow fields near a gauge of
rather an irregular configuration. Aerodynamic
corrections have been obtained for an ionization
gauge aboard the Russian meteorological rocket
MERA with a 100 km ceiling.

Figure 8. Computational density field n for M =1.5
and Kn=0.9 ( H=90 km) near the gauge.
The calculations of the dependence of
spherical ionization gauge readings on the angle of
attack, as exemplified by the CONE [1], have shown
that for angles <60o, this dependence is insignificant
(< 5%). The calculations made for a gauge having the
shape of a hemispherical blunted cylinder have
shown that with angles of attack from 0о to 45о the
value of nmeas/no does not change by more than 10%.
The computational matrix of a flow around
an ionization gauge having the shape of a blunted
cylinder, as applied to the flight parameters of the
Russian meteorological rocket MERA, is presented in
Table 2.
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Table 2. The computational matrix of a flow (nmeas/n0)
around an ionization gauge having the shape of a
blunted cylinder, as applied to the flight parameters
of the Russian meteorological rocket MERA.
P, Kn
Pа

Mach number
3

2.5

2

1.5

1.1

0.5

0

67

0.0013 0.86 0.75 0.67 0.60 0.58 0.63 0.66

45
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0.87 0.75 0.66
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0.85 0.75 0.66 0.59 0.59 0.64 0.67

6.8

0.01

0.84 0.74 0.66 0.60 0.62 0.67 0.70

2

0.04
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0.7
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0.5
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0.1
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0.001 90
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and dispersed components that create the gas-dust clouds
with certain geometrical and dynamic features. Glowing
of such artificial clouds caused by sunlight scattering on
fine-scale combustion exhaust products in the course
their expansion in the upper atmosphere [1 - 4]. The
quick expansion creates large-scale glowing diffuse
clouds which are well seen at all-sky-camera pictures and
even in spectrograms. Our routine instrumental and
amateur observations of the glowing phenomena
accompanying the rocket launches and flights had been
conducted mainly from northern territories of the
European part of Russia (the Plesetsk range and WhiteSea rocket range) as well as from Scandinavia.
Norwegian amateur data had been successfully handled
for detail description of “Norwegian spiral” case.
We investigated also large-scale glowing dynamic
structures like a “ring” or a "bagel" (Fig.1) as well as the
intense turquoise (blue-green) glow (Fig.2) observed in a
twilight condition in vicinity of the missile. The most
intense, large-scale and dynamic glowing phenomena are
caused by special modes of the rocket engine operation,
in particular, separation of rocket stages or the shut off of
solid-fuel rocket engines. Physical mechanisms of these
glowing events are under discussion, although the
development of spherical clouds can be described by a
model of a strong explosion, which happens in the course
of rocket stage separates in the upper atmosphere. The
turquoise glow appears due to the aluminum, which is a
part of the combustion product, its oxidation in upper
atmosphere, the sunlight excitation of AlO-molecules and
occurrence of subsequent emissions.

ABSTRACT
Exotic types of luminosities observed in the upper
atmosphere always take place during the launch and
flight of solid-propellant rockets. We consider a largescale geometry and dynamic features of such phenomena
also physics of the intense turquoise (blue-green) glow
observed in twilight conditions in the region of missile
flight. This study has been based on numerous
observations of different rocket flights in the atmosphere
over Russia and Scandinavia. Formation of the monoxide
aluminum clouds observed in the upper atmosphere is a
result of interaction of the exhausted propellant products
with the atomic oxygen. The sunlight excited the
monoxide aluminum (AlO*) resonance emissions in the
atmosphere. Careful studies of spectra of the manmade
luminosities during rocket launch/flight permit us to
know chemical, thermal and mechanical processes in the
atmosphere similar as it is doing in experiments with the
artificial cloud release from sounding rockets in the high
latitude atmosphere.
Keywords: Upper Atmosphere, Solid Fuel, Rocket
Exhaust Product, AlO Emission, Dynamics of
Combustion Products Clouds.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The launch and flight of solid-fuel rockets always
accompanied by injection of a complex set of combustion
products into the space. These products contain both gas
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Figure.1 (a,b,c,d) Evolution of the “ring” cloud after rocket launch. Pictures were obtained by all-sky camera in the
Archangelsk (64.54 N, 40.54 E) with time resolution of one minute.

Figure.2 (a,b,c) Photos (S.Chernouss) of a diffuse trail with a turquoise glow which remained after the passage of solidpropellant rocket.

2.

almost instantaneous release of large quantities of various
components of fuel and combustion products into the
atmosphere. Mass of injected matter for high power
rockets can be hundreds of kilograms. A substantial part
of emissions dues to dispersed particles because of the
specific composition of the fuel and the incomplete
combustion of fuel components. The mass of substance
emitted into the atmosphere can be determined by
pressure in the combustion chamber (P), its volume (V),
temperature (T) and the average molar mass of
combustion products (µ), M=µPV/RT. For typical values
of P~10 MPa, V~20m3, T~2800 Ko, µ~0.035, and the
whole mass of ejected matter may exceed ~400 kg. The
velocity of expansion of such “clouds” is about 2 km/s,
and their transverse size can reaches of ~1000 km. In
some cases, fragments of these formations are elevated
the altitude of ~700 km, indicating that their initial
vertical velocity can be about 4 km/s. As a model for the
development of such events an approach of a strong
explosion can be used. Since the pressure in the

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

Majority
(over
50)
spectacular
luminosities
accompanying rocket launches from the Archangelsk
region (Plesetsk and White-Sea ranges) during years
were collected by ground-based networks of the Polar
Geophysical Institute (Apatity, Russia) and Finnish
Meteorological Institute (Helsinki, project MIRACLE,
Finland). The networks included all-sky film and lowlight level TV cameras and spectrographs, which work in
regime of routine auroral observations [1]. Amateur films
and videos were also under our analysis.
3.

LARGE SCALES CONFIGURATIONS AND
DYNAMICS OF GLOWING CLOUD

The shutdowns of solid propellant rocket engines in the
upper atmosphere
often accompanied by the
development of large-scale dynamic forms in glowing
cloud structures whose configuration reminded a ”ring”
depressurization of the combustion chamber, resulting in
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The spectrum includes the bands of diatomic molecule
AlO in the blue-green spectral region as well as the lines
of Li (6707 nm) in the red and Al in the violet. Both the
aluminum and lithium are components of the rocket fuel.

combustion rocket chamber(~10 MPa) is much higher
than the pressure of ambient gas (~5×10-4 Pa), the
condition of applicability of the self-consistent solutions
are clearly satisfied. In this approach, the dependence of
radius (r) and velocity (v) of the shock wave versus time
for the spherically symmetric case and altitude 150 km
can be easily evaluated [4.5]. There was found that the
velocities of the shock waves in a course of cloud
expansion well agree with their measured values speed
of ~2×103 m/s. In the such case, almost all of the
matter is concentrated in a relatively narrow layer
behind the wave shock front. Figure 1 shows a view of
the "bagel", which was formed at the phase of the
engine separation. Pictures show that the diameter of
the “bagel” cloud can be ~500 km or even larger. The
whole area of the expanded “bagel” well illuminated
by the sun, although the sky is still dark because the
sun is below the horizon.
4.

SPECTRAL
CLOUD

FEATURES

OF

(Al, (AlH3)3, LiH, LiClO4 as shown in [6-8].
Aluminum monoxide in the cloud can be partially formed
by a reaction of the exhausted products with the atomic
oxygen of the upper atmosphere. AlO emission appears
owing to resonance scattering of the solar radiation
AlO+hv → AlO* → AlO+hv (437.4 – 542.4 nm). An
evidence, that the monoxide AlO originates in the upper
atmosphere, can be spectral image of two rocket plumes
at Fig.4. They were obtained by the. objective-grating
spectrograph. The grating had been installed in front of
the lens camera without input and output slits. At LHS of
Fig.4 there is simple integral optical image of the
exhausted products plume in a close vicinity of the
engine. At RHS it is similar to the black-body spectrum
without any lines or bands. The RHS spectral image is
the evidence that AlO molecules did not appear
immediately after injection of combusted products into
upper atmosphere. Spectrum in Figure 3 contains the AlO
emission bands, which appear through a few tens of
minutes after a separation of the second rocket stage.

GLOWING

Spectral features of the luminosities of the clouds
with the rocket exhausted products include at least
two components: (a) sunlight Rayleigh scattering by
small‐scale dispersed particles of the combustion
products and (b) the stimulated molecular resonance
emissions of the sun‐illuminated AlO‐clouds.
Арреаrance of diatomic species of AlO in the upper
atmosphere at twilight forms luminous clouds that
physically are the resonant spectra of that molecule t
Fig. 3 shows the spectrum registered by the all‐sky
spectral camera C‐180S at observatory Loparskaya,

Figure 4. Non-slit spectral images of the rocket plumes.left side
is the image of rocket plums in white light, right side is spectral
image of these effects obtained by the objective grating
spectrograph.

Thus analysis of spectral features of the cloud luminosity
created by interaction exhaust products with the upper
atmosphere explained by resonant scattering of solar light
by product of this interaction AlO.
Figure 3 The spectrum of the cloud, obtained by the spectral alsky camera C-180-S in Loparskaya (68.63 N, 33.20-E). whith
bands AlO (lower panel) and their position near (top panel).

5.
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NORWEGIAN SPIRAL

Optical phenomena associated with the White-Sea
launch of a ballistic missile "Bulava", December 9, 2009
were presented as the effects of the solid-propellant
missiles engine works both in normal and abnormal
mode. [9]. This spectacular glowing widely discussed in
newspapers, on television and in the internet around the
world. There were shown dozens amateur movies and
photos, many hypotheses put forward to explain the
origin of the luminosity e.g. as a result of powerful radio
transmitters or even aliens invasion to Earth. However,
this event is nothing more than a test of a naval ballistic
missile [1,9]]. The witnesses observations are well
interpreted by conventional ideas about the solid-fuel
rocket exhaust interaction with the upper atmosphere
[9,10]. Amateur pictures and movies, and a preliminary
analysis of the dynamics of the scales and velocities of
Norwegian spiral development was done by Tony Spell
[10], who had provided great help in this interpretation.
Figure 5a shows flight path of the missile from the

launch range to the area of splashdown in the Pacific
Ocean and Fig.5b is the scheme of separation of different
rocket stages during the flight [1-9]. In the framework of
bilateral agreements Russia has provided information on
the technical characteristics of its newest missile
“Bulava”. It is three-stage rocket. Two first stages are
solid-fuel ones, working on composite propellants. The
main features of the Norwegian spiral that necessary to
explain are the following: the scales of this phenomenon:
spiral shape of a large cloud (Fig 6 a), a "black hole" or
"void" inside the cloud (Fig.6 b) and the turquoise glow
of the track (Fig.6, a,b and c). ITAR-TASS in the pressservice information and the Defense Ministry confirmed
that on Dec. 9, 2009 at 06:45 UT (09:45 Moscow time)
from an underwater position submarine TK-208 “Dmitry
Donskoy ", which was in the White Sea was made a test
launch of a new Russian ballistic sea-based missile
“Bulava”. This test has been unsuccessful [9].

Figure. 5 a) Trajectory of rocket flights from the rocket ranges in Archangelsk region b) Scheme of solid-fuel rocket stages separation.

Figure 6. Evolution of Norwegian spiral , amateurs photos © Jan-Petter Jørgensen at Skjervoy; all equally scaled by the background
Kvanangstinder mountains a} Spiral clouds, flash and turquoise cloud b) void or black hole and turquoise cloud c) turquoise cloud
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Prior to the separation of the second stage the rocket
flight was in accordance with a regular scenario The
rocket track was well visible as a result of the sunlight
scattering on the products of combustion. Launch of the
“Bulava” took place in the morning hours and, of course,
it could be visible for witnesses, who reside to the west
from the launch position. It was not possible to observe
this effect from western Russian territories (e.g. from
Murmansk region or Karelia) where local time was at 11.5 hours later and the sky was too light. At the launch
time (about 06.45 UT) the angle of the sun dipping below
the horizon was small and the launch optical effects were
not seen at enough bright sky in these regions. The spiral
structure of the gas-dust cloud formed during the third
stage operation of the “Bulava” booster engine dues to a
sudden rocket “somersault”, i.e. an unexpected rocket
rotation (Fig. 7), which was not only around its

longitudinal axis, but also in the plane almost
perpendicular to the line of flight. One can see it by spiral
structure of clouds, formed by the combustion products
of the rocket booster engine(s). It is confirmed also by
the compression ratio of the ellipses formed by the
expanding spiral. That ratio of its minor-to-major axes is
~ 0.85[10]. A probable reason for such a rocket
"tumbling" may be a fault in the proper stage separation
[9]. It is likely that the third stage engine took place in
the off-design and products of incomplete combustion of
fuel from the engine nozzle due to expire in the form of a
dense jet with speeds significantly less design because,
while expanding spiral and its branches enlarged in the
transverse direction.

Figure.7 Illustration of the rocket rotation hypothesis [9.10} when a probable reason for such rocket "tumbling" may be a fault
in the proper stage separation].
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Figure 8.). Parallactic overlay of large dissipated spiral as it was seen from Harstad (red void) scaled spiral seen from Skjervoy (blue
void); estimated dimensions are shown. Centre at point D is approximately 562 miles (904 km) away from reference location at Skjervoy
(photo © Lars Sivert

Expansion of the “Black Hole”, we believe, actually
represents the exit away of final expanded part of the
exhausted combusted products, when the booster engine
strongly dried 0r even stopped to operate. The rate of
injection is determined by the speed of the combustion
products into the atmosphere, their pressure and
temperature. Speed of injected matter in normal work of
engine work may be 2-3 km/sec [6]. These estimates
were confirmed by measurements of “bagel” expansion
velocities from ~ 2.5 to ~ 7 km/sec (2) for solid
propellant rockets. In the case of the “Bulava” launch the
void spread velocities were about 3 km/sec on the base of
video obtained from 20 to 50 sec after second stage
separation [10]. Thus “black hole” or “void” could be
created by the same way as the “bagel” created by
dispersed particles. .
Blue-green (turquoise) trails in the upper atmosphere
frequently observed during solid-fuel rocket launches in
the twilight conditions. Nature of their luminosity is
resonance scattering of solar radiation by AlO molecules.
Typically, these formations are sufficiently compact
“clouds”, originated during a separation of rocket stages,
and sometimes represent a characteristic diffuse winds
"striated" trail - see Fig. 2. The turquoise trails from
ordinary launches practically the same as during the
Norwegian Spiral event (Fig.6) Spectral observations
conducted during routine aurora research program
showed that the emissions of these formations are

dominated in comparison with emissions of Al, and Li
(Fig. 3).
6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper describes glowing phenomena during flights
of solid propellant rocket in the upper atmosphere. Most
spectacular events are caused by the Rayleigh and
resonance scattering of sunlight from the combustion
products as well as products of their interaction with
constituents of the upper atmosphere. Formation of the
glowing ”ring” or “bagel” phenomena interpreted as a
result of strong explosion in the atmosphere, Optical
features of the Norwegian Spiral were discussed and
interpreted. Applied significance of this work is to show
capabilities of ground-based instruments to estimate or
even measure the manmade impacts of the polar
ionosphere. Indeed, the configuration of a moving
glowing cloud is a dynamical image of the disturbed
polar ionosphere and a source of the subsequent
disturbance could be seen, for example, by a
navigation/communication instruments similar as GPS
and GLONASS. The Norwegian Spiral is the good
sample of such “visible impact” of the polar ionosphere
borrowed us from [11, 12] as our Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Ionosond and meteor radar data in Sodankylä (67.75 N, 27.00 E) for the whole day of 9 December 2009. (top) Virtual height of
2.5MHz ionosonde signal reflection, (middle) critical frequency of Es at 90–150 km, and (bottom) zenith angles of detected
meteor trails. Colors (from blue to red) in Figures 3 (top) and 3 (middle) represent intensity (dB) of the ionosonde reflections.
Vertical dashed lines indicate the time of the explosion
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state observer. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: The uniform integral-chain state space
model of the pitch, yaw and roll channel will be
established in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
controller design of the three channels based on
extended state observer. In Section 4, 5, and 6, the
numerical simulation, hardware-in-loop simulation and
flight-test will be applied to validate the performance of
the controller design of the rocket.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel design and validation for the
three-channel attitude controller of a STT test rocket
based on the extended state observer approach. The
uniform second order integral-chain state space model is
firstly established for the control variable of the angle of
attack, angle of sideslip and roll angle. Combined with
the pole placement, the extended state observer is
applied to the disturbance rejection design of the
attitude controller. Through numerical and hardware-inthe-loop simulation with uncertainties considered, the
effectiveness and robustness of the controller are
illustrated and verified. Finally, the performance of the
controller is validated by flight-test with satisfactory
results.
1.

2.

ROCKET ATTITUDES DYNAMICS AND
MODELING

2.1. Simplification and linearization
The test solid rocket adopts “ × ⋅ − ” aerodynamic layout.
The physical map is shown in Fig. 1. To simplify, some
assumptions are made as follow[8]:
A1: The parameters of centre-of-mass dynamics and
long-term dynamics are neglected in controller design,
such as velocity, gravity and so on.
A2: The attitude parameters (except the pitch angle and
flight path angle) are treated as small values.
A3: The aerodynamic force produced by the actuator is
neglected.
A4: The coupling effects of the yaw and roll channel are
neglected.

INTRODUCTION

With the growing developments of launchers, low cost
and high accuracy have been an attractive trend in the
rockets control system design. The traditional challenge
can be solved by classical linear methods from a simple
and practical aspect. To achieve global performance,
linear methods are always applied on several
characteristic points of the flight envelope, which
requires for much manual labour and time [1]. As the
maneuverability of rockets improves, nonlinearities
significantly affect rockets dynamics. To deal with these,
some notable methods are proposed, such as dynamic
inversion[2], sliding mode control[3], robust H infinity
control[4] and so on. However, considering the
uncertainties and disturbances, robust requirements
cannot be always satisfied, which strongly restricts the
application of these advanced methods.
The problem is well solved by the extended state
observer technology, which is firstly proposed by Prof.
Han[5]. Through this method, the disturbances and
uncertainties can be online estimated and compensated
to improve robustness of the system. Meanwhile,
combined with linear methods, the controller design can
be significantly simplified. Talole S E[6] and his group[7]
apply the method on missile longitudinal and roll
autopilot design. Considering the effect of the
disturbances and uncertainties, their study shows
satisfactory performance.
In this paper, a three channels attitude controller of a
test solid rocket will be designed based on extended

Figure 1. Physical map of the test rocket
Under the above assumptions, the linearized
longitudinal and lateral equations can be obtained as
follow:
Longitudinal:
⎧ d ∆α
⎪⎪ dt = − a11∆α + ∆ω z1
(1)
⎨
⎪ d ∆ω z1 = a ∆α + a ∆ω + a ∆δ
21
22
23
z1
z
⎪⎩ dt
Lateral:

_______________________________________
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⎧ d ∆β
⎪ dt = −b11∆β + ∆ω y1
⎪
⎪ d ∆ω y1
⎪⎪ dt = b21∆β + b22 ∆ω y1 + b23 ∆δ y
(2)
⎨
⎪ d ∆γ = ∆ ω
x1
⎪ dt
⎪
⎪ d ∆ωx1 = b31∆ωx1 + b32 ∆δ x
⎪⎩ dt
where α , β , γ are the angle of attack, slide angle, roll

Roll:
⎡γ& ⎤ ⎡ 0 1 ⎤ ⎡γ ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
(8)
⎢γ&&⎥ = ⎢ 0 b ⎥ ⎢γ& ⎥ + ⎢b ⎥ δ x
⎣ ⎦ ⎣
31 ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎣ 32 ⎦
The three models have the same form, which is
convenient for control law application.

3.

3.1. Extended state observer

An uncertain system with the order of n under the
standard consideration is usually an integral chain
system, described by
⎧ x&1 = x2
⎪
⎪ x&2 = x3
⎪
(9)
⎨ M
⎪ x& = f x , x ,K , x , ω (t ), t + bu
(1 2
)
n
⎪ n
⎪⎩ y = x1

angle; ω x1 , ω y1 , ω z1 the angular velocities in three axes;

δ x , δ y , δ z the fin deflection of the three channel,
respectively. aij , bij are the aerodynamic parameters
shown as follow:
Mα
M ωz 1
M δz
Yα
a11 =
, a21 = z1 , a22 = z1 , a23 = z1 ,
mV
Jz
Jz
Jz
ω

b11 =

δ

M yβ1
M y1y1
M y1y
−Z β
, b21 =
, b22 =
, b23 =
,
mV
Jy
Jy
Jy
ω x1

where f (⋅) represents the dynamics of the system, u (t )
the input, y (t ) the output, ω (t ) the disturbance.
Let f (⋅) = f o (⋅) + ∆f (⋅) , b = bo + ∆b . f o (⋅) is the known
linear part of the system, ∆f (⋅) the nonlinear part and
disturbance. bo is the optimal estimation of the input
gain, ∆b is the uncertainty of the input gain. Define the
lumped disturbance as d = ∆f + ∆bu and extend it as a
new state of the system:
⎧ x&1 = x2
⎪ x& = x
3
⎪ 2
⎪⎪
M
(10)
⎨
⎪ x&n = xn +1 + f o + bo u
⎪ x&n +1 = h
⎪
⎪⎩ y = x1
&
where h = d . In order to estimate the lumped

δx

M x1
M
, b32 = x1 .
Jx
Jx
where Y , Z are the lift force and lateral force;
J x , J y , J z the moments of inertia in three axes;
b31 =

ATTITUDE CONTROLLER DESIGN

M x1 , M y1 , M z1 the aerodynamic moments in three axes;

m the mass, V the velocity, respectively. The
superscript represents partial derivative.
2.2. State space model
The pitch channel adopts tracking control, while the
other two channels apply stable control. Through
Laplace transformation, the transfer functions of the
three channel can be got from (1) and (2):
Pitch:
a23
(3)
Gδαz ( s ) = 2
s + (a11 − a22 ) s − a11a22 − a21
Yaw:
b23
(4)
Gδβy ( s ) = 2
s + (b11 − b22 ) s − b11b22 − b21
Roll:
b32
(5)
Gδγx ( s ) =
s ( s − b31 )
It can be seen that the transfer functions are all two
orders. Based on this, the state space model can be
established as integral-chain form:
Pitch:
0
1
⎤ ⎡α ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
⎡α& ⎤ ⎡
⎥ ⎢ & ⎥ + ⎢ a ⎥ δ z (6)
⎢α&& ⎥ = ⎢ a a + a
a
a
−
+
⎣ ⎦ ⎣ 11 22
21
11
22 ⎦ ⎣α ⎦
⎣ 23 ⎦
Yaw:
⎡ β& ⎤ ⎡
0
1
⎤ ⎡β ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
⎢ &&⎥ = ⎢
⎥ ⎢ & ⎥ + ⎢b ⎥ δ y (7)
+
−
+
b
b
b
b
b
⎣ 23 ⎦
11
22 ⎦ ⎣ β ⎦
⎣⎢ β ⎦⎥ ⎣ 11 22 21

disturbance, the state observer is designed as:
⎧ x&ˆ1 = xˆ2 + β1 g1 (e1 )
⎪
⎪ x&ˆ2 = xˆ3 + β 2 g 2 (e1 )
⎪
M
(11)
⎨
⎪ &
⎪ xˆn = xˆn +1 + f o + bo u + β n g n (e1 )
⎪ x&ˆ = β g (e )
n +1 n +1 1
⎩ n +1
where e1 = y − yˆ = x1 − xˆ1 , β i is the observer gain. To
guarantee the astringency of the observer, according to
the Ref. [5], the feedback function adopts the form
described by
⎧ e1 µi sign(e1 ), e1 > ε
⎪
(12)
gi (e1 ) = ⎨ e
1
e1 ≤ ε
⎪ 1− µi ,
⎩ε
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Figure 2. Configuration of the designed controller
⎡
1⎤
where K = ⎢ K
⎥.
c3 ⎦
⎣
The configuration of the designed controller is shown in
Fig. 2, where r (t ) is the reference signal, and λ (t ) is
the corresponding attitude to be controlled.
Remark: Generally, it cannot be guaranteed that the
states of the system are all available. The extended state
observer offers the estimated states, and also gives a
way to compensate the disturbance and uncertainty. The
controller design keeps the robustness and performance.
Meanwhile, only the output is needed in the control
process.
3.3. Stability analysis

where 0 < µi < 1 and ε are experiential parameters.
When µi = 1 , Eq. (11) becomes classical linear
observer. In this paper, µi = 1 is applied for simplicity.
3.2. Controller composite design

Based on the integral-chain state space model
established above, the controller can be designed
uniformly. Consider the state space model as follow:
⎧ x& = Ax + Bu + Bd d
(13)
⎨
⎩ y = Cx
⎡0 1 ⎤
⎡0 ⎤
⎡0⎤
A=⎢
⎥ , B = ⎢ c ⎥ , Bd = ⎢1 ⎥ , C = [1 0] ,
c
c
⎣ ⎦
⎣ 1 2⎦
⎣ 3⎦
Bd is disturbance input matrix, d the lumped
disturbance. The stabilized controller can adopt linear
state feedback through pole placement, shown as
u = − Kx
where K is the gain of the feedback. According to Eq.
(13), the extended system is described by
⎪⎧ x& = Ax + Bu + Eh
(14)
⎨
⎪⎩ y = Cx
where h = d& ,
⎡ 0 1 0⎤
⎡0 ⎤
⎡0⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
A = ⎢ c1 c2 0 ⎥ , B = ⎢ c3 ⎥ , E = ⎢⎢0 ⎥⎥ , C = [1 0 0] .
⎢⎣ 0 0 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣1 ⎥⎦

where

According to the controller design, the observer error is
defined by
⎡ x − xˆ ⎤
(17)
eo = ⎡⎣ x − xˆ ⎤⎦ = ⎢
ˆ⎥
⎣d − d ⎦
Combined with the observer dynamics, the closed-loop
can be expressed as follow:
− BK ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
⎡ x& ⎤ ⎡ A − BK
(18)
⎥⎢ ⎥+⎢ ⎥h
⎢ e& ⎥ = ⎢
A − LC ⎦ ⎣ eo ⎦ ⎣ E ⎦
⎣ o⎦ ⎣ 0
It can be seen that the stability of the system is based on
the eigenvalues of ( A − BK ) and ( A − LC ) . On the
condition that ( A, B ) is controllable and ( A, C ) is
observable, the poles of the ( A − BK ) and ( A − LC )
can be placed randomly. Therefore, if the disturbance
variation h is small enough, the system is asymptotic
stable.
However, the disturbance d is always nonlinear and
state dependent. The astringency of h cannot be
guaranteed strictly. In practice, the dynamic of
( A − LC ) will be designed much higher than that of
( A − BK ) to ensure robustness[9]. On the other hand, h

Similarly, the observer design can apply pole placement,
shown as
⎧⎪ xˆ& = Axˆ + Bu + L( y − yˆ )
(15)
⎨
⎪⎩ yˆ = Cxˆ
where xˆ = [ xˆ dˆ ]T , L is the gain of the observer.
To compensate the disturbance and uncertainty, the
composite control law is designed as
u = − Kxˆ
(16)
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is usually bounded, based on which the system can be
bounded stable.

4.1. Simulation model and trajectory design
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The design objective of the controller is set as
1) Setting time < 1s;
2) Overshoot < 5%;
3) Steady state error < 1%.
According to the trajectory, the time of engine shutting
down is chosen as characteristic point (1.66s). Tab. 1
presents the dynamic data on 1.66s.
Table 1. Values of the dynamic parameters at 1.66s
Longitudinal

b11

Value
0.4580 s-1

-100.2433 s

b21

-45.9000 s-2

-1

-0.4304 s

b22

-0.3426 s-1

a23

-51.5656 s-2

b23

-50.8337 s-2

—

—

b31

-6.3985 s-1

—

—

b32

-395.1913 s-2

a11
a21
a22

Value
1.5127 s-1

Lateral
-2

The controller structure is based on Fig. 2. From
practical view, in order to improve the tracking
accuracy, the poles of angle of attack controller are all
placed at 1Hz (2π rad/s). To overcome the coupling
effect in yaw and roll channel, the bandwidth of roll
controller should be higher than the yaw controller. As a
result, the poles of the yaw controller are all placed at
0.5Hz, and the poles of the roll controller are all placed
at 0.75Hz. Meanwhile, in order to satisfy the stability
requirement, the poles of the observer are placed 8 times
further than that of the controller, which are 8Hz, 4Hz
and 6Hz in pitch, yaw and roll channel, respectively.
The designed feedback and observer gain vectors is
shown by
Angle of attack:
⎧⎪ Kα = [1.1910 −0.2060] ,
⎨
3
5 T
⎪⎩ Lα = ⎡⎣148.8533 7.1897 × 10 1.2700 × 10 ⎤⎦
Slide angle:
⎧ K β = [ 0.7119 −0.1079] ,
⎪
⎨
3
4 T
⎪⎩ Lβ = ⎡⎣ 74.5977 1.7892 × 10 1.5875 × 10 ⎤⎦
Roll angle:
⎧ Kγ = [ −0.0562 −0.0077 ] ,
⎪
⎨
3
4 T
⎪⎩ Lγ = ⎡⎣106.6988 3.5810 × 10 5.3579 × 10 ⎤⎦
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Figure 3. Variation of the main parameters in designed
trajectory
4.2. Controller parameter design
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The 6-DOF simulation model is based on
MATLAB/SIMULINK. The “ × ” fin actuators are
distributed by control input as follow
⎧δ x = (δ1 + δ 2 + δ 3 + δ 4 ) 4
⎪
(19)
⎨δ y = (δ1 − δ 2 − δ 3 + δ 4 ) 4
⎪
⎩δ x = (δ1 + δ 2 − δ 3 − δ 4 ) 4
The fin actuator are described by a standard two order
transfer function as
δ ( s)
3947.8
= 2
(20)
δ c ( s ) s + 87.9s + 3947.8
From above, the bandwidth of the fin actuator is 10Hz.
Addictively, the angular limit and angular velocity limit
of the fin actuator are 20deg and 200deg/s, respectively.
The aerodynamic data is based on the calculation. It is a
7-D lookup table of angle of attack, slide angle, Mach
number and 4 fin deflections. As the trajectory height is
not large, the thrust data is based on the ground test of
the engine. The sensors adopt MEMS and GPS for
combined navigation.
The angle of attack is adopted as the trajectory variable.
It is designed by
⎧α m sin 2 f1 (t ) t1 < t < tm1
⎪
α (t ) = ⎨α m
tm1 < t < tm 2
(21)
⎪
2
⎩α m cos f 2 (t ) tm 2 < t < t2
where
π (t − tm 2 )
π (t − t1 )
f1 (t ) =
, f 2 (t ) =
2(tm1 − t1 )
2(t2 − tm 2 )
α m is the maximum absolute value of the angle of
attack signal; t1 , t 2 the start and ending time of the
signal; tm1 , t m 2 the time when the signal reach the
maximum absolute value. Here α m is set as 5 deg, t1 5s
and 13s, t 2 11s and 21s, tm1 6s and 16s, t m 2 8s and 18s.
Fig. 3 shows the designed trajectory. The launch angle
of the test rocket is set as 75deg. It is noted that the
maximum height and range are 600m and 1000m,
respectively. The maximum Mach number is nearly
0.35.
4
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uncertainty in aerodynamic force, -20% uncertainty in
aerodynamic moment, -10% uncertainty in atmosphere
density, +10% uncertainty in moment of inertia of three
axes, +10% uncertainty in mass, +0.01 in pitch moment
coefficient as wing setting error, +0.02 in roll moment
coefficient as fin setting error, +3deg deviation in
launch angle, +5deg/s deviation in initial roll angular
velocity and horizontal wind from 135deg direction at
10m/s. The noise of GPS is -0.5m~0.5m at a single
point position. The mean of the accelerator and gyro is
zero with 0.002g and 0.005deg/s zero-bias stability,
respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

The angle of attack, slide angle and roll angle can be
obtained through navigation calculation.
4.3. Numerical simulation results
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HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION

The hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation platform is
set up mainly based on Ref. [10] The on-board
computer of test rocket adopts TMS320F28335 DSP
controller. The platform is based on dSPACE RS4201S,
connected to the 3-axis turn-table. The MEMS and DSP
are set up on the turn-table, communicated to the
dSPACE. The fin actuators and MEMS are connected to
the DSP to realize attitude signals gathering and control
orders sending. The sketch map of the platform is
presented in Fig. 6.
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10

-2
0

Figure 5. Results of the numerical simulation with
uncertainties considered
The performance of the controller in Fig. 5 shows the
strong robustness of the controller. The controller
successfully overcomes the disturbance and uncertainty.
There is a little vibration in the tracking process, which
is caused by the actual coupling effect. The tracking
accuracy keeps the same as the nominal simulation.
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The simulation step is set as 1ms, and the integration
algorithm adopts 4-order Runge-Kutta method. The
nominal simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. The
actual value of the lumped disturbance can be calculated
by
d = &&
y − c1 y − c2 y& − c3u
(22)

30

Time (s)

(h)Fin deflection

Figure 4. Results of the nominal numerical simulation
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the tracking error is rather
small. The accuracy of the controller is quite high with
nearly no overshoot. The nonlinear and un-modelled
part of the system is successfully estimated and
compensated by the extended state observer. The
control input and fin deflections are all under 10deg.
The feasibility of the method is illustrated with the
satisfactory performance.
A specified bias simulation with disturbance and
uncertainty is carried out. This case considers +20%
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feedback signal of the fin actuators contains noise, there
is also vibration during the stabilizing process.
6.

FLIGHT TEST

Based on the simulation above, the flight test is carried
out. The experiment is successful with satisfactory
performance, and the test rocket is landing and recycled
through parachute. Fig. 8 shows the scenes when the
test rocket is launching and landing.

Figure 6. Structure diagram of hardware-in-the-loop
simulation platform of small rocket
The HIL simulation model is also based on
MATLAB/SIMULINK, nearly same as numerical
simulation, except the fin and gyro model. The DSP
step is set as 5ms. Fig. 7 shows another specified bias
simulation
considering
-20%
uncertainty
in
aerodynamic force, +20% uncertainty in aerodynamic
moment, +10% uncertainty in atmosphere density, -10%
uncertainty in moment of inertia of three axes, -10%
uncertainty in mass, +0.01 in pitch moment coefficient
as wing setting error, +0.02 in roll moment coefficient
as fin setting error, -3deg deviation in launch angle, 5deg/s deviation in initial roll angular velocity and
horizontal wind from 45deg direction at 10m/s. The
noise of GPS is -0.5m~0.5m at a single point position.
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Figure 9. Performance of the attitude controller in the
flight-test
It should be noted in Fig. 9 that the attitude controller
gets satisfactory performance in the flight test, nearly
same as numerical and HIL simulation. The tracking
error of angle of attack is quite small. From Fig. 9(c), it
can be seen that the fin set-up errors in the flight test
and simulation are reverse. The flight test efficiently
validates the effectiveness of the method.
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Figure 8. Scenes of launching and landing of the test
rocket
The flight test data is recorded by remote measurement
transceiver, which is shown in Fig. 9 after dealing.
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(d)Control input in three
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Figure 7. Results of the hardware-in-the-loop
simulation with uncertainties considered
From Fig. 7, the performance shows accurate tracking
and robustness against disturbance and uncertainty. The
controller achieves the design objective. As the
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7.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the robust attitude controller design
of a test solid rocket based on the extended state
observer technology. Through numerical and HIL
simulation and flight test, the robustness and
effectiveness of the method is validated with
satisfactory performance. The proposed method has a
wide range of application as its simplicity and
robustness. Based on the standard linear control method,
the design only needs output signal and has no
requirement for information about disturbance and
uncertainty. These advantages give a meaningful
practical view for future application.
8.
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considering restrict caused by sideslip on the angle of
attack, larger angle of attack can be offered for missile
and its substantial maneuverable can be taken full
advantage of. In conclusion the BTT missiles possesses
overwhelming advantages and better performances
compared with the STT missiles, such as high-lift, lowdrag, air-intake, increased range, etc. [3].
From the configuration viewpoint, BTT maneuver can
be subdivided into three types, i.e., BTT-45, BTT-90,
and BTT-180. For BTT-90, this type restricts the
allowable level of sideslip and would be used for
symmetric missile which only has a lifting surface. A
characteristic of this type is that any change in
maneuver direction would require, at most, a roll angle
change of 90deg. Here both sideslip angle and negative
angle of attack are restricted to be small for BTT-180,
which is usually applied for ramjet-powered vehicles. In
this type, the roll angle have to be change 180deg to
respond to the given maneuver, which can result in high
roll rates and significant cross-coupling among control
channels [1]. For some axisymmetric vehicles, such as
cruciform configuration missiles that have two lifting
surface, the maneuverability of the round are enhanced
by controlling the roll angle such that one of the lifting
surfaces orients to the required maneuver direction
within the roll angle change of 45deg at most. This kind
of control type belongs to BTT-45. Compared with
BTT-90, BTT-45 requires a relative shorter length of
roll path to adjust lifting surfaces, which is propitious to
shortening the response time and providing precise
control surface effectiveness.
Among the BTT vehicle guidance methods [5], the
guidance command is kind of polar command (i.e. pitch
and roll channel are commanded) and is usually
generated through a polar converting logic (PCL) from
the Cartesian command obtained by conventional STT
guidance law. In this kind of approach, the arctangent
function is often used to compute the roll angle
command. While a significant shortcoming of this
method is that the arctangent function is introduced,
which causes a mathematical singularity problem when
the vertical acceleration command approaches zero [7].
This mathematical singularity problem would results in
abrupt change in roll angle, moreover, the undesirable
high roll angle rate will produce severe coupling
between pitch, yaw, and roll channels and will affect the
final guidance accuracy [8]. To circumvent this problem,
an improved shortest path adjustment approach for roll
channel is proposed in this paper to calculate the roll

ABSTRACT
In this paper, an improved bank-to-turn (BTT)
command allocation strategy is investigated for TH-III
(a small solid rocket) to track the standard trajectory. In
a BTT system, the angle of attack and roll angle are
principally used to guide the rocket, which are usually
calculated through a polar converting logic (PCL) from
the acceleration commands generated by traditional
skid-to-turn (STT) guidance command in the prevalent
guidance law. Whereas, the used arctangent operation in
PCL would result in a mathematical singularity problem
when the vertical acceleration command approaches
zero. To circumvent this problem, an improved shortest
path adjustment method in roll channel is proposed to
calculate the roll angle command in the body coordinate
frame. And when the vertical acceleration command
approaches zero, an auxiliary STT maneuver is
introduced to ensure providing adequate maneuver
ability for vehicles in any directions. In order to
decrease the magnitude of abrupt change of roll angle,
two reasonable precondition is proposed for the
maneuver form switch. Finally, the robustness and
validity of the proposed allocation strategy are
demonstrated through the Monte-Carlo numerical
simulations under parameters uncertainties.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In general, the attitude control form of missile can be
divided into skid-to-turn (STT) and bank-to-turn (BTT).
Maneuverability is achieved for STT by developing the
appropriate angle-of-attack and sideslip angle
simultaneously while maintaining the roll angle fixed
with respect to inertial space [1]. As a traditional direct
sideslip control form, STT has been widely applied to
mid-and-short range low speed missile. Whereas the
modern missiles are required to be operated in the flight
regimes of high performance, high maneuverable and
fast response, STT is no long meet such requirements.
The BTT maneuver which belongs to preferred
orientation control (POC) form is executed by the
missile orienting the maximum aerodynamic normal
force to the desired direction rapidly with a substantially
large roll rate and coordinate sideslip angle [2]. The
maneuverability of the BTT vehicles are increased via
either the reduction in severity of aerodynamic roll-yaw
coupling of symmetrical or via monoplanar
configurations which provide enhanced lift without an
attendant drag and weight penalty [1]. And without
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angle command in the body coordinate frame. When the
vertical acceleration command approach zero, an
auxiliary STT maneuvering is also introduced to ensure
providing adequate maneuver ability in any directions.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: the
second section presents the background of the TH series
solid rockets and some details of TH-III rocket that is
the research object in this paper. In the third section,
because of the cruciform configuration of TH-III, an
appropriate and improved BTT-45 command allocation
strategy is investigated and discussed in detail. The
verification simulation and Monte-Carlo numerical
simulations under parameters uncertainties are given in
the fourth section. The last section summarizes this
approach.
2.

Figure 2. Cruciform configuration of TH-III
Compared with preceding generations, the specification
of TH-III has significant breakthrough, which is
designed to supersonic level flight with BTT maneuver.
The experiment trajectory for TH-III is illustrated in Fig.
3. The rocket will take-off in an oblique launching form
and then is boosted to approximately 2km altitude with
Mach 2, where the supersonic level flight with BTT
maneuver experiment will take place. Until the Mach
1.25, the maneuver flight will end and the rocket will
continue its rolling-stable coast descent phase till it
glides 800m. Above this altitude, the parachute will be
puffed out for recovery.

TH SERIES SOLID ROCKET

The TH series solid rocket, as shown in Fig. 1(the
second generation of TH series), are designed for
teaching and engineering experiment, which are totally
designed by students of the No. 1104 research office of
department of astronautics science and engineering of
NUDT. Developing the TH series solid rocket starts
2011 and through this project, the innovative practice
ability of students is greatly improved.

3.

BTT-45 COMMOND ALLOCATION
STRATEGY

3.1. BTT-45 command generation
The guidance system works once the TH-III leaves the
guide-rail. The inertial navigation system real-timely
gives the real position, velocity and track angle of THIII. And compared with pre-stored information of
standard trajectory, the deviation information about the
position and velocity can be obtained as
ey  x   y  y0

ez  x   z  z0
(1)
ey  x   y  y 0

ez  x   z  z0
where x , y , z are real position of TH-III in inertial
emission coordinate and y0 , z0 are position
information about standard trajectory.

Figure 1. TH-II solid rocket
As the third generation of TH series, TH-III is a singlestage solid boost-glide rocket, and can be divided into
nosecone, equipment cabin, parachute cabin, singlestage solid engine, wing and tail rudder. As shown in
Fig. 2, TH-III is of cruciform configuration.

Supersonic level flight
with BTT maneuver
Transition phase

Rolling-stable coast phase

Enroute climb

Parachute deployment for recovery

Oblique launching

Figure 3. The experiment trajectory for TH-III
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Contrast to the traditional trajectory tracking guidance
law in which the deviation information is obtained as a
function of flight time, the deviation information
depends on the flight range in this paper. As the
magnitude of velocity is usually uncontrollable, this
operation would decrease the range deviation
compared with traditional trajectory tracking guidance
law. And then the vertical and lateral guidance
acceleration command a yc and azc are calculated

 a 
(4)
 bc  arctan  zc  ,  bc   0,90
 a yc 


According to the value of the roll angle increment
command, the acceleration calculation can be carried
out in three cases.
Case 1:  bc  0
In this case, the roll angle command and acceleration
command can be obtained as Eq. (5):
a ybc  0

(5)
azbc  azc
  
b
 bc

through PID as
a yc  K yp ey  K yi ey dt  K yd ey  g cos    


(2)

azc  K zp ez  K zi  ez dt  K zd ez
where K p , K i , K d are designed parameters,

where  b is the current rocket roll angle.
Case 2: 0   bc  45
In this case, the desired maneuver direction is near the
vertical maximum lift surface, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

g cos     is the gravity compensation item. Note

that the guidance command a yc and azc are defined in
the inertial coordinate.
In normal BTT command calculation logic, the roll
angle command is defined as the angle relative to the
vertical plane in the inertial coordinate. In reference [8],
Wen proposed a novel relative roll angle command
logical logic for BTT-90. Different from the original
method, the roll angle command is obtained through
calculation the angle increment relative to the new
reference plane, exactly the body pitch plane not the
vertical plane in the initial coordinate. Enlightened by
this, the roll angle command is also calculated relative
to the pitch plane in the body coordinate in this paper.
Moreover, In BTT-45 system, the two maximum lifting
surfaces are both used such that the maximum the roll
angle is restricted to 45deg. While reasonably
allocating the guidance command to the maximum
lifting surfaces is always a complex problem. In this
paper, this problem is greatly simplified and tackled by
the proposed improved shortest path adjustment
method in roll channel to calculate the roll angle
command in the body coordinate frame.

Vertical maximum
lift surface

Lateral maximum
lift surface

Figure 4. Maximum lift surface of TH-III
According to Fig. 5, the roll angle command and
acceleration command are generated as Eq. (6):
a  sgn(a ) a 2  a 2
yc
yc
zc
 ybc
(6)
azbc  0

 bc   b  sgn  a yc  azc   bc

3.2. Improved shortest path adjustment method
First, the guidance acceleration command a yc and azc
are translated to the body coordinate with direction
cosine matrix (inertia emission coordinate to body
coordinate), as shown in Eq. (3):
a yc   sin  sin  sin  cos  cos   a yc   sin  cos  azc

azc   cos  sin  sin  sin  cos   a yc   cos  cos  azc
(3)
The roll angle increment command is then calculated in
the body coordinate with obtained guidance
acceleration command a yc and azc , as shown in Eq.

Figure 5. The relative roll angle command calculation
logic

(4).

Case 3: 45   bc  
As depicted in Fig. 4, the desired maneuver direction
would be near the lateral maximum lift surface. The
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increment roll angle is necessary and reasonable. In
conclusion, the BTT-45 command allocation strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 6 and the guidance loop principle for
TH-III is shown in Fig. 7. The dotted line in the Fig. 6
represents a one-time valid precondition. Once this
precondition is satisfied, the STT maneuver will switch
to BTT-45 maneuver without judging the precondition
over more unless the vertical acceleration command is
less than the threshold once again.

roll angle command and acceleration command can be
calculated in this case as Eq. (7):
a ybc  0


2
2
(7)
azbc  sgn(azc ) a yc  azc

 bc   b  sgn  a yc  azc   bc
3.3. Modification for tracking guidance law
As aforementioned shortcoming of PCL, the
mathematical singularity problem during BTT
command calculation would result in abrupt change in
roll angle when the vertical acceleration command a yc
approaches zero. To circumvent this, the auxiliary STT
maneuver is introduced when the absolute value of the
vertical acceleration command is not greater than the
given threshold to ensure providing adequate maneuver
ability for rocket in any directions, i.e.,
a ybc  a yc

(8)
azbc  azc
  
b
 bc
In addition, even though the vertical acceleration
command a yc goes over the threshold, the calculated
the increment roll angle  bc would be about 45deg,
which is a relative larger initial roll angle that requires
excellent maneuverable in roll channel for vehicles.
Therefore, another precondition has to satisfy when
STT maneuver switches to BTT maneuver, i.e., the
calculated necessary increment roll angle is equal or
less than a relative smaller given threshold. To be clear,
the 45deg increment roll angle would also be
calculated in the proposed BTT-45 command
generation method and the vehicle is required to
expeditiously roll 45deg, but this scenario is very rare.
In fact, the vehicle usually consecutively rolls in the
roll-channel and the necessary increment roll angle is
always a tiny value. Therefore, a prior precondition of

Figure 6. BTT-45 command allocation strategy

Guidance system

Autopilot
Gravity compensation
Pitch

Navigation
system

Guidance
command
generation
(PID)

BTT-45
command
allocation
strategy

Yaw
Roll

Figure 7. The guidance loop principle of TH-III
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TH-III
dynamics

4.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION FOR
VERIFICATION

3000

The numerical simulations are implemented on
MATLAB/SIMULINK software with Runge-Kutta
method and a fixed-step of 1ms. After leaving the
guide-rail for TH-III as the simulation start point, the
simulation will end when the Mach is less than 1.25 or
the simulated flight range is over the given flight rang.
In BTT-45 guidance law, the threshold for vertical
acceleration command is set as 0.1 and the threshold
for increment roll angle is set as 1deg. The parameters
of PID in the command generation are available for
both the vertical plane and lateral plane, which are:
 K p  10

(9)
 Ki  1
K  1
 d
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In reality, the internal perturbation (including
parameter variation, unmodeled dynamics) and
external disturbances in the full flight envelope are
always evitable, which would severely decrease the
tracking performance of vehicles, therefore, a strong
robustness of the guidance system for vehicles is
required.
In order to test and verify the robustness of the
proposed tracking guidance law based on BTT-45
command allocation strategy for TH-III, the MonteCarlo experiment under parameter variations are
implemented. In this study, the deviation for
aerodynamic coefficients, atmospheric parameters,
structural parameters and engine parameters are all
taken into consideration. The value range of bias
parameters are listed in Tab. 1, And the bias
parameters are set as the normally distributed random
numbers within the below given range. A thousand
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4.2. Monte-Carlo experiment under parameter
variations
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In can be observed from Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) that
absolute deviation for both vertical distance and lateral
distance of standard trajectory are less than 0.2m,
which exhibits the effectiveness of the proposed
tracking guidance law based on BTT-45 command
allocation strategy. Note that the abrupt change of
sideslip angle in the Fig. 8(f) depicts the guidance laws
switch. At about 5.038s, the absolute value of vertical
acceleration command goes over 0.1, the maneuver of
TH-III switches from STT maneuver to BTT maneuver.
About 11.134s, the supersonic level flight takes place,
the absolute value of vertical acceleration command is
less than 0.1 and the BTT maneuver switches STT
maneuver once again. Whereas, TH-III maneuvers in
STT maneuver form only lasts for 0.02s. Moreover, it
should be highlighted that the value of abrupt change
of sideslip angle resulted by logical judgment is tiny,
which would make little impact on flight stability of
TH-III.
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Figure 9. 3D flight trajectory of TH-III
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In order to vary the effectiveness of the proposed BTT45 command allocation strategy, the numerical
simulation without uncertainties is carried out firstly
and results are exhibited in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
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4.1. Numerical simulation without uncertainties
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Figure 8. Result of simulation without uncertainties
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times Monte-Carlo experiment are carried out, and the
results are listed in Fig. 10-11.
3000

Table 1. Bias parameters for Monte-Carlo experiment
Bias
Bias item
Remark
value
Axial aerodynamic
1
±20%
coefficient
Normal aerodynamic
Aerodynamic
±20%
2
coefficient
coefficients
Lateral aerodynamic
3
±20%
coefficient
Atmospheric
4
Atmospheric density
±10%
parameter
Engine
5
Thrust
±10%
parameter
Mass
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The proposed tracking guidance law based on BTT-45
command allocation strategy exhibits excellent
tracking performance under the given bias parameters.
It can be observed from the Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) that
the absolute deviation of tracking standard trajectory is
not beyond 0.3m. Since the thrust increases and the
axial aerodynamic coefficient decreases, the velocity of
TH-III will approach to 1000 m/s and the flight range
and lateral maneuver range increase correspondingly,
as the shown in Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 11. And the results
of the Monte-Carlo experiment shows that roll angle
exhibits obvious difference and ranges from 15deg to
55deg as the variation of bias parameters. To depict
clearer and further analyse the experiment results, one
hundred times Monte-Carlo experiment results are
selected randomly and listed in the Fig. 12-13.
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Figure 12. Detail view of roll angle
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Figure 11. 3D flight trajectory of TH-III
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the value of necessary increment roll angle. And in
order to further decrease the magnitude of the abrupt
change of roll angle, an auxiliary STT maneuver is
introduced to ensure providing adequate maneuver
ability for vehicles in any directions. The improved
tracking guidance law is applied for TH-III to track the
standard trajectory and the effectiveness of this method
is verified though the numerical simulation.
Furthermore, the robustness of the proposed method is
clearly bought into through the Monte-Carlo
experiment at the present of the parameter variations.
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Figure 13. Results of Monte-Carlo experiment (100)
There are no apparent difference for experiment results
whether it is obtained through a thousand times
experiment or one hundred times. But it should be
highlight that the experiment results of a thousand
times Monte-Carlo gives a more persuasive illustration
for the effectiveness of the proposed tracking guidance
law. According the Fig. 13(d) and 13(f), TH-III
maneuvers in STT form at the first 5.5s under the
parameter variations and then switches BTT maneuver.
In the STT maneuver phase, the sideslip angle is on the
small size and its appearance is the result of the bias
parameter of deflection angle of thrust. And the Fig. 12
exhibits the transition process from STT maneuver to
BTT maneuver. As the set precondition of increment
roll angle  bc , the abrupt change for roll angle is only
just 1deg, which enhances the stability of TH-III and
decrease the specification of maneuverable in roll
channel.
5.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, an improved tracking guidance law based
on BTT-45 command allocation strategy is proposed.
First, the vertical and lateral guidance acceleration
command are calculated through PID algorithm.
Different from the conventional the BTT guidance law
within the obtained guidance command are relative to
the vertical plane in the inertial coordinate, the BTT-45
command of the proposed tracking guidance law are
calculated in the body coordinate frame. To circumvent
the mathematical singularity problem resulted in the
introduction of the arctangent function in polar
converting logic, an improved shortest path adjustment
method in roll channel is presented to calculate the roll
angle command for three cases that is distinguished by
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Key features of a boosted dart system are:

ABSTRACT





By being the only method to obtain in-situ
measurements of the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere, sounding rockets are an invaluable
asset for the atmospheric research community and
many more fields of science. Their complex
nature, however, complicates their operation and a
single mission costs much time and effort of a
large crew. Smaller and simpler sounding rockets
have been used in the past, the Super Loki (SuLo)
and the VIPER being a good example of that.
However, this type of system is not available any
more. T-Minus Engineering intents to develop a
replacement system. The concept and baseline
design have been established, and a first test flight
has been performed in order to test some of the
most important features of this system.

Easy operations
Fast turnaround times
Relatively low cost

With such a system, salvo shots or multiple
launches per campaign are possible. This can be in
the form of a standalone campaign, or alternatively
a series of dart launches can be used as a valuable
add-on to a large rocket launch, for example to
establish the best possible time of launch for the
main payload.
The T-Minus DART is designed to reach a
maximum altitude of 120 km. The design is such
that the vehicle is compatible with the Viper II
launcher hardware, which is still widely available
in Europe.

DART CONCEPT

Key figures

The only platforms that are currently available for
performing in-situ measurements of the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere, are sounding
rockets. These normally consist of one or multiple
solid rocket motor stages that propel a payload
stack to the desired altitude. The design and
operation of a sounding rocket is normally
complicated and therefore costly. In the past, small
and easy-to-use rockets following the so-called
boosted dart principle were available to reach the
highest atmosphere layers in a cost effective way.

BOOSTER DESIGN
In order to remain compatible with the Viper II
launcher, the outer diameter of the booster is
limited to 114 mm. The length/diameter (L/D) ratio
shall remain within a certain range to avoid
excessive flexing of the structure in flight. For
these reasons, the booster length and thus the
volume is limited. This means that the maximum
propellant mass in the motor is approximately 25
kg.

Such a system consists of a lightweight booster
with a high propellant mass fraction, capable of
propelling the vehicle to a very high coasting
velocity and a small diameter, low drag dart
containing the payload.

To obtain sufficient altitude with this limited
amount of propellant, it is essential that the motor
empty mass is as low as possible. For this reason, a
carbon fibre reinforced epoxy material is chosen as
casing material. Next to a high specific strength,
this material has a high specific stiffness, which
reduces the flexing of the motor and the associated
aero-elasticity effects. To shield the casing

At burnout, the dart separates from the vehicle and
coasts to a high altitude, due to the low drag loss of
the system.
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Next to passive payloads, it is possible to introduce
payloads that contain active sensors, data
acquisition and telemetry packages. A nonpyrotechnic deployment system based on a spring
mechanism will be developed to eject one or
multiple payload canisters (free flying units,
FFU’s) at apogee. The payload canisters can be
developed and customized by scientists
themselves, to satisfy their specific needs. Next to
that, T-Minus intends to provide a standardized
payload with which wind speed and temperature
can be measured in-situ and transmitted via
telemetry to a ground station in real-time.

material from the heat of the propellant
combustion, an ablative liner made of thermoset
polymer is applied to the inside of the casing. The
burn time of the booster is approximately 5
seconds, providing an average thrust of 8.5 kN.
This limits the steady-state longitudinal
acceleration of the vehicle to 60 g’s.
At the front-end of the booster, a transition cone
provides the interface with the dart. The dart
movement is restricted by two cylindrical holes, as
indicated in Fig 1. The rotational movement is
restricted by a radial pin-slot connection.

An important design criterion is to be able to
remotely turn the payload electronics on and off.
This is commonly referred to as “Dead payload”. It
means that no electromagnetic radiation is
transmitted when the payload is switched off, thus
accidental activation of the motor initiator by
electromagnetic interference is avoided. This
greatly simplifies operations on the launch pad.

TEST FLIGHT TF-01
At the 19th of September 2014 a first low altitude
test flight was performed in the Netherlands. The
vehicle used was only in mass and aerodynamics
the same as the real DART vehicle, the rocket
motor itself was scaled down in order the keep the
rocket in to the maximum altitude set by the
launchrange.

Fig 1: The fixation of the DART in flight

DART DESIGN
The dart contains the payload of the vehicle. The
payload will be pyrotechnically inert, which
simplifies operations during a campaign.
Currently, three types of dart are envisioned:




Dispenser/deployment of tracer material
Active deployed payload
Active fixed payload

The dispenser dart is designed for observing
turbulence in the upper atmosphere. During a
typical mission, a tracer material is injected in a
certain altitude range. The movement of this tracer
can be tracked from the ground. For this purpose,
radar reflecting material (chaff) is commonly used
[1], whereas the ejection of certain liquids

Fig 2: The TF-01 in the tower at a military site in the
Netherlands
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Purpose
The purpose of TF-01 was to assess aerodynamic
parameters and separation of the dart from the
booster in low aerodynamic pressure conditions.
The rocket was equipped with a simple flight
computer and data acquisition system for
rudimentary acceleration and barometric altitude
data and a recovery system. The separation was to
be confirmed by ground photography as well as the
acceleration data at the DART itself.

Fig 3: the lateral acceleration during TF-01

Flight anomalies

Vehicle

The resonance which was observed will be
investigated further. Due to the fact that the mass
and mass distribution on the booster will be
different, it will be difficult to verify this behaviour
with the real flight conditions. The following test
flights will be performed with a helical rail,
designed for operation with the Viper IIa dart.

The vehicle is a direct shape and mass
representative of the DART vehicle. Flexibility
was not the same as the real vehicle, due to the
lack of a bigger pressurised vessel in the system.

Payload
The onboard payload system was devised in such
way it remained directly at the top of the parachute
system. The extremely high descent velocity on the
parachute of 25 m/s was there to quickly get the
vehicle back to earth without that much wind drift.
The position on the parachute dramatically
decreased the impact velocity of this part of the
system to approximately 10 m/s.

CONCLUSION
The DART system will be tested in small scale
with TF-02 on a helical rail for a more flight
representative situation. Based on the results of
both test flights a finalised aerodynamic model is
going to be created as well as a inertial model for
spin stabilisation. After these sub-scale motors, the
DART will be tested full scale at a professional
test range.

Flight observations
During the flight the vehicle spun up due to
deliberately canted finset. It could be clearly
observed that the vehicle passed a roll-pitch
coupling resonance frequency, after which it
stabilised itself. The dart itself separated from the
booster without any coning.
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Results
The payload in the dart of the vehicle was only
there to measure barometric altitude and smooth
separation via lateral acceleration measurements.
The acceleration curve as can be seen in Fig 3,
indicates as smooth and instantaneous separation.
All acceleration values are within the range as they
were expected.
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ABSTRACT
This article examines the processes intrachamber in
hybrid rocket engine (HRE) and the comparative
assessment of the use of solid rocket motors (SRM) and
HRE for meteorological rockets with a mass of payload
of the ~ 364 kg.
Results of the research showed the possibility of a
significant increase in the ballistic effectiveness of
meteorological rocket.

FUEL COMPONENTS AND POWER
CHARACTERISTICS OF HRE
Among components of fuel it is expedient to consider
the most available, eco-friendly and rather cheap
components.
For the further analysis, liquid oxygen O2 and nitrous
oxide N2O (liquefied) are accepted as an oxidizer in
propellant for HRE. As fuel for HRE it is supposed to
use high cleaning oil paraffin and synthetic rubbers
(HTPB). This is components have high operational
properties (temperature range of application, fire and
explosion safety, sensitivity to moist conditions, etc.)
Also good mechanical characteristics have synthetic
rubbers, in particular that are used in solid fuels, i.e. the
HTPB.
Power characteristics of HRE were defined for 4
versions of couples of components:
N2O+paraffin;
N2O+HTPB;
O2+paraffin;
O2+HTPB.
Further in the tab. 1 key parameters, total size of losses
and rated (expected) value of a vacuum specific impulse
of thrust are given.
The following data were used as initial:
1. Geometrical parameters of the nozzle block
(diameter of critical section, diameter of a cut of a
nozzle, profile).
2. Type of the nozzle block (stationary, not drowned).
3. Pressure in the combustion chamber.
4. Results of thermodynamic calculation of fuel.
It is visible by the results of calculation that the engine
with couple of the O2+parafin components has the
greatest power. Thermodynamic specific impulse in
vacuum equals 3132 m/s. The total value of the losses in
this case (for scattering, friction due to ash thermal
protection materials and radiation of heat) is about 5%.

INTRODUCTION
Today, in the meteorological rockets used a solid rocket
motors, and bipropellant engines. But these engines
have specific disadvantages (by cost and ecological
safety).
In this regard the interest, which is shown to engines
which components of fuel are in a different aggregate
state (liquid and solid), is clear. It is accepted to call
such engines the hybrid rocket engines.
Hybrid rocket engines are investigated much less, than
liquid engines and the engines working at solid fuel.
However the analysis of schemes and features of
engines of this type allows us to conclude:
- cost HRE lower than bipropellant engines;
- combustion products are ecologically safe, in
contrast to SRM;
- HRE fuels give the opportunity of essential increase
of a specific impulse of thrust in comparison with
solid propellant engines;
- existence in HRE of a liquid component gives the
opportunity to regulate thrust force, repeated
engine switching on and off;
- although operating characteristics of rockets with
HRE will be inferior to the corresponding
characteristics of rockets with SRM, but they will be
better than in case of use of the engines working only at
liquid components.
All these HRE qualities give the possibility to use them
in rockets and aircraft of various classes.
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Table 1. Major parameters and power characteristics of hybrid rocket engine
Name of characteristic, dimension
Variant 1
Variant 2
Variant 3
Fuel of HRE
- oxidize
N2O
N2O
О2
- fuel
paraffin
HTPB
paraffin
Fuel mass, kg
540
540
540
Ratio of oxidizer and fuel consumption
8,06
7,55
2,58
Total average second consumption, kg/s
38,6
Pressure in combustor chamber (rated), mPa
4,0
Carry-over insulation, %
0,5
0,5
1,0
Oxidative potential in combustor chamber
0,1356
0,1239
0,2946
Type of contour of supersonic part of nozzle
profile
Diameter of nozzle cut, mm
386
Diameter of critical section of nozzle, mm
138
Losses of thermodynamic specific impulse in
4
vacuum,%
Thermodynamic specific impulse in vacuum,
2791,6
2788,3
3132,0
m/s

Variant 4
О2
HTPB
540
2,26

1,0
0,2459

4,4
3118,7

- on the mass density of a stream of gaseous products
over a burning surface;
- on pressure in the combustion chamber;
- on geometry of the channel, the organization of giving
of an oxidizer and character of a current in the channel.

BURNING IN THE HRE CHAMBER.
ASSESSMENT OF PARAMETERS OF THE
GRAIN
Regularities of burning of HRE fuel are very important
for determination of intra ballistic parameters of engines
of this type. At an assessment and calculation of
characteristics of HRE as well as characteristics of the
engines working at solid fuel, it is necessary to know
the dependences determining linear regression rate of a
solid fuel. These dependences differ from those, which
are usually used for calculation of regression rate of
solid fuels in SRM.
Existence of solid and liquid components of fuel causes
emergence specific regularities of burning. It causes
certain difficulties at a choice and design of a form of a
grain of solid fuel and the organization of optimum
working process in HRE from the point of view of
providing necessary traction, power and mass
characteristics of the propulsion device. The overall
picture of process of burning can be characterized by
the scheme shown in fig. 1: self-sustaining highly
temperature zone of burning is established over a
surface of fuel within a dynamic boundary layer in
which streams of the gasified components of propellant
ṁf ̇ and ṁox ̇enter mainly through turbulent diffusion
and which, in turn, provides, heat inflow q to the surface
of fuel, that is necessary for gasification of the last with
a linear speed of Ur.[1,2]
Burning (regression) rate in HRE depends on the
following major factors:
- on chemical compound and the fuel and oxidizer
nature;

Figure 1. General scheme of burning of a solid
component of hybrid rocket fuel
At minor change of a ratio of consumptions of
components and at its great value, for example when
using it as an oxidizer N2O nitrous oxide, where an
optimum ratio of components of fuel Kopt≈7,5÷8,5
dependence of burning speed of a grain on density of a
gas stream is equivalent to dependence on an oxidizer
consumption. But when using such oxidizer as O2
oxygen where Kopt≈2,2÷2,6 gas-supply from a surface
of fuel can't be neglected. For calculating the burning
rate should be to use the formula:
𝑈𝑟 = 𝑎 ∙ 𝐺𝛴ν ; 𝐺𝛴 =
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𝑚̇𝑓 +𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝐹𝑐ℎ

, where

𝑎, ν - values of the experimental coefficients;
𝐺𝛴 - flux density of the combustion products;
𝑚̇𝑓 , 𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 – flow rate of oxidizer and fuel;
𝐹𝑐ℎ - area of cross section of the channel.
From the inflammation of cross section of the channel
Fch, density of a stream of products of combustion of G∑
falls, that in turn leads to change of speed of gasification
of Ur. In addition the speed of gasification of Ur has
local dependence on the channel length L at each time
point of ti. It causes emergence of an uneven field of
speeds of gasification of solid fuel on channel length.
In the design of engines and choosing the form of a
solid fuel grain it was taken into account the above
features and used the methodology presented in [3].
Profiling of the channel of a grain with a glance of
dependence of speed of gasification of solid fuel on
density of current of combustion products was made by
this methodology. The process of grain burnout before
change of geometry of the channel and after is shown in
fig. 2. Here it is visible that after channel profiling, the
front of burning appears on the frame simultaneously on
all its length.

progresses over time. This design provides a constant
flow rate of fuel from grain, but chamber has low
coefficient of charge and large weight of engine in
comparison with SRM.
Improve mass characteristics of these engines is
possible by increasing burning rate of fuel and
completeness of the reaction components of propellant.
This is possible by using of a tangential injection of
oxidant into the chamber [4] and to reduce the flow
cross section of the combustion chamber by using
coaxial arrangements of the tanks in the HRE (Fig. 4).
This is scheme decreases the flow section, it entails an
increase the burning rate and reduce the burning surface
what need to provide optimum flow rate. The results of
the calculation characteristics of the engines are shown
in tab. 2.
It follows from the analysis of the table 2 and figure 3
• Dimensional and mass characteristics in SRM
is better than in HRE
• Coefficient of power-mass perfection of these
engines differs slightly.
• Thrust in HRE higher than in SRM. This is
allowing reduce weight of propellant.
For an estimation of ballistic efficiency of rocket had
been chose characteristic velocity. This parameter
calculated by Tsiolkovcky’s formula:
𝑣 = 𝐼 ∙ ln

𝐺𝑝.𝑙. +𝐺𝑝 +𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑔
𝐺𝑝.𝑙. +𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑔

, где

I – specific impulse;
𝐺𝑃.𝑙 , 𝐺𝑃 , 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑔 - mass of payload, propellant and
engine.
Fig. 3 is a graph of the characteristic velocity. Payload
weight is 364 kg. Provided increase of payload mass
increment characteristic velocity greater than when
using the SRM, which indicates on the optimal use of
HRE with components - paraffin + O2.

Before profiling

After profiling
Figure 2. Grain burnout
In fig. 4 shows four HRE with different component
pairs. The engines designed from a condition of equality
of a total stock of fuel, operating time and engine
diameter. For all forms of grains characteristic of small
thickness of web and a large burning surface, which

Figure 3. Change of characteristic velocity
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Name of properties
Engine caliber, mm
Fuel mass, kg
− Oxidizer
− Fuel
Average specific impulse (with a glance
of losses and coefficient of oxidizer
glut), m/s
Average thrust value in vacuum, kN
Mass characteristics, kg
Coefficient of gravimetric perfection
𝐺𝑝
𝛽=
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑔 + 𝐺𝑝
Coefficient of power-mass perfection
𝐼
𝛾=
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑔 + 𝐺𝑝
Mass of removed payload, kg
Characteristic
speed,
m/s
(by
Tsiolkovskiy formulae)

Table 2: HRE and SRM characteristics
HRE
Variant 1
Variant 2
Variant 3
paraffin+N2O
HTPB+N2O
paraffin+O2
442
442
442
540
540
540
481,78
475,48
385,28
58,22
64,52
154,72

Variant 4
HTPB+O2
442
540
389,29
150,71

SRM
Fuel: type НТРВ
442
540

2791,14

2777,60

3118,70

3092,11

2648,70

103,40
216,2

102,54
224,8

116,59
250,1

109,50
283,8

98,17
106,0

0,714

0,706

0,683

0,655

0,835

0,376

0,370

0,402

0,383

0,42

364

364

364

364

364

1835,63

1807,11

1966,97 /

1874,03

2025,49

SRM

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

Variant 4

Figure 4. HRE and SRM
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Therefore, further worked out design HRE with a
coaxial arrangement of tanks, what work on components

paraffin +O2. Fig. 5.

Figure 5. SRM and HRE with coaxial arrangement of tanks баков
In a design with coaxial scheme the oxidizer tank is
dispose in the combustion chamber. This solution
allows to pick up speed of burning rate and to reduce
length engine. Thus grain burns out by parallel layers
and doesn’t need selection of special forms and
profiling. Mass engine does not change. Fig. 6, 7 is a
graph showing changes in flow rate and thrust with
HRE coaxial (Figure 4), and serial (option 3 in Figure 3)
arrangement scheme of tanks.

Figure 7. Changes of thrust
Fig. 8 shows a feed schematic the components. There,
the oxidizer moves in the chamber through a special
collector. Ignition implements by means of self-igniting
liquid components. Starting fuel and oxygen mix in a
doublet injector. It’s tangential to burning area of grain.
Figure 6. Changes of total flow rate
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This

scheme

allows

to

execute

repeated

start.

motor, makes it possible to improve efficiency of
meteorological rockets next generation.
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Figure 8. Feed system scheme of oxidizer
Tab. 3 shows the average integral values of thrust in a
vacuum for SRM and HRE with serial and coaxial
scheme arrangement of tanks.
Table 3. The values of the average integral thrust in
vacuum
SRM
HRE
HRE
(coaxial
scheme)
Operation
~15
time, s
Propellant
mass, kg
Average
thrust, kN

540
98.17

116.59

105.15

Thrust from the HRE with a coaxial scheme higher than
that of SRM by 7%. This compensates for the higher
weight of the engine. From this viewpoint, HRM and
SRM are same.
From the point of view of power and thrust
characteristics the HRE with serial scheme, where use
cylindrical grain with profiling channel, is the optimal.
The high specific impulse allows to reduce weight of
propellant from 540 kg to 460 kg.
CONCLUSIONS:
Hybrid engine with propellants - O2+paraffin, can
increase thrust-to-weight ratio of meteorological rocket
on 4-10% in comparison with SRM.
Required weight of propellant can be reducing on 15%.
Advantages like as ecological safety of burning
products, high ballistic efficiency and low costs of
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dynamics requirements and vehicle mechanics of the
present carrier concepts. In this case, moments of inertia
are key design and analysis factors of the considerably
differing vehicles regarding their physical properties.
Compared to larger launch vehicles, VLM-1/VS-50
vehicles have smaller moments of inertia thus
permitting faster angular motion and requiring an agile
TVA. Consequently, this capability of fast angular
motion requires a highly dynamic control system. To
fulfill these requirements a servo-hydraulic thrust
vectoring system with an optimized control algorithm
was developed. This paper summarizes the development
of a servo-hydraulic TVA and its optimized control
algorithm fulfilling the stringent requirements
controlling the VLM-1/VS-50 vehicle family.

ABSTRACT
For a new launcher system a thrust vector control
system is needed. This launch vehicle system consists of
two rockets which are namely the VS-50 (two-stage
suborbital vehicle) and the VLM-1 (three-stage
microsatellite launch vehicle). VLM-1 and VS-50 are
developed in a cooperation between the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Brazilian Aeronautics
and Space Institute (IAE). To keep these two rockets on
its trajectory during flight a highly dynamic thrust
vector control system is required. For the purpose of
developing such a highly dynamic thrust vector control
system a master thesis was written by the author. The
development includes all mechanical constructions as
well as control algorithms and electronics design.
Moreover an optimization of control algorithms was
made to increase the dynamic capabilities of the thrust
vector control system. The composition of the right
components plus the sophisticated control algorithm
make the thrust vector control system highly dynamic.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Unlike a sounding rocket, a guided rocket possesses a
control mechanism which maneuvers the vehicle along
a predefined trajectory. Mission goals and vehicle
layout tailor the requirements of such a customized
control mechanism. As displayed in Figure 1, the
projected rocket family consists of two launch vehicles.
The first rocket is the Veículo Lançador de
Microssatélites (VLM-1), which is a three-stage launch
vehicle for small satellites up to 200 kg. The second
system, the VS-50 (VS stands for: Veículo de
Sondagem) encompasses two stages and is envisioned
for hypersonic, re-entry and sounding rocket
applications. Both rockets are a cooperative
development between Brazil’s IAE and Germany’s
DLR. The motor systems contained in the VLM-1/VS50 vehicle family have the S50 and S44 motors in
common. Many other components and subsystems are
the same between these two vehicles. The maiden flight
of the VS-50 is predestined as a technology and launch
operations testbed. Possessing an extensive flight
history, the S44 motor has a rigid nozzle and is
primarily used as an upper stage. The S50 motor is
equipped with a Thrust Vector Actuation (TVA) system
and embodies the workhorse during the 1st-stage (VS50, VLM-1) and 2nd-stage (VLM-1) boosting phases of
the ascent, respectively [2]. The TVA system under
development takes into account analysis regarding

Figure 1. VS-50/VLM-1: Stage and Segment Overview.
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2.

major systems, namely a hydraulic unit, real-time
computer and Nozzle Actuator Unit (NAU). The
hydraulic unit provides hydraulic energy and the
necessary throughput for the operation of NAU. An
electric pump generates the operating pressure of 200
bar. The hydraulic unit has its separate electric cabinet,
where power input and processing take place [1].

THE PRINCIPLE OF THRUST VECTORING

A deflected nozzle accomplishes thrust vectoring
veering the high-velocity exhaust off the rocket center
line. The interface between nozzle and motor is a
flexible bearing, which allows deflection of the nozzle
in two axes, namely pitch and yaw axes. The thrust
vector has two components with respect to the bodyfixed coordinate system once the nozzle is deflected.
Figure 2 illustrates the force diagram acting in the pivot
point 𝑃𝑃 of the nozzle. The axial force 𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆∥ propelling the
vehicle is slightly diminished, while the lateral force 𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆⊥
produces an angular acceleration around the center of
gravity 𝑆𝑆. Lever arm 𝑙𝑙 marks the distance between
center of gravity 𝑆𝑆 and pivot point 𝑃𝑃. The resulting
��⃗ is expressed in Equation (1) [1].
torque 𝑀𝑀
��⃗ = (𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝑒𝑒⃗𝑆𝑆∥ ) × (𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆⊥ ⋅ 𝑒𝑒⃗𝑆𝑆⊥ ) [Nm]
𝑀𝑀

(1)

Figure 3. Nozzle Test Bench (CAD Schematic) [1].

A dedicated computer system with real-time capabilities
is responsible for controlling NAU. This computer is the
interface between test engineer and thrust vectoring test
bed. A multi-function controller is the brain of the
electronic hardware incorporated in this computer
system. Control algorithm codes are written using
MATLAB/Simulink software, uploaded to the multifunction controller and tested using the NTB. The trials
provide test data, identify control weaknesses and
potential integration issues, and offer rapid
implementation of improvements. This system executes
control algorithms based on operator inputs and
demonstrates real-time operation essential to the TVA
agility in receiving, processing and executing
commanding input without noticeable delay [1].
The main part of the NTB is the Nozzle Actuator Unit.
This unit consists of a nozzle, its flexible bearing
(Flexbearing) and two hydraulic actuators. These
components are mounted on a stiff, heavy ground plate
as illustrated in Figure 3. The Flexbearing permits the
nozzle to move in the y-z plane (axis convention see
Figure 2) when the hydraulic actuators are set in motion
causing a tilting of the nozzle. A stack of disc springs
and several rubber layers shape the Flexbearing
assembly as illustrated in Figure 4. The actuators are
connected to the hydraulic unit and supplied by the oil
pump through hydraulic hoses. One actuator travels
along the y-axis causing a pitching of the vehicle, while
the other actuates the nozzle along the z-axis thus
yawing the vehicle. The maximum possible deflection
angle in both axes respectively is set to 4°, however the
operational limit is 3° for both the flight application and
test bench. By combining the motion in the two axes,
every point in the pitch-yaw plane is attainable [1].

Figure 2. Principle of Thrust Vectoring [1].

3.

THE NOZZLE TEST BENCH

The Nozzle Test Bench (NTB) is a facility which was
developed and built to facilitate design-build-tests of
TVA components and subsystems, and to resolve
integration issues. The complexity of the TVA
development necessitates breaking down the project into
several single work packages. The NTB enables testing
of all main parts and how they perform with each other.
As depicted in Figure 3, the facility consists of three
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only for testing the function of the NTB components at
the very first run. Mode two is the standard mode for
testing at operational pressures of 200 bar. Since a static
balance is no longer existent at 200 bar a controller is
needed [1]. The advantage of high pressure operation is
the increase of actuator motion velocity.

disc springs

layers of rubber

4.

TVA CONTROLLER DESIGN

The task of the TVA controller is to regulate position
and motion of the nozzle to a desired deflection angle
with respect to the center line of the vehicle. The TVA
control is part of a superordinate guidance, navigation
and control (GNC) system. Figure 6 illustrates a
flowchart of the GNC system and the position of the
TVA controller within the GNC algorithm logic. The
GNC system is responsible for checking and verifying
nominal and actual trajectory paths of the ascending
vehicle, and accordingly compensates the deviation with
appropriate controlling measures. The TVA controller
and system are the executive section of this GNC
control philosophy.

Figure 4. Flexbearing (half section and exploded view). Right:
Cutout of Rubber Layers (zoomed, CAD) [1].

The hydraulic actuators and the Flexbearing are major
parts of both NAU and the overall TVA system. As
depicted in Figure 5, the hydraulic actuator features a
servo-valve, a cylinder and a piston moving inside the
cylinder.

Figure 5. Actuator (CAD) [1].
Figure 6. GNC System with TVA (marked by red box) [5].

The servo-valve controls the inflow of oil by affecting
the flow direction and thus, the side of the piston which
receives the incoming oil. The servo-valve is connected
the real-time computer and powered by the NTB power
unit (electric cabinet). An important feature of the
actuator is a differential system which helps to decrease
oil consumption. The differential system recuperates oil
from one direction and supplies the resulting difference
to the chamber of the opposite direction. In other words,
it consumes only one volume unit to move the piston
into the desired position and back. This operating mode
has a distinct effect such, that either it increases the duty
cycle 1 or it reduces required oil volume considerably.
The latter has substantial benefits regarding mass and
volume savings [1].

The principle design of the present TVA controller is
governed by the selected individual components and
how they behave in terms of control theory. Due to the
task which the TVA controller has to fulfil, the control
loop has four major functions, namely:

The NTB is operated in two modes. Mode one is the
static mode. In this case the oil pressure is only 90 bar
which produces a static balance between the actuator
force and the resistance of Flexbearing. This mode is

•

receiving/processing input parameters (nominal)
coming from the GNC,

•

collecting sensor data regarding actual position of
the actuator (nozzle),

•

comparing nominal and actual data, and

•

generating output parameters to suffice the GNC
command in achieving a specific position along the
required trajectory path.

To put into effect these requirements, the TVA control
system is based on a closed-loop controller which
incorporates a proportional controller 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 , plant 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃
based on a second-order element and sensor
measurement 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆 . Figure 7 illustrates the concept of the
control loop necessary for the dynamic nature of the

1

Duty cycle is defined as the total amount of deflections along the
mission trajectory.
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TVA system. By analysing all major components it was
found out that the response behaviour of the control
plant is integral which means the control plant 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 is an
integrator. Hence a proportional control 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 is
appropriate to control the system within a closed loop
[1].

In order to validate the performance of the TVA, the
system is subjected to a step function (starting from 0°
going to 1°) in the closed-loop mode and the response is
analysed. Result analysis revealed that the system
exhibits second-order behavior. Additionally, a time
delay was detected. This information is used to obtain a
transfer function in the frequency domain. Equation (2a)
expresses the general closed-loop transfer function
𝐺𝐺(𝑠𝑠) [1]:
𝐺𝐺(𝑠𝑠) =

𝜔𝜔02
∙ 𝑒𝑒 −𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠
𝑠𝑠 2 + 2𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔0 𝑠𝑠 + 𝜔𝜔02

(2a)

The main parameters of this equation are the corner
frequency 𝜔𝜔0 , damping ratio 𝐷𝐷, time delay of the
system 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 , and 𝑠𝑠 being the variable in the frequency
domain. Note that the unit for second [𝑠𝑠] is in brackets.
With input values 𝜔𝜔0 = 74.85[𝑠𝑠 −1 ], 𝐷𝐷 = 0.70 and
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 = 0.011 [𝑠𝑠], Equation (2a) reduces to [1]:

Figure 7. Control Loop of the TVA System.

The actuator is equipped with a position sensor whose
data is essential for operation of the control loop and to
fulfil controlling algorithms. This sensor measures the
position of the piston which is proportional to the
deflection angle of the nozzle. Subsequent data
processing compares the values of desired and measured
angles. The resulting deviation is passed to 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 where it
is multiplied by a gain parameter. This parameter is
empirically set to 50. Setting the gain parameter to 50 is
a compromise between deflection velocity and induced
noise resulting from settings above 50. The output
generated by 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 is handed down to 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 . At the same
time, this value is transmitted to the servo-valve which
channels oil flow in the desired direction, and thus
positioning the nozzle accordingly. Finally the response
to this signal is evaluated by measuring the resulting
angle with sensor 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆 . This (updated) value goes back to
the beginning of the loop where it is compared anew to
the GNC input. This action closes the loop [1].

𝐺𝐺(𝑠𝑠) =

5603 [𝑠𝑠 −2 ]
∙ 𝑒𝑒 −0.011[𝑠𝑠]𝑠𝑠
𝑠𝑠 2 + 104.3 [𝑠𝑠 −1 ]𝑠𝑠 + 5603[𝑠𝑠 −2 ]

(2b)

The dynamic properties of the system are analysed with
a Bode plot. As illustrated in Figure 8, graphical
analysis of this plot yields two important values: First,
the corner frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔 is around 12 Hz; second, the
phase lag 𝜑𝜑𝑔𝑔 corresponding to the corner frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔
has a value of –90°. The corner frequency indicates a
considerable change of amplitude damping and is
therefore a boundary. Frequencies higher than the
corner frequency are not feasible for operation of the
TVA. Analysis of the step-function response resulted in
an average deflection velocity of around 22 °/s, which is
higher than the required value of 15°/s [1].

Figure 8. Bode Plot of Control Loop [1].
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To improve the TVA control loop, the transfer function
of plant 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 is examined separately which can be
simulated and tested with the NTB. Applying Equation
(2a) to plant 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 results in Equation (3a) as [1]:
𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 (𝑠𝑠) =

𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐

𝑠𝑠 2

𝜔𝜔02
∙ 𝑒𝑒 −𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠
+ 2𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐 𝐷𝐷𝜔𝜔0 𝑠𝑠

With 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 set to 50, Equation (3a) reduces to:
𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 (𝑠𝑠) =

5603 [𝑠𝑠 −2 ]
∙ 𝑒𝑒 −0.011[𝑠𝑠]𝑠𝑠
50 𝑠𝑠 2 + 5215 [𝑠𝑠 −1 ] 𝑠𝑠

integration issues and to mature the system such that it
achieves the required reliability. One substantial
difference, which the engineering model has to
overcome, is the energy supplied by the hydraulic unit
for moving the nozzle during NTB tests. Replacing the
hydraulic unit with pressure vessels for oil and gas
poses integration issues, requires additional support
hardware and calls for challenging tubing schemes and
tank-up concepts. An engineering model serves as
hardware test bed where solutions facing flight
hardware are implemented.

(3a)

(3b)

The engineering model consists of three major subunits, namely the nozzle and its Flexbearing, the
actuator
servo-valve
assembly,
and
gas-oil
pressurization system. Figure 9 shows a CAD drawing
of the TVA engineering model. It is enclosed by a
preliminary Aft Skirt and mounted on a ground plate.

By knowing the transfer function of 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃 , innovative
approaches to controller architectures are simulated
using MATLAB/Simulink and tested on the NTB. There
are three controller architectures which were pursued in
order to find the appropriate improvement, namely [1]:
• The Smith Predictor architecture replaces the
proportional controller within 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 by a proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) controller. Technically
speaking, it is an embedded representation of the
control system (itself) predicting control measures
ahead of time. Using a PID controller increases the
response speed of the control system.
• The proportional-derivative (PD) element
manipulates the input signal such that it shifts the
signal a time lapse forward, seemingly to the future.
This approach requires a sinusoidal input signal.

Figure 9. Engineering Model with Aft Skirt Dummy and
Helium Bottles (CAD, half section view).

• A Taylor-series-based predictor generates precise
information regarding slope and curvature of the
input signal. Similar to the PD element, the signal is
seemingly time-shifted, while unlike the PD element
a Taylor-series prediction is independent of signal
waveform.

The TVA engineering model represents the electrical,
mechanical and functional assembly of components and
subsystems. It is the one-to-one (1:1) hardware
implementation of analysis, designs and studies which
were dictated by the development roadmap of the VS-50
vehicle. The model extends to include a dummy of the
Aft Skirt structure and thus resembling the structural
boundaries for the TVA system. This extended
engineering model enables verification of dimensions
and spatial placement of components plus review of
mounting and assembly procedures.

Combining all three controller architectures into one
yielded in tests had positive results [1]. Using the NTB,
extensive benchmark tests with hardware-in-the-loop
compared the performances of all three controller
architectures. Data reduction and analyses of these tests
revealed the PD controller as the best solution for the
intended TVA control. In general, the targeted highly
dynamic performance is based on the special
composition of components and application of
sophisticated control algorithms.
5.

Figure 10 depicts the principle operating schematic of
the fluid power circuit and its components. The gas-oil
pressurization system replaces the hydraulic unit of the
NTB and stores energy needed to actuate the nozzle.
Helium stored in two nine-liter bottles pressurizes an oil
tank which holds 11 l [1]. Helium has a sonic speed
three times higher than nitrogen which increases the
dynamic performance of the TVA system.

ENGINEERING MODEL & FLIGHT DESIGN

The main purpose of the NTB is testing components and
control algorithms, and ultimately validating the
performance of flightworthy components as a unit. An
engineering model is the consequential succeeding stage
in the development roadmap of the TVA flight system
into which NTB tested hardware is implemented. The
engineering model serves the purpose to solve

Two solenoid valves (8) opening and closing the helium
flow are mounted between the gas (14) and oil (15)
bottles. Downstream of these valves is a pressure
regulator (9) limiting the pressure to 200 bar. Helium
pressurizes the oil which in turn regulates the position
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of the piston in the actuator (1, 2) according to the
commands of the servo-valve (3, 4). Depending on the
movement of the actuators the nozzle deflects as
dictated by the GNC system and executed by the TVA
controller. Oil in the actuators is released through
outlets ports (non-return valves 16c and 16d) once the
required actuation cycle is complete. Gas and oil bottles
are filled through designated ports (valves 13 and 11).
The duty cycle to accomplish the mission is determined
by trajectory profile and mission-specific safety margin.
These mission requirements in the end govern amount
of fluids and size of tanks. Lower-ranking and
supporting components (filters, other non-return valves,
etc.) complement the functionality of the system [1][3].

Figure 11. Overview of Aft Skirt with TVA and Main
Components (CAD, half section view).

One such electrical component is the TVA Box bringing
together main and essential TVA electronics. A
schematic of the block diagram is shown in Figure 12.
The physical box measures 18 cm in height, and 20 cm
in width and in length, respectively. The TVA Box
consists of a dual-core Cortex processing unit, battery
pack and the TVA controller board which stores and
executes the control algorithm.
To fulfil its purpose, the TVA Box has analog and
digital interfaces to facilitate communications with
sensors, TVA control hardware and vehicle’s on-board
computer. For processing and execution of TVA control
algorithms, the TVA controller requires information on
fill-level in the oil tank, pressure of the fluid reservoirs,
servo-valve position and deflection angle of the nozzle.

Figure 10. Schematic of TVA Engineering Model [3].

The Aft Skirt fulfils several important functions, namely
it houses the TVA system, serves as support structure
for fins, incorporates the hardpoint ring, and furnishes
the joint interface (RADAX) to the S50 motor. Figure
11 offers a CAD representation of this essential module
and its components. Main components in this module
are two hydraulic actuators, nozzle, Flexbearing, total of
three fluid bottles, four fins and backflow protection.
The backflow protection prevents hot nozzle exhaust
entering the Aft Skirt compartment and damaging
hardware and electrical components.

A digital ultra sound sensor measures the oil level,
while several analog piezo-electric sensors determine
pressures in the oil and helium bottles, respectively.
Positions of servo-valves and nozzle deflection are
monitored with inductive sensors which provide analog
signals to the TVA Box. These mere input signals are
grouped on the left side in Figure 12.
Crucial output-only interfaces are depicted in Figure 12
as a group on the bottom side of the box. The TVA
controller generates an analog command for the servo-

Figure 12. Schematic of TVA Box, (partly [4]).
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valves causing the flow in the actuators to change and
consequently to move the nozzle. The other output
signal is essential for the entire launch operation and
mission success. ‘GO’ or ‘NO GO’ are true/false logic
settings which either authorize (‘GO’) or abort (‘NO
GO’) a launch and thus assist the launch officer and
his/her team. An example for such a condition is the
return of the label (value) ‘oil level too low’ by the oil
sensor, which the TVA Box processes as a ‘NO GO’
output signal.
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The group of interfaces with input and output
capabilities is summarized on the right-hand side of the
picture. Fiber optic connections between TVA Box and
on-board computer enable in-flight communication. The
on-board computer containing the GNC system is
embedded in the service module which is a part of the
upper stage. The GNC system collects and processes
data from several sources (such as output data from the
TVA Box), and transmits commands regarding vehicle
control and guidance to the TVA Box (partly [4]).
Umbilical interfaces facilitate communications between
TVA Box and ground support. Additionally, various
serial interfaces are mounted in the TVA Box.
6.
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CONCLUSION

The TVA developed for the VLM-1/VS-50 vehicle
family is a sophisticated and highly dynamic system.
The integration of different components is what makes
this system unique. Here, the primary focus is aimed at
major parts like hydraulic cylinders and servo-valves.
Sophisticated control algorithms are developed and
optimized for the selected components making this
hardware/software system extremely stable and, best of
all, very fast.
To date, major milestones within the TVA roadmap are
met which ensures to having a flight-ready system by
the end of the development process. As reported in this
paper these are design-build-tests of Nozzle Test Bench,
TVA controller and engineering model. Currently,
efforts are under way to mature current work in designbuild-test of flight hardware.
This TVA system is suitable for other comparable
guided rocket types due to its flexibility, adaptability
and customized performance range.
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A new mobile telemetry station was purchased and put
into service recently. It comprises a main S-band tracking antenna system with a five-meter parabolic dish and
a smaller secondary tracking antenna with a diameter of
1.5 meters. To verify these new antenna systems, an
extensive acceptance test was performed, which required a flexible and dynamic tracking target, in addition to a customary, mast-mounted boresight source.
Hence, the idea of a small and easily manageable airborne boresight was developed and successfully applied.

ABSTRACT
The application of ground-based boresight sources for
calibration and testing of tracking antennas usually entails various difficulties, mostly due to unwanted ground
effects. To avoid this problem, DLR MORABA developed a small, lightweight, frequency-adjustable S-band
boresight source, mounted on a small remote-controlled
multirotor aircraft. Highly accurate GPS-supported,
position and altitude control functions allow both, very
steady positioning of the aircraft in mid-air, and precise
waypoint-based, semi-autonomous flights. In contrast to
fixed near-ground boresight sources this flying setup
enables to avoid obstructions in the Fresnel zone between source and antenna. Further, it minimizes ground
reflections and other multipath effects which can affect
antenna calibration. In addition, the large operating
range of a flying boresight simplifies measurements in
the far field of the antenna and permits undisturbed antenna pattern tests. A unique application is the realistic
simulation of sophisticated flight paths, including overhead tracking and demanding trajectories of fast objects
such as sounding rockets. Likewise, dynamic tracking
tests are feasible which provide crucial information
about the antenna pedestal performance – particularly at
high elevations – and reveal weaknesses in the autotrack
control loop of tracking antenna systems.
During acceptance tests of MORABA’s new tracking
antennas, a manned aircraft was never used, since the
Flying Boresight surpassed all expectations regarding
usability, efficiency, and precision. Hence, it became an
integral part of MORABA’s standard antenna setup and
calibration procedures.

MOTIVATION AND BASIC IDEA OF A FLYING
BORESIGHT
Stationary boresights installed on masts are the standard
tool for qualifying, calibrating, and adjusting tracking
antennas. Naturally, due to the proximity of the transmitter to ground, measurements based on mast-mounted
boresights are affected by ground reflections, obstacles
in the Fresnel zone between transmitter and antenna,
and potential multipath effects from large nearby objects.
To overcome such disturbances and study dynamic
tracking characteristics of an antenna, one option is to
attach a transmitter to an airplane or helicopter, which
then serves as a “flying boresight” (Figure 1).

INTRODUCTION TO MORABA
The Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA) is a division of
the German Aerospace Center (DLR), located in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. Since the 1960s, MORABA
performs design, construction, preparation, and launch
of sounding rockets and stratospheric research balloons,
providing the scientific community a platform for research in atmospheric physics, microgravity, astronomy,
materials science, and hypersonic technologies.
The MORABA group “Mobile Infrastructure” is in
charge of conception, setup, and operation of mobile
TT&C (Telemetry, Tracking & Command) ground stations required for sounding rocket and balloon missions.

Figure 1. Illustrating beam paths in-between tracking
antenna and stationary / airborne boresight.
Apart from avoiding ground effects and validating the
tracking of moving targets, a flying boresight facilitates
testing of critical antenna operating modes such as nearzenith passes or over-the-shoulder tracking. In addition,
far field characteristics of an antenna are easier to eval-
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uate with an aircraft, since – due to natural obstacles on
ground – large distances between transmitter and antenna demand higher boresight elevation, and thus more
effort in boresight placement.
In most cases, however, boresight tests with manned
aircrafts require detailed preceding planning, formal
authorization, and a considerable budget. Furthermore,
essential antenna adjustment and calibration procedures,
such as measurements of lobe geometry, antenna patterns, or autotrack error signals, demand an absolutely
stationary positioned boresight. A GPS-supported helicopter could suffice this requirement. However, helicopters generally are not well suited tracking targets, due to
signal reflections from the large and fast moving rotor
blades that induce modulation in the signal amplitude,
influencing the AM-based target tracking mechanism of
the antenna system.

autonomous flights along trajectories based on GPS
waypoints are possible. The pilot is supported by a
built-in telemetry link of the remote control (RC) system, which provides all relevant real-time flight data of
the UAV. These include position, altitude, orientation,
ground range, power consumption, battery status, and
link quality. Even more detailed information is available
using separate ground station software, displaying the
flight path and enabling in-flight waypoint planning.
Boresight Transmitter

MULTIROTOR UAV AS FLYING BORESIGHT
For the acceptance tests of their new tracking antenna
system, MORABA developed a compact, yet versatile
flying boresight system based on a remote-controlled
multirotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). This concept combines advantages of fixed-wing and hovercapable aircrafts, and coalesces desirable attributes such
as compactness, flexibility, ease of use, and low costs.

Figure 3. Miniature S-band boresight with rod antenna
(later replaced by actual rocket compliant antenna).
Since conventional boresight transmitters are too large
and heavy to be lifted by small UAVs, MORABA designed a simple, ultra-small and lightweight S-band
transmitter (Figure 3), tuneable between 2.1 and 2.4
GHz via a standard channel of the UAV RC link. A
microcontroller decodes the RC signal and adjusts a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) through a precision
digital-to-analog converter (DAC). Due to the required
frequency stability in the order of few kHz and the
VCO’s sensitivity to temperature changes, the circuit is
optimized for minimal temperature dependence and is
placed in a thermally isolated box.

UAV Platform

Advantages of a UAV as Flying Boresight
Compared to conventional airplanes or helicopters,
MORABA’s UAV-based Flying Boresight has the following unique features:

Figure 2. MORABA’s Flying Boresight in mid-air.
The first prototype of the Flying Boresight was built
using a commercially available rotorcraft UAV, propelled by eight electric motors (Figure 2). It has a diameter of about one meter and a takeoff weight of approximately 2.5 kilograms. The UAV is equipped with a
microcontroller-based flight attitude control and navigation system comprising a precision GPS receiver, barometric altitude sensor, magnetic compass, and three-axis
accelerometers and gyros. Position-hold and altitudehold modes enable exceedingly easy handling of the
UAV in flight. Hence, all necessary skills can be acquired in a minimum of time. Without intervention of
the remote-controlling pilot, the UAV stays “fixed” in
mid-air, even during moderate wind gusts. Likewise,
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•

Its intrinsic ability to precisely hold a position
in mid-air replaces unfeasibly tall boresight
masts. High elevation is essential for pattern
tests, lobe and error signal measurements free
from ground effects.

•

Due to low weight and very dynamic flight
characteristics, complex flight patterns of fast
tracking targets can be imitated.

•

Trajectories can be exactly repeated, either preprogrammed or by recording a manual flight.
This simplifies repetitive tests and failure analysis.

•

The RC pilot can stay close to the antenna control unit (ACU). Therefore, only minimal preflight briefing is necessary, since flight ma-

noeuvres can be adapted spontaneously
through immediate feedback from the ACU
operator.
•

No long-term preparation or planning is required. Apart from charging batteries and obtaining flight permission, if any, the UAV is
ready to fly within minutes.

•

It is always available and immediately operational at any time. Due to its compactness and
useful attributes, the Flying Boresight now is a
standard component of the MORABA antenna
equipment.

•

passes. Only with the highly dynamic flight capabilities
of the Flying Boresight was it possible to reveal oscillation tendencies of the antenna pedestal at high elevations. Comparatively inert flight characteristics of conventional aircrafts would most probably never trigger
such deficiencies in the antenna pedestal control.
Thanks to the simple repeatability of critical flight patterns, the antenna system provider was able to tune the
antenna pedestal control loop parameters in unprecedented detail, eliminating all oscillations while preserving maximum tracking responsiveness.
OUTLOOK
Having proven excellent usability, MORABA continues
research and development of its Flying Boresight.
Among other optimizations, key improvements entail:

In light of expenditure for conventional antenna tests with manned aircrafts, MORABA’s
Flying Boresight is unrivalled and has virtually
no operational costs.

•
EXPERIENCES WITH THE FLYING
BORESIGHT
•

Mainly developed for acceptance tests of MORABA’s
new tracking antennas (Figure 4), the Flying Boresight
surpassed all expectations regarding usability, efficiency, and precision. Hence, it became an integral part of
the standard antenna setup and calibration procedures.

•

•

Employing a more advanced UAV platform,
which provides even better flight characteristics, higher payload capacity, and a collapsible
frame for improved transportability
A consequence thereof will be a significant increase in flight time from about 14 minutes to
roughly 40 minutes, for longer continuous
measurements
Replacement of the simple boresight transmitter with a full-featured, yet compact and lightweight telemetry simulation system for profound, real-scenario telemetry tests
Upgrade to a professional grade digital RC system in the 900 MHz ISM band

With these improvements, MORABA’s Flying Boresight will be able to provide a comprehensive and versatile measurement and calibration tool for tracking antennas at a fraction of the cost of current methods, yet
offering unprecedented usability and flexibility.

Figure 4. Both MORABA antennas autotracking the
Flying Boresight.
During acceptance tests a manned aircraft was never
needed, since all tracking tests were carried out by the
Flying Boresight.
Being delicate tracking targets due to high accelerations
and elevations close to 90 degrees, sounding rockets
impose stringent requirements on tracking antennas with
regard to tracking speed and near-zenith tracking performance. Using the Flying Boresight, projected tracking speeds of up to 30°/s and antenna pedestal accelerations of 30°/s² have been verified successfully. Likewise, the gain increase within the azimuth control loop
at high elevations – originating from conversion of feed
azimuth to pedestal azimuth angles (secant correction) –
was examined extensively with repetitive near-zenith
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A HALF CENTURY OF SOUNDING ROCKETS
John Turner
TwIG, contracted by Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) e.V., RB-MR, Germany, john.turner@dlr.de
Sardinia and in the same year, the first sun pointing
attitude control system was launched from Woomera.

ABSTRACT
One of the earliest and most successful sounding rocket
activities in Europe, was the development of the Skylark
system. The requirement for high altitude space research
and the approaching International Geophysical Year in
1957-58, motivated the British to develop a sounding
rocket system. After considerable investigation of the
requirements for the propulsion system, the Raven
motor and the necessary basic components and
instrumentation of a payload system were developed.
The first Skylark was launched on the 13th of February,
1957. This paper describes the development of the
Skylark system, the advances in technology of its
payload systems and their application in solar and stellar
astronomy, upper atmosphere and microgravity research
and technological proving of space systems.

Within less than ten years, the Skylark inventory
comprised six variants of the Raven motor and a
Cuckoo booster and payload flight subsystems had
developed from adhoc systems to standardized modules
for telemetry, doppler RF measurement, linear
acceleration, angular rate, magnetic field vector
measurement, sun and moon slit detector modules, sun /
magnetic pointing attitude control as well as recovery
systems, YO-YO despin and payload separation. All
payload modules were made of cast magnesium and the
main service modules were pressurized, because of the
use of high voltages for the thermionic valves in the
telemetry systems and three phase 115 volt alternating
current for the rate gyros. The second generation, MK 2
pressurized standard service module is shown in figure
1 below, where the instrumentation bulkheads are
stacked on four pillars and the lower cylinder contained
the four 24 pin umbilical connectors, six antennae and
battery supplies.

INTRODUCTION
By 1950, Great Britain was already extremely active in
the development of various rocket systems and
associated technology for military and technological
proving purposes and a variety of motors were in
production. The Joint Project Agreement with Australia
was made to develop the Woomera Rocket Range under
the control of the Australian Weapons Research
Establishment (WRE). The requirement for upper
atmosphere and high altitude space research and the
approaching International Geophysical Year in 1957-58,
motivated the British scientific community to seek
funding and technical support for the development of a
scientific sounding rocket system. After considerable
investigation of the possible candidates for the
propulsion system, the Raven motor and the necessary
basic components and instrumentation of a payload
system were developed and the project was named
Skylark. The first Skylark vehicle was launched on the
13th of February, 1957.
The main scientific aims of the Skylark project were:
- physics of the upper atmosphere
- ionospheric research – radio propagation
- solar and Xray astronomy
- correlation of satellite experiment data
- aerodynamics and heating to Mach 6 velocity
- development of flight and ground instrumentation

Figure 1. Skylark Standard Service Module MK2 (1965)

Within the first five years, 49 Skylarks were launched,
four of which with payloads from NASA Goddard. In
1964, ESRO began launching Skylark vehicles from

The electrical interfaces between all modules, were via
24 pin butting connectors and the modules were
attached to each other by means of manacle rings, which
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resulted in extremely fast disassembly and reintegration
for repair or replacement of faulty parts. A variety of
stainless steel, conical nosecones were available, with or
without a parallel skirt and either one piece, or split
clamshell, for easy deployment.
SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
Hardware was mainly developed by the Guided
Weapons division of the Royal Aircraft Establishment
(RAE) in Farnborough, the British Aircraft Corporation
(BAC) in Bristol and the Space and Guided Weapons
division of Elliott Automation, later renamed to
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Ltd. (MSDS) in
Frimley. The experiments were designed and built by
universities and research organizations in the United
Kingdom with assistance from RAE and BAC. The
majority of the payloads were assembled and tested at
RAE or BAC in England, then sent to WRE Salisbury,
Adelaide where they were pre-flight tested and
calibrated by WRE with support from RAE, BAC and
MSDS and then launched by WRE at the Woomera
Rocket Range in South Australia.

Figure 2. SL481 Launch 18th November 1966

The author joined WRE in September 1966 and six
weeks later, took part in a mission called “Four in a
night”, where it was planned to launch four Skylarks SL
321 – 324 within one night, to measure electron density
and temperature variations. The logistics were
impressive, with one Skylark vehicle on the launcher
and the next motor on the spare loading rail, parked
with its payload only 100 metres behind the launcher.
The first launch was perfect, but the second, SL 322,
which was also the 150th Skylark, failed late in its motor
burn phase and achieved an apogee of only 119 Km.
The remaining motors and payloads SL 323, 324 and
324S (a spare system) were then successfully launched
two nights later and we then celebrated the 150th
Skylark launch on our return to Adelaide.

In 1969, the author joined MSDS in England, with the
position of senior engineer, Stage 1 sun pointing attitude
control systems. This resulted in the development of a
completely new Stage 1 sun pointing ACS, using
“modern” integrated operational amplifiers instead of
the discrete transistor operational amplifiers which had
been used in the original system. Because of the mass
limitations of the existing parachute recovery system,
the new ACS was split into a gas system which was
installed aft of the recovery module for maximum
lateral moment arm and intended to be ejected during
re-entry, before operation of the recovery system. The
main module with the electronics and sensors was
mounted immediately forward of the recovery system.
The split system with fine sun sensor and protective
eyelids, is shown in figure 3 below.

The author’s first launch as assistant missile preparation
officer, was three weeks later for SL481, which
contained a sun pointing attitude control system and a
propane thruster experiment for satellite attitude control.
Unfortunately the nosecone prematurely released and
separated from the payload after leaving the launcher.
This resulted in a stable flight and successful sun
acquisition, but reduced trajectory and more
importantly, overheating and failure of the propane
experiment. The launch is shown in figure 2 and the two
silver coloured objects at the front of the skylark vehicle
are the separating halves of the split nosecone. Within
my first ten weeks of working with sounding rockets,
SL 322 and SL 482 launches clearly demonstrated the
fact that 100% success is something which is anything
other than certain.

Figure 3. Stage 1 Sun Pointing Attitude Control System
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Figure 4. Standard Skylark System Vehicle Components Catalog (1970)
More than fifty units of the “new” Stage 1 Sun Pointer,
in various versions, were produced for the Ministry of
Technology, the RAE, DFVLR and ESRO, whereby
the main module of the ESRO version was made
watertight, because of its use in launches from Sardinia,
with water recovery. An additional difference was that
as the standard Skylark service module contained rate
gyroscopes and a three axis magnetometer, which were
used by the ACS, these items had to be integrated into
the ESRO and DFVLR ACS systems. The pointing
accuracy of the Stage 1 was:

shown in figure 5. The Stonechat motor diameter was
36 inches and the hammerhead payload diameter 54
inches, which was the diameter of the missile for which
the penetration aids experiment was being performed.
These flights were a further development of the initial
experiments performed on eight Skylark vehicles
SL1292-9, which used Stage 1 sun pointing systems.

Lateral : 2 arc minutes / 5 arc seconds p-p
Roll : 3 degrees
STANDARD SYSTEMS
By the end of 1968, 194 Skylark vehicles had been
launched. This was only possible by the development of
a catalogue of flight proven standard systems which
were produced in adequate numbers and could be
selected “off the shelf” as required for the appropriate
mission. Figure 4 is from a Skylark handbook in 1970.
This did not mean that the payload designer was in any
way restricted from designing his payload as he wished,
but it meant that he could concentrate on the special
requirements of his experiment, and the payload
engineer could quickly assemble a flight worthy vehicle.
STONECHAT II MOTOR
The largest British solid fuel motor was the Stonechat
II, of which seven systems with attitude control were
flown in the FALSTAFF project between 1975 -79 as

Figure 5. FALSTAFF Vehicle
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selection of the self-alignment mode, the DMARS
rotates its roll platform in all four quadrants and
sequentially compensates bias and offset and also finds
true north. Shortly before launcher training, the
DMARS is set to velocity damped navigation mode,
which accurately tracks the inertial pointing in all three
axes and at liftoff, it goes into full navigation mode.

ROLL STABLE PLATFORMS
A sun and magnetic field referenced attitude control
system, was the simplest and most accurate solution for
solar and X-ray astronomy, where daylight flights were
acceptable for the experiment, however, the increasing
requirement for angle of attack pointing for mass
spectrometers and night flights with accurate pointing at
stellar targets, required a three axis sensor which could
provide an accurate inertial reference throughout flight.
The spin stabilization of unguided sounding rockets at
between 3 – 4 Hz. during the motor burn phase, posed a
considerable problem for pre-launch referenced, inertial
sensors using free gyros, or strap-down inertial
packages. Apart from the high vehicle spin rate, which
demanded a dynamic range of at least +/-1500°/second
and imposed significant demands on the linearity and
accuracy of the gyros used, the use on a two stage
rocket would result in an accumulated angular rotation
of the order of 150 revolutions up to despin, and on a
non despun vehicle, at least a factor of five to ten times
this, during flight.

Figure 6. MIDAS and DMARS Platforms

The obvious solution to this problem, was to isolate the
sensor package from the vehicle spin. Several
companies in the USA developed roll stable platforms
which used motor driven platforms to rotate the sensor
package against the spin of the rocket and essentially
decouple the sensors from the high roll rate. One of the
most successful sensors of this type was the MIDAS
analog platform, developed by SANDIA laboratories
and produced by the Space Vector Corporation.

The MIDAS, with and without its outer case and
DMARS platforms are shown in figure 6. The model in
the foreground, illustrates the MIDAS two orthogonal
free gyroscopes within the outer, de-spun, roll gimbal.
The MIDAS platform was produced in several versions
with gyro spin rates of 12 and 24 thousand revolutions
per minute, whereby, the latter version was operated in
a helium atmosphere. MORABA designed, built and
flew ten, three axis attitude control systems, using the
standard and “A” version MIDAS platforms, together
with sun or star sensors for fine pointing. The DMARS
was used for two and three axis attitude and rate control
on the SHEFEX I and II re-entry vehicles, attitude
measurement on WADIS I and II and will provide rate
and attitude control of the MAIUS payloads.

The first use of MIDAS platforms in German program
was for the AEROS program, where mass spectrometers
on the precession controlled spinning vehicles were
required to be aligned with the flight vector during the
parabolic trajectory. Dornier System later developed
and flew in the order of 12 UNISTAB systems, using
the MIDAS platform, to align the spinning payload roll
axis with an inertial target and provide active nutation
damping of any disturbance resulting from the large
number of flexible booms on the experiments. Air
bearing tests were supported by MORABA.

STANDARD PAYLOAD ACS SYSTEMS (1973)
As a major use of sounding rockets in the early years,
was high accuracy pointing of sensors and detectors at
the sun, moon or stars, or scanning of areas of the
heavens, this led to the development in Europe and the
USA of a variety of attitude control systems, using
inertial, sun, moon and star sensors. Figure 7. shows the
main standard systems which were available in 1973.
With the advent of increasing numbers of satellite
systems and longer duration flight opportunities, the
requirement for sounding rockets with accurate pointing
capability diminished to technological flight proving of
new sensor systems and telescopes, special short
duration events such as solar or moon eclipses,
independent calibration measurements to confirm the
accuracy of an operational orbiting satellite instrument,

The DMARS-R also derived from the same research
organization, but was further developed by ISI (Inertial
Science Inc.). This is also a roll stable platform but
consists of a three axis inertial grade strap-down
package, comprising two, twin axis, dynamically tuned
gyros and three force feedback accelerometers. The
strap-down package is mounted on a motor driven roll
stable platform and it also contains a microcomputer,
which provides a number of significant advantages. The
platform is initialized by setting it roughly vertical, in
the elevated launcher, then entering the latitude,
longitude and elevation via a serial interface. On
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COMPANY NAME

SYSTEM NAME

POINTING REFERENCE

ACCURACY (Lateral/Roll)

MARCONI (MSDS)

Stage 1

3 Axis Sun / Magnetic

2 arc min / 3 degrees

Stage 3 / 5

3 Axis Moon /Magnetic / Star

2 arc min / 1 degrees

BAE

Earth Pointing

3 Axis Horizon / Magnetic

5 degree / 5 degrees

BAE/ FERRANTI

Inertial

3 Axis Inertial

3 arc min

Dornier System

ASTRID

2 Axis Inertial / Star

5 arc min

„

DACHS

3 Axis Inertial

18 arc min

„

UNISTAB

3 Axis Inertial

3 degrees

SAGEM

CASSIOPEE

3 Axis Inertial / 2 Star

1 arc min

AEROJET

Solar Pointer

3 Axis Inertial / Sun

1 arc min / 4 degrees

MARK II

3 Axis Inertial / Star

1 degree

STRAPS III

3 Axis Inertial / Sun or Star

3 degrees

„

STRAPS IV

3 Axis Inertial / Sun or Star

4 arc min / 1 degrees

„

SPCS II

3 Axis Inertial / Sun

1 arc min / 10 degrees

„

DACS

3 Axis Inertial / Sun

20 arc min / 20 arc min

SPARCS II

3 Axis Sun / Magnetic

2 arc min / 5 degrees

SPARCS IV

3 Axis Sun / Magnetic

0.5 arc min / 5 degrees

SPOT

2 Axis Inertial

2 degrees

3 AXIS

3 Axis Inertial

2 degrees

„

„
BALL BROTHERS

LOCKHEED
„
SPACE VECTOR
„

Figure 7. Two and Three Axis Commercial Attitude Control Systems (Inertial / Sun / Star) 1973
investigation of an unexpected event where no
appropriate satellite was operational in orbit, requiring
a quick solution, such as Supernova 1987A, or
technological development of classified subsystems.

has continued and has provided a low cost supply of
solid fuel rocket motors such as the Nike, Orion,
Improved Orion, Sergeant, Taurus, Improved Malemute
and the M56 Aries (second stage of the Minuteman 1),
to the sounding rocket community. The Aries motor,
which has four gimbaled nozzles, providing control
about both lateral and the roll axes, was adapted for
ground launched sounding rocket use, by shortening the
four thruster expansion cones and replacing the
guidance and control with a MIDAS Analog roll stable
platform and an analogue processing electronics from
Space Vector Corporation. This motor system was used
for four IMS Porcupine payloads and the Astro 8/1&2
X-ray payloads, all for the Max Planck Institute in
Garching, Germany. The IMS vehicles were launched
from Esrange Kiruna and the ASTRO 8 vehicles from
White Sands Missile Range. The name Porcupine came
from the large number of probes which protruded from
the payload after release of the nosecone. The vehicle is
shown on the launcher stool at Kiruna in figure 8.

During the last four decades, the trend in use of cold gas
control systems for sounding rocket payloads, has been
towards the requirement for microgravity experiments,
which, after burnout, despin and separation of the
motors, provide close to zero angular rate in all payload
axes, such that no significant centrifugal acceleration
exists until re-entry. Since 1975, in the European
program alone, there have been approximately 80
vehicles launched for microgravity purposes, in
programs such as TEXUS, MASER, Mini-TEXUS,
Heat-Pipe and similar.
SWORDS TO PLOUGHSHARES
Already in the early 1970’s, a variety of military
missiles, and particularly their solid fuel motors, were
being replaced by more modern versions. This process
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The chart record from the flight is shown in figure 9.
The uncage reference was with the vehicle vertical on
the launcher and the azimuth aligned to a surveyed
point, using a laser and a reference mirror on the
payload skin. The boost phase deviation can be seen and
at ACS enable, the payload manoeuvred to the program
start attitude. The three +/- 40° scans were followed by
a manual pitch manoeuvre to pass through Puppis a and
another known source. As the signals from the
experiment detector, correlated well with the expected
results and the attitude indicated by the MIDAS
platform, the raster scan was switched back to on-board
operation until the coordinates were confirmed by the
vertical and horizontal markers generated by the
experimenter, using the zero button on the recorder.

Figure 8. Porcupine Payload and Aries Motor
Figure 9. ASTRO 7 Manoeuvres (1975)

INTERACTIVE GROUND CONTROL

The technique of interactive (man in the loop) control of
attitude pointing systems, was frequently used in
subsequent missions and resulted in the possibility to
use experiment data or target imaging to improve
pointing, or substitute for failures in sensors. Examples
of this technique were ASTRO 4/2 where an off-axis
camera was used to aid a roll control correction to the
MIDAS platform, or SUPERNOVA, where two CCD
TV cameras were included and a failure of the star
tracker during the fine pointing phase, was compensated
for by disabling the tracker and switching to manual
joystick correction of the MIDAS lateral drift, using the
TV image of the larger Magellanic cloud LMC X1.

The ASTRO 7 experiment was to measure zodiacal light
within a region of +/-40° about the ecliptic plane and
with a zenith distance of 80°. The three scans were then
to be followed by an experiment calibration on stars in
the Puppis and Sirius constellations. The large scan
manoeuvres were a classical task for an inertial
platform, however, the small field of view of the
experiment telescope and the limited inertial accuracy
of the MIDAS platform, required a raster scan to ensure
that the Sirius reference star would be acquired. The
resulting system comprised an on-board analogue scan
generator with a two dimensional raster scan to cover
the target area of the calibration source Sirius a. In
addition, the on-board scan signals were transmitted to
the ground, which provided the possibility to modify the
three axes pointing via three joy sticks as a backup to
the on-board programmer. A display of the
instantaneous pitch and yaw angles was available on a
storage oscilloscope and a chart recorder. The main
reference points of the planned manoeuvre were marked
on the X-Y chart before flight. A further real-time
display, showed the amplitude of the main experiment
detector, which enabled the experimenter to provide a
reference mark when the experiment passed through
known objects and the reference source (Sirius a).

STAR POINTING SYSTEMS
During the development of the Xray satellite ROSAT,
the Max Planck Institute in Garching performed two
launches of ASTRO 8/1 and 2, in cooperation with the
Naval Research Laboratory on Aries rockets at White
Sands USA, with support from MORABA. The position
sensitive X-ray detector was then flight qualified on a
32 cm Wolter Telescope on Astro 4/2 in Woomera in
1979. The MORABA designed ACS used a MIDAS
platform for coarse pointing and an ITT star tracker
inherited from the ESRO program for fine lateral
control. A state of the art, night vision TV camera was
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pressure sealed because of its 400 volt intensifier and
used to provide accurate roll attitude using stars and a
joystick control. Three Xray targets were successfully
acquired during the flight.

dropouts from the experiment, the mission was a
complete success with an apogee of 857 Km.

On the discovery of Supernova 1987A, in February
1987, the ASTRO 4/2 ACS was refurbished, integrated
into a new structure and updated to include two state of
the art CCD cameras. The complete payload was
designed, integrated, tested and successfully launched
within less than six months from Woomera Australia.
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL
The ASTRO HEL payload was flown in 1979 on a three
stage Skylark 12 vehicle to an apogee of 829 km and
was required to point the experiment at a number of
positions in the ecliptic plane within +/- 40° of the sun.
A MIDAS platform was used together with a two axis
sun sensor. An 8085 microprocessor generated the
offsets and provided sun referenced drift correction for
the platform. As the processor and its periphery were
accommodated on 3 small cards with a data bus, the
weakness of poor quality connectors under vibration
became obvious during the environmental qualification
tests, when the computer stopped. As there was no time
for a redesign, the sockets were removed and the cards
directly wired together and the launch performed on
schedule and the manoeuvres were successful.

Figure 10. INTERZODIAK 3 Axis Air Bearing Tests
MASER MICROGRAVITY PROGRAM
After the failure of a NASA rate control system on
MASER 3 in 1989, the Swedish Space Corporation
(SSC) asked MORABA to develop a system for their
MASER program. As the separate Swedish service
module provided telemetry, telecommand and timing,
the RCS module was only required to provide a dual
level, three axis thruster system with rate gyroscopes,
microprocessor, housekeeping and power supply. This
system was used successfully on MASER’s 4 to 7 as
well as on the Skylark 12, MAXUS test mission.

INTERZODIAK I also used a Skylark 12, but was
required to point at 13 targets with a rotation of 180° in
roll and a linear scan. From the experience gained with
ASTRO HEL, it was again decided to use a MIDAS
platform, albeit the ‘A’ version with high speed gyros,
and with several gyro drift corrections at convenient
phases of the scans, using a two axis sun sensor and
microcontroller. In this case, a new Eurocard was
developed using the 8031 microcontroller. The location
of all processor components on one card avoided the
connector problems under vibration, experienced by the
processor on ASTRO HEL. To reduce mass, kevlar gas
tanks and lithium primary batteries were used. The three
axis air bearing test is shown in figure 10. The payload
was launched on the 3-03-1985 but a premature ignition
of the third stage Cuckoo 4 motor before separation
from the second stage, resulted in a coning angle of 40
degrees half angle and a flight vector change of 28° for
the burn phase of the third stage. In spite of this severe
trajectory disturbance with an impact 400 km behind the
range, a partial success was achieved.

For subsequent MASER missions, SSC required a
considerable increase in data handling and transmission
and decided to produce a completely new digital data
processing system with multiple digital TV links and
high rate PCM experiment data. MORABA received a
contract to design an integrated service module with all
rate control components such as fibre optic rate sensors,
control processor and electronics, two stage gas system
and accommodation for the SSC data handling system,
4 telemetry transmitters, telecommand receiver and 3
axis accelerometer package in one module. The new
Service Module (MASM) was used on MASER’s 8 to
10, whereby the latter mission was the 441st and last
Skylark vehicle, launched on the 2nd of May 2005. On
this mission, the recovery failed and a new MASM was
built and since then, has been used for MASERs 11, 12
and Cryofenix, which were flown on Brazilian VS30
motor systems and will be refurbished for MASER 13.
MINI-TEXUS

INTERZODIAK II was a copy of its predecessor, but
because of the concentration of all MORABA resources
on SUPERNOVA in 1987, it was launched on the 3-091988. Six solar updates for the MIDAS platform were
correctly performed and apart from several small data

The Mini-TEXUS was a low cost concept to provide
TEXUS modules with up to 3 minutes of microgravity.
The motor system comprised a two stage NIKE –
Improved ORION. To reduce recurring flight costs, the
356 mm diameter payload separation and YO-YO
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despin system were part of the recoverable payload
system. The main service module was contained in a
truncated cone which adapted the 356 mm Orion motor
diameter to the TEXUS module 438 mm. Contained in
this cone were a complete single stage, microprocessor
controlled, three axis rate control and a telemetry telecommand system with bi-directional optical fibre
links to TEXUS module compatible plug-in cassettes,
which decoded the telecommands from and encoded the
telemetry data to, the service module. A considerable
advantage was that each experiment team was provided
with a simulator which enabled comprehensive tests of
the bi-directional data flow, such that the first integrated
tests of the flight system could be performed at the
environmental test site. A further cost saving
innovation, was the installation of the second stage
ignition, separation and yo-yo despin pyrotechnic unit in
the recoverable service module. A light weight recovery
system housed in an aluminium ogive with TEFLON
coating for thermal protection, completed the system.
Two systems were used for a total of six flights, during
1993 to 1998, which were all successful.

impact dispersion of only one percent, at 800 kilometre
range as shown in figure 11.
Impact Point

Figure 11. SHEFEX II Trajectory
CONCLUSION
The last half century of sounding rockets has seen a
continual development in the technological solutions to
payload systems, but also a change in the type of
research performed by such missions. Most of the
astronomy research has been taken over by satellites
except for the development and flight qualification of
sensors. Aeronomy, atmospheric, magnetospheric,
microgravity, space technology and re-entry research
will remain a domain of the sounding rocket.

RE-ENTRY TECHNOLOGY
The purpose of the SHarp Edge Flight EXperiment
(SHEFEX) was to investigate the aerodynamic
behaviour and thermal problems of unconventional
shapes for re-entry vehicles comprising multi-facetted
surfaces with sharp edges. The main object of these
experiments was the correlation of numerical analysis
with real flight data in terms of the aerodynamic effects
and structural concept of the thermal protection system.
SHEFEX I, launched on 27th October 2005, on a S30
Improved Orion motor combination, comprised an
asymmetrical fore-body and passive re-entry in the
region of Mach 7. SHEFEX II, launched on 22nd June,
2012, comprised a symmetrical fore-body, active canard
control, a re-entry velocity in the region of Mach 10 and
was flown on a two stage VS40 motor combination. In
this case, the first stage was passively spin stabilized by
canted fins but prior to ignition, the second stage motor
and payload was, actively re-pointed while spinning, by
a cold gas precession attitude control system, to provide
a flatter re-entry trajectory with greater horizontal
velocity. This resulted in a longer atmospheric re-entry
descent from 100 to 20 Km altitude for the experiment
at velocities in the order of Mach 10.
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Interactive ground control was used in SHEFEX I,
where a high vehicle spin rate required disabling the
attitude control mode and use of the total gas capacity to
de-spin the payload and avoid a flat spin and resulting
aerodynamic braking during re-entry and for SHEFEX
II, where compensation parameters for the unguided
first stage trajectory dispersion were sent to the vehicle
during the second stage burn and resulted in a final

A detailed description of the development and launch
history of the Skylark sounding rocket is contained in
the following reference:
Britain's First Space Rocket - The Story of the Skylark
Robin H. Brand - ISBN 978-0-9929896-0-6
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required attitude with respect to the nadir vector.
Additionally to a usual microgravity environment, the
MAIUS-1 payload requires attitude control to achieve a
required attitude with respect to the nadir vector.

ABSTRACT
In November 2015, the DLR Mobile Rocket Base will
launch the MAIUS-1 rocket vehicle at Esrange,
Northern Sweden. The MAIUS-A experiment is a
pathfinder atom optics experiment. The scientific
objective of the mission is the first creation of a BoseEinstein Condensate in space and performing atom
interferometry on a sounding rocket [3].
MAIUS-1 comprises a two-stage unguided solid
propellant VSB-30 rocket motor system. The vehicle
consists of a Brazilian S31 motor as 1st stage, a S30
motor as 2nd stage, a conical motor adapter, a despin
module, a payload adapter, the MAIUS-A experiment
consisting of five experiment modules, an attitude
control system module, a newly developed conical
service system, and a two-staged recovery system
including a nosecone. In contrast to usual payloads on
VSB-30 rockets, the payload has a diameter of 500 mm
due to constraints of the scientific experiment. Because
of this change in design, a blunted nosecone is
necessary to guarantee the required static stability
during the ascent phase of the flight.
This paper will give an overview on the subsystems
which have been built at DLR MORABA, especially the
newly developed service system. Further, it will contain
a description of the MAIUS-1 vehicle, the mission and
the unique requirements on operations and attitude
control, which is additionally required to achieve a

1.

INTRODUCTION

The development of MAIUS-1 started with the KickOff Meeting in December 2010 held at the Leibniz
Universität in Hanover.

Milestones

Table 1. The MAIUS-1 Schedule
Date

Kick-Off Meeting at Universität Hannover
Design Workshop at DLR Oberpaffenhofen
Presentation of MAIUS-1 at Esrange, Sweden
MAIUS-1 Service System meets Experiment
MAIUS-1 Pre-Bench Test 1 at Hannover
MAIUS-1 Pre-Bench Test 2 at DLR
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
MAIUS-1 System Bench Test at DLR
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
MAIUS-1 Environmental Test at AIRBUS in
Ottobrunn, Germany
Beginning of Campaign at Esrange
Launch of MAPHEUS-1

2010-12-02
2011-09-20
2012-02-03
2014-03-27
2015-06-01
2015-07-20
2015-09-21
2015-10-10
2015-11-16
2015-11-26

Currently the system is being tested thoroughly with a
set of bench tests to assure a working communication
between the MAIUS-A experiment, the service system
and the hardware on ground. This will be concluded by
a final bench test including a flight simulation and an

_______________________________________
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environmental test including spin balancing in autumn
of 2015. Assuming positive tests the campaign of
MAIUS-1 will begin in November 2015 at Esrange,
Sweden.

The payload is based on modules with 500 mm
diameter, which is slightly larger than usual VSB-30
microgravity payloads.
3.1. Lift-Off Configuration

2.

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE AND
EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW

The total lift-off mass of MAIUS-1 is 2630 kg with the
rocket motor mass contributing more than 2230 kg.
Including both motors the MAIUS-1 rocket has a length
of 11.8 m. The payload mass is 398 kg.

As stated above the scientific goal of MAIUS-1 is to
demonstrate all techniques necessary two perform two
species atom interferometry in space. Which such an
experiment a measurement of the universality of free
fall could be unprecedented accuracy [1], [5].
In a first step the creation of Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs) in space will be demonstrated. For this the
isotope Rubidum-87 was chosen. Afterwards a
technique called Delta Kick Collimation (DKC) will be
applied to reduce the expansion velocity of the BEC and
finally the delta kicked BECs will be used as the input
state for atom interferometry. To measure the properties
of both the BEC and the atom interferometer the
evolution time of both will then be extended to time
scales not reachable on ground and beyond what is
possible in the drop tower Bremen.
In the total microgravity time of approximately six
minutes a series of sequences consisting of the BEC
creation and the atom interferometry will be performed.
In order to conduct these experiments the scientific
payload MAIUS-A was constructed. It contains a
compete cold atom experiment including an ultra-high
vacuum system, a laser system with eight laser sources
and distribution optics, the electronics needed to dive
these systems, and an battery system. The experiment
modules have a total mass of 280 kg, a volume of 0.55
m3, and an average power consumption of 300 W.

Blunted Nosecone
Recovery System
ARC System
Service System

MAIUS-A Experiment

Payload Adapter
De-Spin Module
Motoradapter

S30 Motor

Table 1. The MAIUS-1 Mass Budget (Lift-Off
Configuration
1004.4 kg
1st Stage:
2nd Stage
1228.6 kg
Payload
397.5 kg
Motor adapter + Manacle Ring
xx.x kg
Spin-Up Module + Manacle Ring
xx.x kg
Payload Adapter
xx.x kg
MAIUS-1 Experiment Module
280.0 kg
Service System
xx.x kg
ACS Module
xx.x kg
ERS Recovery System incl. NC
53.0 kg
Total
2630.4 kg
3.

S30 Tailcan and Fins
Interstage Adapter

S31 Motor

S31 Tailcan and Fins

THE VEHICLE DESIGN

MAIUS-1 is a two-stage unguided solid propellant
sounding rocket. The vehicle consists of a S31 as 1st
stage, a S30 as 2nd stage, a motor adapter, a payload
adapter, the MAIUS-A scientific experiment modules, a
conical service system, an attitude and rate control
system, a recovery module and a blunted nosecone.

Figure 1. MAIUS-1 two-stage unguided solid propellant
sounding rocket
Two requirements on the payload configuration are
important to ensure a safe flight of a sounding rocket.
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The first requirement is a sufficient static margin during
the ascent to enable a stable flight. The static margin is
given by the distance between the centre of gravity
(CoG) and the centre of pressure (CoP) divided by the
diameter of the vehicle. A positive static margin
corresponds to a CoG ahead of the CoP. Usually a static
margin of 1.5 is desired.
The nosecone design had to be changed to a blunted
nosecone to ensure a sufficient static margin. The
analysis on the flight stability of the vehicle is described
in chapter 6.

Recovery System

Attitude and Rate
Control System
Service System
including DMARS

3.2. Re-entry Configuration
The second requirement is position of the centre close to
50 % of the payload length during the re-entry. This is
necessary to avoid a stable attitude of the vehicle during
the descent and prevents the recovery system from too
much heat increase. The re-entry payload mass is
384 kg.

MAIUS-A Experiment

3.3. Frequency List
The MAIUS-1 payload has been equipped with several
transmitters. Following tables show frequency lists of
the service module, the motor telemetry and the
recovery system.
Table 2. The Service System Frequency List
Denotation

Transfer Rate

TM TX 1
TM TX 2
TV TX 3
TC RX
GPS RX 1
GPS RX 2

5 Mbit/sec. NRZL-R
5 Mbit/sec. NRZL-R
8 MHz, (BAS/Pal)
38,4 kBit/sec. GMSK
BW= 2 MHz
BW= 2 MHz

Power
[W]
5
5
5
Passive
Passive
Passive

Frequency
[MHz]
2310.50
2350.50
2330.50
449.95
1575.40
1575.40

Table 3. The Recovery System Frequency List
Denotation

Transfer Rate

Beacon 1

1 KHz (AM)

Power
[W]
0.2

Frequency
[MHz]
240.80

Table 4. Motor System Frequency List
Denotation

Transfer Rate

Motor TM

1 Mbps (burst)

4.

Power
[W)]
0.1

Frequency
[MHz]
2400.00

Payload Adapter

DEVELOPMENT OF MAIUS SERVICE
SYSTEM & ARCS-SYSEM

Figure 2. MAIUS-1 Payload (Re-Entry Configuration)
4.1. TM/TC

The objectives of the Service Module are to establish
the bidirectional communication between the ground
and the onboard system, to control the experiments and
to monitor the housekeeping data and the environmental
conditions during the flight. Furthermore it samples
significant flight performance parameters, like position,
acceleration, speed, rates and attitude. Additionally, the
Service Module has the capability to supply energy to
the experiments.

The telemetry system is generating a bitstream with
5MBit/s, coded in randomized NRZ-L (Non Return to
Zero – Level). This transfer frame of this datastream is
protected with forward error correction (FEC). Due to
the FEC each word of the transfer frame is build up of 8
bits of data and 4 bits for protection.
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The transfer frame does not have a fixed layout except
the frame synchronization words and a free running
frame counter to be used for slant-range.
The user data is inserted dynamically using the
Dynamic Streams technique which allows the dynamic
assignment of bandwidth. The system is designed to
handle up to 16 independent streams. Each one has a
designated buffer. A round-robin scheduler ensures a
deterministic forwarding of data, which makes the
system ready for real-time applications.
The uplink direction is also using frequency diversity.
Two receivers are read asynchronously. A special
algorithm checks the data protection codes (FEC) and
avoids double reception. The uplink, similar to the
downlink, is also using a dynamic allocation of
bandwidth. Therefore both directions can be used fully
transparent. The data is forwarded without any
knowledge about the contents or syntax.

This network uses a switch to connect all nodes to the
service module. A router in the service system connects
onboard network segment to the ground networks.
The router forwards IP packets in both directions using
the already described up- and downlink channels.
The TCP/IP stack is realized using a partition of the
open source LightweightIP Stack. It is running on the
board computer as a service (see also section 4.4).

Figure 4. MAIUS-1 Communication Network
4.4. Software
The onboard telemetry and telecommand system is
based on the RODOS (Realtime Onboard Dependable
Operating System). It is a priority based pre-emptive
multi-threading system, which provides the possibility
for real time control algorithms. Its powerful
middleware, which is based on a publisher subscriber
protocol, provides a simple and flexible interface for
software applications. More information about RODOS
is available in [4].

Figure 3. MAIUS-1 Service System
4.2. RS422 Experiment Connections
The MAIUS service module is designed to take up to
four bi-directional serial interfaces, implemented as the
REXUS Standard Interfaces [2].
This standard delivers:
 Power up to 28W,
 3 Flags (Lift-Off, Start of Experiment and Start
of data storage)
 Bi-directional communication capability using
UART at RS422 signaling.
Three of these interfaces are connected directly to the
service module. The fourth interface is used in a special
configuration. The uplink port is used for signaling
timing information (see also section 4.5) to the MAIUSA experiment, the downlink is connected to the TM/TCsystem and can be used as designed.

4.4.1. Services
RODOS Applications encapsulate the different software
modules. The services are based on RODOS
applications with the additional feature of a dependency
check.
In the MAIUS service system the following features are
implemented:
 BoardConfig as a module for housekeeping data
acquisition.
 ConfigManager, which provides an interface to a
data base stored on a frame device for board
configuration.
 FlightParameter, responsible for data acquisition,
check and distribution of GPS and DMARS sensor
data

4.3. Switched Ethernet
The MAIUS payload uses a 10/100MBit Ethernet
onboard for transport of high bandwidth telemetry data.
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with data interface to the service system. The blunted
nosecone containing the tip separation mechanism is
followed by the ERS aft ogive, equipped with
electronics, batteries and the parachute recovery system.
The complete system mass is 55 kg.
The outer structure of the forward ogive is made of
forged AlMg1 aluminium alloy with an average wall
thickness of 2.2 mm and an ogive ratio of 1:2.95.
The manacle flange is made of aluminium alloy with
anodized surface. The manacle interface is milled as a
high precision part guaranteeing perfect fit of the
manacle clamp band. The separation plunger and
manacle ring opener are attached to the manacle flange.
Two floating diametrically installed Canon D-Sub 9P
type connectors are used as electrical interfaces to the
EAGER-PAK valve.
The blunted nosecone comprises the aluminum
nosecone structure, a pyrotechnically actuated high
pressure gas manacle ring release and plunger
separation system, the forward manacle flange and a
releasable manacle ring.
The nose tip is attached to the payload by the segmented
manacle ring, which parts are flexibly connected and
fixed by a locking mechanism that is released by a
pneumatically actuated piston. The manacle ring release
and the forward ogive ejection are initiated by a
pyrotechnic valve.

Massstorage as control service for the onboard
massstorage device.
 Network, provides a TCP/IP stack for the ethernet
and ip over dynamic streams.
 Timing, provides an interface to a clock
synchronized with the GPS.
 TMTC, provides a gateway from or to the
middleware to the ground support equipment
The list above describes the main features for the
MAIUS-1 service system. Additional services are
implemented for timeline, control and monitoring.
4.4.2. Middleware
The middleware is based on a publisher subscriber
protocol. It allows building up communication channels,
called topics, between different services. This method
allows the connection between different sources and
sinks. As an example the command which start a record
of the telemetry stream on the mass storage device can
be published through the TM/TC service through a
control computer on ground and can also be published
automatically with the timeline service on board with no
additional code in the masstorage service.
4.5. Timing Interfaces
The service module is providing a timing service based
on the global positioning system (GPS). The system is
generating an internal timestamp with precision of
milliseconds. This timestamp is sent to the MAIUS-A
experiment as a 4 Octetts long UART message (115200
Bits/s, 8E1) 10 times a second. This message consists of
5 flags and 27 Bits for milliseconds of the current day.
The least significant byte is send first.
For the experiment the flags are assigned to Lift-Off and
the ARCS-On information. ARCS-On is also assigned
to the SODS flags of the REXUS type interfaces. It is
set to logically high if the ARCS system is active.
The message is also send to the ARCS system but with
100 Hz update-rate and a different assignment of the
flags.
4.6. Attitude and Rate Control System
The Attitude Control System is a subunit of the service
system with the task to control the orientation of the
payload above an altitude of 100 km. To achieve the
desired attitude accuracy it is necessary to use a twostaged cold gas (nitrogen) system in the order to
perform the control sequences in coarse and fine mode.
The MAIUS Attitude will be regulated 3 times during a
nominal flight to fulfil the attitude requirements of the
experiment regarding Nadir vector.
5.

Figure 5. European Recovery System
The aft ogive part consists of an up to 6 mm thick
Nicoated aluminum alloy, machined from a rolled
onepiece raw material. The forward manacle flange is
used for the fixation of the forward ogive by the
manacle ring. Behind that, a heat shield protects the
parachute inside the parachute compartment from hot

RECOVERY SYSTEM

The European Recovery System (ERS) is mounted onto
the forward end of the 438 mm diameter ACRS module
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gases outside during the re-entry. The heat shield
release mechanism, interface connectors and a camera
system are implemented to the flange ring.
The lift-off switch, mounted to the cylindrical part of
the aft outer structure, initializes the system in parallel
to acceleration sensitive g-switches. The rear part of the
aft ogive contains the ignition unit, barometric system,
main parachute brackets, battery packs, and a beacon
system assembled on the mounting plate. The main
parachute, released by the stage line cutter system, is
attached to the main parachute brackets. The two
redundant system battery packs can be installed through
access doors.
6.

1.36 cal using Euler CFD method. A trade-off between
stability margin and flight performance yielded to the
recommendation of 180 mm bluntness diameter. The
effect of this measure on both is summarized by Table
2.

FLIGHT STABILITY & BLUNTED
NOSECONE

The specific payload geometry of MAIUS-1 with a
slightly larger diameter than usual VSB-30 microgravity
payloads requires measures of vehicle stabilization
during the ascent phase. Naturally, there are two options
to increase the static stability margin: 1) moving the
centre of gravity forward by balance mass and 2)
relocate the centre of pressure backwards by altering the
vehicle’s outer shape. Both options are adversely
affecting flight performance and thus a careful trade-off
has to be done to meet the minimum mission
requirement of 6 min microgravity time, which requires
an apogee of 253 km. As the necessary balance mass of
the first option would imply a performance reduction
below the minimum experimental requirements and
moreover would be difficult to integrate, measures of
influencing the centre of pressure need to be considered.
An easily realizable option complying with both, the
stability criterion and experimental requirements would
be the integration of a fourth fin on the upper stage.
However, this solution has not been selected because of
the structural constraints of a launch from the SkylarkTower, which is the standard launcher for VSB-30
rockets from ESRANGE and is preferable in terms of
payload support. Analyses on different nosecone shapes,
kindly supported by CFD Euler simulations conducted
at DLR AS-RFZ, identified the benefit of spherically
blunted nose shape on the centre of pressure position of
the total vehicle. At the same time, performance losses
due to the additional drag are acceptable and the
entailing design modifications of the ERS only affect
the most forward part of the nosecone. Therefore, the
conical part of the nosecone is replaced by a spherically
blunted shape of 180 mm diameter with tangential
transition to the unaltered ogive part. As the nose tip
integrated GPS antenna falls away with this solution, a
wraparound GPS antenna had to be integrated into the
MAIUS Service module. The critical mission point in
terms of static stability margin during the atmospheric
ascent is predicted at T+30s, Mach 4.6 and 18 km
altitude, see Figure 6. The minimum static margin is
calculated to 1.21 cal using Missile Datcom output and

Figure 6. Evolution of Static Margin (SM) during
atmospheric ascent
Table 2: Trade-off between Static Margin (SM) and
Flight Performance
Configuration

Standard nose
Blunted nose
Ø 180 mm

7.

SM_min [cal]
(by Missile
Datcom)
0.96
1.21

SM_min [cal]
(by CFD
Euler)
0.73
1.36

Apogee
[km]
267
259

MISSION OPERATIONS

The MAIUS-1 vehicle will be launch at the Skylark
Tower at Esrange. The orientation of the DMARS
navigation platform is defined in Figure 7. The 0°
Position in the Payload is aligned with the direction to
the South. For the ARCS system the Pitch Axis is at
position 270°, the Yaw Axis is at position 0° and the
Roll Axis is aligned with the longitudinal axis in flight
direction.

Figure 7. Orientation of MAIUS-1 in the Skylark Tower
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As explained in chapter 6 the apogee of the MAIUS-1
mission will be around 259 km. The predicted altitude
in respect to the flight time is shown in Figure 8.

This experiment will be able to create BECs from
Potassium-41 additionally to the Rubidium-87 BEC in
MAIUS-A. The goal of these missions is to study the
simultaneous creation of BECs from both species and to
then perform atom interferometry with them. Therefore
the missions will test all tools necessary needed for a
measurement of the universality of free fall. The launch
of MAIUS-2 is planned for autumn 2017 and of
MAIUS-3 for autumn 2018.

Altitude above Mean Sea Level
[km]

300

250

200

150

Table 3: Time Event List for the MAIUS-1 Flight

100

Time [s]

Alt [Km]

Event

T+ 0.0

0.33

Lift-Off

T+ 0.0

0.33

MAIUS-A LO (Signal and Bit)

T+ 13.5

4.30

Burnout 1st Stage (S31)

T+ 15.0

5.00

Ignition 2nd Stage (S30)

T+ 44.0

43.40

Burnout 2nd Stage (S30)

T+ 55.0

64.90

YoYo De-spin

T+ 56.0

66.79

GPS Antenna Switch

T+ 58.0

70.56

Nosecone Separation

T+ 60.0

74.29

Motor/PL Separation

50

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Time [s]

Figure 8. Predicted Altitude vs. Flight Time
In difference to usual microgravity mission additional
attitude maneuvers will be performed. It is planned to
do three maneuvers to align a certain experiment axis,
45° angle in respect to the longitudinal body axis of the
payload and 6° in respect to 180° position of the
payload, with the local Nadir vector. See also Figure 9.
During this maneuver also rates will be controlled to the
possible minimum value. Experiment cycles will be
perfomed in the microgravity phase between the control
phases of the ARCS system.

T+ 61.0
T+ 75.0

T+ 180.0

MAIUS-A ARCS On (Bit)

T+ 190.0

MAIUS-A ARCS Off (Bit)
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Apogee
MAIUS-A ARCS On (Bit)

T+ 310.0

MAIUS-A ARCS Off (Bit)

T+ 446.0

100.00

Begin of Atmospheric Re-entry

T+ 448.0

97.40

RCS Re-Entry Detection Mode

T+ 468.0

60.93

Re-Entry Mode, Spin-Up by ARCS

T+ 487.0

27.00

Maximum Deceleration

4.70

Heat shield, Stab Chute Activation +
Beacon Activation

~3.9

Stab Chute De-Reefing

~2.9

Main Chute Activation

~1.7

Main Chute De-Reefing

T+ 900.0

Power Off for Experiments

T+1000.0

Power Off TM/TV

ABBREVATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ARCS
BEC
BW
CFD

The QUANTUS-IV programme includes two more
rocket launches, MAIUS-2 and MAIUS-3. Both will
carry an upgraded scientific payload called MAIUS-B.

258.30

T+ 300.0

9.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

Begin of microgravity phase
MAIUS-A ARCS Off (Bit)

Figure 9. Attitude Control Maneuver

8.

101.02

T+ 91.0

T+ 260.0

The recovery system heat shield will be ejected a 4.7
Km and the payload will be recovered with a two stage
parachute system

MAIUS-A ARCS On (Bit)

Attitude & Rate Control System
Bose-Einstein-Condensate
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UNIVERSAL DATA HANDLING SYSTEM FOR SOUNDING ROCKETS AND BALLONS
(1)

Gunnar Andersson(1)
Swedish Space Corporation, Science Division, Solna, Sweden
Email: gunnar.andersson@sscspace.com

ABSTRACT
Data handling systems (DHS) used in service systems
and experiment modules on sounding rockets and
balloons have traditionally been different in design.

platforms.
The outcome was the “Unified DHS system”.
The new DHS is very modular in design and can easily
be adapted to different mission scenarios.

A study was performed in 2012 at SSC to evaluate the
feasibility of a common system usable across different

Figure 1 Universal DHS, architectural overview

1.

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

●

Please refer to figure 1 above.
The Unified DHS system has the following key
features
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Boards are loosely coupled, mechanically,
electrically and logically.
No backplanes, no electronic cabinets …
Standalone testability, individual boards can
communicate directly with EGSE.
All boards are powered from 28V
The system has an open architecture and 3:rd
parties are invited to contribute to the system
by developing boards implementing new
functions

●
●
●

●

Communication is primarily based on
Ethernet and CAN, but serial asynchronous
communication is supported for backward
compatibility
High accuracy on board time distribution
Telemetry and tele-commands follow CCSDS
recommendations.
Commands can be encrypted, including pulse
tele-commands.
Experiment data are transparently transferred
to ground.
Compatible with the SSC Ramses ground
support system for telemetry and telecommands.
Single fault tolerance can easily be
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●
●

In Figure 3 separate transmitters are connected to the
two TMTC boards, but if it is desired not to make the
transmitters redundant, one transmitter can be
connected to two boards, due to the no failure
propagation design.

accomplished
All boards in the system utilize a common
processor and software platform.
The Umbilical carries only power and
Ethernet
All on-board software can be uploaded via the
umbilical.

2.

PRESENTATION OF INDIVIDUAL BOARDS

2.1 Common for all boards
●

●
●
●
●

●

●
Figure 2 The new 12-pin umbilical connector

●
●
●
●

1.1 Principle for redundancy
The governing principle is that the board designs
prevent failure propagation over common interfaces,
such as CAN-bus, power lines and RS485 connections
.

●

Figure 3 Principle for redundancy

Redundancy is accomplished by simply adding an
additional board for every function that is desired to be
redundant.
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Powered by 28V (22-34V tolerance),
typical board power consumption 2-4 Watt,
TMTC board 7 Watt
Processor, Microchip PIC32
On-board EEPROM for saving of
configuration and calibration parameters
Real time operating system, CMX
Basic software library for common functions
○ CAN bus communication
○ Telemetry source packet formatting
○ Command packet decoding
○ Time synchronization
○ etc
All boards share a common form factor and
can be mounted either standing up, flat or
mixed. Standing mount is preferred since
power dissipating components are in good
thermal contact with the mounting surface.
System connector carrying power, CAN, PPS
and Sync is the same on all boards and
mounted at identical positions.
Two LED:s visible from the outside indicate
board status.
Redundant CAN bus
PPS input for precise time synchronization
Sync line can be used to precisely synchronize
functions between boards
Several galvanic isolated asynchronous
RS422/RS485 serial interfaces

2.3 Telemetry and Tele-Command board

Figure 6 TMTC board

The TMTC board has the following main features:
● 4 individual downlinks, capable of 50 kBit/s
up to 20 Mbit/s
● 2 telecommand inputs, both can use BiPhase
or GMSK
● TM has two levels of forward error correction,
Reed-Solomon and Viterbi (or none).
● TC uses BCH forward error correction coding.
● TC
supports
pulse
tele-commands
Executed by HW, no SW involved.
● TC can be encrypted, including pulse-TC
● Contains flexible SCET (SpaceCraft Elapsed
Time) function, which can by synchronized to
GPS.
● Communicates with users over Ethernet
(preferred) but also with SpaceWire and
asynchronous serial RS485 (RS422)
● USB flashdisk and micro-SD for on board
storage

Figure 4 Example of board accommodation

The figure above shows an example on how boards can
be mounted. Due to loose coupling between boards,
they can be spread out to wherever there is room.
2.2 Power Control and Distribution Board

2.4 Sensor and actuator interface boards
These boards are application specific and tailored for
each project.
They share all board common baseline but the
peripheral interface is tailored.
The normally send their telemetry 10 times per second
over the CAN bus.
Each board has standalone testability due to direct
connection to the RAMSES ground support system
If the board is designed to provide high precision
measurements, an algorithm (SmartCAL) applies
individual calibration parameters to each measurement
before sending the telemetry message.

Figure 5 PCDU board

The PCDU handles Battery charging and External /
Internal power switching. It normally connects to a 8
cell Li-Ion battery with a capacity of 0.2 kWh. When
the system is initially powered up, it is the PCDU
board that gets live. It in turn can power up other
boards and subsystems by means of its over-current
protected power switches.
The experiment timeline is normally executed from
this board.
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2.4.3 FLIP board

2.4.1 THERM board

Figure 7 THERM board
Figure 9 FLIP board

Measures 48 PT100/PT1000 channels with 4-wire
connection and very high precision
Low noise due to on board sliding average computation
Uses SmartCAL.

Analog valves, high current illumination (up to 10A
current regulated) and 4-20mA sensor interfaces.
Uses SmartCAL

2.4.2 HEVAL board

2.4.4 PW modulator board

Figure 8 HEVAL board

Control of 4 heaters (up to 6A) by means of PWM with
filtering leading to almost DC feed, which means very
low EMI (Electro-Magnetic Interference)
Controls 16 on/off valves

Figure 10 PW modulator board

The PW modulator board has 4 pulse-width outputs
able to provide up to 30A with a combined capacity of
max 60A. With duty-cycles < 50% it is possible to
operate the PW outputs pair-wise out-of-phase, in order
to to relax the stress on the up-stream power system.
A stepper motor driver is also included on the board.
And several others in a family that grows fast.
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3.

2.5 Some functions not yet realized

GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM

In this context the ground support system is limited to
telemetry and telecommand support, excluding the RF
specific parts.

2.5.1 High capacity power module
When requiring high energy, such as balloon missions,
or high power this module is being planned.
It utilizes the same Li-Ion cells as directly handled by
the PCDU-board, but allows to build capacity by
adding additional power modules

The RAMSES system has been used by SSC for
satellites and sounding rockets since 10 years. It is
based on standard PC:s running RAMSES applications.
The following functions are available:
3.1 RAMSES applications relevant to experiment
users
3.1.1
Sphinx
This is the only application need for a normal
experiment user.

Figure 11 High capacity power system

In the figure above shows 2 PCDU boards, each
providing 0.2 kWh and 2 high capacity power modules,
each providing 1.6 kWh
Figure 1 Example of Sphinx screen

The user can easily define the layout of one or more
telemetry screens that also can contain curve plotting
and command buttons. Definition is done in a dragand-drop fashion.
Supports synthetic parameters. These are telemetry
parameters that are calculated using mathematical
operations on other parameters that are transferred via
TM.
(Programming language SPEL)

Figure 12 High capacity power module

The figure above shows one power module with 4
battery strings and the control electronics on the right
side.
For balloon missions the cells can be heated and
insulated.
For long duration missions, such as circumpolar
balloon flights a solar panel control board can be added
to the system.

Sphinx, as well as other RAMSES applications use a
common database (Access compatible) that defines the
interpretation of telemetries and telecommands.
If an experiment DHS is connected via the Ethernet
payload interface, it can be directly connected to the
RAMSES network without any additional hardware.
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3.1.2
Anubis
This application records telemetry data
3.1.3
Osiris
This application enables replay of data stored by
Anubis
3.1.4
Nut
This application extracts telemetry data saved by
Anubis and exports it to text or Excel
3.1.5
Cheops
This application can send sequences of tele-commands
and also send commands depending on telemetry
content. Uses PLUTO programming language.
3.2 RAMSES functions relevant to service system
In addition to the applications relevant to the
experiment users, the following functions are available.
3.2.1
Super-Rabbit
This is a piece of hardware that interfaces the baseband
telemetry signal from the TM stations and provides
modulation for the tele-command uplink transmitter. It
sends telemetry transfer frames to the RAMSES
network and receives tele-command frames from the
RAMSES network. Can handle telemetry speeds up to
10 Mbit/s
3.2.2
Nefertiti
Unpacks telemetry transfer frames coming from the
telemetry front-end, applies error correction, and
transmits source packets on the RAMSES network.
Also retransmits user data that do not use CCSDS
formatting.
3.2.3
Hathor
Collects tele-commands from all users, applies error
correction, and forwards tele-command frames to the
tele-command front end.
3.2.4
Ankh
Provides time correlation with UTC.

3.3 Debugging tools
There are a number of low level debugging tools that
can be used to filter and inspect data on the RAMSES
network. Useful to find problems inside user supplied
data packets.
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SYNCHONOUS SAMPLING FOR DISTRIBUTED EXPERIMENTS
Markus Wittkamp and Josef Ettl
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Mobile Rocket Base, markus.wittkamp@dlr.de

ABSTRACT

Fortunately these units often offers communication capabilities like the UART2 protocol on RS-232 or RS-422
electrically interfaces. This serial protocol can also be
used to synchronise the internal processing, sending information about the flight-state, flags, timestamps and
more. It is fully deterministic and therefore suitable for
real-time applications.

Sounding Rocket payloads, especially for atmospheric
research, often consists of several independent sensors or
experiments with different objectives. The data of these
sensors can be combined in the post processing to improve the scientific results of the flight. One major requirement for this data-correlation is a common timeline
for the measurements of the distributed experiments.

The techniques described below have already been used
on the two WADIS [1, Page 7] payloads and are intended
to be used on MAIUS [2]. They were first introduced in
[3].

Within this paper we present two ways to achieve absolute timing for asynchronously working experiments.
The synchronization process is using the Global Positioning System (GPS) and a standard serial communication
protocol for transport of timestamps and flight-states.

1.1.

In order to send synchronisation messages to the experiments, a reference clock is needed. Some GPS-receivers
are providing a Pulse of Second (SP) with a fixed phase
alignment to full integer seconds. This SP can be used
to derive such a clock. The reference clock will keep the
phase of the SP, similar to a phase locked loop.

Key words: Timing, GPS-Synchronisation, Distributed
Clocks, Distributed Sensors, Time Synchronisation.

1.

Generating a Reference Clock

TIME SYNCHRONISATION
The algorithm for generating the reference clock is based
on a counter to build up a resettable clock divider. This
counter is driven by a local oscillator, running on a much
higher frequency than the desired frequency of the reference clock (frc ) should be. The local oscillator frequency
(flo ) doesn’t need to be synchronized to any other oscillator or the GPS. The counter is running from zero up to
the value of M − 1, except it was reset by the GPS SP.
Finally the frequency of the reference clock is

Traditional PCM1 based telemetry systems are controlling the sampling process by sending special synchronisation signals to the analogue-/digital converters (ADC)
of the experiments. This forces a specific timing for all
devices of the payload. Consequently all instruments
must be able to read these signals. The advantage of
this technique is the absolute synchronous sampling of all
connected devices. If an already existing device should
be reused together with a different telemetry system, usually the electrical interface has to be adjusted to the new
telemetry unit.

frc =

(1)

Due to the reset to zero at the the rising edge of the SP,
the counter stays phase aligned to the integer second of
the GPS. A possible frequency offset of flo will also be
adjusted at the end of the full second. The consequences
of clock and phase errors due to the free running oscillator are discussed later in section 3.

Modern sensors often using embedded processors for internal operations like controlling the experiment and preprocessing of data. Usually these operations are based on
internal timing and the data forwarding to the telemetry
is taking place whenever the routines are finished. Beside of the need for buffers and special data handling in
the telemetry system, a way of time-synchronisation is
needed, if data of this kind of sensors should be combined
or fused with data of other devices.
1 Pulse

flo
M

To transform the counter value into a square wave signal
for the reference clock, the output level is set to logically
high if the count is less than M/2 and to low if it is equal
or above this value. Since this divider is designed to be
2 Universal

Code Modulation

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
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part of a larger FPGA3 design, the reference clock can
also be used for other purposes inside or outside of the
chip.

1.2.

individual frequency and with its own settings for
the UART transmission, e.g. Baudrate, usage of Parity, etc. The uncertainty of the trigger time for an
individual device is the sampling period. From the
experimenters point of view, this corresponds to the
rate of the trigger words.

Generating Trigger Words

3. Finally the experiment devices are reading Lift-Off
and generating their internal time reference.

Beside of internal timing, the reference clock is used to
generate synchronisation messages with an experiment
dependant frequency. They are called the trigger words
or trigger messages. Within this paper the term trigger
word is used for single word messages, whereas trigger
messages containing more than one word. Formally trigger words are also trigger messages. These messages
are to be send out to the experiment devices using the
UART protocol, keeping their phase aligned to the reference clock and the original GPS-SP. Since the trigger
words are serial messages of at least one word length,
they can also be used to carry additional information.

This method is generating an incremental and absolute
timing system for the experiment data. It is getting fixed
to a time-reference using an unique event. Even if the
devices didn’t start on the same time, due to the event
and the phase alignment to the GPS, the time axis can
now be compared globally, if the internal timestamp and
the timestamp of the unique event becomes part of the
telemetry messages. It is to note, that the precise timing
information, carried by the trigger words, is not in the
contents of the trigger word, but only in its arrival! So
the devices have to connect their internal timing as close
as possible to the arrival of the trigger word.

If trigger words are used to carry flags without any other
data, they are just marking timestamps. This will generate precise relative timing, but the resulting internal experiment time is still ambiguous. In order to achieve absolute timing, a unique event is needed to serve as a reference point. For sounding rockets this event might be
Lift-Off. Lift-Off is generated when the umbilical is extracted due to the movement of the vehicle on the launch
rail.

2.

The previous section described how to obtain relative and
absolute timing using trigger words for synchronisation.
This is easy to implement for systems on a single payload,
containing devices which are able to read these trigger
messages. Sometimes sensors doesn’t accept synchronisation at all, but delivering absolute timestamps, like
devices with embedded GPS receiver. In other scenarios
subsystems are located on different places and can’t communicate directly. One of those scenarios might be the
forwarding of position data to a remote tracking station
in order to initiate a handover of control. Another one
might be the cooperation of two independent vehicles. If
all stations are equipped with their own GPS receivers,
it is possible to solve this kind of problem of distributed
clocks by extending the method described above.

Umbilical Extraction
Lift-Off
Reference Clock
Lift-Off sync.
Trigger Exp. 1
Trigger Exp. 2
Lift-Off@Exp. 1
Lift-Off@Exp. 2

Figure 1. Sampling of the Lift-Off signal and forwarding the information to the experiments by using trigger
words.

Since the reference clock is phase-locked to the SP and
the frequency is known by design, it is possible to drive a
timestamp-counter with this signal. This counter needs
adjustments with external information, because the SP
alone doesn’t provide any absolute time information.

Figure 1 is showing how the timing of trigger words
works:

The solution consists of a hardware part, containing the
reference clock generator, the timestamp counter and a
program to adjust the counter with timing information
from of the GPS messages. This hardware is also designed to be part of a FPGA design.

1. The umbilical extraction event is sampled with the
rising edge of the reference clock, generating an internal, synchronized Lift-Off signal. This sampling
is also important for the internal processing of the
signal on the FPGA implementation. However, the
resolution in time and consequently the maximum
uncertainty is the period of the reference clock.

2.1.
2. Individual trigger words are generated for each experiment unit, carrying the Lift-Off-State. Each experiment device is getting these trigger words on an
3 Field

ABSOLUTE TIMESTAMPS

Hardware

Figure 2 is showing a simplified structure of the hardware
for generating timestamps. As for the trigger word generator described above, the GPS receiver is sending its SP

Programmable Gate Array
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value for the hardware timestamp counter and write the
result to the counter. In detail, the algorithm consists
of six steps (implementation independent version of [3,
Page 48]):

Processor

GPS Synchronisation
Control Register
GPS
Receiver

1. read the current time from the GPS messages

Second-Puls
Clockdivider

Reference
Oscillator

2. calculate the counter value for the next integer second

Timestamp
Generator

Reference-Clock

Lift-Off from
Umbilical

3. wait for the SP interrupt
Lift-Off
Timestamp
Register

4. load the counter within the service routine
5. wait for the next SP interrupt
6. read and check the timestamp within the service routine

Figure 2. Structure of the GPS-synchronisation hardware. The dashed lines showing external devices.

The last step is to check if the hardware is really generating GPS-synchronous timestamps now. It must show
the counter value of the previously loaded value plus one
second.

to the clock divider, running on a local oscillator. The
clock divider is then generating the reference clock. It is
still possible to generate trigger words from the output of
the clock divider. But here the reference clock is used to
drive the timestamp counter, which might be designed as
a loadable counter.

The algorithm assumes that the processor has access to
the SP as an interrupt, the decoded GPS messages and
the frequency of the reference clock is known to calculate
the value for a full second. There are some time-critical
steps. If the processor is missing one of the interrupts
or the service routine needs too long to read or load the
counter, the hardware will be set to a wrong value. In case
these delays are of a systematically fixed value, the check
will fail to detect them. Instead it will show a correct
value, because the timer was set late by a corresponding
number of ticks.

The processor will access the counter via a control register. This register provides the interface for the softwaredriver to load the counter and adjust the timestamp. If
the design supports further adjustments, e.g. setting
message- or bit-rates of the serial output, the register also
provides access to these functions.
The Lift-Off event is still an important information for a
sounding rocket flight. So another register is showing a
snapshot of the timestamp counter, taken when the event
occurs. But for the process of generating precise timing,
the Lift-Off information is not essential any more, because the timestamp by itself is providing absolute time.

3.

Like all real-world systems, the described timing system contains various uncertainties and implementation
pitfalls. This last section might serve as hints on how
to avoid implementation errors and how to improve the
precision of a actual implementation.

As like above, a serial message can be derived from the
reference clock. It contains the current timestamp counter
value and maybe flags, similar to the trigger words. The
message is starting phase aligned to the reference clock.
Like before, the precise timing information is in the arrival time of the message, and the timestamp is always
connected to this event.

Sampling uncertainty Since trigger messages are
sampling the lift-off event or other flags, the uncertainty
of these flags timing cannot be less than the update rate
of the trigger message (see Fig. 1).

It makes sense to use a timestamp width sufficient to store
absolute values since a well known reference date in the
past. If for example a design wants to distribute the milliseconds of the current day, the counter-width must be
equal or greater than 27 Bits4 . In this case the reference
clock frequency would be set to 1 kHz.

2.2.

Local Oscillator Frequency Offset Real-world oscillators are influenced by external effects like the temperature, accelerations, etc. These effects leads to an dynamic
offset in frequency which is accumulating over the time
until the next SP arrives. Figure 3 is showing the result of
a simulation of too fast and too slow running oscillators.

Adjusting the Timer

Basically the driver software on the processor has to read
the current time from the GPS messages, calculate the
4 27Bits

TIMING ERROR SOURCES

To show the effects clearly, a poor oscillator with an accuracy of ±200 ppm was assumed. Depending on the sign

= dld(24h · 3600000ms)e
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(a) Reset at n = 2800.

UART word will need 10 bit periods for full transmission.
Obviously there are several options to read the message
and to synchronise the internal timing:

1000
Counter

800
600

• waiting for the edge of the Start-Bit of the UART
protocol

400
200

• waiting for the "data received"-Interrupt of the receiver UART

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

n
(b) Reset at n = 2200.

The first option doesn’t add any latency to the data
submission except of the delay introduced by the cable
length. But this option requires extra hardware to detect
the edge of the Start-Bit. Some microcontrollers are able
to do this by using their shared-pin functions.

1000
Counter

800
600
400

The second option doen’t need anything else than a
UART receiver, but add latency (tlat ) caused by the transmission of the 10 bits

200
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

n

tlat =

Figure 3. Simulation of a too slow (3a) and too fast
(3b) running oscillator. The sawtooth signal shows the
counter value, the rectangular wave is the logic level of
the resulting, inverted reference clock, which is low below
M/2 and high above.

n · 10Bits
fBaud Bits/s

(3)

with the baudrate fBaud and the number of words n until
the interrupt is triggering the service routine. n would be
one in most cases even if the message is longer than one
word.

of the offset, the width of the low or high period of the
resulting clock is changing. The clock divider will work
until
M
|err| <
(2)
2
If the error increases above this value, e.g. due to missing
synchronisation pulses from the GPS over enough time,
the divider will generate too less or too much clock cycles. As result, the counter is showing wrong timestamps.

4.

CONCLUSION

Within this paper two ways are shown to achieve precise
timing, synchronous to the GPS clock. The methods are
suitable for synchronizing sensors or other devices able
to read trigger words or longer messages with absolute
timestamps.
Various error sources were discussed to estimate their influences to the resulting timing signals.

First Pulse of Second When the first SP arrives at the
clock divider, the counter will synchronise to the edge
very hard. However, at this time the timestamp counter is
wrong anyway and need adjustments, as soon as the GPS
receiver is tracking satellites. The situation is similar for
the trigger word sending. The second in which the SP
arrives first, will be wrong in frequency. If this happens
after the occurrence of the reference event (Lift-Off), the
internal timing of experiments will fail to show the right
timestamp.

The advantage of this method is the small amount of electrical interfaces to distribute the timing information on a
serial transmission line. This makes it easy to read, specially for embedded microcontrollers. It further closes
the realtime-loop onboard and finally the experimenters
gain flexibility in designing their electronics and software
packages.
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Jitter in Pulse of Second Considering a perfect local
oscillator without any frequency offset and a jittering SP,
the edge of the SP will reset the counter as it is designed
to do. Except of the statistic nature of the jitter, the result for a single SP-period would be the same as if the
oscillator frequency is showing offsets.
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Delay due to UART Protocol Assuming a UART
transmission with 8 data bits and no parity, a single
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1.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The mesoshere/lower thermosphere (MLT) region is of
great scientific interest due to geophysical processes having large implications on the atmospheric circulation and
the climate of our planet. Some MLT-phenomena are suggested to be indicative of anthropogenic impact on the
Earth’s atmosphere. The most direct measurement technique that allows to cover a wide range of spatial scales,
i.e. from centimeters to tens of kilometers, is to use insitu measurements. The only way to do in-situ measurements (which are very important experimental studies for
atmospheric science) in the MLT is to use sounding rockets. The drawback of using rockets is the shock wave
appearing because of the high speed rocket motion (typically about 1000 m/s). This shock wave disturbs the density, the temperature and the velocity fields in the vicinity
of the rocket, compared to undisturbed values of the atmosphere. This effect, however, can be quantified and
the measured data has to be corrected not just to make
it more precise but simply usable. The correction factor called RAM-factor is not constant over the altitude
range of our interest, but a function of atmospheric density and temperature and rocket velocity. In this work we
perform aerodynamical calculations to correct the density field inside the CONE sensor [2]. The CONE instrument (=COmbined measurements of Neutrals and Electrons) used by Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
in Kühlungsborn, Germany (IAP) as an established technique for measurements of absolute number density and
temperature of neutral air in the height range between 70
and 110 km.

The only way to do in-situ measurements, which are
very important experimental studies for atmospheric science, in the mesoshere/lower thermosphere (MLT) is to
use sounding rockets. The drawback of using rockets
is the shock wave appearing because of the very high
speed of the rocket motion (typically about 1000 m/s).
This shock wave disturbs the density, the temperature
and the velocity fields in the vicinity of the rocket, compared to undisturbed values of the atmosphere. This effect, however, can be quantified and the measured data
has to be corrected not just to make it more precise but
simply usable. The commonly accepted and widely used
tool for this calculations is the Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) technique developed by G.A. Bird which
is available as stand-alone program limited to use a single processor. Apart from complications with simulations
of flows around bodies related to different flow regimes
in the altitude range of MLT, that rise due to exponential
density change by several orders of magnitude, a particular hardware configuration introduces significant difficulty for aerodynamical calculations due to choice of the
grid sizes mainly depending on the demands on adequate
DSMCs and good resolution of geometries with scale differences of factor of 103 . This makes either the calculation time unreasonably long or even prevents the calculation algorithm from converging. In this paper we apply
the free open source software OpenFOAM (licensed under GNU GPL) for a three-dimensional CFD-Simulation
of a flow around a sounding rocket instrumentation. An
advantage of this software package, among other things,
is that it can run on high performance clusters, which are
easily scalable. We present the first results and discuss
the potential of the new tool in applications for sounding
rockets.

2.

CONE INSTRUMENT

The open and rotational symmetric geometry of the
CONE’s sensor minimizes influence of different angles of
attack on measurements [5] and makes this dependence
negligible for wide range of angles. This allows us to derive the RAM-factors only as a function of altitude and
rocket velocity.

Key words: DSMC, aerodynamics, in situ technique.
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The CONE consists of four spherical grids and one filament. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the sensor. The
outermost grid which is positively biased at +6 V relative to the payload collects electrons and yields electron
density measurements. The next screening grid is used
to shield the ionization gauge from positive ions by applying a negative bias of −15 V . The ionization gauge
is formed by the inner two grids and the cathode. The
anode is positively biased at +85 V . The cathode is a hot
filament ejecting electrons which are accelerated towards
the anode and collide with neutral gas molecules. This

difficulty for aerodynamical calculations.
For a typical sounding rocket flight the environment
changes dramatically in physical quantities such as density, mean free path, and the Knudsen number. The Knudsen number is defined as
Kn =

interaction produces positive ions which are measured by
the ion collector as current. This current is therefore, proportional to the neutral gas density inside the volume of
the ionization gauge. With the help of calibration function obtained in laboratory one can calculate the absolute
density. This density values has to be further corrected by
the appropriate RAM-factors yielding a true atmospheric
density profile. Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium temperature profile can be obtained by integration the measured density. The result of this integration strongly depends on the vertical gradient of the density profile. This
means that the precise knowledge of RAM-factors as a
function of altitude is crucial for the temperature measurements by this in-situ technique.

altitude /km

Because of this limitation, alternative solutions were developed one of which is the well-known Open source
Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM) toolbox (http://www.openfoam.com/). An advantage of applying this new tool for aerodynamical calculations for
sounding rocket flights is that this program is actively developed and supports the modern computer capabilities
like multi-core or clusters. OpenFOAM has multiprocessing capabilities implemented on a very low level [6]
and includes rich set of different solvers which utilize different approaches applicable for different flow regimes.

FLOW REGIMES

Transition
Regime
0.1<Kn<10

Continuum
Flow
Kn < 0.1

DSMC AND OPENFOAM

A well established technique to simulate aerodynamical
flows in the transition regime is the Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo (DMSC) introduced by [1]. This method
is a particle based simulation and despite its probabilistic
approach it is very demanding in computational power.
Computation at the molecular level is necessary for studies in rarefied gas dynamics (RGD) because the transport
terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are not valid in this
flow regime. The essential characteristic of a ”rarefied”
flow is that the molecular mean free path is not negligible. The ready-to-use package ”Visual Programs by GAB
Consulting” (http://www.gab.com.au/) is normally used
to perform such simulations for sounding rockets. Earlier attempts to apply this tool to a complicated hardware
configuration and/or for 3D-simulations faced significant
difficulties in converging the simulations. The problems
appear because this very useful package is only suited for
Windows platform and uses a single core.

Figure 1: Schematic of the CONE instrument. Labeled
are the different grids and its bias whereas the inner three
grids form the ionization gauge.

Molecular
Flow
Kn >> 10

(1)

where λ is the free mean path and L is a representative physical length scale [1]. The flow characteristics
change from continuum flow (Kn < 0.1) in the troposphere/stratosphere to the free molecular flow (Kn >>
10) in the thermosphere. In between, i.e. in the MLT region – the altitude range of the CONE measurements, the
flow regime is neither continuum nor free molecular flow
and is referred to as transition regime (0.1 < Kn < 10).

4.

3.

λ
,
L

A theoretical analysis of aerodynamical effects on the rocket-borne measurements in the MLT is complicated
by the different flow regimes occurring during a sounding rocket flight
(Fig. 2). The molecular mean free path
changes from few mm at 80 km to
tens of meters at 130 km. Thus, over
the height range of interest, the aerodynamic conditions vary from quasicontinuum flow to quasi-free molecular flow. Apart from the complications
connected to the different flow regimes,
the particular hardware configuration
for large payloads introduces additional

One of these solvers is the dsmcFOAM which is the
DSMC-tool for OpenFOAM. This software was developed at the University of Strathclyde and successfully approved and compared with the original Bird’s simulations
by [8]. The OpenFOAM allows to use arbitrary 2D and
3D geometries directly from STL-files (stereo lithography) created by CAD-programs (CAD=computer-aided
design) and supports unlimited multiprocessing.

Figure 2:
Flow
regimes.
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5.

HARDWARE-SCALING APPROACH

As mentioned above, we apply the OpenFOAM tool to
simulate aerodynamics of the CONE instrument. The full
resolution of the CONE mesh includes very small scales
(∼ 0.1 mm). Applying such a high resolution for aerodynamical simulations requires a very fine mesh grid which
results in a huge number of molecules (> 60 · 109 ) to run
the simulation and increases computational time dramatically. To optimize this task we made a sensitivity study
on the grid’s size. We changed the ion shielding and the
anode grid structure keeping the transparency of the grids
constant and equal to the real CONE’s configuration. The
transparency of the ion shielding grid T rscreen is equal
to 0.8 whereas the anodes transparency T ranode is 0.766.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the grid’s parameters are shown schematically. Figs. 4a and 4b show the

(a) Grid thickness b = 0.3 mm.

Figure 3: Grid parameter: grid thickness: b, grid length:
k, faces: A, transparency: T r

(b) Grid thickness b = 0.6 mm.

Figure 4: Density fields of CONE for two different grid
thicknesses and equal transparency for the ion shielding grid as well as the anode of the ionization gauge.
The atmospheric parameters for the calculation were z =
80 km, T = 168.8 K, n = 5.9 · 1020 and M a = 4.35.

results of this sensitivity study. The gray structure represents the CONE-sensor with different grids on the upper
and lower panels. The colors show the simulated density
field for each grid configuration. Fig. 4a refers to a more
fine grid than Fig. 4b. The density fields appeared to be
almost identical. This allows us to conclude that it is the
transparency of the grid, T r, rather than the absolute grid
thickness, that plays the key role in defining the density
field for the flow regimes relevant for our study.

6.

FIRST RESULTS

One particular goal of this work was to calculate RAM
correction factors for the CONE instrument as a function of altitude by using the dsmcFOAM-tool. In order
to derive precise RAM-correction profile one has to consider the attitude of the payload, since the 3D-flow field
around the instrument is determined by the absolute velocity vector of the incident flow. The absolute velocity
as a function of altitude depends on the performance of
the rocket motor, the payload mass, and the initial elevation of the rocket. This results in a certain apogee which
we used to somewhat summarize the flight performance.
Most of the rocket soundings with the CONE instrument
had apogees either around 105 or 130 km. We therefore decided to choose the latest flight with a different
apogee which was the WADIS-1 flight (WADIS=Wave
propagation And Dissipation in the middle atmosphere)
with an apogee of 115 km conducted in summer 2013.
Fig. 5 shows the WADIS-1 payload configuration. This
payload had two CONE instruments aboard which were

To further validate our scaling approach we compared
the RAM-factor derived for these test cases with the existing values calculated by different means but the same
grid-transparencies published by [7]. The RAM-factor is
given by
nmeas
RAM =
,
(2)
namb
where nmeas is the measured neutral density and namb is
the ambient neutral density. The RAM-factors from our
simulations were obtained as ratio of the ambient undisturbed density value to a mean of density-values around
the ion collector. The results are summarized in Tab. 1
where the values for two grid sizes, a mean value obtained from comparison of density measurements conducted by CONE and falling sphere experiments (FS),
and a value derived by a 2D-DSMC are listed. All these
RAM-factors are in a good agreement which supports our
hardware-scaling approach.
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b0.3mm
2.48

b0.6mm
2.37

FS-[7]
2.63

2D-[7]
2.43

Table 1: Comparison of the mean RAM-factors for the
test cases (b = 0.3 mm and b = 0.6 mm), the mean
value obtained from falling sphere experiments (FS) and
the result of a 2D DSMC (2D).
8,21"
2656.3

11,14"
3923.1

591
1,93"

(a) M a = 1.4, h = 105 km

CONE

Figure 5: WADIS 1 payload configuration with CONEinstrument in the forward ant aft section. The diameter of
the payload is 14", i.e. 431.8 mm.

placed on the forward and aft deck. This configuration
allowed CONE measurements on the up- and downleg
of the rocket flight in the ram position. For the following results we used the attitude data of the upleg phase
of the WADIS-1 flight. Since the flight was very stable, especially during the upleg, with an angle of attack
AoA ≤ 2.8◦ , we neglected the inclination of the payload
relative to the axis perpendicular to the Earth’s surface
(vertical axis) and just take into account the velocity vector components (vnorth , veast , vup ). That is, the AoA is
the angle between the payload and the vertical axis. So
defined AoA is a good approximation for altitude range
between 70 and 100 km where the rocket trajectory is essentially vertical.

(b) M a = 3.26, h = 80 km
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
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m

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
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Figure 6: Density fields of the DSMCs for an axial symmetric cylinder with an incident flow from the left hand
side. The white face represents the CONE instrument as
well as its electronic housing cylinder and was not part of
this simulation.

In order to optimize the computational performance a
simulation volume size study was conducted. The underlying question was whether the shock front of the large
main payload has an influence on the flow field near the
CONE instrument. An analytical technique [4] was compared with 2D-DSMCs in the first place which do not
agree for the altitude range from 80 to 110 km. The payload geometry was reduced to a cylinder for simplification. The DSMC results for different Mach numbers and
altitudes are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the density
field around the payload deck in the ram at an altitude of
105 km and M a = 1.4. The perturbation of the density
field is spread in both x and y direction and would influence the density in measurement volume of the CONE instrument by a factor of ∼ 1.5. At around 95 km the shape
of the disturbance changes from spread and ”bubbly” to
a more sharp and defined geometry, which is known as
Mach cone. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 6b where the
simulated density field for 80 km hight and Mach number of 3.2 is shown. In this case the density enhancement
caused by the 14-inch payload body is much closer to
the large payload structure and it does not influence the
CONE’s measurement volume.

between saving computational resources and maximizing
volume size. The simulations were done using the following parameters: Maxwellian thermal wall interaction
model, variable hard sphere collision model, free stream
incident flow boundary condition, 109 test particles, and
the gas constituents were N2 and O2 .

In order to retrieve the RAM correction function for the
WADIS-1 flight we calculated the RAM-factors at different altitudes, namely at 80, 90, and 110 km. These
results were compared with the existing RAM-correction
functions for different apogees which is shown in Fig. 8.
The light green curve represents a polynomial fit to values given in [7] for an apogee of 130 km. The dark green
curve shows values obtained with the same technique but
for a different apogee of 105 km. The ram-factors derived
using OpenFOAM-DSMC tool are shown as blue dots.
The blue curve represents a 2D interpolation between the
two green curves derived for an apogee of 116.5 km.
Fig. 8 demonstrates, that the RAM-factors derived using OpenFOAM-DSMC tool are in a good agreement
with the values derived by interpolation of the RAMcorrection functions derived by [7] for different apogees.

The computational volume used for the final simulations
is shown in Fig. 7 with an isometric and a side view. The
volume of the cube is 774 000 mm3 with 130 578 599
computational cells. The CONE head geometry is indicated in black. This volume was found to be the optimum
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1.3

110

3D DSMC results
Polynom105
Interpolation116.5
Polynom130

altitude /km

100

(a) Isometric view.

90

80

70
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
ram-factor /−

Figure 8: Existing RAM profiles for 105 (darkgreen) respectively 130 km (lightgreen) as well as the interpolated
curve for 116.5 km apogee altitude.

(b) Side view.

Figure 7: Calculation volume for the CONE-simulations
with the geometry of CONE and the computational box.

7.

grating these density profiles become significant, as the
vertical gradients of the density play major role. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 10 where the temperature profiles for each RAM-correction function derived for 105,
116.5, and 130 km apogee, are shown. The differences
between the profiles become larger at lower altitudes.
Around 75 km the temperature differs by ±4 K from
the 116.5 km profile to both sides. This difference is due
to the changing of the RAM function gradient at these altitudes and shows the importance of such high resolution
aerodynamical simulations.

APPLICATION

As described in Sec. 9, the derived RAM-factors are
needed to correct in-situ density measurements. In this
section we apply the new results to the density measurements conducted during WADIS-1 sounding rocket
flight. Fig. 9 demonstrates this RAM-correction procedure, where the raw measured density values are plotted as black line. The different RAM-correction functions shown in Fig. 8 were applied to this raw density
curve. The dashed dark green is the corrected density
data for the 105 km apogee RAM-function. The solid
blue line is the density obtained with the interpolated at
116.5 km hight RAM-function. The dashed light green
is the density profile derived using RAM-function for
130 km apogee.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we demonstrated the suitability of the
OpenFOAM-DSMC tool dsmcFoam for aerodynamical
correction of rocket-bourne measurements in the transition regime.
With its multiprocessing capabilities dsmcFoam fulfills
the demands on DSMC for calculation of the rather complex rocket-instrumentations and flight conditions.
For the first time simulations for the CONE-instrument
were carried out for a realistic three dimensional geometry.

The density profile calculated with the new RAMfunction (i.e. for 116 km apogee) lies between the two
profiles derived for the apogees of 105 and 130 km, as
expected. The difference between this new and the previously derived by [7] profiles is relatively low. Yet the
differences in the temperature profiles derived by inte-
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emphasizes the importance of the precise derivation of
the RAM-correction.

110
raw data
corrected data105 km
corrected data116.5 km
corrected data130 km

105

altitude /km

100

9.

95

Despite the successful use of dsmcFoam, first results
also show some capabilities of improvement. Instruments used for atmospheric science are often extremely
complex with geometric scales from e.g., 0.1 mm to
some tenth of centimeters. Aerodynamical simulations
for such instruments are incredibly computational expensive and unfortunately one has to choose between detailed
or coarse simulations e.g., simulations of a hole deck of
instruments. Furthermore, the DSMC method is limited
to a certain density/altitude value while using a very fine
mesh. This problem in general is already resolved by implementing a statistical-wall-boundary condition by e.g.,
[3], but not yet implemented in the OpenFOAM toolbox.
As OpenFOAM is an open software one can implement
this boundary condition relatively straightforwardly.

90
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Figure 9: Density profiles for the uncorrected raw data
and the corrected data for the different apogees.
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Last but not least, OpenFOAM can be extended and
changed at will, hence it can be used to resolve a large
amount of aerodynamical problems, coming up with
rocket-borne atmospheric science.
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experiential convective heat transfer coefficients. Wang
and Yang (2009, 2011) [7,8] developed a three
dimensional transient thermal model for studying the
thermal behavior of balloons and airships based on
computational fluid dynamic. Dai et al. (2012) [9]
investigated the thermal performance of a high-altitude
balloon to calculate the temperature distribution of the
balloon. Henze et al. (2006) [10] experimentally
investigated the natural convection inside an airship
employing the rotation of the cylinder to simulate the
different angles of solar radiation. Xia et al. (2010) [11]
numerically simulated the natural convection of a low
pressure gas inside a huge ellipsoidal enclosure and
analyzed the thermal and dynamic characteristics the low
pressure gas.

Abstract
As a large-scale flexible inflatable structure by a huge
inner lifting gas volume of several hundred thousand
cubic meters, the stratospheric airship’s thermal
characteristic of inner gas plays an important role in its
structural performance. During the floating flight, the
day-night variation of the combined thermal condition
leads to the fluctuation of the flow field inside the airship,
which will remarkably affect the pressure acted on the
skin and the structural safety of the stratospheric airship.
According to the multi-physics coupling mechanism
mentioned above, a numerical procedure of structural
safety analysis of stratospheric airships is developed and
the thermal model, CFD model, finite element code and
criterion of structural strength are integrated. Based on
the computation models, the distributions of the
deformations and stresses of the skin are calculated with
the variation of day-night time. The effects of loads
conditions and structural configurations on the structural
safety of stratospheric airships in the floating condition
are evaluated. The numerical results can be referenced
for the structural design of stratospheric airships.

The stratospheric airship is a large-scale inflatable
membrane structure with a huge volume of lifting gas
such as Helium inside, which is sensitive to the thermal
environment. The solar radiation, the convection heat
transfer, the flow and the pressure are together acted on
the skin of the airship. That comes into a thermal-fluidstructure coupling mechanism, which will influence the
performance of station keeping and structural safety of
the stratospheric airships. The purpose of this paper was
to analyze the effect of the multi-physics coupling
problem on the thermal performance in the floating
condition. A comprehensive multi-physics coupling
numerical model of stratospheric airships is developed
considering the thermal model, the flow CFD model, the
membrane finite element model and the calculating
procedure. Based on the computation models, the
distributions of stresses and deformations of the skin are
calculated with the variation of day-night time, and the
effects including loads conditions and structural
configurations on the structural safety are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advantage of long endurance, station keeping
and low cost-effectiveness, stratospheric airships have
the potential to be the platforms suitable for applications
and missions such as earth observation, surveillance,
navigation, communication relay and broadcasting.In the
floating condition, the complex radiation-convection
environment varies according the day-night time, which
results in the temperature variations of the envelope and
inner gas of the stratospheric airship, and leads to the
variation of the buoyancy, and eventually influences the
performance of station keeping and flight control.

2. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

Stefan (1983) [1] and Fang et al. (2007) [2] studied the
thermal behavior of a high-altitude airship using a two2.1 Thermal models
node model. Carlson and Horn (1983) [3] developed a
zero dimensional transient thermal model to predict the
The thermal environment of the stratospheric airship
average temperature of film and inner gas during the
staying in the high altitude is showed in figure 1.For the
ascent of a high-altitude balloon. Harada et al. (2003) [4]
shell of the airship or inner gas, the conservation
assumed the envelope to be an infinite cylinder and
equation can be written as:
developed a two dimensional thermal model to
mc p T  Qconduction  Qradiation  Qconviction (1)
investigate on the circumferential temperature of airships.
Franco and Cathey (2004) [5] developed a 3-D thermal
where m means mass, c p means specific heat, Q means
model on NASA’s scientific balloons to obtain the
the heat transferred by conduction, radiation, conviction
temperature distribution at float conditions neglecting the
methods respectively.
effect of convection. Xia et al. (2010) [6] investigated the
temperature distribution of high-altitude balloons by
employing a simplified radiation model combined with
_______________________________________
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Fig.2 The direction of solar radiation

sin   sin  sin   cos  cos  cos 

Fig.1 The primary thermal environment of high altitude
airships
Based on the equation above, we divide the airship shell
into conjoint panel elements to replace geometrical exact
domains. The governing equation can be expressed as:
dT
(2)
c p  bs
 Qradiation  Qconduction  Qconviction
dt
where c p is specific heat of the airship shell;  is the

where,  is the latitude;  is the declination angle；
 is the elevation angle.
 360

(9)
  23.45 sin 
(284  n) 
365


(10)
  (t 12) 15
where, t means time expressed in hour.
The azimuth of the sun are can be calculated by:
cos  cos 
(11)
sin  
cos 
2.1.2 Radiation models

density; b is the thickness of the shell; s is the area of the
element.It is supposed that the inner gas share the same
temperature, we can get the equation as below:

mgas c p _ gas

dTgas
dt

  Qnature

Qradiation can be expressed by the equation as below:

(3)

where

specific heat; Tgas is the average temperature of the inner

2
0 m

SI  SI r / r

2

Qdirect is the heat that absorb from the direct solar

radiation.

gas.
2.1.1 Solar models
According to the Ref. [12], the radiation intensity out
space can be expressed by the equation 4-6.

  2 (n  4) / 365

Qdirect   direct     SI  s  cos se

(13)

where, SI is the radiation intensity of out space;  is the
transmission coefficient,  is the absorb coefficient;

 direct

(4)

is the visible factor, if the sun beam can reach the

element,  direct

(5)

 1 , else,  direct  0 ; se is the angle of

sun beam direction and element normal.

(6)

Qinfrared _ air   a  s   Ta 4

8

Where rm  1.496  10 km is the mean distance
between the sun and the earth;

(12)

Qradiation  Qdirect  Qinfrared  Qdiffuse  Qreflect  Qemision

In which, m gas is the mass of the inner gas; c p _ gas is the

r  rm (1  e 2 ) / (1  e cos  )

(8)

where

e is the eccentricity of the

a

(14)

is the infrared emission of air;

Ta is the

temperature of the air.

2

earth； SI 0  1367W / m is the constant parameter of

Qreflect   earth  SI  s   r  r  cos ge

the sun; n means the number of the day we concerned in
a year, e.g. n=1 for 1 January.
As showed in figure 1,  means the azimuth angle and

where

 earth

is the visible factor of the earth and shell

element, if the infrared elicited by the earth,

 means the height angle of the sun. For convenience，
 indicate the angle between the project of the solar
beam and the south direction. At noon,   0 , before the
moment  is negative, and  is positive in afternoon.

(15)

 earth  1 ,

 earth  0 ;  r is the absorb coefficient of reflection
radiation;  r is the percentage of solar radiation reaching
else

the airship shell;

 ge is the angle of gravity direction and

element normal arrow.
Qinfrared _ earth   earth  Qe  s  e   infrared  cos  ge

Than in the coordinate of XYZ(South-East), the direction
of solar beam can be expressed as below:
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(16)

where, Qe  220W / m ,  e is the percentage of earth
2

infrared radiation reaching the airship shell;

2.3 Structural FE models

 i nfrared is

ANSYS is employed to develop the finite element model
considering the nonlinear feature of membrane structures.
The process of the finite element analysis is shown in Fig.
4.

the infrared absorb coefficient of the external shell.
The emission of the shell element can be regard to a grey
body, then the intension of the emission can be expressed
by:

Qemission  s      T 4

(17)

Geometric model of envelope

where  is the emission coefficient;  is the StefanBoltzmann constant; T is the temperature of the element
in K.
2.1.3 Convection models
(18)
Qconvection  Q force  Qnature

Meshing by membrane element；Establishing
material properties and constraint condition

Q force and Qnature can be expressed by equation as
below:

Q force  h force  s  (T  Ta )

(19)

Qnature  hnature  s  (T  Tinner )

(20)

Prestressed by falling temperature method
Form finding analysis

Self-equilibrium iteration

h
h
Where force , nature means the heat transfer coefficients

that are influenced by the fluid and the roughness of the
shell etc. And they can be calculated by [Ref.13] .
For the inner gas, the equation is adopted to estimate the
heat exchange between the inner gas and the shell of the
airship [Ref. 14].
(21)
Nu  C (Gr Pr) n

Load bearing analysis

Updating node coordinates, nonliner solution for multi loads

Fig. 4 Process of structural finite element analysis

2.4 Numerical procedure

In which, C is about 0.11~0.13，n = 1/3.

We integrate the models to form the procedure for
structural safety analysis, as shown in Fig.5.

2.2 Internal flow CFD models

Flight conditions and structural configurations

2.2.1 Governing equations
CFD method is adopted To simulate the 3-D flow inside
the airship. The governing equation is shown as below:

U F G H



J
t
x y
z

Flight conditions
Altitude
Date
Latitude
Wind speed
Orientation

Geometric parameters
Length of airship
Maximum diameter
Profile of airship

Thermal parameters
Skin of airship

Inner gas

Specific heat
Conduction factor
Solar absorb factor
Infrared absorb factor
Infrared emission factor

Density
Specific heat
Conduction factor

Structural parameters
Thickness of skin
Areal density
Modulus of elasticity
Poisson ratio

Tensile strength
Shear strength
Factor of safety

(22)

where, U is the vector of solution vector which contains
density, momentum, energy and F , G, H is the flux
vector, and J is the source vector.
2.2.2 Boundary condition
Commercial code-Fluent 6.3.26 is used for numerical
simulation. As the temperature of each grid cell has been
determined, thermal boundary condition loading can be
carried out with the method of User-Defined Function
(UDF), the outcome is shown in figure 3.

Thermal analysis

thermal boundary
condition

Thermal model

Fluid analysis
CFD code

Pressure loads

Structural analysis
Finite element code

Stresses
distributions

Safety evaluation
criterion of structural strength

Temperature loads
Multi-physics coupling calculation procedure

Fig. 5 Flow chart of structural safety analysis
From the flow chart we can see that the numerical
procedure includes flight conditions and structural
configurations, multi-physics coupling calculating code
and the safety evaluation. After the parameters of flight
conditions and structures are confirmed, the thermal
model, the CFD code and finite element code can be
employed by a one-way coupling to obtain the
distributions of stresses of the airship membrane, and the
safety evaluation is used to estimate the structural safety
according to the factor of safety.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the thermal boundary
condition

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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3.1 Computational conditions

2100

Average differential pressure
1800

To investigate the transient thermal behavior of an
airship, a typical shape of the stratospheric airship is
chosen without considering any fins and additional
cabins, whose length is 152.4 m and the profile is shown
as below. Inside the airship, only pure helium is
contained. The parameters of the flight of the airship are
shown in table 1. The finite element model of the airship
is shown in Fig.7.
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Table 1 The flight parameters of the airship
vernal
equinox
20

Latitude

40N

Solar absorb factor

0.5

Infrared emission factor

0.8

20km

envirament

-56.5 C

temperature
Infrared absorb factor

0.9

Infrared emission factor

0.736

484807
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24
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.048451

.072677

.096902

.121128

.145353

.169579

.193804

.21803

(b) Contour of equivalent displacement
Fig.10 Results of differential pressure of 800Pa

Fig. 7 Finite element model of the airship

3.2 Superheat analysis
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(a) Contour of equivalent Von Mises stress

0
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9

Based on the results of thermal analysis, the average
temperature of Helium during the day-night time is
shown in Fig.8. According to the ideal gas equation of
state, the average differential pressure varying with time
is shown in Fig. 9. The maximal value of differential
pressure of the airship is near 2000Pa. We obtain the
distributions of stresses and deformations of the skin, and
the variation of the 1st principal stress, the Von Mises
stress and the equivalent displacement under different
pressure induced by the superheat. With the differential
pressure increasing the stress and the deformation of the
skin increase, and the structural safety declines.

1

Altitude

6

Fig. 9 Results of the average differential pressure

Fig.6 The profile of the airship envelope
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(a) Stress results under different pressure loads
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Fig. 8 Results of the average temperature of Helium
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(b) Displacement results under different pressure loads
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Fig.11 Computing results under different pressure loads

Fig.13 Computing results under different gondola loads

3.3 Loads analysis

3.4 Structural configurations analysis

The distributions of the stresses and deformations of the
skin under multi loads including temperature loads,
pressure loads and gondola loads are calculated. The
variation of the Von Mises stress and the equivalent
displacement under different gondola loads are shown in
Fig.13. With the increase of the gondola loads the stress
and the deformation of the skin increase, and the
structural safety descends.
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.610E+07

.105E+08

.148E+08

.192E+08

.235E+08

.279E+08

.323E+08

.366E+08

The structural safety is estimated with different structural
configurations including cable system. The configuration
of cable system is shown in Fig. 14. The distributions of
the stresses and deformations of the skin under cable
system is obtained. The variations of the Von Mises
stress and the equivalent displacement under different
gondola loads including cable system and non-cable
system configurations are shown in Fig.16. Compared
with non-cable system, the maximal values of the stress
and deformation of cable system configuration decrease,
and the structural safety is improved. With the increase
of the gondola loads, the cable system configuration have
higher factor of safety and better structural performance.

.410E+08

(a) Contour of equivalent Von Mises stress

Fig.14 Configurations of cable system
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Fig.12 results of gondola load of 10000N
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Fig.15 Stress results under cable system
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4. CONCLUSIONS
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Displacement (m)
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No cable system
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Based on the thermal model, the inner flow CFD model
and the membrane finite element model, a integrated
one-way multi-physics coupling numerical procedure is
developed and the structural safety analysis is performed
by the multi-physics coupling simulation. The effects of
the superheat and the loads conditions on the structural
safety are analyzed and the structural performances of
different configurations is estimated. According to the
numerical results the structural safety is greatly improved
by cable system configuration.
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(b) Displacement results under different cable systems
Fig.16 Computing results under different configurations
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PROPOSAL OF AN IMPROVED HELIUM SUPPLY PROCESS
FOR THE INFLATION OF LARGE BALLOON SYSTEMS
Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Bohn
SIXQ GmbH, Robert-Bosch-Str. 15, D-89264 Weissenhorn/Germany, info@sixq.de
ABSTRACT
Based on the experience with the supply of helium and
inflation support for many large balloon systems, this
paper proposes an improved process for the inflation
concept for such systems.

Most of the helium will be used in its gaseous form, so
it is evaporated again, and then compressed into gas
cylinders, multi-cylinder packs (MCPs) or – for large
consumers – into tube trailers or tube racks to a
pressure of 200 or even 300 bar which are then being
delivered to the consumers.

We propose to generally change to a supply of helium
product in its liquid form, reducing the cost of
deliveries.

One group of consumers though, namely the ones with
a very high helium consumption like in semiconductor
production, are supplied directly with the liquid
containers. The helium is the evaporated on site and
supplied directly into these facilities.

Secondly, the implementation of a mobile evaporator
unit will reduce inflation time risks of balloon/payload
losses due to changing weather conditions.
The use of state-of-art flow measurement gives detailed
information on the gas volume/static lift supplied to the
balloon system.

Looking at the economics of such deliveries, it can
clearly be stated that – given that volume requirements
are high – supplying helium in its liquid form is much
more efficient.
If we take a look at a supply scenario of the BLAST or
SKYRISE missions, both launched from ESRANGE
by a NASA CSBF team, the requirement was for 4 tube
trailers of helium with a volume of about 5,000 m3
each, to be delivered within roughly one week.

INTRODUCTION
The field inflation process of balloons for stratospheric
research poses numerous risks and challenges which
are well known within the research community.

Each trailer has a weight of about 35 metric tons and
the size of a standard 40’ ISO container. To supply
such a mission, about 140 tons of steel – not including
the tractor units, are moved just to supply 3.57 tons of
helium!

Based on the experience with the supply of helium and
inflation support for many large and very large balloon
systems, this paper proposes a widely improved and
simplified helium supply and inflation concept for such
systems.

In comparison, a 40’ ISO container for liquid helium
has a content of about 27,000 m3, this is about 35%
more in volume compared to these 4 trailers, but with
only 25% of effort for logistics. This complete volume
is supplied in one go! And the transport weight is about
the same as one of the trailers.

The concept aims to reduce cost by simplifying
production steps and logistics for helium supply, thus
increasing security of supply. It also reduces safety
risks in the inflation process, shortens inflation time
through an increased gas flow, and improves the
precision of the measurement of gas volume/lift
supplied to the balloon.

Moreover, the delivery of pressurised gaseous helium
in trailers requires evaporation and re-compression
which is a highly energy consuming (and thus costly)
process. The difference in the overall carbon footprint
of helium being delivered in tube trailers vs. a delivery
in liquid containers is enormous.

THE HELIUM SUPPLY CHAIN – SOME FACTS

As most launch pads are far away from densely
populated areas, the security of supply, given long
distances and changing weather conditions, is much
higher by supplying liquid product.

Helium gas is only produced in a few locations around
the globe. As it cannot be produced locally, but must
be delivered economically to users worldwide, the gas
is being liquefied at a temperature of 4.8 K and shipped
in specialised, vacuum super insulated 40’ ISO liquid
containers. This has been the global standard for many
decades.
_______________________________________
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With the higher gas flow, and the fact that all product
can be supplied in one go, inflation time can be
reduced, thus reducing the risk of balloon/payload
losses due to changing weather.

THE TRADITIONAL INFLATION PROCESS
In previous missions, helium has already been supplied
in liquid containers (SKYRISE). In order to stick to the
traditional inflation procedure the supplier was asked to
evaporate and compress the helium into tube trailers on
site, using a mobile compressor.

SAFETY ASPECTS

This procedure combines logistics efforts and costs of
both options, plus the cost of transporting the
compressor unit, without adding any benefits at all.

Tube trailers usually operate a 200 bar. A common
safety risk is the rupture of a gas line which can result
in serious injuries of ground support staff.

Usually, tube trailers are to a very high extend
incorporated into the logistics/supply chain of
suppliers, which is understandable, given the cost of
such assets. Thus, the procedure described above
therefore is almost impossible to carry out, looking at
the restricted availability of equipment in a realistic
way.

In comparison, evaporator systems operate a pressures
close to atmospheric pressure, thus eliminating rupture
issues from the start.

From a supply mode point of view, it simply does not
make any sense. In order to cope with this, suppliers
charge very high premiums for equipment rental, thus
increasing the cost of supply for the customer
enormously.

MONITORING OF THE PROCESS
The design of the evaporator unit allows for the
implementation of state-of-art flow measurement.
Whereas traditionally the volumes supplied to balloons
are determined by tables, looking at the pressure
difference in the trailers and considering the ambient
temperature for volume correction, modern Coriolis
mass flow meters are able to give precise information
on the gas volume/static lift supplied to the balloon
system.

THE NEW INFLATION PROCESS
If helium is supplied in liquid form, recompression
does not make sense. Instead, the use of a dedicated,
mobile and autonomous evaporator unit is the solution
which can simplify and improve balloon inflations
enormously.

A user-friendly design would also include an acoustic
alarm, notifying the launch operators just before the
designated gas volume is reached. Upon request an
automatic switch-off can be implemented as well
which will automatically stop the helium flow once the
required volume has been reached.

Such mobile evaporator units with large flow rates are
state-of-the-art technology, and a commonly used to
evaporate huge amounts of nitrogen to extinguish
underground fires in coal mines.

BALLOON INFLATIONS PERFORMED USING
THE NEW PROCESS: PROOF-OF-CONCEPT

Such units can easily be designed and built for helium.
The gas flow rates achieved by such systems exceed
the average flow rates from tube trailers, even if valves
are fully opened. Moreover, flow rates from an
evaporator are constant and stable during the entire
inflation procedure. Gone are the times where the
inflation crew had to cut off supply because the supply
pressure from the trailer was too low (usually at 80
bar), and had to switch over to a full trailer. Just think
of the effort, the time lost, and the risks involved!

The largest balloon inflation performed using liquid
supply and a mobile evaporator unit was the
pressurized envelope of CargoLifter’s CL75 AirCrane,
a pressurized balloon system designed for heavy lifting
and transportation purposes.
This huge spherical balloon with a diameter of 81 m on
the ground has been inflated with 110,000 m3, (about
3,900,000 cft) of helium representing more than 20
times the normal volume used for stratospheric
balloons. This very large inflation was performed using
the method proposed above, and represents an
impressive example for a proof-of-concept.

The volume available from one liquid container is far
higher – actually about 10 times the volume – of that of
an average stratospheric balloon.
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several years; this option seems to be the only way to
recover the ability to launch stratospheric balloons
from the historical site of Aire-sur-l'Adour located in
south west of France. Best period : Summer. Winds in
the stratosphere are blowing from the east and sea
conditions for recoveries are tolerable

ABSTRACT
As balloon flights over populated areas are
increasingly considered a safety risk, new launch sites
are chosen to ensure that sparsely inhabited regions are
overflown. Particular vigilance is requested for the
selection of the zones where flight termination and
landing take place. While open sea would ideally fulfil
the safety requirements for flight track and termination,
traditional balloon experiments are lost or severely
damaged on water landings.
EUSO-Balloon, a pathfinder mission for Cosmic-Ray
physics, has deliberately been designed as a
waterlanding gondola as the instrument eventually will
observe Energetic Air Showers above open water. In
order to maximize the chances for a dry recovery of all
the sensitive equipment after a water-landing, the
gondola features a number of special devices: inside a
watertight capsule using a Fresnel lens as a porthole,
the electronics is mounted on a "dry-shelf" with limber
holes (drain holes). Also, the entire capsule is held
above the waterline by a collar of floaters. To minimize
damage to the payload and warrant the integrity of the
leak-tight capsule at splashdown, efficient deceleration
is achieved by using the instruments optical baffle
(nadir-pointing) as a cylinder; the pressure of the aircushion in the enclosed volume being passively
controlled by calibrated evacuation-holes.

Figure 1 : Aire-sur-l'Adour lauch site and trajectories
to recovery area in Bay of Biscay (Golfe de Gascogne)

.

EUSO BALLOON REQUIREMENTS

CNES agency sets the maximum allowable risk (injury
or death) per balloon flight at 3 10-5. The end of flight,
with the free fall of the balloon envelope and the
descent with parachute of the gondola, represents 80%
of the risk (or more) for flight over populated areas. To
stay below this level of risk, one person per square
kilometre is a maximum on the landing area for heavy
payloads. It’s not possible to find such areas in France
except over the ocean.

EUSO Balloon project started in late 2011. It's aim is
to serve as a test-bench for the JEM-EUSO mission
(Picozza et al. 2013) and for any future mission
dedicated to identify the astrophysical origin and
nature of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR).
UHECR are the most energetic particles known in the
Universe, they can be detected by tracking the
Extensive Air Shower (EAS) they generate in the
Earth’s atmosphere. The science goals and the
instruments of JEM-EUSO are described in MedinaTanco (2013) and Kajino (2013), respectively. Through
a series of stratospheric balloon flights, the objectives
of EUSO Balloon gondola are : Full scale end-to-end
test of all the key technologies and instrumentation of
JEM-EUSO; UV (300-400 nm) background studies
measurements over fields, forests, lakes, snow, sea
with and without clouds and, if possible, first detection
ever of air-showers by looking downward from the
edge of space.

So, the option of a flight termination over the Bay of
Biscay with successive sea recovery was studied for

As UV background measurement above water is an
important goal in addition to sea recovery studies, it

Upon its maiden flight of August 25, 2014 from
Timmins, Ontario, EUSO-Balloon
not only
accomplished its science goals, but it also accidentally
landed in a small lake, validating the water-landing
capacity it was designed for.

BALLOON FLIGHT and RISK BUDGET

_____________________________________________________
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was decided to design EUSO Balloon gondola
waterproof and suitable for staying at sea for a few

hours while being reusable.

Figure 2 : EUSO-Balloon gondola ready for flight on the left, schematic view of the instrument on the right

BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF EUSO GONDOLA

insulation.

EUSO-Balloon gondola is a 1m aperture telescope
pointing to the nadir. The main structure consists of
two modules, the optical bench and the watertight
instrument booth (see figure 2 right). The optical bench
contains 2 Fresnel lenses made of 8mm thick PMMA
(polymethyl methacrylate). The rear lens is used as a
porthole, closing the instrument booth. A detailed
description of the EUSO-Balloon instrument is given
in von Ballmoos et al. (2014) or in Adams et al (2015).

The equipment contained in the instrument booth is
expensive and none is tolerant to water. So the booth is
watertight but not strong enough to be airtight. The
walls of the booth, are made with Fibrelam® panels,
i.e. 1 cm thick honeycomb and fiberglass skins. The
panels are assembled with Fibrolux™ C profiles. The
optical bench uses the same technology.
To prevent the instrument-booth from bursting during
the balloon’s ascent or being crushed during its
parachuted descent, vents have been placed on the
walls. These vents are fabricated with a cap made of
Temish® (Nitto Denko Corp.) which maintains high
air permeability as well as high water resistance.

The instrument booth, at the top, contains the PhotoDetector Module (PDM) composed of 36 Multi-Anode
Photomultiplier Tubes (8 x 8 pixels each) and
associated electronics: the Data Processor (DP) which
collects and process the data from PDM, the TM/TC
interfaces, the power pack and an inertial measurement
unit. The booth is closed on the top by an aluminium
plate, the radiator. Besides his structural function, the
role of the radiator is to maintain the temperature for
the various electronics between -20°C and +30°C. The
radiator can be fully open on the sky if warm
conditions are expected during flight in the
stratosphere or partially covered for cold conditions.
The polystyrene’s thickness around the booth is a
compromise between need for buoyancy and thermal

To make the lens and radiator seals, strips of silicone
foam gasket are used.
An infrared camera is part of the experiment. It is
mounted in its own waterproof container, attached to
one side of the baffle (grey box on the left of the
gondola just over ring pads, Figure 2 left).
The booth has enough volume to float but it’s safer to
have a second water barrier. The volume of the
polystyrene foam all around the booth is able to
218

maintain the walls of the booth above the water level.
Also, in the case of cracks in the structure, the
electronic boxes are not directly mounted onto the
walls. They are mounted on dry-shelves distant by
several centimeters from the walls.

fired from a helicopter.
The flight was terminated about 100 km to the west of
Timmins above one of the driest zones of the area. The
zone had been chosen because it contained few lakes
considering that the gondola in charge of balloon
control is not water tight. Unfortunately for this
gondola, everything that was under the parachutes
splashed down right in the middle of a small isolated
lake!

Instead of “classic” balloon crash pads made from
layered honeycomb cardboard, Euso-Balloon is using a
system of aluminium crash-rings designed to absorb
the kinetic energy in case of ground landing. Many
thanks to our colleagues from the LPC2E (Laboratory
of Physics and Chemistry of the Environment and of
Space in Orleans) for their calculations on large
deformation. Such systems were used to minimize
pollution of in situ atmospheric measurements by
honeycomb cardboard. Crash-rings were chosen for
Euso-balloon because they are efficient on solid
ground, and only weakly interact with water – most
importantly : they do not float. Also, The honeycomb
cardboard was difficult to maintain intplace during sea
landing and its efficiency was null.
To dissipate the kinetic energy, efficient deceleration is
achieved by using the instruments optical baffle as an
air-bag, the pressure of the air-cushion in the enclosed
volume being passively controlled by calibrated
evacuation holes. The diameter and the number of
holes have been calculated to obtain 5g vertical for an
arrival at 6 m/s.

Figure 3, EUSO Balloon gondola floating in the
middle of a small lake.

After the vertical deceleration, to limit the transverse
shock when the gondola falls on its side, the
polystyrene foam around the booth, used for thermal
isolation and buoyancy, was originally shaped like a
star fruit. It now looks like a gear wheel with eight
bows and is easier to manufacture.

For EUSO Balloon gondola, it was not a problem. All
systems survived not only the impact but also more
than 8 hours in the water. It was even an opportunity to
validate the technical choices regarding adaptations of
the gondolas to sea recovery.

THE 2014 BALLOON FLIGHT FROM TIMMINS,
ONTARIO and RESULTS

The water landing air decelerator system works: 5.5g
maximum vertical pic deceleration were recorded for
the 5g expected. When the gondola fell on its side, 3g
were recorded.

On the 25th of August, 2014, EUSO Balloon Gondola
was launched by the CNES from the new Canadian
Balloon Base of Timmins, Ontario, Canada. The
400.000 m3 Zodiac balloon took the 467 kg gondola at
38 km altitude for over 5 hours.
During the ascent, at 32 km altitude, the high-voltages
of the PDM had been switched on and soon, the lights
of gold mines (there are some mines around Timmins)
became visible, confirming that the instrument was in
good health. Thirty-three million frames were recorded
at flight ceiling. The conditions were perfect for the
UV background study (New Moon). The PDM did not
see real cosmic-ray induced air showers during this
short flight (the probability to see one was very low)
but was able to see a pulsed laser and 2 UV flashers
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Figure 4: Water landing accelerometers data

Agency for the careful and quick recovery. Much
gratitude to our Japanese colleagues of the JAXA for
their precious advice concerning sea recovery.

The tilt of the gondola and the height of the waterline
were not in perfect accordance with what was
expected. The low-density polystyrene foam (20
kg/m3) included in the floaters was found partially
shrivelled being too light to resist the rapidly
increasing pressure during the descent under
parachutes.
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Figure 5, EUSO-Balloon gondola on the left and NSO
(gondola in charge of balloon control) on the right just
before recovery.
The watertight instrument-booth was found without a
drop of water inside. The silicone foam gaskets are
tight. The vents in Temish® work perfectly.

CONCLUSIONS and PERSPECTIVES
An ample part of the technological objectives have
been achieved during the first EUSO Balloon flight. In
order to achieve the other objectives, 2 other flights are
programmed. A short flight in early June 2016 from
Aire-sur-l'Adour (France) to get UV background
measurements over the sea but more importantly to
prepare the last flight which shall achieve the ultimate
goal: measuring a significant sample of Ultra-High
Energy Cosmic Rays (UHERC) induced Extensive Air
Showers. This possible flight could take place in spring
2017 with the launch of an Ultra Long Duration
Balloon (ULDB) from Wanaka New Zeeland, by
Columbia Science Balloon Facility (CSBF/NASA).
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first subsystems developed for
an UAV used in safety procedures of sounding rockets
campaigns. The aim of this UAV is to scan the rocket
impact area in order to search for unexpected boats. To
achieve this mission, designers developed an image
recognition algorithm, two human-machine interfaces
and two communication links, one to control the drone
and the other for receiving telemetry data. In this paper,
developers take all major engineering decisions in order
to overcome the project constraints. A secondary goal of
the project is to encourage young people to take part in
Brazilian space program. For this reason, most of
designers are undergraduate students under supervision
of experts

The coming sections will discuss the first results and
developments such as MMI (Man-machine Interface),
Radio Links and Boats Detection Algorithm.
Conclusions overall the searching system are in the final
section.
1. THE UAV
One of design decision was to acquire in the market an
UAV instead of building a new one. This was due to a
budgetary restraint. However, it was also to focus on
other research areas. After examining all possibilities,
the designers have chosen the “Penguin B” platform by
UAV Factory [2]. In Tab. 1 we have highlighted the
most interesting specifications parameters of Penguin B
[3].

INTRODUCTION
Currently, Brazil has two sounding rocket ranges, CLBI
(Barreira do Inferno Launch Center) and CLA
(Alcântara Launch Center) and both are located on the
coast. One of the advantages of this location is to choose
flight trajectories with impact area in the sea. Obviously,
this kind of trajectory is safer than other ones, in which
flights occurs over populated areas. Even with this
feature and despite the fact there is a Defined Safety
Envelope where planes and boats cannot trespass,
sometimes unexpected situations occur and also
invasions, especially with small boats. For this reason,
rocket range employs some logistical and tactical
supports in order to assure there is not any people under
the risk of injuries. Airplanes, boats, radar and other
methods composes these supports. Some of these
resources come from other organizations, which make
the launch campaign dependent on external means.
Some mission profiles require many days of campaign
and this increases operational costs. Sometimes, air base
cannot provide its airplanes to take part in a rocket
campaign. When this happens, campaign period
changes. These changes impact on other operational
restrictions.

Table 1
Parameter
MTOW
Max Payload
Endurance
Environmental protection
Internal power generator

Value
21.5 kg
10 kg
20+ hour (with
fuel
injected
engine
and
7500cc fuel tank)
Sealed against rain, snow
80W

2. MMI – Man-Machine Interface
In project guidelines, the UAV is autonomous as much
as possible. In spite of that, two different interfaces can
communicate with the UAV and control it in case of
emergency: Remote Pilot Interface and the Operator
Interface. These interfaces, installed on a ground station,
provides control and surveillance to the UAV during the
flight.

This project This project intends to develop an UAV as
a new resource for rocket ranges. It will scan defined
safety envelope detecting unexpected boats in the
impact area. Detected boats will receive audio warnings
to leave the area. For legal purposes, there is a video
_____________________________________________________
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Qt framework and other open source software give
support to all graphic interfaces. Some widgets are
designed using Qwt library.
3. BOATS DETECTION ALGORITHM
As stated in previous section, a front-facing camera
helps Remote Pilot to control the UAV. An embedded
CPU runs an algorithm processing image frames from a
second camera. This algorithm needs to process the
images of all scanned area during the flight on a realtime basis. Considering a FOV (field of view) of 0,35
rad, flight altitude – h = 500m and flight speed – v = 27
m/s, time T is calculated as above (Eq. 1)

Figure 1. Remote Pilot Interface: screenshot 01

𝑇≤

2ℎ
𝑣

𝐹𝑂𝑉

tan(

2

)

(1)

The algorithm uses a segmentation technique similar to
P-tile as in [4]. We shall discuss details about it in a
coming paper, but major steps appear in Fig. 4. The First
step of algorithm is to divide RGB image in individual
channels. After that, algorithm determines a histogram
in each channel. The frequency of appearance of most
frequent pixel intensity defines the median. Then we
subtract the values of the pixels of each channel with
their respective median

Figure 2. Remote Pilot Interface: screenshot 02
Remote Pilot Interface (Fig. 1 and 2) is a virtual cockpit.
For instance, at the screen of this interface we can find
information about airspeed, altimeter, attitude indicator
(artificial horizon), and turn coordinator. Additional
information are battery and fuel level, engine oil
pressure, engine RPM, engine temperature, flight time
and autonomy, among others. Video signal providing
from a front-facing camera is also available. Switching
to another frame (Fig. 2), the “pilot” can control many
different subsystems as cameras, giroflex and video
transmitter. With the assistance of an interactive map,
the pilot can set the trajectory through waypoints.
User Interface provides information about scanned area
over the sea and possible detected boats (Fig. 3). Two
video images are available in this interface. The first one
comes directly from the camera without any image
processing. The second video frame becomes available
after image processing and it displays detected boats.

Figure 3. User Interface

Figure 4. Detection Algorithm
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Subtracting the medians of original picture, we
eliminate most outstanding colors in the picture, the sea
water. After this operation, we have three grayscale
channels and we apply a segmentation operation (binary
threshold). All pixels above a given threshold value are
converted to the 255. The remaining pixels are
converted into zero.
Next steps are morphological operations is. First an
erosion followed by a dilation. Immediately afterwards,
a dilation followed by an erosion. To reconstruct a RGB
image with these resulting individual channels is next
step. On this reconstructed image, white blobs are
probably boats. To find these blobs, next operation is as
defined in [5]. Fig. 5 to 8 shows key steps of the
algorithm.

Figure 8. Detected boats
3.1 Algorithm results
Summarized in Table 3 we have the first results of the
algorithm, using images available on the internet as
inputs. It has achieved a performance about 87%. This
number means that algorithm has detected inexistent
boats (false positives) only in 12% of pictures. Another
remarkable number is ‘false negatives’, which is zero. In
other versions of the algorithm is intended to decrease
the number of false positives using techniques as
analysis of texture, contour descriptors (or Fourier
descriptor HOG, for example) or variance in a sequence
of frames. To test the robustness of the algorithm, they
were processed 16 different pictures but eight of these
images contained no boat. Some pictures had more than
a boat to detect, so total detectable boats were 10.

Figure 5. Original picture

Parameter

Possible
10

Algorithm
detected
10

True positive
boats
True negative
pictures
False positive
pictures
False negative
pictures

%
100

8

7

87,5

16

2

12,5

8

0

0

4. RADIO LINKS
Figure 6. Segmentation (blue channel)

UAV has two different radio links; a VHF uplink which
sends encrypted commands to the UAV. A downlink in
s-band provides telemetry data and video from two onboard cameras.
The challenge for designers was to set up both costeffective and reliable links for data transmission over the
sea due to the natural condition of the water of absorbing
some radio signals. For instance, at a frequency
somewhere around 1 gigahertz, water (even pure water)
changes from a dielectric to a ‘lossy’ dielectric. At
frequencies much lower than 1 gigahertz, water should
perform much like any other high dielectric constant

Figure 7. Morphological Operations (blue channel)
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material, with loss depending mainly on
conductivity and thus the ionic contaminants.

Designed in 4nec2 [6], this antenna (Fig. 9) has 90
degrees bandwidth and 9 dBi of gain. Its bandwidth
cover major Defined Safe Envelope (Fig 10). In the first
test, the receiver (a small HT receiver with an antenna
with 2.0 dBi of gain) was installed on top of a hill about
a hundred kilometers far from the transmission antenna.
This is very near to the real operational condition, since
planned flight altitude from UAV is about 500m (figure
11). All command signals transmitted using
transmission power from 5 to 50W have reached the
receiver and they were correctly decoded. Center
frequency of this antenna is near aircraft band (VHF
subset of frequencies), because aircrafts radio links
works very well over the sea using this band.

the

4.1 VHF Uplink
These were requirements to this link:






Reliability;
Good communication skills even on cloudy or
rainy days;
Range – 110 Km minimum;
Economic radio equipment;
Suitable for operation over the sea.

With a view to obtain 100 Km range, this link needs up
to 50W of transmission power. Amateur Radio
equipment are economic and they can supply such
transmission power. However, for this application it is
necessary a well-defined transmission antenna and a
reliable modulation technique in order to avoid any
interference. Characteristics of Yagi antenna are its
robustness, ease of design and implementation.
Furthermore, it can handle transmission power
requirements of this link. Therefore, this kind of antenna
was a natural choice to this project.
Guidelines to this antenna project are:





Maximum power transmission up to 120W;
Vertical polarization;
Optimized radiation pattern to most frequent
rocket impact area;
Adjustable pointing.

Figure 9. VHF Uplink Antenna
4.2 S-band Downlink
Many technical requirements led to build a downlink in
another frequency band. Transmission power
requirements for a VHF link over the sea would demand
up to 50W. Such transmission power would consume
too much electrical power but chosen UAV has a limited
onboard power generator. Using low-power
consumption transmitters would require very high gain
receiving antennas in the ground station.
In order to send at 1 Mbit/s signals, as required, there is
on the market, for example, S-band transmitters with
power consumption lower than 20W and power
transmission up to 5W. Besides that, this band is the
same used in rockets, satellites and other spatial
applications. Furthermore, CLBI and CTA have modern
S-band telemetry stations.
For all above, S-band was a natural choice for the
UAV’s downlink. To build a complete S-band link it
was constructed a ground antenna and a transmission
one. A bi-quad array of antennas (Fig 12) has achieved
a gain of 18dbi and return loss of -43db. Bandwidth of
this antenna array is 30o.

Figure 10 – VHF antenna bandwidth (thick line)
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First Transmission Test Profile – VHF Uplink

Operational profile– VHF Uplink
Figure 11. First test and operational profiles – VHF Uplink.
The S-band transmission antenna of the UAV needs to
be light, resistant and with a reasonable gain. To solve
this issue, a completely new antenna was designed. This
S-band transmission antenna has a gain of about 4,7 dBi
in horizontal plane. Theoretical and simulated results
assures almost the same gain in all directions. It means
that this antenna is horizontally omnidirectional. This
characteristic is very interesting once it keeps the quality
of transmitted data even when UAV changes its
direction.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This cost-effective project intends to build an affordable
alternative. The first results are promising. The first tests
have shown us all subsystems operating within design
requirements and a performance that ensures overall
system reliability. In a few months, UAV starts its first
tests in real rocket launching campaigns to evaluate
other performance parameters.
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ABSTRACT

The flight control system design is always one of the key
portions of the flight system design[1], which guarantees the stability of the flight vehicle, and ensures the
accomplishment of various tasks. The hardware-in-theloop simulation(HILS) is the significant approach to validate the rationality of the flight control system, and is
also the highest confidence level ground validation system. However, different platforms are usually necessary
for the flight control system design and validation. For
example, the MATLAB/Simulink platform is commonly
used to design the flight control strategy, but the flight
control program must be rewritten into C/C++ code for
the on-board computer. In addition, the HILS can also be
designed with different platform, such as the dSPACE[2],
RT-LAB[3], RTX[4], xPC[5], etc. As a result, a large of
dull and repetitive work has to be done during the flight
control system design, which would extremely decrease
the design efficiency, and increase the design period as
well. Therefore, based only on the MATLAB/Simulink
platform, the accomplishment of the flight control system
design, debug and HILS validation is achieved by using
the dSPACE real-time computer in this paper, which reduces the unnecessary repeated work, and shortens the
control system design period.

The rapid construction of hardware-in-the-loop simulation(HILS) system and validation of the flight control approach for the TianHang eXperimental(THX) rocket are
investigated. Firstly, the six degree of freedom simulation system is accomplished using MATLAB/Simulink,
and the simulation models are classified and masked into
various blocks by their functions. And then, the integrated design of testing and debugging of the flight control
devices and the HILS system construction is proposed
based on the dSPACE real-time platform. The test and
calibration of the gyroscope and rudder system and the
flight control code automatically generation are carried
out, and various levels of HILS are achieved. Finally, the
optimal linear quadratic regulator with the integrate part
is proposed for the three channels of the flight vehicle.
The numerical and HILS results demonstrated the effective performance of the proposed control approach. As
the control system design implements only on the MATLAB/Simulink platform, a large of repeated work is overleaped. Therefore, the rapid construction of the HILS is
accomplished, and the flight control design and validation
period is decreased, which implies the remarkable value
in engineering application.

2.

Key words: Solid rocket; control system; hardware-inthe-loop simulation; dSPACE.

2.1.
1.

SIMULATION MODEL OF THX ROCKETS

Six degree of freedom model

INTRODUCTION
As the THX rocket is of great stiffness and close range,
the elastic problem is omitted, and the earth is assumed
to be the horizontal plane. The trajectory model of six
degree of freedom is estimated as follows.

The TianHang eXperimental(THX) rocket aims to provide an integrated platform for technical validation and
experimental education of the flight vehicle system de d2 r
sign, aerodynamic shape optimization, multidisciplinary
m dt2 = P + R + G + Fk0
(1)
optimization, low-cost navigation and control system de0
I · dω
dt + ω × (I · ω) = Mst + Md + Mk
sign, etc. The THX rocket consists of a mature and reliable solid propulsor, the plane symmetry layout with
where r = [x, y, z]T is the position vector, ω =
perfect stability and operating performance, and the in[ωx1 , ωy1 , ωz1 ]T is the angle velocity vector, m is the
dependent development software and hardware systems
with industrial grade components. In the past four years,
rocket mass I = diag[Ix1 , Iy1 , Iz1 ]T is the moment of
three flight experiments of the THX rockets have been
inertia matrix, P , R, G, Fk0 are the thrust force, aerodysuccessfully carried out.
namic force, gravity and additional Coriolise force, re_______________________________________
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spectively, and can be represented as
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Simulation Framework

(3) The simulation framework of the six degree of freedom
for the THX rocket with MATLAB/Simulink is illustrated in Figure 1. The blocks of ’Forces & Moments’ and
’Equations of Motion’ are used to derive the forces and
moments of the rocket and accomplish the six degree of
freedom trajectory simulation. The ’gyro model’ block
represents the model of the gyroscope, such as the zero
bias, measurement noise, etc. And the ’Control’ block
runs the control law, and calculates the rudder control
command to track the desired flight attitude.

3.

RAPID CONSTRUCTION OF HILS SYSTEM

In order to improve the reliability of the flight control, the
HILS must be carried out after the MATLAB/Simulink
numerical simulation to validate the performance of the
control system. In this section, the rapid construction approach of the HILS system for the THX rocket is proposed, which is also applicable for HILS of the other various flight vehicles.

#
(4)

where V is the mold of the flight velocity vector V =
[Vx , Vy , Vz ]T , which are as


#

Thus, the angle of attack and slide angle are as follows.
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sin ν = − cos1 σ [cos α cos ψ sin γ − sin ψ sin α]

The Mst , Md , Mk0 in Eq. (1) denote the aerodynamic stability moment, aerodynamic damping moment, and
additional Coriolise moment, respectively, which can be
represented as

"

− sin γ 
tan ψ cos γ

ωx1
ωy1
ωz1

The THX rocket is controlled by the aerial rudder, and the
aerodynamic coefficients are all derived via the look-up
tables, which contain the angle of attack, mach number,
slide angle and the four rudder deflections. Therefore, the
seven dimension interpolation should be used. In order to
obtain the angle of attack and slide angle, the flight path
angle and track yaw angle should be calculated ahead as

V
θ = arctan Vxy
(7)
σ = − arcsin VVx

where MBG is the coordinate transformation matrix from
body coordinate to launching coordinate, P is the thrust
force of the engine, q is the dynamic pressure, SM is the
reference area, Cx1 , Cy1 , Cz1 are the aerodynamic force
coefficients in axial, longitudinal and lateral direction, g0
is the ground gravity coefficient, x1e is distance between
the nozzle exit center and the rocket mass center.

where mx1st , my1st , mz1st are the coefficients of aerodynamic stability moment, which are derived by the aerodyω z1
x1
namic coefficient look-up tables, mω
x1 , · · · , mz1 are the
coefficients of the aerodynamic damping moment, which
are derived by the aerodynamic coefficient look-up tables
as well, ω x1 , ω y1 , ω z1 are the dimensionless angle velocity of the roll, yaw and pitch channels, respectively, and
can be represented as

"

(6)
where ϕ is the pitch angle, ψ is the yaw angle, γ is the
roll angle, respectively.

(2)
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3.1.

HIL system design process

The modular design mentality is proposed to realize the
rapid construction of the HILS System by combined with

The relationship of the attitude and angle velocity is as
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(8)

Figure 3. Gyroscope test framework.

3.2.

For the sake of the integration of the control device test
and the construction of the HILS system, the dSPACE
real-time computer and the on-board computer, i.e. DSP,
are considered to complete the test and calibration of the
gyroscope and rudder system.

Figure 1. Simulation framework of the six degree of freedom for the THX rockets.

The test and calibration of the gyroscope is mainly used
to calibrate various parameters such as zero bias, scale
error, etc. And then the calibrated parameters are compensated for the gyroscope measurement results during
flight. The gyroscope test framework is illustrated in Figure 3. The gyroscope is fixed to the turntable. Both the
dSPACE and DSP can accomplish the test and calibration
of the gyroscope. Actually, the DSP is used to collect the
data of the gyroscope during flight. Thus, the test of the
gyroscope can also debug the device interface of the onboard computer.

Gyroscope test
DSP in the loop simulation
Rudder test
DSP & rudder in the loop
simulation
Gyroscope interface test

Rudder control interface test

Calibration and identification experiments

DSP & gyroscope in the
loop simulation

DSP & rudder & gyroscope in the loop simulation

The test and identification of the rudder system is mainly used to determine the static performance index, such
as polarity, zero bias, scale error, etc, and the dynamic
performance index, such as the maximum angler velocity, bandwidth, etc, and simultaneously identify the model
of the rudder system via time domain and/or frequency
domain. And then the identified model of the rudder system can be referred to during the design of the control
system. The rudder system test framework is illustrated
in Figure 4. Both the dSPACE and DSP can accomplish
the test and calibration of the rudder system respectively.
Actually, the DSP is used to control and collect the rudder
system during flight. Thus, the test of the rudder system
can also debug the device interface of the on-board computer.

Figure 2. HIL system design process for the THX rockets.

the test and calibration of the control devices from simple
to complex. Subsequently, the integrated test and simulation system is accomplished and thus represented in
Figure 2.
The integration of the test and calibration of the control
devices and the construction of the HILS system can not
only increase the shared devices to a great extent to decrease the cost, but also make the debug of the device
interfaces and the construction of the HILS system more
convenient and effective. As to the THX rocket, the main
control devices are the gyroscope and the rudder system, which are available to introduce to the HILS system.
Therefore, the test and calibration of the gyroscope and
rudder system are integrated with the construction of the
HILS system, so that the design and validation period of
the flight control system can be significantly decreased.

It can be seen that when test the control devices, the
dSPACE and DSP are used and the debug of the device interface has been carried out. Consequently, the construction of the HILS system can directly refer to the device
test framework, and the integration of the control device
test and the construction of the HILS system are accomplished.
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ried out directly, and based on this experiment, the debug of the hardware interface between the device and the
dSPACE and DSP is accomplished as well. So that the
entire HILS system is completed step by step followed
with the device test, and various levels of HILS systems
are then derived.
When the on-board computer is designed and manufactured, the on-board computer in the loop simulation system is then constructed by the aid of the dSPACE realtime computer. On the one hand, the flight control code
is automatically generated and downloaded into the onboard computer, and the flight control code can be debugged in the real-time environment. On the other hand,
the hardware interface code between the dSPACE and
the on-board computer can also be tested and debugged
for reliability. After the rudder system is accomplished,
the test and model identification can be carried out, and
the hardware interface between the rudder system and the
on-board computer or the dSPACE would have been debugged previously. The rudder system in the loop simulation and the on-board computer and rudder system in the
loop simulation can then be constructed and validate the
flight control strategy with respect to the real actuators.
Similarly, the gyroscope in the loop simulation and the
on-board computer and gyroscope in the loop simulation
can be constructed as well.

Figure 4. Rudder system test framework.
3.3.

Automatic control code generation

As the flight control strategy is designed based on the
MATLAB/Simulink platform, and executed on the onboard computer, i.e. DSP. The flight control code is usually reprogrammed again via C/C++ code, which would
increase the coding risk and design period. Therefore, the
model based design is introduced for the flight control strategy to generate the control code automatically from
the MATLAB/Simulink blocks. The real-time interface
(RTI) blocks are the key blocks for the embedded system code generation, which have been provided by the
MATLAB/Simulink. The only thing for the designer is to
schedule the RTI blocks according with the actual interface of the hardware to be used. Subsequently, the flight
control strategy code can be automatically generated via
the MATLAB/Simulink blocks, which is of great interest to reduce the program risk and enhance the automatic
design level.

Consequently, the on-board computer, rudder system and
gyroscope in the loop simulation system is accomplished,
and the validation of the flight control strategy is carried
out in the next section.

4.

Accordingly, the hardware interface code for the DSP
with respect to the gyroscope and rudder system can be
tested and debugged via code automatically generation
from the RTI blocks together with the device test before the construction of HILS system and actual flight.
In addition, the main flight control code can automatically generated as well. Therefore, once the MATLAB/Simulnk simulation model and the RTI blocks are
accomplished, the programme codes for the on-board
computer are then automatically generated, which largely
improve the process of the HILS system construction.

The design and validation of the flight control system is a
complex engineering, which usually needs iterative repetition. In this section, the flight control method is proposed, and the validation results of the numerical simulation and the entire HILS are illustrated. Consequently, the
flight control performance is concluded and some certain
suggestions are provided for the system design engineers.

4.1.
3.4.

CONTROL SYSTEM VALIDATION

Various levels of HILS systems

Control system design

The first generation of the THX rocket is just roll stability
[6], and the second generation is then improved to three
channel control. The flight control method is then proposed as follows.

The HILS system is then constructed after the test and
calibration of the control devices to give a complete validation for the flight control system.

As the flight range of the THX rocket is short, and the
flight velocity is rather slow, the characteristic point is
then selected as the average velocity after the engine burn
out. Assume that the slide angle and the roll angle are
both small, three linearized systems of the three channels
are then derived by decoupling the attitude dynamic mode
at the characteristic point. The integral part of the attitude
tracking errors are introduced into the linearized systems

The HILS system is usually gradually constructed from single device in the loop to various devices in the loop and
finally the entire HILS system is achieved for the sake of
security and reliability. Meanwhile, as the product periods of the control devices are variable, the entire HILS
system can not complete immediately. When a certain
device is produced, the test and calibration can be car-
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to promote the disturbance rejection performance of the
flight control system. Therefore, the linearized systems
of the three channels can be rewritten as

pitch angle

ẋ = Ax + bu

attitude (deg)
100

(9)
R

0
−100
0

T

where Rx is the state, such as x =R [ ∆ϕ, ∆ϕ, ∆ωz1 ] ,
x = [ ∆ψ, ∆ψ, ∆ωy1 ]T , x = [ ∆γ, ∆γ, ∆ωx1 ]T , A
is the state coefficient matrix, which is constant at the
characteristic point. u is the control command, such as
pitch rudder deflection u = ∆δz1 , yaw rudder deflection
u = ∆δy1 , roll rudder deflection u = ∆δx1 , b is the
control coefficient matrix, which is constant at the characteristic point.
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Therefore, the attitude control problem is then transformed as the linear quadratic control problem. The performance index is designed as
Z ∞
J(u) =
(xT Qx + uT Ru)dt
(10)

time (s)

Figure 5. attitude for numerical simulation.

0
pitch angle rate

attitude rate (deg/s)

where Q = QT ≥ 0 is positive semi defined symmetric
matrix, R = RT > 0 is positive defined matrix, Consequently, the algebraic Riccati equation is derived as
(11)

yaw angle rate

P A + AT P + Q − P bR−1 bT P = 0

The optimal control state feedback matrix is obtained by
solve the algebraic Riccati equation via MATLAB as
(12)

roll angle rate

K ∗ = R−1 bT P
The optimal control command is
∗

∗

u = −K x

(13)
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4.2.

Numerical simulation results
Figure 6. attitude rate for numerical simulation.

The numerical simulation is carried out to verify the control performance of the flight control system. The zero bias and measurement noise of the gyroscope are assumed within ±0.1deg/s and ±0.1deg/s respectively for
each axis. The deviation coefficient of the natural frequency and damp of the rudder system are both assumed
within ±1%. The maximum deflection angle and angle
rate are assumed as ±20deg and ±100deg/s respectively. The time delay of the rudder system is assumed as
0.006s. In order to guarantee the operation of the HILS
system, the measurement noise of the feedback signal of
the rudder deflection angle is assumed within ±0.5deg.
The deviation coefficient of the roll moment of inertia is
set within ±5%, while the pitch/yaw moment of inertia is
set within ±3%. The thrust magnitude deviation coefficient is set within ±1%. The thrust deflection angle is set
within ±1 arc second. The deviation of the thrust from
the rocket longitudinal axis is set within ±1mm. The
mass deviation coefficient is set within ±1%. The deviation coefficient of the aerodynamic coefficients are all
set within ±10%, while the deviation of the aerodynamic
stable moment coefficients are set within ±0.1.

The 100 Monte Carlo simulation results are illustrated
from 5 to 7. It can be shown that the flight control system ensures the stability of the attitude, and the control
precision of the pitch, yaw, and roll angles are within
±6deg, ±4deg, and ±10deg, respectively, which satisfies
the control requirement. In addition, the attitude varies
relatively mild, and the rudder deflection angles do not
have large vibration, which reveals the preferable performance of the flight control system.

4.3.

HILS results

The numerical simulation has verified the preferable performance of the flight control method. Furthermore, the
HILS is then carried out to validate the flight control
method. The simulation results of the on-board computer, gyroscope, and rudder system in the loop mode HILS
are shown from 8 to 10. It can be demonstrated that when
the on-board comput, gyroscope, and rudder system are
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Figure 10. rudder deflection for HILS.

Figure 7. rudder deflection for numerical simulation.

introduced into the simulation loop, the attitude is remain
with perfect stability. The control precision of the pitch,
yaw, and roll angles are within ±6, ±5, and ±12, respectively, which still satisfies the control requirement
despite with a slight decrease. The attitude varies relatively mild, and the rudder deflection angles are similar
as the numerical simulation, which validates the preferable performance of the flight control system.
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The rapid construction of HILS system and validation
of the flight control is investigated based on the MATLAB/Simulink and dSPACE platform for the THX rocket. The integrated design process of the flight control device test, debug, and HILS construction is proposed. The
optimal linear quadratic controller is designed and verified via the numerical simulation and HILS. The perfect
control performance of this method is demonstrated by
the simulation results. The design experiences and flight
experiments of the THX rocket have also verified the high
efficiency and enormous potential for the flight control
system design and validation.
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ABSTRACT

The REXUS/BEXUS programme was initiated in 2008
and has since involved over 500 students and 90 experiments [1].

ISAAC — Infrared Spectroscopy to Analyse the middle Atmosphere Composition — was a student experiment launched from SSC’s Esrange Space Centre, Sweden, on 29th May 2014, on board the sounding rocket
REXUS 15 in the frame of the REXUS/BEXUS programme. The main focus of the experiment was to implement an ejection system for two large Free Falling Units
(FFUs) (240 mm x 80 mm) to be ejected from a spinning
rocket into a predefined direction. The system design relied on a spring-based ejection system. Sun and angular rate sensors were used to control and time the ejection. The flight data includes telemetry from the Rocket
Mounted Unit (RMU), received and saved during flight,
as well as video footage from the GoPro camera mounted
inside the RMU and recovered after the flight. The FFUs’
direction, speed and spin frequency as well as the rocket
spin frequency were determined by analyzing the video
footage. The FFU-Rocket-Sun angles were 64.3◦ and
104.3◦ , within the required margins of 90◦ ±45◦ . The
FFU speeds were 3.98 m/s and 3.74 m/s, lower than the
expected 5± 1 m/s. The FFUs’ spin frequencies were
1.38 Hz and 1.60 Hz, approximately half the rocket’s spin
frequency. The rocket spin rate slightly changed from
3.163 Hz before the ejection to 3.117 Hz after the ejection of the two FFUs. The angular rate, sun sensor data
and temperature on the inside of the rocket module skin
were also recorded. The experiment design and results of
the data analysis are presented in this paper.

The ISAAC project was led by Master students from
the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) of Stockholm,
Sweden. The initial experiment scope involved two
Free-Falling Units (FFUs), where one FFU would be
able to point to and track the other one. Both FFUs were
designed as an assembly of a Common Unit (CU) and a
Specific Unit (SU). The CU contains the parachute, the
recovery systems and provides data for GPS trajectory,
accelerations and angular rates. The SU can accommodate up to 1.6 kg of scientific hardware i.e. the LED
lights in the case of the original transmitter FFU. The
FFU design is thus modular and can be adapted to other
atmospheric experiences.
The KTH University has extensive heritage of previous
FFUs ejection with the successful flights of the RAIN
[2] (REXUS 11, November 2012) and MUSCAT [3]
(REXUS 13, May 2013) experiments. However, no
FFU interaction was attempted between their free
falling probes. Developing a tracking system between
FFUs allows a wider range of applications such as IR
spectroscopy to measure the CO2 concentration, the
scientific goal of the ISAAC experiment. To minimize
any interference of the sun with the FFUs’ optical instruments, the direction of the FFUs’ trajectories has to be
perpendicular to the sun-rocket direction. The ejection of
the units had thus to be triggered at the right moment in
order for them to fly out on the optimal tracking direction.

Key words: ISAAC; REXUS; ejection system; predefined direction.

1.

Unfortunately, due to some delays, some components of
the FFUs were not available in time for qualification and
launch. The experiment’s goals were thus descoped and
the main goal became to verify the reliability and functionality of the ejection system. The RMU was launched
with two dummy FFUs with similar weights to the ”real”
FFUs. This paper focuses on the design of the ejection system and the predefined direction ejection analysis. The FFUs’ mechanical and electrical designs are
however detailed in the ISAAC Student Experiment Description [4].

INTRODUCTION

The ISAAC experiment was developed in the frame
of the REXUS/BEXUS programme, a collaboration
between the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the
Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) in cooperation
with the European Space Agency (ESA), offering the
opportunity to European students to fly their experiments
on board a sounding rocket or a stratospheric balloon.

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research',
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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3.

The ISAAC RMU consists of a rocket cylinder, an ejection system, two ejectable hatches and the electrical interface. The rocket cylinder is based on a standard 300 mm
height and 356 mm diameter REXUS rocket module with
a 4 mm thickness. It was necessary to increase the thickness to 8 mm near the ejection openings to match the
strength tolerance of a basic REXUS module. The report
of the module’s FEM analysis is available in [4]. Two
opposing openings were cut in the basic cylinder for the
ejection of the FFUs. The openings are 254 mm wide
and 85 mm high. Due to their size, the FFUs are positioned one above the other and ejected at the same time
in opposite direction to disrupt the rocket’s flight dynamics as little as possible. Three additional openings have
been cut for the sun sensor as well as openings for the
GoPro camera, the extra power umbilical connection, the
tightening holes and the corresponding screw holes.

Figure 1: REXUS 15 being rolled out to the launch pad The ISAAC RMU is framed in red

2.

DESIGN OVERVIEW

EXPERIMENT CONCEPT

The REXUS sounding rocket was launched from the
Esrange Space Center, near Kiruna, Sweden. During
the ascending phase the rocket was spinning at a rate
of 3 Hz. The FFUs were ejected during the ascending
phase, around 60 km of altitude, above the densest parts
of the atmosphere. The ejection was recorded by a
GoPro camera located above the lower FFU opening
inside the RMU. The rocket apogee was reached around
137 s into the flight and was at an altitude of roughly
80.5 km. FOVS [5], another student experiment on
board REXUS 15, recorded the slight actuator-induced
vibration (including mechanical events following pyro
cutter ignitions) caused by the ISAAC pyro cutter at
+91 s after lift-off.

3.1.

Mechanical Design of the Ejection System

The major challenge of the ISAAC experiment accommodation was to design an efficient ejection system in
the limited volume left by two large FFUs. The weight
and volume limitations led to the ”aluminium-skeleton”
design of the ISAAC ejection system presented in this
section. Most of the mechanical parts are made from aluminium Al 6082-T6.

After the ejection, the FFUs are spinning around their
own cylindrical central axes, providing them with stability. The real FFUs would have been equipped with
a parachute system and would have started transmitting
their coordinates after the parachute deployment, both
through a satellite modem and a radio beacon transmitter. The main payload of the rocket was recovered by the
Esrange Space Center, along with our RMU and video
footage of the flight. Since the launched FFUs were
wooden dummies, there was no need to retrieve them.
The experiment timeline is depicted in Fig. 2.
Figure 3: ISAAC Rocket Mounted Unit
Each FFU is held in the vertical direction by three rails
(one line of contact above and two below each FFU). In
the horizontal direction, the FFUs are locked between
two aluminium plates. One plate, part of the pusher
assembly, is connected to ejection springs and transmits
the spring energy to the FFU. The second plate, part of
the hatch assembly, is restrained by two hooks as shown
in Fig. 5 .
Figure 2: ISAAC Experiment timeline

The critical parts of the ejection system are the hooks.
They disengage under the action of the ejection springs.
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Figure 6: FFU ejection (view without rocket cylinder)
the vertical direction by constraining them with three rails
(two below and one above each FFU). The rails in contact with the FFUs are made from Teflon to reduce the
friction. The design of these plates ensures a maximum
deflection of 0.3 mm of the beams in the vertical direction at launch. Four ejection rails are accommodated on
the side of the FFUs.

Figure 4: Ejection System Overview (view without FFUs
and rocket cylinder)

Figure 5: Hatch and Pusher plates
Figure 7: Main structure of the ejection system and vertical support of the FFUs (without rocket cylinder)

When the hooks are engaged, the ejection springs can
not retract. From the four hooks, four steel cables are led
through a single pyro cutter located in the center of the
upper grid and clamped between two steel plates. The
eight ejection springs apply a force of 40 N each to the
pusher plate. The tension in the steel cables was set to
90 N each taking into account random vibration and the
leverage induced by the hook.

The exact ejection time within the ejection window must
occur when the direction of the ejection is perpendicular
to the rocket-sun direction. The angle of the Sun is determined by three sun sensors, which are accommodated
on the RMU 30◦ apart from each other behind the lower
FFU, as shown in Fig. 8.

When the ejection signal is given, the pyro cutter cuts
the cables, the four hooks disengage and the extension springs retract. The pusher plate, attached to the
extension springs, then glides along ejection rails and
pushes away the FFU and the hatch assembly. A small
compression spring between the FFU and the hatch
separates them. The steel cables are contained in the
RMU after ejection.
The ejection rails are attached to the main structure. This
main structure, shown in Fig. 7 is made of three thick
aluminium grids resting on balconies connected to four
vertical beams, themselves linked to the RMU walls. The
medium and lower plates are 20 mm high and 5 mm thick
whilst the upper plate is 15 mm high and also 5 mm thick.
This structure prevents any displacement of the FFUs in

Figure 8: Sun sensor location on RMU
To prevent thermal disturbances from the airflow enter-
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ing through the hatch opening after ejection, the ejection
system is isolated by 0.5 mm thick aluminium plates as
well as a side tunnel for the cable feedthrough. The total
mass budget is detailed in Table 1.

driver. Nevertheless, the power for the pyro cutter ignition is provided by an external source, thus the activation
of the driver only does not causes the ignition of the pyro
cutter. Fig. 10 presents the schematics of the pyro cutter
control circuit.

Table 1: Mass budget of the RMU. Values marked with
* are estimated, other values are either from a data sheet,
measured or calculated based on the CAD.
Component

Mass [g]

Rocket module

6225

Connection of ejection
system to rocket module

475

Vertical support grids

1780

Rails, hatches, pusher plates, springs

1135

Retention system
(hooks, cables, pyro cutter)

405*

Hot gas protection
(upper & lower plate, cable tunnel)

315

Electronics, Camera, Umbilical

600*

Total

10935
Figure 10: Electronic design of the pyro cutter activation.

3.2.

Besides the ejection control, the RMU electronics are
an interface between the ground control station operator and FFUs. Each independent part of the FFU (Specific Unit and Common Unit) is connected to the RMU
board providing the operator with uplink, downlink, specific signals and power. The latter is converted on the
RMU PCB and distributed over the whole experiment before the FFUs are ejected from the rocket. The RMU
FPGA also processes housekeeping data and the GoPro
HD Hero3 camera data, which is used for the ejection
validation in the post-flight analysis.

Electrical Design

4.

RESULTS

The GoPro camera suffered a malfunction during the
flight that caused a partial loss of the video footage. Fortunately, this malfunction occurred after the ejection of
the FFUs providing enough data for the post-flight analyses.

Figure 9: Conceptual electronic design of the RMU.
The electronics on board the RMU serves several key
roles. A schematic distribution of its tasks and subsystems is shown in Fig. 9. The critical one is ejection
scheduling. A complex algorithm activates a pyro cutter when certain sun-position conditions are met. The
algorithm is implemented in an field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) and based on real-time data collected by
three independent sun sensors and an angular rate sensor.
The idea of controlled ejection lies in continuous position tracking and calculation of a proper instant of time
to eject the FFUs. After the ejection system is manually armed by the operator, the algorithm is being constantly executed commutating an electrical switch in a

4.1.

RMU Telemetry

During the flight, the ISAAC RMU sent telemetry data
regarding the sun sensors readings, the angular velocity
and temperature on the inside of the rocket skin among
other housekeeping data. Fig. 11 presents an extract of
the data received from the sun sensors and transmitted as
telemetry from the RMU. The low resolution of the figure
is due to limitations of the telemetry bandwidth. Nevertheless, the ejection algorithm sampled and processed at
higher data rates.
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4.2.1.

FFU direction

A full rocket rotation corresponds to 38.45 frames on average. Counting the number of frames starting with one
FFU in the center of an image and ending up with the
other FFU (or Sun) in the same position, the FFUs’ flying direction is determined. Fig. 13 displays the frames
27462 and 27473, which have an FFU and the Sun in
the center of the image respectively. The analysis was
carried out on 24 full rocket rotations and the results are
presented in Tab. 2.
Figure 11: Extract of sun sensors readings.

Fig. 12 displays the temperature and angular velocity of
the rocket during the whole flight. Maximum thermal
stress is reached during the ascent instead of during reentry. Additionally, the angular velocity profile shows the
exact times of the ejection, the yo-yo despin and the reentry phase where the module tumbles in all directions.

(a) Video frame 27462

Figure 12: Tracking algorithm diagram.

4.2.

Ejection Dynamics

A video analysis was performed on the footage recorded
by the on board camera. At a frame rate of 119.88 fps,
a total of 959 frames were analyzed, centered around the
FFU ejection. The following quantities were determined
and the results validate both the ejection algorithm and
the mechanical system:

•
•
•
•

(b) Video frame 27473

Figure 13: There are 11 frames between the Tx and the
Sun, corresponding to an angle of roughly 103◦ .

A lower standard deviation is observed for the case when
the direct angle between the FFUs is determined. It is
suspected that this is caused by a poorer estimation of the
Sun’s position within the frames; while the FFUs have
sharp boundaries the Sun appears as a diffuse disc.

FFU direction (relative to the Sun’s position)
FFU speed
FFU spin frequency
Rocket spin frequency before and after the ejection
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Table 2: FFU direction results, averages of 24 measurements (within 8 seconds)
Angle between

Average
◦

Lower FFU (Tx) and Sun
Sun and Upper FFU (Rx)
Upper FFU (Rx) and Lower FFU (Tx)

104.3
64.3◦
191.2◦

Sum

359.8◦

4.2.2.

σ
1.4◦
1.4◦
0.5◦

(a) 0◦

FFU speed

The calculation of the FFU speed is based on the basic
fact that the FFUs appear to get smaller with increasing
distance. A FFU of diameter d at distance r covers an
angle:

α = 2 arctan

0.5d
r

(b) 90◦


(1)

By determining the angle α the distance of the FFU at a
certain point in the video is calculated. Furthermore, by
calculating the frame rate, the speed of the FFUs is determined. However, it has to be noted that after a very short
time it is already very difficult to measure the apparent
diameter of the FFUs, as they are only a few pixels wide.
For this reason, only the first 1.5 s after the ejection were
considered. After 1.5 s the apparent diameter is roughly
20 pixels, or about 2◦ , at which point an error of 1 pixel
(5%) in the measurement already translates to an error of
roughly 0.8 m/s (20%) in the speed, based on equation 1.

(c) 180◦

(d) 270◦

The speeds of both FFUs are summarized in Tab. 3.

Figure 14: The red and gray markings on the FFUs.

Table 3: FFU speed results, averages of 4 measurements
(within 1.5 seconds)
Speed of

Average

σ

Lower FFU (Tx)
Upper FFU (Rx)

3.98 m/s
3.74 m/s

0.17 m/s
0.26 m/s

4.2.3.

Table 4: FFU spin frequency results, averages of 3 measurements (within 1.5 seconds)

FFU spin frequency

Average

σ

Lower FFU (Tx)
Upper FFU (Rx)

1.38 Hz
1.60 Hz

0.018 Hz
0.036 Hz

Table 5: Rocket spin before ejection, average of 25 measurements (within 8 seconds)

Prior to the flight, the FFUs were marked in an unique
way so as to easily observe their orientation. Fig. 14
shows the red and gray markers indicating a specific FFU
attitude. The results of the FFUs’ spin are summarized in
Tab. 4.
4.2.4.

Spin of

Value
Frames per rotation
Rotation period
Rotation frequency

Rocket spin frequency

Average
37.90
316.13 ms
3.163 Hz

σ
0.06
0.52 ms
0.005 Hz

The decrease in angular velocity is explained by the fact
that during the first phase of the ejection, where the FFUs
are moving outwards but still touching the rocket, the moment of inertia of the whole system increases. Since angular momentum is conserved, the angular velocity has
to decrease. Once the FFUs are not in contact with the

The number of frames per rotation of the rocket was
counted (using the Sun as a reference) and used to compute the spin frequency of the rocket before and after the
ejection. The results are listed in Tab. 5 and 6.
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Table 6: Rocket spin after ejection, average of 24 measurements (within 8 seconds)
Value
Frames per rotation
Rotation period
Rotation frequency

Average
38.45
320.77 ms
3.117 Hz

spin). The spin seems, however, to be enough to stabilize
the FFUs, as neither of them showed any visible change
of attitude in the video.

σ
0.08
0.66 ms
0.006 Hz

One of the concerns of the ejection was to disrupt as
little as possible the rocket dynamic during its ascending
phase. According to the results, the spin of the rocket
decreases slightly from 3.163 to 3.117 Hz after the FFU
ejection.

rocket anymore, this effect stops, and conservation of
angular momentum applies to the three objects independently.
6.
5.

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS

Through the REXUS15 launch, the functionality of the
ISAAC ejection system has been proven. The ejection
system met the requirements and has already successfully
been re-used by SCRAP, KTH REXUS experiment [8],
for their launch on board REXUS 17 in March 2015. The
same system will also be used by the SLED experiment,
another KTH REXUS experiment to be launched in 2016
[9], and in the frame of the KTH SPIDER experiment.

To minimize any interference of the sun with the FFUs’
optical instruments, the direction of the FFUs’ trajectories has to be perpendicular to the sun-rocket direction.
The requirement on the angle between the sun and either
FFU allowed an error margin of 45◦ , i.e. the angle had
to be between 45◦ and 135◦ . As presented in the results,
the angles were 64.3◦ and 104.3◦ , therefore within the
acceptable margin. The FFUs were meant to be ejected
in two opposite directions i.e. with an angle of 180◦
separation. However data analysis has shown that the
actual angle measured between the FFUs was 191.2◦ .
A possible explanation is that the lower hooks, held by
longer retention cables, were disengaged slightly after
the upper ones thus resulting in an ejection of the lower
FFU roughly 10 ms later.
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The ejection speed requirement was 5± 1 m/s. The measured FFU speeds of 3.98 m/s and 3.74 m/s, respectively,
are slightly below the lower bound of the desired speed.
The lower speed is actually not due to the design of the
ejection system itself but to the difference between the
expected and actual rocket spin. When the requirement
was written, the spin of the rocket was assumed to be
4 Hz (stated between 3 and 4 Hz in [6]). The expected
speed induced by a 4 Hz rocket spin alone would have
been around 4.47 m/s. However the actual spin of the
rocket was 3 Hz, hence the reduced ejection speed. From
a scientific point of view, the IR experiment performance
would have been improved by a lower relative speed
between the FFUs as they gained distance at a much
slower rate.
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flight safety systems, and EGSE and MGSE systems
(essential
electrical/mechanical
ground
support
equipment). Application of new technologies and
innovative design approaches is a key objective in the
development of the VLM-1 launch system. These new
technologies are employed for both electrical as well as
flight mechanical systems, all of which are tested and
verified on the VS-50 flight demonstrator platform.
New material technologies such as carbon fiber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) or fiberglass will be used
for motor cases and fairing, while the newly designed
TVA consists entirely of commercially available
components. These innovative design approaches are
also found in the design and algorithms of the new
redundant navigation systems and adaptive control
overcoming inherent problems of freely rolling rockets.
This paper introduces the VLM project and presents an
overview of the VS-50 development and systems.

ABSTRACT
The VS-50 launch vehicle is the designated intermediate
development step of the VLM-1. The VLM-1 launch
system is a joint venture between the research center for
space DCTA/IAE in Brazil and the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) in Germany. Development highlights are
application of carbon fiber technologies for the S50
motor case and interstage adaptor, use of fiberglass for
the fairing, newly developed thrust vector assembly
(TVA) consisting of commercial components, unique
navigation system encompassing two IMUs, a GPS
receiver, and adaptive control algorithms guiding the
vehicle. The VS-50 is a two-stage vehicle using S50 and
S44 motors. The development of the VS-50 serves two
major purposes: First, VS-50 represents a technological
development stage in the VLM-1 development
roadmap, and second, it serves as a carrier for scientific
payloads. Potential payloads are aerodynamic probes for
yielding scientific aero-dynamic and thermo-dynamic
data sets at regimes up to 18 Mach. Further, the VS-50
could be used for re-entry research and investigation of
re-usable flight objectives.

1.

2.

VS-50: A DERIVATIVE OF VLM-1

The VLM vehicle family is a launcher system which
enables both orbital and sub-orbital mission scenarios.
VLM-1 consists of three stages, while VS-50 comprises
only two stages, namely the first and upper stages of the
VLM-1. Figure 1 depicts the current vehicle layouts of
the VLM vehicle family. The adaptor between the
second and third stages of the VLM-1 becomes the new
interstage adaptor between the first and second stages of
the VS-50. As the first stage of VS-50 accelerates less
weight, the acceleration and the velocity through the
dense atmosphere are higher. Consequently thermal
loads on the whole rocket and the mechanical loads on
the fairing are considerably higher than these of VLM1. Additional thermal protection is needed on all
external surfaces in order to protect the mechanical parts
of the rocket against overheating. The VS-50, used as a
test flight vehicle for the S50 motors, has the same onboard hardware as and uses most subsystems of the
VLM-1. The main mechanical hardware components
comprise aft shroud, TVA, interstage adapter, service
module and fairing. Since the VS-50 is shorter (12 m)
than the VLM-1 (19 m), moments of inertia are
consequently smaller than these of the VLM-1. These
dimension-related factors have an important influence
on the guidance and attitude control system. The pitch

INTRODUCTION

The VS-50 launch vehicle is a two-stage rocket
consisting of S50 and S44 motors. Driving objectives
for its introduction are: First, the cooperative partners
view the VS-50 as an intermediate technology stage of
the VLM-1 (satellite launcher); second, the VS-50
vehicle is a carrier for re-entry experiments and reusable payloads; and third, it provides a test bed and
calibration environment for aero and thermo-dynamic
probes used in wind tunnel experiments at Mach
regimes of 10–15. All subsystems used on VS-50 are
designed for the VLM-1 launch system, thus VS-50
serves as a flight demonstrator vehicle which verifies
and testes electrical and mechanical components under
real-launch conditions. These subsystems include all
electrical components such as on-board computer,
TMTC, flight termination systems, ignition systems,
and on-board flight GNC system, as well as mechanical
structures like fairing and interstage adaptor, separation
systems, thrust vector system, and S50 and S44 motors.
Furthermore, the VS-50 test launch will be a test bed for
ground stations, launcher facilities, launch operations,
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moveable nozzle actuated by the TVA system, which
allows a two-dimensional control of the attitude during
the boosting phase of the S50 motor. To achieve a low
structural coefficient, the S50 case is made of CFRP,
while Aramid is used for the S44 motor case. Several
separation planes are implemented to allow separation
of motors, fairing and payload. The separation is
executed by releasable clamp bands. RADAX junctions
provide the main means of fastening/joining noneseparable cylindrical sections of the vehicle.

frequency is higher at higher aerodynamic pressures,
and the likelihood of an induced roll rate in the VS-50,
which might be caused by asymmetries, is also higher.

Figure 1 – Vehicle Layouts: VS-50 and VLM-1.

3.

VS-50 OVERVIEW

The VS-50 test flight is a precursor milestone in the
development path of the VLM-1. Many hardware parts
of the VLM-1 vehicle are tested during the maiden
flight of the VS-50. Following are overviews and
descriptions of mechanical and electrical systems as
well as a functional description of the ground
infrastructure needed for launch and flight operations.
Figure 2 illustrates a cross-section of the VS-50
revealing its top-level mechanical systems.

Figure 2 – Mechanical Lay-Out of the VS-50.
3.1.1 Motors
The VS-50 is propelled with the newly developed S50
and the flight-proven S44 motor. Not including nozzles,
the lengths of the motors are 5 m and 1.2 m,
respectively. The total lift-off mass is 15.2 metric tons,
while the motors contribute 12 ton and 813 kg of solid
propellant to the total mass, respectively. The S44 has
accumulated some flight history. The S50, on the other
hand, is currently under development with a final CDR
expected during August 2015. The development of the
S50 motor is done in partnership between DLR and the
Brazilian DCTA/IAE. The Brazil partners are
responsible for the production and delivery of the
motors.
Considering a payload mass of 500 kg, the first stage
accelerates the vehicle up to a total velocity of about 3
km/s and delivers it to an altitude of 78 km. After the
burn-out of the first stage and a coast phase, which
length depends on the application, the upper stage is

3.1. Mechanical Vehicle Lay-Out
As compared to the VLM-1 vehicle, the VS-50 rocket
measures only about 12 m in length and its total mass is
in the order of 15 ton. The diameters of the two vehicles
are the same at 1.46 m. A fairing protects the payload
against thermal and aero-dynamic loads. Its nose cone
section, in the shape of a 1:2 ogive, sits on top of
cylindrical section all of which totals a length of 4.8 m.
A cold gas system is installed in the tip of the nose cone
in support of coast control and jettison of the fairing
prior to the experiment phase. An additional cold gas
system at the aft section of the S44 motor allows repositioning of the vehicle after ejection of the fairing,
and guidance prior and during the boosting phase of the
S44 motor. This is necessary since the S44 motor has a
fixed nozzle. The S50 motor is equipped with a
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spun up and re-orientated prior to ignition of the S44
motor. The spin-up and precession control are necessary
to keep the acceleration vector of the S44 motor stable.
The final speed reaches 5 km/s at an altitude of 170 km.
The performance of the VS-50 is sufficient to launching
from Andøya Rocket Range, Norway, and reaching the
ice-covered east coast of Greenland, where land
recovery simplifies experiment retrieval after flight.

is embedded in the on-board computer which in turn is
located in the service module above the S44 motor. It
assumes superordinate functions regarding the control
of the vehicle’s position in space. Its control algorithms
send out inertial pitch and yaw angles for the desired
TVA nozzle position. Since the rocket is free rolling,
the TVA controller converts the received inertial § pitch
and yaw angles to body-fixed angles. In addition, it
resolves the coupling of turning axes. It calculates the
time for moving the nozzle from its actual to the desired
position and compensates the rotation of the body axes
with respect to the inertial system.

3.1.2 Interstage Adaptor
The interstage adaptor is mounted above the S50 motor
and joins first and upper stages. It consists of a
cylindrical and a conical part. The upper cylindrical end
is the interface to the fairing. This interface represents a
separation plane and a clamp band connects the two
parts. The outer cylindrical part of the interstage adaptor
is made of aluminum, while the conical part is made of
CFRP. The conical part carries the S44 motor, service
module (SM) and payload. This interface to the S44
motor is also a separation plane held together by a
clamp band. The interstage adaptor houses a multitude
of electrical subsystems some of which are the ignition
system, flight termination, and motor telemetry
measuring vibration and shock levels during the ascent
phase. In addition, it contains a cold gas system used for
spin-up of the S44 motor necessary prior to the
precession maneuver.

3.1.5 Separation System
The VS-50 vehicle has four separation planes:





S50 separation (Ø = 1.46m)
Fairing separation (Ø = 1.46m)
S44 separation (Ø = 1.006m)
Payload separation (Ø = 0.438m)

Clamp band systems are means of holding the
separation planes at their interfaces and facilitating the
separation process. A pneumatic system opens the
clamp band thus releasing it. Separation is triggered by
timelines, but could be driven by events as well. Fairing
separation is aided by a cold-gas and loaded-spring
system which provides the necessary separation speed,
while gas-driven plunger systems support the other
remaining separation processes.

3.1.3 Fairing
The fairing consists of a 1:2 ogive-shaped nose cone
and a cylindrical section. It covers the payload, SM and
S44 motor and totals a length of 4.8 m. The fairing is
made of fiberglass, which provides RF transparency. A
cold gas system installed in the tip of the nose cone
stabilizes the vehicle during the coast phase which
occurs between 78 (burn-out of first stage) and 100 km.
In addition, the four 4 nozzles at the tip assist the
jettison of the fairing once the clamp band is opened.
The primary means to separating the fairing from the
remaining upper stage are loaded springs located at the
upper part of the interstage adaptor. Both separation
systems combined deliver a delta V of about 4 m/s.
Prior to fairing separation, a slight attitude change
avoids a collision between the payload and the
discarded fairing.

3.2. Electrical Subsystem
All electrical subsystems are self-reliant units
maintaining their own power supplies and accessing
their own electrical ground support equipment (EGSE)
across umbilical connections. Serial data interfaces, like
RS 422 or fiber optic links, interconnect the individual
subsystems. Each subsystem can be tested
independently of the others, which reduces the risks of
error induced during integration tests. Table 1 lists
electrical subsystems installed in the rocket starting at
the top and moving downward:
Table 1 – Electrical Flight Systems.

3.1.4 Thrust Vector Assembly
The thrust vector assembly (TVA) controls the
acceleration vector during the boosting phase of the S50
motor. The flexible nozzle moves along two axes with a
speed of up to 22 °/s, respectively. The TVA is based on
a hydraulic/pneumatic system, for which the energy
needed for the nozzle movement is stored in a highpressure vessel (300 bar) filled with helium. The
hydraulic actuators are driven by this pressurized gas
and controlled by linear valves. The TVA is part of a
three-stage control system. The attitude control system

Location
payload

Subsystem
Service Module

above S 44 motor
(2nd stage)

Service Module
ignition unit
FTS
FTS
ignition unit
motor TM
TVA controller

interstage adaptor

aft skirt of S50

§

Main items
TM/TC
payload computer
bord computer
TM/TC
navigation system

Inertial coordinate system, which this work uses as reference
system, is tagged to the center of the Earth. In this geocentric system,
x-axis points north and y-axis is aligned with the Greenwich Meridian.
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GPS system. The best-data-source selection routine
defines the most reliable data set provided by the IMUs,
namely SISNAV and DMARS. Combining the selected
data set with the GPS data minimize drifts, which are
inherent in IMUs. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of
the best-data-source selection scheme. This combination
of GPS and IMU data yields very accurate location and
attitude data at high sample rates. Subsequent data
processing enables highly accurate determination of
angle of attack (AoA), and thus reducing the risk of
instable flight conditions. Once control parameters are
established, control hardware executes prescribed
controlling measures and ensures stable, save and
controllable ascent during all flight phases to deliver a
payload into either an orbital or suborbital mission
scenario.

3.2.1 Service Module
The Service Module (SM) is the heart of all electrical
systems. It is responsible for communications on-board
and provides communication links between ground and
the vehicle. Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram of the
SM.

Figure 3 - Block Diagram Overview of the SM.
It consists of following main subsystems:










On-board computer,
TM/TC system,
Analog TV system,
Data handling system,
Power supply,
Interface to EGSE via umbilical,
Navigation systems,
Data acquisition system,
Cold gas system.

3.2.2 Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC)
The guidance, navigation and control (GNC) system is
responsible to obtain navigational data, guide the flight
path and perform all necessary control loops to follow a
pre-designated nominal trajectory. Figure 4 shows a
flowchart of the GNC concept.
GPS

Drift
Compensation

Figure 5 – Best-Source Selection
3.2.3 Flight Termination Systems
Since the VS-50 is a controlled vehicle, there is a need
to terminate the flight in case of an abnormal flight
condition or should the rocket leave its nominally
designated flight corridor. In addition, a burned out and
separated motor case needs to be disposed after reaching
a safe distance from the upper stage or remaining
vehicle. Each stage has its own independent flight
termination system (FTS), and once trigged, is
destroyed by a linear-shaped charge. The FTS structure
is depicted as a block diagram in Figure 6 and consists
of following electrical subunits:

Navigation
Platform

Real
Trajectory
Euler Angle

Nominal
Trajectory

-

Guidance
Controller

-

Attitude
Control

-

TVA Control

Desired Euler
Angle

TVA System






Figure 4 – Guidance/Navigation Concept
Following a unique redundancy philosophy, the SM
contains two inertial measurement units (IMU) and a
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Command receiver,
Command decoder,
Electrical actuator,
Linear-shaped charges.






Blockhouse,
Scientific centre,
Launcher house with tower and stool,
Communication network.

As solid motors are delivered already loaded with their
propellant, there is no need for filling facilities at the
launch site. Other facilities needed for payload
integration and motor processing are:





Motor preparation building,
Payload preparation building,
Control centre,
Transportation.

Figure 6 – Principle Schematic of the FTS.
A system of redundant on-board sensors and
independent on-ground RADAR monitors the flight
behaviour, actual trajectory and velocity vector. In the
event of flight procedural deviations, the flight officer
makes his/her decisions based on gathered and projected
information regarding the status of the vehicle. To
minimize risk of an unintended destruction, several
preconditions have to be fulfilled prior to initiating a
destruction sequence:




Arm status,
Lift-off,
Time window.

Figure 7 – CLA Launch Site in Brazil.

3.2.4 Ignition Systems
The ignition system serves to activate the ignition and
separation sequences of the upper stage. This
encompasses igniting the S44 motor, separating
interstage adaptor from the fairing, and releasing the
payload. The redundant ignition system works as an
independent unit with its own power supply and
umbilical access. The only connection to the service
module is a bidirectional serial interface. This
communication link is used for monitoring and
commanding the ignition unit.

4.

The VS-50 is a two-stage vehicle, whose motors carry
more than 13 ton of propellant. This amount of
propellant is capable to accelerate a payload of 500 kg
to a speed of about 5 km/s corresponding to about 18
Mach. This capability is suitable for wind tunnel
experiments, lifting a telescope or a payload for
microgravity research above the atmosphere. Table 2
lists some key parameters of both VS-50 motors.
Table 2 – Key Values of Motor Performance

3.3. Launch Site Facilities
The Alcântara Launch Center (Centro de Lançamento
de Alcântara, CLA) illustrated in Figure 7 will execute
the maiden flight of the VS-50. The VS-50 flight
demonstrator will not only test VLM-1 hardware but
also benchtest ground support equipment, launch
facilities and operations. Main ground support
equipment and systems necessary for successful and
save launch operations are:






PERFORMANCE AND CAPABILITY

Redundant TM stations,
Redundant RADAR stations,
Command ground stations,
Flight Termination command station,
Flight control,
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S50

S44

Weight [kg]

< 13,000

<1,200

Length/Diameter[m]

5.2/1.46

1.2/1.006

Total impulse [MNs]

31.8

2.25

Max. thrust [kN]

550

60

Burn Time [s]

85

60

5.

payloads are needed.

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

Main application of the VS-50 vehicle is the SHEFEX
III flight from Andøya Rocket Range to the east coast of
Greenland. This envisioned trajectory, as calculated
with ASTOS, is depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 8 – Trajectory from Andøya to Greenland
The main goal entails bringing the SHEFEX III re-entry
body (mass of approximately 500 kg) to a re-entry
speed of 15 Mach at an altitude of 50 km. A significant
scientific goal is to monitor the dissociation and
recombination of nitrogen and oxygen. The rocket is
supposed to follow a so-called suppressed trajectory,
which prioritizes an intended (desired) high horizontal
speed towards Greenland. Once the first stage burns out
and the vehicle reaches a location above the
atmosphere, the on-board gas system spins up the upper
stage in order to stabilize its attitude. The S44 motor is
ignited once the vehicle is re-pointed to its prescribed
flight path and accelerates to a speed of 18 Mach.
Before the re-entry vehicle is separated from the S44
stage, the gas system reduces the spin of the remaining
vehicle and aligns the payload along the trajectory
vector. The payload initiates its experiment and gliding
phases after separation is completed. The conceived
trajectory recovers the re-entry experiment on the pack
ice of Greenland’s eastern coast line.
Other possible applications for the VS-50 are carrier
missions for microgravity experiments and sensors
requiring long-duration exposure to vacuum. Other
scenarios could support research of re-usable motor
stages envisioned for missions with big-volume
payloads and Mach numbers of about 10. These
voluminous payloads have a diameter of about 1.4 m
and are close to 2 m high.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the VS-50 is an intermediate development
step towards the VLM-1, it is a powerful carrier which
could support research and science in different fields.
Aside from testing essential electrical and mechanical
subsystems for the satellite carrier VLM-1, the VS-50
could be a spin-off for other scientific demands where
big-volume, high-altitude, high-velocity and heavy
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ABSTRACT

1.

INTRODUCTION

A major goal of ongoing research in biophysics is to understand the potential interaction of nuclear architecture
(’structuromics’) and nuclear functions (’genomics’) in order to elucidate the mechanistic principles behind spatial
organisation of chromatin and chromatin re-arrangements
during intra-nuclear processes like DNA repair after exposure of ionizing radiation (’radiomics’) ([1, 2]). It is well
known that individual chromosomes occupy distinct subvolumes of a cell nucleus called chromosome territories
([3, 4]).These territories can be sub-divided into domains
of different compaction levels correlated to functional
activities ([5, 6, 7]). On a supra-chromosomal level the
decondensed, transcriptionally active euchromatin and the
tightly compacted, mostly inactive heterochromatin can be
distinguished [8]. At higher doses DNA radiation damage
response as well as DNA strand damage repair mechanisms were shown to be associated with re-organisation
of chromosome territories ([9, 10]). Also, chromatin on
the nano-scale seems to have a dynamic structure ([11])
that allows re-arrangements with high flexibility in order to ensure appropriate functioning. Thus, chromatin
arrangement reflects activities in the genome ([12]) and
may correlate to radiation-caused damage. Recent investigations have shown that the detailed study of the
genome architecture would offer parameters directly correlated to the damaging process and the following repair
([13]). Since changes of the genome architecture on the
nano-scale should occur in any case where repair proteins
require a close access to the DNA strand ([14]), overall
nuclear chromatin re-arrangements may be dose, i.e., repair activity correlated and thus an appropriate parameter
for dose-effect measurements ([15]). In contrast to the
detection of chromosomal aberrations (dicentrics, translocations etc.) which only occur after double strand breaks,
the detection of chromatin re-arrangements should also be
feasible in the low-dose regime which has been difficult to
access so far by techniques of biological dosimetry due to
the lack and statistical uncertainty of a sufficient number
of detectable double-strand breaks ([16]). This, however,
requires global insights into conformation changes of chromatin and appropriate methods of quantification.

The effects of low dose radiation on living organisms
are still topic of current research and radiation protection.
Complex compound radiation, such as of cosmic origin,
is of special interest, since it is of pivotal significance for
human space flight and, in the long run, cancer research.
Fluid LAb in the StratospHere (FLASH) is a Heidelberg
University student project that transported specimens of
living cells of human origin into the stratosphere to investigate the effects of cosmic radiation on the 3D chromatin
nanostructure of their genome. Since, owing to its complexity, cosmic radiation is extremely difficult to replicate
on the ground, the FLASH project took part in the BEXUS
(Balloon Experiments for University Students) program of
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) to use a balloon to get better
access to cosmic radiation over several hours.

To keep the cells alive and allow for in-flight fixation after
given radiation exposure times in order to prevent restorative processes, a compact and fully automated fluid lab
suited for low-pressure environments was designed and
built. Challenges included fluid exchange of specimen
buffers and temperature control, as well as low-budget
insulating mounting. After the flight, the specimens fixed
during the flight were subjected to further analysis. After
antibody labeling specific against heterochromatin, Spectral Precision Distance Microscopy (SPDM) (an embodiment of super-resolution localization microscopy) was
used, which is a new approach for the sensitive detection and analysis of structure modifying irradiation effects
on organisms. This technique allows light resolution on
the order of tens of nanometers. Preliminary evaluation
of the data indicated reasonable differences in chromatin
conformation compared to control specimen data.

Key words: BEXUS; biodosimetry; radiation biophysics;
super-resolution microscopy (SPDM); dosimetry.
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Recent technological advances in super-resolution light
microscopy allow the study of chromatin arrangement on
the nano-scale ([13, 17]) indicating that the chromatin
conformation below dimensions of 100 nm is also not
random. In order to obtain such nanoscopic insights into
3D-conserved intact cell nuclei, gentle, structure preserving techniques such as light microscopy are required that
surpass the diffraction dependent resolution limit as described by Abbe and Rayleigh ([18, 19]). Although this
resolution limit is still valid in modern microscopes with
high numerical aperture objective lenses (about 200 nm
laterally and 600 nm axially), novel approaches are circumventing the Abbe-Rayleigh boundary conditions and
enable effective optical resolutions down to the order of 10
nm or even better ([20]). One of these techniques is localization microscopy ([21, 22, 23, 24, 25]) which is based
on the fundamental concept of optical isolation of objects,
for instance by reversible photobleaching to achieve a temporal isolation. This allows the determination of object
positions and their spatial distances even if they are very
close together, i.e., closer than the Abbe-Rayleigh resolution limit. All acquired positions of fluorescent molecules
can be merged into one ’pointillist’ super-resolution image,
in which the effective resolution depends on the localization precision and the density of the detected molecule
positions.
A certain embodiment of localization microscopy used in
the experiments described here is SPDM (Spectral Position Determination Microscopy; [26, 27]) which has the
advantage of using conventional fluorescent proteins or
fluorescent fluorophores which are switched to a ’dark’
state by laser light-induced reversible photo bleaching
([28, 29]). From this dark state the fluorescent molecules
randomly fall back into the emission state and emit their
photons when irradiated. Each of the emitting fluorophores is represented by an Airy disc in the microscopic
image. The centre-of-mass (barycentre) of such a disc
approximates the location of the emitting molecule with
high accuracy. The resolution power of SPDM has been
demonstrated in 2D/3D analyses of different applications,
e.g. analyses of chromatin in cell nuclei, of proteins in cytoplasm and membranes, of antibody arrangements on cell
surfaces and in cell nuclei, etc. (e.g., [13, 17, 30, 31, 32]).
Fluorescent antibodies specific for heterochromatin mark
the point positions of individual histone proteins or other
individual labelling sites in heterochromatic regions, respectively. They are detected by SPDM in a 2D optical
section through the cell nucleus. Statistical analyses of
specimens exposed to an irradiation spectrum during the
Bexus 16 flight and fixed at different time points allows the
investigation of the chromatin conformation changes after
the irradiation and during the continuous repair process
even under low-dose exposure.

Figure 1: One of the actual bio modules used for the flight.

2.
2.1.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Fluid Lab

The first part of the experiment, exposing the cells to
stratospheric radiation, requires a mechanism that keeps
the cells alive and fixes them at given time points. Major
challenges include the low temperatures and pressures
expected during the flight, since the temperature range
and dissolved gas levels tolerable for cell cultures are
limited.
We have designed a modular device with a chamber holding two microscopic slides in the center. The two fluids
necessary for the fixing process (PBS and PFA) are held
in two separate syringes, whose pistons are connected to
those of empty syringes to take up the exchanged waste
fluids. The syringes can be moved by servo motors and
their movement is sensed by optical odometers, to allow
for automatic fluid exchange in a low-pressure environment. Two of these set-ups make up one bio-module, as

Since mammalian cells can only tolerate a restricted range
of temperatures as well as pressure, it was necessary to design and build a protected environment to shield them from
the harsh conditions of the upper atmosphere. Further experimental requirements include the need to exchange the
initial medium surrounding the cells during the fixation
process.
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shown in Fig. 1, and the full experiment consisted of
two bio modules, thus allowing for four samples and four
different fixation times.

5. washing 3 x 2 minutes in 1 x PBS+Mg/Ca + shaking
5min
6. immersion in secondary antibody solution (100 µl per
slide, dilution 1:500 in 2 % BSA in 1 x PBS+Mg/Ca)
and incubation for 30 minutes in a wet chamber
at 37◦ C, with the secondary antibody being Goat
anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, Alexa
Fluor R 568 conjugate,

Temperature control is achieved with temperature sensors
on the outside and within the fluid of the cell containers,
as well as heating foils glued to the outside container
surface and heating resistors plus heat sinks for air heating.
One fan per bio module distributes the heated air, and
the spinning velocity can also be used as a proxy for air
pressure. An outer insulating encasing made of Jackodur R
delivers thermal protection. The experiment is mounted
on struts made out of polyoxymethylene (POM), which
was chosen due to its low heat conduction since it has to
bridge the encasing.

7. washing 3 x 2 minutes each in 1 x PBS+Mg/Ca +
shaking for 5min,
8. adding 12 µL (for 24x24 mm coverslip) embedding
media ProlongGold Antifade
9. covering with ethanol-cleaned coverslip

The servo motors and heating system are controlled by
micro-processors, which allows for either automated deployment or remote control over the BEXUS E-link system. A pressure sensor is also added.

10. edge sealing with clear nail polish.

2.3.

Two instances of the fluid lab were build, so one could be
sent on the flight while the other remained on the ground
for comparative samples.

2.2.

Localization Microscopy

The samples were measured using the localization microscope (cooperation Prof. C. Cremer) ([33]). For data
acquisition, an integration time of 150 ms per frame was
chosen, and 1000 frames were taken per cell nucleus. The
blinking events of the labelling molecules were detected
through the sequential image frames and merged into a
localization image. Fig. 2 shows a resulting pointillistic
image, obtained from a cell nucleus of the flight sample
F2 (see Section 3). Image analysis was performed using
MATLAB R scripts. The code startSPDM v4 ([34, 35])
was utilized to compute the positions and intensities of
the single molecule signals and to save them in a socalled ’Orte matrix’. Every further step was done using
the orte matrix. All necessary information is included
within the orte matrix and was used for the localization
image, the cluster analysis (autoclusters v3) and the density behaviour (chromatinanalyse gui 1 01, script written
by Matthias Krufczik, 2015). For further heterochromatin
studies of the clustering and density behaviour, a clusterradius of 40 nm was chosen to perform a Nearest Neighbours (NN) analysis with a minimum of 3 neighbours.
The results are shown in Fig. 6 of Section 4.

Specimen Preparation

The aim of our experiments was to study the conformational behaviour of heterochromatin in cell nuclei after the
cells were exposed to complex low-dose radiation under
defined temperature and air pressure conditions. We used
HeLaS3 cells, which are a human cervix adenocarcinoma
cell line [10]. They are commercially available from the
supplier Cell Line Service in Eppelheim, Germany, and are
cultivated in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% Fetal
Bovine Serum (FBS), 1% Penecillin and 1% L-Glutamine
and small amounts of HEPES buffer. After washing the
cells twice with 1x Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) solution, they were fixed with formaldehyde (freshly prepared
from paraformaldehyde (PFA) and then washed again with
PBS.
Before SPDM measurements, the cell nuclei heterochromatin was immunostained. This was achieved as follows:
1. Incubation in permeability buffer (0.2 % Triton-X in
1 x PBS+Mg/Ca) for 3 minutes at room temperature,

3.

2. 2 - 3 x short washing in 1 x PBS+Mg/Ca,

The experiment was flown on the BEXUS 16 balloon
during a campaign at ESRANGE near Kiruna (Sweden)
in October 2013. The cells were brought to the campaign
site in a frozen state and a cell culture was established to
supply the experiment with microscopic slides covered
with cells in a good density. Shortly before the flight, they
were inserted into the containers and the experiment was
added to the balloon gondola as late-access.

3. incubation in blocking solution (2 % BSA in 1 x
PBS+Mg/Ca) for 30-60 minutes,
4. immersion in primary antibody solution1 (100 µl per
microscopic slide, dilution 1:1000 in 2 % BSA in
1 x PBS+Mg/Ca) and incubation in a wet chamber
at 37◦ C for 30 minutes, with the primary antibody
being Anti-Histone H3 (tri-methyl K9) antibody ChIP Grade (ab8898),

CAMPAIGN

The balloon was launched on October 8th at 08:30 UTC
by SSC, reached a height of 27.5 km and remained in
flight for over four hours. Other experiments on the gondola of the BEXUS 16 flight were DAEMON and iSEDE.

1 The slide is put face-down on a drop of solution on a piece of
Parafilm stretched over glass.
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Table 1: Information on samples. Time is the irradiation
time until fixation, starting from a flight height of 10 km.
Dose as given by the active gamma dosimeter RadFlash
II.
Time [h]
Sample (ground)
Dose
Sample (flight)
Dose [µSv]

0.5
G0
bg
F0
6.5

2
G1
bg
F1
15

4
G2
bg
F2
24

4.5
G3
bg
F3
27

I
bg

The high winds carried the balloon east and into Finland,
where it was brought down among trees. Four different
samples could be flown which allowed for four different
fixation times. The corresponding timeline is shown in Fig.
4. No mission-critical problems occurred and the cells
could be retrieved, in a fixed state as intended, on the same
day. These specimen slides were labelled with F and a consecutive number. The control experiment was performed
on the ground using the same timeline. These samples
were given names starting with G and a consecutive number. They only experienced ground-level background (bg)
radiation, but received the same treatment as the flight
samples with the setup located in the flight preparation
hall. Additionally, a sample was taken directly from the
incubator on site and fixed. It is denoted by I. Tab. 1 gives
an overview over the samples, the respective radiation
times and gamma doses for the flight samples.

Figure 2: A cell of the F2 sample, imaged with wide-field
microscopy and overlayed with the localisation image in
green.

3.1.

Radiometry

Radiation dose was measured separately with the active
dosimeter Polimaster PM1920 RadFlash R II and passive
dosimeters. The active dosimeter was a Geiger-Müllertube detector that can measure the gamma dose rate
between 0.1 µSv/h and 10 µSv/h at energies between
0.06 MeV and 1.33 MeV. All dosimeters were protected
by an encasement, which was manufactured similarly to
the cell containers to take the container shielding into
account for the measurement.

Figure 3: Visualisation of the density distribution of the
heterochromatin in the same cell as shown in Figure 2.

For the active dosimeter, Fig. 5 displays the measured dose
over time. Integrated results are given in Tab. 1. Ground
background radiation (bg) was found to be around 0.1 µSv.
The passive dosimeters measured a mean differential dose
of 28 µSv, with 28 µSv for the film dosimeter and 34 µSv
for the ring dosimeter (both γ radiation), and 22 µSv for
the ring dosimeter measuring β radiation.

4.

RESULTS

After transport back to Heidelberg, the cells were evaluated as planned. They were immunostained and imaged
using localisation microscopy, and the resulting images
were analysed using a Nearest-Neighbours algorithm accounting for clustering processes occuring during DNA
repair. Tab. 2 gives an overview over the amount of cells

Figure 4: Timeline for fixing the four different samples
during the flight.
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5.1.

Fluid Lab

The fluid lab worked as intended and all requirements were
fulfilled. Living culture cells were flown on a stratospheric
balloon and could be fixed during the flight at given time
points. The temperature within the cell containers could be
kept within specifications, and all syringe pistons moved
as intended. The system was also able to function after
operator contact was lost during descent, as planned. The
insulation worked well within the specified temperature
range, and the heating system consumed considerably
less power than feared. The temperature stability was
within the pre-defined requirements, but still has room for
improvement.

5.2.
Figure 5: Radiation as measured by the active gamma
dosimeter RadFlash II.

After transport back to Heidelberg, the specimens were in
good condition so that the cells could be further labelled,
imaged and evaluated as planned. The results indicated a
general tendency to an increase in clustering with flight
time. At a first glance one might ask whether heterochromatin cluster formation may be a randomly occurring
effect either due to chromatin flexibility or due to the
imaging process in general. For high dose radiation, it has
recently been shown that cluster formation of heterochromatin is decreasing during DNA repair [13]. On the other
hand, looking on chromatin at whole, variations in clustering are described depending on radiation type [2]. Moreover, DNA damaging by Auger electron emitters localized
on a single gene resulted in measurable chromatin conformation changes (unpublished data). Thus, we hypothesize
that under low-dose irradiation, conditions where double strand breaks are not expected, heterochromatin does
not decondense for repair. However, the remaining DNA
damaging may cause protein activities leading to local
chromatin fluctuations and condensation processes so that
during a prolongation of the flight conditions an overall
increase of cluster formation might become reasonable.
Thus, our project already shows the potential for biological dosimentry and measurements in the µSv dose range
if one assumes cluster formation as a quantitative dose
response effect. However, due to the high amount of influencing factors we cannot come to a conclusive answer and
further low-dose experiments under lab conditions should
be executed in order to verify our hypothesis. So far,
several possible explanations may be taken into account:

Table 2: Cell statistics.
I
G0
G1
G2
G3
F0
F1
F2
F3

number of cells
53
61
89
43
78
69
26
20
52

mean number of signals
3845
2800
2918
3232
3692
4133
3106
6250
9694

evaluated per sample and the mean number of SPDM signals measured per cell slice. This correlates to the relative
number of heterochromatin marker molecules.
Fig. 6 shows the results for the clustering analysis as described in Section 2. While the different samples are given
on the x-axis, the y-axis shows the percentage of observed
fluorescent markers located in clusters. The clustering
behaviour appears to be significantly different between
the specimens on flight and the ground controls. The mean
values of relative frequencies of signals registered within
clusters are showing an increase during the flight time
whereas the frequencies remained constant for the ground
control within the error ranges. The latter were compatible
to the I specimen. In contrast, the F specimens showed an
increasing variability with the flight time.

5.

Biophysics

• Clustering is influenced by the cell’s cell cycle state.
An increase of cells in G1 and S cycle stages due to
deaths or apoptose in G2 could also cause clustering
changes concerning our present experiments:

DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

Concluding, we can state that the project was a success.
The mission objectives of testing a fluid lab, transporting
cells on a balloon and evaluating the heterochromatin
conformation by SPDM could be fulfilled. Also, data
about incoming radiation could be collected and correlated
to cluster formation of heterochromatin.

• Flight conditions in general might lead to the increase
of clustering due to environmental stress beyond radiation.
• Statistics of measurements may be too low especially
for small dose differences.
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Figure 6: Clustering results for the different samples as described in Tables 1 and 2.
Despite the uncertainties, the experiments were methodically successful. Tendencies indicating a global chromatin
response as described in [2] could also be found in our
experiments. Nevertheless, further investigations have to
be done. However, this is the first application of localisation microscopy on cells subjected to µSv doses, and
demonstrates the feasibility of the technique.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Cell cultures of the plant model organism

The effect of martian and lunar partial gravity

Arabidopsis thaliana were exposed to partial-g

(partial-g) environments on plants has gained

forces

clinostat

increasing attention [1-3]. For future long-term

experiments (0.38 g, 0.16 g and 0.5 g). To

missions to the Moon or to the Mars, information

investigate gravity-dependent alterations in gene

about the possible use of plants within bio-

expression, samples were metabolically quenched

regenerative life-support systems is mandatory [4].

and used for microarray analysis. An attempt to

For

identify the potential threshold acceleration showed

effects, a range of experiment facilities is available

that the smaller the experienced g-force, the greater

such as airplanes, sounding rockets, satellites and

was the susceptibility of the cell cultures.

space shuttles/station [5-8]. However, platforms to

Compared to short-term µg during a regular

investigate partial-g forces with different test

parabolic flight, the number of differentially

systems are rather limited (for a review see [9]). In

expressed genes under partial-g was lower. In

addition to their importance for future missions,

addition, the effect on the alteration of amounts of

experiments under partial-g can also help to identify

transcripts decreased during partial-g parabolic

the potential threshold acceleration that is required

flight due to the sequence of the different parabolas

to induce a response due to reduced gravity. The

(0.38 g, 0.16 g and µg). A time-dependent analysis

threshold acceleration is used to characterize

under simulated 0.5 g indicates that adaptation

gravity sensing in plants [10].

occurs within minutes. Differentially expressed

Since 1965, different values of the potential

genes (at least 2-fold altered in expression) under

threshold accelerations were identified for different

real flight conditions were to some extent identical

plant species within flight and ground-based

with those affected by clinorotation. The highest

experiments, respectively [11-15]. Due to the

number of identical genes was detected within

access

seconds of exposure to 0.38 g.

International Space Station or on sounding rockets,

during

parabolic

flight

and

the

to

investigation

the

of

on-board

microgravity-related

centrifuges

_______________________________________
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at

the

the number of respective partial-g experiments is

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

increasing [5, 7, 16-18]. Unfortunately, data dealing

Partial-g parabolic flight

with the potential threshold acceleration for

Wild type plants of Arabidopsis thaliana (cv.

Arabidopsis thaliana are very limited. Reference

Columbia) were used to generate liquid suspension

[9] observed an attenuated response to light

cultures which were grown as described previously

between 0.1 g and 0.3 g for whole plants. However,

[21]. An aliquot of a six-day-old suspension culture

the assumption that plant cells not specialized in

(3 g) was spread on I.2a culture medium containing

graviperception such as plant cell cultures could

1.6 % agar in culture plastic flasks (Greiner Bio-

exhibit different thresholds, should be considered

One, Frickenhausen, Germany) and cultivated for

[19]. With our homogeneous test system we could

additional 7 days. Within a special hardware, as

show that cell cultures of Arabidopsis are sensitive

constructed for parabolic flights [28], the cells were

to gravitational changes [20-30] (see also [31, 32]).

exposed to transiently changing gravity levels on-

Upon exposure to altered gravity, we could detect

board of an Airbus A300 (Novespace, France) (Fig.

changes in transcript levels, modulation of proteins,

1). The parabola sequence started with 0.38 g

cellular redox state, as well as the concentration of

during the first 13 parabolas, followed by 13

different second messengers [28]. Thus, we

parabolas of 0.16 g and 5 µg parabolas. Metabolic

hypothesize that Arabidopsis cell cultures also

quenching of samples was by manual injection of

respond to partial-g forces. This was shown for

30 ml RNAlater® (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) at the

gene expression changes due to magnetic levitation

end of the initial hyper-g phase, at the end of the

[31].

partial-g phase and at 1.8g before the airplane

In the present study, the generation of partial-g

returned to regular flight.

forces was achieved during parabolic flights
(German Aerospace Center and Novespace). We
exposed Arabidopsis cell cultures to partial-g
forces, in addition to the regular hyper-g phases of a
parabola (1.8 g). By means of a microarray

Figure 1: Arabidopsis cell cultures (left), fixation
system (middle) and flight hardware (right) used
during the partial-g parabolic flights.

screening we could provide evidence for the
susceptibility of Arabidopsis cell cultures to partialg forces. In parallel, cell cultures were exposed to
clinorotation to simulate partial-g forces [11, 13].

Clinostat experiments

After the experiments, microarray data was

In order to simulate partial-g forces, different

compared in order to identify a potential threshold

ground-based clinostat experiments were performed

acceleration that is able to induce a response within

(2013 C① and 2014 C②) using the fast-rotating

the cell cultures and, in addition, to find hints that

2-D clinostat (DLR, Cologne, Germany). For this

answer the question whether real and simulated

purpose, cell cultures were cultivated under the

conditions induce a similar response at the gene

same conditions, as for the parabolic flight. A cell

expression level, or if the cell cultures respond to

suspension was positioned on Petri dishes (Greiner

the simulation per se.

Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany) in rings with
different radii (1.4, 3.4, 4.5; 2.5 cm; Fig. 2). In the
first experiment (C①) the plates were vertically
rotated with 100 rpm to simulate 0.5 g, 0.38 g and
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0.16 g (a = ω2 * r with r = radius; ω = angular

homologous genes in different probe lists [37]. This

velocity; a = acceleration) and exposed for 5, 10

feature was used to compare gene expression data

and 30 minutes. After exposure, the cultures were

generated

scraped off the agar and fixed in liquid nitrogen

experienced during the parabolas, and simulated

immediately. In the second experiment (C②) the

conditions, as generated during clinorotation.

under

real

flight

conditions,

as

position of the cells at 2.5 cm to the center of the
plate. One sample group (C②) was rotated with

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

117 rpm for 33 seconds. This resulted in 0.38g (Fig.

Threshold above martian gravity

2). The other group ([C②]) underwent a preceding

In the case of regular µg flights, we always only

hyper-g phase with 105 rpm in a laboratory

analyzed the first parabola of a given flight day,

centrifuge (MUSIC, Multi Sample Incubation

where the cells experienced microgravity for the

Centrifuge, DLR) for 22 seconds, to be as close to

first time. In the present study this was different.

parabolic flight g-levels, as experienced during the

Cell cultures respond to 0.16 g, 0.38 g and 0.5 g

first parabola. This group was exposed to vertical

during

clinorotation immediately after centrifugation. Like

experiments to a different extent (Fig. 3).

in the parabolic flight, fixation of nucleic acids was

Compared to a regular microgravity parabola (10E-2

achieved by manual addition of RNAlater®.

to 10E-3 g), the number of at least 2-fold

The 1 g control plates (C①, C② and [C②]) were

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) was much

positioned inside the clinostat housing (not rotated),

lower (compare [27, 28]) (Fig. 3). Owing to the

placed vertically. Storage of samples was at -80°C

sequence of parabolas (described above), the

until further analysis.

response to partial-g decreased with the number of

parabolic

flights

and

ground-based

completed parabolas. Thus, partial-g parabolic
flights can obviously not be used for the
investigation

of

gravitational

thresholds

in

Arabidopsis, due to the short and repetitive time of
exposure to altered accelerations.
In C①, there was no clear difference for 0.38 g and

Figure 2: Arabidopsis thaliana cell cultures were
positioned in rings on Petri dishes with different
radii during clinostat experiments. This resulted in
the simulation of different partial-g forces (for
details see text).

0.16 g between 5, 10 and 30 minutes of exposure,
except for 0.5 g. The latter resulted in a clear
decrease in DEGs over time (not available under
flight conditions) (Fig. 3). In contrast, the direct

Whole-genome microarray screening

simulation of parabolic flight g-forces (C② 0.38g

Gene expression analysis using microarrays were

for 33 sec; with or without preceding 1.8 g) resulted

performed as described previously [28-30]. For

in a considerably high number of altered transcripts

normalization, estimatation of log2 expression

(Fig. 3).

values, calculation of fold change values with the
threshold at -1≥log2(fold change)≥1 for at least 2fold significantly altered transcripts (DEGs), we
used the open-source Mayday Software [33-36].
This program also visualized cluster analysis as
unrooted hierarchical clustering and identifies
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Parabolic Flight (PF)

Simulation
C2

regular µg
2500

2414

2500

2170

2110

2500

2500
initial 1.8 g

with preceding 1.8 g

Number of DEGs

µg
655

641

without preceding 1.8 g

0.38 g
0.16 g
1.8 g

0

0

µg

5 min exposure

0.38g
P#0

P#13

398

10 min exposure

P#25

30 min exposure

507

444

360

397

388

487

460

362

128

118

87

22

* only simulation
251

214
8

71

72

0

0

0.38g

0.16g

µg

0.38g

0.16g

partial-g

0.5g

C1

Figure 3: Arabidopsis thaliana cell cultures were exposed to microgravity (yellow), 0.16 g (green), 0.38 g (blue)
and 0.5 g (spotted grey) during regular and partial-g parabolic flight (PF) and clinostat experiments (C① and
C②) The number of differentially expressed genes (at least 2-fold up-or down-regulated) is displayed as a
function of the time of exposure (seconds or minutes).
Effect of simulated partial-g conditions

parabolas. However, both short-time simulation

The clustering of 23.000 expression values showed

experiments (C② and [C②]) induced similar

the low similarity between real flight conditions

effects (1.872 DEGs were identical) (Fig. 4). In

and simulated conditions in the minutes-range

addition, a minor set of DEGs indicated to be

(separate clusters between PF and C①) (not

specifically sensitive to the clinorotation per se

shown). Cluster formation highlighted that gene

and/or the rotation immediately after centrifugation

expression was more affected by the time of

(C② 542 DEGs, [C②] 238 DEGs).

exposure (cluster I to III, experiment C①), than by
the change in gravity (0.16 g, 0.38 g or 0.5 g

C①

[C②]

generate no separate cluster for a given time of
exposure) (not shown). Cluster formation between
30 min of exposure (all g-forces) with the 1 g

120

83

PF

25

C②

control indicates that the effect of clinorotation

381

101

7

probably decreases and that clinorotation specific

0

1

responses are fading.

1728

110

7

43

10

126

25

In experiment C② the response within the seconds
range was more prominent than that upon

Figure 4: Number of at least 2-fold differentially
expressed genes (DEGs). The overlapping areas
show DEGs identical between PF, C①, C② and
[C②].

prolonged time of exposure (Figure 4). Exposure to
0.38g which lasted for 33 seconds, yielded nearly
2.500 genes (Fig. 3). With a preceding hyper-g
treatment at 1.8g for 22 seconds ([C②]) the
number of DEGs was slightly reduced (2.110
DEGs, Fig. 3). This effect also appears during
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Table 1: List of identical genes that were at least 2fold differentially expressed under 0.38g during PF,
C② and [C②].

Simulated and ‘real’ partial-g forces
There is still the question what samples experience
and perceive during fast clinorotation. In principal,
the simulation of µg by means of the clinostat

ATG
number
AT1G03820
AT1G04680
AT1G09450
AT1G10970
AT1G22885
AT1G23080
AT1G29980
AT1G30040
AT1G70940
AT1G71380
AT1G75500
AT2G07751
AT2G15830
AT2G32990
AT2G40480
AT2G43520
AT2G47860
AT3G08030
AT3G14205
AT3G24503
AT3G54260
AT3G56170
AT4G03210
AT4G14630
AT4G15630
AT4G21960
AT4G24780
AT4G25200
AT4G36110
AT4G39320
AT5G05340
AT5G12340
AT5G13205
AT5G16250
AT5G22270
AT5G26220
AT5G41810
AT5G46050
AT5G46590
AT5G61480
ATCG00020
ATCG00420
ATCG00430

operates via randomization of the gravitational
vector [38] which will result in dependency of the
sensitivity of the exposed systems – in omnilateral
stimulation or a stimulus free environment (µg),
similar as experienced during space flight [38-40].
Interestingly, screening at the single gene level
highlighted a group of 43 gene candidates which
were identical under ‘real’ and simulated conditions
within the seconds-range (C② and [C②] 44 and
68 DEGs; Fig. 4). This suggests that clinorotation
can induce changes in levels of transcripts similar
to

flight

experiments.

The

identical

genes

(overlapping square area in Fig.4) are listed in Tab.
1. One important overlap is an impact on cell wall
organization. The majority of identical candidates
(PF and C②) are involved in the modification of
cell wall components, such as pectate lyase-like
membrane proteins. This probably influences the
mechanical strength of the primary cell wall by
cleaving the α-1,4-linked galacturonic acids. Also
differentially

expressed

were

the

glycosyl

hydrolases 9B3 and 9B8, as well as a xyloglucane
endotransglucosylase 9. These proteins are able to
cleave the glycosidic bonds of polysaccharides.
This can probably lead to cell wall expansion. As
shown for the simulation of reduced g-forces by
magnetic

levitation

peroxidase

genes

[31],
that

are

the

expression

involved

in

of
the

detoxification of reactive oxygen species as part of
diverse stress responses, is up-regulated. Different

Gene name/description
unknown protein
pectin lyase-like superfamily protein
haspin-related protein kinase
zinc transmembrane transporter 4
unknown protein
PIN7 protein
unknown membrane protein
gibberellin 2-beta-dioxygenase
PIN3 protein
glycosyl hydrolase 9B3
integral membrane protein
NADH oxidoreductase
unknown protein
glycosyl hydrolase 9B8
unknown protein
trypsin inhibitor protein 2
phototropic-responsive protein
unknown protein
phosphoinositide phosphatase protein
aldehyde dehydrogenase
trichome birefringence-like protein
Ca2+-dependent nuclease (CAN)
xyloglucan endotransglucosylase (XTH) 9
germin-like protein 9
casp-like protein 1E1
peroxidase 1
pectate lyase protein
heat shock protein 23.6
small auxin-related protein
microtubule-associated protein
peroxidase 52
unknown protein
copia-like retrotransposon family
unknown protein
salt-induced/ein3/eil1-dependent protein
chac-like protein
unknown protein
peptide transporter protein 3
NAC-domain containing transcription factor
leucine-rich repeat transmembrane kinase
photosystem II reaction center protein a
NADH dehydrogenase subunit protein
NADH dehydrogenase subunit protein

auxin-related proteins (PIN3 and 7) that are known
In

to be sensitive to gravitational changes, as well as
the

small

auxin-responsive

protein,

addition,

integral

membrane

components,

transmembrane peptide transporters and members

are

of intracellular signaling pathways (transcription

differentially expressed under both ‘real’ and

factors, kinases, phytohormone-related proteins) are

simulated 0.38 g.

sensitive to 0.38g and changed in transcript
abundance upon both treatments. Finally, the
altered expression of reaction center proteins of the
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photosystems

show

photosynthetic

and

transport

that
the

(NADH

components
respiratory

of
3. Bizzarri, M., et al. (2015). How Microgravity
Affects the Biology of Living Systems. BioMed
Res. Int., 2015, 1-4.

electron

ubiquinone/plastoquinone

oxidoreductase) are affected by partial gravity

4. Jones, S.B., et al. (2012). Beyond earth:
Designing root zone environments for reduced
gravity conditions. Vadose Zone J., 11(1).

levels as well. With regard to the identical gene
candidates described above, the changes in gene
expression are considered to be typical for the
initial

steps

in

sensing

0.38

g

5. Brinckmann, E. (2005). ESA hardware for plant
research on the International Space Station.
Adv. Space Res., 36(7), 1162-1166.

(schematic

presentation in Fig. 5).

PF

[C②]

6. Ruyters, G. & Friedrich, U. (2006). From the
Bremen Drop Tower to the international space
station ISS – Ways to weightlessness in the
German space life sciences program. Signal
Transduction, 6(6), 397-405.

C②

0.38g

7. Astrium GmbH (2012). Space Biology Product
Catalog.

Transport

Protein
modulation

8. Brinckmann, E. (2012). Centrifuges and Their
Application for Biological Experiments in
Space. Microgravity Sci. Tec., 24(6), 365-372.

Redox potential

Transcription
regulation

Stress response

Polar auxin
transport

9. Kiss, J.Z. (2014). Plant biology in reduced
gravity on the Moon and Mars. Plant Biol., 16,
12-17.

Detoxification
of ROS

10. Volkmann, D. & Sievers, A. (1979).
Graviperception in multicellular organs. Enc.
Plant Physiol., 7, 573-600.

Cell wall
modification

Figure 5: Schematic overview of gene expression
changes that are induced by 0.38 g in Arabidopsis
thaliana cell cultures based on DEGs that were
identical under real (PF) and simulated (C②)
conditions.

11. Shen-Miller, J., et al. (1968). Thresholds for
Georesponse to Acceleration in GravityCompensated Avena Seedlings. Plant Physiol,
43(3), 338-344.
12. Gordon, S. & Shen-Miller, J. (1965). On the
thresholds of gravitational force perception by
plants. Life Sci. Space Res., 4, 22-34.
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ABSTRACT
The effect of gravity on plant roots is an intensive
subject of research. Sounding rockets represent a costeffective platform to study this effect under microgravity conditions. As part of the upcoming MASER 13
sounding rocket campaign, two experiments on
Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings have been devised:
GRAMAT and SPARC. These experiments are aimed at
studying (1) the genes that are specifically switched on
or off during microgravity, and (2) the position of
auxin-transporting proteins during microgravity.



The
gravity
perception/signal
transduction
pathways by looking at gene expression in response
to microgravity (GRAMAT)
Re-distribution of auxin-transporting proteins in
microgravity (SPARC)

To perform these experiments, RUAG Space
Switzerland site of Nyon, in collaboration with the
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) and University of
Freiburg, has developed the BIM-LAU-PE (Biolology
In Microgravity Late Access Unit Plant Experiment).
This late access module which will be charged onto the
rocket just hours before the launch includes 36
independent cassettes for cultivation of the seedlings. 12
of these cassettes are mounted on a centrifuge,
providing 1g in-flight reference samples. At the start of
the microgravity phase, the centrifuge is switched on
and the cassettes are tilted by 90°, thereby aligning the
roots tips’ direction with the artificial gravity vector.
The module itself is temperature controlled to provide
optimal cultivation conditions for the seedlings.

To perform these experiments, RUAG Space
Switzerland site of Nyon, in collaboration with the
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) and the University of
Freiburg, has developed the BIM LAU-PE (Biolology
In Microgravity Late Access Unit Plant Experiment). In
the following an overview of the BIM LAU-PE design
is presented, highlighting specific module design
features and verifications performed. A particular
emphasis is placed on the parabolic flight experiments,
including results of the micro-g injection system
validation.

Each cassette can harbor several tens of seedlings which
are chemically fixed (PFA or RNAlater) upon
completion of the MASER microgravity phase by
means of a dedicated injection system. The injection
system is designed such that the seedling cultivation
compartment is filled devoid of any bubbles that could
hinder fixation. The custom design was done by
considering the injection dynamics in microgravity,
such as the absence of gravity-induced stratification.
The injection system was tested during a dedicated
parabolic flight in March 2014 (60th ESA Parabolic
flight campaign, VP 110), validating its suitability for
the BIM-LAU-PE cassettes.

INTRODUCTION
The effect of gravity on plant roots is an intensive
subject of research. Sounding rockets represent a cost
effective and valuable platform to study this effect
under micro-gravity conditions. As part of the upcoming
MASER 13 sounding rocket campaign scheduled for
autumn 2015, two experiments on Arabidopsis thaliana
seedlings have been devised and financed by ESA:
GRAMAT (GRavity Analysis on Maser rocket of A.
Thaliana) and SPARC (a Specialized Phospholipase A,
and Relocalization in auxin-transporting Cells in μg).

MISSION PROFILE AND EXPERIMENT
The plant roots tend to bend downwards according to
the gravity vector by adjusting their direction of growth
In order to study the effect of gravity, several seedlings
will be exposed to different acceleration conditions
(positive gravitropism). This is accomplished by a
redistribution of growth hormones (auxins) in the root
before chemical fixation with RNAlater (GRAMAT) or
PFA (SPARC) and post-flight analyses of the samples
tips [1]. The BIM-3 experiments led by Prof. Dr. Klaus
Palme University of Freiburg aim to investigate the
in laboratory. The required microgravity duration (>5
mechanism linking the statocytes (cells sensitive to the
minutes) will be obtained by the means of a MASER 13
sounding rocket flight.
gravity vector direction) to the redistrubtion of auxin by
studying:
_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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Figure 1 shows the expected mission profile as well as
corresponding requirements for the science. Several
days before the foreseen launch, seedlings will be
cultivated until they have reached the desired length.
These will then be inserted into the experiment module
which will be loaded onto the rocket a few hours before
its launch.








32x Experiment Cassettes, each harboring several
seedlings and performing the chemical fixative
injection at the designated time points
1x 1-g centrifuge system including a tilting
mechanism, accomodating the twelve 1-g reference
cassettes
2x static micro-g racks to hold the twenty-four
micro-g cassettes
1x active thermal regulation system
1x hermetically sealed experiment module
3x distributed electronic units controlling injection,
tilting mechanism, centrifuge motor, and
monitoring or pressure and temperature sensors.

Figure 1. Schematic of mission profile and principal
experiment requirements.

During the rocket ascent phase, the samples will be
exposed to strong levels of random and quasistatic
accelerations. After approximately 60 s, the microgravity phase will be initiated. At this point, 12 samples
will be fixed, representing the 0-time reference samples.
12 other (static) samples will experience micro-gravity,
while samples mounted onto a centrifuge will be
exposed to an artificial 1-g acceleration (1g).
At the end of the micro-gravity phase (6 minutes), all
remaining samples will be fixed through the
simultaneous injection of respective fixative fluids (PFA
in PBS and RNAlater). Re-entry will be initiated and
recovery will be performed approximately 120 min after
this final fixation. The samples will then be handed over
to the science team for post-flight analyses.
Throughout the experiment timeline, the module will be
thermally controlled within designated temperature
ranges.

Figure 2. (A) Overview of BIM LAU-PE design with main subsystems; (B) Photograph of BIM LAU-PE with spinning
centrifuge.

DESIGN OVERVIEW
The BIM LAU-PE is a module designed for the
MASER 13 sounding rocket. It performs a large number
of functions considering its limited external dimensions
(LWH 398.5x248x278.5 mm3).

Experiment Cassettes
An important design challenge was to accomdate 32
Experiment Cassettes within the limited volume
available in the LAU-PE, especially when considering
the encumbrance (kinematics) of 12 cassettes mounted
on a spinning centrifuge with active and simultaneous
tilting. Considering these strong volume constraints, the
cassettes were designed to hold as many seedlings as
possible to maximize the scientific outcome.

Main subsystems are shown in Figure 2 and
summarized here:
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The cassettes include the following additional functions:




Centrifuge and Tilting Mechanism
The principal two functions of the centrifuge holding
the 1-g reference cassettes are the following:

The fixative injection system (see dedicated
section)
The level of containment for science and
experiment fluids
The mechanical interface for the integration on the
centrifuge or the micro-g racks.



Figure 3 shows the experiment cassettes consisting of a
highly biocompatible culture chamber housing the
seedling inserts (not shown) in the ‘night’ regime, a
cylindrical chamber holding the respective fixation
liquid, and a solenoid valve triggering the fixation into
the cassettes at the designated time (the fixative
injection system will be detailed further in a later
subsection).



During the powered ascent phase, the rocket is
spin-stabilized. Within this phase, the centrifuge is
rotated in order to obtain the same radial
acceleration on the centrifuge mounted cassettes as
on the stati-rack mounted cassettes.
During the microgravity phase, the cassettes are
tilted to align the seedlings’ direction with the
induced centripetal acceleration. Within this phase,
the centrifuge is spun at 120 rpm, resulting in the
desired 1 g acceleration at the root center line.

The tilting mechanism is driven by a position controlled
motor that allows precise control of the centrifuge
cassettes at any moment during the flight and to tilt the
cassettes independently of the centrifuge spinning
velocity.
Moreover, the centrifuge tilting system enables the
simulataneous tilting of all cassettes, as to avoid
centrifuge unbalances resulting from tilting lags
between different cassettes. The high-precision
balancing of the centrifuge system allows to minimize
unwanted induced vibration to the MASER payload.
Thermal regulation system
In flight, the plants must be kept at temperature ranges
of 22-25°C before fixation and 4-22°C after fixation.
However, the external temperature of the rocket can
reach up to 160°C and a minimal external temperature
of -30°C may be encountered after landing.
Therefore, the module is thermally insulated and a
thermal regulation system is implemented. This system
is able to perform active heating, via resistive heater,
and passive cooling, via cold deck. To ensure the
homogeneity of the temperature inside the module, a
fan-powered convective air circuit flowing through the
module and a high surface heat-exchange labyrinth has
been implemented.

Figure 3: (A) Experiment Cassette showing fixative chamber
and solenoid valve; (B) Open cultivation chamber including
transparent insert; (C) Installation of cassettes within module.

Hermetically sealed module
The module is hermetically sealed in order to keep the
internal volume pressurized during the entire flight
duration. It is designed to be leak tight and was
qualified for both vacuum and over-pressure conditions.

Prior to integration into the hardware, seedlings are
grown on an agar bed within clear disposable inserts
which can easily be integrated into the cassette (clip-on
mechanism). This particular design enables rapid
insertion and removal of the seedlings from the
hardware, reducing precious integration time prior to
launch or in case of a launch scrub scenario.

FIXATIVE INJECTION SYSTEM
The fixative injection system had to fulfil several
operations and performance requirements, including (1)
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Injection Header Verification
In order to verify the injection system, a dedicated
parabolic flight experiment was performed. Tested
parameters included (1) two different header
configurations (cut views schematically shown in Figure
4, A), (2) two different injection speeds, and (3) two
different fixative types.

simple and rapid filling of fixative liquids during the
experiment preparation prior to launch, (2) reliable
injection system after exposure to serious acceleration
levels, (3) homogeneous and rapid fixative injection
times (12-15s) into the culture chambers, and (4)
bubble-free injection into the culture chambers,
ensuring proper wetting/covering of the plant tissues for
proper fixation.
A pre-loaded spring injection system was chosen, which
is released by the triggering of a solenoid 3-way valve.
The fixative chamber can be filled independently within
minutes, simply by connecting a fixative filled syringe
to the valve common port and injecting the fixative into
the piston chamber, thereby arming the piston-spring.
After the arming of the fixative chamber, it can be
connected to the culture chamber and mounted onto the
module.

Figure 4. (A) Schematic cut view of open (right) and closed
(left) distribution header configurations; (B) Schematic of
parabolic flight test setup.

The speed of the fixative injection is tailored to relevant
fixative fluid by means of a dedicated hydraulic
resitance which considers differences in fluid viscosity
and density. Functional fixative injection tests carried
out in 1-g and micro-g conditions showed good
repeatability between injection times from cassette to
cassette, for both fixative types.

A cut view of the parabolic flight test set-up is shown in
Figure 4, B. It essentially consisted of several
experiment cassettes placed in the focal plane of a
single camera. Fixative injection could be triggered for
individual cassettes at designated milli-gravity timepoints during the flight parabolas, and the injection of
each cassette was recorded. The footage was then postprocessed to qualitatively assess the bubble fraction
present at the end of fixation.

Injection Header
A design driving requirement for the fixative injection
system design was the need for proper chemical fixation
of seedlings. This entails minimizing the bubbles during
the fixative injection into the cultivation chamber within
micro-gravity conditions. It should be noted that flow
peculiarities such as lack of stratification and flows
dictated by surface effects are expected in microgravity. Therefore, issues such as non-homogenous fluid
front progressions, a high propensity to generate air
bubbles, and resulting non-wetted plant roots are
expected in microgravity.

It should be noted that in order to visualize the fixation
within the cassettes, transparent polymer cassette covers
were chosen. This is in contrast to the sounding rocket
cassettes that have an aluminum cover to emulate the
night regime. In order to establish comparable wetting
properties within both cassette types, both the aluminum
cover and the transparent cover were coated with a thin
transparent silicone coating.
It should also be noted that for safety reasons, the PFA
in PBS fixative solution was replaced with pure PBS.
For visualization purposes, a blue dye was also used for
the PBS. This was not possible for the RNAlater for dye
solubility reasons.

To address this demanding requirement and critical
development, a dedicated injection header was
designed. Several design concepts were generated and
trade studies considering expected flow uniformity and
out-let velocities (jet effects), propensity for air
entrapment, and manufacturing feasibility were
performed. These concept designs were then further
refined by means of analytical models, further detailing
distances between injection header outlets, diameter or
orifices, and shape of conducts. Finally a CFD
simulation was performed to further refine the selected
design solution.

VERIFICATION IN MICRO-G
Figure 5 summarizes the obtained results. The red
outlines within the cassette fields highlight the
identified void fractions (bubbles) after injection. The
images clearly show that, for all test cases, no major
bubbles were present within the cassette region where
the seedlings will be placed (center line). All injections
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was validated with seedlings present in the experiment
cassettes.

were therefore considered acceptable by the science
team, for all combinations of injection header
configuration, fluid type, and injection speed.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The comprehensive qualification and acceptance testing
for the BIM LAU-PE development has been completed
at subsystem and system levels with very satisfactory
results. Final tests at module and payload levels will be
conducted next. The MASER 13 launch is scheduled for
mid-October 2015 (TBC) out of Esrange.
While the BIM LAU-PE design was tailored toward this
particular seedling experiment, it provides many
versatile functions applicable to different biological
experiments. By implementing small modifications to
the experiment cassettes, the module could easily be
adapted to other types of biology experiments, including
experiments with other plant types or cells.
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Figure 5. (A) Results with open injection header; (B) Results
with closed injection header

The RNAlater injections resulted, on average, in a
higher bubble fraction than the PBS, which might be
associated to the higher viscosity of RNAlater. The
open injection header configuration (baseline design)
yielded slightly fewer bubbles than the closed injection
header, likely due to the establishing of a more
homogeneous fluid front and slower injection header
outlet velocities (higher cross-sectional flow area).
Within the range of injection speeds tested, no
significant difference in injection quality could be
observed.
In general, the results validated the injection system
within the tested milli-gravity environment showing its
suitability to fix the plant roots on a sounding rocket
mission. This was further confirmed in an additional
recently conducted parabolic flight, where the injection
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ABSTRACT
This study is motivated by the improvement of the
knowledge of stratospheric dynamics and the
evaluation of the ability of models to represent
wind variability in the stratosphere. We deduce
from the Zero Pressure Balloons trajectories,
operated by CNES during the last decade, zonal and
meridional wind to provide a unique database in the
altitude range [25-40] km. The collected data are
associated with ZBP flights launch during winter
and summer in polar region above the Esrange
(Sweden) launch base and in equatorial region
above the Teresina (Brazil) during easterly and
westerly Quasibiennal Oscillation phase. We
performed systematiccomparisons between wind
measurements and ERA–interim reanalysis from
ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts) and present the vertical profile
of biases for both wind component in winter at high
latitude. The biases and the standard deviation
obtained increase with altitude.

lidar
measurements.
For
example
new
infrastructures aiming to combine these different
instrumentations are emerging (ARISE project,
http://arise-project.eu/).
Zero Pressure Balloon or ZPB (Durry and
Hauchecorne 2005; Huret et al. 2006; Wetzel et al.
2013) are the most commonly used for short
duration flights (from several hours to a few days).
The balloon trajectory is driven by the wind and
balloons can be considered as good tracers, if the
vertical speed is not too high and if measurements
of the balloon location are sufficiently accurate
(Alexander et al. 1996). In this paper we use ZPB
trajectories in order to retrieve the wind
components (zonal i.e. u and meridional i.e. v) and
wind speed, and compare them with the ERAInterim data for studying the ability or ERA-Interim
to represent the dynamics of the stratosphere up to
5hPaabove Esrangelaunch base in polar region
during winter.
We first describe the method for wind retrieval
from balloon trajectory and the methodology
developed for comparison with ERA-Interim (Dee
et al. 2011). Then we compare results obtained with
those obtained by the Hertzog et al. (2004) obtained
with Pressure Balloons in the low stratosphere.
Then we present and discuss the results obtained as
a function of altitude up to 5hPa in winter above
Esrange balloon launch base.

INTRODUCTION
The current computing performances of numerical
weather prediction (NWP) and climate research
models are providing higher and higher spatial and
temporal resolution. For better accuracy the models
need to assimilate more and more measurements
with better precision. This is possible due to
progress in measurement techniques and
instrumentation (weather stations, radiosonde
1. WIND MEASUREMENTS AND DATA
balloons, satellites, wind profiler, radar, lidar, etc.).
1.1.ZPB balloon flight profile
Typically the flight duration of ZBPoperated by
The stratosphere suffers from an obvious lack of
CNESis from 6 hours to few days. Figure 1 shows a
measurements. In particular it has been shown that
typical flight profile (June 9, 2003 in Kiruna,
tropospheric weather can be influenced by large
Sweden). The first flight phase just after launch
scale dynamical structures occurring in the middle
consists in the balloon ascent (1) at typically 5 m s-1
atmosphere such as the polar vortex (Baldwin and
up to the ceiling (2). At ceiling the balloon is in
Dunkerton 2001; Thompson et al. 2001; Charlton et
equilibrium with the surrounding air thus the
al. 2003; Charron et al. 2012), sudden stratospheric
pressure level is stable (except for slow variations
warmings (Sigmond et al. 2013) and the quasidue thermal effects induced by the diurnal cycle).
biennial oscillation (Gerber et al. 2010). Therefore
This equilibrium can be maintained during many
the study and the numerical modelling of the
hours or even a few days in some occasions. An
stratosphere is becoming an important issue for
embedded ballast/valve system allows the control
NWP centres.
of the vertical speed as observed in Figure 1 for the
Most of the wind measurements in the troposphere
slow descent phase between 1 m s-1 and 5 m s-1.
and in the lower stratosphere are performed with
The last phase consists in a rapid descent (the
radiosondes that are the only in situ measurements
vertical speed can exceed 20 m s-1) of the payload
in the stratosphere but they burst generally below
under parachutes down to the ground after balloon30 km (around 10 hPa). Others techniques can
payload separation (4).
probe the atmosphere and are expanding as the
infrasound technology (Le Pichon et al. 2005) or
_______________________________________
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mited to measurements beelow 30 km (Houchi et
lim
al. 2010; Mofffat-Griffin et al. 2011 for example)
beecause the balloon burts.
E
data
1.3 ECMWF ERA-interim
Beecause we neeed model reesults coming from the
saame “stable” model durinng the last decade
d
to
peerform modell/measuremennt comparison
ns we use
ER
RA-Interim reeanalyses (Deee et al. 2011
1).We use
th
he ERA-Interiim wind data, pressure, temperature
an
nd geopotentiial height onn pressure levels (37
levels) with a horizontal
h
ressolution of 0.75°x0.75°
n latitude and longitude
l
and a time step off 6 hours.
in
ER
RA-Interim wind dataaare spatio-ttemporally
in
nterpolated
for
eachh
balloon
n
wind
measurement.T
m
The interpollation is performed
p
co
onsidering 3 points in latitude, 3 points in
lo
ongitude, 2 levvels in pressuure and 3 timee steps. A
qu
uadratic inteerpolation iss performed in the
ho
orizontal and time variablees whereas th
he vertical
in
nterpolation iss linear. Notee that, for th
he vertical
in
nterpolation, we
w use the alttitude derived
d from the
GPS because of
o the large uuncertainties in
i balloon
prressure measuurements at hhigh altitude. Thus we
caan calculate thhe zonal (u) annd the meridiional wind
(v
v) components, the temperrature and thee pressure
fro
om ERA-Intterim for eaach balloon point of
measurement.
m

Figure 1. Example
E
of ballloon flight prof
ofile (June 9, 20003
in Kiruna, Sweden) phaase 1: ascent; phase
p
2: ceilinng;
phase 3: slow descennt; phase 4: descent undder
parachutess.

In our study the ascent, the ceiling (w
with
mpling of 15 minutes)
m
and the
t slow desceent
undersam
are usedd to deduce u and v froom the ballooon
trajectoryy. The last phaase cannot be used due to the
t
very highh vertical speeed during desccent.
d retreival
1.2. Wind
For each ZPB flight the
t available data is derivved
S
positiion
from the GPS (Global Positioning System)
a
of thhe balloon. The
T
(longitudde, latitude, altitude)
measuredd pressure andd surrounding air temperatuure
are also available
a
as a function timee. The time sttep
of the recorded data is
i 10 s. The accuracy of the
t
balloon loocation by GP
PS is better thhan 10 m in the
t
horizontaal and aroundd 15 m in thee vertical. Ass a
consequeence the preecision of both
b
zonal and
a
meridionaal componentt are 0.1 m s-1
. The accuraacy
of the surrrounding air temperature measurements
m
s is
around 2°C
2
(Pt100 temperature
t
p
probe)
and the
t
pressure uncertainty is
i about 0.5 hPa (capacitiive
transduceer probe). The pressuure sensor is
sufficienttly accurate in the tropoosphere but not
n
enough for
f pressures below 10 hP
Pa. For exampple
the alttitude derivved from the pressuure
measurem
ments present an error highher than seveeral
hundred meters at 10 hPa. Hence we
w use the GPS
a the vertical coordinatee and the wiind
altitude as
components (u and v) are calcuulated from the
t
me provided by
latitude, longitude, alttitude and tim
wo
the GPS. We use a centered differrence using tw
points sepparated 100 s. This allows us to filter hiigh
frequenciies generatedd by penduluum oscillationns.
The flighht chain is bettween 100 m and 200 m loong
and then (considering a simple gravvity pendulum
m in
the smaall-angle approximation) the oscillatiion
period is between 20 s and 30 s. In
I this study we
w
assume thhat the ballooon is a perfecct passive traccer.
Note thaat if the ballloon is not a perfect traccer
(aerodynaamic effects) then the callculated windd is
underestimated.
s
we haave
By usingg the deriveed vertical speed
identifiedd the differentt phases The added value of
this datasset is that a loot of wind measurements are
a
available up to 43 km
m in the straatosphere, whhile
a
studies using meteoorological raadiosondes are

1.4. Method
n order to stuudy the vertiical evolution
n of wind
In
biiases as a fuunction pressuure, different pressures
biins centered on
o a mean pressure varying from 100
hP
Pa to 10 hPaa every 5 hPaa are considerred. Tests
haave been madde consideringg four half-wiidths with
att 100 hPa: 5 hPa,
h
10 hPa, 30 hPa, 100 hPa. The
width of the pressure
p
bins follows a lo
ogarithmic
vaariation as a function oof the mean pressure
co
onsidered (figuure 2a).
Fiigure 2b show
w the vertical eevolution of th
he number
off points in eacch bin.They aare respectivelly roughly
50
00, 1000, 25000 and 6500. T
The too small numbers
off points of meeasurements iinside the two
o intervals
with small widtth (black and bblue) do not allow
a
us to
peerform statistical analysis.

Fiigure 2: a) Pressure
P
inteervals consid
dered with
biins of different half-widthhs given at 100 hPa :
bllack for 5 hPaa, blue for 10 hPa, green for
fo 30 hPa
an
nd red for 100 hPa. b) Nuumber of points in each
prressure intervaals as a functiion of pressurre.
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Then the histograms of differences between u and v
from ERA-interim data and u and v from our
measurements are calculated for the green and red
pressure interval thereafter SPI and LPI (Small
Pressure Interval and Large Pressure Interval).
Statistics properties are deduced for each pressure
intervals: bias (mean value of the difference
between Era-interim and measurements), the
standard deviation, the skewness and the kutosis.
We also verify that the bias obtained in each
pressure interval is statistically relevant verifying
that the standard error is lower than the bias.

in air masses with low values of Lait-PV, i.e. are
not occurring inside the polar vortex, whereas the 3
flights on 18 February, 1 and 3 March are inside the
polar vortex from 100 hPa up to the ceiling with
large Lait-PV values. Thus only the data from these
latter flights are relevant (same geophysical
conditions) for comparison with the study of
H2004. Then 33 ZBP flights trajectories are used
from 2001 to 2011.
The statistical parameters obtained are resumed in
table 1 as well as those of H2004.

√

Table 1.Statistics of ECMWF ERA-Interim minus
ZPB balloon observations and results of Hertzog et
al. (2004).

2. RESULTS
2.1 In the low stratosphere above Esrange
In this section we focus on the comparison of the
biases we obtained with those of the study of
Hertzog et al. (2004) (H2004 thereafter). H2004
compared wind components deduced from sixlong
duration pressure balloon flights which occurred
inside the polar vortex in 2002. They compare their
wind measurements with ECMWF analyses with an
horizontal resolution of 0.5° x 0.5. They used two
types of balloon to combine two pressure ranges :
[85.1; 82.8] hPa and [64.7; 58.6] hPa.
For comparison with H2004 we have to be careful
to select similar geophysical conditions (i.e. inside
the polar vortex). To select data inside the polar
vortex the temporal evolution of potential vorticity
from ERA-Interim above Kiruna from 2000 to 2011
have been analysed. For example figure 3 presents
the time evolution of the Lait potential vorticity or
Lait-PV (Lait, 1994) normalized at 380 K, above
Kiruna from 1 February up to 31 March 2000. The
reported black vertical bars identify the range of the
pressure for each ZPB flight in that period.

Zonal component
(m s-1)
H2004
this
study

Meridional component
(m s-1)
H2004
this
study

Bias

-0.1

-0.09

0.1

0.03

Standard
deviation
sweekness

2.3

2.53

2.2

2.23

0.1

0.24

0.0

-0.17

kurtosis

0.0

1.29

0.1

0.80

Zonal wind biases for both components are similar
to those of H2004. We find slightly higher values of
standard deviation, probably because we have less
number of points (2340) compare to the 11000
points of H2004. However the standard error is
lower than the biases calculated, then our results are
statistically significant.
2.2 Above Esrange during winter
The figure 4 presents the vertical profiles of biases
obtained for SPI (green) and LPI (red) intervals in
winter considering the 49 ZPB flights of the period
from 2000 to 2011 for both wind components.
Standard deviations are reported. Whatever the
pressure interval considered the zonal component
present very small bias lower than 0.1 m s-1 in the
low levels (below 20 hPa). Above the bias slightly
increase to attain 1.5 m s-1 at 5 hPa. For the
meridional component the biases remain very low
for all altitudes.The standard deviations which are
only 3 m s-1 and roughly constant between 100 hPa
and 50 hPa, increase above, with a value of 4 m s-1
at 5 hpa for the zonal component and 5 m s-1 for the
meridional. This can be explained by the low
numbers of wind data assimilated by the model
(Dee et al., 2011) at these altitudes because only
few radiosonds attain 30 hPa and no in-situ
measurements exists at high level.

Figure 3. Lait potential vorticity normalized at 380
K as a function of pressure derived from ERAInterim above Kiruna (67.9°N, 21.1°E) between
February and March 2000. Each flight is
associated to one vertical black bar and the top of
each corresponds to the ceiling reached by the
flight.
It appears that flights on 16, 22, and 23 February,
and those on 25, 27 and 29 March 2000 took place
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zonal circulation starting at high altitude.
Perturbations due to SSWs come from the
stratopause and higher levels and propagate
downward. Then because most of the ZBP attain 40
km of altitude, their trajectories are witness of such
perturbations in the wind circulation. This could
explain the increase in the wind speed and the wind
direction biases and also the high value of standard
deviations for polar winter conditions at high level.
It is important to notice that this standard deviation
at 5 hPa have the same order of magnitude than the
globally root mean square error on the wind speed
at the tropopause shown by Dee et al (2011).

Figure 4. u (a) and v (b) biases and standard
deviations calculated from December to March in
polar region (49 ZPB flights from 2000 to 2011) for
SPI (green) and LPI (red) pressure intervals.
The meridional bias component presents larger
standard deviation than the zonal bias at high
altitude. The u biases at high altitude (in the
pressure range [10; 5] hPa) are relatively small
compare to the u mean value (~40 m s-1) and do not
exceed 7%. The v biases are relatively slightly
larger and can reach 11% at 17 hPa.
Regarding now the biases on the wind speed and
the wind direction (figure 5a and 5b), it appears that
the model underestimate the wind speed in the
whole profile. The absolute differences between
ERA-Interim and the measurements in the pressure
range [100; 20] hPa never exceed 1 m s-1. This
shows that ERA-Interim reanalyses are robust in
the low stratosphere. Several previous studies
assess also of the quality of the ECMWF model in
the low stratosphere (Hertzog et al. 2004, Hertzog
et al. 2006; Knudsen et al. 2006; Christensen et al.
2007; Boccara et al. 2008; Houchi et al. 2010).

3.CONCLUSION
We have retrieved the wind profile in the
stratosphere using actual ZPB trajectories. This
dataset provides in situ measurements in the midstratosphere up to 2 hPa at different locations over
many years. This dataset has been used to assess the
ERA-Interim reanalyses through a methodology
designed to study the wind biases as a function of
pressure. The implemented methodology (selecting
geophysical conditions, testing several values for
the width of the pressure bins, checking the number
of points and calculate the standard error on the
biases) allows us to get information on the accuracy
of Era-interim to represent wind up to 40 km.
The results obtained in the low stratosphere are in
good agreement with H2004 for u and v
components. ERA-interim slightly underestimate
the wind speed in the low levels. Biases obtained
with ZPB compare to reanalyses on one hand and
with BP compare to ECMWF analyses (H2004)
give similar results in the low stratosphere in polar
vortex conditions. This confirms the quality of
ERA-interim reanalyses in the low stratosphere in
polar region during winter.
ERA-Interim
reanalyses
encounters
some
difficulties to represent winds at higher altitudes
above 20 hPa.This altitude corresponds to the
altitude widely attain by radiosondings and as a
consequence above 20 hPa no wind measurements
are assimilated in the model. The standard
deviations at 5 hPa have the same order of
magnitude than the globally root mean square error
on the wind speed at the tropopause shown by Dee
et al (2011). It means that at high levels in the
stratosphere the quality of the wind data is not so
good and have to be improved.

Figure 5. Wind speed (a) and wind direction (b)
biases and standard deviations calculated from
December to March in polar region (49 ZPB flights
from 2000 to 2011) for SPI (green) and LPI (red)
pressure intervals.
ERA-Interim
reanalyses
encounters
some
difficulties to represent winds at higher altitudes
above 20 hPa. The wind speed biases (figure 5a)
increase almost linearly to attain -2 m s-1 at 5 hPa.
The Era-interim reanalysis underestimate the wind
above 20 hPa. The wind direction biases can be
considered as zero for the polar winter conditions
but with a standard deviation between 12° and 23°.
The polar vortex moves over pole and can be
temporally perturbed due to sudden stratospheric
warnings (SSW) which induce a reversal of the
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those microstructures and to the accompanying
segregation, which are both very sensitive to gravity.

ABSTRACT
It is well known that the final properties of materials are
strongly related to the microstructures formed during
growth and to the accompanying segregation, both
being very sensitive to the natural hydrodynamic
movements in the melt induced by gravity. Therefore, a
deeper understanding of gravity effects on the
solidification microstructure is of great importance for
industrial applications.
In the framework of the ESA-MAP project entitled
XRMON (in-situ X-Ray MONitoring of advanced
metallurgical processes under microgravity and
terrestrial conditions), directional solidification
experiments with in situ X-ray radiography were carried
out during the 60th and 61st ESA – PF campaigns onboard the Airbus A300 operated by Novespace.
Parabolic flights offer several successions of periods
with normal gravity between two parabolas, and hyper
gravity and microgravity during each parabola, which
allows the impact of gravity level variations on the
solidification microstructures to be investigated.
For this purpose, a dedicated apparatus was designed
and developed in collaboration with SSC (Swedish
Space Corporation). XRMON-PFF (Parabolic Flight
Facility) includes a Bridgman furnace dedicated to the
solidification of Al-based alloys with an X-ray device
that enables in situ characterization. Columnar and/or
equiaxed growth of refined and non-refined Al20wt.%Cu alloys were investigated and X-ray
radiography was successfully used to assess the effect of
periodic variations of the gravity level on the
solidification microstructure formation. Preliminary
results confirmed the strong influence of gravity on the
solidification microstructure development.

1.

On Earth, gravity has important additional effects on the
solidification process [2]. Firstly, gravity induces
natural convection in the melt, due to density variations
following the local temperature and concentration [3].
The coupling between fluid flow and solidification has
been the subject of a great deal of experimental,
theoretical and numerical works. The main conclusion
of these studies is that the convection has an impact on
the solidification process, such as the macroscopic
deformation
of
the
solid/liquid
interface,
macrosegregation in the sample, and the modification of
the primary arm spacing. Secondly, due to solute
rejection during the liquid to solid transition, growing
grains and surrounding liquid have generally different
densities. Consequently, buoyancy force can act on the
solid grains, which lead to their sedimentation or
floatation in the liquid phase. Therefore, equiaxed
microstructures on Earth and in microgravity are
different. Thirdly, gravity is at the origin of mechanical
effects, in particular on the secondary arms. It has been
shown that these mechanical effects can induce the
bending of secondary arms, when the latter are long
enough. In some cases, the bending phenomenon can
precede the dendrite fragmentation [4, 5]. Finally, a less
common issue related to gravity is the hydrostatic
pressure in the melt, despite his strong impact on human
body during space travel. It is well known that
hydrostatic pressure applied during solidification
significantly reduces the formation of porosities. On the
contrary, under microgravity conditions, the liquid
shape is only determined by the surface tension and the
wetting behavior of the melt on solid surfaces. Hence,
the loss of hydrostatic pressure in the melt can cause
shrinkages or the formation of voids along the sample
during microgravity experiments [6]. Therefore, a
deeper understanding of gravity effects in solidification
microstructure is of great importance for scientists and
industrials alike.

INTRODUCTION

Solidification is a phase transition in which liquid turns
into a solid when its temperature is lowered below its
freezing point. Several types of microstructures can be
obtained such as cellular or dendritic microstructure, as
a consequence of the Mullins-Sekerka or morphological
instability [1]. Metals properties are strongly related to

Solidification under microgravity conditions is an
efficient way to eliminate most of the buoyancy-related
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phenomena, providing valuable benchmark data for the
validation of analytical models and numerical
simulations. In addition, a comparative study of
solidification experiments carried out on Earth and in
space can also enlighten the effects of gravity. Several
platforms are provided by space agencies giving access
for scientists to perform experiments in microgravity
conditions with various quality and duration of
microgravity period. In the frameworks of XRMON
project, it is worth mentioning the recent solidification
experiment carried out onboard MASER-12 sounding
rocket in 2012, using the XRMON-GF facility [7].
Another possibility is to perform parabolic flights
onboard the Airbus A300 operated by Novespace
(www.novespace.fr). On contrary to ISS (International
Space Station), satellite and sounding rockets, parabolic
flights offer only very short microgravity periods (about
20 seconds) in comparison with typical solidification
experiments of about several hours. For this reason, the
main interest to perform solidification during parabolic
flights is to focus on the influence of g-level variations
on the growth process.

solidification experiments [7]. The XRMON-PFF is
shown in Fig.1 in the Airbus A300 Zero-G. It is
equipped with its own accelerometers to record locally
the gravity level evolution. The three essential
components of the experimental rack are: X-ray source,
X-ray detector and a solidification furnace.
The furnace is of Bridgman type. A temperature
gradient along the sample is imposed by two heaters
separated by an adiabatic gap. Two thermocouples in
each heater measure the temperature close to the
crucible and serve as input for the temperature
regulation. The gradient furnace enables directional
solidification with thermal gradients within a range of 515 K/mm. The heater gap has a “hole” of 5 mm x 5 mm
for the X-ray transmission. Solidification is induced by
the power down method, by applying the same cooling
rate on both heater elements, which keeps the thermal
gradient constant during the solidification.

In this paper, we report preliminary results obtained
during the 60th and 61st ESA – PF campaigns, in April
and September 2014 respectively. Since we intend to
investigate the impact of gravity level variations on the
dynamic of the solidification microstructure formation,
it is crucial to achieve in situ and real time
characterization during the whole experiment. It is now
recognized that X-ray radiography is the method of
choice for investigating the solidification front evolution
of metallic alloys grown from the melt [8]. Experiments
were carried out in the XRMON-PFF, an experimental
apparatus that has been developed to perform
solidification of Al-based alloys in microgravity
conditions with in situ X-ray radiography observation
adapted for parabolic flights [9]. Preliminary results
bring to light some unprecedented observations, which
are directly related to the effect of gravity variation
intensity.

2.

Figure 1: XRMON-Parabolic Flight Facility in Novespace
airbus A300 Zero-G

X-ray radiography was successfully used to assess the
effect of periodic variations of the g-level on the
solidification microstructure formation. The microfocus
X-ray source is a transmission type X-ray tube with a
molybdenum target and a 3 µm focal spot. It provides a
sufficient photon flux with two peaks of energy at 17.4
keV and 19.6 keV that ensure a good image contrast to
study Al-Cu based alloys. The camera system is made
of a digital camera with a CCD-sensor adapted for Xray usage by the integration of a 50 mm thick fiber
optical plate that protects the sensor from radiation. A
scintillator plate placed in front of the optical fiber
converts X-ray radiation to visible spectrum light.
As a result of the X-ray beam divergence, a geometric
magnification of the transmission object is observed at
the detector, and is the ratio of the source-detector to
source-object distances; the object in this case being the
sample. In this work a magnification of 5 was obtained
giving a FOV of about 5 x 5 mm2 at the CCD, thus an
effective pixel size of 4 µm. During the experiments,
the acquisition rate is typically 3 frames/s. Based from
the radiographs, we are able to follow in situ and in real
time the solidification process.

EXPERIMENTS

During the 60th and 61st ESA-PF campaigns, in April
and September 2014 respectively, two series of
directional solidification experiments on Al-20wt.%Cu
samples were carried out in the XRMON-PFF facility.
In this section, a brief description of the main elements
of the experiments is given.
2.1. XRMON-PFF facility
In collaboration with the Swedish Space Corporation
(SSC), XRMON-PFF (Parabolic Flight Facility) was
developed specifically for the purposes of parabolic
flight with in situ and real time X-ray monitoring of
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2.2. Sample preparation
During the 60th ESA-PF campaign, an Al-20wt.%Cu
alloy inoculated with 0.1wt.%AlTiB refiners was
investigated in order to determine the solidification
conditions that can give rise to a Columnar-to-Equiaxed
Transition (CET) [10, 11]. CET is a transition that
occurs when equiaxed grains nucleate in the
undercooled liquid region ahead of an advancing
columnar front. If the number of grains is large enough,
they can grow and stop the columnar growth and there
is formation of an equiaxed microstructure. AlTiB
refiners are used to act as preferential sites for
heterogeneous nucleation, and thus to promote the
Columnar-to-Equiaxed Transition [12]. During the 61st
ESA-PF campaign, a non-refined sample was used to
study the influence of gravity level variations on the
columnar growth.

-a-

-bFigure 3: (a) Parabola profile showing the gravity level
variation with time, (b) Sequence of 31 parabolas during
the course of the flight.

The sample dimensions were 50 mm in length, 5 mm in
width and 200 to 250 µm in thickness. The samples
were placed between stainless steel spacers sandwiched
by two glassy carbon sheets sewn together with a silica
thread (Fig.2). The crucible was enclosed inside the
heaters, having a contact with both sides to achieve the
same thermal behavior in microgravity environment as
on ground-based experiments.

Before the beginning of the series of parabolas, the
heater temperatures were adjusted to temperatures for
which the solid-liquid interface was visible at the
bottom in the Field-of-View of the camera, and then
kept constant at this temperature. The cooling of the
sample was then triggered a few seconds before the
beginning of the first parabola (during the 1g0 period),
and extended over the whole series of five parabolas
(Fig.4). The origin of time (t = 0s) was chosen at the
beginning of the cooling down. This experimental
procedure was used for the two types of samples,
refined and non-refined Al-20wt%Cu.

Sample

Figure 2: (a) Al-20wt.%Cu sample and (b) the glassy carbon
crucible with the stainless steel frame

Temperature (C )
750
650

2.3. Parabolic flight timeline

550

According to the parabolic flight trajectory, the gravity
level changes during each parabola (Fig.3a) from 1g0 →
1.8g0 → 0g0 → 1.8g0 → 1g0, with approximately 24s
and 22s at 1.8g0 and 0g0 respectively. During the
course of the flight, the parabola is repeated a total of 31
times: a first series of six parabolas, followed by five
series of five parabolas with a time interval between two
series of 5-8 minutes (Fig.3b).
Thanks to the non-steady g-level environment, the
parabolic flights allow the impact of gravity level
variations on the solidification microstructure to be
investigated. In this paper, we focus on two
solidification experiments, corresponding to a very slow
cooling rate (R = -0.05 K/s) and a high temperature
gradient (G = 15 K/mm). The solidification phase took
place over a whole series of five parabolas. The only
difference between the two experiments is that we used
either a refined alloy or a non-refined alloy.
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Figure 4: Temperature and gravity level profiles
during the solidification experiment over five
parabolas (temperature gradient G = 15K/mm
and cooling rate R = -0.05 K/s)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Liquid

Solid
t = 202 s, g  1g0

t = 230 s, g  1g0

t = 240 s, g  1.8g0

(e)

(f)

(g)

t = 261 s, g  0g0

t = 280 s, g  0g0

t = 295 s, g  1.8g0

t = 248 s, g  1.8g0
(h)

t = 302 s, g  1.8g0

Figure 5: Sequence of radiographs recorded during the solidification of refined Al-20wt.%Cu, for a low
cooling rate (R = -0.05 K/s), and high temperature gradient (G = 15 K/mm) under varying gravity level.
The gravity vector (in 1g0 and 1.8g0 period) points vertically downwards relative to the FOV.

3.

During this 1g0 period, fragmentation phenomena
occurred along the solid/liquid interface and the
dendrite fragments floated from the bottom to the top
due to buoyancy force.

RESULTS

3.1. CET triggering by variation of gravity level
During the first series of experiments, ESA-PF 60th, Al20wt.%Cu alloy inoculated with 0.1wt.%Al-Ti-B grain
refiner was investigated in order to determine the
influence of g-level variations on the Columnar-toEquiaxed Transition during the microstructure
formation. Fig.5 displays a sequence of radiographs
recorded during a part of the solidification experiment
for the refined Al-20wt.%Cu, with a low cooling rate (R
= -0.05 K/s) and a high temperature gradient (G = 15
K/mm) and under varying gravity level. Image quality
was enhanced by applying an image processing
consisting in dividing each frames by a reference picture
before cooling starts [9]. Variations of grey levels in the
radiographs are related to the difference in X-ray
absorption of the different parts of the sample, which
depends mainly on the local density and composition of
the sample. In our experiment, copper provides a greater
attenuation of the incident X-ray beam than aluminium.
Therefore, regions of high copper concentration show
up as dark regions in the images. Conversely, -Al
dendrites with low copper concentration are discernible
as bright regions in the field of view.

Indeed, for this alloy composition (Al-20wt%Cu), the
dendrite fragments are lighter than the surrounding
liquid [7]. During their motion toward the hot region of
the sample, the dendrite fragments rapidly melted until
their complete disappearance. Moreover, a few grains
nucleated on the crucible wall. Most of them also
floated toward the top of the sample and melted, but one
remained stuck on the crucible wall on the right side of
the sample in Fig.5b.
When the gravity level suddenly increased to 1.8g0 at
the beginning of the parabola, a sudden nucleation of a
large number of equiaxed grains ahead of the columnar
front is observed (Fig. 5c). The nucleation rate of grains
is about 100 grains/s, which is of the same order of the
nucleation rate measured by Murphy for equiaxed
growth of a refined Al-20wt.%Cu sample in nearisothermal experiment [13].
This explosive nucleation phase is obviously provoked
by the sharp increase of the gravity level. The large
number of grain nucleations ahead of the columnar front
was triggered by an increase of the liquid undercooling
ahead of the columnar front (grey area in Fig.6). The
liquid undercooling at an altitude z is defined as the
difference between the liquidus temperature T L(z) and
the real temperature imposed by the temperature
gradient T(z). So, if the liquid undercooling reaches the

During the 1g0 period, a development of a columnar
microstructure was observed at the bottom of the Fieldof-View (in white color in Fig.5a). Due to the solute
rejection during the solidification, the liquid just ahead
of the columnar front was copper-enriched and appeared
darker than the liquid far from the columnar front (at the
top of the image in Fig 5a and Fig.5b).
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to Fig.5f), the grains remelted due to an upward copperenriched fluid flow, which is visible in Fig.5f as a dark
region in the liquid ahead of the microstructures. Once
again, the origin of this upward fluid flow is related to
the vanishing of the hydrostatic pressure and thus the
contraction of the crucible during the microgravity
period. During the subsequent 1.8g0 period, the
explosive nucleation phenomenon occurred again
(Fig.5g and Fig.5h). All these phenomena were repeated
in the following parabolas. It is worth noting that these
observations were also observed in other experiments,
with different cooling rates.

value of the nucleation undercooling of the refining
particles, copious nucleations can occur. The question
that rises is: why the liquid undercooling increases when
the gravity level augments?
T
T(z)

TL(z)

TTip

3.2. Evolution of columnar growth velocity with
respect to the varying g-level

z

0

During a second series of experiments (ESA-PF 61st), a
non-refined Al-20wt.%Cu sample was solidified, in
identical growth conditions, namely the same high
temperature gradient (G = 15 K/mm) and slow cooling
rate (R = -0.05 K/s). Without the addition of refining
particles, a columnar growth was obtained during the
whole experiment, which covered a series of 5
parabolas. Fig.7 shows a sequence of radiographs
during a part of the experiment for varying gravity level.

Figure 6: Illustration of the temperature profile in the
liquid phase T(z) compared to the equilibrium
temperature TL(z).
The most potent explanation of this increase of the
undercooling is a decrease of the liquid composition
ahead of the columnar structure. This composition
decrease is attributed to the increase of the hydrostatic
pressure of the melt when the gravity level changed
from 1g0 to 1.8g0. As the two thin glassy carbon sheets
are flexible, the hydrostatic pressure rise caused a larger
bulging of the sample at the solid-liquid interface. As a
consequence, this bulging increase induced a downward
flow of poorer fluid toward the columnar front, as
mentioned by A. Murphy [7]. Because of the decrease
of liquid composition ahead of the columnar front, the
local equilibrium temperature augments as well as the
constitutional undercooling. After their nucleation and
like dendrite fragments, the new grains started to float
and then melted when they reached the hot region of the
liquid (Fig.5d and Fig.5e). Some grains remained stuck
in the thickness of the sample when their size was too
large compared to the sample thickness (Fig. 5f).

During the advance of the columnar front, numerous
dendrite fragmentations occurred during 1g0 and 1.8g0.
For instance, some of them are indicated by circles in
Fig.7a, Fig.7b and Fig.7d. As expected, no dendrite
fragmentation was visible during the microgravity
period at 0g0 (Fig.7c). During the solidification, a few
gas bubbles appeared and disappeared (white disc in the
left side in Fig.7b and Fig.7c).
The measurements of the dendrite tip positions were
carried out during the columnar growth, for several
dendrites during the third and fourth parabolas, when
the primary trunk heights were high enough to perform
precise measurements. Blue symbols in Fig.8 display
the dendrite tip positions of the two dendrites indicated
by white arrows in Fig.7a. Those two dendrites were
chosen far from each other, in a region where only

As soon as the gravity level reached 0g0 (Fig.5e), the
equiaxed grains stopped moving upward because
buoyancy force vanished. During the 0g0 period (Fig.5e
(a)

1mm

(b)

(c)

(d)

Liquid

Solid
t = 401 s, g  1g0

t = 436 s, g  1.8g0

t = 443 s, g  0g0

t = 468 s, g  1.8g0

Figure 7: Sequence of radiographs recorded during the solidification of non-refined Al-20wt.% Cu, for a low
cooling rate (R = -0.05 K/s), and high temperature gradient (G = 15 K/mm) under varying gravity level.
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the solid/liquid interface, caused by the rising of the
hydrostatic pressure in the melt. During the 1.8g0 →
0g0 the hydrostatic pressure vanished, yielding the
crucible contraction, and then provoking an upward
copper-enriched fluid flow. Assuming that both the
solute composition at the interface and far from the
interface did not change, the extend of the solute
boundary layer augmented, which lead to a decrease of
the solute gradient ahead of the dendrite tip. The delay
between the growth velocity change and the gravity
level variation is probably due to the solute diffusion
inertia. On the other hand, during the 0g0 → 1.8g0
transition, the velocity growth re-increased for the same
reason but with a downward copper-enriched fluid flow.

fewer dendrite fragmentations occurred, avoiding too
strong disturbances upon the columnar growth. It is
worth mentioning that the dendrite in the left side of the
picture is almost aligned with the vertical direction,
whereas the dendrite on the right side of the sample is
tilted. For this reason, the discussion that follows will
focus only on the first dendrite. The gravity level
variations (red lines) are added to Fig.8 to enlighten the
relation between varying g-level and dendrite tip
positions and thus the growth velocities.
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X-ray radiography was successfully used during
solidification experiments carried out during parabolic
flights. It was observed that gravity level variations can
have a significant impact on the microstructure
formation. The variation of g-level induces a variation
of the liquid composition ahead of the solid/liquid
interface which affects the constitutional undercooling.
In a refined alloy, this undercooling increase can
provoke an explosive nucleation of equiaxed grains,
while in non-refined alloy the columnar growth velocity
is strongly affected by the gravity level variations.
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Further solidification experiments with different alloy
composition are scheduled during future parabolic flight
campaigns in the framework of the XRMON project.
The next campaign is already scheduled in November
2015.
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Figure 8: Dendritic tips position of the two
dendrites respectively indicated by white arrows in
Fig.7a, with respect to time, under various g-level.
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The two main observations in Fig.8 are the decrease of
the growth velocity (from 8.4 µm/s to 0.6 µm/s) after
the gravity change from 1.8g0 to 0g0 and the reincrease of the growth velocity (from 0.6 µm/s to 2.9
µm/s) after the 0g0 → 1.8g0 transition. In both cases,
the modifications of the growth velocities occurred with
a delay after the gravity level variations.
Actually, the dendrite growth velocity is mainly
controlled by the solute gradient ahead of the dendrite
tip [1]. A typical value of the solutal length for the
directional solidification in stationary conditions is
DL/Vtip, which is about 1 mm. As explained previously,
the solute boundary layer in the liquid ahead of the
columnar front changes with respect to g-level variation.
This phenomenon is due to the bulging of the sample at
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The REXUS/BEXUS is a programme realized under a bilateral agency agreement between
the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) and the Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) (Source:
www.rexusbexus.net). Within this programme, the experiment proposed by LOW Gravity was
given the opportunity to fly on board of REXUS 16 from Kiruna, Sweden, in May 2014. Since space
settlements are within our reach and material processing in reduced gravity is a key requirement,
we aim to improve this field by investigating the melting and welding processes taking place in milligravity on board of a sounding rocket. Our main objective is to analyze the surface deformation
and physical properties of titanium and acid core solder alloys welded/melted under miligravity conditions with a 25W LASER diode. The main components of our experiment are the metal samples,
the LASER diode and the control electronics. The metal samples are placed in front of an optical
system and are shifted during approximately 120 seconds of milligravity. The optical system is connected via an optic fiber to the LASER diode. The electronics consists of two custom-made boards:
the mainboard which is connected to the REXUS interface and controls the LASER diode and the
sample shifting and the logboard which has an SD card to log all experiment data ( sample position,
experiment acceleration and rotation rate, pressure and temperature, battery voltage and LASER
diode status). During the flight, due to unexpected vibration levels, the fiber optics was damaged at
T+70 and the experiment could not fulfill its main objective. A GoPro camera mounted inside the
experiment box recorded the experiment operation. Valuable information regarding temperature
and battery voltage was also sent remotely to our Ground Station. This data enabled us to perform
a thorough failure analysis. Parallel readings of these parameters taken by other experiments and
by the REXUS Service Module corroborate our data and increase the accuracy of our analysis. The
hypothesis for the failure is presented along with the lessons learnt.

I.

having melting points at 1610°C for titanium alloy and
190°C for acid core solder. For melting and welding, a 975
nm LASER diode having 25W maximum output power
was used. Moreover, a Scanning Electron Microscope was
used to analyze the microstructure of the samples and the
burnt optical fiber. By using this device we were able to
investigate both the grain structure for the melt in the
fusion zone and the heat-affected zone. We studied the
length, shape, orientation and spacing of the microstructures.

INTRODUCTION

The LOW Gravity’s primary aim is to design and
build an experiment for the study of surface deformation and internal structure of alloys after being melted
and welded under miligravity conditions on board of a
sounding rocket. The scientific purpose of the experiment is to analyze the dendritic microstructure of the
samples - a characteristic feature of metallic alloys - that
is affected mainly by the heat and mass transport in the
melt. The investigation starts by considering an analytical heat flow model in the material, followed by the description of the experimental setup, the results obtained
on-ground, the expected results and the lastly, the failure
analysis. The experiment was launched with the REXUS
16 sounding rocket from Esrange Space Center, Kiruna,
Sweden, in May 2014. The chosen materials for our experiment are Ti6Al4V and acid core solder. One of the
Ti6Al4V sample was covered with titanium nanotubes in
order to reduce the reflectivity and to increase the energy
absorption. The Ti6Al4V alloy was chosen because it is
a main component in aviation due to its properties: extraordinary corrosion resistance, very light in weight and
the ability to withstand extreme temperatures. The alloy
has a chemical composition of 6% aluminium, 4% vanadium, 0.2% iron, 0.2% (maximum) oxygen, and the remainder titanium. The thickness of each sample is 200µm
∗
†

II.
A.

METHODS

Theoretical background

The Ti6Al4V has a hexagonal close-packed crystal
or alpha structure at room temperature. This structure transforms to a body-centered-cubic crystal structure, called beta, at 980°C. Above this temperature, also
known as beta transus, the alloy is all-beta. As previously stated, one of the main purposes of this experiment
is to characterize the zone that forms after solidification,
characterized by the morphology and overall distribution
pattern of the dendrites. The dendrites are small-size
grain structures that form in alloys after solidification.
The samples’ surface was 990 mm2 . For the surface pretreatment the following processes were involved: abrasion
with silicon-carbide sandpaper of increased grit size (up
to 4000 grit) until glossy smooth finish, cleaning and degreasing by successive 15 min ultrasonication steps in pu-
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2
rified water, ethanol and acetone and thoroughly rinsed
with tap and distilled water. The samples were dried in
air and used immediately. The creation of nanotubes was
attained through an anodizing process. Anodization was
carried out in a one compartment two-electrode electrochemical cell, having freshly conditioned Ti6Al4V piece
as anode and Pt sheet as cathode. The electrochemical
treatments consist of a potential sweep from 0 to 50 V
with a 2 V/10 s step and then kept constant at 50 V
(total anodization time was 2 h at room temperature).
Anodizing was carried out in a hybrid inorganic and organic component as of polyethyleneglycoll + 2% v/v H2O
+ NH4F 0.5 wt%. After the treatment, the samples were
rinsed with purified water.

B.

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consists of a hermetically
sealed 6063 aluminum alloy box of 223 × 223 × 180 mm,
in which all the instruments are placed, with the experiment weighing, in total, 4.389 kg.
FIG. 2. Ready-to-fly experimental box, all subsystems including laser, optical fiber and lens are connected.

The experiment was ready-to-fly in one year as it can
be inferred from Figure 2. A real-time transmission of
the temperature, position of the servo motor and battery
voltage values was established between the rocket module and the ground station. Various sensors monitored
the changes in accelerations, position and pressure for
post-flight analysis. The LASER diode gave as output
a continuous wave with a power of 20W. We used four
A123 Li-Ion rechargeable Batteries in series, which delivered 13.2V nominal voltage. Two voltage regulators
provided 3.3V and 5V for the electronics and the servomotor. The supercapacitors (5.5V, 0.33F) were used as a
backup power supply for the digital electronics. The processes of melting and welding were constantly recorded
using a GoPro 3 black edition video camera. The experiment had a vibration damping system - two rubber
cylinders per bolt mounted in the exterior of the experiment, in order to reduce the high frequency vibrations
that could affect the experiment during flight and launch.
The rocket reached 87 km, one of the highest altitudes
for this type of rockets, providing us with approximately
120 seconds of miligravity.
The electronics was divided into two PCB boards:
MainBoard and LogBoard. The first one connects to the
REXUS interface, the experiment peripherals and sensors. The experiment can be run using only the ATMega164 microcontroller on the Mainboard, because it
is able to take actions, communicate with the ground
station and send commands to all the devices. Therefore
the software running on this microprocessor is critical for

FIG. 1. Mechanical design of the experiment. All the components are shown.

The optical system is used to focalise the LASER
beam and it consists of two air-spaced doublet lenses that
focus the beam at approximately 0.3 mm. This is attained by using a 2.1 X magnification configuration. The
lenses were placed inside a connecting tube for which we
used an adaptor socket to accept the SMA fiber. For our
975 nm wavelength laser light, we employed the B antireflection coating for the lens in order to minimize the loss
of incident light. The LASER and the optical system
are connected through a very thin optical fiber, of approximately 100µm core’s diameter, wrapped on the base
plate and fixed with Kapton tape. The LASER targets
the alloy samples, placed on a linear rail with frame
which shifts slowly as coordinated by a linear motor.
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and periodic storing of the current state in EEPROM
memory. The entire experiment was designed and built
taking into full consideration the safety procedures and
the REXUS Manual.
In order to ensure its functionality in any conditions,
we tested the experiment in structurally demanding situations. Thus vibration, vacuum and thermal tests were
performed. The primary goal of the LOW Gravity Testing procedures was to maintain the safety of the sounding
rocket during its launch and flight. Also, the tests ensured that the other three experiments from the payload
were not to be damaged, and also that our experiment
should successfully perform its timeline. For the above
mentioned reasons, we have developed a test plan, shown
in Figure II B, that provides the strategy that was implemented in order to fly a successful experiment. Each test
was considered separately for each sub-system. Then,
the experiment was tested as a whole. The arrows show
that the test was to be performed several times, until the
system passed the verification.

FIG. 3. Sampling timeline configuration.

the experiment. The main purpose of the LogBoard is
to log all the data. The MainBoard had external LEDs
(on the electronics box) to indicate if the experiment has
been powered on, a blinking LED to indicate if the microprocessor main software loop is working, and if the
LASER driver has been enabled. The LogBoard used an
SD card to log all the experiment data: the motor position, the various temperatures, battery voltage, LASER
status and keep the time.

FIG. 5. Test plan.

Regarding testing the electronics module, the limits of
all the electrical components were tested by simulating
and monitoring all inputs and outputs. Furthermore, the
boards were wired to the ground software and we sent
commands, read data and simulated worst case scenarios.

FIG. 4. Mainboard software state diagram.

The Mainboard software implements an error recovery
mechanism composed of two components: a watchdog
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and a severe landing the experiment was intact, having
all the components in their place.

The vibration test was used to demonstrate the tolerance of the experiment against a vibration environment
present during the sounding rocket launch. An accurate
analysis of the vibrations made in Solidworks yielded the
promising results. A full vibration test was performed in
order to prove that the experiment can withstand the vibration levels during the REXUS launch and to confirm
the expected theoretical results.

III.

FAILURE ANALYSIS

Even though we have tested the experiment many
times and in almost all situations a backup solution was
at hand, we had a critical component failure during the
flight. At T+70.124, the LASER stopped working and
the fiber optics caught fire. A Fault Tree Analysis was
performed for tracing the events which could contribute
to the damage of the fiber optics.

FIG. 6. Fixture for X and Y axes using a TiraVib shaker.

For example, the acceleration profile and the output
drive after performing a sine 20-2000 Hz test with 1 to
4g acceleration, with dampers on the Y axis, are shown
in Figure 7.

FIG. 8. Fault tree analysis.

A.

Mechanical Shock. Launch Vibrations

The launch of a rocket generates intense dynamic stress
on its payload. For the REXUS 16 Rocket, the acceleration profile (resultant acceleration) during launch is
presented in Figure 9.

B.

Mechanical Shock. Yo-yo Vibrations

”A yo-yo de-spin mechanism is a device used to reduce the spin of the rocket. It consists of two lengths of
cable with weights on the ends. The cables are wrapped
around, in the manner of a double yo-yo. When the
weights are released, the spin of the rocket flings them
away from the spin axis. This transfers enough angular momentum to the weights to reduce the spin of the
satellite to the desired value.” (Source: Wikipedia).

FIG. 7. The vibration test on Y axis result.

The tests were successful and we could draw the conclusion that we have built a very robust experiment. This
desideratum was valid because after the sub-orbital flight
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In Figure 10 the syncronized videos are displayed.

FIG. 9. Acceleration of the rocket.

For the study of the effects of yo-yo on the REXUS
rocket, several evidences were analyzed:
• The LOW Gravity video experiment
• The GOPRO video mounted on the rocket
• Acceleration profile of REXUS and similar sounding rockets
• Pressure profile of REXUS from its module
C.

Video recordings

In the case of our experiment, the syncronized timeline
of yo-yo de-spin and LASER operation, as obtained from
the videos is:

T + 25

The LOW Gravity Experiment received
the Start of Experiment (SOE) signal which turned on the LASER. The
LASER diode worked as expected for
the first 45 seconds after the launch.
When the LASER was turned on, the
resultant acceleration was 6.73 g

T + 68.61
First and
and
released)
T + 69.96

Second

boom

T + 70.426

Yo-yo apogee

T + 70.4

The LASER stopped working

FIG. 10. Movie and data synchronization.

(weights
D.

Pressure Sensor

Important acceleration and pressure information
(Data from REXUS Service Module) during the keymoments was analyzed. The bottom graph of the
Figure 10 shows how the pressure sensor from the
REXUS service module was affected by this shock.
The values from the sensor are presented below
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Time
T + 70.39
T + 70.41
T + 70.96

Pressure
174.9 mbar
249.3 mbar
174.9 mbar

E.

Impact on Fibre Optics

The fiber optics did not burn completely, so selected
pieces were analyzed using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). From the analysis, it can be observed that
microcracks of approximately 1µm were presented even
in the fiber optics that did not burn after the launch.

FIG. 12. Optical fiber that burned during the flight.

FIG. 11. Optical fiber that did not burn during the flight seen
with SEM.
FIG. 13. Experiment after launch and landing.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

gravity conditions did not fulfill its main objective, however, important information was gathered as a result of
the fiber failure. The reasons behind it were discussed
and inference was given to the fact that the fiber did not
withstand the level of vibrations induced by the yo-yo
despin.

The on-ground experiment was performed under normal conditions of temperature and pressure. The Figure IV below outlines the dendritic solidification and the
spacing between them. As no on-board of the rocket
results were obtained during flight, a comparison in solidification cannot be performed.

V.

If offered the chance of another flight, we hold the firm
belief that the experiment will manage to map the physical deformation of the materials considered by us. The
conditions of flight will be better modeled, i.e. we will
devise another way to protect the optical fiber from the
vibrations. In terms of scientific rigor, we would keep the
same setup, however, with more emphasis given to environmental parameters such as the temperature, pressure.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the Low-Gravity experiment that flew
on REXUS 16 and aimed to investigate the physical deformation of materials when processed under reduced
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ABSTRACT

observing thermodiffusion, and the resulting Soret
Effect, which describes diffusion-driven separation of
a liquid mixture across a thermal gradient. On Earth,
when a thermal gradient is present, the main driving
force for fluid motion is buoyancy, which arises due to
gravity, and results in the rising of warm fluid and
sinking of cooler fluid. In space, whether in
microgravity or in milli-gravity, buoyancy is
anticipated to play a secondary role compared to the
influence of thermodiffusion. Measurements of Soret
and Diffusion Coefficients are fundamental in the
understanding of many physical processes as
dissolving,
leaching,
drying,
crystallization,
extraction, gas absorption and distillation [1]. One
example of experiment performed to study diffusion
and thermodiffusion is DCMIX [2]; the experiment
was performed onboard the ISS (international Space
Station) and required many hours to reach steady state
conditions. No particular attention was focused on the
initial stage of the Soret effect that occurs at the very
beginning of the heating process and close to the solid
boundaries. In this paper a new technology to
investigate the transient of the Soret is proposed. This
technique is robust and compact and can be
implemented in a sounding rocket payload. This setup
allows visualization of the named Chemical Wave
(CW) that occurs at the very beginning of the
thermodiffusion process; the CW can be visualized in
the first seconds recording images of a very narrow
region close to the heated surface in contact with the
mixture. The transient of the Soret effect was never
visualized experimentally but only theorized in [3];
now the technology exists and for the first time it was
possible to investigate it.

Chemical Wave in Soret Effect (CWIS) is an
experiment launched in May 2014 on-board a REXUS
sounding rocket from Esrange Space Center. The
experiment was completely designed and assembled
by students from different countries under an
international collaboration between the Université
libre de Bruxelles (ULB) and the University of Naples
Federico II. This student program called
REXUS/BEXUS allows students to perform
experiments in space science applications under the
supervision of the European Space Agency (ESA).
The objective of the CWIS Team was to visualize the
Chemical Wave (CW) during the transient of the Soret
effect. The CW is a concentration front that rapidly
propagates under thermal gradient in a liquid mixture,
and which marks the beginning of the chemical
separation phenomenon by thermodiffusion (the
separation process is itself named Soret effect, but is
usually analyzed statically). The selected mixture was
a solution of Ethylene Glycol in Water and
concentration variation due to thermal gradients was
recorded using a modified Fizeau interferometer, with
modifications designed to enlarge a very small region
of the test cell using cylindrical squeezing. We
recorded more than 100 images with the chemical
information and in this paper work we will show the
final results of the sounding rocket experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Many phenomena in life sciences behave differently in
spaceflight compared to on Earth, due to the unique
nature of spaceflight with respect to parameters such
as gravity, observation position, vacuum, and
radiation. As such, spaceflight offers a unique
opportunity to conduct scientific investigation that is
not otherwise possible. This type of investigation, both
in basic and applied sciences, is a critical mechanism
for moving forward our understanding of the
foundations of the life sciences, and often leads to
innovations that improve the lives, healthcare, and
education of everyday people on Earth. One example
of a basic chemical process that spaceflight allows us

Figure 1. REXUS launch moment, May 28th 2014.
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OBJECTIVE

the extreme resistance of the algorithm to noise and
was preferred to other more simple algorithm taking
into account the quality of the images recorded. The
phase obtained has to be unwrapped with a dedicated
unwrapping algorithm and each phase image is then
subtracted with the first phase image that is taken as
reference image. The unwrapped phase difference can
be expressed in terms of optical path difference 𝑑𝐿:

The main objective of the CWIS experiment is to
visualize the Chemical Wave due to thermal diffusion
inside a binary mixture. While the steady-state
condition of the thermodiffusion effect has been
studied extensively on ground, the unsteady behavior
is still unclear and cannot be studied while under
ground-gravity conditions, due to the larger buoyancy
effect. The binary mixture that has been chosen is
composed of Ethylene Glycol (99%) and Water (1%).
According to the numerical simulations discussed in
[4], in the mixture the thermodiffusion effect should
cause the water to migrate towards the hot region. At
the very beginning of the phenomenon, the water
closer to the hot region migrates causing a local
variation of concentration [4]. This concentration can
be visualized in a very narrow region at the beginning
of the process using a dedicated interferometer. The
visualization of the CW with this new setup is what
the CWIS experiment wants to proof, in order to better
understand how much these unsteady conditions can
improve processes that are subject to thermal
diffusion. To investigate the Chemical Wave
propagation, the experiment was performed on board
the REXUS 16 sounding rocket to reach milli-gravity
conditions. The parabola period was of 100 seconds
and allowed the collect of useful data that qualitatively
demonstrated the existing of this Chemical Wave. Fig.
1 shows the launch moment of the REXUS sounding
rocket from Esrange Space Center (Sweden).

𝑑𝜙 =

!!
!

𝑑𝐿

where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the laser and 𝑑𝜙 the
phase difference.
The optical path difference 𝑑𝐿 can be written in
function of the refractive index variation 𝑑𝑛:
𝑑𝐿 = 2𝑒𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝜙 =

!!"
!

𝑑𝑛
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!"

(1)

= 𝐷∇! 𝑤 + 𝐷𝑆𝑤! 1 − 𝑤! ∇! 𝑇

(2)

(5)

The refractive index variation of the full processed
image 𝑑𝑛! (𝑥, 𝑦) , is function of the temperature
𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) and concentration 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) fields:
𝑑𝑛! 𝑥, 𝑦 =

The CW phenomena investigated in this study can be
described by the energy and concentration equations:
= 𝑘∇! 𝑇

(4)

where 2e is the double of the length along the optical
axis in the liquid before interference occurs.
Substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 we obtain the relation
between the phase and the refractive index:
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and

𝑑𝑤 𝑥, 𝑦 +
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𝑑𝑇 𝑥, 𝑦

(6)

are determined experimentally.

These fields 𝑑𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑑𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) are the real
unknowns of the problem.
To split the thermal and concentration fields in Eq. 6,
the experiment was structured to investigate in parallel
the refractive index variation in two systems whose
compounds as reported in Tab. 1 [9]. Liquids were
degassed before the experiment. First system was a
concentrated 99%W Ethylene Glycol solution with
1%W water and the second pure Ethylene Glycol used
as reference liquid and assumed of same thermal
behavior than the concentrated mixture.

where T is the temperature, k the thermal conductivity,
w the mass fraction of pure water, D and S are the
diffusion and the Soret coefficients. w0 is the mean
mass fraction and therefore also at the beginning of
the process when the mixture is homogeneous.
The recorded data are interference fringe pattern
images coming from the interferometer subsystem.
First step consists to demodulate the fringe pattern
images to extract the phase. In the literature there are
several algorithms that apply 2D demodulation of a
frequency pattern signal [5]. In the case reported in
this paper we used the Continuous Wavelet
Transformation algorithm (CWT) with the Morlet
wavelet function formulation [6] with respect to
Fourier Transformation [7,8]. The choice of the
Morlet continuous wavelet formulation is justified by

Table 1. Liquid properties.
Water
Density (kg/m3)
Specific Heat (J/kg K)
Molar Mass (g/mol)
Viscosity (kg/m s)
Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m K)
Purity
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997.6
4182
18.0152
0.001
0.6

Ethylene
Glycol
1134.4
2415
64.0482
0.0157
0.252

demineralized

99.95%

Basically the liquid cell system consists of two
different chambers, one filled with the reference liquid
(Ethylene Glycol) and the second with the binary
mixture (Water in Ethylene Glycol). Then Eq. 6 can
be written also for the thermal reference system
without the contribution of 𝑑𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) and the two
fields are discretized.

Fig. 3. To allow this, an objective formed by two
cylindrical lenses were added to the design; Fig. 4a
and Fig. 4b show the cylindrical squeezing performed
by the cylindrical objective reported in Fig. 4 (lens i
and h): the squeeze of the image allows to increase
resolution on the y-axis, where the phenomena mainly
acts. The FOV (Field Of View) of the image showed
in Fig. 4a is 3.48 mm x 1.72 mm which corresponds to
the same resolution for both vertical and horizontal
axis and it is equal to 1600 pixels/mm. Meanwhile
applying the squeezing of the image with the
cylindrical lenses, in the horizontal direction is
reached a FOV of 14 mm x 1.72 mm that corresponds
to 273 pixels/mm along the horizontal axis and 1600
pixels/mm along the vertical axis. The image plane of
the lens g and the one due to the lens system
composed by g, h and i should overlap and be real.
Fig. 5 shows the scheme of the optical setup showed
in the photo in Fig. 2. The laser a generates a coherent
laser beam that is expanded by the microscopic lens b,
the beam is collimated after reflection on the mirror c
by the convergence lens d. Once the beam is
collimated, it reaches the cell f from the beam splitter
e. The reflection of the two walls of the cell overlaps
and generates a linear fringe pattern due to
interference of the light. The lenses g, h and i are the
camera objective. Fizeau interferometer are highly
resistent to vibration because, unlike what happens in
Michelson and Mach Zehnder interferometers, the
optical path shift applies inside the cell system only
and the two interfering beam pass thought the same
lenses.

	
  

Figure 2. Fizeau interferometer on the tabletop.

	
  

	
  

Figure 3. Liquid cell system concept. The visualized
region is marked in red.

	
  
	
  

Figure 5. Scheme of the Fizeau interferometer.
a	
  
Figure 4. Image without (left) and with (right)
cylindrical objective.

b	
  

Since the refraction index of the mixture depends on
the mass fraction of the components, is then possible
to estimate the mass fraction of Water and Ethylene
Glycol inside the field of view.
Fig. 6 shows the CAD exploded view of the liquid cell
system setup and a photo of the liquid cell system that
flew on the CWIS payload. In the design the thermal
gradient of 4.2 K was set using a heating foil system
injecting heat power from the top of the liquid cell
system, the temperature were measured with
DTTSci50x thermal sensor with an accuracy of 0.1K.
To compensate the thermal dilatation of the liquid
inside the cell, a compensation chamber reported in

	
  
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The CWIS experiment was performed on a sounding
rocket to avoid contribution of buoyancy during the
propagation of the Chemical Wave inside the liquid
cell system. Fringe patter images have been collected
using a Fizeau interferometer reported in Fig. 2. The
optical setup was designed to visualize both the
reference liquid and mixture chamber as sketched in
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Figure 6. Photo of the liquid cell system (left) and
exploded CAD view (right).

	
  

Figure 8. integrated CWIS payload.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the 100 seconds of the rocket parabola, the
CWIS payload recorded 300 frames (3fps) of the
binary
mixture
and
reference
chambers.
Unfortunately, due to cable failure during the flat spin
of the rocket module in the descending parabola (Fig.
9), only the last 200 frames were available to be
processed. Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b show the recorded
fringe patter frame 0 and 157 that correspond to 0 and
53 second; the image quality is not excellent due to a
misalignment of the laser. The lost of the initial
frames do not allow a quantitative estimation of the
diffusion coefficient but from the collected data can be
retrieved qualitative information that shows the
existence of the Chemical Wave. The frame pattern
reported in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b have been processed
using the continuous Morlet wavelet [6]. The phase
image for the frame 157 is reported in Fig. 11: the
unwrapped phase signal on the left corresponds to the
thermal reference (pure Ethylene Glycol) while on the
right is the unwrapped phase signal of the binary
mixture (Water-Ethylene Glycol).

	
  

Figure 7. Compensation chamber design of the liquid
cell system: a membrane (purple) was inserted and
fixed between two metal rings (blue) to be able to
bend under thermal expansion. The fixing support
(green) and the cap (red) are also shown.
Fig. 7 was installed for each chamber. Both the highlevel launch accelerations and the vibrations during
the ascending flight could have been causes of cracks
and misalignments in the optical components and
liquid cell system; to avoid this, an innovative system
of 6 damping springs equipped by one of our sponsors
has been installed around the CWIS experimental box.
From the thermal point of view, the whole experiment
has been isolated using a layer of low thermal
conducting material, that allowed keeping the
temperature inside the payload inside the working
range for the electronics and prevent the liquid from
freezing inside the liquid cell. The entire payload is
controlled using an on board control electronic card
that is responsible of delivering power to all
components, control the temperature of the liquid cell
and communicate with the rocket service module.
Through the rocket service module, data are sent on
ground and commands are received while an onboard
mini-PC manages the image acquisition and the data
storage.At the Esrange Space Center, where the CWIS
team has been during the launch campaign, a ground
station designed for the experiment allowed to track
the telemetry data sent by the payload (Fig. 8) in order
to understand whether the mission time-line was being
respected and act in case of malfunctioning.

	
  

Figure 9. Broken USB pin detected during the
inspection after the launch.
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In Fig. 12 is reported the wrapped phase signal in
function of time for points “Psx” and “Pdx” reported
in Fig. 11; these points are located at the same
distance from the heated top plate of the liquid cell
system and equal distance from the wall that separate
the two chambers. The phase related on the thermic is
larger respect the one related to the thermodiffusion.
This is the proof that a detectable variation in the
concentration is visible at the beginning of the
thermodiffusion process: that’s the Chemical Wave.
Fig. 13 instead shows the unwrapped phase in the
mixture chamber for different distances from the top
heated plate and same distance from the wall. The
information extracted in only qualitative because the
origin of the curve is unknown; the plot however
shows a distortion of the shape of the curves with
changing the distance to the hot wall.

a

b	
  
Figure 10. Fringe pattern at 0s (a) and 53s (b).

	
  

	
  

Figure 11. Wrapped phase of the image at 53s:
thermal reference on the left and mixture on the right.

Figure 12. Unwrapped phase of the points Pdx and Psx; temp1 and temp3 are the temperatures
recorded at the top and bottom plate.

	
  

	
  

Figure 13. Unwrapped phase of 8 points in the mixture side at the same distance from the separation wall.
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
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In this paper we report the experimental results of a
sounding rocket experiment developed in the frame of
the REXUS/BEXUS program coordinated by the
European Space Agency. The main purpose of the
experiment was to demonstrate the possibility to
investigate the very beginning of thermodiffusion
phenomena using a Fizeau interferometer with a
cylindrical squeezing of the object plane in a way to
retrieve diffusion coefficient for binary mixture. From
the collected data it was not possible to calculate the
mass transfer coefficients due to electric problem
during the parabola of the sounding rocket but a
qualitative visualization of the Chemical Wave is
visible. The experiment successfully demonstrates that
the technology to study the chemical variation under
the Soret effect exists and can be easily implemented
for ternary mixture and launched on future sounding
rocket missions. This is an important milestone to open
the possibility to measure diffusion coefficients from
the transient of the thermodiffusion phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT
The MAIUS-1 experiment is a pathfinder quantum
optics experiment about to fly on a VSB-30 sounding
rocket in November 2015. The scientific objective of
the mission is to demonstrate the feasibility of creating a
Bose-Einstein Condensate and performing atom
interferometry aboard a sounding rocket with Rubidium
87atoms. This paper will summarize the thermal and
mechanical design of the payload and its (sub)systems.
Moreover the qualification procedures and the results of
the qualification test will be presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Accelerations in longitudinal (blue) and
lateral (red) direction [3]

In order to create a BEC, the Rubidium 87 atoms are
cooled using laser light, magnetic fields and radio
frequencies. The atoms are pre-cooled in an atomchipbased magneto optical trap (MOT) and finally brought
below the critical temperature for phase transition by
evaporative cooling. These atoms are manipulated in a
light-pulse interferometer sequence [1].

At touch down shocks between 50 and 200 g are
expected depending on the surface conditions at the
landing site. These high accelerations and the strong
vibrations (8.1 grms qualification level) during motor
burn have to be considered in the process of the
mechanical design as presented in section 2.

The two-staged VSB30 sounding rocket is operated by
the DLR MORABA and launched from Esrange in the
north of Sweden. The flight ticket for the MAIUS-1
mission includes all systems needed for rocket operation
as well as the Brazilian S-30 and S-31 motors [2].
These motors will lift the payload to 260 km in altitude
providing approximately 360 s of micro gravity. During
ascent (burning phase) the motors will cause significant
accelerations. A typical distribution of the acceleration
during ascent of a VSB 30 rocket is shown in figure 1.
The maximum acceleration is approximately 12.1 g
along the longitudinal axis. During re-entry the friction
of the atmosphere will cause even higher accelerations
of 20-25 g.

Figure 2. Skin temperature inside the TEXUS 42 Service
module [4]

_______________________________________
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Moreover the payload will heat up to more than 100°C
at the inside of the payload hull during ascent and to
more than 200°C during descent due to aerodynamic
friction. A typical temperature profile for a VSB-30
flight is shown in figure 2. The impact of aero-thermal
heating and the dissipated heat of the high power
electronics on the payload instruments and especially
the lasers has to be minimized by an appropriate thermal
design of the scientific payload as it will be presented in
section 3.
2.

The different hull segments are connected to each other
by RADAX (radial-axial) flanges, which are used
within several sounding rocket programs.
2.1. Sealing of the Payload
During flight the scientific payload will be sealed and
pressurized to guarantee a stable pressure and defined
atmosphere without carbon hydrates as required by the
laser system and optics.
For operation the enclosure is filled with artificial air.
The gas used for pressurization is a mixture of 20%
oxide (purity grade 5.0) and 80% nitrogen (purity grade
5.0), which ensures, that no carbon hydrates are
remaining in the payload. The pressure will be set to
1.2 bar to be able to detect leaks. For pressurization of
the enclosure one ball tap each is installed in the top and
bottom sealing plate.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

The MAIUS scientific payload consists of five hull
segments with an overall length of 2790 mm and a total
mass of 275 kg. As shown in figure 3 the hull segments
shelter five (sub)systems needed to perform atom
interferometry. For transport the payload can be divided
into two parts above the electronics section, this should
reduce the integration effort after transport.

Figure 4. Drawing of the top sealing plate of the
MAIUS payload
As shown in figure 4 several data and power
connections are fed through the sealing plate using
hermetic (rubber sealed) DSUB and MIL-38999 circular
connectors. Moreover a rubber sealed water feed
through has been implemented.

Figure 3. Overview of MAIUS-1 payload

The sealing of the structure is achieved by 3mm HNBR
(hydrogenated nitrile rubber) o-ring seals with a
hardness of 70 Shore. These o-rings are used at four
radial seals between the different modules and two axial
seals at the top and bottom sealing plate.

The modules of the MAIUS scientific payload are
500 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 5 mm. The
increase of the wall thickness from standard 3 mm to
5 mm minimizes the impact of aero-thermal heating on
the inside of the payload by increasing the thermal
capacity of the outer structure.
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For radial sealing a groove has been added to the
MAIUS RADAX flanges. Moreover the tolerances and
surface roughness properties have been changed
compared to usual RADAX flanges. This should
minimize the gap (g) (marked in figure 5) between two
connected modules to ensure proper sealing between
these modules.

While the power and data umbilical are commercially
available with a lanyard separation mechanism, this is
not the case for water push-pull connectors.
For this reason a water umbilical has been designed for
the MAIUS payload. Review of commercially available
quick coupling connectors resulted in choosing the
QTM2 connector of Swagelok because of its
compactness and robustness. The QTM2 connector is
capable of handling a maximum flow of 56 l/min and
will allow a maximum pressure of 68.9 bar uncoupled
and 310 bar coupled. This is significantly above the
requirements for the thermal control systems.
The water is conducted from the chiller - being part of
the ground support equipment - to the payload with a
Swagelok series W thermally insulated PTFE hose. The
hose is protected by a fire jacket made of woven
fiberglass with specially compounded aerospace-grade
silicone rubber. The fire jacket withstands short-term
flame exposure at temperatures of more than 1000°C.
Thus the water umbilical hoses will survive the harsh
environment in the launch tower and can be used again.

Figure 5. Detailed drawing of axial (D) and radial (E)
sealing of the payload enclosure
A pressurization test demonstrated that the pressure will
drop by no more than 125 mbar in 92 hours when the
pressure inside the payload is adjusted to be 3 bar
absolute.
2.2. Umbilicals and Hatch
The MAIUS payload is equipped with six umbilicals as
presented in figure 6. Two MIL-38999 push-pull
connector umbilicals provide the power supply and
communication with the payload. Moreover four custom
umbilicals made of Swagelok components will allow to
provide water cooling of the payload until lift off.

Figure 7. Design of the water cooling umbilical for
lanyard separation
For separation of the connectors a small plate made of
aluminum is placed between coupling stem and body.
As shown in figure 7 the plate is only 2.5 mm thick,
thus the locking of the coupling will not be affected.
The lanyard will be attached to the tower, for this reason
the connector will be unlocked during lift off. The seals
in the stem and the body will prevent the water from
flowing out at both, the rocket segment and the ground
segment.
The unlocking was tested on ground, to ensure that the
force for separation of the connectors will not exceed
the design loads of the umbilical shoe and the separation
plate. For this purpose a force sensor has been attached
to the lanyard of the umbilical and was separated
manually. For comparison the same test has been
performed with the commercial MIL-38999 connector,
which has been qualified for sounding rocket or missile
applications. While the separation force at the
commercial connector ranged from 80-120 N, the
required force to separate the water umbilical quick
coupling was recorded to be below 50 N in all test runs.

Figure 6. Design of the payload umbilical shoes
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The rubber dampers will reduce high frequency
vibrations in particular. The impact of the dampers on
the vibrational loads measured on the instrument
platform is shown in figure 9. The damping features are
essential for the reliable operation of the payload
components.

2.3. System Mounting and Vibration Damping
The different systems are mounted on aluminium
platforms with a usable diameter of 448 mm. These
platforms are connected to the hull by brackets and a
passive vibration damping to reduce especially high
frequency vibrational loads. Each hull module offers a
mounting ring with an increased wall thickness of
12mm and thus a reduced inner diameter of 476 mm.
This allows to realize M5 tapped holes with a depth of
10 mm without breaking the sealed volume. The
instrument platforms are mounted to the hull segments
by a total of six brackets, each one equipped with two
vibration dampers and a safety bolt as shown in figure
8.

The safety bolt will limit the stretch of the rubber
dampers to 2 mm to prevent them from damage. After a
stretch of 2 mm the safety bolts will carry all loads
applied to the platforms without vibration damping. As
all structural components, the brackets have been
designed to withstand loads of up to 100 g. As such the
payload is supposed to survive re-entry and landing.
2.4. Payload Systems
This section should give a brief overview on the
payload (sub)systems stating some features of the
systems as well as the system volume and mass. For a
detailed description please refer [3] [5].
The physics package is located at the top of the
scientific payload. Its setup consists of two platforms,
which are suspended at the top and bottom as one unit
as shown in figure 10. Between both platforms the
experiment chamber is placed inside a three layer
magnetic shielding to minimize the influence of residual
fields on the atomic motion.

Figure 8. Instrument platform mounting bracket.
Equipped with safety bolt and two vibration isolators
The vibration dampers are of cylindrical shape. They
are made of natural rubber with a hardness of 55 Shore.
The rubber cylinder has a diameter of 25 mm and a
height of 10 mm. Two M6 bolts with a length of 20 mm
are vulcanized into the cylinder for mounting. Each
rubber damper is capable of carrying 800 N and will
allow a stretching of 3 mm before failing.
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Figure 10. The Physics Package and Laser System
assembly of the MAIUS payload
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Figure 9. Control channel acceleration (blue) and the
response of the system with (green) and without (black)
isolation for a test setup of 25.2kg.

The experiment chamber is the heart of the experiment.
In this chamber the atoms are caught in a magneto
optical trap (MOT) formed by the magnetic potentials
provided by external coils and the multi-layer atom
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chip. From the caught atoms, the BEC is generated and
light pulse atom interferometry is performed. The
experiment chamber is located close to the centre of
gravity of the entire payload. This location should
minimize the impact of residual rotation rates on the
experiment.

as for example during transport or arming of the motors,
operates the gauge and pump.
Below the lower platform the laser system is mounted.
The mounting concept with the laser system being part
of the physics package assembly eases the connection
and routing of the optical fibers exiting the laser system.

The experiment chamber consists of the 3D-MOT
science chamber and the 2D+-MOT preparation
chamber. Both are manufactured from grade5
(Ti6Al4V) titanium, which is considered highly
nonmagnetic and of low magnetic susceptibility. This
reduces time varying residual magnetic fields within the
shielding.

The laser system consists of several subsystems as
shown in figure 11. It provides the laser light used for
laser cooling, atomic state preparation, atom
interferometry and detection. The efficient guidance of
laser light between the several subsystems as well as the
connection to the vacuum chamber is realized with
polarization maintaining optical fibres, which have
proven to be insensitive to variations of the rockets
environment (e.g. accelerations, temperatures).

In the experiment and preparation chamber adhesive
indium wire is used as an advanced sealing technique to
mount and seal the windows directly into the associated
pockets in the chamber by applying pressure to the
window and compressing the indium wire. This reduces
the size of the optical ports (and thus also the size of the
vacuum chamber) significantly compared to commercial
CF sealed solutions.
System
Battery & PDU
Electronic System
Laser System

Volume [mm]
Mass [kg]
321 x 448 (L x D) 32
705 x 448 (L x D) 62
227 x 274 x 340
22
(H x W x L)
Physics Package
868 x 448 (L x D) 85
Table 1. Mass and volume of MAIUS systems

Figure 11. Laser System Assembly of the MAIUS
payload

The experiment chamber is pumped down to a pressure
below 5E-10 mbar to minimize perturbations from
interactions with residual gas atoms. This pressure is
maintained by a UHV pumping system mounted to the
upper side of the upper platform.

For operation of MAIUS four science lasers are needed.
These modules are explicitly designed for rubidium
BEC and atom interferometry experiments, and feature
single DFB based master oscillators (MO) or master
oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) setups.

The pumping system above the experiment chamber is
built around a single stainless steel cube equipped with
four con-flat (CF40) ports and two CF16 ports. One of
the CF16 port is establishing the connection to the
bellow mounted to the science chamber, while the other
one is used to connect the roughening pump with a
cooper pinch off tube. This roughening pump is a turbo
molecular pump, which is used only during vacuum
preparation. Once the desired vacuum quality is
achieved the pinch off tube is closed using a hydraulic
tool and the roughening pump is removed.

The light provided by these lasers is guided to the
distribution and switching unit, which manipulates the
laser light such that it can be used for cooling,
manipulation and detection of atoms. To achieve this,
the module uses free space polarization optics, shutters
and acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) in combination
with fiber splitters. The free space components are
mounted on a low expansion base-plate made of
Zerodur to be insensitive to small temperature changes.
The stabilization unit (Rb-Beat module) used to control
the frequency of the master laser consists of a
spectroscopy and offset lock unit mounted to a small
Zerodur optical bench with free space optics. For the
frequency lock of the master laser a Rubidium vapour
cell and fast photodiodes are used.

The pumping speed needed to maintain this vacuum
quality of at least 5E-10 mbar in the vacuum chamber is
generated by a titanium sublimation pump and a
commercial ion getter pump. The pressure is monitored
by a cold cathode vacuum gauge. An electronic stack,
equipped with an independent battery to keep the ion
pump running, even if the main battery is disconnected,
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Below the laser system the electronic system is mounted
on an individual platform. It shelters all electronics for
operation of the experiment in a closed housing.

3.

THERMAL DESIGN

The thermal control system allows long-time lab
operation as well as operation during flight. The thermal
conception of the payload uses different strategies. The
temperature sensitive hardware and high power
electronics are placed in closed housings to minimize
the impact on other components. To extract the heat
from the payload and allow reliable long-term operation
water cooling is provided by four umbilicals in two
separate cooling cycles until lift off.

In order to reduce the size of the payload most of the
electronics are non-commercial components developed
by the Leibniz University of Hannover. A wide variety
of electronic components has been developed for the
MAIUS mission including low noise current drivers,
frequency controllers and direct digital synthesis (DDS)
boards. The electronic boards have a uniform size of
100x100 mm and a standardized bus. The electronic
boards are stacked in functional groups to both sides of
a base plate as indicated in figure 12.

3.1. Electronic System TCS
The temperature of the electronic system housing and
heatsink is required to be in the range 0-50°C. This
provides enough reserve to keep all PCBs below 70°C.
To minimize the drift in the current drivers the
temperature of the heat sink should not rise by more
than 10°C during flight.
Cards with an overall power dissipation below 1 W can
store their heat in the heat capacitance of the PCB
during flight without exceeding the required
temperature. Modules with higher power will be
attached to the solid walls of the housing using cooper
heat pipes as shown in figure 13. The heat is conducted
to from the walls to the two heat sinks at the top and the
bottom of the housing. During flight the dissipated heat
of average 300 W will be stored in the heatsink
consisting of 29.78 kg of aluminum. This will result in
an average temperature rise of 5.21°C. Local hotspots
will experience short-term temperature rise of 6-7.4°C.

Figure 12. Electronic System assembly of the MAIUS
payload
The stacks are connected to a solid aluminium
backplane for mechanical and thermal reasons. The
output of the different cards is guided to one of the 8
patch panels of the electronic system housing. A solid
water-cooled heat sink closes the housing of the
electronic system at the top and bottom (refer section
3.1). The on-board computer is a commercial IDAN
system provided by RTD Embedded Technologies. It is
mounted directly to the lower heatsink outside the
electronic system housing for thermal reasons.
The platform at the bottom of the sealed area carries the
batteries on the one side and the power distribution on
the other. The main battery consists of 25 lithium iron
phosphate (LiFePO4) cells, which are combined to
groups of 1,2,4 and 6 cells providing 7 different
voltages ranging from 3.2 to 25.2 V with a capacity of
10 Ah each. Load balancing and charging electronics
are included in the battery setup. All 7 voltages and the
ground are supplied to the consumers by 18 slot-in cards
of the power distribution unit using 8W8 connectors.

Figure 13. Thermal Control System of the MAIUS
Electronic System
In addition to the heat transport by conduction, each
heat sink is equipped with a fan, which is used during
lab operation to cool the electronic by convection.
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This fan will aspirate the air from the center space
between the stacks and blow it through canals running
inside the heat sink. The canals are equipped with rips
to provide a large surface for transferring the heat from
the air to the heat sink. The cool air will then exit the
canal at the side walls and pass the electronic boards
completing a cycle.

4.

QUALIFICATION

A total of 18 vibration tests have been carried out in the
course of the MAIUS project at the ZARM shaker
facilities situated in Bremen. These tests investigated
the usability of key technologies of all systems under
the conditions of a sounding rocket launch. Component
level test have been performed for vacuum seals
(indium and CF), optical isolators, acusto-optical
modulators (AOMs), different types of ion-getter
pumps, vacuum sensors and many more.

Moreover both heatsinks are equipped with water
cooling to extract the heat from the capsulated payload
area. The water of the lower cooling circle is first
cooling the batteries and power distribution unit and
will then pass the bottom and top electronic system
heatsink.

Components or groups of components such as the
pumping system or single pumps have been tested hard
mounted in a random vibration test at 8.1 grms according
to the qualification profile for the VSB 30 motor
presented in table 2. Subsequently system level tests of
flight hardware have been carried out using the
acceptance level profile presented in table 2.

It is separated from the cycle of the lasers to ensure that
the high power (300 W) that is dissipated at the
electronic system will not disturb the temperature
control of the laser system heat sink.

Frequency [Hz]

PSD [g²/Hz]
Qualification
Acceptance
20 - 399
0.0045
0.002
400 - 599
0.0675
0.03
600 - 1299
0.0045
0.002
1300 - 2000
0.0675
0.03
RMS Value
8.1 g
5.4 g
Duration
60s
60s
Table 2. Vibration test profiles for MAIUS hardware

3.2. Laser System TCS
The temperature requirements of the laser system are
driven by the master oscillator, which temperature has
typically to be controlled with an accuracy of +/- 0.1°C
to maintain frequency stability of the laser light. This is
achieved by a two staged temperature control.
The individual water cooling cycle of the laser system
will control the temperature of the laser heatsink shown
in figure 11 to a desired temperature with an accuracy of
+/- 1° C during ground opperation. The high accuracy
has to be achieved despite roughly 15m of hoses
connecting the chiller with the heatsink. The demanded
accuracy is achieved by the use of a remote temperature
sensor placed on the laser system heatsink, which is
used to feed back the heat sink temperature via the data
umbilical to the chiller outside of the payload.

The test runs in X- and Y- axis were carried out on the
horizontal slip table. The Z-axis was tested in the
vertical operation direction of the shaker.
Before and after each random test run, sine resonance
search tests at low level (0.5 g) with a sweep rate of
2 oct/min were carried out to evaluate the significant
eigenfrequencies in every excited axis. All deviations of
the pre and post sine resonance search test runs would
indicate structural flaws resulting from the vibration
test.

The second stage of the laser system TCS is a peltier
element which is placed below the laser modules. The
peltier will achieve the desired accuracy in temperature
stabilization at the master oscillator. In contrast to the
water cooling, which will be disconnected at launch, the
peltier elements will operate during the entire flight.
For reliable operation of the peltier element the
temperature of the 7.3 kg aluminium heatsink should
not rise by more than 5°C. A thermal test campaign
demonstrated that the temperature of the heat sink will
rise by a maximum of 4°C when heated by 48 W of
dissipated heat generated by the lasers and small
electronic components.
In addition to the active temperature control
mechanisms, the housing of the laser system is equipped
with double walls and has been designed to insulate its
interior from the atmosphere inside the payload.

Figure 14. Pressure inside the MAIUS pumping system
during an acceptance test
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System level tests have been performed in flight
configuration for all systems presented in section 3. The
setup also included the vibration insulation and
mounting brackets used in flight. For most systems the
performance before, during and after the test has not
changed, thus these systems have been considered
qualified. This has been the case for the laser system,
power system and the electronic system, where the laser
power, the current output of a current driver and the
output voltage of a DSUB 8W8 connector have been
monitored.
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procedure and attitude acquisition will take longer than
35 s. Thus the time needed to re-gain the pressure will
not reduce the time available for microgravity
experiments.
5.

5.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

The entire payload will be tested at acceptance level in
September 2015 during the environmental test campaign
in Germany. After a successful qualification of the
entire payload, the payload will be shipped to Kiruna for
a launch in November 2015.
In parallel design activities have been started to
implement (sub)system and payload designs for
realization of dual species interferometry with
Potassium and Rubidium on a sounding rocket. These
designs will include improvements based on lessonslearned in MAIUS-1. The design will be completed by
end of 2015 aiming for a launch of the payloads
MAIUS-2 and MAIUS-3 in Spring 2017 and 2018.
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2.

ABSTRACT

In an atom interferometer the wave character of atoms is
used to make high precision measurements of a multitude
of quantities, such as accelerations or rotations. In the
case of a test of the universality of free fall a measurement
of the gravitational acceleration of two atomic clouds is
needed. This is done by first preparing a cloud of cold
atoms (see section 4), than performing the interferometer
sequence and finally detecting the output of the interferometer. The interferometer sequence for an acceleration
measurement consists in its easiest installment of three
pulses of a laser light. In each of these pulses two beams
with opposite propagation direction are shortly switched
on. During this time they form a light grating, which one
can imagine as a standing wave1. At each pulse the phase
of the light grating is imprinted on the atoms, this phase
is dependent on the distance traveled by the atoms. After the last pulse the two exit ports of the interferometer
are formed and their relative occupation depends on the
phases imprinted by the light pulses. In a simplified picture one can imagine that the light grating is acting as
ruler for the distance traveled by the atomic cloud due to
the gravitational acceleration. The measured quantity is
referred only to an atomic transition, which is expected
to be stable and in contrast to for example springs should
not drift. Therefore it opens the prospect to very stable
and accurate measurements.

Atom interferometry in microgravity offers the possibility to perform high precision measurements of inertial
forces complementary to experiments based on classical
test masses. The ultimate goal is to perform these quantum measurements in space on board dedicated satellite
missions. To reach this, a series of pathfinder microgravity experiments with cold atoms were build. The latest
installment of these are conducted on sounding rockets.
Here we give a short motivation of atom interferometry
in space, an overview of the techniques used, and an introduction of the current mission MAIUS-1.
Key words: Sounding Rockets; Atom Interferometry;
Fundamental Physics.

1.

ATOM INTERFEROMETRY

MOTIVATION

One of the fundamental postulates of our description of
nature is the universality of free fall (UFF). It is stating
that all objects regardless of what they are made off fall
with the same acceleration, if there are no other forces
acting on them. Even though this statement seems trivial
it is not a given fact and some theoretical models aimed
at unifying quantum physics and general relativity permit
a violation of the UFF [2, 5].

Atom interferometry has several advantages in comparison to measurements with classical samples for example
an increased number of test masses available and these
samples contain only atoms of the same isotope. Also
atom interferometry allows to probe for violation mechanisms that are not accessible to classical experiments,
for example violations due to space fluctuation [6] or a
coupling between the spin of the atoms and gravity [3].

Currently the most accurate tests of the UFF are based on
classical test masses, with the best results achieved using
torsion balances [10] and lunar laser ranging [15] Even
though with these experiments the UFF was tested with
an accuracy of a few parts in ten trillion (10−13 ) no violation of the postulate was measured. Therefore it is interesting to perform these tests with alternative measuring
methods. A complementary method is the comparison of
the free fall of two ultra-cold atomic clouds of different
atomic species or isotopes via atom interferometry.

Currently the best tests of the UFF with two atomic samples reach accuracies in the range of one part in hundred
million (10−8 ) for clouds made from two different isotopes of the same chemical element [16] and a few parts
in ten million (10−7 ) for clouds from two different chemical elements [11].
1Because of the slightly different frequency of the two laser beams
this wave is actually moving.
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3.

ATOM INTERFEROMETRY WITH BECS IN
SPACE

Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). It is characterized by
lower expansion velocities compared to the thermal (noncondensed) atoms at the same temperature. In order to
fully utilize the potential of performing the experiments
in microgravity the usage of a Bose-Einstein condensate
as the initial state of the atom interferometer is of advantage.

The central motivation to bring atom interferometry into
space is to increase the accuracy of tests of the universality of free fall with cold atoms. In order to achieve this
the sensitivity of the tests has to be increased and at the
same time the systematic uncertainties have to be under
control as well. For simplicity we will focus on the first
part here.

With the combination of experiments in microgravity and
a source based on BECs one can hope to achieve unprecedented accuracies of measurements of the UFF. To reach
this a high number of experimental cycles is needed,
which has mainly two reasons. First an extremely good
understanding of the apparatus is necessary in order to be
able to control the systematic shifts and errors on a sufficient level. Second many repetitions of the measurement
are necessary to lower the statistical error. Therefore it is
desirable to perform the measurements on an orbital platform such as an satellite, because it offers longer microgravity times then other platforms such as a drop tower
or parabolic flights.

The sensitivity of an UFF measurement with an atom interferometer increases with the propagation time of the
atomic clouds in the interferometer, i.e. the free fall time
of the atoms. This is easy to understand if one imagines
that a measurement of the UFF is performed with two
free falling objects initially at rest at the same position.
During the free fall the two objects will slowly separate
if there is a difference in there acceleration due to gravity. This resulting distance is proportional to the square
of the free fall time and therefore the smallest difference
in acceleration that can be discriminated with a constant
spatial measurement resolution scales with the square of
the free fall time as well.

4.

In ground based experiments the free fall time is limited
by the size of the vacuum chamber the atoms are prepared in, because a contact with the walls of the chamber
destroys the atomic clouds. There are two possibilities to
increase the free fall time, either by increasing the size of
the vacuum chamber or by performing the experiments in
a free falling laboratory. In the later case the whole apparatus moves with the atoms and the size of the chamber is
no longer limiting, but since the atoms still fall, there is a
spatial distance resulting from difference in their free fall
acceleration. Both of these strategies are currently under
investigation with the latter by the efforts presented here.
Free falling laboratories bring the advantage of needing
to control the environment for example magnetic fields
only in a smaller volume and the possibility to characterize the experiment by rotating the light grating relative to
the direction of gravity. They have the disadvantage of
higher costs and technological challenges.

CREATING A BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE

To form a BEC a cloud of atoms needs to be cooled
from a temperature in the order of the room temperature
(≈ 300 K) to the nanokelvin range. In MAIUS-1 this is
achieved with two cooling techniques, first laser cooling
and then evaporative cooling. To understand theses processes one has to be aware that temperature is a measure
for the average random and undirected part of the kinetic
energy of the atoms in the cloud. In order to cool the
cloud one therefore has to damp the random motion of
the atoms.
In laser cooling the momentum transfered in the process
of absorbing or emitting a photon by an atom is used.
Photons are the elementary particles of electromagnetic
radiation including light. Even though the photons’ momentum is small compared to that of an atom at room
temperature one can use this transfer effectively by applying a large number of absorption and reemission cycles.
This is possible because the momentum transfer from the
atoms in the absorption process is directed along the direction of incoming light, while the momentum transfer of the reemission occurs with a random direction and
therefore averages out after a large number of processes.
One can therefore push an atomic cloud by shining in
light from one direction.

In addition to the available free fall time the temperature
of the atomic cloud is a limiting factor for the sensitivity
of the measurement. This is because the temperature of
the atomic ensembles corresponds to an expansion rate,
with a higher temperature leading to a higher expansion
rate of the initially confined cloud. After long times a
high expansion rate will lead to a cloud that is too dilute
for a sufficient signal during the detection. Also parts of
the systematic errors increase with the velocity, because
an expanding ensemble will be influenced by different areas of the light grating, posing further constraints on the
measurement accuracy.

To cool the ensemble one needs to lower the velocity of
the atoms. Therefore the exerted force on the atoms has
to depend on their velocity. To achieve this the fact that
atoms can only absorb light close to certain frequencies
given by their electronic structure is used. If one tunes the
frequency of the light so that it is slightly lower than one
of the absorption frequencies it will only get absorbed by
atoms moving towards the light source. This is because
the frequency of light as observed by the atoms will be

Therefore it is of advantage to prepare the atoms with
very low temperatures. At temperatures of a few hundred nanokelvin, hundreds of millionth of a degree Celsius above the absolute temperature zero certain atoms
(bosons) form a non-classical state of matter, a so called
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5.

shifted due to the Doppler effect2. Therefore the absorption rate and the exerted forces are stronger for atoms
traveling towards the light source than those at rest or
moving away. With the combination of two detuned light
beams traveling in opposite direction the atoms are therefore cooled in one direction and with three pairs in all
three directions 3.

THE QUANTUS-PROJECTS AND THE MISSION MAIUS-1

To research the possibilities of performing atom interferometry in space the DLR-founded project QUANTUS
was started in 2004. The goal of this project is to build
a series of pathfinder experiments starting with free fall
capsules in the droptower Bremen, Germany. This tower
provides a microgravity time of 4.7 s when dropping the
experiments from 110 m height and twice of that, if the
capsule is catapulted from the bottom. With the drop
tower experiments the first BEC in microgravity [14] and
subsequently the first BEC-based atom interferometer in
microgravity [7] were realized.

This technique is not sufficient to reach the temperatures
needed for a BEC, because the random direction of the
reemitted photons leads to a heating of the cloud and
therefore to a lower limit of the temperature. Even though
this boundary can be surpassed using more complicated
techniques that rely not on the randomness of the emission process, one cannot reach a BEC with them because
they also have a lowest possible temperature above the
critical temperature of a BEC4. One of these techniques
(polarization gradient cooling) is applied in MAIUS-1
and the final temperature reached using laser cooling is
in the order of a few tens of microkelvin.

As the next step towards the transfer of such a system
in space three sounding rocket missions with atom interferometers are currently in preparation. They are aimed
at demonstrating all techniques needed for a test of the
universality of free fall in a relevant environment. The
first of these missions, called MAIUS-1, is planned to be
launched in 2015 from ESRANGE, Sweden. As carrier
the two stage VSB-30 was chosen. It can carry the payload to an height of approximately 255 km providing a
microgravity time of over 6 min. During this time approximately 100 experimental runs can be performed.

In order to achieve lower temperature the atoms are
caught in a magnetic trap after the laser cooling. This
can be done because atoms in certain states, so called low
field seekers, are drawn to regions of low magnetic field
amplitude. Such a field can be created using a combination of coils or like it is done in MAIUS-1 with the combination of a set of planar wire structures and coils. The
latter is also called an atom chip and has the advantage
of a lower power consumption and a smaller size and is
therefore ideal for the use on a sounding rocket.

During these runs the realization of a number of scientific goals is planned. The first part is aimed at the first
creation of a BEC in space and the characterization of the
created clouds with a measurement of their spatial profile
after different expansion times. This is done by turning
off the magnetic trap after the evaporation and shining in
a laser beam after different waiting times. The atoms absorb a part of the light and their shadow is imaged on a
CCD camera. The isotope Rubidium-87 was chosen because as atomic species, because of its favorable atomic
properties.

To cool the atoms held in the magnetic trap one lowers
the depth of the trap. This depth is defined by the highest kinetic energy an atom can have that is still trapped.
In a simplified picture one can imagine that by lowering this boundary the atoms with highest energy are removed from the trap and the average kinetic energy of
all atoms is lowered. With this techniques temperatures
below a microkelvin above absolute zero can be reached
and Bose-Einstein Condensates can be created. The disadvantage is that a large part of the atoms are lost in the
process.

The second set of runs are dedicated at lowering the expansion velocity of the clouds further by applying a technique called delta-kick collimation (DKC): By turning
the magnetic trap back on after a short expansion time
it acts like a collimating lens for the atoms. The aim
of this step is to achieve expansion velocities of below
0.3 mm/s corresponding to a temperature equivalent of
below one nanokelvin, a billionth degree Celsius above
absolute zero.

With the combination of optical and evaporative cooling
the MAIUS-1 experiment BECs of more then hundred
thousand (105 ) atoms can be created in approximately 2 s.
These values are competitive to the currently best sources
of BECs, especially to mobile ones [9].

The delta-kicked BECs are then used as an input state
for atom interferometry. Here various arrangements will
be tested ranging from simple three pulse geometries to
sequences with five pulses. Also uneven time spans between the pulses will be tested. These asymmetric geometries create a spacial interference pattern from which
the contrast can be deduced with a single experimental
cycle [8].

2The Doppler effect is well known from every day life for example
the change of the pitch of the siren when an ambulance is passing by.
3In the experiment the light beams are actually overlaid with an inhomogeneous magnetic field forming a so called Magneto-Optical Trap,
that also provides a spatial confinement.
4This limit results from the fact that photon can only be absorbed as
a whole.

To fulfill these goals the scientific payload of MAIUS1 was built that contains a complete cold atom experiment. The system includes an ultra-high vacuum system,
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a laser system, and compact electronics5. In the design
of the scientific payload a series of challenges had to be
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Volume, mass and power constraints: Lab based cold
atom experiments typically fill rooms and have a power
consumption of many kilowatts. By miniaturizing all
used components and by applying techniques of light
building the volume and mass of the system could be
lowered to 0.55 m3 and 280 kg respectively. The average
power consumption is 300 W.
Conditions during launch, flight and reentry: The accelerations and vibrations during these phases would destroy
a typical lab experiment, therefore a ruggedized design in
combination with the miniaturization and shock mounts
were used [4]. With a series of vibration tests and simulation the qualification could be validated.
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Autonomous operation: The system has to operate independent from an experimenter on ground while being
able to act on predefined fault cases, for this a software
system was created that acts based on the experimental
results and on telecommands.
The construction of all subsystems has been completed,
as well as their qualification on the subsystem level in vibration tests. Currently the scientific payload in the stage
of final integration and testing. A focus of these tests is
the calibration of the experiment and determining possible influences between the scientific payload and the service system build by DLR-MORABA. This phase will be
followed by the final bench test and the vibration tests
as well as spinning, the last steps before the start of the
campaign.

6.

OUTLOOK

As a next step after the completion of MAIUS-1 two
more sounding rockets missions, MAIUS-2 and -3 ,
are currently in preparation. Here a second atomic
species, Potassium-41 will be added to the system and
also brought to Bose-Einstein condensation. With these
two clouds simultaneous atom interferometry will be performed. Additionally the influence of the two clouds on
each other will be characterized, because they present an
important factor for future high precision experiments.
In the future the techniques demonstrated in the MAIUS
missions could be used on orbital platforms such as the
ISS or on dedicated satellite mission. With such a mission a test of the universality of free fall could be performed with an accuracy of a few parts in a quadrillion
(10−15 ) [1, 12], which would mark a fifty fold increase compared to currently best tests with classical test
masses. This underlines the importance of the MAIUS
missions for future scientific missions with cold atoms in
space.
5A detailed description of the scientific payload can be found in for
example [13] or [4].
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and the soil surface, but also by the interaction between
the canopy and the soil, and the soil with the trunks.
This work presents the preliminary results of a
stratospheric balloon experiment performed over boreal
forests and lakes using the P(Y) & C/A ReflectOmeter
(PYCARO). The forward scattering at dual-frequency
(L1 and L2) and at dual-polarization Left Hand Circular
Polarization (LHCP) and Right Hand Circular
Polarization (RHCP) using multi-constellation signals
(GPS, GLONASS and Galileo) is evaluated for first
time from a stratospheric flight. This work consolidates
the results of a previous experiment on-board the
BEXUS 17 flight.

ABSTRACT
3

Scientific evaluation of the Cat-2 payload (PYCARO
reflectometer) has been performed from the BEXUS 19
stratospheric balloon flight with an apogee of ~ 27,000
m over boreal forests and lakes. The payload was
configured in closed-loop mode during this flight.
Results show the first-ever multi-constellation Global
Navigation Satellite Systems Reflectometry (GNSS-R)
measurements at dual-band and dual-polarization.
INTRODUCTION
Remote Sensing using Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) signals reflected over the Earth’s
surface is a promising new technique. Originally
proposed to improve the temporal resolution of
mesoscale altimetry [1], it is being also applied for:
Wind speed measurements, ice altimetry and soil
moisture determination. In the last years several
experiments have been carried out to analyse the
performance of different GNSS-R techniques [2]:
conventional cGNSS-R (GPS L1 C/A), interferometric
iGNSS-R (GPS L1 C/A, P(Y) and M), and
reconstructed-code rGNSS-R (GPS L1&L2 P(Y)) [3].
More recently, two ground-based low-altitude
experiments using Galileo E1/E5a/E5b signals and
GLONASS L1 composite signal were performed over a
lake and from a pier over the North Sea, respectively.
At present, UK TechDemoSat-1 [4], NASA’s GYGNSS
constellation [5], ESA’s GNSS REflectometry, Radio
Occultation and Scatterometry experiment on-board the
International Space Station (GEROS-ISS) [6], ESA’s
Passive Reflectometry and Interferometry System InOrbit Demonstrator (PARIS-IoD) [7], and the 3Cat-2 [8,
9] include as scientific objective the application of
GNSS-Reflectometry for scatterometry and altimetry
applications.
Coherent and incoherent scattered fields have been
considered to describe the return of GNSS signals after
being scattered over forests [10]. The coherent
component was proposed to be the result of the
electromagnetic interactions of the radio-navigation
signals with the soil, attenuated by the vegetation
canopy above it. More recently a new theoretical model
have been proposed [11]. It is stated that the forward
scattering coefficient is ruled by the scattering
properties of the different elements of the vegetation

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The BEXUS project was born as an agreement
between the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the
Swedish National Space Board (SNSB). The European
Space Agency (ESA) sponsored the UPC experiment.
The BEXUS 19 stratospheric balloon (Fig. 1) campaign
was developed in Esrange Space Center from October
3th to 13th 2014. The launch was on October 8th, and the
duration of the flight was 4 hours with an apogee of ~
27,000 m. The trajectory of the balloon described a
single track from Esrange Space Center (Sweden) to the
Russian border over boreal forests.
The instrument used was the PYCARO reflectometer
[3]. It was connected to an up-looking dual-band (L1,
L2) and dual-polarization (RHCP, LHCP) single patch
antenna and to a down-looking dual-band (L1 and L2)
and dual-polarization (RHCP, LHCP) 6-patches antenna
array. The directivity of this array was 12.9 dB at L1LHCP, 13.3 dB at L1-RHCP, 11.6 dB at L2-LHCP and
11.6 dB at L2-RHCP. The On-Board Data Handling
Subsystem was composed of a Commercial Off The
Shelf (COTS) microcontroller to manage housekeeping
and scientific data, telemetry and telecommands, and
data storage in two internal SD memories (PYCARO
and microcontroller). The communications with the
ground segment was done through the E-Link system.
FIRST PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Scientific observables were evaluated using GPS,
GLONASS and Galileo signals using the classical C/A
and the encrypted P(Y) codes, but also the so-called
data-less channels or pilot channels. Scatter-plots of the
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Fig. 1. View of the BEXUS 19 stratospheric balloon at Esrange Space Center. The platform (total length of the system
up to 75 m) consisted on: 12000 m3 balloon, valve, cutter, parachute, Esrange Balloon Service System (EBASS), flight
train, Argos GPS and ATC Transponder (AGT), strobe light, radar reflector, and gondola. (Credits: European Space
Agency).
in a region displaced  from the center (Fig. 2c).

I and Q components of the peak of the complex
waveforms after being retracked are shown in Fig.2. It
is found that there are two regions displaced  (mean
of the amplitude distribution) from the center for GPS
L1 C/A (Fig. 2a) and GLONASS L1 C/A (Fig. 2b)
signals because the phase changes due to the navigation
bit sign changes. The tracking of the Galileo signals is
done coherently because no data bit is present.
Therefore the complex plane representation is centered

Figure 3 shows cross-polar reflectivity  rl maps for
GPS L1 C/A (Fig. 3a), GLONASS L1 C/A (Fig. 3b) and
Galileo E1 BC (Fig. 3c) signals over boreal forests and
lakes North Sweden. The reflectivity values are found to
be highly variable over forests in the range [-3, -25] dB,
while over lakes are as high as -2 dB.

Fig. 2. Scattered complex field from 27,000 m height and for an elevation angle of  e = [45°, 70°] for (a) GPS L1 CA,
(b) GLONASS L1 CA, and for  e ~ 60° (c) Galileo E1 BC.
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Fig. 3. Cross-polar reflectivity over boreal forest and lakes for: (a) GPS L1 C/A, (b) GLONASS L1 C/A, and (c) Galileo
E1 BC.
CONCLUSIONS
and Interferometry System (PARIS): Application
to Ocean Altimetry. ESA J., 17 (4), 331-355.

The signatures over boreal forests can be used to
retrieve information on the correlation process. A
second added value of the experiment is the use of
polarimetric measurements at different elevation angles
over forests and lakes so that a full-evaluation of the
dielectric properties can be performed. The results
obtained from this 27,000 m height platform are being
evaluated with the final objective to optimize the
PYCARO payload parameters for the future 3Cat-2
mission [8, 9].

[2]. Zavorotny, V.U., Gleason, S., Cardellach, E. &
Camps, A. (2014). Tutorial on Remote Sensing
Using GNSS Bistatic Radar of Opportunity. IEEE
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Magazine, 2(5).
[3]. Carreno-Luengo, H., Camps, A., Ramos-Pérez, I.
& Rius, A. (2014). Experimental Evaluation of
GNSS-Reflectometry Altimetric Precision Using
the P(Y) and C/A signals. IEEE Journal of Selected
Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote
Sensing, 7(5), 1493-1500.
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ABSTRACT

1.

INTRODUCTION

Although in a gravitational environment a liquid in a tank
is known to take its lowest potential energy configuration
settling at the bottom of the enclosure, in a tank placed in
microgravity the lowest potential energy configuration is
more difficult to identify. In fact, in this configuration the
gravitational energy decreases and is overcome by surface tension.

This paper is about the further analysis of an experiment named CAESAR (stands for Capillarity-based Experiment for Spatial Advanced Research): a sounding
rocket experiment carried out by students of hepia within
the REXUS program. The authors have launched on
REXUS-14 a propellant management experiment based
on capillarity to reliably confirm other ground-based experiments. In the framework of the present work, the authors present the comparison of CAESAR experimental
data with theoretical profiles provided in literature. The
objective of this flight was to place several Propellant
Management Devices (PMD) in a microgravity environment and acquire images of the fluid distribution around
them.

Active devices such as bladders are used in the space propellant management, but when long time compliance is
required with oxidizing liquids, when lightweight structures are desired and when high reliability (no moving
parts) is required by the mission, the propellant management in spacecrafts is performed by passive devices
orienting the liquid towards the outlet port by means
of surface tensions. These devices are known in the
space propulsion community as PMDs (Propellant Management Devices).

The main element of the experiment, called a sponge, is
a PMD for space vehicles, often used in satellites. This
radial panel shaped device can be used at the bottom of
a satellite tank to keep the propellant near the outlet. It
is designed to work even if the vehicle undergoes small
accelerations, for example during station-keeping maneuvers. The fluid is eccentric but stays on the sponge and
near the outlet, so the injection system of the motor is
continuously supplied with the propellant.

According to the mission profile, the PMD can be organized in different architectures, summarized by Jaekle in
four articles available in literature [1, 2, 3, 4]; each architecture characterized by several performances. Among
the different architectures and performances, the authors
focused on the capacity of the “sponge” type PMD to retain a liquid when subjected to steady lateral accelerations simulating station keeping maneuvers.

As previously published, the authors have created a buoyancy test bench and have designed another system by
magnetic levitation to perform the same experiment on
earth. These systems are easier to use and less expensive
than a sounding rocket, a parabolic flight or a drop tower
(i.e. other system to obtain microgravity on earth), so
they will be very useful to make progress in this particular domain of science. They will also allow universities
with small funds to work within this spatial field.

2.

PHYSICS BACKGROUND

In the PMD technology, a “sponge” is a device composed
of a series of radial inwards tapering panels, aimed at collecting at its center the amount of liquid necessary to perform a mission maneuver (see Fig. 1).

A previous publication showed, from a qualitative point
of view, a good agreement between experiments and theory; however in this paper quantitative comparisons are
given. With this demonstrated, hepia can validate its
buoyancy test facility with real flight tests.

One of the driving requirements to be imposed to a
sponge device in the framework of a PMD design is its
ability to provide this amount of bubble-free propellant
under maneuver imposed accelerations.

Key words: REXUS, CAESAR, PMD, sponge, liquid,
propellant, microgravity, Switzerland, HES-SO, hepia.

Theoretical 2D procedures exist to investigate the liquid
shape within a sponge under known accelerations [1].
These procedures, that allow the determination of the
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bench to simulate the effects of microgravity on liquid
flows inside sponge PMDs.
With the experiment launched on REXUS-14 on the 7th
of May 2013, the goal of the authors was to confirm the
results obtained experimentally on ground by a flight in
real microgravity condition.

3.1.

The REXUS/BEXUS program [5] allows students from
universities and higher education colleges across Europe
to carry out scientific and technological experiments on
research rockets and balloons. Each year, two rockets and
two balloons are launched, carrying up to 20 experiments
designed and built by student teams.

Figure 1. A “sponge” undergoing an acceleration. [1]
PMD volume retention capability, are based on the Bond
number, which is the ratio between hydrostatic and capillary forces:
Bo =

2
hydrostatic
ρ a rext
=
capillary
σ cos(θ)

REXUS experiments are launched on an unguided, spinstabilized rocket, powered by an Improved Orion motor
with 290 kg of solid propellant. It is capable of taking
40 kg of student experiment modules to an altitude of approximately 90 km. The vehicle has a length of around
5.6 m and a body diameter of 35.6 cm (14 inches).

(1)

where ρ is the density of the liquid, a is the maneuver
acceleration, rext is the external radius of the sponge,
σ is the surface tension of the test liquid and θ is the
contact angle of the liquid with the solid. Low Bond
numbers represent capillary dominated configurations,
whereas high Bond numbers represent hydrostatics dominated configurations.

4.

Vheld
2 h
π rext

EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW

The CAESAR experiment consisted basically in placing
four PMD samples in a microgravity environment and in
observing them with video cameras.

The static liquid shape will not only depend on the Bond
number, but also on the fill ratio. The amount of propellant present in the sponge will change the profile of the
liquid in the device. For this reason, the fill ratio is here
defined as the ratio between the held liquid volume Vheld
2
and the sponge overall volume π rext
h:
FR =

REXUS program

Four sponges were integrated into a so called “experiment
plate”, alongside with their injection system. When the
rocket was in microgravity conditions, the injection system filled the sponges with a liquid having a near-zero
contact angle with the material of the sponges. Each
PMD had a different fill ratio. This design choice was
made in order to collect as much data as possible.

(2)

The present work presents the comparison between the
shapes obtained by the theory presented by Jaekle and
the experimental liquid shapes obtained by the CAESAR
experiment in the REXUS-14 flight. Data are presented
for three fill ratios and for three Bond numbers.
In his article, Jaekle identifies a limit acceleration, beyond which two stable shapes of the liquid coexist. The
presented work only focuses on accelerations below this
limit acceleration.
Figure 3. Assembly overview.
3.

CAESAR PROJECT
A motor integrated into the main shaft (see Fig. 3) has
then been operated, causing the experiment plate to rotate, in order to impose a radial acceleration on the
sponges.

The idea of initiating the CAESAR project inside the
REXUS program came from the creation of a ground test
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Figure 2. Experiment block diagram.
Several accelerations were imposed on the experiment
plate to collect a maximum of sixteen experiment cases.

4.1.

Each PMD was observed by a video camera mounted on
the “electronics plate”, which was connected to the main
shaft and rotating: the optical axis of each camera was
aligned with the center of the sponge beneath it. The absolute acceleration imposed on the sponges was measured
by four accelerometers on the electronics plate. These
accelerations levels were defined in accordance with the
Bond numbers used in past experiments to ensure the
principle of similarity, allowing the comparison of the
different results.

The liquid shapes presented in the current article were
identified on sponges machined in full titanium by wire
Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM). Dimensional detail of a test cell can be found in Fig. 4.

Test setup

The electronics stored the data on board and sent a part of
it to the ground via the REXUS Service Module (RXSM)
interface. The signal transmission between the electronics and the rocket was established through a slip ring.
To reduce the torque transmitted to the rocket, a contrarotative inertial wheel was integrated beneath the experiment plate. From a mechanical point of view, the whole
system was connected to the rocket via a low-friction
bearing on each bulkhead (see Figs. 2 and 3). The system was thus isolated from the rocket and the rotation of
the experiment plate caused the inertial wheel to rotate
the other way.

Figure 4. Dimensional detail of a test cell.
The liquid used in the experiment was PDMS1 . The fluid
had near-zero contact angle θ with respect to titanium
EDM machined flat test samples, so that the parameter
cos(θ) in Eq. 1 was considered to be 1 in the analyses.
Finally, in order to be in accordance with the theory exposed by Jaekle, liquid passage was guaranteed between
the sponge gaps by leaving a free space between the central pole and the panels.

Unfortunately an electrical failure in the experiment located just above CAESAR caused the spreading of hot
metallic particles all over a quarter of the top of the
CAESAR experiment. In particular over the main board
and the experiment board #3. Globally these particles
were stopped by the three layers of silicon coating protecting all the PCBs of the experiment; nevertheless a
small particle melted the coating and caused the failure
of the writing process on the SD card #3 (more details
can be found in [6]). Thus no data were recorded for this
experiment board, which means the loss of a quarter of
the overall expected data.

The results presented in this paper correspond to the conditions stated in Table 1.
1 PDMS:
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Polydimethylsiloxane (a silicone oil)

• The liquid communication between the panels is
guaranteed by a narrow gap disposed at the center
of the sponge. Because of the acceleration change
between the different Bond numbers, a certain time
is necessary for the liquid to flow from one gap to
another. According to the investigations, the experiment probably didn’t have enough time to achieve
the equilibrium position.

Table 1. Summary of the result figures.
Experiment:
Fill ratio:
Bo = 1.43:
Bo = 5.73:
Bo = 13.3:

#1
16%
Figs. 5, 8
Figs. 5, 9
Figs. 5, 10

#2
11%
Figs. 6, 11
Figs. 6, 12
Figs. 6, 13

#4
4%
Figs. 7, 14
Figs. 7, 15
Figs. 7, 16

• During the final flight phases, the accelerometers
mounted on the experiment board showed the existence of growing undesired fluctuations, also highlighted by an unsteady behavior of the liquid in the
motion capture. It is therefore not possible to interpret the visual results under the light of the steady
state theory depicted by Jaekle.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the three fill ratios, the results are here presented as
follows:
• At first, the three pictures showing the microgravity
experimental behavior of the sponge are shown for
the different Bond numbers. The acceleration is here
directed downwards. For the sake of clarity, on these
pictures red dots highlight the profile used for the
comparison with the theoretical results.

6.
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• Subsequently, the comparison between theoretical
and experimental results are presented together with
an error histogram for the three Bond numbers.
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Figure 5. Experiment #1 – REXUS data with segmentation. FR = 16%. Bo = 1.43 (left), 5.73 (center), 13.3 (right).

Figure 6. Experiment #2 – REXUS data with segmentation. FR = 11%. Bo = 1.43 (left), 5.73 (center), 13.3 (right).

Figure 7. Experiment #4 – REXUS data with segmentation. FR = 4%. Bo = 1.43 (left), 5.73 (center), 13.3 (right).
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Figure 8. Experiment #1 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 16%. Bo = 1.43.
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Figure 9. Experiment #1 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 16%. Bo = 5.73.
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Figure 10. Experiment #1 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 16%. Bo = 13.3.
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Figure 11. Experiment #2 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 11%. Bo = 1.43.
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Figure 12. Experiment #2 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 11%. Bo = 5.73.
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Figure 13. Experiment #2 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 11%. Bo = 13.3.
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Figure 14. Experiment #4 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 4%. Bo = 1.43.
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Figure 15. Experiment #4 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 4%. Bo = 5.73.
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Figure 16. Experiment #4 – Analytical and experimental results, shape (left) and errors (right). FR = 4%. Bo = 13.3.
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development of the cryogenic experiment module called
CryoCell module, comprising two tanks of 20 and 2
litres respectively. Furthermore ALAT has developed
the ground support equipment for the handling of the
liquid hydrogen.

ABSTRACT
For the first time in Europe a cryogenic sounding rocket
experiment was performed, carrying liquid hydrogen.
For this purpose was the well proven SSC Sounding
rocket system MASER selected. The Cryofenix was
launched from ESC, Esrange Space Center on February
22, 2015.

SSC has been responsible for the new development of
the CryoCtrl module which controls the CryoCell
module and the thruster module which provides
controlled low gravity environment for the payload
during the flight.

The main objective for the mission was to study the
global behaviour of liquid hydrogen under controlled
gravity conditions. The controlled gravity during the
mission was created by a cold gas thruster module.

1.1. Main challenges

The experiment data obtained during the flight in terms
of high resolution videos, pressure and temperature data
are well in line with the expected results.

SSC had five main challenges in the Cryofenix project:
safe handling of liquid hydrogen at Esrange Space
Centre, enable controlled low gravity environment
during the flight, precise temperature measurements at
20 K, very accurate in-flight measurements of
accelerations and providing acquisition and on-board
storage of three high speed / high resolution video
streams.

The experiment data will support future development of
liquid propellant management systems for Ariane.

1.1.1.

Safe handling of liquid hydrogen

SSC has performed extensive safety efforts during the
study phase of the project and at the following test
phases at ESC where liquid hydrogen was used. In
connection to the development of the ground support
equipment, ALAT contributed substantially to the safety
analysis for handling of the liquid hydrogen.
Based on the results from the safety analysis, Esrange
Space Centre implemented changes in the launch tower
and changes in procedures to meet the safety
requirements.
Figure 1. Lliquid hydrogen trailer in front of the Skylark
tower at Esrange Space Centre. Photo ALAT
1.

Detailed HAZOP analysis has been performed to
identify improvements in infrastructure, equipment and
procedures.

INTRODUCTION

The Cryofenix project organisation comprises ALAT as
prime contractor supported by CNES and SSC as
subcontractor. ALAT has been responsible for the

Infrastructure installations for the LH2 trailer has been
performed as well as upgrading of electrical
installations in the launch tower to ATEX classed
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equipment such as illumination in the Skylark hall and
communication equipment. Sensors for detecting
gaseous hydrogen has been installed on strategic
positions in the Skylark hall and in the payload to
ensure safety.
The Cryofenix payload, which was powered up during
the filling of the liquid hydrogen, was flushed with
gaseous nitrogen to prevent that gaseous hydrogen
should enter into the payload.
1.1.2.

Controlled low gravity during flight

To satisfy the requirement of controlled low gravity
environment during the flight, SSC has developed a
thruster module, consisting of a cold gas system,
capable of providing 0-30 N in thrust in the flight
direction. The required accuracy on the thrust levels are
+/-15%.
1.1.3.

Precise temperature measurements

For the precise temperature measurements and the high
speed / high resolution video streams acquisition SSC
has developed the CryoCtrl module which also handles
the pressure measurements.
1.1.4.

Accurate in-flight acceleration
measurements

The accuracy requirement of the in-flight acceleration
measurement is 150 µg. To meet the requirements the
accelerometers in the MASM were re-calibrated to
minimize residual measurement errors. To further
improve the margins, SSC implemented real-time
temperature compensation of accelerometer reading
using manufacturer thermal model coefficients.
1.1.5.

High speed and high resolution
video acquisition

For the high speed (100 Hz) / high resolution (1k x 1k
pixels) video streams from the three cameras in the
CryoCell module SSC has implemented a digital video
system for the acquisition, on-board storage and downlink to ground.
2.

PAYLOAD

Chapter 2 describes the modules in the Cryofenix
payload, top-down.

Figure 3. The Cryofenix Payload at ESC prior to launch
2.1. Recovery module
The recovery module comprises a parachute system
which is automatically deployd when the payload
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reaches a certain altitude during the descent phase of the
payload during the mission.
2.2. CryoCtrl module
The CryoCtrl module is developed under SSC
responsibility and controls and supports the CryoCell
experiment module. A new series of electronic boards,
based on the microcontroller PIC32, has been
developed, via thorough bread-boarding, for this
purpose. THERM provides temperature acquisition,
FLIP provides supply to illumination devices and
pressure sensors, HEVAL for providing supply to
heaters and valves, PCDU for control and distribution of
power to the other boards as well as running the preprogrammed experiment sequence.

Figure 2. Image from high speed / high resolution onboard storage: inside the 20 litre cryogenic tank filled
with liquid hydrogen. Photo ALAT
For the high speed / high resolution video streams from
the three cameras in the CryoCell module SSC has
implemented a digital video system for the acquisition,
on-board storage and compression and down-link to
ground. The compressed and down-linked images are
for in-flight experiment control.

Figure 5. PCDU board and Li-ion battery of the
CryoCtrl module.
CryoCtrl handles 48 channels of PT1000 and PT100
temperature sensors in four-wire connection with very
high acquisition accuracy. The requirement is 0.1K at
20K.
The CryoCtrl also handles the acquisition of the
pressure sensors.
The CryoCtrl provides power to all devices in the
CryoCell module. The following devices are
implemented in the CryoCell module: heaters on the
cryogenic tanks, illumination in each tank, cameras and
LH2 level sensors.

Figure 6. Video management units of the CryoCtrl
module.
2.3. CryoCell module
The CryoCell module comprises two cryogenic tanks of
2 and 20 litres. Each tank is instrumented with
temperature, pressure and liquid level sensors. The
tanks are monitored by cameras viewing the liquid
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2.4. Maser Service Module

hydrogen surface from above and the large tank is
monitored by another camera perpendicular to the
surface enabling surveillance of the interface between
the liquid and the gaseous phases.
The CryoCell comprises interfaces to the ground
support equipment for monitoring, filling, emptying and
venting of the CryoCell module.

The Maser Service Module, MASM provides:
transmission of telemetry and telecommand to and from
the ground, acceleration measurements, control of the
payload rates.

Figure 6. The MASM, Maser Service Module
2.5. Thruster module
2.5.1.

Design

The Thruster module is developed under SSC
responsibility and provides the low gravity environment
during the flight. The Thruster module gives the
payload a linear acceleration in the flight direction of 7
mg and 1.75 mg corresponding to 27 and 6.9 N of thrust
force.

Figure 5. The CryoCell module developed by ALAT

Figure 8. Block diagram of the Thruster module
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running the pre-programmed experiment sequence of
the Thruster module.
The control loop, executed in the PCDU board of the
Thruster module electronic system, is designed with a
+/- 5% regulation dead band to prevent excessive
operation of the inlet/outlet valves in the control branch.

The thruster module comprises a high pressure branch
which includes the three high pressure vessels which
constitutes the main reservoir and the high pressure line
which is a part of the implemented heat exchanger. The
high pressure line is in thermal contact with the outer
structure of the module, reference figure 8, 9 and 10.
During ascent of the payload the outer structures are
heated up due to friction to the atmosphere. This heat in
turn is mitigating the temperature drop of the high
pressure line following the de-pressurisation of the
gaseous nitrogen in the main reservoirs.

Figure 10. The main components of the
module
2.5.2.

Thruster

Breadboard activities

Thorough breadboarding activities was performed
during the development of the Thruster module. Early
on during the development phase a test-setup
comprising the thrust nozzle was tested in a large
vacuum chamber in order to validate the thrust
performance under vacuum conditions. Furthermore a
set of temperature tests was performed to validate the
design of the Thruster module.
An important example is the performance of the heat
exchanger in the module, reference figure 9. During the
initial high thrust phase a considerable mass flow of
gaseous nitrogen is consumed and de-pressurised before
exhausted through thruster nozzle, in turn with a
significant thermal impact. Heat from the outer structure
is transferred to the high pressure branch, between the
main reservoir and the main regulator to prevent
problems in the main regulator due to low temperatures.

Figure 9. The main components of the Thruster module
The core of the cold gas system is the dome controlled
main regulator which reduces the pressure from 300 bar
to 0-30 bar depending on requested thruster level.
The main components of the regulation branch is the
inlet and outlet valves which increases and decreases the
pressure on the dome in the main regulator which in
turn controls the pressure of the low pressure branch
and the thruster nozzle.
Following the main regulator follows the low pressure
branch comprising a buffer tank and a plenum chamber
before the cold gas is exhausted through the thruster
nozzle. The buffer tank acts as a low pass filter in the
control loop.
The Thruster module shares the electronic system
platform with the CryoCtrl module including the boards,
THERM, HEVAL, FLIP and PCDU.
THERM for the temperature acquisition, FLIP for
providing supply to pressure sensors, HEVAL for
providing supply to valves and PCDU for control and
distribution of power to the other boards as well as
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2.5.3.

Flight performance

The flight performance of the thruster module was
excellent and fully in line with the requirements. The
thrust levels were very stable and thrust misalignment
very low. Thanks to the negligible thrust misalignment,
only one correction pulse was performed by the Rate
Control System in the MASM throughout the mission.

Figure 11. Acceleration levels in X-direction (flight
direction) during flight

3.

LAUNCH VEHICLE

The launch vehicle consisted of the VSB30 motor
combination, in turn composed by the S31 booster stage
and the S30 sustainer stage.
4.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The Cryofenix mission was successful. The initial
feedback from ALAT is that the experiment results are
well in line with the predictions.
SSC has gained valuable experience in designing for
controlled acceleration missions.
SSC is very pleased with the fact that a continuation is
under discussion – Cryofenix II.
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ABSTRACT

In spite of the significant efforts made in the last
decades in order to create a comprehensive set of tools
able to predict PHPs behaviour and facilitate their
design, many issues still remain unsolved [3], such as
the effect of the number of turns and the influence of the
orientation with respect to the gravity vector on the
thermal performance. Nowadays, the design of PHPs is
based on the so-called Bond number confinement
criterion: in particular, surface tension can prevail over
buoyancy and a capillary slug flow pattern can form
inside the tube, if the inner tube diameter is smaller than
a critical diameter formulated on Earth gravity
conditions, i.e. 𝑑!" = 2 𝜎 𝑔  (𝜌! − 𝜌! ). If one accounts
only for the aforementioned criterion it seems that,
under reduced gravity conditions, the inner tube
diameter may be increased to the bitter end. However,
both Gu et al [4] and Mameli et al [5] asserted that
viscous and inertial effects always play a significant role
in the definition of the flow pattern within the device
that can not be discounted. Considering the recent
formulation of the dynamic confinement criterion based
on the Weber and Garimella numbers, it seems that a
two-phase loop device may works as a PHP under
reduced gravity conditions with an inner tube diameter
larger than the one evaluated on static Earth gravity
conditions. In order to assert the validity of the
aforementioned assumption and to decouple completely
the inertial effects from buoyancy is therefore
fundamental to conduct experiments directly in a
reduced gravity environment.

In the present work, the results of two Closed Loop
Pulsating Heat Pipes (CLPHPs) tested on board
REXUS-18 sounding rocket in order to get experimental
data over a relatively broad reduced gravity period
(about 90 s) are thoroughly discussed. The CLPHPs are
partially filled with refrigerant FC-72 and have,
respectively, an inner tube diameter larger (3.0 mm) and
slightly smaller (1.6 mm) than a critical diameter
defined on Earth gravity conditions. On ground, the
small diameter CLPHP works as a real Pulsating Heat
Pipe (PHP): the typical capillary slug flow pattern forms
inside the device and the heat exchange is triggered by
self-sustained thermally driven oscillations of the
working fluid. Conversely, the large diameter CLPHP
behaves like a two-phase thermosyphon in vertical
position while does not operate in horizontal position as
the working fluid stratifies within the tube and surface
tension is not able to balance buoyancy. Then, the idea
to test the CLPHPs under reduced gravity conditions: as
soon as gravity reduces, buoyancy becomes less intense
and the typical capillary slug flow pattern can also
forms within a tube with a larger diameter. Moreover,
this allows to increase the heat transfer rate and,
consequently, to decrease the overall thermal resistance.
Even though it was not possible to experience the
expected reduced gravity conditions due to a failure of
the yo-yo de-spin system, the thermal response to the
peculiar acceleration field (hyper-gravity) experienced
on board are thoroughly described.

Based on the above considerations, Mangini et al. [6]
tested a planar Closed Loop Pulsating Heat Pipe
(CLPHP), with an inner tube diameter (3.0 mm) larger
than the critical diameter defined on Earth gravity
conditions (1.6 mm at 20 °C for refrigerant FC-72), both
on ground and in the micro-gravity conditions
experienced during the 61st ESA Parabolic Flight
Campaign. On ground, the device works as a closed
loop two-phase thermosyphon when gravity assisted and
as a pure conductive medium when placed in a
horizontal position. When the gravity level decreases,
the visualization studies reveal that the sudden transition
of the flow pattern from stratified to slug flow. Then,
the oscillations of the working fluid immediately
activate and the device is also able to work as a PHP in
a horizontal position.

1 INTRODUCTION
Pulsating Heat Pipes (PHPs) are novel two-phase
passive heat transport devices that seem suitable for the
thermal management of electronics in space related
applications. Patented in their most common
configurations by Akachi [1-2], PHPs basically consist
of a meandering tube of capillary dimensions closed
end-to-end to form a closed loop. The tube is first
evacuated and then partially filled with a working fluid,
which naturally resides in the form of liquid plugs
alternated to vapour slugs. When input heat power is
provided to the evaporator section, the vapour bubbles
expand and push the adjacent liquid plugs to the
condenser section, where heat is released to the cold
source and condensation process occurs.

_______________________________________
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As the time required for the device to reach an
operational pseudo-steady-state is about few minutes,
the available reduced gravity period in a parabolic flight
(about 20 s) is not enough to assert anything on the
device overall thermal performance. One of the
alternative methods in order to obtain a longer reduced
gravity period is to exploit longer flight trajectories,
such that on board a sounding rocket.

2.1 Test-cell
The geometrical features of both CLPHPs are
summarized in Tab. 1. The basic devices structure, as
sketched in Fig. 2, consists of an aluminium tube folded
in a double-layer configuration with 14 curves
constituting the evaporator section. Two T-junction
close the tube in a loop and in addition allow for
obtaining two ports: the former is used for the emptying
and filling procedure; the latter hosts a pressure
transducer (Kulite®, XCQ-093-1.7BAR-A). Both
devices are equipped with T-type thermocouples that
have a post-calibration accuracy of ±1 K. The
thermocouples are thermally linked to the aluminium
tube by means of a high conductive paste. The
thermocouples position on the large diameter CLPHP is
sketched in Fig. 2 and is symmetrical on both devices
planes. The thermocouples position on the small
diameter CLPHP is about the same.

The aim of the present work is to investigate the thermal
response of two CLPHPs with an inner tube diameter
smaller and larger than the critical one on Earth,
respectively, in the gravity conditions experienced on
board REXUS-18 sounding rocket. The reduced gravity
period is expected to last around 90 s according to
preliminary calculations based on the foreseen overall
mass of the payload. The flight test results are compared
with the results obtained on ground with the devices
both in vertical Bottom Heat Mode (BHM) and
horizontal orientations.
2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The test-cell and the peripheral facilities are mounted
inside a cylindrical module, which constitutes the
REXUS-18 sounding rocket casing, according to the
system architecture sketched in Fig. 1.The geometrical
features of the module are given in the REXUS
sounding rocket user manual.

Internal Diameter (ID)
Outer Diameter (OD)
Radius of Curvature (rc)
Length (L)
Evaporator Length (Le)
Condenser Length (Lc)
Width (W)
Height (H)

The test-cell consists of the CLPHPs and a phase
change material, which acts as a heat sink. The test-cell
is mounted inside an airtight box, referred to as
experiment box in Fig.1, in order to prevent phase
change material leakages that may result in a serious
hazard from the launch safety point of view. The battery
cells that provide the input heat power to the heat
sources of the CLPHPs are assembled in the battery
pack. Then, the electronic boards for the management of
the data from the sensors and input heat power are
mounted inside the on-board data handling and power
management boxes, respectively.

Small
Diameter
CLPHP
1.6 mm
3.2 mm
4.8 mm
192.8 mm
6.4 mm
145 mm
128 mm
12.8 mm

Large
Diameter
CLPHP
3 mm
5 mm
7.5 mm
200 mm
10 mm
145 mm
200 mm
20 mm

Table 1. Geometrical features.
The CLPHPs are first evacuated by a two-stage vacuum
pump (Edwards®, XDS35i and EXT255H) until a
pressure level of 10-4 Pa is reached and then partially
filled with a volumetric ratio of 0.5 ± 0.02. The selected
working fluid, i.e. FC-72, is degassed by a continuous
boiling process: the incondensable gases are vented
away by successive suction cycles after that they
accumulate in the free volume of a degassing tank. The
residual incondensable gases content results in an
overpressure above the saturation temperature of FC-72,
which is lower than the margin of accuracy of the
pressure transducer (0.5 % full-scale output).
2.1.1 Evaporator section
The CLPHPs evaporator sections consist of 2 wireshaped heating elements (Thermocoax®, 1 Nc I) 1.6 m
long that have a 1 mm external diameter and an
equivalent line resistance of 12 Ω/m. The heating
elements are connected in parallel and wrapped around
the evaporator curves as shown in Fig. 2: the
asymmetrical position with respect to the curves is
intended to promote the working fluid circulation in a
preferential direction. The evaporator sections

Figure1. PHOS experimental set-up.
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Figure 2. Large diameter CLPHP: structure.
temperature is limited to 150 °C by 2 thermal protectors
(DMP®, 11MP 160L 007E) placed in contact to the
aluminium tube. The heating elements are powered up
to 400 W by 14 battery cells (SAFT®, MP176065): 8
DC/DC converters, each that consist of a PRM regulator
(Vicor®, P024F048T12AL) and a VTM current
multiplier (Vicor®, VTM48EF480T006A00) regulate
the voltage and current in order to supply with the
power profiles represented in Fig. 3 the large and small
diameter CLPHPs, respectively.
The nominal power values provided to the heating
elements are selected in order to supply to the
evaporator sections of both CLPHPs an input heat flux
larger than a threshold value. The input heat flux
threshold value (red line in Fig. 3) corresponds to the
value below which the device shows an unstable
behaviour and it can not reach a pseudo-steady-state
even if the heat input power is increased [7]. The
threshold value is estimated around 5 W/cm2, thus, the
nominal power values are sized so as to result in an
input heat flux of 15 W/cm2. The nominal power values
are preceded by peak values intended to rapidly
overcome the thermal inertia attributed to aluminium
tubes in order to allow the achievement of an
operational pseudo-steady-state.
The power is evaluated by combining voltage and
current measurements with the values of the duty cycle
imposed via software. Voltage and currents
measurements are carried out by an instrumental
amplifier (Analog Devices®, AD8221) with an accuracy
of ±10 % of the imposed power values.

Figure 3. Power profiles.
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2.1.2 Condenser section
The heat sink consists in a phase change material in
contact with the condenser section. The phase change
material is an n-octadecane paraffin wax, whose
properties are summarized in Tab. 2.

Ground Tests -Vertical
Peak Power
Nominal Power
Ground Tests -Horizontal
Peak Power
Nominal Power
Flight Tests
Peak Power
Nominal Power

Theoretically, the paraffin wax should absorb heat via
latent heat of fusion so as to keep constant the
condenser temperature. However, as the thermal
conductivity of the paraffin wax is small, after an initial
phase during which it absorbs heat via latent heat of
fusion, the melting front stops and heat is only
dissipated by sensible heat, thus leading to an increase
of the condenser temperature. The aforementioned
phenomenon should be carefully taken into account and
may be likely overcome by embedding a highly
conductive structure inside the paraffin wax, i.e. an
aluminium honeycomb structure.
Thermal Properties
Melting Point Temperature
Boiling Point Temperature
Specific Heat
Latent Heat of Fusion
Thermal Conductivity

Small
Diameter
CLPHP

Large
Diameter
CLPHP

64.5 W
42.5 W

218 W
218 W

64.5 W
42.5 W

218 W
218 W

64.5 W
42.5 W

218 W
218 W

Table 3. List of the performed tests.

301.15 K
591.05 K
2160 J kg-1 K-1
244 kJ kg-1
0.15 W m-1 K-1

Table 2. Paraffin was thermal properties.
2.2 Data handling system
The output signals are managed by a microcontroller
integrated over an electronic board specifically designed
in order to meet the experimental objectives. The
temperatures and pressure signals are acquired at 5 and
10 Hz, respectively, while the current and voltage
signals are acquired at 1 Hz.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are presented in terms of
temperatures and pressure temporal trends. In the graphs
represented below, the tubes wall average evaporator
and condenser temperatures are sketched together with
the local working fluid pressure on the secondary
ordinate axis. The input heat power provided to the
heating elements is also reported.

Figure 4. Small diameter CLPHP: a) vertical and b)
horizontal ground tests.

The flight results are compared to that obtained on
ground with the devices in vertical BHM and horizontal
positions in order to provide comparison between the
devices thermal performances under different
operational conditions. The performed tests are
summarized in Tab. 3.

The pressure temporal trends relative to the small
diameter CLPHP in vertical (Fig. 4a) and horizontal
(Fig. 4b) positions are somewhat different: in the former
case, pressure oscillations have smaller amplitude and
higher frequency while in the latter larger amplitude and
lower frequency. The reason lies in the different
orientation of the device with respect to the gravity
vector. In vertical position, the gravity vector acts along
the flow path direction and assists the working fluid
motion. Therefore, a small pressure change is sufficient
to overcome the inertial effects and to push vapour

3.1 Ground tests
The ground tests results relative to the small diameter
CLPHP are reported in Fig. 4.
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bubbles and adjoining liquid plugs towards the
condenser section: as the vapour bubbles rise rather
easily and the pressure oscillation frequency is high. In
horizontal position, the gravity vector acts on a plane
perpendicular to the flow path direction. A large
pressure change is needed in order to displace the liquid
plugs and the working fluid motion is least frequent.
The nature of pressure oscillations results in a different
start-up behaviour. In vertical position, the start-up
occurs suddenly as soon as a sufficient pressure
difference is set between the evaporator and condenser
sections. In horizontal position, the start-up takes
slightly more time, as gravity has not an influence on
the working fluid motion.

The pressure temporal trends relative to the large
diameter CLPHP in vertical (Fig. 5a) and horizontal
(Fig. 5b) positions are quite similar to the ones
discussed above, although the physical phenomena that
occur inside the device have a different nature. In
vertical position, the device operates as a two-phase
thermosyphon. The liquid phase that accumulates close
to the evaporator section boils continuously. The
generated vapour rises towards the condenser section
and, sometimes, drags on with it on some liquid batches
in the so-called "bubble lift" mode thoroughly
characterized by Franco et al. [8]. As the working fluid
distribution inside the device is optimal, even a small
pressure difference between the evaporator and
condenser sections is able to trigger the working fluid
motion. In horizontal position, gravity restrains the
liquid phase in the bottom plane of the device while the
vapour phase fills the upper plane. The resulting
working fluid distribution within the device is not
optimal: beyond gravity, the pressure force that ensue
from the vapour expansion on the upper plane, keeps the
liquid phase confined to the bottom plane. Therefore,
the working fluid motion is completely absent until the
vapour phase in the upper plane condenses: the
associated pressure decrease in the upper plane leads to
a vigorous boiling process in the bottom plane. The
vapour expansion process is almost instantaneous and
traduces in a water hammer associated with high
amplitude pressure oscillations. The heat transport
process in such a condition is inefficient and results in a
higher average evaporator temperature.

The working fluid motion inside the CLPHP in different
orientations also affects the overall thermal
performance. The heat transport capability is higher
when gravity assists the working fluid motion as more
liquid reaches the condenser section and releases
sensible heat. Then, the average evaporator temperature
moves towards a smaller value when the device is in
vertical than in horizontal position.
The ground tests results relative to the large diameter
CLPHP are reported in Fig. 5.

3.2 Flight tests
The accelerations experienced during REXUS-18
sounding rocket flight are sketched in Fig. 6. The red
and blue lines represent the accelerations along the
longitudinal axis of the rocket and on a plane
perpendicular to it, respectively. The black vertical lines
represent the timeline main events. The one
corresponding to the ordinate axis represents the rocket
Lift Off (LO) and Start of Experiment (SoE). Then,
proceeding to right, at LO +28 s, there occurs the Start
of Data Storage (SoDS): from this time, power is
provided to the heating elements and data are stored.
Finally, power is switched off at LO +160 s.
The black vertical line at LO +70 s corresponds to the
instant when the yo-yo system should act and reduce the
rotation of the rocket about its longitudinal axis.
However, as can be inferred from Fig. 6, the yo-yo
system failed and the presence of a residual centrifugal
acceleration prevents both CLPHPs to work in a
reduced gravity environment. For this reason, the flight
results are placed in the context of the hyper-gravity
experiments documented in literature.
Figure 5. Large diameter CLPHP: a) vertical and b)
horizontal ground tests.
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acceleration separates phases, the working fluid motion
stops and the heat transport process becomes
ineffective. Then, it occurs a decrease of the
acceleration level or an increase of pressure in order to
allow the working fluid to redistribute properly: the
standoff condition is overcome and the device restarts
its operation.

Figure 6. Accelerations.
An image with a series of concentric circles
representing the gravity levels that act on the devices
depending on their radial distance from the longitudinal
axis of the rocket is sketched for clarity in Fig. 7.
Figure 8. Small diameter CLPHP: flight test.
The flight test results relative to the large diameter
CLPHP are reported in Fig. 9. The centrifugal
component of the acceleration significantly affects the
distribution of the working fluid: the liquid phase is
pushed towards the peripheral region while the vapour
phase occupies the central region of the device. As such
a distribution is not at all optimal, the heat exchange
process is not effective and the average evaporator
temperature increases with respect to the vertical case. It
is worth to note that, a few moments before the end of
the test, a failure in one of the heating elements prevents
heat power to be provided to the evaporator section and
the average evaporator temperature and pressure
decrease.
Figure 7. Gravity levels.
The flight test results relative to the small diameter
CLPHP are reported in Fig. 8. The centrifugal
component of the acceleration promotes the working
fluid motion and affects the device start-up. However,
the acceleration is not oriented from the condenser to
the evaporator as in the case when the device is in
vertical position and pushes the liquid phase from the
central to the peripheral region of the device. The
confinement of the liquid phase in the peripheral region
of the device results in a detrimental effect on the
performance with respect to the vertical ground test but
not with respect to the horizontal ground test. The
pressure temporal evolution is characterized by the
occurrence of random pressure peaks associated with a
decrease and increase of the average evaporator
temperature, respectively. In fact, when the centrifugal

Figure 9. Large diameter CLPHP: flight test.
4 CONCLUSIONS
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In the present work, the results relative to two CLPHPs
tested on board REXUS-18 sounding rocket are
discussed. The devices are made with an aluminium
tube folded in a double-layer configuration and partially
filled with the refrigerant fluid FC-72. The only
remarkable difference concerns the inner tube diameter
that is larger (3.0 mm) and smaller (1.6 mm) than a
critical diameter value defined on Earth gravity
conditions. The condenser section is embedded in a
phase change material, which absorbs heat in the form
of latent heat of fusion so as to keep the condenser
temperature to a nearly constant value. The evaporator
section consists of wire-shaped heating elements
wrapped around the evaporator curves and located
asymmetrically with respect to the center of the curves
so as to promote the circulation of the working fluid in a
preferential direction. Unfortunately, due to a
malfunction of the yo-yo de-spin system, the devices
experienced an augmented gravity environment instead
of the desired reduced gravity so was not possible to
observe the net transition in the temperatures and
pressure temporal evolutions that theoretically should be
associated with the occurrence of the "slug and plug"
flow pattern within the tube. In the light of such
considerations, the major outcomes of the present work
are listed here below:
•

•

•

the second case compared to the first as the
heat transport is not continuing;
The large diameter CLPHP is more sensitive to
the centrifugal accelerations than the small
diameter CLPHP with the liquid and vapour
phase are confined in the peripheral and central
regions of the device. Once again, the overall
thermal performance seems better than in
horizontal position as the centrifugal
acceleration promotes a chaotic motion of the
working fluid that favour the mixing of hot and
cold fluid portions.
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ABSTRACT

designer in selecting the necessary gondola
configuration from a set of predetermined ones. The
versatility of the frame must be capable of hosting
different experiments and satisfying some residual
contradictory specifications. This key part of the entire
organization that assembles the gondola selects the
users after verifying a minimum level for the mutual
compatibility between them [1] [2]. In doing that, also
the protection of the most important payload
components has to be taken into account [3].
The second step of the STRATOBUS idea is to direct
the attention to another important part constituting the
mechanical system of the payload: the well-known
pivot, which is devoted to making
azimuthal
movements. To realize these movements, a system of
this kind exploits torque motors and, if necessary,
speeds up the reducers that are housed in a structure
which must satisfy current safety criteria. From the
very beginning of the ballooning activity, the pivot has
been designed to employ motors with high torque
sensitivity in order to move payloads using minimum
power. Unfortunately, these payloads were housed in an
unmodified mechanical structure that needed to be
appropriately designed for a limited range of suspension
requirements. Hence the need to develop a modular
solution for the pivot assembly that would be capable of
performing all the kinematic configurations needed for a
variety of experiments, but at a minimal cost. The new
pivot concept is intended to make possible a complete
modularization of all its main functional parts, turning
them into self-consistent modules. In this way, one or
more of these modules can easily be re-used, flight after
flight, so as to meet the various kinematic requirements
or a different mass configuration.

The pivot is a strategic part of stratospheric flights. It
suspends all the experiments that need spinning in
the azimuth coordinate in order to point at given sky
targets independently of any random rotation of the
balloon. In pursuing the STRATOBUS idea, like many
other payload parts also the pivot has undergone
considerable modifications as compared with its earlier
design. Indeed, the goal is to optimize those parts that
are capable of reducing campaign costs, thus making
possible more frequent flights beyond the atmosphere.
To be more precise, the said modifications have been
focused on obtaining versatile mechanical parts that can
be recovered after landing and then reused in many
different flight configurations. As far as the pivot is
concerned, the development of this new concept has
been carried out by taking into account the advantages
provided by modular architecture. However, all the
functionalities of the previous design have been
maintained.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Several sub-systems are necessary in order to build a
stratospheric payload, and all of them are subject to
more or less the same regulations that govern satellite
subsystem designs: lightness, robustness, reliability, and
continuous development. To achieve these objectives, a
complex design activity is always mandatory, not only
for the main scientific instrumentation, but also for the
structural and mechanical parts of the payload. During
the past decade, in addition to the normal activities of
supplying an Attitude Control System for several
collaborations, a new idea has come into play: that of
going back over consolidated designs in order to
optimize their employment in the payload assembly.
The first step toward this goal was focused on the
development of a balloon-borne multiuser platform, the
fundamental idea of which was to build a configurable
gondola structure capable of housing small- and
medium-size experiments during the same stratospheric
ride. This idea, which was called the “Stratobus
solution”, was initiated around the design of a pre-built
gondola on which to arrange different scientific
instruments. More specifically, once the needed
information regarding the shape and volume of the
experiments had been collected, a computer-aided
system was intended to be used for supporting the

2.

THE STRATOBUS IDEA

Generally speaking, the success of a mission depends
on the scientific results obtained from the experiment,
and is also affected by the overall costs of the entire
campaign. Many times, the cost of a campaign is the
factor that, by itself, determines whether or not a
mission should be performed, without taking into
account any other criteria, such as the scientific interest
of the experiment, the scientific relevance of the results
that may be obtained, etc. Minimization of the costs for
the entire campaign represents a very critical issue to be
considered. One possible way to improve the overall
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efficiency of a mission is to perform different kinds of
experiments during the same flight and, naturally, to
reuse resources from previous missions in order to
reduce the overall costs. It also means satisfying many
possibly contradictory specifications from among the
functional requirements of the different experiments.
Moreover, the reusability of power supply systems, the
pivot system, and so forth, requires a defining of
lightweight technical solutions that are capable of
preserving the integrity of these systems during the
various flights. It was indeed within this particular
framework that IFAC-CNR of Florence and the
University of Florence initiated the so-called
STRATOBUS project.
As described in [1], the STRATOBUS structural
concept should be capable of modifying its general
layout by trying to adapt the real needs of a given
campaign to it. The project should able to produce a
sort of standard in designing every part of the flight
system. Indeed, the objective is to allow as many
different experiments as possible to share a platform
during the same stratospheric ride. Moreover, and
differently from the current state of the art, a
hypothetical STRATOBUS organization will be able to
search out "clients and/or experiments" within a worldwide audience and to indicate the cost of the ride simply
as a function of the weight, volume and bit-rate
required. In order to perform an activity of this type, a
STRATOBUS web server is foreseen.
The activities needed in order to reach the
STRATOBUS target have already been partially
performed. The first step was the design of the gondola
frame [2], a robust and versatile frame in which to stow
the payload and to support the solar panels. For the
latter, some specific studies have been carried out that
are aimed at protecting them from damages during
landing [3].

As introduced briefly during the last symposium [4],
one of the other development steps of STRATOBUS
was the design of a versatile and reusable pivot for
multiple experiments and multi-user flights. The latest
improvements in the new pivot design activities are
presented here as follows, after a short introduction to
the prior vision of the pivot.
3.

THE CURRENT PIVOT SYSTEM

The design of an Attitude Control System (ACS) [5]
implies building a system that, given some physical
quantities as input, supplies a proportional torque for
moving telescopes according to their alt-azimuthal
movement and then for tracking sky targets. The
platform that hosts a generic experiment is suspended
from the balloon by means of a mechanical device
known as a pivot. It houses brush or brushless motors,
and the ACS has to interface these motors by means of a
transfer function capable of powering them by
developing torque against either the flight train or a
reaction wheel. Since the inertia moment of the balloon
can be considered to be extremely high, the motor stator
accelerates only the payload. As the interconnecting
point between balloon and platform, the pivot has to be
designed so as to comply with certain safety criteria.
One of the early pivot variants (Figure 2) was designed
by considering the following specifications:
1) a NSBF-NASA safety factor such as 10G
vertical and 5G 45°
2) the capacity to suspend payloads of up to
2500KG
3) the Trapani Base safety criteria (STRAIN
GAUGE)
4) the hosting of a Sleep Ring
5) the capability to arrange up to two torque
motors that have a high torque sensitivity (of
around 1.4Nw.m/A)
6) the possibility of featuring different spinning
strategies
7) the possibility of being mechanically
overturned when driving small platforms for
ground testing.
To be more precise, Figure 2 shows the current state of
the art of a second release of the pivot, one which has
been employed for some already-launched experiments.
It respects all the above-listed points from 1. to 7 [5], as
well as the action of correcting the leakage torque
coming from the suspension bearing due to random
balloon rotation. In order to be aligned with a new
concept of its optimization and versatility, as the
STRATOBUS project states, also the pivot needs to be
modified.

Fig. 1 The first virtual prototype of the STRATOBUS
gondola in one of its possible configurations and with a
hypothetical payload [2].
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because these make it possible not only to visualize
the real geometry of the solution, but also to
acquire important data concerning its performance
without the need for an actual prototype.
-

Fig.2 Longitudinal section of an old release of the
pivot design. It has been employed for several
experiments, but its architecture shows a lower
modularity and is able to suspend only a limited range
of platform requirements.

4.

-

PLANIFICATION

CONCEPT DES.

DESIGN

EMBODIMENT DES.

PRODUCTION

DETAILED DES.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO
MODULARITY

It is commonly acknowledged, both in the literature and
in practice, that the design process plays a fundamental
role in the success of the final product. In fact, in
recent decades, scholars belonging to the engineering
design community have produced a plethora of
methodological contributions precisely to that end.
One of the most often taught design models is that of
Pahl and Beitz [6]. In it, after the activity devoted to the
elicitation of a set of product specifications, it is
possible to identify three macro-steps for the process
(see Figure 3):
-

Detailed design: this is the final design step during
which the system is entirely developed at all levels
of detail. More precisely, in this step, all the parts
are optimized in order to attain the best possible
benefit/cost ratio. The output of this phase consists
of the production of documents and/or Computer
Aided Design (CAD) models ready to be processed
by means of Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM) software.

Figure 3. Composition of the design phase.
Although they move from abstractness to a concrete
type of
solution, these three steps are not
straightforward, since details of the final solutions
appear only in a gradual manner. Indeed, this peculiarity
implies that the designer cannot foresee the complete set
of problems to be solved, and this sometimes leads to
discarding certain assumptions made at a more abstract
level. In other words, the nature of the design process is
iterative.

Conceptual design: during this phase, the
functionalities of the systems are modelled, the
implementing physical principles are chosen, and
preliminary sketches of the overall solution are
executed. A selection step is also foreseen, in order
to highlight the preferred solutions in relation to the
given set of requirements.
However, only preliminary information concerning
the basic functioning of both the system and the
production process is available at the end of this
step.

During the above-mentioned iterations, however, the
final product is gradually developed and, in particular,
its architecture appears. The definition of product
architecture is based on the distinction, made by Ulrich
and Eppinger [7], between functional elements and
physical elements:

Embodiment design: here, the preferred sketches
produced during the previous steps are developed in
order to form a first layout of the system from
which to extract more detailed information about
the physical characteristics, performance, and
production costs. In this step, the use of Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) tools is very important,

-

Functional elements are individual operations and
transformations that contribute to the overall
performance of the product.

-

Physical elements of a product are parts,
components, or sub-assemblies that implement the
product’s functions.

Pahl and Beitz [6] define Product Architecture as a
scheme that illustrates the relationship between the
functional structure of a product and its physical
configuration. Another widely-acknowledged and
almost equivalent definition has been provided by
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Ulrich and Eppinger [7], who define Product
Architecture as a scheme by which each function of a
product is allocated to physical components.
Modularity and Integrality, which are the two possible
types of Product Architecture, can be distinguished
substantially by the type of mapping that exists between
the physical components and the functional
components. In fact, a modular product is ideally
characterized by a “one-to-one” inter-mapping, while an
integral product is characterized by a one-to-many or a
many-to-one mapping.
While integrality is considered a good way in which to
attain the best global performances from products,
modularity is assumed to be capable of giving rise to
benefits that involve many other parameters, as
expressed in Fiorineschi et al. [8]. In particular, some of
the advantages of modularity concern the possibility of
reconfiguring the product in order to ease maintenance
and repair operations, to reuse parts and to reach a high
level of customization. These advantages led the authors
towards the devising of a new modular pivot, in order to
obtain a re-usable, adaptable and easy-to-manage
solution for the STRATOBUS concept. Moreover, also
the possibility of performing parallel development on
Pivot components was considered to be fundamental:
i.e. the possibility of developing different motion
systems independently of the main structural elements.
Indeed, this is yet another advantage to have been
acknowledged to modularity [8].
In order to manage the modularity aspects during the
design process, various methods have been developed
by scholars during the past two decades. However, these
proposals led the designers towards a trial-and-error like
approach [9]. In order to avoid this kind of lowefficiency process, the authors used a new experimental
method in order to conceive modular solutions based on
early conceptual design activities. The method was
developed from an analysis of the design process that
was pursued for the development of some hardware
products [8]. A comprehensive description of this new
approach is beyond the scope of this paper; nonetheless,
it can be summarized as follows:
- STEP 1: Identify the opportunity to use modularity
by analyzing the list of requirements. In other
words, formulate a set of “modular problems” to be
solved.
- STEP 2: Generate “modular solutions” for each
modular problem by taking into consideration the
set of standard modularity types [8].
- STEP 3: Combine the modular solutions obtained
with the non-modular ones found for the other
design problems formulated from the list of
requirements.
- STEP 4: Evaluate the concept variants obtained,
and select the most promising ones.
As stated above, this is only a very short recapitulation
of the approach used by the authors. Indeed, however,

the approach consists of a comprehensive set of rules
and tools [10].
5.

THE NEW MODULAR PIVOT

The design process for the new pivot started from the
acquisition of a list of requirements formulated by
IFAC-CNR in order to achieve the versatility and the
reusability that characterize the overall STRATOBUS
concept. A short excerpt from the above-mentioned list
is provided in Table 1, where only the main design
objectives and constraints are shown.
Therefore, the design process introduced in Section 4
was approached with the aim of attaining a
predetermined set of objectives and of respecting the
imposed constraints. Here as follows, the results
obtained are reported: they show the conceptual solution
considered and its related preliminary embodiment.
Table 1. Main requirements considered for the
modular pivot design

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

MAIN REQUIREMENTS
Re-use of the components on different flights
Possibility of connecting the motor to the flight
chain
Possibility of using a single reaction wheel
Possibility of using two reaction wheels
Possibility of using gearboxes
Gearbox reduction rates from 3 to 5
Possibility of three different ranges of the payload
mass
Possibility of using both brushless and brush
motors
Possibility of reverse positioning for in-house
testing

5.1 Conceptual design
The systematic approach for the conceptual design, in
which also the architectural aspects of the system were
taken into account, led to a modular solution for the
pivot. More precisely, the main functions of the pivot
were identified, and a specific module was conceived
for each of them..
To be more precise, the head module was conceived in
order to connect the gondola mechanically to the
balloon, (see Figure 4). This module is intended to be
produced in three scales, so that it can be used for three
different payload masses. However, the intention is that
the interfaces with the gondola, the flight chain and
other devices will remain unchanged. In this way, it
should be possible to optimize the structure of the head
and then to save weight for low-mass payloads.
This head makes it possible to use a reaction wheel for
inertial moving. However, it is believed to be rapidly
adaptable in order to connect the motor directly to the
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flight chain. Indeed, the rotational support of the
reaction masses, which is directly connected to the
motor shaft, can be locked on the axis that is designated
for connection with the flight chain.
Moreover, in order to enable the vertical-reversed
positioning of the system, a symmetric axial bearing
distribution has been considered.

sizes of the modules seem to be compatible with those
of the old pivot versions.
With reference to Figure 5, the new pivot has been
devised in order to host two different reaction wheels
and the relative motors and speed reducers. Indeed, in
its current full-optional configuration, the pivot is
capable of hosting:
-

a first reaction wheel,

-

a first speed reducer,

-

a first motor,

-

a second independent reaction wheel,

-

a speed reducer for the second reaction wheel,

-

a motor for the second reaction wheel.

However, thanks to the use of modularity, it is possible
to obtain different configurations of the system, i.e. ones
specifically expressed in the list of requirements.

Fig. 4 Concept of the pivot head
Head with
incorporated
reaction wheel

Similarly, other modules have been conceived relative
to the motorization, the optional gearbox, and the
additional reaction wheel.
Different concept variants concerning the overall pivot
have been obtained in the conceptual design process;
however, after a systematic selection process, only one
of them has been considered for further development.
The selection, which was operated by an approach that
is well-known in the literature (i.e. the Pugh selection
matrix [11]), considered the most important evaluation
parameters extracted from the list of requirements.

Speed reducer
Motor
Motor
Speed reducer

Therefore, the preferred concept i.e. the embodiment
design, was developed during the subsequent design
phase, as introduced in Section 4.

Secondary
reaction wheel

Here as follows, preliminary CAD models are reported
in order to show some of the possible configurations of
the new pivot. In addition, several details concerning
certain modules are also briefly described.

Fig. 5 The new pivot in its current “full optional”
configuration. The head shown in this figure has been
dimensioned for a total load of 4000kg (gondola
structure + payload).

5.2 Preliminary embodiment design
After preliminary structural evaluations, it has been
possible to obtain a virtual prototype of the preferred
solution. Size and weight at the current development
level of the solution do not have to be considered as
determinant here, because further optimizations and a
thorough detailed design process still have to be carried
out. However, these first results are encouraging
because despite the extreme versatility of the new
solution, the preliminary evaluations of the weights and

For instance, in Figure 6 it is possible to observe two
other configurations in which only a reaction wheel is
present. The first has a direct connection with the motor,
while the second has an intermediate speed reducer
between the motor and the shaft of the reaction wheel.
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Fig. 7 The speed reducer module in one of its two
possible configurations
In fact, in order to obtain the reduction ratios required in
Table 1, an ordinary coaxial speed reducer has been
developed in which an easy gear change is possible
(Figure 8).

Fig. 6 Two of the other possible configurations of the
new modular pivot.
However, with the currently designed modules, it is also
possible to obtain other configurations:
-

No reaction wheel but only one dedicated motor
(or one motor and one speed reducer) directly
connected to the flight chain. It is possible to obtain
such a configuration simply by removing the
masses and locking the shaft of the reaction wheel
onto the connection axis of the pivot. A simple
mechanical key is needed for this operation.

-

Two reaction wheels and their dedicated motors
without speed reducers.

-

Two reaction wheels, their dedicated motors, and
only one speed reducer.

-

Fig. 8 The speed reducer sub-modules to be exchanged
in order to obtain two reduction ratios in the same
housing.

One reaction wheel, its dedicated motor, and
multiple speed reducers mounted in series.

However, other new modules are going to be developed
in the future. To be more precise, the pivot head
represented in Figure 4 has been designed for payloads
of from 2500kg to 4000kg. However, other two size
variants of the same module will have to be designed in
order to meet the requirements reported in Table 1.
Therefore, one of the two new head modules will be
designed for loads up to 1000kg, and the other for loads
of from 1000kg to 2500kg.
It is worth noting that the use of modularity implies
that, in order to consider the head as a module, the
interface with the gondola and the other sub-assemblies
is the same for all three size variants. In this way it will
be possible to obtain a discrete optimization in the
weight of the pivot.
As far as the motor and the gearbox modules are
concerned, some solutions have been conceived and the
related preliminary virtual models have been realized.
More specifically, the gearbox module (Figure 7) has
been conceived with a certain level of internal
modularity.

However, it is important to point out that this particular
speed reducer has been conceived in order to fulfill a
given specific list of requirements. Therefore, thanks to
the modular architecture adopted, it is also possible to
consider different gearbox modules that are not limited
to the same working principle, for example ones that
can achieve high reduction ratios. For instance, other
module variants can be based on the epicycloidal
functioning principle, or even on the harmonic one. The
sole parameters that must be kept unchanged are the
form and the size of the interfaces with the other
modules (i.e. the pivot head and the motor module).
As far as the motor module is concerned, a special
architecture has been conceived in order to allow the
use of the two specific motors most often used by
IFAC-CNR. As shown in Figure 9, the motor shaft has a
specific interface that can be connected both to the head
and to the gearbox by means of common mechanical
couplings. In the same figure, it is possible to observe
that the lower part of the module is empty. This
available space is intended to be used to host the
electronic device needed for the control of the motor.
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the first hypothetical model of the STRATOBUS gondola
[2]. The masses and rods of the secondary wheel have
been modified so as to be arranged within the specific
gondola framework configuration.

Therefore, in terms of electrical connections, the
number of cables needed is very limited.

5.3 Future developments of the modular pivot
When considering the old version of the pivot as
represented in Figure 2, it is possible to observe the
presence of a specific device devoted to detecting a
possible unexpected balloon deflation and then
triggering the safety procedure for landing the gondola.
This particular device is considered as a must for certain
launch sites. In the present version of the new modular
pivot, a device of this kind has not been considered;
however, it is possible to conceive and design a specific
module for implementing the same function, one that
can be mounted between the head flange and the
gondola flange. Future studies will be dedicated to the
development of a safety module of this type.

Lower circular
zone devoted to
host electronic
parts

Fig. 9 The motor module in the brushless configuration.
In Figure 10 it is possible to observe the other possible
configuration for the new motor module. More
precisely, specific sub-modules have been replaced in
the same housing, in order to host a different type of
motorization.

In fact, one of the main peculiarities of the proposed
solution is “versatility”, i.e. not limited to the modules
presented in this paper. Indeed, similarly to what has
been stated for the gearbox, many other different
modules, even ones with different functionalities, can be
conceived and added to the pivot interfaces.
Obviously, there is a need for a further optimization of
the structure in terms of size and weight. As already
stated, the version presented here must be considered as
only a first virtual prototype, designed for performing
first evaluations. Therefore, in order to accomplish the
subsequent optimization steps, both a manufacturer and
a supplier will have to be identified, from whom to
gather more detailed information as regards possible
technological constraints.

Fig. 10 The motor module with an alternative
motorization. The external housing is the same as the
one in Figure 9, but specific internal parts have been
modified in order to host the different rotor and stator.
In Figure 11, it is possible to observe a hypothetical
flight configuration of the STRATOBUS gondola
frame, with the new modular pivot in its current “fulloptional” configuration. In particular, in this example
the diameter and the masses of the secondary reaction
wheel have been modified in order to enable rotation
between the rods of the gondola frame.

6.

FUTURE STRATOBUS DEVELOPMENTS

In addition to the activities introduced in 5.3, which are
focused on the structural optimization and the functional
extension of the pivot, also the overall STRATOBUS
idea needs to be further developed.
First of all, it is important to note that all the design
specifications used for designing the various hardware
parts were derived from hypothetical requirements
formulated by IFAC-CNR, and were based on the
latter’s personal experience. Therefore, in order to
better understand the variability of the requirements
characterizing a “multi-user” flight, several data sets
need to be received from the worldwide scientific teams
operating beyond the atmosphere.
In this way, design specifications can be refined and
used to improve the already proposed hardware
solutions, or even to conceive other, different ones.
Indeed, the results presented here and in [2] are only a
preliminary attempt at investigating the possibility of
realizing structural parts capable of fulfilling the
fundamental STRATOBUS requirements, i.e. versatility

Fig. 11 The new modular pivot in its “full-optional”
configuration connected to a specific configuration of
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and reusability. However, especially as far as the
gondola is concerned, it is possible to infer that many
other solution variants can be developed, especially for
simplifying the structure and thus for reducing costs.
Indeed, the gondola proposed in [2] was merely an
embodiment of the conceptual solution proposed in
[12], where issues relating to details were not
considered.
Therefore, there is still a lot of work to be done in order
to realize STRATOBUS. Cooperation with the scientific
community and possible manufacturers will be
fundamental for this.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces some early results that were
obtained while a new modular device was being
designed for connecting and rotating the gondola
structure. The old version of this device, which was
called a pivot, has been taken as a reference for defining
both the design objective and the constraints. These
kinds of requirements have been extrapolated from the
STRATOBUS idea, i.e. a proposal for performing lowcost multiuser flights that has been presented at past
conferences. In particular, a new pivot system is
obligatory in order to enable high versatility and
reusability levels.
Therefore, a systematic conceptual design process has
been adopted in which modularity aspects have also
been taken into account. Once a preferred solution had
been selected, the design of a preliminary virtual
prototype of the system was executed. Thanks to this
model, it has been possible to observe that the results
achieved are effectively characterized by a high level of
versatility and by structural performances similar to the
old version.
Further structural optimizations are possible and,
furthermore, many other different module variants for
meeting various flight requirements can also be devised.
8.
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the possibility of launching them as piggybacks [3,4];
III) debris capture and active removal [5,6]. On the
other hand, advanced cooperative Micro Aerial
Vehicles (MAVs) could be employed in several
atmospheric applications, e.g. (1) remote observation
of hazardous or otherwise unreachable areas, i.e. toxic
regions, urban canyons or interior of buildings, (2)
evaluation, rescue and surveillance operations. In most
of the current demonstrative applications, regarding
both space and aerial fields, small spacecraft or
vehicles are usually supported by a larger parent, which
is dedicated to communication management,
coordination, and refuelling and/or refurbishment
operations. In this scenario, proximity autonomous
navigation and attitude control subsystems, together
with docking devices, represent the main qualifying
technologies but, while they have already been
developed for large space or air vehicles, there is still a
lack of applicable solutions for miniaturized automatic
systems [7-10].
This paper presents the evolved version of the
experiment ARCADE [11], named ARCADE-R2,
which was developed at the Centre of Studies and
Activities for Space “CISAS G. Colombo” - University
of Padova. ARCADE-R2 aimed to test autonomous
navigation, attitude control and docking technologies
between two vehicles in an extreme environment, onboard a stratospheric balloon in the REXUS/BEXUS
Programme [12], in the wider framework of CISAS
researches on automatic docking technologies [13,14].

ABSTRACT
The Autonomous Rendezvous, Control And Docking
Experiment – Reflight 2 (ARCADE-R2) is a
technology demonstrator aiming to prove automatic
attitude determination and control, rendezvous and
docking capabilities for small scale spacecraft and
aircraft. The development of such capabilities could be
fundamental to create, in the near future, fleets of
cooperative, autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles for
mapping, surveillance, inspection and remote
observation of hazardous environments; small-class
satellites could also benefit from the employment of
docking systems to extend and reconfigure their
mission profiles. ARCADE-R2 is designed to test these
technologies on a stratospheric flight on board the
BEXUS-17 balloon, allowing to demonstrate them in a
harsh environment subjected to gusty winds and high
pressure and temperature variations. In this paper,
ARCADE-R2 architecture is introduced and the main
results obtained from a stratospheric balloon flight are
presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade there has been a considerable interest
in the development of highly capable, autonomous
small-scale vehicles for both space and aeronautic
applications. On one hand, as regards the space field,
the employment of miniature spacecraft with advanced
capabilities could improve the execution of several new
missions, including: (1) on-orbit automated inspection
and servicing of larger satellites, in order to extend
their operational lifetime, replace their payloads or
perform orbital manoeuvres [1,2]; (2) on-orbit
assembly of low-cost large modular spacecraft, that
would significantly benefit from standardization and
miniaturization of the used modules, as well as from

ARCADE-R2 Objectives
The objectives of ARCADE-R2 were divided in two
classes: primary objectives and secondary objectives.
Primary objectives dealt mainly with the determination
of the subsystems performances according to the
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while ensuring mechanical connection. The STRUT
also holds a set of sensors to sound the external
environment.

external
environmental
conditions;
secondary
objectives were defined as by-products of the
experiment and the BEXUS flight.
The primary objectives were:
I. To test the custom-designed subsystems required
to perform relative proximity navigation, relative
attitude control and docking between a small
aerial vehicle and its parent counterpart mounted
on the BEXUS gondola;
II. To evaluate the disturbances that affect control
and docking operations at different altitudes
during the ascent phase of the BEXUS balloon
III. To relate the navigation, control and docking
systems performances to the experienced
disturbances;
IV. To repeat several navigation-control-docking
sequences in the low-disturbances environment
expected in the float phase.
The secondary objectives were:
I. To determine the external temperature, pressure
and density profiles during the whole flight;
II. To determine the wind direction and velocity with
respect to the gondola during the whole BEXUS
flight.

Figure 1 ARCADE-R2 Experiment mounted on the
BEXUS gondola, with main elements and degrees of
freedom.
The PROXBOX embodies the target in the reproduced
docking scenario and it is mounted on the gondola with
a wall facing outwards. It contains the parent-vehicle
docking interface and navigation transmitters, a
dedicated battery pack, most of the experiment
electronics and the main processing unit. It also
handles the data sampling, receives commands, sends
telemetry/data to the ground station, provides data
storage and manages all the experiment devices and
sensors.

Paper Structure
This paper is organized as follows: first, the experiment
layout is presented in Section 2, with a description of
the main subsystems - docking mechanism, control
system and relative navigation sensor. Section 3
presents the flight campaign and BEXUS 17 flight key
events, while in Section 4 the main results collected by
ARCADE-R2 are presented.

Docking Subsystem

2. ARCADE-R2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The ARCADE-R2 probe-drogue docking subsystem
(Figure 2) can be classified as small-scale, central and
gender-mating. It is based on the concept of the Soyuz
and ATV docking systems and it is realized through the
employment of low-cost and commercial components.
The first interface (probe) is mounted in front of the
SMAV and is totally passive. It presents a conical
shape (a) with a magnetic tip (b) mounted on a springdamper (c) to absorb contact forces during docking
procedures. The drogue is attached on the external wall
of the PROXBOX and it presents a conical shape to
match that of the probe. The docking sequence is
initiated by a “soft docking”, in which the probe is
captured by a small electromagnet installed at the end
of the drogue (d). Then, thanks to a miniature linear
actuator (e), the SMAV is pulled towards the
PROXBOX until the two interfaces are mated. The
procedure is completed by a “hard docking”, in which
structural connection is achieved by means of three
peripheral solenoids (f). In addition, a spring-mounted
disk, installed on the SMAV side, is loaded during the
mating of the two interfaces (g). It allows to both create

ARCADE-R2 is composed by three different parts, as
visible in Figure 1: a small external vehicle, called
SMAV (SMAll Vehicle), its parent unit, named
PROXBOX (PROXimity BOX), where the scientific
experiments and the support hardware are placed, and
the support structure (STRUcTure) connected to the
BEXUS balloon gondola. The SMAV represents the
chaser vehicle in the simulated docking scenario. It
hostes dedicated navigation, control and docking
devices as well as an eight-cell battery that makes it a
power independent vehicle. It relies, however, on the
PROXBOX flight computer for data processing. The
SMAV has two controlled degrees of freedom (DoF): a
rotational DoF around the vertical yaw axis, and a
translational DoF towards the gondola. All the
remaining DoFs are fixed.
The STRUT houses the devices needed to translate the
SMAV and safely connects the external vehicle to the
gondola. In particular, the small vehicle is mounted on
a mobile supporting interface (SMAV-STRUT
interface), that allows to rotate and translate the SMAV
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The implemented control techniques uses a state
feedback and an integral controller. The former allows
to adjust the transient parameters (rise time, settling
time and overshoot), while the latter controls the steady
state parameter (feedback error). Using a feed-forward
loop, the disturbances induced by roll and pitch
misalignments are rejected using the position data from
the inclinometer placed inside the gondola. The logic
scheme of the control is shown in Figure 3. A backup
solution is also implemented for the SMAV yaw
control, realized by a manual tuned PID controller.

a compressive force that further secures the joint in the
“hard docking” configuration and to push away the
SMAV during the release phase.

Figure 2 ARCADE docking system: the gender-mate
mechanism is composed by two interfaces (the drogue
on the PROXBOX, the probe on the SMAV) actuated by
miniature linear actuators; three solenoids create the
solid joint in hard-docking configuration.

Figure 3: Logic scheme of the control
Navigation Subsystem
The experiment is provided with a custom relative
navigation sensor for the determination of the SMAV
linear position and yaw rotation, with respect to the
PROXBOX docking interface.
The sensor design aims at compactness and simplicity,
both in terms of hardware components and software
computational burden. In particular, the sensor is
conceived as an alternative to systems based on image
processing or LIDARs. As a result, the sensor is
composed by a beacon infrared LED on-board the
PROXBOX and two infrared photodiode receivers
mounted on the face of the SMAV containing the
docking mechanism (see Figure 4). The photodiodes
output voltages generated by the LED beacon are
modulated by the SMAV – PROXBOX relative
position and attitude and are measured with high
accuracy; then, a dedicated algorithm based on the
LED emission model and the experiment geometry
determines the SMAV position and attitude relative to
the PROXBOX from the measured signals. The
distance between the two infrared receivers was set in
order to generate a significant difference in the
photodiode voltages due to rotation, while keeping
them within the emission lobe of the beacon.
The photodiode output voltages Vi (i=1,2) are
described in Eq. 1-2; they depend on the power emitted
by the LED PLED, the LED-photodiode distance ri, the
photodiode sensitive area Ai, the photodiode
photosensitivity ki, the angle of incidence i, the angle
γi between the LED optical axis and the line joining the
LED to the i-th photodiode, and the amplification gain

Control Subsystem
The ARCADE-R2 Control Subsystem main task is to
actively control the yaw SMAV movements thus
permitting the SMAV-PROXBOX alignment. A
correct attitude, during the approach to the proximity
box located on the gondola, is necessary in order to
successfully complete the docking attempt. For this
purpose two main kinds of electric actuators were used:
one reaction wheel on board the SMAV and a backup
solution, i.e. a brushless DC motor directly connecting
the SMAV to the support plate. A state-space control is
designed considering the SMAV angular position and
velocity and the reaction wheel speed. In order to
achieve a more accurate control, the disturbance due to
the gondola attitude, that could cause small
gravitational torques due to SMAV centre of mass
misalignment, are rejected outside the feedback loop.
As a matter of fact, the inclinometer located inside the
proximity box provide the necessary angle
measurements and allowed predicting the consequent
torques that were therefore feed-forwarded as a RW
command. Hence, the RW are actuated before these
external torques could affect the SMAV attitude. Also,
the linear movement of the SMAV is not included in
the control loop and does not affect the yaw angle
control in any significant way, because the linear motor
is intended to accelerate in a few centimetres and
thereafter it let the SMAV approach the gondola with
constant speed.
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of the receivers conditioning electronics ei. The term
f(γ) represents the ratio between the LED radiant
intensity (Wsr-1) at a given γ and the radiant intensity
at γ = 0. Both f(γ) and g(r) were determined
experimentally by fitting the photodiode outputs that
were measured during laboratory tests prior the launch
campaign. Moreover, the amplification contribution of
the acquisition channel of each infrared receiver can be
defined as Ci = PLED Ai ki ei. Such terms are
independent from the SMAV position and attitude;
however, they are modified by the environment
temperature variation, as the latter affects the
photodiode sensitivity k and the forward voltage of the
LED. For this reason, the Ci parameters are
periodically calibrated during the tests.

The flight software of the experiment exploits an
inversion iterative algorithm based on the GaussNewton method in order to determine ρ and  from
the measured photodiode voltages. The algorithm is
described in Eq. 8-11. The 2D non-linear problem is
formulated as follows, considering the sensor model:
𝑉 𝑥
(8)
𝑦= 1
=𝐺 𝑥 ,
𝑥 = 𝜌, 𝜓
𝑉2 𝑥
The iterative process updates an initial guess for (ρ,)
according to Eq. 9-10, until the difference between the
measured voltages 𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝑦 𝑥𝑘 is lower than a
pre-set threshold. The found solution is then fed to the
algorithm as initial guess for the subsequent estimation
process. The parameter 𝐽𝑘 (Eq. 11) is the Jacobian
matrix of the nonlinear system, whose analytical
expression was calculated using a commercial software
for symbolic computation.
(9)
∆𝑥𝑘 = 𝐽𝑘𝑇 𝐽𝑘 −1 𝐽𝑘𝑇 𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑦 𝑥𝑘
𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑘 + ∆𝑥𝑘

𝜕𝑉1 𝜌, 𝜓 𝜕𝑉1 𝜌, 𝜓
𝜕𝐺𝑖
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝜓
(11)
𝐽 𝑥 =
=
𝜕𝑉
𝜌,
𝜓
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑋𝑗
2
2 𝜌, 𝜓
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝜓
The Gauss-Newton method was selected for its
simplicity and fast convergence. The solution is always
found in less than 10 steps. More details and the
description of an alternative algorithm based on lookup tables can be found in [16].

Figure 4: Elements of the IR sensor on the PROXBOX
(top left) and on the SMAV (bottom left) and
geometrical parameters of the sensor model (right).

Environmental Sensors
In order to fully characterize the external atmospheric
environment in terms of pressure, temperature and
wind velocity, ARCADE-R2 was equipped with wind,
temperature and pressure sensors. To determine the
wind direction and intensity in the horizontal plane a
mechanical anemometer was employed, composed by a
wind velocity sensor and a wind direction sensor; both
of them are very compact and lightweight (0.25 – 0.3
kg) and, therefore, were mechanically suitable for
mounting on ARCADE-R2. Both sensors were
mounted on the outer edge of the STRUT one at each
side of the SMAV, to reduce the influence of
turbulences that generate around the gondola.
The external ambient temperature was measured by
means of a PT100 thermal sensor, mounted on the
SMAV plastic fin in order to maximize the contact
with the external air stream while minimizing the
conductive heat flow from the experiment.
Aiming to gather the information on the atmospheric
density and altitude, an absolute pressure sensor
completed the environmental sensor suite, located
inside the PROXBOX to protect it from low
temperatures.

The system is mathematically described by Eq. 1-7. As
the translational motion of the SMAV can occur only
along the LED central axis direction, the parameters ri,
αi and γi result from simple geometrical relations
involving the SMAV distance  and yaw rotation 
relative to the PROXBOX. The values of d and δ are
known from the geometry of the SMAV. By combining
Eq. 1-7, the analytical expressions V1(ρ,) and V2(ρ,)
can be obtained, which describe the receivers outputs
as function of solely the SMAV distance ρ and yaw
rotation .
𝑉1 = 𝑃𝐿𝐸𝐷 𝐴1 𝑘1 𝑒1 𝑓 𝛾1 𝑔 𝑟1 cos 𝛼1
= 𝐶1 𝑓 𝛾1 𝑔 𝑟1 cos 𝛼1
𝑉2 = 𝑃𝐿𝐸𝐷 𝐴2 𝑘2 𝑒2 𝑓 𝛾2 𝑔 𝑟2 cos 𝛼2
= 𝐶2 𝑓 𝛾2 𝑔 𝑟2 cos 𝛼2
𝑟1,2 = 𝜌2 + 𝑑 2 − 2𝜌𝑑 cos 𝜓 ∓ 𝛿
𝑑 sin 𝜓 ∓ 𝛿
𝛾1,2 = tan−1
𝜌 − 𝑑 cos 𝜓 ∓ 𝛿
𝛼1,2 = 𝛾1 ∓ 𝜓
𝑓 𝛾 = 1 − 𝑘1 γ2 − 𝑘2 γ10
𝑔 𝑟 = 𝑎1 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑏1 𝑟 + 𝑐1 ) + 𝑎2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑏2 𝑟 + 𝑐2 )

(10)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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dedicated to ground test and integration on the BEXUS
gondola. The experiment was launched from
ESRANGE Space Centre on-board BEXUS-17 balloon
October 10th 2013 at 17.15 UTC (day 6 of the
campaign). The maximum altitude reached during the
flight was about 27 km. At 18.46 UTC, when the
balloon was still in the ascending phase, the E-Link
connection was lost because of the extremely low
temperatures reached inside the E-Link box, causing
the stop of communication between all the equipment
mounted on the gondola and the ground base. Despite
the extreme external conditions, the data from the
temperature sensors placed both inside the SMAV and
the PROXBOX confirmed that the temperatures were
kept above -10°C until the cut-off. ARCADE-R2 softly
landed in the Finnish forest at 00.01 UTC. It was
verified that the electronics inside the PROXBOX
continued to work until it was switched off by the
recovery team around noon of October 11th. Main
damages were registered only on the protection plate
placed under the STRUT, while the whole experiment
was almost intact.

Support Hardware
The scientific payload of the experiment, made of the
aforementioned subsystems, is supported in order to
survive, operate and communicate, by the electronic,
power and software subsystems.
The whole electronic system is conceived keeping in
mind the need to control many types of actuators, and
to acquire different types of physical measurements.
Therefore an industrial CANopen bus solution is
adopted. Most of the selected devices are CANopen
compatible, and are queried by the main intelligence of
the system, an x86-based PC104 single-board computer
(SBC). The SBC board contains a real-time QNX OS,
which executes management, telecommand and
telemetry tasks. All the data acquisition (sensors,
diagnostic currents, voltages, switch status) and
actuation (motors, transmitters, and latches) is
performed through industrial automation modules and
motor drivers connected to the SBC by means of a
CANopen bus.
Because of the mechanical structure of the experiment
the power systems of PROXBOX and SMAV are
isolated and totally independent. This also helps to
avoid the presence of thick power cables through the
rotary joint of the carriage. The power source consists
of Lithium Thionyl-Chloride battery packs. Both the
SMAV and the PROXBOX power systems are
equipped with current and voltage diagnostics in order
to monitor the battery and subsystem voltages and the
current consumption.
The software design involves two segments: the flight
segment, operating on the SBC, and the ground
segment, running on the GSE computers,
interconnected by the E-Link long range radio
interface. The flight segment software is designed to
autonomously perform experiment test procedure,
manage data storage on a solid state memory and relay
telemetry to ground segment. The ground segment
allows manual telecommand of experiment operation
and displays real-time telemetry.
Last, ARCADE-R2 thermal control is mainly passive
with heaters to keep the most critical experiment
components (motor drivers, batteries, actuators, etc.)
within operative temperatures. A total of 25 heaters
(Conflux HF-20-1003) with 2W of power output are
mounted on the experiment. The generated heat flux
varies according to a linear function of the ambient
temperature, i.e. the lower the temperature, the greater
the generated heat, resulting in a self-regulating
system. In addition, two 8W heaters (Conflux HF-301009) are used during pre-flight operations to keep the
system warm on the launch pad.

4. MISSION RESULTS
Docking Subsystem
During the integration on the BEXUS gondola,
ARCADE-R2 was continuously subjected to test. Data
collected during such trials confirmed functionality of
all the docking actuators and sensors prior to flight and
permitted to check the nominal alignment between the
docking interfaces. In this phase, the automatic docking
procedure was calibrated, measuring for each motor the
required actuation to perform their tasks, and
comparing them with laboratory data, in order to check
if the experiment was revealing any misalignment or
deformation due the transportation to ESRANGE. The
subsystem was declared ready to flight and was
launched in the mated configuration, in order to reduce
transient loads that could affect the motors due to the
gondola large oscillations during launch phase, and
was released at 18:20 (local time) to perform its
programmed procedures.
During the flight, ARCADE-R2 successfully
performed three release operations and two docking
procedures (Figure 5). In the first flight test, it was
observed that the drogue actuator was not able to
capture the probe, probably because of minimal
thermal deformations in ARCADE-R2 (the temperature
dropped of about 1.55°C every minute for the first 30
minutes). Furthermore, this failure was not correlated
to wind disturbances, since such torques were almost
constant during all the three docking tests. It was
sufficient to increase the miniature linear actuator set
point by 1 mm to allow a better contact between the
probe and the drogue and realize two complete docking
sequences.

3. LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
The launch campaign of ARCADE-R2 started October
4th and ended October 14th 2013, with the first days
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the saturation of the RW. Figure 7 shows the pointing
angle with RW controller, encoder feedback and PID
controller, while Figure 8 shows the pointing with SS
controller.

Figure 6: SMAV pointing manoeuvre: backup motor on
encoder feedback

Figure 7: SMAV pointing manoeuvre reaction wheel on
encoder feedback, PID controller
Figure 5: ARCADE-R2 docking procedures during
pre-launch test (top) and flight (bottom); ARCADE
successfully performed three releases and two docking
procedures during the flight.
Control Subsystem
The mission results regarding the control subsystem
were divided between the various actuation, feedback
sensors and control algorithm options available on
ARCADE-R2.
The feedback loop on the backup motor was a PID
position loop internal to the motor driver; it was not
possible to control it with the custom controllers
developed for ARCADE-R2.
Unfortunately, during integration a few days before
launch the SMAV gyroscope experienced a major
failure. In addition, the SS feedback loop on the IR
sensor signal showed to be unreliable during pre-flight
tests and, consequently, was not included within the
flight operations.
The backup motor positioning always worked properly.
Several homing and pointing manoeuvres were
executed during the flight and the accuracy was always
within the target performances. Figure 6 shows the
results of an example manoeuvre.
The reaction wheel control with encoder feedback
worked properly during the two manoeuvres tested,
one with PID controller and one with SS controller. A
4 degrees dead band was implemented in order to avoid

Figure 8: SMAV pointing manoeuvre: reaction wheel
on encoder feedback, SS controller
Navigation Subsystem
The infrared navigation sensor was tested during
various automatic procedures that were executed by the
experiment during the flight. At the beginning of each
of them, the calibration constants of the photodiode
receiver acquisition channels, C1 and C2, were
determined automatically. This solution was adopted as
both the LED emitter and the photodiode receivers are
sensitive to temperature variations, requiring a periodic
calibration during the whole flight. Then, the
reconstruction algorithm was applied to the measured
photodiode voltages, providing a real-time estimation
of the SMAV distance ρ and yaw rotation ψ relative to
the PROXBOX. The relative navigation sensor
performance is expressed in terms of standard
deviation σρ, σψ of the estimates of ρ and ψ with respect
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values of ψ and higher values of ρ, the uncertainty is
better than the average values (~50%).

to reference values given by the linear and rotary
encoders mounted on the experiment. The estimates of
ρ and ψ determined during the flight are characterized
by uncertainties σρ and σψ of 17 mm and 2.7 deg,
respectively. It is important to notice that these are
average values, and the actual uncertainty can be better
or worse depending on the actual values of ρ and ψ.
Data collected during the flight were also analysed in
post processing. A refined model of the LED emission
was obtained, providing a better fitting of the infrared
photodiode receivers output. Moreover, an improved
version of the estimation algorithm was implemented,
based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method [17, 18].
Then, the inversion algorithm was applied again to the
receivers signals measured and recorded during the
flight.

Environmental Sensors
The environmental sensors (external temperature,
pressure, wind sensors) were able to collect data
throughout the whole flight.
External temperature conditions were harsh during
BEXUS-17 flight and the ARCADE-R2 temperature
sensor recorded data as low as -58°C. However, since
the sensor was mounted on the experiment structure,
the measured temperature profile could be slightly
different from the actual air temperature.
The pressure sensor recorded a minimum atmospheric
pressure of 10 mbar reached during the floating phase.
The pressure time profile shows no saturation of the
sensor, so the entire collected data is considered valid.
The wind speed sensor was supposed to measure the
horizontal wind intensity over time and worked
properly throughout the flight. The sensor was affected
by a minimum threshold speed (zero error) required to
overcome the initial friction torque and to trigger the
sensor rotation; this threshold was not constant with
changing air density.
The wind direction sensor worked properly.
Nevertheless, when the measured wind speed was close
to the sensor threshold, it was not possible to know if
the measured wind direction is correct, since the
aerodynamic forces may be too low.
Support Hardware
Support hardware performed well during flight and
thoroughly granted survival, operativity and
communication to the experiment. The electronic
system experienced no failures neither on signal
conditioning or actuator operation. The power system
sustained the power needs of each experiment
subsystem as expected, and the reserve power on the
batteries kept the SBC running until recovery, as
mentioned. The software system experienced no
failures or crashes, correctly delivered telemetry and
granted telecommand access. Data logs were
successfully extracted after flight and no missing data
was detected.
Despite of the extremely low external temperature
during BEXUS-17 flight, the temperatures inside the
experiment remained within the operative ranges for
the whole mission and no controlled component
showed malfunctions due to low temperature.

Figure 9: Estimates of the SMAV-PROXBOX relative
distance ρ (top) and SMAV yaw rotation ψ (bottom)
compared to the reference values given by the linear
and rotary encoders. The dotted vertical lines indicate
when the calibration constants were determined.
Figure 9 shows the results of the estimation process
compared to the values of SMAV position and attitude
provided by the encoders, and indicates the instants
when the calibration constants were determined. The
sensor performance assessment in post-processing gave
better results, compared to the flight data. In fact, the
uncertainty of the estimates of ρ and ψ is improved to 5
mm and 1.5 deg, respectively. As stated above, these
are average values of σρ and σψ. In particular, a
worsening of sensor performance of ~50% is noticed
for ψ approaching its range limits (±40 deg) and for
low values of ρ (0.23 m), which means the SMAV tip
is being captured by the drogue. In both cases, the
photodiode receivers are close to the lateral limits of
the LED lobe, which causes signal attenuation. For low

5. CONCLUSIONS
ARCADE-R2 is a technology demonstrator experiment
that aimed to prove the feasibility of small scale
satellite and/or aircraft systems with automated (1)
attitude determination, (2) control and (3) docking
capabilities. The experiment consists of a 2-DoF
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moving vehicle and a fixed assembly with a docking
interface; it flew on board the BEXUS-17 stratospheric
balloon on October 10th, 2013. During the flight,
several navigation-control-docking sequences were
executed and data on the external pressure,
temperature, wind speed and direction were collected,
characterizing the atmospheric loads applied to the
vehicle.
ARCADE-R2 successfully performed three release
operations and two docking procedures running the
programmed sequence. The positive results allow to
state the total success of the docking subsystem, whose
mechanism showed its intrinsic robustness.
A custom infrared sensor for relative navigation was
tested during several automatic procedures executed by
the experiment, providing real-time estimation of the
vehicle distance and attitude with respect to the fixed
assembly. The average accuracy of the estimates are,
respectively, 5 mm and 1.5 deg, satisfying the design
requirements.
The control system was tested with different
combinations of actuators (i.e. reaction wheel and
backup DC motor), algorithms (i.e. SS and PID
controllers) and sensors (i.e. custom IR sensor and
optical encoder). The control system behaved properly
in all cases relying on encoder feedback.
The ARCADE-R2 experiment and the positive results
from BEXUS-17 flight set an important baseline for
future development in the field of docking and
rendezvous technologies for small autonomous
vehicles and is currently a valuable technology asset in
the research activities of the Centre of Studies and
Activities for Space “G. Colombo” – (University of
Padova).
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The results of stratospheric balloon gradient
geomagnetic surveys at an altitude of ~30 km with the
use of the long (6 km) measuring base oriented along
the vertical line are considered. The purposes of these
surveys are the study of the magnetic field formed by
deep sources, and the estimation of errors in modern
analytical models of the geomagnetic field. The
independent method of determination of errors in global
analytical models of the normal magnetic field of the
Earth (MFE) is substantiated. The new technique of
identification of magnetic anomalies from surveys on
long routes is considered. The analysis of gradient
magnetic surveys on board the balloon, revealed the
previously unknown features of the geomagnetic field.
Using the balloon data, the EMM/720 model of the
geomagnetic
field
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/EMM)
is
investigated, and it is shown that this model
unsatisfactorily represents the anomalous MFE, at least,
at an altitude of 30 km, in the area our surveys. The
unsatisfactory quality of aeromagnetic (ground-based)
data is also revealed by the method of wavelet analysis
of the ground-based and balloon magnetic profiles. It is
shown, that the ground-based profiles do not contain
inhomogeneities more than 130 km in size, whereas the
balloon profiles (1000 km in the strike extent) contain
inhomogeneities up to 600 km in size an the location of
the latte coincides with the location of the satellite
magnetic anomaly. On the basis of balloon data is
shown, it that low-altitude aeromagnetic surveys, due to
fundamental reasons, incorrectly reproduce the
magnetic field of deep sources. This prevents the
reliable conversion of ground-based magnetic anomalies
upward from the surface of the Earth. It is shown, that
an adequate global model of magnetic anomalies in the
circumterrestrial space, developed up to 720 spherical
harmonics, must be constructed only in accordance with
the data obtained at satellite and stratospheric altitudes.
Such a model can serve as a basis for the refined study
of the structure and magnetic properties of the Earth's
crust at its deep horizons, in order to search for
resources at them, and so on.

1

BALLOON MAGNETIC GRADIOMETER
(BMG)

The idea of carrying out the balloon gradient magnetic
surveys at an altitude of about 30 km on the long
measuring base, vertically oriented on the field of
gravity, was first proposed in IZMIRAN and MAI.
The instrument was created for that – a balloon
magnetic gradiometer (BMG), see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
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3,8,13 – magnetometers
2,7,12 – sensors of the magnetic field
5,10 – parachutes

Figure 1. Balloon magnetic gradiometer (BMG)
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necessary to extract the magnetic anomalies from the
measured values of the total magnetic field.
Fig. 3 shows the values of the anomalous magnetic field
of the earth (ΔF)a, measured at different altitude levels.

(a)

Figure 2. Balloon magnetic gradiometer (BMG)
It consists of three instrument containers, in each of
which there is a scalar nuclear magnetometer, GPSglobal positioning system receiver, on-board computers
for the collection and packaging of scientific
information, satellite data modem “GlobalStar” and
system of automatic expansion gradiometer at the
predetermined altitude after balloon launch. Structure of
the BMG in length of 6 km, brake parachutes, baroreles,
pyrolocks and etc. One of the containers located on the
main suspension balloon, the second and third are
located at the bottom at a distance from the first 3 km
and 6 km, respectively.
The data of balloon magnetic measurements have high
accuracy and used as a standard in the analysis of other
magnetic data. This follows from the fact that data of
three independent magnetometers located within a six
kilometers base differ only on the estimated value of
spatial gradient. Furthermore, due to conversion of
values received at different altitude levels these data can
be compared.
This instrument had been used to perform a number of
gradient magnetic balloon measurements, the data of
which had been used in solving the problems of
geomagnetism.
2

(b)
Figure 3. Magnetic anomalies at the surface of the
Earth (h=0 km [1]), at the altitudes of h=30 km and
h=400 km
For the level at h = 0 km (see Fig. 3a), with the old
(incorrect) model of the normal magnetic field the sum
of positive and the sum of negative values of magnetic
anomalies are approximately the same, and magnetic
anomalies are compensated after their averaging. For
the data measured by the balloon at the level with h = 30
km (see Fig. 3b), with the new (correct) model of the
normal magnetic field, the magnetic anomaly is
observed.

3

USAGE OF THE WAVELET ANALYSIS OF
MAGNETIC FIELDS

For the quantitative assay of the error (connected with
the use of correct and incorrect models of normal
magnetic field of the Earth) of ground-based and
balloon magnetic data, consider the fixation of KamaEmba magnetic anomaly with the length of 400 km (see
Tab. 1.
The analysis of data of ground-based and balloon profiles
by using the wavelet transform of magnetic fields provides
the formation of the anomalous magnetic field, shown in
Figure 4. The values of the magnetization (black level),
longitude and sizes of anomalies are shown in Tab. 1.

DEFECTS OF MAPS OF ANOMALOUS
MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE EARTH (MFE)

Model of magnetic anomalies in many regions of the
Earth is based on the data of aeromagnetic surveys
carried out mostly at altitudes of up to 3 km. For the
territory of the former USSR the models of magnetic
anomalies were built in the mid-1970s on the base of
data of aeromagnetic surveys of magnetic anomalies.
Comparison of data from these maps with balloon data
revealed that the maps have unacceptable defects that do
not allow to build an adequate model of magnetic
anomalies. These errors are caused by the absence of
proper model of the normal magnetic field that is
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Table 1. Parameters of the anomalous magnetic field along the profile
Stratospheric balloon survey

Ground-based survey

Ordinal
number

Polarity

Longitude,
degree

Length, km

Ordinal
number

Polarity

Longitude,
degree

Length, km

1

Positive

51.1

120

1

Positive

50.9

70

2

Negative

52.2

50

2

Negative

52.0

60

3

Negative

52.5

100

4

Negative

52.9

130

5

Positive

52.9

30

Negative

54.0

65

3

Positive

52.7

550-600

4

Negative

53.6

130

6

5

Positive

55.9

140

7

Positive

55.7

130

6

Negative

58.6

170

8

Negative

57.9

110

There are no anomalies with the length more than 130 km
in the pattern of ground-based profile. In the pattern of
balloon profile the anomalies of positive and negative
values with longitudinal lengths from 50 to 170 km are
observed systematically, as well as a larger anomaly of
positive polarity about 550-600 km long, observed at
longitude 52-54 degrees. It is also visible at the satellite
altitudes as Kama-Emba magnetic anomaly.
4

ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE
EARTH, GENERATED BY THE DEEP
SOURCES

Ground-based data unsatisfactory reflect the anomalous
MFE generated by the sources located in the deep of the
Earth crust. The reason for this is that the local magnetic
anomalies are a hindrance to the study of the deep
sources field, and in this case these anomalies should be
excluded. Therefore, the improved models of the
magnetic field of the Earth crust deep sources can be
built under the joint use of balloon gradient and satellite
magnetic data. With this an optimum height of the
gradient balloon survey may vary.

(a)

5

PERSPECTIVES OF THE USE OF A
MAGNETIC BALLOON GRADIOMETERS

The flights of balloons with the magnetic gradiometers
onboard at high latitudes (see Fig. 5) can solve the
following urgent geophysical tasks:

 Study the features of attenuation of variations of an
external magnetic field with distance from the
Earth's surface in the auroral zone and the polar cap
the polar regions of the Earth.
 Validate the global model of the main magnetic field
of the Earth in polar latitudes.
 Build a model of the magnetic anomalies of the
Arctic zone.
 Study the deep structure of the crust of the polar
Earth regions.

(b)
Figure 4. The image of the anomalous magnetic field for
balloon (a) and ground-based (b) measurements. The
scale of gradation is expressed in nT. The vertical scale
is given in kilometers, horizontal - in degrees of the
longitude.
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some global analytical models of the Earth’s main
magnetic field on the basis of data on gradient
magnetic surveys at stratospheric balloons.
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Vol. 54, № 2,
pp. 263-268.

Figure 5. Some tracks of balloon flights

CONCLUSIONS
1) Wavelet analysis of the balloon and ground-based
implementations of anomalous MFE showed the
defects of maps of ground anomalous MFE.
2) The use of balloon gradient magnetic surveys is
proposed for the creation of improved models of
MFE.
3) Balloon gradient magnetic surveys at altitudes of 2040 km are essential in the study and modeling of the
structure of the anomalous magnetic field in nearEarth space and, therefore, in the study of the internal
structure of the Earth crust.
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clear by examining the limited range of temperatures
tolerated by most of spacecraft components
(-10°C/40°C) along with the temperatures that can be
reached due to the heat exchanges with the space
environment (-150°C/150°C), depending on attitude and
orbital position. Substantially, the TCS aims to manage
the equilibrium between two heat fluxes: the first comes
from the environment and it is mainly composed by the
direct sunlight, the Earth albedo and IR emission, while
the second is internally generated by the satellite
electronics. This equilibrium is reached exploiting
different techniques, combined together to obtain a
highly optimized solution that represents the best tradeoff between power consumption, mass and development
complexity, considering the mission requirements and its
thermal environment. Nowadays, the most common
solution is a combination of insulating coatings, heaters
(on key components) and heat radiators. Heat radiators
are essential devices for the survival of a space system
[1]; these devices, usually composed by a bare metal
plate thermally connected to payloads, dissipate the
excessive thermal loads resulting from the spacecraft
internal generation. Under the hypothesis of steady state
conditions, the heat power leaving the radiator surface is
given by the expression:

ABSTRACT
POLARIS experiment, POLymer-Actuated Radiator
with Independent Surfaces, is a technology demonstrator
based on a new concept of heat radiator, conceived for
space and planetary applications. This innovative
radiator, named “multi-plate”, is able to influence
actively the heat amount dissipated towards the
environment through a simple geometry change, varying
its equivalent thermal resistance. In order to better
understand the potentialities of this radiator concept in
one of its most likely scenario of application, POLARIS
flew into stratosphere on the BEXUS18 balloon, in the
framework of the REXUS-BEXUS programme; the
flight took place from the ESRANGE Space Center on
October 12th, 2014. The conditions that the experiment
experienced during the flight allowed to evaluate the
radiator in a realistic context, giving an extraordinary
opportunity to characterize its capabilities.
In this paper, POLARIS architecture is introduced and
the main results obtained from the stratospheric balloon
flight are presented and discussed.
1. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
The design of spacecraft able to tolerate the exposure to
the space environment has always thrown hard
challenges to engineers. Among these, one is the design
of thermal control subsystem (TCS), whose objective is
to maintain the temperature of satellite components
within operative ranges, avoiding failures due to freezing
or overheating. The importance of this subsystem appears

𝑞𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐼𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐷 = 𝐴𝜎𝜀𝑇 4

(1)

where 𝐴 is the radiator surface area, 𝜀 is the radiator
emittance, 𝑇 is the radiator absolute temperature and 𝜎 is
the Stefan-Bolzmann constant (5.669 ∙ 10-8 W/m2 K4). It
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is clear that the heat emitted by a radiator is strongly
influenced by its temperature.

In order to guarantee the required flexibility on the
radiator performance many solutions have been
designed: most of them involve the presence of specific
devices, coupled with the radiator in order to influence
the magnitude of the system equivalent thermal
resistance. Referring to Figure 2, this is the case of
variable conductance heat pipes, thermal diodes and
phase change materials which can modify the resistance
of the conductive link and the heat exchange. Other
devices aim instead to have an effect on the radiative link,
which can be influenced tuning the parameters of Eq.1:
e.g. heaters for changing radiators temperature, appendix
for extending its area and louvers for controlling the
emissivity. Anyway, due to the difficult standardization
of space missions, it is hard to determinate the best way
to control radiators efficiency: any of the presented
devices show advantages and inherent issues that,
depending on the type, could affect all the satellite
subsystems. In this framework, the “multi plate” radiator
[2] is a novel concept representing a new approach to the
active control of radiators: instead of influencing the
magnitudes of the exchange parameters, it changes the
nature of the exchange, exploiting a small geometry
variation. This device potentially permits a fast-response,
simple, low-power control that is strongly tunable by the
designer.

Figure 1 Radiator heat balance in steady state conditions

The radiator sizing must be carefully calculated in order
to ensure the right dissipation in the worst hot case,
namely the one with maximum internal and external heat
fluxes. Nevertheless, given that these two fluxes may
vary during the mission lifetime (i.e. during electronics
switching off, eclipses, attitude variation, and surfaces
degradation) the radiator design has to be chosen in order
to obtain an opportune flexibility on its performances.

2. MULTI PLATE RADIATOR
In detail, the multi plate radiator is composed by three
overlapped plates, parallel and mobile. This design
allows either to separate them or to put them in good
thermal contact. Taking advantage of this feature, the
nature of the heat path through the radiator is modified,
switching between a mainly conductive path and a
mainly radiative one. The switching operation, obtained
by mean of a linear actuation, varies the system
equivalent thermal resistance and so the heat exchange.

Figure 2 Equivalent resistor scheme of the heat exchange
between a P/L connected to a radiator and the space
environment (steady state conditions)

Figure 3 CAD of the Closed-Plates configuration
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named POLARIS, was developed in the framework of
the REXUS-BEXUS Progamme thanks to an opportunity
provided by DLR, SNSB and ESA Education Office.
3. POLARIS EXPERIMENT
The flexibility on active thermal control allowed by this
new concept of radiator has many application in different
space mission scenarios: one of these is certainly onboard planetary probes without an attitude control,
exposed to environmental changes. These conditions are
close to those the experiment experienced during a
BEXUS flight: the stratospheric flight onboard the
balloon allowed to perform a realistic test in relevant
environment. Moreover, it allowed to collect data on how
it reacts to different ambient conditions (pressure,
temperature, winds, solar radiation).

Figure 4 CAD of the Open-Plates configuration

More in detail, in the closed plates configuration the
plates are in contact and there is a mainly conductive heat
exchange between them; this drives to a lower equivalent
thermal resistance that maximizes the heat exchange. In
the open configuration, plates are no more in contact and
there is a mainly radiative heat exchange between them;
this leads to a higher equivalent thermal resistance that
minimizes the heat exchange. Thus, it is possible to
modulate the heat exchange to the environment by
switching between these two configurations. After a
theoretical analysis of the concept, it was determined that
the nominal ratio between the two configurations thermal
resistances was 3; in steady state hypothesis, under the
same boundary conditions, this yields a ratio of 3 also
between the exchanged heat. This is shown in Fig.5.

POLARIS experiment aimed to:
• Study the performances of this new concept of
heat radiator which can vary its configuration
and equivalent thermal resistance in variable
environmental conditions.
• Guarantee, through an active thermal control
allowed by the radiator, the thermal steadiness
of a dummy payload whose temperature has to
remain within a given operational range.
• Verify the correlation between the thermal
model used to predict the radiator behaviour and
the measured data.
4 EXPERIMENT SETUP
The POLARIS Setup [3] consists in a 0.46x0.37x0.36
(m) box.

Figure 5 Equivalent resistor scheme of the heat exchange
between a P/L connected to the multi plate radiator and the
space environment (steady state conditions)

Figure 6 POLARIS Setup, front and back drawings (partially
open)

In order to understand the real behaviour of this radiator
concept, a complete setup was designed and built. Its aim
was to characterize the real ratio between the thermal
resistances of the radiator configurations. This setup,

Its frame is built using aluminum Bosch Rexroth profiles
and it is covered using Carbon fiber coated Rohacell®,
an expanded foam, in order to insulate the inner of the
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experiment from the environment. The setup is divided
in two main areas: the POLARIS Radiator and the
Electronic System. Moreover, since it is very difficult to
measure the exact amount of heat dissipated by the whole
Electronic System, the radiator exchanges only the heat
generated by a power resistor, which acted as a Dummy
Payload, fixed to the internal side of first radiator plate;
for this reason the two sections are thermally insulated
one in respect to the other.

face the complex manufacturing of these actuators in
order to test their potentialities and their possible space
applications. Indeed the electroactive polymers (EAPs)
are a particular class of polymers, widely studied in the
last decade, which show a deformation in response to an
electric stimulation; this particular behaviour encouraged
new studies to test their potentialities as actuators.
Among EAPs, dielectric elastomers (DE) exhibit the
most promising properties as soft actuators, in terms of
actuation strain, reliability, durability and response time
[4]. This particular actuators are basically compliant
capacitors; their structure consists in a thin
incompressible elastomer film, sandwiched between two
coated and deformable electrodes (conductive grease or
graphite powder). When a high DC voltage (~4 kV) is
applied to the electrodes, the capacitor charges, the
electrostatic forces arising squeeze the elastomer
thickness and then expand the film in its two in-plane
directions. Electrodes have low in-plane stiffness and so
permit the in-plane deformation of the elastomer film.
Once the voltage is switched off and the capacitor is
discharged, the elastomer returns to its initial state due to
elasticity of the film.

Radiator and its Actuation System

Figure 7 POLARIS Setup and the POLARIS Ground Station at
ESRANGE Space Center during the BEXUS 18 Launch
Campaign

The three plates of POLARIS Radiator, which are
exposed to the environment, represent the core of the
experiment: they are flat plates, overlapped and
interposed with thermal pads in order to increase the
contact thermal conductivity. The plates characteristics
are listed in Tab.1.
Figure 8 Classic DE actuator working principle
Table 1 Radiator plates characteristics

Plates Area
Plates Thickness
Plates Material
Plates Emissivity
Pad Area
Pad Thermal Conductance
3rd Pl. Coating Emissivity
Dummy P/L Heat Capacity

200×200 mm
3 mm
Aluminum
𝜀 =0.1
200×200 mm
770 W / m2K
𝜀 = 0.8
16.6 W / K

According to their principle of operation, DEs can
perform expansive in-plane deformation and contractile
deformations in the thickness direction. It was decided to
take advantage of the expansive deformation, because it
is much more sensible than the contractile one.
Therefore, among all the possible configurations, we
decided to use the rolled actuator configuration. In detail,
this actuator is composed by two elastomer film stuck
together in order to create a bilayer which will be later
wrapped around a compressed coil spring. Under
electrical activation the stretched film relaxes, the spring
pushes so the actuator expands along its axial direction
(linear actuation). During the tests performed in the
University laboratories, the particular geometry
configuration chosen showed free strains up to 15% (of
the active length) and forces up to 5N. A set of actuators
with these performance flew inside the experiment.

In order to switch its configuration, the radiator needed
an actuation system. POLARIS featured two different
and independent ways to provide the linear actuation: a
commercial electric actuator (FIRGELLI-L12®) and a
set of custom-made electroactive polymers (EAPs)
actuators, completely manufactured in the facilities of the
University of Padova. This radiator concept could work
with any kind of linear actuation, but the team decided to
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functioning. In order to ensure a reliable actuation even
in the case of DEs malfunctioning, an electrical actuator
was connected to the actuator base. By pulling the
actuator base, it could move the DEs and consequently
the outer plate. This system was called EMAS (Electric
Motor Actuation System) and it is shown in Fig.11

Figure 9 Rolled DE actuator working principle (left) and a
manufactured actuator during a test with a load cell (right)

The DEs actuators were connected to the outer plate
through four non-conductive rods; the actuators pushed
against four pre-compressed springs, which ensured a
faster radiator closing (after DEs switching off) as well
as an adequate pressure between the plates in the closed
configuration. The system of DE and springs was called
DESAS (Dielectric elastomers & Springs Actuation
System), and it is shown in Fig.10-11. The back of the
four actuators was screwed on a metal plate (named
actuators base), which was connected to the electric
actuator and had its same translation degree of freedom.

Figure 11 View of the Radiator Actuation System

Electronic System
The Electronic System contains the Single Board
Computer (SBC), the Data Acquisition (DAQ) board, the
Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) and the power supply
(both high and low voltage). During the flight, this set of
devices monitored the whole system, performed the
actuations, read the sensors, stored the data storage and
managed the transmissions to the ground station.

Figure 10 DEs inside the experiment at the BEXUS18 Launch
Campaign

The mid plate movement was ensured by a system of four
pre-compressed springs, connected to four nonconductive rods. These springs pushed the mid plate
against the outer plate and when the latter moved, the mid
plate was free to follow it. An travel limit nut on the rods
ensured the exact positioning of the mid plate between
the outer and the inner one. This springs system was
called ASAS (Autonomous Springs Actuation System),
and it is shown in Fig.10-11. The ASAS is independent
from the actuator base movement and moreover permits
to reduce the number of actuator needed for the radiator

Figure 12: Functional block diagram of the Electronics
System
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of the floating phase in order to start the phases even if
the
communications with the balloon were
compromised. No other sensors (i.e. GPS) were used to
estimate the altitude.

4. FLIGHT DATA
POLARIS Experiment flew on-board the BEXUS18
Balloon in October 2014, from the ESRANGE Space
Center (Kiruna, Sweden). During the stratospheric flight,
a set of sensors monitored the radiator behaviour in
response to the environmental conditions.

Figure 14 Pressure [hPa] during the flight

During the whole flight the experiment internal
temperature stayed within the required values and for
most of the mission time the internal heaters were
switched off. As shown in Fig.15, the insulating panels
were well designed and maintained the experiment
internal temperature between 284 - 293 K, even if the
external temperature reached 215,5 K (measured by
BEXUS18 EBASS).

Figure 13 POLARIS in stratosphere on-board BEXUS18
Balloon

In order to achieve this purpose, this complete set of
sensors monitored both the radiator temperatures and the
environment boundary conditions.
Table 2 The list of measured data, and the sensors respective
position in the POLARIS setup

SPOT
Dummy Payload
Inner Radiator Plate
Outer Radiator Plate
Plates Supports
Environment B.C.

MEASURE
Temperature
Voltage
Amperage
Temperature and its spatial
distribution
Temperature and its spatial
distribution
Plates position
Pressure
Temperature
Incoming Visible Radiation
Incoming Infrared Radiation

Figure 15 External and Internal Temperature during the flight

Two radiometers provided the exact value of the
incoming radiation (both UV and IR), shown in Fig.16.
From this values, it is possible to extrapolate two other
parameters: on one hand it is possible to see how the
presence of the atmosphere influenced the IR radiation
(~300 W/m2 at ground, ~170-200 W/m2 in floating); on
the other hand it was possible to extrapolate, through a
FFT, the period of the gondola rotation. The system
shows a first clear oscillation at 9,9*10-4 Hz, which is the
BEXUS rotating period of 1010 s (~17 minutes). No
other significant periods were found, this means that all
the other fluctuation were mostly random and caused by
other pitch and yaw rotations of the gondola respect to
the sun.

Environmental Data
The first useful information comes from the pressure
sensors. In Fig.14 it is possible to see the comparison
between the pressure measured by POLARIS and the one
by the BEXUS18 own service system [5] (named
EBASS). The pressure has been used to estimate the
altitude with the US Standard Atmosphere model: the
main purpose was to inform the software of the beginning
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function of the altitude, the simulated and real behaviour
of the radiator are very similar.

Figure 16 Visible & IR Incoming radiation during the flight

Radiator Temperatures
Figure 18 New simulation of the radiator behaviour (Inner
Plate) compared with the real data collected during the flight

In addition to the environmental boundary conditions, the
last set of data to be inserted in the thermal model for
estimate the radiator performance is the one regarding the
plates temperature. These data are shown in Fig.17.

Figure 19 New simulation of the radiator behaviour (Outer
plate) compared with the real data collected during the flight

Unfortunately, the time of flight has been shortened due
to unfavourable wind conditions and so it was too brief
to permit a reliable quantitative characterization of the
radiator performance. Anyway, the data collected during
the flight permitted to revise the thermal model of the
radiator and to compare its real behaviour with the one of
a simulated, standard radiator. This comparison used the
real conditions encountered in stratosphere as boundary
conditions, and permits to appreciate qualitatively the
radiator performance (shown in Fig. 20). In order to
understand this comparison, it must be reminded that the
POLARIS Radiator was designed with a clear purpose:
being able to increase payloads temperature when
exposed to cold conditions, and insulate payloads when
exposed to hot conditions. The three enlighten parts of
the Fig.20 shows that this purposes have been fulfilled.
Considering the left part (before 8700 s of flight): the
Experiment is exposed to sunlight and the three plates
are initially in contact. It is evident that the two radiators
create the same effect on the payload temperature; this is
an important result, because it shows how the three plates
in contact could be almost assimilated to a single plate.

Figure 17 Plates Temperature during the flight

5. POLARIS SETUP FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
The thermal simulations carried out during the
experiment preparation in order to foreseen the
POLARIS radiator behaviour during the flight were
badly affected by an incorrect estimation of the air
convective heat transfer coefficient. Substantially the
setup characteristics (i.e. the black coating on the outer
plate, etc) were designed expecting a much colder
environment. Nevertheless, by intersecting the
environment boundary conditions with the data collected
during the flight, it was possible to estimate a new value
for this coefficient; this allowed to achieve a far more
precise estimation of the radiator behaviour. Moreover
the simulations have been updated replacing the
estimated environmental condition and the incoming
thermal loads with the values measured during the flight.
Fig 18 shows a comparison between the results obtained
with the new numerical simulations and the data gathered
during the flight. Neglecting a small offset, due to the
natural non-linearity of the convection coefficient as a
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open and closed condition. That is enough to affirm that
the radiator concept works. Unfortunately, the DE
actuators performances were not high enough to meet the
experiment requirements during the flight. Anyway, the
developed know-how about the DE actuators
manufacturing process will be a useful asset for future
projects involving this cutting-edge technology. The
electronics worked very well and the sensors were able
to measure almost everything during the flight, never
showing a crucial failure that would lose important data.
The structural side and the insulating walls showed no
evidence of failures even though POLARIS landed
hitting the front face of the experiment to the ground.

Figure 20 Effects on P/L Temperature of POLARIS version of
the Multi plate Radiator, confronted with a classic noncontrolled radiator (Yellow represents sunlight exposure and
Purple represents shadow exposure)

In conclusion, the mission on BEXUS18 was an excellent
test bench for the whole system because of the extremely
variable conditions faced by the experiment. The
encouraging data collected confirm the radiator
potentialities and allow to state that the mission was a
success, both operatively and scientifically speaking.
Since the setup resulted undamaged after the flight,
further tests will be performed to estimate the real value
of the ratio between the configurations thermal
resistances. In particular, vacuum tests will take place in
the University of Padova facilities (CISAS), in order to
evaluate the setup in more stable conditions.

Considering the Rectangle A: the Experiment is in the
shadow (consequent cold conditions) and the three plates
are opened two times. It is clear how the opening of the
plates strongly increases the payload temperature with
respect to the standard radiator. Considering the
Rectangle B: the Experiment is exposed again to sunlight
(consequent hot conditions) the three plates are opened.
It is clear how the opening of the plates strongly insulates
the payload in respect with the standard radiator.
Even if the time of flight was too brief to permit a full
characterization of the setup performance based on real
data, it was nevertheless possible to develop a more
reliable thermal model for the radiator. Moreover, by
approximating the transient behaviour of the temperature
difference between the inner and the outer plate, it was
possible to estimate the characteristic constant of the
process. The characteristic constant is proportional to the
product of thermal resistance and the thermal capacity of
the radiator. Since the thermal capacity of system is the
same in the two configurations of the radiator, it was
possible to make a first estimation of the ratio R between
the equivalent thermal resistances. This procedure has
been applied with the most favourable data gathered
during the flight, while the experiment was not pointing
towards the sun and all the incoming thermal fluxes were
approximately constant. In this situation the estimated
ratio R assumed a value between 1.88 and 2.03.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Despite of an unexpected flight condition, it was possible
to demonstrate the functionality of this concept of
radiator. As it is possible to see in the graphs previously
shown, the thermal resistance which opposes to heat flow
transfer is consistently different between the radiator
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During the flight, all pictures were processed by a
Raspberry Pi B (RPI), which acts as the CPU of the
experiment. The measurements of the magnetometer and
accelerometer were post-processed after flight.
Even though all data collected were stored in a SD card,
the E-Link was used to download the results obtained and
some of the pictures taken.
With these premises, the objectives of the experiment
were the following:

ABSTRACT
GranaSAT designed and built a low-cost attitude
determination system, a fundamental system for any
spacecraft, based on a star and horizon sensor,
acceleration and Earth’s magnetic field measurements.
The same Charge Coupled Device was used for both the
star sensor and the horizon sensor. For the star sensor the
Lost in Space functionality was designed, the
identification algorithm used is a variation of the
Matching Group algorithm proposed by Van Benzooijen;
for the horizon sensor a simple detection algorithm is
proposed, with the circle fitting method based on
Umbach and Jones work, and for the magnetometer and
accelerometer sensors the attitude was estimated by a two
vector matching procedure based on Wahba solution.
Key words: Attitude Determination System, Star
Tracker, Horizon Sensor, Accelerometer, Magnetometer,
BEXUS, Stratospheric Balloon.






1. PRIMARY OBJECTIVES



This experiment tested the accuracy of a low cost
orientation determination system and its behaviour in
outer space conditions. It consists of three main units: a
CCD camera whose pictures have been used for the star
tracker and the horizon sensor, a chip that includes a
magnetometer and an accelerometer, and a CPU unit.
The CCD camera is focused so that the images it provides
include the horizon and the sky. It took photos
periodically during the flight. The software decided
which algorithm had to be used on the basis of a
luminosity threshold experimentally fixed.
The second main unit integrates two sensors: a 3D
magnetometer and a 3D accelerometer. It made
periodical measurements of the magnetic field and the
proper acceleration during the flight. These
measurements have been post-processed to obtain the
attitude estimation of the spacecraft.

The main objective of this experiment was to build
and test in real conditions an attitude determination
system during the BEXUS 19 campaign.
To test the accuracy of the attitude determination
system using a star sensor.
To test the accuracy of the attitude determination
system using a horizon sensor.
To test the accuracy of the attitude determination
system using a magnetometer.
To check whether or not the attitude determination
system is adequate for the GranaSAT pico satellite.

2. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The experiment was implemented in two different
aluminium boxes, one of them was placed outside of the
gondola (outer box) and the other one was placed inside
(inner box). In Fig. 1 the flight configuration is depicted.

_______________________________________
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the experiment. The technical specifications of the
camera are shown in Table 2.
We used the power of the gondola batteries that provided
28 V and 1 A. This voltage was converted by step-down
voltage regulators, one per box.
The communication bus between both PCBs was made
through an I²C bus. In order to avoid the problems related
to the low level signals, such as the high noise
environment and the long cable between the outer and
inner box, an I²C-bus extender (NXP’s P82B715 chip)
was used.

Outer Box

Inner Box

Table 2. DMK 41BU02 Technical Parameters.
Figure 1. Flight configuration.
Parameter
Image resolution
Maximum frame rate
Sensor model
Sensor size
Pixel size
Sensor quantum efficiency
Sensor technology

The outer box carried the CCD camera DMK41BU02,
the LSM303 system-in-package featuring a 3D
accelerometer and a 3D magnetometer, the DS1621 and
TC74 temperature sensors and the power electronics
required to keep these sensors working and to maintain
the I2C communication between them and the RPI.
Extruded polystyrene was selected as insulation material
to minimize the heat loss through passive actions to
prevent the camera from freezing. The outer box was
attached to the gondola using an aluminium profile.
The inner box carried the RPI, used as the on-board
computer, and the power electronics needed for its
working. It also included the connectors required by the
BEXUS balloon.
One of the most important elements in this experiment
was the optics used for the camera. We opted for the
FL-HC1214-2M
from
Ricoh®.
Its
technical
specifications are shown in Table 1.

4. SOFTWARE DESIGN
This section outlines the Attitude Determination
Subsystems (ADS) of the experiment: the Horizon
Sensor and the Star Tracker (both part of the Camera
ADS) and the Magnetometer ADS.
4.1 Horizon Sensor
The Horizon Sensor aimed to estimate the attitude
obtaining the nadir vector of the experiment. It was
developed with a simple image processing algorithm,
divided in two phases:



Table 1. FL-HC1214-2M Specifications.
Parameter
Focal length
Horizontal angle of view
Vertical angle of view
Dimensions

Value
1280 x 960
15 FPS
Sony® ICX205AL
1/2 inch
4.65μm
42 %
CCD

Horizon detection
Earth circumference fitting

The main constraint encountered during its development
was the visible spectrum sensor used. Although the
infrared is preferred for every horizon sensor, the
decision of using a visible spectrum sensor was made
because of the two following constraints:

Value
12 mm
28 .9º
21.88º
Ø 29.5 x 28.5




3. ELECTRONICS DESIGN
The electronics of the experiment was composed of two
PCBs, one controlled the RPI in the inner box, and the
other controlled the magnetometer and accelerometer and
measured the temperature inside the outer box with two
temperature sensors. This PCB also worked as a
mechanical support for the DMK41BU02 camera used in

The experiment used the same camera with both
attitude measurement algorithms.
Due to budget constraints, the team used the camera
available and no other could be acquired.

The Horizon Sensor had to deal with the atmosphere and
albedo issues, but the Star Tracker was able to make its
processing more easily. In order to solve the problems
caused by this decision, some assumptions and
mathematical corrections were made.
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Fig. 2 shows a general view of the horizon sensor
algorithm, whose two phases are now discussed.

4.2 Star Tracker
During the development of the GranaSAT Star Tracker,
it was necessary to build a Generated Catalog (GC) and
a k-vector (k) [2]. This data were obtained only once
before the flight, it was called pre-launch data. The
process to obtain it is shown in Fig. 3.

No contours left
Take an image

Binary thresholding
of image

Canny filter to
find contours

Horizon
characterization
(convexity,
openness)

Iterate
through
contours

Nadir vector
calculation

Return nadir
vector

No
Is the contour
an horizon?

Hipparcos Catalog

K Vector

K-Vector Generation
Technique

Yes
Earth
circumference
fitting

Generated Catalog

Figure 3. Start Tracker pre-launch data.
The GC is the stellar database that appears in Fig. 3. It
contains relevant information of the selected guide stars
from the Hipparcos Catalog (HP) [3]. The guide stars
were found empirically during night-sky observations
while the GC was generated using the astrometric data of
the guide stars and the angular distance between them as
it appears in [4].
The Star Tracker software module analysed every image
received from the camera with the Lost In Space (LIS)
routine proposed in Fig. 4. Its main functions are outlined
below:

Figure 2. Horizon sensor algorithm.
4.1.1 Horizon detection
As seen in Fig. 2, the image processing was based on a
binary thresholding and a canny filter, whose parameters
were experimentally fixed.
This first step returned a tractable image whose contours
were later studied and characterised. The horizon
characterization was based mainly on this idea: a horizon
in an image is a convex curve that fills the frame, i.e. a
not closed contour. This characterization was slightly
improved in the post-processing work, where one critical
step was added: a Gaussian blur filter, used just before
the binary thresholding to smooth the images and get
tractable contours. Once the horizon contour was
detected, the algorithm returned the contour points to the
analytical phase: the Earth circumference fitting.
4.1.2 Earth circumference fitting
Once the points were received, the centre of the Earth had
to be obtained in order to reconstruct the nadir vector.
This was calculated by finding the circumference that
best fitted the given points.
There are several procedures to fit circles into data, most
of them based in the least squares approach. After some
research, mainly based in Dale Umbach and Kerry N.
Jones paper [1], we decided to use the Modified Least
Squares Method because of its robustness against
collinear points, the fact that down weights pairs of points
that are close together, the ease of implementation and its
fast performance. Using this method with the horizon
contour points as its input, the algorithm was able to
obtain the centre of the Earth. Once we had done this, it
was trivial to obtain the nadir vector used for the attitude
estimation.









Centroiding function: This function determines the
Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of a possible star in the
image reference frame. The method used is
described in [5].
Obtain unitary vectors: Once the x, y coordinates of
the centroid of an object have been obtained, it is
possible to get the unitary vector associated with it
using the camera pinhole simplification [5].
Find the star pattern: The star pattern recognition is
the core function of the flight LIS routine
implemented. Its pattern identification method is
based on the Matching Group algorithm proposed by
Benzooijen [6].
Compute the attitude: In our case, the current attitude
direction cosine matrix was computed using the
SVD method described in [7].

Prior to flight, it was necessary to calibrate the camera in
order to determine the relative error when measuring
angles between stars. For this purpose, we used a camera
calibration toolbox [8] for Matlab®. The calibration
results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Calibration Parameters.
Obtain Earth s Magnetic Field vector
& Acceleration vector

Calibration Parameters
Theoretical focal length
12 mm
Real focal length
12.35 mm
Theoretical image centre
640, 480 px
Real image centre
666,440 px
Sensor Model
Sony® ICX205AL
Error measured due to radial and tangential distortion was
found negligible

Apply misalignment correction to
both vectors

Apply calibration parameters to
magnetic field vector
Compute two vector-matching
procedude

Take an image

Centroiding function

Obtain unitary vectors

No

Star pattern
found?

No

Return Attitude angles

Yes

Find the star pattern

Compute the Attitude

More than 2
centroids?

Figure 5. Sub-system attitude determination algorithm.
Before performing the two-vector matching procedure
and to ensure a good accuracy in the attitude estimation,
several potential sources of errors are needed to be
considered and corrected:

Yes

Figure 4. LIS routine.
4.3 Magnetometer & Accelerometer System
This module provided us with two types of
measurements: the Earth’s magnetic field vector in the
experiment and the Earth gravity gradient vector, and
leads to resolve the vector-matching problem to estimate
the Euler angles. The solution based on matching two
non-zero and non-collinear vectors to obtain a point
estimation was proposed in 1965 by Wahba [9].
The solution we used [10] is based on Wahba solution
and provides the reference of the body frame into the
Earth-fixed Cartesian coordinate system. Since our
spacecraft attitude is referenced in the direction of the
Earth's magnetic field, we determinate the attitude with
respect to the geo-magnetic north.
A deterministic solution was chosen, where the attitude
is estimated point by point based on two different data
vectors from a same point. This solution allows an easy
development without complex algorithm training and/or
parameters tuning. On the other hand, this solution is
more sensitive to non-ideal deviations and noisy
measurements.
Fig. 5 shows a general overview of the attitude
determination algorithm.



Calibration: Magnetometers are nonlinear devices
and need to be calibrated. An on-earth calibration
and an in-flight calibration were performed to
measure the error in each procedure. Magnetometer
bias and misalignments are fixed as well with the
calibration.



Magnetic cleanliness: The spacecraft needs to be
correctly designed to minimize magnetic
disturbances. The calibration procedure allows to
reduce the external magnetic field effects.



Sensor misalignment: The error assumed in our
calculations depends on how the sensor is physically
placed. Before performing the estimation of the
attitude the misalignment of the sensor has to be
determined and corrected.

5. FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
One of the most interesting aspects of the flight was the
low temperature reached. We collected the data shown in
Fig. 6, from our sensors and the EBASS data projected in
the screen at Esrange. In the left side, the scale for
temperature is shown, whereas the scale for altitude is in
the right side.
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The magnetometer performance was good as well. The
in-flight calibration was successfully done and readings
were as expected.

Launch

Cut off

Figure 6. Data gathered during the flight.
Green dots represent the temperature in the sensor from
the outer box. Temperature increased from time T-140 to
T0 because the experiment was situated in the ground
during this time. As the temperature was not too cold, the
heat produced in the camera was enough to keep warm
the inside of the outer box. When BEXUS 19 was
launched, at T0, the outer temperature began to decrease,
leading to a freezing of the inside. Critical temperature
for the working experiment (-20 ºC) was reached in the
final phase. Despite of this temperature, the camera
worked with no issues (no condensation and no failure of
electronics due to low temperatures).
Red dots in Fig. 6 show the temperature of the camera
body. As we can see, when -2 ºC temperature is reached,
the sensor began to malfunction. This lead to a wrong
record of data.
Purple dots show the Raspberry Pi ARP temperature
(located in the inner box). In this case, we got high
temperatures even during flight time (near 50 ºC), but
eventually it stabilised around 38 ºC. These temperatures
were reached because the RPI CPU was doing a heavy
processing work.
Blue dots show the balloon altitude.
We can conclude that the range of temperatures was ideal
in the inner box but extreme in the camera. If the flight
would have last longer, it is possible that we would have
had an electronics failure because of the extreme cold
temperatures.

Figure 7. Image anomaly.
5.2 Recovery
BEXUS 19 landed west of Lake Porttipahta, in Finland
on the night of 08 October. It was a hard landing in a
forest area. The gondola landed sideways; luckily for
GranaSAT, the side in which the camera was mounted
remained up. The BEXUS 19 spent one and a half day in
the woods, as both of the gondolas were recovered at the
same time: 10 October in the afternoon. The recovery
team brought the gondolas back to Esrange on 11
October, when we were given access to inspect and
dismount our experiment. The entire experiment did not
need repair and was reusable, except for two minor areas
of the soldering that were slightly damaged.
6. RESULTS
6.1 Star Tracker
The major events occurred during the flight concerning
the Star Tracker are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Flight Events.
Event
Launch

5.1 Experiment behaviour
The behaviour of the experiment was in general really
good. Concerning the camera, we got really good
pictures. We were able to modify the image parameters
to get more detail in horizon or stars as required. The only
issue was a little white spot in the right side of the images,
whose cause is unknown; probably, it was just a dot of
dirt. This anomaly can be seen in Fig. 7.

First image registered

17:59:11

End of ascending phase

19:28:58

E-link turned OFF

19:36:02

E-link turned ON

19:39:50

Aquarius and Capricorn
Constellations observed
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UTC Time
17:55:47

19:55:56; 20:01:22

Capricorn Constellation
observed

20:09:36; 20:21:29

Aurora’s Activity

20:21:29; 21:03:26

Capricorn Constellation
observed

21:03:26; 21:14:05

Aurora’s Activity, Cancer
Constellation observed,

the error obtained from each one of the constellations
considered is shown in Fig. 8.

21:14:05; 21:38:29

Jupiter observed
Orion Constellation

21:38:30; 21:52:29

Experiment turned OFF

21:52:29

Beginning of descend phase

21:55:15

Last data registered by the
EBASS

22:24:11

Figure 8. Attitude error obtained by the Star Tracker
Subsystem.
One of the major issues faced by the LIS routine was the
presence of non-stars objects in the image. From
21:14:05 to 21:38:29, Cancer constellation could be
clearly observed. In Fig. 9 we show an example of Cancer
Constellation with planet Jupiter right in the middle of
the image.
This made the LIS routine unable to analyse any of the
Cancer images taken. In future developments it is
planned to include an error detection algorithm to
identify these cases. In our experiment it was considered
more efficient to discard them from the after flight
analysis.

During the flight 3615 images were taken [11]. However,
because of the gondola motion and the Aurora activity,
only 571 images could be analysed by the LIS routine of
the Star Tracker. In Table 5 we show its statistics.
Table 5. LIS Routine Statistics.
Images Taken

3615

Images analysed
Images discarded because not
enough centroids were present

571

Star patterns matched
Star patterns correctly
matched

455

42

445

As we can extract from Table 5, 97.8 % of the star
patterns matched in absence of non-stars objects were
correctly found. Then, the attitude could be obtained
from these images.
After identifying the star field in the image, the attitude
matrix was obtained using the Single Value
Decomposition method as it was previously mentioned in
section 4.2.
As the vector position of each star in the ECI system can
be obtained from the HP, the vector in the camera frame
is known. The attitude error 𝑒𝑖 in arcsecs obtained from
each of these vectors was computed as it appears in Eq. 1

Figure 9. Jupiter as the "brightest star" in the image.
6.2 Horizon Sensor
Although the night conditions of the flight were ideal to
test the star tracker performance, they were the main
cause of the failures encountered by the horizon sensor.
The highly noisy images disturbed the limb detection
algorithm. In order to get tractable images, a Gaussian

(1)
𝑒𝑖 = 3600|𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (𝑟𝑖 − 𝐴𝑏𝑖 )|
Where 𝑟𝑖 are the coordinates of the star in the ECI system,
𝑏𝑖 are its coordinates in the camera frame and A is the
attitude matrix obtained through SVD. The histogram of
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Due to the accelerometer failure, three axis attitude
determination was not achievable, but two axis attitude
determination was reached with the uncertainties detailed
in Tab. 6.

blur was used just before the binary threshold. The
smoothed images, in which all the redundant information
was removed, let the Canny filter find the contours.
Fig. 10 shows the output of the binary threshold applied
to one of the images. The left image shows the result of
the original algorithm; the right one, the result after
having applied the Gaussian blur. While thousands of
undefined contours were found in the first one, only
tractable well-defined contours were found in the postprocessed one.

Table 6. Uncertainties on the Euler angles
Angle
Roll
Pitch
Yaw

Uncertainty (deg)
4
Unresolved
3

Two calibration processes were realised: on-earth and inflight. The result of the on-earth calibration was not
satisfactory as the calibration was performed with
parameters that differed from the real data measurements.
On the contrary, in-flight calibration worked as expected
and the magnetic disturbances were avoided.
6.3.1 Attitude Reconstruction
We obtained the estimation of Yaw and Roll attitude
angles. As predicted, we were not able to estimate the
Pitch angle because of the accelerometer failure.
Therefore, the direct vector matching could not be
completed.

Figure 10. Before and after the Gaussin blur.
All the images which passed the Canny filter phase
returned the nadir vector, as seen in Fig. 11. Hence, we
can conclude that the circumference fitting phase was
highly successful, as proved in the previous test phase.
However, we cannot give a final answer to the question
regarding if the proposed algorithm is suitable for a
picosatellite, as further tests in day conditions should be
done.

The Yaw Euler vector estimation for the whole flight is
shown in Fig. 12. The angular movement is bigger during
the ascending phase, while in the floating phase the spin
is smoother and slower.

Figure 11. Example of a successful processed image.
6.3 Magnetometer & Accelerometer System
During the flight we gathered enough data to obtain a
reconstruction of the Earth's magnetic field vector.
However, concerning the accelerometer, a measurement
failure arose at T+1H40 and it got worse during the rest
of the flight.

Figure 12. Yaw angle attitude for the whole flight.
The estimation of the Roll Euler angle attitude has been
calculated by reference to the vertical axis. We have
obtained a noisy result, because of the noisy
measurements of the Z axis magnetic field.
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For both Yaw and Roll angles the maximum uncertainty
obtained was lower than 5 degrees. These values
uncertainty are, usually, the minimum requirement for
ADCS from small satellites, secondary ADCS or
missions with a lower requirement in this system.
Regarding the method of the attitude determination, the
use of design a Kalman filter instead of a Direct Method
is mandatory if a better accuracy is needed. Also, the use
of an inertial sensor like a gyroscope or angular rate is
preferable to an accelerometer.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Even though the experiment fulfilled most of the group
expectations, initially we expected better results than
those we obtained.
The night flight conditions prevented the horizon sensor
results to be conclusive. Even though the algorithm
worked as expected and was able to cope with the noisy
and low contrast images, future tests in day light
conditions are needed to fully characterise the system.
Concerning the magnetometer results, we would have
obtained better results if the accelerometer had not failed
during the flight. Future failures in these systems can be
avoided with system redundancy.
Lastly, the Star Tracker returned the best results.
However, the lack of an error detection algorithm
decreased the number of images that could be analysed.
In future developments, this algorithm and full tracking
performance will be implemented.
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AFIS: A NEW INSTRUMENT FOR COSMIC RADIATION STUDIES ON BEXUS 18 AND
FUTURE NANOSATELLITE MISSIONS
Martin J. Losekamm, Thomas Pöschl, Dominic Gaisbauer, Daniel Greenwald, and Stephan Paul
Technische Universität München, DE-85748 Garching, Germany

ABSTRACT

the evolution of the universe prohibit the existence of free
antimatter structures left over from the Big Bang, yet experiments have measured fluxes of both antiprotons and
positrons in the cosmic ray spectrum (Anderson, 1933;
Golden et al., 1979). These antiparticles are belived to
come from galactic primary and secondary sources; and
recent publications have identified pulsars as a primary
sources of positrons (Yin et al., 2013; Linden and Profumo, 2013; Cholis and Hooper, 2013). It has been speculated that cosmic ray antiprotons come from the evaporation of black holes (Barrau et al., 2002) or—along
with yet-undetected antideuterons and antihelium—from
dark-matter annihilation (Donato, 2014).

The Antiproton Flux in Space (AFIS) mission will measure the flux of low-energy antiprotons trapped in Earth’s
magnetic field. We have developed a new active-target
detector concept and have constructed and tested two prototypes. The instrument’s innovative, simple design relies
on the stopping of particles in matter due to ionization. It
can detect charged particles and identify ions with low
kinetic energies. To identify antiprotons, the characteristics of their annihilation process are exploited as well. It
is ideal for applications on nanosatellites. We present the
results of a beam test of a prototype detector with a reduced number of channels undertaken at the Paul Scherrer Institute in 2013. In particular, we discuss the successful tracking of pions and protons and the reconstruction of beam energy characteristics. We also present the
construction and testing of a full prototype detector that
was selected to fly aboard the BEXUS 18 stratospheric
research balloon.

No significant secondary production mechanisms are
known for d and He, so their detection in the CR spectrum would signal the existence of dark matter (Ibarra
and Tran, 2009). The detected fluxes of p and e+ are not
such a clear signal of new physics, since they have significant secondary production mechanisms. Studying their
spectra helps to understand these mechanisms and those
of their transport through interstellar media and magnetic
fields, such as the trapping of protons and antiprotons in
Earth’s magnetic field.

Key words: Trapped antiprotons, Van Allen belts, cosmic
radiation, nanosatellites.

1.

To further understanding in this field, the Antiproton Flux
in Space (AFIS) experiment aims to measure the flux of
antiprotons trapped in Earth’s magnetic field at low energies. In this paper we report the status of the experiment:
section 2 describes the trapping of antiprotons in Earth’s
magnetic field, the current state of knowledge; section 3
describes the AFIS detector apparatus, and our expected
signal for antiprotons; and sections 4 and 5 detail construction and testing of prototype detectors.

INTRODUCTION

Low-energy cosmic ray (CR) particles have been a valuable source of information about our universe since their
discovery by Victor Hess in 1912 (Hess, 1912). Since
then, myriad theories have been published about their origins, which can be divided into two major categories:
primary cosmic rays (mainly protons and alphas), produced outside our solar system by, for example, supernova explosions or active galactic nuclei; and secondary
cosmic rays, produced by the interaction of primary cosmic rays with interstellar gas or planetary atmospheres.
Fermi LAT recently published data supporting the predominant theory that most cosmic rays originate from supernova remnants (Ackermann et al., 2013).

2.

ANTIPROTONS TRAPPED IN EARTH’S MAGNETOSPHERE

The two main secondary production mechanisms for antiprotons involve the interaction of high-energy cosmic
rays (mainly protons) with nuclei in both the interstellar
medium and in the upper layers of Earth’s atmosphere:
direct pp pair production and the creation and subsequent
decay of antineutrons. Each process has a threshold to

In recent years, cosmic ray research has focused on the
detection of antimatter particles. Current theories about
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The PAMELA experiment published first measurements
of the flux of antiprotons trapped in the SAA, shown in
Fig. 1, in 2011 (Adriani et al., 2011). The measured values deviate from theoretical predictions (Selesnick et al.,
2007) by two orders of magnitude. The result measurement is based on the detection of 28 trapped antiprotons
at energies above approximately 80 MeV. The AFIS experiment proposes to complement this result with a measurement of the flux of trapped antiprotons in the range
of 25 MeV to 100 MeV, using a new active-target particle detector aboard a nanosatellite in the SAA.

Selesnick, 2007
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The centerpiece of the AFIS mission is the multi-purpose
active-target particle telescope (MAPT). The core of its
active-detection unit (ADU) is made of 900 scintillating plastic fibers arranged in 30 layers of 30 fibers each.
Layers are rotated 90◦ from their neighbors to allow 3D
tracking of charged particles. Each fiber is read out by a
dedicated silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) with a matched
peak sensitivity wavelength. We use a 3D-printed frame
to support the active core and mount it into the satellite structure that is built according to the CubeSat standard (The CubeSat Program, 2014) (see Fig. 2).

Figure 1. The fluxes of cosmic ray antiprotons and
trapped antiprotons inside the SAA as measured by the
PAMELA experiment (Adriani et al., 2011); and theoretical predictions from (Selesnick et al., 2007). The AFIS
measurement region 25 MeV–100 MeV is highlighted.

occur with the interaction of a primary proton in terms of
its kinetic energy of (2 + 4/A) × mp , where A is the mass
(in atomic mass units) of the target nucleus (Gusev et al.,
2008).

Signal processing is performed by the stage-1 electronics (S1E), whose four identical sections handle 225 channels each and consist of five 48-channel ASICs and one
FPGA. The signals are digitized using a custom time-todigital conversion setup: A threshold is applied to the
analog signals of the SiPMs within the ASICs, generating a digital output for each channel. The time above the
threshold is measured by the FPGA with a resolution of
500 ps. This setup is a low-power, fully-parallelized data
acquisition system capable of accepting the very high
event rates of the SAA.

When created in Earth’s atmosphere, in the presence of
the terrestrial magnetic field, charged secondary particles become trapped in belt-like structures around Earth.
These belts of mainly electrons and protons, named Van
Allen belts after their discoverer, were first detected in
1958 by the US satellites Explorer 1, Explorer 3, and Explorer 4 (Van Allen, 1958; Van Allen and Frank, 1959).
Several theoretical works have predicted the existence of
a similar structure for antiprotons (Fuki, 2005; Selesnick
et al., 2007; Gusev et al., 2008). Only antiprotons produced by the decay of albedo antineutrons—whose flux is
only significant above kinetic energies of 100 MeV (Selesnick et al., 2007)—are kinematically trappable. The
production of p from such n is called cosmic ray albedo
antineutron decay (CRANbarD) and is analogous to cosmic ray albedo neutron decay (CRAND), which was theoretically described by Walt and Farley (Walt and Farley,
1978) and experimentally confirmed by the CRRES satellite in 1998, amongst others (Albert et al., 1998).

The data generated in the four S1E sections are sent to the
stage-2 electronics (S2E) over four high-speed serial data
links for further processing. The S2E consists of another
FPGA and the main computing unit (MCU) of MAPT.
The FPGA handles data processing and packaging; the
MCU controls the detector and communicates with the
spacecraft bus (see Fig. 3).
We use the profiles of the energy losses of particles in the
detector and the annihilation characteristics of antimatter
for particle identification. The energy-loss profile along a
particle’s track is called its Bragg curve and is a distinct
function of energy for certain particle species. Analysing
the Bragg curve to discern particle species and energy
is called Bragg-curve spectroscopy and is a widely used
technique in nuclear and medical physics (Gruhn et al.,
1982). Since this analysis method cannot distinguish between particle and antiparticle, we use the presence of
outgoing secondary particles created in the annihilation
process to identify antinuclei.

Earth’s magnetic dipole field’s axis is tilted approximately 10◦ from its rotational axis and the field’s center
is shifted approximately 500 km from Earth’s geometric
center. This causes an asymmetric dependence of magnetic field strength on altitude around the planet (Maus
et al., 2010) with an area of depression over the southern Atlantic Ocean. In the so-called South Atlantic
Anomaly (SAA), charged particles of the Van Allen belts
penetrate the atmosphere down to altitudes of 200 km. It
is the only area in which a spacecraft in low-earth orbit
(LEO) can investigate the radiation belts.
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Figure 2. Structural layout of the multi-purpose active-target particle telescope (MAPT). The active detector unit (ADU)
made of scintillating fibers and silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) is symmetrically surrounded by the stage-1 electronics
(S1E). The stage-2 electronics (S2E) are placed below the ADU.
majority of the total flux inside the radiation belts. Since
a spacecraft in LEO passes through the inner boarder of
the inner Van Allen belt, the flux it sees varies significantly with altitude and geomagnetic location. The AFIS
mission will orbit at an altitude of 600 km to 800 km. The
expected maximum flux of particles penetrating the outer
thermal shielding of the detector is of order 103 cm−2 s−1
for protons and 106 cm−2 s−1 for electrons, as calculated
using the SPENVIS web-tool (SPENVIS, 2014). Extrapolating the flux measured by PAMELA to the sensitivity range of the AFIS experiment, we expect an integrated flux of antiprotons of about 5×10−5 cm−2 s−1 (see
Fig. 1).
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The AFIS detector has an isotropic angular acceptance,
resulting in a total geometrical acceptance of about
250 cm2 sr (Losekamm et al., 2014). However, the
isotropy is augmented by the requirement that antiprotons must stop and annihilate within the active core. The
p acceptance is therefore momentum dependent. We expect a count rate of reconstructible antiproton events of
about 5 × 10−3 events/s and a signal to background ratio
of 10−9 .

FPGA

trigger

S2E
FPGA

MCU

4.

Since the majority of background events in the SAA
come from low-energy protons and electrons, we need
to understand the response of the detector to these particle species. The electron flux is largest at energies less
than 1 MeV. Such low-energy electrons only penetrate a
small amount of matter and are expected to stop in the
mechanical structure surrounding the ADU. The proton
flux cannot be shielded since this would also shield the
detector from antiprotons with kinetic energies in our region of interest. We evaluated the response of the detector to low-energy protons using a scaled-down prototype
tested in the πM1 beam line of the Paul Scherrer Institute
in Villigen, Switzerland, in late 2013.

Figure 3. Signal and data flow of the MAPT.
3.1.

PRE-STUDIES

Expected Event Rates

The detector’s trigger and data acquisition system must
reliably function in the high-flux environment of the
SAA. We can express the AFIS detector’s event rate as
the product of the expected particle flux and the gathering power of the instrument.
Trapped protons and low-energy electrons comprise the
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The scaled-down prototype has 128 channels arranged in
16 layers of 8 fibers each. Like in the MAPT, layers are
rotated 90◦ from their neighbors. The central overlap region of the detector (shown in Fig. 4) is 16 mm by 16 mm
in cross section.
We used scintillating plastic fibers of type SCSF-78 manufactured by Kuraray. To increase the light yield and prevent optical cross talk, we wrapped them in aluminum
foil and mirrored them at one end. The SiPMs are glued
to the fibers with optical glue on the unmirrored end.

4.5

300 MeV/c
325 MeV/c
350 MeV/c
375 MeV/c

4
3.5
3
2.5

We use PM3350 silicon photomultipliers manufactured
by KETEK with an active area of 3 mm × 3 mm and a
typical breakdown voltage of about 27 V. Signals were
digitized by eight mezzanine sampling analog-to-digital
converters (MSADCs) developed for the COMPASS experiment at CERN (Mann et al., 2009) and triggered externally by an NaI scintillator in front of the detector.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the measured energy deposition
in the layers of the detector for different proton beam momenta.

We calibrated the pulse height in each channel, and thus
its gain, using a beam of minimum-ionizing particles
(MIPs) (a 375-MeV/c π − beam). A MIP deposits approximately 0.4 MeV in each layer of the detector and
traverses all layers. We reconstruct the tracks of the particles in the detector using a track-finding algorithm based
on a standard Hough transformation (Illingworth and Kittler, 1988). The response of the detector to protons was
evaluated by recording the signal–depth distributions at
four different beam momenta (see Fig. 5).

mechanisms and to reconstruct the initial energies of incoming protons, we developed a numerical model based
on the range tables provided by the NIST Physical Measurement Laboratory (Berger et al., 1999). We took two
important processes affecting the response of the detector into account: First, quenching of the organic scintillator at high ionization rates leads to a reduced light yield.
According to Birk’s empirical formula, the light yield depends on the ionization rate (Birks, 1964):

Only about half of the kinetic energy of each stopping
proton is measured in the detector. To quantify the loss



dL
dx


∝

dE
dx

1 + kB

dE
dx

,

(1)

with hdL/dxi the light yield of the scintillator per unit
length, hdE/dxi the energy loss of the traversing charged
particle per unit length, and kB Birks’ coefficient. The
latter is a material-specific constant and depends on the
base material and the doping characteristics of the scintillator (Tadday, 2011). Since it has not yet been measured experimentally for our material, we treated it as a
free parameter in our analysis.
The second loss mechanism is the saturation of the SiPMs
at high light exposure, experienced during low-energy
proton events. It introduces an additional nonlinear behavior in the measurement and was accounted for in the
analysis as well.

4.2.

Bayesian Analysis

We use the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) software
package (Caldwell et al., 2009) to compare the measured
data with the expectations from our numerical model us-

Figure 4. The fiber stack of the scaled-down prototype.
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ing Bayesian inference techniques. The posterior likelihood distributions of unknown parameters and their correlations can be evaluated using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods (Caldwell et al., 2009). To calculate the probability distributions for the free parameters, such as the initial energies of the particles and
Birks’ coefficient, their values are varied and the logarithmic likelihood (log-likelihood) function for each set
of parameters is evaluated. We define the overall loglikelihood function as the sum of the log-likelihood functions for all fiber layers:
ln L =

X
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Figure 6. Comparison of deposited and measured energies, for 325-MeV/c protons.

5.

TEST OF A FULL-SCALE PROTOTYPE ON
BEXUS 18

Following the successful verification of the working principle, our next step towards a fully functional MAPT detector is to demonstrate the viability of a full-size version
that meets all requirements and constraints. To test the
detector in an environment that is similar to space, we
conducted the AFIS-P experiment on the BEXUS 18 balloon mission. Besides the technical objectives of building
the detector, the experiment aimed to measure the lowenergy part of the secondary cosmic ray spectrum.

(3)

for non−hit layers

with x(i) being the predicted median signal height in the
(i)th fiber. Per definition, the signal value is always positive. This formula is only valid if the measured distribution is far away from the origin. In our case, this requirement is always fulfilled except for layers that were not
hit. In the calculation of the log-likelihood function for
these layers, an additional factor of ln 2 must be added.

4.3.

deposited energy (model)

7

with Spred being the predicted signal and Smeas the measured signal in the ith layer. The log-likelihood function
for a single fiber is calculated by evaluating the logarithm
of the probability of the data set given the prediction,
which we calculate as the likelihood of the prediction
given the spread of the data. The measured distribution
can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution with median µ and standard deviation σ. Both values are obtained
by fitting the measured pulse height spectra in each layer.
Hence, we calculate

2


1 x(i) − µ(i)
(i)
(i)
ln L(i) Smeas
|Spred = −
2
σ (i)
√

− ln
2πσ (i)
+ ln 2
| {z }

measured energy (model)

8

i
(i)

9

measured energy (data)

5.1.

Measurement of Low-Energy Cosmic Rays in
the Upper Atmosphere

The flux of low-energy particles inside Earth’s atmosphere mainly consists of down-scattered primary cosmic ray particles and secondary particles created in the
interactions of high-energy particles with molecules in
the upper atmosphere. The direct detection of primary
low-energy particles is not possible because of the geomagnetic cutoff and the limited range of these particles
in the atmosphere. Only in the proximity of the geomagnetic poles does the cutoff rigidity reach down to the subGV range. However, particles with a rigidity below a few
hundred MV are assumed to be mostly of secondary origin at the altitudes accessible with balloons.

Results

Using the MCMC method, we obtained the posterior
probability distributions of the unknown parameters and
the most probable set of parameters by maximizing the
log-likelihood function. This set describes the measured data well, as shown in Fig. 6. In addition, the
energy deposited in the fiber can be calculated. The
combined fit of all proton data results in a value of
(0.127 ± 0.030) mm/MeV for the Birks’ coefficient of
our scintillating fibers. We used this method to reconstruct the initial energies of particle beams with precision
in the sub-MeV range for the energy range 37 MeV to
63 MeV. We take this as an upper limit on the energy
resolution for protons of the MAPT detector.

At an altitude of approximately 15 km and a corresponding atmospheric depth of 100 g/cm2 , the particle flux exhibits the so-called Pfotzer maximum (Grieder, 2001).
Here, the flux of secondary cascades created by interactions at the top of the atmosphere reaches its maximum.
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At lower altitudes, most of the secondaries are already
absorbed. The flux of the charged hadronic component
(p, He, and π) especially drops at lower altitudes because
of the atmosphere’s high stopping power for such particles. The absolute flux of the hadronic component at low
energies is relatively unknown.
There are few theoretical descriptions of these fluxes at
energies below 100 MeV, and their predictions deviate
by more than a factor of two in some cases (Papini et al.,
1996), owing to the many parameters influencing the calculation of the flux. Since the creation of secondary particles occurs at the end of a long chain of particle interactions and transport processes, it is difficult to properly
estimate their energy-dependent flux. The most influential factors are the primary cosmic ray spectrum, the solar
modulation, Earth’s magnetic field, and the cross sections
for particle interactions.
For a more precise discussion of these dependencies,
various measurements with different sets of parameters
must be conducted. The BESS experiment for instance
conducted nine long-duration balloon flights over eleven
years to investigate the influence of solar activity on particle fluxes (Mitchell et al., 2007). The low-energy region, however, has not been investigated experimentally
in great detail yet. This is mainly because this region is
hardly accessible by typical spectrometer-based experiments designed to achieve high energy resolutions at high
particle energies. A balloon-based experiment using the
MAPT detector can therefore provide important data for
the verification of theoretical models.

Figure 7. Overview of the AFIS-P flight segment.

experiments from shielding it. The detector module, as
shown in Fig. 2, was placed in the upper part of the experiment box to ensure that particles entering from above
only pass through the 2-mm-thick carbon plate enclosing
the experiment.

The launch location at Esrange Space Center in northern Sweden has a very low cut-off rigidity of about
0.15 GV as calculated using the Stroemer approximation,
and measured to be about 1.06 GV in 2010 by the PERDaix experiment (Fischer, 2011). However, this measurement was conducted during a period of low solar activity, while the AFIS-P experiment launched at the time of
the expected maximum solar activity of solar cycle 24.
This influences the geomagnetic cut-off due to geomagnetic activity (Dorman, 2009). A new measurement at the
same location during a different phase of the solar cycle,
extending the energy range to lower values, may help to
improve the understanding of the influence of solar activity on the geomagnetic field.
5.2.

The OBDH system consists of two commercial offthe-shelf single-board control and data-acquisition systems manufactured by National Instruments (singleboard RIOs). One is used as a data-acquisition module,
receiving and processing the data of the detector. Due
to bandwidth limitations, only a fraction of the scientific
data can be sent to the ground segment. The data-storage
module stores a complete copy of the data on the flight
segment. It consists of two solid-state drives connected to
a network-attached redundant array of independent disks
(RAID) configuration and a single-board computer providing the interface to the flight-segment network. The
amount of data that is sent to the ground station is adjustable to the available bandwidth.

Experimental Design

The key component of the AFIS-P experiment is the first
full-scale prototype of the MAPT detector. Additional
systems are needed to handle, store, and transfer data to
the ground, and to control the detector’s settings from
the ground station. The flight segment consists of the
detector including its structural elements, and the onboard data-handling (OBDH) system needed to store and
transmit scientific data and monitor important parameters
for housekeeping purposes. Fig. 7 shows a mechanical
overview of the flight segment. The experiment was located at the top of the gondola in order to prevent other

The housekeeping tasks and the detector control are performed by the main computing unit on the second singleboard RIO, which substitutes for the yet-to-be-developed
S2E. It collects the data of 150 temperature sensors that
we use to create a detailed thermal model of the detector and for online gain calibrations of the SiPMs. Other
environmental and control sensors are connected as well.
The MCU provides an interface to the S1E FPGAs and
distributes the trigger signals to them. The power supply
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7.

module generates the different voltage buses needed for
the other subsystems and connects directly to the BEXUS
gondola battery pack.

6.
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SUMMARY
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The AFIS mission will measure the flux of trapped lowenergy antiprotons in the inner Van Allen belt. To fulfill all the requirements for applications on nanosatellites,
we developed an active-target particle detector comprised
of scintillating plastic fibers and silicon photomultipliers. The detector is sensitive to antiproton energies below 100 MeV and has a large geometrical acceptance of
about 250 cm2 sr. Hence, it will be possible to collect a
statistically significant dataset to measure the flux of lowenergy antiprotons in the SAA. Antiproton identification
relies on a combination of Bragg-curve spectroscopy and
the identification of the characteristics of antiproton annihilation.
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NOMENCLATURE
DLR
ELHASPA
HABLEG
HAPS
IMU
RF
UAV
VEXREDUS

capable of flying well above the weather and common
air traffic for a prolonged or almost indefinite time. In a
typical mission scenario a HAPS loiters above a
targeted region providing satellite-like ground coverage
from its stratospheric flight altitude. However, except
from a handful research and development vehicles no
actual operational vehicle exists to date. Potential
applications are plentiful ranging from earth
observation, disaster support, cellular network and
Internet coverage over security services to stratospheric
or general scientific research. Compared to satellites,
these platforms would have the major advantage of a
quick deployment and replacement. Yet, to achieve
continuous stratospheric flight, new technologies have
to be developed.

German Aerospace Center
Electric High Altitude Solar Powered
Aircraft
High Altitude Balloon Launched
Experimental Glider
High Altitude Pseudo-Satellite
Inertial Measurement Unit
Radio Frequency
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Vehicle with Extended Reentry
Duration - University of Stuttgart

ABSTRACT

The German Aerospace Center DLR has been
conducting research in this field over the past few years,
by studying the feasibility of solar powered high altitude
aircrafts. Associated with this effort was the
construction of ELHASPA in collaboration with several
companies of the aerospace industry. ELHASPA, an
abbreviation for Electric High Altitude Solar Powered
Aircraft, was used for the research and demonstration of
key technologies needed for this kind of platforms

The group Flying Robots at the DLR Institute of
Robotics and Mechatronics in Oberpfaffenhofen
conducts research on solar powered high altitude
aircrafts. Due to the high altitude and the almost infinite
mission duration, these platforms are also denoted as
High Altitude Pseudo-Satellites (HAPS).
This paper highlights some aspects of the design,
building, integration and testing of a flying experimental
platform for high altitudes. This unmanned aircraft, with
a wingspan of 3 m and a mass of less than 10 kg, is
meant to be launched as a glider from a high altitude
balloon in 20 km altitude and shall investigate
technologies for future large HAPS platforms.
The aerodynamic requirements for high altitude flight
included the development of a launch method allowing
for a safe transition to horizontal flight from free-fall
with low control authority.
Due to the harsh environmental conditions in the
stratosphere, the integration of electronic components in
the airframe is a major effort.
For regulatory reasons a reliable and situation
dependent flight termination system had to be
implemented.
In May 2015 a flight campaign was conducted. The
mission was a full success demonstrating that
stratospheric research flights are feasible with rather
small aircrafts.
1.

Due to a student project (VEXREDUS), the author of
this paper already gathered some experience in this field
by launching unmanned aircrafts from high altitude
balloons. This led to the idea to test technologies for
future HAPS platforms by building a rather compact
aircraft in the sub-10 kg range, launch it from a balloon
in 20 km altitude and let it autonomously return to the
base. This High Altitude Balloon Launched
Experimental Glider (HABLEG) would thereby offer
valuable testing time in the stratospheric environment
encountered by HAPS at moderate costs.
The goals of this experiment are:
• Gaining operational experience regarding highaltitude and beyond-visual-range missions with
reduced safety concerns and financial risk
• Testing of existing and new hardware in the HAPS
flight regime
• Testing of HAPS flight software

INTRODUCTION

High Altitude Pseudo-Satellites (HAPS) are platforms

• Testing of additional scientific payload (optional)
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The general design idea was to have a large central
avionic box containing all major flight electronics,
which can be taken out easily for testing. Its form factor
is close to a format that would be suitable for lager
platforms. Furthermore, the wish for a large payload bay
close to the plane’s center of gravity existed, in order to
fly experiments in the future.

The envisioned mission for HABLEG consists of the
following phases, as also illustrated in Figure 1:
• Ascent on balloon
• Launch and drop
• Transition to horizontal flight

Figure 3 shows a side view of the fuselage. It contains a
camera bay (1) in the nose, a battery bay (2) and an
avionics bay (3), which houses the already mentioned
avionics box. This is followed by the roughly shoe
carton sized payload bay (4) and an aft located
parachute bay (5) accommodating the flight termination
system.

• High altitude flight experiments
• Return to Land
• Landing

The wing features special low Reynold number airfoils
to allow for a stable high altitude flight at moderate
speeds. This is especially important during the launch
from the balloon and transition to horizontal flight,
which is the most critical part of the mission.

Figure 3: HABLEG Fuselage: (1) camera bay,
(2) battery bay, (3) avionics bay, (4) payload bay,
(5) parachute bay

Figure 1: HABLEG flight phases

2.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system uses two RF-links on 2.4 GHz and 868
MHz for two-way data communication, as well as a 2.3
GHz analogue video downlink. Data is received and
transmitted with the antenna tracking system also shown
in Figure 2, whereas the video is received by a separate
2.5 m diameter parabolic antenna.

The aircraft, as pictured in Figure 2, has a wingspan of
3m and weighs 7.4 kg.

In total, the aircraft carries four cameras, three of them
for flight documentation and one for live video.
As a first hardware experiment, DLR in-house
developed actuators, were flown on the mission,
controlling elevator and rudder. Those actuators,
pictured in
Figure 4, use harmonic drives as gear technology and
are derived from robotic drives used widely in the
institute’s robotic systems.

Figure 2: HABLEG next to antenna tracker
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release, the inertia carries it a few meters further
upwards. Due to the reverse air flow, the originally
nose-down oriented aircraft pitches up so that it ends in
an almost horizontal attitude with zero speed. At these
altitudes a conventional aircraft configuration, as it is
the case with HABLEG, is then very likely to enter a
tail spin or flat spin. The aircraft needs to fly around 45
m/s to achieve level flight at an altitude of 20 km. In
order to reach this velocity safely, the plane needs to be
stabilized during the drop phase. It was decided to
realize this with a small drogue chute attached at the end
of the tail boom that can be released on command. The
launch sequence is implemented like this:
• During ascent the glider is suspended on a main rope
running from the balloon, through a rope guide at
the very end of the tail boom to a clutch located near
the elevator. The drogue chute and its rope are
stowed in a jar attached to the main rope close to the
aircraft. The drogue chute rope also runs through a
guide to a second clutch. All the control surfaces are
set to neutral position prior to launch.

Figure 4: DLR harmonic drive actuators

3.

LAUNCH METHOD

Aerodynamic design is a major concern for
stratospheric flight. Driving factors for the experiment
were good stall stability and recoverability, which is a
combined design process of airfoil choice and wing
planform definition. Further constraints are found in
structural
stability,
buildability,
weight
and
transportability, which all mainly affect the possible
wingspan. The greatest challenge, however, consists in
launching the plane from the balloon, as pictured in
Figure 5.

• When the launch command is given, the primary
clutch releases the main rope to the balloon.
• While the glider pitches nose upwards, the balloon
continues to ascent and thereby pulls the drogue out
of the jar.
• The aircraft now starts free-falling, with a probably
unsuitable orientation. With increasing vertical
speed, the drogue chute starts to develop drag and
pulls on the tail of the aircraft, which is thereby
aligned nose downwards, as in Figure 5.
• After a fixed time the autopilot is set to dampen roll
and pitch motions.
• By either reaching a predefined speed or a set time
limit the second clutch is actuated to release the
drogue chute.
• The autopilot now gently starts to pull out the glider
while keeping the wings leveled.

Figure 5: HABLEG shortly after release from balloon.
The drogue chute is used for stabilisation during the
initial drop phase, to prevent the glider from entering
an unescapable flat spin.

• After reaching a preset pitch angle or a time limit,
the autopilot changes the flight mode to return home.

As a result of the low density atmosphere, the aircraft
needs to fall for a period of time to reach a speed at
which flying is possible. During this drop phase, it is
possible that an initial rotation is not dampened due to
the low effectiveness of the horizontal and vertical
stabilizer in that situation. This might lead to an
unescapable flat spin. In fact, prior projects revealed
that this is even more problematic than one might think
initially. The VEXREDUS project, [1] showed that
since the plane is still ascending on the balloon upon

4.

THERMAL ASPECTS OF SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

Due to the harsh environmental conditions encountered
during stratospheric flight, thermal suitability had to be
considered during system integration. For example, the
long rudder linkages to the tail planes were
implemented as carbon push-pull rods, which is the
same material as the tail boom. Calculations showed,
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that the use of steel-wire pull chords would probably
destroy the control surface, due to the enormous forces
resulting from different thermal expansion coefficients.

bay. Since the battery cells produce only very little heat
by themselves at the occurring small currents, this,
together with some additional insulation, is vital to
obtain the batteries rated performance.

The overall thermal concept has different zones of
thermal requirements. The fuselage is lined with
Styrofoam on the inside, which provides basic
insulation against the cold environment, as it can be
seen in Figure 6.

Figure 8: Inner fuselage structure. The avionics box
mostly vents the excess heat to the front into the battery
bay
Figure 6: Battery and avionics bay with insulation. The
avionics box is secured in place by a snap-in
mechanism and is thereby easily removable for testing.

The payload bay is insulated but sees colder
temperatures due to venting through the open tail boom.
The parachute bay isn’t insulated at all.

Regarding temperatures, IMU and batteries are the most
critical components. Figure 7 shows how the IMU is
located within the avionics box on the top layer, where
several heat-producing components provide a mild
operating environment.

Some components like video transmitter, secondary data
modem and aileron servos are integrated into the wings
foam core and are thereby only slightly insulated.
The system has no need for active thermal control
elements like heaters or controllable air inlets.
The concept was tested in a thermal-vacuum chamber at
the Institute of Space Systems of the University of
Stuttgart. The chamber is meant for subsystem tests of
satellite components, thereby only offering an interface
temperature over a bottom-located cooling plate. To
distribute the coldness, the fuselage was placed within
an insulted box that sat on top of the cooling plate, as
pictured in Figure 9. Using fans blowing on the cooling
plate, some airflow could be simulated.
Figure 10 plots the temperatures over time during the
test. For the test the pressure was slowly lowered to
about 60 mbar over a time span of 10 min. This
corresponds to an ISA altitude of 19 to 20 km. Cooling
was initiated only after reaching the low pressure state
to prevent the formation of ice on the cooling plate. In
general, all the systems performed well. The
temperatures in the avionics box showed a maximum of
38°C at the IMU and 66°C at the CPU (not in diagram),
which is relatively warm, but not critical. Since the
outside temperature in the insulation box was only able
to reach −16°C, due to the limited cooling capacity of

Figure 7: Avionics box with top cover removed. The
IMU is located over heat producing components such as
flight control computer, servo motor controllers and
primary radio modem. The open carbon structure
allows for air circulation
The excess heat mostly vents to the front into the battery
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was found within the airdata measurement electronics,
which have an integrated heating element that activates
as temperatures drop. Since the model was originally
believed to be without a heater and the current drawn
was on a critical level for the DC/DC converter, the
equipment was later swapped for a model without
heating. As already mentioned, another focus was the
temperature development of the video transmitter. A
first result was that at sea level conditions and without
air flow over the heat sink, the transmitter heats up to
almost 60°C, which is hotter than the operating limit of
55°C. Therefore, it was decided to use an external fan
during longer periods of ground handling. Subsequently
it also became clear during chamber testing that a low
pressure environment without air flow would lead to an
overheating of the device. On the other hand, turning on
the fan facing the cooling plate resulted in a major
temperature drop, since the resulting airflow passed by
the device. While the transmitter itself is located inside
the foam core of the wing, its heat sink sticks out of the
surface and is thereby directly subjected to the cold
environment, as pictured in Figure 11. The large
temperature drop, as consequence of enforced
convection, led to adding a flow shield in front of the
heat sink in flight direction. This has almost no effect
during the low speed ascent, but creates a wake of low
speed reversed flow at the heat sink during the flight.
By this measure the heat sink can divert enough heat
during the low speed ascent, but will not cool the
transmitter below a critical level during the flight.

Figure 9: Insulation box inside the thermal vacuum
chamber
the bottom-plate, this combination of low density and
relatively “warm” surrounding air is a worst-case
scenario regarding overheating.
An interesting behavior was discovered in the curve of
one of the 12V DC/DC converters, located on the power
supply board inside the avionics box. Here, at some
point a spike in the temperature profile appears and
reappears after some time. The sudden increase in
temperature points to a significantly risen demand on
this power rail. The periodicity suggested that it was a
controlled event. After some investigation, the source

Figure 10: Temperature development during thermal vacuum chamber test
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(9), to ensure a reliable jettison of the hood, while still
securing it safely under all the aerodynamic loads
during normal operation.

Figure 11: Video transmitter with heatsink on the lower
side of the wing
5.

FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM

Figure 12: Flight Termination System: The aft section
of the fuselage is spring-loaded. An electromagnet keeps
it attached during normal operation

Though the flight test zone is located in a very remote
place, the flight has to be conducted in a specific area.
The main concern is a fly-away of the vehicle, which
can travel great distances from the planned mission
altitude. Therefore, a reliable flight termination system
had to be implemented, that reduces the possible range,
as well as the impact energy to a level, where it poses
no significant threat to humans, as demanded by the
ESRANGE Safety Manual [2].

The maximum opening force is the highest occurring
force produced by the parachute during the opening
process. Since this force is exerted over the parachute
rope on the aircraft’s structure, it is important to know
its magnitude. It was calculated according to Knacke,
[3] (p. 5-50). Figure 13 plots the maximum opening
force in different altitudes at various speeds. The
magenta colored lines show the isobars of dynamic
pressure. In normal operation an airspeed corresponding
to the dynamic pressure of 30 m/s at sea level conditions
should not be exceeded. This is highlighted by the
thicker solid isobar. The rope and its attachment are
dimensioned to hold at least 350 N, corresponding to 50
m/s at sea level conditions.

The system uses two different flight termination modes.
One is temporary using control surface deflection to put
the aircraft into a recoverable tail spin. The other is
permanent by deploying a parachute that allows the
rescue of the whole system in case of a failure. The
parachute hatch is kept closed by an electromagnet, so
even in the case of total power loss, the chute is ejected.
Figure 12 shows the inside of the parachute bay. The
parachute (5) is folded inside a plastic container (4). The
container is cut open, thereby holding the parachute in
place while still allowing it to be pulled out easily. The
parachute is attached to the parachute bays hood with a
rope. This hood is spring-loaded (2) and kept in place
by several guides (3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) and an
electromagnet (1). This magnet is controlled by a
separate and simple micro-controller which receives a
live or release signal from a central interface board
monitoring the flight computer health and also enables
the direct pass-through of tele commands. If the pulsing
live signal from this interface board stops or a release
signal is received, the magnet is deactivated. A power
loss of the system would as well affect the magnet.
Therefore, both cases lead to the hood being jettisoned
by the spring, which then pulls out the parachute. The
concept required a clean alignment of all the guiding
parts as well as the magnet and its metal counter plate

Figure 13: Maximum parachute opening force at
different speeds and altitudes
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6.

FLIGHT CAMPAIGN

The flight campaign was conducted in May 2015 at the
rocket base ESRANGE in northern Sweden. Regarding
weather, there were several constraints, the most
prominent being the wind direction. Since the allowed
test area for UAVs is V-shaped and opening to the
north, as marked in Figure 14 by the red surrounding
area, south wind was needed to drift into this section.
Furthermore, the overall wind velocity must be low
enough to not exceed the range limit of the radio link
during ascent. Heavy rain at base would also aversively
affect the radio links performance.
Only a few days after arrival, on Friday the 8th, weather
conditions were favorable and the mission was
launched.

Figure 15: Stable stratospheric flight
From release to landing the flight lasted 68min. During
the flight home, marked in green, course changes were
commanded to test the navigational behavior. Also,
experiments regarding different flight path angles and
flight speeds were conducted, to optimize the headwind
performance in different altitudes. Figure 16 is taken
from the front facing camera while flying towards the
landing site.

The ascent, colored magenta in Figure 14, took 77 min.
At 19550m altitude and 66km ground distance the
release command was given. After falling for several
seconds and adjusting control parameters of the attitude
control loops, stable flight was achieved in about
18100m altitude followed by a coordinated turn towards
base.

Figure 16: View of front-facing camera during cruise
flight towards home base
The aircraft arrived in about 4500m altitude at the
landing site from where it was commanded into
different flying patterns until finally, 200m above
ground, the planned switch to manual control occurred,
to allow for a more defined landing in an area of several
obstacles. After a total mission time of 145min
touchdown occurred just 80m away from the launch
site. At that point the aircraft had travelled an overall
distance of 169km.

Figure 14: Flightpath and flight-test area
Figure 15 depicts the view over the left wing as it
presented itself right after the turn to base had been
completed.
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Figure 17: HABLEG during final approach for landing

7.

CONCLUSION

The success of the HABLEG mission demonstrated that
stratospheric research flights are feasible with relatively
small platforms.
Future work will focus on how balloon launched planes
can complement the research and development of
stratospheric solar platforms.
Furthermore, there are also many opportunities for
further developments and applications directly using
small scale platforms to conduct scientific experiments.
Therefore, the goal is to also extend the capabilities of
these smaller aircrafts regarding altitude, flight time and
launch convenience.

8.
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a description of HARP, summarizes
its performance on prior flights, describes its use on
upcoming missions and outlines the characteristics that
can be customized to meet the needs of the high altitude
research community to support future missions.

The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory (APL) has developed and demonstrated a
multi-purpose stratospheric balloonborne gondola
known as the High Altitude Research Platform (HARP).
HARP provides the power, mechanical supports,
thermal control, and data transmission for multiple
forms of high-altitude scientific research equipment.
The platform has been used for astronomy, cosmology
and heliophysics experiments but can also be applied to
atmospheric studies, space weather and other forms of
high altitude research. HARP has executed five
missions. The first was Flare Genesis from Antarctica in
1993 and the most recent was the Balloon Observation
Platform for Planetary Science (BOPPS) from New
Mexico in 2014. HARP will next be used to perform
again the Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory mission,
a mission that it first performed in 2009.

1

OVERVIEW

The HARP gondola is designed and built by APL,
which has more than 20 years of experience developing
and flying scientific balloon missions and more than
60 years of experience developing and operating
spacecraft and scientific instruments. To date there have
been five HARP missions comprising a total of eleven
flights. The missions were Flare Genesis Experiment
(FGE) (1993-2001), Solar Bolometric Imager (SBI)
(2001-2007), Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory
(STO) (2007-2012), Balloon Rapid Response for ISON
(BRRISON) (2013) and the Balloon Observation
Platform for Planetary Science (BOPPS) (2014). HARP
is now being prepared for its next mission to be
conducted as a Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory 2
(STO2) in December 2015 and after that it will be lightweighted
for
use
on
Gal/Xgal
U/LDB
Spectroscopic/Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory
(GUSTO) that will be a super-pressure balloon flight
planned for a minimum of 100 days beginning in
December 2020. The HARP mission chronology is
summarized in Tab. 1.

The structure, composed of an aluminum framework is
designed for easy transport and field assembly while
providing ready access to the payload and supporting
avionics. A light-weighted structure, capable of
supporting Ultra-Long Duration Balloon (ULDB)
flights that can last more than 100 days is available.
Scientific research payloads as heavy as 600 kg (1322
pounds) and requiring up to 800 Watts electrical power
can be supported. The platform comprises all
subsystems required to support and operate the science
payload, including both line-of-sight (LOS) and overthe-horizon (OTH) telecommunications, the latter
provided by Iridium Pilot. Electrical power is produced
by solar panels for multi-day missions and batteries for
single-day missions. The avionics design is primarily
single-string; however, use of ruggedized industrial
components provides high reliability. The avionics
features a Command and Control (C&C) computer and
a Pointing Control System (PCS) computer housed
within a common unpressurized unit. The avionics
operates from ground pressure to 2 Torr and over a
temperature range from −30 C to +85 C. Science data is
stored on-board and also flows through the C&C
computer where it is packetized for real-time downlink.
The telecommunications system is capable of LOS
downlink up to 3000 kbps and OTH downlink up to
120 kbps. The pointing control system (PCS) provides
three-axis attitude stability to 1 arcsec and can be used
to aim at a fixed point for science observations, to
perform science scans, and to track an object ephemeris.

2
2.1.1

CURRENT MISSIONS
The Balloon Observation Platform for
Planetary Science

NASA and the planetary science community have been
exploring the potential contributions of stratospheric
balloons to perform decadal class planetary science.
Previous work has shown that progress can be made on
over 20% of the current planetary decadal survey’s
important questions. The Balloon Observation Platform
for Planetary Science (BOPPS) flight was planned to
observe comets Siding Spring and Jacques in the near
infrared and in the near-ultraviolet and visible
wavelength ranges. The near infrared camera was used
to measure the ratio of CO2 to H2O emissions from the
coma as a vital diagnostic of the comet’s origins. These
are unique observations that cannot be obtained by any
other means. The near ultraviolet and visible camera
observed at the wavelength of the OH emission from
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Table 1. Mission Chronology
Mission
Flare Genesis Experiment (FGE)

Solar Bolometric Imager (SBI)

Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory (STO)
Balloon Rapid Response for ISON (BRRISON)
Balloon Observation Platform for Planetary Science (BOPPS)
Gal/Xgal U/LDB Spectroscopic/Stratospheric Terahertz
Observatory (GUSTO)

Launch Site
Fort Sumner, NM
Antarctica
Antarctica
Fort Sumner, NM
Antarctica
Fort Sumner, NM
Fort Sumner, NM
Antarctica

Launch Date
Jan. 23, 1994
Jan. 7, 1996
Jan. 10, 2000
Sept. 1, 2003
Dec. 25, 2006
Sept. 13, 2007
Oct. 15, 2009
Jan. 15 2012

Antarctica

December 2015

Fort Sumner, NM
Fort Sumner, NM
Antarctica

Jacques and Siding Spring and were used to test subarcsec pointing and characterize the seeing at balloon
altitudes. A number of planetary targets were also
observed. The optical system and instrumentation
payload provided a unique set of measurements that
enable an increased our understanding of these primitive
bodies and their implications for us here on Earth.

Sept. 29, 2013
Sept. 25, 2014
December 2020

Time of Flight
~6 hours
18 days
17 days
10 hours
5 hours
18 hours
15 hours
14 days
Planned for more
than 14 days
12 hours
19 hours
Planned for more
than 3 months

instrument and APL built an infrared imager capable of
measuring water and carbon dioxide. NASA Glenn
Research Center provided management and engineering
support, and the Balloon Program Office at NASA’s
Wallops Flight Facility, Wallops Island, Virginia,
provided the balloon systems and launch and recovery
operations for the BOPPS gondola. Glenn manages the
BOPPS project for the NASA Planetary Science
Division, Science Mission Directorate at NASA
Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

The BOPPS experienced a picture-perfect launch from
the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility at Fort
Sumner, New Mexico just before 8:30 a.m. MDT on
Thursday, Sept. 25, 2014. The balloon carried the
payload for approximately 19 hours to heights over
127,000 feet until it was brought down west of
Amarillo, Texas, 110 miles from the launch site. The
gondola and payloads functioned well, and sufficient
science and engineering data were collected to achieve
the top-level mission objectives. BOPPS is a highaltitude balloon mission to study the composition of
objects in our solar system from above Earth’s
atmosphere. A number of targets were observed by the
telescope and its two main instruments on board during
the mission. These targets included two Oort Cloud
comets, the asteroid Ceres and the double star Castor.
The goals of the mission were to make visible and
infrared observations to gain insights into the
composition of the early solar system, as well as to
demonstrate the capability that scientific high-altitude
balloon missions offer for future planetary science
endeavors. In successfully completing its mission,
BOPPS produced the first planetary science dataset
from a stratospheric balloon in more than 50 years. The
last prior planetary science balloon borne mission was
the Stratoscope II flight that occurred in 1963 to observe
planets, stars and galaxies. The BOPPS gondola is
shown in Fig. 1.

APL manages the BOPPS project within the Civil Space
Mission Area using the management practices that have
brought success to multiple space and balloonborne
missions. The management team has experience in
planetary and balloonborne missions and also has the
expertise needed for the execution of this mission. The
management approach emphasizes clear lines of
authority and delegation of technical decisions to the
technology experts. This management structure allows
the mission to derive full benefit from the extensive
experience of the expertise of the partnering
organizations and facilitates the necessary schedule and
cost control.
The Balloon Rapid Response for ISON (BRISSON) was
a stratospheric science balloon designed to capture
unique images and data from comet ISON as it passed
through the inner solar system. The balloon was
launched in September 2013 and carried the telescope
and science instruments 37 km (23 miles) above the
Earth's surface to scan the passing comet for clues to the
origins of our solar system. The one-day flight was also
a test to demonstrate the capability of science balloons
to contribute to planetary science from high altitude.
The science payload suffered an anomaly following
launch, preventing the payload from collecting mission
data. About two and a half hours after BRRISON's
launch, the telescope on the gondola unexpectedly

The Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), Boulder,
Colorado, built the near ultraviolet/visible light
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returned to a stowed position. This occurred in an
uncontrolled manner and resulted in telescope impacting
its stow latch at a high rate. The telescope jammed into
its latch and was unable to be redeployed despite
numerous attempts. The pointing control system, as well
as the latching mechanism were both redesigned and
tested before the subsequent BOPPS flight to ensure
reliability of the systems.
2.1.2

Gondola Systems

The design, as illustrated in the block diagram shown in
Fig. 2, is primarily single-string, with all components at
Technology Readiness Level 9 (TRL-9) components.
The gondola comprises all subsystems required to
support and operate the science payload, including both
line-of-sight (LOS) and Over-the-Horizon (OTH)
telecommunications.
HARP has been evolving in shape and capability since
its first test flight in 1995. The gondola is capable of
providing the necessary support for a wide variety of
scientific payloads including those used for helio,
planetary and atmospheric science as well as space and
high altitude weather experiments. The gondola is
designed to fly at altitudes in over 40,000 meters
(131,000 ft.) and thereby provide access to near-space at
a fraction of the cost of spacecraft missions.
2.1.3

Mechanical Structure

The HARP gondola frame can be configured to meet
scientific objects and can be light-weighted to allow use
on a super-pressure balloon that can fly in excess of
100 days. Structural analyses have been performed to
confirm that both the standard and lightweight
structures meet BPO load requirements. The frame is
primarily 6061-T6 aluminum tubing connected by
machined aluminum fittings. It is designed for easy
transport and assembly in the field.
The structure carries and protects the scientific
instruments, the command and data handle system, the
electrical power system, and the actuators for the
pointing control system. The basic dimensions of the
structure (without solar arrays) are between 2 meters
and 3 meters width and depth and 4 meters and 7 meters
in height. The frame is made of standard aluminum
angles bolted together and painted with a white thermal
coating. The structure is strong enough to support a
gondola of up to 2300 kg and is fully qualified to
conform to NASA Balloon Project Office requirements
to remain intact under the 10 g shock experienced at the
end of the flight when the parachute inflates. The
structure, although composed of lightweight structural
elements and fittings is designed to be rigid enough to
comply to provide the means for precision pointing
stability.

Figure 1. The BOPPS Balloonborne Gondola in
Flight Configuration
avionics section and SIP cage. The penthouse section is
at the top of the gondola and provides the supporting
structure to connect a momentum transfer unit (MTU)
with the attachment fitting for the balloon train. The
MTU is a mechanical device that provides for steering
the gondola about the support axis (yaw-axis) by
controlling transfer of momentum between the gondola
and balloon. The communications antennas are also
mounted to the penthouse section. Instrument section is
used to house the scientific payload that frequently is
comprised of a telescope that focuses light onto a
scientific instrument. A tilt control motor is used to
provide telescope pointing. The avionics section is used

The gondola structure is normally composed of four
primary sections: penthouse section, instrument section,
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to provide a base to mount the various electronic
components of the command and data handling and
electrical power systems. At the bottom of the stack is
usually a Support Instrumentation Package (SIP) cage
that provides protection for the BPO provided SIP that
is used to control balloon functions. The SIP cage is
designed to crumple slightly during landing to preclude
damage to the other sections. The gondola mechanical
sections are easily separated to allow for transport to
remote launch locations and to into allow easy postflight retrieval in the field. Solar panels, if used, are
attached to the gondola with aluminum struts and steel
cables. Additional solar panels that provide electrical
power to the SIP are usually mounted to the SIP cage.
2.1.4

integral-derivative PID controller to determine motor
drive based upon signals received from a combination
of sun sensors, star trackers and inertial reference unit.
Pointing stability on the order of 1 arcsec can be
achieved while maintaining the capability for fast
acquisition of celestial targets of interest. In doing this,
the ACC determines the vehicle and telescope attitude
and produces an output that controls the payload
elevation and to control reaction wheel that control the
azimuth orientation as well as damp pendulous motion
effects resultant from the balloon suspension cable.
The azimuth system is actuated through the Momentum
Transfer Unit. A torque motor acts against a large
moment-of-inertia flywheel to provide steering torque to
the gondola. The MTU also provides the suspension
point between the balloon and the gondola, allowing the
latter to freely rotate about the balloon cable. To control
telescope in elevation, a direct drive motor applies
torque between the telescope and the gondola. A
goniometer measuring the angle with respect to the
gondola frame with a resolution of approximately 2.6
arcminutes allows rough elevation determination at all
times. The gondola swings on the balloon cable like a
pendulum, and the azimuth-elevation control system

Pointing System

HARP’s pointing control system has high heritage and
is controlled by the attitude control computer that
resides in Avionics Unit.
The pointing system provides two degrees of freedom
for payload pointing with the entire gondola frame
rotating in azimuth (yaw), while the telescope is tilted in
elevation to point at the target. The Attitude Control
Computer (ACC) that implements a proportional-

Figure 2. HARP Simplified Block Diagram
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Figure 3. HARP Provides Sub-arcsecond Pointing Stability

compensates for this. However, high-frequency roll
modes >0.5 Hz cannot be effectively compensated by
the azimuth control. As such, high frequency roll modes
are actively damped by applying torque to a flywheel
mounted vertically at the top of the gondola and
spinning around the y-axis. HARP’s pointing actuators
have independent control loops operating at a 200-Hz
sample rate. In the event cryogens or other consumables
are used, gondola balance is maintained by using a mass
offset device that consists of a stepper motor to adjust
the position of a balance weight.

in this mode and can be commanded to different
positions.
• Fine-inertial pointing: This mode is used to aim at
a fixed point for science observations, to slew along
a path to a new fixed point, to perform on-the-fly
science scans, or to track an object ephemeris. All
movement in this mode is performed with
programmable constant velocity in inertial space.
Science observations cycle through a series of
stationary and slewing maneuvers in inertial space,
periodically updating the gyroscope computed
position from star camera fixes.

The pointing control system has four tracking states,
each using a different and gradually more sensitive error
sensing mechanism:

Fig. 3 demonstrates jitter of less than 1 arcsec RMS for
long durations.

• Off. This is the state throughout most of the period
from power-up float altitude is reached. This state
does nothing to orient the gondola and payload to
avoid expending power fighting the windmill effect
when rising through the dense portion of the
atmosphere. The control actuators and elevation
drive are not driven and power consumption is
minimized.

2.1.5

Electrical Power System

HARP’s power system design uses batteries, solar
arrays and a Power Distribution Unit (PDU). The solar
arrays consist of subpanels with single-crystal
SunPower C60 cells. APL designed peak power tracker
modules on each subpanel regulate the flow of current
to the batteries. For flights using solar arrays, the battery
stack is composed of Valence U24-12XP Li-Ion
rechargeable batteries. If solar arrays are not used, then
the battery stack is comprised of Lithium Sulphur
Dioxide batteries that are not rechargeable but provide a
better power storage to weight ratio. In either case, the
batteries are packed together in a thermally insulated
container that is mounted on the avionics tray. The
Power Distribution Unit (PDU) distributes power from
the batteries to the rest of the gondola.

• Azimuth-Control: This mode is used when the
telescope is stowed or during a low-power safe
mode to orient the azimuth of the gondola. The
mode is usually used to point the solar arrays to the
desired orientation with regard to the sun.
• Coarse Inertial Pointing: This mode is used to
reacquire accurate inertial knowledge (star camera
fix) in the event it is lost. All control loops operate
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If solar panels are used, they are typically mounted to
the structure in a symmetrical manner to minimize wind
effects. The battery packs provide electrical power
during periods when the solar arrays cannot be pointed
at the sun, as during the launch-to-float phase, as well as
when dealing with the short-duration peak currents
demanded by the pointing system's torque motors.
Typically, a total active area of cells totaling 10 m2
allows up to 1.5 kW to be generated at float altitude.
Silicon photovoltaic cells must be operated in a specific
manner to achieve peak power production. Setting the
operating point is a task performed by the charge
controller within the PDU, which distributes the load
across the panels as the power demand changes. The
charge controller also ensures that the system's battery
stacks are maintained at full charge, sunlight permitting,
and it provides on/off switching capability so that the
payload power status can be controlled by ground
command. The PDU is a non-pressurized unit that
contains a set of linear voltage regulators to distribute
the output from the charge controller to the payload.
2.1.6

programmed downlink path and housekeeping data rate
can be reconfigured by ground command if necessary.
Science data also flow through the C&C computer,
which packetizes, encodes, and sends them to the SIP
for downlink. The C&C computer runs a Linux
operating system and collects a large fraction of the
housekeeping data for the gondola.
2.1.7

Telecommunications

HARP utilizes CSBF-provided telecom systems and
includes the notable addition of the Iridium Pilot system
that dramatically increases data rate. For approximately
the first 24 hours of flight, the gondola is within LOS of
the launch station and uses a UHF radio downlink at a
data rate of 1–3 Mbps. Uplink commanding is available
at 1.2 kbps. When over the horizon, communications are
provided by two Iridium Pilot satellite relay links at
rates up to 268 kbps. A TDRSS link serves as a backup
to Iridium and can be used to downlink housekeeping
data.

Command and Data Handling System

3

The Command and Control (C&C) computer system
interfaces with other subsystems via TCP/IP links. It
also connects to the SIP for communications with the
ground. Ground commands reach the SIP, which directs
them to the C&C computer via redundant serial
connections. Housekeeping data from the C&C
computer itself or received from the PC computer and
instrument computer via TCP/IP are transmitted to
either the LOS or Iridium Pilot downlinks. The pre-

EARLY MISSIONS

The HARP balloonborne gondola has been evolving for
more than two decades and can be adapted to meet the
needs of most scientific objectives. HARP is capable of
performing helio science (sun pointing), planetary
science (inertial pointing), astrophysics (pattern
scanning) high atmospheric studies. Fig. 4 illustrates the
evolution of the HARP gondola from its inception in
1993.

Figure 4. The HARP gondola is reusable, can be accommodate a wide variety of payloads and provides protection
for the scientific payload
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3.1

Flare Genesis Experiment

(wavelength-integrated light) and color temperature
images from which both the irradiance signals and their
underlying physical causes were assessed. These images
were necessary to characterize irradiance variations
associated with subtle magnetic structures, acoustic
oscillations, pole-equator temperature differences, and
rotational-convective cells.

The principal objective of the Flare Genesis Experiment
(FGE) was to understand the origins of solar activity.
Solar flares, Ellerman bombs, and coronal heating are
believed to be caused by dissipation of energy
associated with current-carrying magnetic flux ropes.
This assertion is based on the close association between
magnetic fields and these phenomena and on the paucity
of viable alternative explanations for solar activity. But
advancement beyond this level of insight had been
extremely difficult. The consensus among solar
physicists was that greatly improved magnetic field
observations are needed. Higher resolution, greater
stability during observations, and longer runs without
interruptions were needed to reveal key features of
magnetic energy buildup and release. FGE was a unique
and versatile solar observatory. It could measure the
surface magnetic fields and motions with a
balloonborne 80-cm (aperture) telescope. By observing
continuously from the Antarctic stratosphere the FGE
overcame the principal problems that had hindered
magnetic field observations from the ground.

3.2

Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory

The Stratospheric TeraHertz Observatory (STO) was a
NASA funded, Long Duration Balloon (LDB)
experiment designed to aid in developing an
understanding the Life Cycle of the Interstellar Medium
(ISM). STO itself has three main components; an 80 cm
optical telescope that was used on FGE, a TeraHertz
(THz) instrument package, and the gondola that had
previously been used for FGE and SBI.
Two STO flights have occurred. The first was an
engineering flight launched from NASA’s Scientific
Balloon Flight Facility in Fort Sumner, New Mexico on
October 15, 2009. Test flight instrumentation was used
to evaluate STO’s ability to point and track using
gyroscopes/star cameras with a load varying, cryogenic
system onboard. The second flight was from Antarctica
in January 2012. STO surveyed a section of the Galactic
Plane in the luminous interstellar cooling line at 158
microns (1.90 THz) and the important star-formation
and ionized gas tracer at 205 microns (1.45 THz). The
4-pixel heterodyne receiver arrays on board STO
possessed the sensitivity and spectral resolution needed
to see molecular clouds in the process of formation,
measure the rate of evaporation of molecular clouds and
separate the bulk motion of gas in our galaxy from local
kinematic effects. STO's 0.8m telescope provides
approximately 1 arcminute spatial resolution, providing
more than two orders of magnitude improvement in
spatial resolution over existing data. By building a
three-dimensional picture of the galaxy’s interstellar
medium STO was able to study the creation and
disruption of star-forming clouds in the Galaxy,
determine the parameters that govern the star formation
rate, and provide a template for star formation and
stellar/interstellar feedback in other galaxies. A third
STO flight is planned for December 2015 from
Antarctica.

Three FGE flights occurred. The first flight was an
engineering test flight from the National Scientific
Balloon Facility (NSBF) near Fort Sumner, New
Mexico in January 1994. This flight successfully
demonstrated the performance of the gondola and
scientific payload. Two years later, in January 1996,
FGE was launched from Williams Field, McMurdo,
Antarctica. During its 19-day flight over 14,000 images
of the Sun were recorded. A third flight was conducted
from Antarctica in 2000.. The FGE flights yielded
valuable data and validated the engineering design of
the gondola.
The Solar Bolometric Imager (SBI) was a solar
telescope equipped with a bolometric detector that was
capable of recording images with a high angular
resolution in total photospheric light. SBI provided the
first opportunity to bolometrically image brightness
variations at the solar photosphere, allowing to
determine the contribution of magnetic as well as nonmagnetic solar thermal structures to the total solar
irradiance (TSI) variation. The knowledge of this
irradiance is a key issue for scientists because it heats
directly the troposphere being the most direct effect of
the Sun on the Earth. Solar irradiance variations affect
Earth's climate, but the magnitude of the Sun's intrinsic
variation was uncertain. The Solar Bolometric Imager
(SBI) was developed to gain an understanding of the
sun’s irradiance variation to determine its effect on
climate change. The gondola that was previously used
for FGE was modified to house and control the SBI
telescope and detector.

4

FUTURE MISSIONS

Several mission concepts for use of the HARP gondola
are currently in the early planning stage. The mission
concepts involve launches from Antarctica that will
allow for a flight duration of more two weeks using a
conventional long duration balloon as well as for more
than three months with a Ultra-Long-Duration Balloon
(ULDB). A four to five day trans Atlantic flight
originating from Sweden has also been conceived.

SBI missions where conducted from Fort Sumner in
September 2003 and September 2007 as well as
Antarctica in December 2006. SBI provided bolometric
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4.1

Stratospheric Terahertz Observatory 2

The next flight of the HARP gondola will be a followon STO mission (section 2.3). The payload will be the
same as used on STO; however, the gondola structure
and avionics developed for BOPPS will be used. The
mission is planned to originate from Antarctica in
December 2015.
4.2

Gal/Xgal U/LDB Spectroscopic-Stratospheric
Terahertz Observatory

The Gal/Xgal U/LDB Spectroscopic-Stratospheric
Terahertz Observatory (GUSTO) will map in
unprecedented detail the structure, dynamics, energy
balance, and evolution of the interstellar medium within
the Milky Way and Large Magellanic Cloud. and thus
provide a comprehensive understanding of the inner
workings of these two galaxies. With its 60 arcsecond
angular resolution, high-velocity resolution, and
efficient “On-The-Fly” mapping strategy, GUSTO will
address key unanswered questions about the stellar life
cycle and provide new insights into the birth and
evolution of stars and galaxies. Recent advances in
detector technology over the past two years, combined
with extensive balloon flight experience and the
capabilities of NASA’s Ultra-Long-Duration Balloon
system, enable GUSTO to provide these major scientific
advances at very low cost and risk. From its ULDB
platform at an altitude of 33 km, GUSTO will survey
these two galaxies using three 8-pixel heterodyne array
receivers. The GUSTO receivers provide subkm/s
velocity resolution and bandwidths sufficiently wide to
track all clouds orbiting in the Milky Way and LMC.
GUSTO will detect and locate in three dimensions every
important interstellar cloud in the surveyed regions. The
baseline mission of 100 days can be completed in one
ULDB Antarctic balloon flight, and an extended
mission of up to 169 days is possible. GUSTO has been
proposed to be the next project to be performed as part
of the NASA Small Explorers (SMEX) Program.
Selection for continuation into the detailed concept
definition phase is anticipated to be announced in June
2015. The concept for the light-weighted gondola
capable of supporting a ULDB flight is shown in Fig. 5.
5

Figure 5. GUSTO Flight System (solar arrays not
shown for clarity)
electrical power system can be sized for payloads
requiring only a few watts to more than 800 watts. Both
line-of-sight and satellite communications provide high
data rates to ensure the capture of scientific data.
6
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CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS FOR FUTURE
MISSIONS

The HARP gondola provides a high-degree of flexibility
and it can be readily adapted to meet the needs of
virtually any high-altitude scientific payload. The
pointing system can provide arcsecond level stability in
either day or night operations as well as point the
payload to the sun, moon, planets, comets, and asteroids
and also perform pre-programmed sky scans. The
aluminum frame structure is readily customized to meet
structural needs and can be light-weighted for superpressure balloon ultra-long duration flights. The
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data in relevant flight environments. The aim of HIFiRE
8 is to complete a horizontal flight of a scramjet powered vehicle by 2018. Many of the trajectories chosen
for previous HIFiRE flights were ballistic and experiments were carried out at the end during atmospheric reentry. An alternative approach was used on HIFiRE 2
[3] where the Payload was delivered to the test window
using a three stage Rocket Motor System (RMS) following a suppressed trajectory. During ascent the HIFiRE 2
Payload was shielded from aerothermal loads using a
deployable nosecone. The HIFiRE 2 Payload remained
attached to the third stage rocket motor during the
scramjet experiment. The HIFiRE 8 scramjet powered
test vehicle will be deployed following the HIFiRE 6 [4]
proposal which aims to flight-test an unpowered hypersonic glider with an internal flowpath. Technical challenges that need to be overcome during the HIFiRE 8
project include direct insertion, high dynamic pressure
separation, hypersonic flight control and hightemperature composite materials.

ABSTRACT
HIFiRE 8 is a hypersonic flight test experiment scheduled for launch in late 2018 from the Woomera Test
Center in Australia. This project aims to develop a
Flight Test Vehicle that will, for the first time, complete
30 seconds of scramjet powered hypersonic flight at a
Mach Number of 7.0. The engine used for this flight
will be a rectangular to elliptic shape transition scramjet. It will be fuelled with gaseous hydrogen. The flight
test engine configuration will be derived using scientific
and engineering evaluation in the UQ shock tunnel T4
and other potential ground-based facilities. This paper
presents current plans for the HIFiRE 8 trajectory, mission events, airframe and engine designs and also includes descriptions of critical subsystems and associated
modelling, simulation and analysis activities.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In 2006 the Australian Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DSTO) and the US Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) established the collaborative research program Hypersonic International Flight Research Experimentation (HIFiRE) [1,2]. The University
of Queensland (UQ), Boeing Phantom Works and BAE
Systems are major external program partners. The aim
of HIFiRE is to advance hypersonic flight science in
propulsion, combustion, materials, sensors as well as
guidance and control. Program activities include modelling, simulation, ground testing and flight testing of up
to 10 hypersonic Payloads. Six flight experiments have
been completed so far. HIFiRE has developed an affordable prototype development and experimentation
strategy which has generated high quality hypersonic

2.

LAUNCH VEHICLE

The Terrier-Terrier-Oriole (TTO) sounding rocket
shown in Fig. 1 was identified as a suitable RMS for the
HIFiRE 8 mission.

Figure 1. Terrier-Terrier-Oriole RMS with HIFiRE 8
Payload mounted on UQ launcher at Woomera.

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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The Terrier Mk-70 is a surplus US Navy booster. The
Oriole is a commercial rocket motor jointly developed
by Kratos Defense & Security Solutions Inc. (Kratos)
and Alliant Techsystems Inc. (ATK). The Oriole is a
high performance sounding rocket with a graphiteepoxy motor casing. Preliminary performance studies
suggest that the TTO stack will be able to accelerate the
Payload to the required flight speed. This stack was
initially developed for HIFiRE 2. Hence, using this
stack for HIFiRE 8 is consistent with the incremental
and shared development approach adopted by the program. This stack was originally rejected as a potential
RMS for HIFiRE 8 because it requires deployment of a
fairing at high dynamic pressure. There are also aerodynamic interaction issues at flyer separation that need to
be considered. However, recent work suggests that these
issues can be resolved by a combination of high fidelity
computer modelling, simulation and appropriate ground
testing.
3.

4.

MISSION EVENTS

Tab. 1 contains the main mission events for the HIFiRE
8 flight test experiment. The first stage Terrier will lift
the entire launch vehicle stack off the launch rail and
accelerate it through Mach 1. After first stage burnout
and separation at Mach 2.5, the remaining TO-Payload
stack will coast for a few seconds before second stage
ignition. After second stage burnout, the remaining OPayload stack will coast for 10 seconds before Oriole
ignition. The Oriole will burn for 27.6 seconds and will
burn out at T=+72.6 seconds. The spent O-Payload
stack will complete an unpowered aerogravity turn before Payload separation at T+100 seconds. Subsequently
the Flight Test Vehicle (FTV) will be de-spun using
four aerodynamic control surfaces. The intake fairing
will be deployed while the FTV is flying at -2° Angle of
Attack (AOA). Separating the intake fairing at negative
AOA will create a pressure differential between the internal and external fairing surfaces which will push the
fairing away from the FTV. The primary experiment
will commence at T+105sec and it will end at
T+135sec. There is potential for secondary experiments
after the primary experiment has been completed but
none of these have been defined.

TRAJECTORY

During ascent, scramjet intake and forebody will be
covered by a fairing with a shape that results in a Payload OML which is symmetric about two planes. This
will eliminate aerodynamic uncertainties associated
with internal engine flow and provide a low drag aerodynamic shape during the boost phase. During third
stage motor burn the Oriole/Payload stack will spin up
to approximately 3Hz. After third stage burnout the
Oriole/Payload stack will perform a high-q aerogravity
turn until it reaches the test window. Fig. 2 contains a
depiction of the nominal trajectory, placeholders for key
mission events as well as ‘Mach No. vs Time’ and ‘Altitude vs. Time’ estimates for the ascent phase.

Table 1. Mission events.

5.

HIFiRE 8 PAYLOAD

The FTV will be mounted on top of the Payload Support
Module (PSM). The PSM will contain mission critical
equipment such as FTV separation systems, electrical
and pneumatic umbilicals and a data link between the
Oriole Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and the FTV
IMU. The PSM will be mounted on the Oriole Vehicle
Service Module (VSM) which will contain the thirdstage ignition unit. The Oriole VSM will be mounted on
top of the Oriole rocket motor. A significant portion of
the internal FTV volume will be reserved for fuel storage, the remainder will be available for control hard-

Figure 2. Nominal HIFiRE 8 Trajectory.
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ware, fuel systems, avionics and instrumentation. The
Vehicle Design Coordinate System (VDCS) and a definition of vehicle body roll angles are shown in Fig. 3.
VDCS-origin is at the center of the FTV nozzle exit.

level. Current thrust level predictions based on experimental results and 1-D cycle analysis indicate that the
scaled T4 engine will produce sufficient thrust to cruise
at Mach 7 when operating above an equivalence ratio of
φ=0.8.

Figure 3. HIFiRE 8 Payload.
6.

Figure 5. HIFiRE 8 engine model in T4 shock tunnel
test section.

HIFiRE 8 FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE

6.1. Vehicle Description

The engine will be fuelled with hydrogen stored in a 50
liter high pressure gas cylinder that will be pressurized
to 50MPa. The gas pressure will be regulated down to
more manageable levels immediately downstream of the
gas cylinder to be able to use lightweight pneumatic
fittings, tubing and valves.

The FTV will contain a single, fixed geometry, engine
that is integrated with the underside of the aeroshell. It
will also contain a forebody that pre-compresses the air
flow before it enters the engine. The FTV will contain
two narrow wings and four, all moving, aerodynamic
control surfaces. The wings will be mounted along the
horizontal symmetry plane of the aft aeroshell. Fig. 4
contains a transparent side view of the FTV at 0° AOA
which includes references to some of the major external
and internal vehicle components.

6.3. Avionics
HIFiRE 8 will employ an aerodynamic flight control
system which includes an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) for vehicle attitude sensing, GPS for position and
velocity measurements, four fins and associated electromechanical fin actuators for aerodynamic force/moment
generation and a flight computer that will run the flight
control software. Other on-board electrical subsystems
will include batteries for electrical power, servo control
boards for motor control and power switching boards
for power distribution and management. The FTV will
contain a suite of sensors that will measure pressure and
temperature on the outside and inside of the vehicle and
a telemetry system that will transmit mission and science data to several ground receiving stations.

Figure 4. HIFiRE 8 FTV configuration.
6.2. Engine and Fuel System
A Rectangular to Elliptic Shape Transition (REST)
scramjet [5], designed at UQ, will be used for this flight
experiment. HIFiRE 8 will contain a scaled-up version
of an engine configuration previously tested in UQ’s
shock tunnel T4 [6]. An image of the engine model installed in the test section of T4 is shown in Fig. 5. The
flight test engine will include a 3-D REST inlet, a divergent combustor and a 3-D thrust nozzle. The nominal
AOA for the experiment is 3.5°. At this angle the FTV
lift over drag ratio equals L/D=2.5. The current FTV
weight estimate is 275kg and the FTV will require an
engine that produces 1100N of thrust to be able to fly

On-board battery packs will be assembled using lithium-ion 18650 size cells. The FTV will house 8 DSP
flight computers developed by DSTO based on the PCI104 format. All servo control, power switching and
communication boards share the same footprint. They
can be assembled into stacks such as shown in Fig. 6.
The complete set of electrical and electro-mechanical
hardware is listed in Tab. 2.
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6.5. Flight Control System
Four actuated fins oriented at 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°
roll angle will be used for aerodynamic control. These
control surfaces will all be of the same construction,
sized for the largest loads experienced during flight.
They will be pivoted about their center of pressure to
minimise torque shaft size and power requirements for
electro-mechanical actuators. Following this approach,
it is expected that the actuators developed for the
HIFiRE 4 [7] elevons (Fig. 7) will also be suitable for
HIFiRE 8.

Figure 6. HIFiRE avionics building blocks.
Table 2. HIFiRE 8 FTV electrical equipment.
Qty.
96
4
64
2
8
5
2.5
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
Misc.

Item
Pressure sensor - absolute
Pressure sensor - differential
Thermocouple
Accelerometer
DSP flight computer
Servo motor (4 x actuator, 1 x fuel)
Servo motor power feed
Battery pack
Power switching board
Honeywell HG1939 IMU
Magnetometer
GPS and TM antenna
GPS receiver and GPS LNA
TM transmitter
TM conditioning board
Proximity sensor (2 x fairing, 2 x P/L sep.)
Wide angle camera – external view
Infrared camera – internal view
Analogue conditioning boards

Figure 7. HIFiRE 4 elevon actuators.
It is planned to aerodynamically de-spin the FTV after
separation using the four fins. This will eliminate the
need for a “high q” de-spin system on the Oriole which
currently does not exist. The flight control system will
be developed around the Honeywell HG1930 IMU attitude sensor or the Miltec Mini-HD. The Honeywell unit
is not roll-stabilized and may need to be re-initialised
prior to FTV separation using attitude data from the
Oriole IMU LN-200 developed by Northrop Grumman
(Fig. 8). The Miltec Mini-HD is currently under evaluation. This MEMS-based IMU may be able to handle the
roll rates envisaged without requiring re-initialisation.

6.4. Sensors
HIFiRE 8 will contain three types of sensors: (a) mission sensors such as GPS and IMU necessary to control
the vehicle during the experiment; (b) experiment sensors such as thermocouples and pressure transducers
necessary for recording experimental conditions; and (c)
vehicle health monitoring sensors that keep track of
internal vehicle temperature, pressure, vibration and
other parameters yet to be determined. Sensor measurements will be taken at strategic locations distributed
across the internal and external flowpath of the FTV
including leading edges and control surfaces.

Figure 8. Envisaged Oriole and HIFiRE 8 FTV IMUs.
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Avionics, actuators, fuel valves and other low temperature equipment will need to be thermally insulated from
hot structures and/or actively cooled where necessary.

6.6. Separation Systems
The scramjet combustor will exhaust into a nozzle
which is circular at its exit plane. A deployable manacle
band surrounding the nozzle exit will be used to attach
the FTV to the PSM (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Deployable manacle band.
FTV deployment will be achieved using a push off
mechanism that creates sufficient clearance between
PSM and FTV to initiate drag separation between Oriole
and FTV. Interaction loads and interaction times for
different FTV separation approaches will be analysed
with combined fluid dynamics and kinematics models.
The most effective approach will be selected for further
development. During ascent, the FTV engine intake will
be covered by a deployable fairing to render the FTV
configuration symmetric about two planes. Aerodynamic studies need to be completed to ensure that the fairing
separates cleanly from the FTV after its release. Control
system studies need to be completed to ensure that the
flight control system can handle the associated, sudden,
changes in vehicle aerodynamics.

Figure 10. HIFiRE 8 aeroshell and engine components.
7.

MODELLING, SIMULATION & ANALYSIS

Computational models, created as part of HIFiRE 8
FTV concept development, are being used to build an
understanding of vehicle attributes such as weight, lift,
drag, thrust, stability and controllability. They are also
used to predict stress, strain, deflection and temperature
increase due to aerodynamic and aerothermal loads.
7.1. Gravimetrics
A 3D-CAD assembly representing the current FTV concept was used to extract estimates for vehicle mass, center of gravity, and moments of inertia defined with respect to the Guidance and Control Coordinate System
(GDCS) shown in Fig. 11. Appropriate allowances were
made for non-modelled items such as gas, wiring and
balancing weights. The current weight estimate for the
entire HIFiRE 8 Payload is 350kg, 275kg of which are
allocated for the FTV.

6.7. Materials
High temperature materials, in particular Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC’s) [8], will be employed for fabrication of aeroshell components. These materials theoretically offer significant advantages over metals due to
their low density and small coefficient of thermal expansion. One of the major design challenges for HIFiRE
8 is to find ways to effectively interface structures made
from these materials with adjacent aircraft structures
and components. The aeroshell will be made from impregnated carbon fibre reinforced carbon (C/C) (Fig.
10). The wing will be made from machined C/C plate.
Leading edges and control surfaces will be made from
carbon/carbon reinforced silicon carbide (C/SiC). The
scramjet combustor will be made from C/C. The injector block will be made from a 3D-printed high temperature material. Internal airframe components such as
bulkheads will also be constructed from high temperature composites in order to minimize the number of interfaces between metallic and composite structures.

Figure 11. Guidance and control coordinate system.
7.2. Aerodynamics
The HIFiRE 8 FTV configuration was analyzed using
the Cart3D [9] CFD code. Cart3D is able to read in a
surface mesh model of a vehicle geometry and from this
generate the computational volume mesh. The existing
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surface mesh for the HIFiRE 8 FTV is shown in Fig. 12.
Desired fin deflections can be incorporated using external scripts to rotate individual fins. Cart3D handles the
rest of the volume mesh generation in an automated
fashion.

Figure 14. Lift curves as a function of angle-of –attack,
for a range of flight altitudes at Mach 7.

Figure 12. FTV surface mesh used for CFD analysis.
Cart3D computes parameters including pressure, temperature, density, velocity and Mach No. for the flow
field around the FTV. The computed pressure field for a
specific flight condition is shown in Fig. 13 as an example.

Figure 15. Lift on drag curves as a function of angle-of
–attack, for a range of control surface deflections at
Mach 7.
7.3. Aerothermodynamics
External heat transfer coefficients for the current FTV
configuration will be calculated using reference temperature methods. These methods are based on transforming the incompressible skin-friction solution to the
compressible regime. The transformations depend on
local surface flow conditions including Mach Nos., densities and temperatures previously computed with
Cart3D. Skin-friction coefficients will be converted to
heat transfer coefficients using a Reynolds analogy.
Heat transfer coefficients and material properties will be
used to calculate heat flux into aeroshell and associated
temperature rise in aeroshell components.

Figure 13. Non-dimensional pressure field in y-z plane
at x=1500mm, for Mach 7 and angle-of-attack 2°.
Using Cart3D’s ability to calculate inviscid forces and
moments, an aerodynamic database was constructed for
a large range of angle-of-attack, angle-of-sideslip and
control surface deflection combinations. Fig. 14 contains lift curves extracted from the database for different
AOAs for a range of flight altitudes at Mach 7. Fig. 15
contains lift on drag curves for a range of control surface deflections at Mach 7. In this graph the control
surfaces were all deflected in the same relative direction
with positive deflections corresponding to trailing edges
rotated down.

7.4. Propulsion
A thrust estimate for the HIFiRE 8 engine was obtained
using quasi-one-dimensional cycle analysis. While the
real combusting flow in the engine is far from uniform
at any cross-section, this technique provides an efficient
means for determining the approximate performance of
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an engine. The cycle analysis code described in [10]
was used for the analysis of HIFiRE 8. It enables prediction of the pressure distribution in engine regions
affected by combustion. It is based on the classical gas
dynamic methods presented by Shapiro [11], but with
the flow modelled as a mixture of thermally perfect gases that are in thermal equilibrium. Both skin friction
drag and heat transfer to the wall were estimated with
uniform skin friction and heat transfer coefficients. Inflow conditions to the combustor were determined using
CFD. The combustion modelling approach is shown
schematically in Fig. 16. The area distribution of the
combustion chamber is known a priori and the amount
of fuel allowed to react with the air at a particular station is supplied by a user defined combustion efficiency
curve. The combustion efficiency curve models both the
mixing and kinetic aspects of the engine. Accurate
knowledge of the mass flow rate, momentum flux and
specific total enthalpy of both the incoming air and fuel
is essential for meaningful results to be obtained. The
key limitation of this code when used for scramjet applications is the assumption of quasi-one-dimensional
flow.

ting, an attempt could be made to fly the HIFiRE 8 FTV
to the ground in a controlled manner.
8.

PROJECT TIMELINE

The HIFiRE Conceptual Design Review (CoDR) for the
FTV configuration presented in this paper will be completed in August 2015. Two further design reviews, i.e.
the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and the Critical
Design Review (CDR), have to be completed before
manufacturing can start. The FTV will be assembled
after all manufactured parts and Line Replaceable Units
(LRUs) have been received. When fully assembled, the
FTV will go through a rigorous functional and environmental ground test program which aims to check FTV
operation across all expected flight scenarios and which
aims to expose the FTV to all expected loads and environmental conditions. The HIFiRE 8 launch campaign is
scheduled for late 2018. Post-flight analysis will be carried out subsequently. This will lead to a final report
and a data pack that contains all relevant HIFiRE 8 project documentation. Fig. 17 contains the current estimate for the HIFiRE 8 schedule.

Figure 17. HIFiRE project schedule.
Figure 16. Schematic of cycle analysis method used for
propulsion estimates.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

HIFiRE 8 is the last flight test experiment to be carried
out under the HIFiRE program. It will utilise key technologies and processes developed during earlier
HIFiRE flights. This includes the RMS and the direct
insertion method developed for HIFiRE 2, a scaled-up
version of the HIFiRE 7 engine as well as actuators and
control software developed for the HIFiRE 4 gliders.
The HIFiRE 8 project has the potential to advance hypersonic flight science, including propulsion technologies, materials, sensors and hypersonic guidance and
control. Lessons learned from HIFiRE 8 will inform
developments for future scramjet powered vehicles
including potential applications in scramjet assisted
access to space vehicles.

7.5. Guidance, Navigation and Control
The HIFIRE 8 flight control system will be an extension
of the flight control system developed for the two
HIFiRE 4 gliders. During ascent all four FTV fins will
be locked in at their 0° positions. At separation from the
Oriole the FTV flight control computer will start guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) code. The flight
code will instruct the four actuators to move the fins to
their required positions during the flight experiment.
The flight control algorithms and flight code will most
likely be developed using Matlab/Simulink control system development tools. Aero-databases and gravimetric
models created at DSTO will form critical inputs into
this activity. The HIFiRE 8 GN&C systems will be developed with the primary focus being flight control during the primary experiment. However, resources permit-
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ABSTRACT

This launching mission requires the rocket to be in a

To accommodate the requirements of the sounding rocket

three-axially stable posture when rising and in a

that will be launched soon, this paper develops a new

self-rotatingly stable posture when declining. When the

boom,

its

rocket is rising, the boom can deploy automatically;

deployment doesn’t need proper centrifugal force

when the rocket is declining, the boom can withstand the

generated

the

centrifugal force that is generated by the rocket’s

requirement that the sounding rocket is controlled not to

self-rotations. The boom deploys and is locked so

rotate when rising; it is made by the flexible carbon fiber

quickly that the probe’s detection area is effectively

material and thus has a light weight; its deployment is

guaranteed. The boom is made by the flexible carbon

driven by the bending elastic potential energy, more

fiber material, its automatic deployment is driven by the

reliable and safer; due to its light weight, the effects on

bending elastic potential energy and its base is fastened

the rocket posture of its deployment are minor; its

to the rocket with pins. Relative to the sleeve-type

locking is done by itself but not by the rocket, which

tubular extension booms that were launched previously,

effectively avoids the interference of the separation of

the boom developed in this paper has the following six

the rocket arrow and body with its deployment and

contributions:

enhances the reliability of its deployment; its unlocking

(1) its deployment is automatic, in no need of some

is done by a fuse, more economic and more reliable.

centrifugal force that should be properly generated by the

1.

rocket;

which
by

makes
rocket

six

new

anymore,

contributions:
suitable

for

INTRODUCTION

Chinese National Space Science Center (NSSC) has

(2) it is made by the flexible carbon fiber material and

decided to launch a sounding rocket soon. An electric

thus has a light weight;

field instrument will be included in its payload. To avoid

(3) its deployment is driven by the bending elastic

effects of the rocket remanence and airflow, the electric

potential energy, more reliable and safer;

field instrument needs to extend its probes outside the

(4) due to its light weight, the effects on the rocket

rocket to a certain distance. This can be done by booms.

posture of its deployment are minor;

This

deploy

(5) it is stowed when the rocket is launched. This time,

automatically. This boom is connected to a probe at its

its locking is done by itself but not by the rocket, which

top end and its base at its bottom end. Two booms are

effectively avoids the interference of the separation of

stowed and locked by two clamping and releasing

the rocket arrow and body with its deployment and

mechanisms in the pod of the rocket when the rocket is

enhances the reliability of its deployment;

launched. As a predetermined height is reached, the

(6) this time, its unlocking is done by a fuse, more

rocket arrow and body are separated. These two booms

economic and more reliable.

are then released, deploy, form a straight line and have

2.

paper

develops

a

boom

that

can

directional accuracy. As the rocket arrow is flying, they

MAIN TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE BOOM

are resistant to airflow and the heat caused by the friction

(1) The probe is installed at the top end of the boom and

with air without being substantially bent.

weighs 200 grams. A cable that connects the probe to the

electric field instrument is included in the boom. There
_______________________________________
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are two booms symmetrically installed under the rocket
arrow. When they deploy, they form a straight line. This
line is perpendicular to the axis of the rocket arrow and
these two axes are on the same plane.
(2) When the rocket is launched, these two booms are
stowed. The volume of each is no more than 129.9 mm ×
102 mm × 465 mm. They are symmetrically installed in
a circle with a diameter of 250 mm.
(3) When the boom totally deploys, the distance between
the surface where the probe is installed and the rocket
surface is no less than 1000 mm.
(4) The accuracy of repeatable deployment of the boom
is no more than 0.1°.
(5) When the boom deploys, its fundamental frequency is

The boom is installed in the pod of the rocket. When the

controlled to be less than 20Hz or more than 50Hz.

rocket is launched, it is stowed and locked by the

3.

BOOM

DESIGN

AND

SIMULATION

clamping mechanism via the fuse. After the rocket arrow
and body are separated, the fuse is ordered to unlock the

ANALYSIS
The boom development contains four phases: (1) boom

boom, the clamping mechanism rotates and comes loose

design and simulation analysis; (2) preliminary boom

by torsional springs, and the boom deploys and forms a

prototype development; (3) intermediary boom prototype

straight line by the bending elastic potential energy. The

development; (4) boom-for-flying development. (1) has

torsional spring at the base of the boom have the axis of

been finished and (2) is at work.

the boom perpendicular to the axis around which the

3.1 Boom Design

rocket self-rotates, ensuring that the boom gets locked in

The boom structure is shown in the following seven

the rightful position after its deployment.

figures:

3.2 Boom Simulation Analysis
This paper has done the following three mechanical
simulation analyses for the boom:
(1) boom modal analysis;
(2) boom acceleration response analysis;
(3) boom deployment analysis.
Simulation results show that:
(1) the boom has relatively high fundamental frequencies
both axially and radially, which satisfies the stiffness
requirement of the rocket;
(2) the boom deforms very little both axially and radially
under force. Its maximum stress and deformation are
within the allowed range of values for its material,
capable of standing the test of the acceleration
environment of the rocket;
(3) the effects on the rocket posture of the boom
deployment are minor.
3.2.1 Boom Modal Analysis
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Model Assumptions:
(1) the fuse has a mass of 150g and the probe has a mass
of 200g;
(2) the flexible carbon fiber material has homogeneous
attributes and the effects of the cable inside the boom on
the stiffness of the boom are ignored, which may result
in a higher simulated modal fundamental frequency than
the real one;
(3) the bending elastic potential energy of the boom

The fundamental frequencies for the three chosen values

deployment is ignored, which may result in a lower

are shown in the following table:

simulated modal fundamental frequency than the real

Thickness of The

The Mass of The

The Fundamental

one.

Boom Wall (mm)

Probe (g)

Frequencies (Hz)

Simulation Results for The Stowed Booms:

0.3

170

3.8

The following three figures show the first three modes of

0.4

170

5

the stowed booms:

0.5

170

6.47

3.2.2 Boom Acceleration Response Analysis
Suppose the surface where the booms are installed is
given radially an acceleration of 25g and axially an
acceleration of 30g. The yield limits for aluminum, steel
and flexible carbon fiber are shown in the following
table:
Material

Aluminum

Steel

The fundamental frequencies for the first three modes are

Carbon Fiber

shown in the following table:
Orders

Flexible

Yield Limit
The Fundamental Frequencies

(Mpa)

270

355

800

(Hz)

The following three figures show the cloudscapes for the

1

196.35

stress and deformation of the boom in X-axis direction1,

2

189.97

Y-axis direction2, and Z-axis direction3:

3

207.15

Simulation Results for The Deploying Booms:
Since the range of values for the thickness of the flexible
carbon fiber boom wall that can have the boom easily
bend without breaking is 0.2-0.5mm, this paper chooses
three values from this range which are 0.3mm, 0.4mm
and 0.5mm. The results are shown in the following three
figures:

For the X-axis direction, the maximum stress is 14.3Mpa,
lying in the middle of the probe bar; for the Y-axis

1

Which is parallel to the direction which the boom
deployment takes.
2
Which is perpendicular to the direction which the boom
deployment takes.
3
Which is along the axis of the boom.
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direction, the maximum stress is 33.7Mpa, lying at the
base of the boom; for the Z-axis direction, the maximum
stress is 4.72Mpa, lying in the lower joint of the boom.
The simulated results show that the boom can bear the
acceleration environment of the rocket when it is
launched.

At time 1.33s, the upper joints of the booms totally

3.2.3 Boom Deployment Analysis

deploy, meaning that the booms totally deploy, which is

This section starts with a description of the boom

shown in the following figure:

deployment when assuming the rotating speed of the
rocket arrow is zero.
At time 0s, the fuses unlock the two booms, which is

It takes the booms 1.33s to totally deploy when assuming

shown in the following two figures:

the rotating speed of the rocket arrow is zero.
This section then analyzes the effects on the rocket
posture of the boom deployment.
After the rocket arrow and body are separated, the rocket
arrow will be controlled to be in a three-axially stable
posture. As it rises to about 85km, the boom starts to
deploy. Two cases are considered here. One assumes that
the two booms deploy simultaneously and analyzes their
effects on the rocket posture. The other assumes that
only one boom deploys and the other does not and

At time 0.47s, the booms are totally unlocked and

analyzes their effects on the rocket posture.

continue to deploy, which is shown in the following

(1) Booms Deploying Simultaneously

figure:

Under the assumption that the rotating speed of the
rocket arrow is zero and the two booms deploy
simultaneously, the boom deployment has no effects on
the rocket posture since the two booms are installed
symmetrically.
(2) Only One Boom Deploying
Now consider that one boom deploys and the other does
not. The rocket-arrow-posture-angle-change curve is

At time 0.65s, the lower joints of the booms totally

shown in the following three figures:

deploy, which is shown in the following figure:

The curve for angle changes in roll axis:

At time 0.8s, the bases of the booms totally deploy and
are locked, which is shown in the following figure:
The maximum angle change is 0.0019°.
The curve for angle changes in pitch axis:
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The maximum angle change is 0.00089°.
The curve for angle changes in yaw axis:
5.

Conclusion

Boom design, mechanical simulation analysis, thermal
analysis and preliminary boom prototype development
show that the boom overall design is reasonable,
economic and feasible. Its overall configuration, layout
design and structural design meet all its technical
requirements.

The maximum angle change is 0.0365°.
In conclusion, under the assumption that the rotating
speed of the rocket arrow is zero and the two booms do
not deploy simultaneously, the boom deployment has
essentially no effects on the rocket posture.
4.

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

The boom will undergo mechanical tests and thermal
tests. The mechanical tests include: acceleration test,
random vibration test, impact test and boom deployment
test. The thermal tests include: high-and-low-temperature
circulation test, high-temperature storage test and
low-temperature storage test etc..
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DEMONSTRATION OF A ROCKET-BORNE FIBER-OPTIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
THE FOVS EXPERIMENT ON REXUS 15
Max R. Rößner, Nicolas Beneš, Thomas Grübler, Sebastian Plamauer, and Alexander W. Koch
Technische Universität München, Institute for Measurement Systems and Sensor Technology, 80333 Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT

experiment (Fiber-Optic Vibration Sensing Experiment),
flown on the REXUS 15 sounding rocket, aims at a contribution to this research by applying fiber Bragg grating
sensors in the launcher context.

As an in-flight experiment in the REXUS 15 programme,
the “Fiber-Optic Vibration Sensing Experiment (FOVS)”
aimed at the application of so-called fiber Bragg grating sensors. Fiber Bragg gratings are optical gratings
inscribed into the core of an optical fiber. They allow
for entirely optical measurements of temperatures, mechanical strain and of deduced quantities, such as vibration. Due to their properties - mechanical robustness,
high dynamic range etc. - fiber Bragg gratings are particularly suited for withstanding the harsh environmental
conditions in a rocket vehicle (very high and very low
temperatures, intense vibrations, presence of flammable
propellants, etc.). Measurement systems based on fiber
Bragg gratings have the potential to contribute to emerging technologies in the commercial launcher segment.
Particularly, large sets of measurement data can be acquired with minor mass contribution. This can be applied to techniques such as structural health monitoring,
active vibration damping, and actuator monitoring, enabling lighter structures without compromising on reliability. The FOVS experiment demonstrated a fiber-optic
vibration and temperature measurement system in an actual flight, and evaluated its benefits compared to conventional electrical sensing in the challenging launcher environment. As a side product, measurements regarding the
environmental conditions on the REXUS platform have
been acquired.

2.

THE FIBER BRAGG GRATING

Optical fibers, as they are well-known from optical communications, can also be used to measure temperatures,
strain, and deduced quantities, such as acceleration. One
of the most prominent fiber-optic sensors is the fiber
Bragg grating (FBG). An FBG is manufactured by permanently perturbing the refractive index of the core of an
optical fiber along its axis in a periodic way. This results
in an optical band-stop filter, which reflects light in a narrow band around the Bragg wavelength λB and transmits
light outside this band (refer to figure 1). λB is a function
of the effective refractive index neff of the fiber and the
period Λ of the index perturbation:

λB = 2neff Λ

(1)

The term “effective” refractive index refers to the influence of both the core’s and the cladding’s refractive index
to the propagation of light in the fiber. Both influences are
jointly treated by the effective refractive index.

Key words: Optical Fiber Fibre Bragg Grating REXUS
Telemetry Acceleration Vibration Temperature.

Fiber core
Illumination
λ

1.

MOTIVATION
Transmission

Measuring environmental quantities such as temperatures, mechanical strain and vibration of structural components is a critical task in spaceflight applications. It
has been demonstrated in preceding studies [1, 2, 5–8, 12]
that in certain applications these measurements can be
advantageously and efficiently carried out by means of
fiber-optic systems. However, only few publications exist describing experience from actual in-flight application
of such measurement systems, e.g. [3, 9, 10]. The FOVS

Λ
Reflection
λB

λB

λ

λ

Figure 1. Schematic visualization and working principle
of a fiber Bragg grating
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2.1.

3.1.

The Fiber Bragg Grating as a Sensor

One FBG temperature measurement channel and two
FBG acceleration/vibration measurement channels were
implemented. For the acceleration channels, commercially available sensors designed as published in [11]
were used (manufacturer: fos4X GmbH). The usable
measurement range of these sensors is specified as ±10 g,
with an acceptable overload capability of up to ±50 g.
The resonance frequency is specified to be at 200 Hz. In
this way, vibration measurements are possible using the
acceleration sensors. The sensors were mounted so that
the directions of sensitivity are parallel to the rocket’s x
and z axes, respectively (z is the rocket roll axis). For
the temperature sensor, an FBG was glued to the surface
whose temperature was to be measured.

Both the effective refractive index neff of the fiber and
the grating pitch Λ depend on mechanical strain exerted
on the grating and on the grating’s temperature. In this
way, mechanical forces and temperatures can be quantified by measuring the wavelength at which the FBG reflects light (or by measuring the wavelength at which the
FBG does not transmit light). This is an entirely optical
way of performing the measurement.

2.2.

Potential Benefits of FBG Sensing Systems

FBGs can be a promising sensing technique in the field of
rocket/launcher telemetry systems and spacecraft telemetry systems in general. The absence of electricity at the
point of measurement guarantees that no electromagnetic
interference occurs. The low mass and low volume of
an FBG-based sensor cause little thermal or mechanical
interference with the unit under test. The low mass and
low volume of an FBG-based sensor also allow for easy
accommodation of a number of sensors even under the
stringent mass budget requirements of a launcher. Last
but not least, it is possible to cascade multiple FBGs
along a single fiber. In this concept, each FBG operates
around an individual Bragg wavelength. By wavelength
division multiplexing, each sensor can be individually
queried using a designated wavelength range. This can be
the foundation for large-scale sensor networks with small
mass contribution, inherent galvanic isolation and ease of
application, e.g. even alongside flammable propellants.

3.

Sensors

3.2.

Light Source

An obvious prerequisite for any fiber-optic measurement
system is its light source. For the flown system, a commercially available light source based on the principle of
amplified spontaneous emission in an Erbium-doped fiber
was used (manufacturer: Lightwaves 2020 Inc.). This
working principle is equivalent to the one of the spacegraded light source discussed in [13]. The output power
of the light source is 50 mW.
3.3.

Fiber-Optic Cabling

The fiber-optic cabling of the measurement system is illustrated in the block diagram of figure 3. The generated
broadband light (1550 nm band) from the light source is
distributed to three measurement channels (and a fourth,
unused spare output). In each measurement channel, the
light is sent to a fiber coupler and further on to the sensing FBG. The FBG reflects light at a distinct spectral peak
around its Bragg wavelength, which is coupled out by the
fiber coupler and sent to an interrogator chip.

THE FOVS EXPERIMENT

3.4.

Interrogation

The process of translating the wavelength-encoded measurement information to the electrical world is commonly
referred to as interrogation. For the FOVS experiment,
the edge filter interrogation principle was chosen. It is
based on an optical filter which has a monotonic filter
characteristic (a filter “edge”). In this way, the amount of
transmitted light can be used to quantify the light wavelength. A specialized electro-optic interrogation chip
(manufacturer: fos4X GmbH), implementing this principle, was used in the FOVS system. Inside this chip,
the spectral peak is fed to a beam splitter which splits the
light. One part of the light is sent to the optical edge filter
to determine the wavelength. To cancel out any intensity fluctuations of the light source, a second photodiode,
without the filter, is used as a reference.

Figure 2. The FOVS experiment housed in a standardized
REXUS experiment module.
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Pump Laser

WDM

Unused output

Erbium-Doped Fiber
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Figure 3. Optical block diagram of the implemented and flown measurement system. Continuous lines denote fiber-optic
cabling; broken lines denote light propagating freely inside the interrogator chip.
3.5.

Electronics and On-Board Data Handling

chip through an algorithm and calibration parameters that
were supplied by the manufacturer alongside with the
chips. The calibration of the fiber-optic sensors themselves was conducted using the measurement values of
adjacent conventional (electrical) sensors.

The photo currents of the optical interrogator’s photodiodes were amplified using transimpedance amplifiers.
The resulting voltages were low-pass-filtered, which is
crucial for anti-aliasing and beneficial for noise reduction. Without further pre-processing, the data was stored
on an on-board solid state memory. The sample rate was
15.4 kHz, a number resulting from the cycle times of the
microcontroller code and various other boundary conditions. The measurements of the electrical sensors of the
payload were stored on the on-board memory as well.
A subset of the data was forwarded to the REXUS service module for downlink. The measurement system was
also connected to the lift-off signal of the REXUS service
module to provide the time of lift-off. Thus, all data time
tags can be evaluated relative to the time of lift-off.

3.6.

4.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In addition to the optical (FBG) sensors, the FOVS experiment was equipped with conventional, electrical temperature and acceleration sensors. They were mounted in the
immediate vicinity of their optical counterparts and used
to compare the optical measurements with the electrical
ones. The electrical temperature sensors were NTC resistors and digital LM74 sensors; the electrical acceleration
sensor was a MEMS sensor of the ADXL312 type.

Flight Campaign

4.1.

Temperature Measurements

The launch of the REXUS 15 rocket, flying the FOVS
experiment, took place on May 9th, 2014. The data acquisition system of the FOVS experiment worked as expected. The data of all measurement channels could be
extracted from the on-board memory. The spin-stabilized
rocket was equipped with a “yoyo” de-spin system that
eliminates most of the spin when activated at about T+98.
Other experiment payloads ejected free-falling experiment units during the flight.

The measurements of the electrical temperature sensors
in the experiment are reproduced in figure 4. One of the
sensors (black plot) is the sensor mounted next to the
FBG temperature sensor. These sensors were mounted
near the inner surface of the module wall, what explains
the large temperature changes. The cyan plot belongs to
a temperature sensor at a protected place inside the accelerometer housing. The other plots refer to measurement points at various locations on the printed circuit
board.

3.7.

In figure 5, the readings of the FBG temperature sensor and the adjacent electrical temperature sensor are displayed. One can see that the measurements in general are
in good agreement. The slight deviation of the measurement results around second 200 are assumed to be caused

Data Processing

The Bragg wavelength was calculated from the readings of the photodiodes inside the FBG interrogation
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by a residual temperature gradient between the two sensors, or by unequal thermal capacity of the sensors themselves. The slight peaks at second 0 and second 250 are
caused by violent mechanical events: Rocket ignition and
start of re-entry phase, respectively.

Figure 8 shows the phase of the flight during which mechanical events in other experiments or the rocket systems occurred, such as pyro actuator ignitions.
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Figure 6. Electrical acceleration measurements. z is parallel to the rocket roll axis.

Figure 4. Electrical temperature measurements. Black:
Electrical comparisson sensor to FBG temperature sensor; Cyan: Inside accelerometer housing; Other plots:
Various locations on the printed circuit board.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the temperature measurements
done with the FBG sensor and the (electrical) NTC sensor.
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4.2.

Figure 6 provides an overview of the electrical acceleration measurements throughout the flight. Particularly
prominent features are the centrifugal acceleration in the
x axis, caused by the rocket’s spin, between T+0 and
T+98, the re-entry tumbling between approx. T+250 and
T+380, and the touch-down at T+885.
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In figure 7, the phase between lift-off and rocket burnout
is shown in closer detail. The z axis sensor (rocket roll
axis) channel is in saturation between T+0 to T+5. After
T+5, the characteristic thrust curve of the rocket motor
can be seen. As the sensor is mounted outside the rocket
roll axis, centrifugal acceleration in x axis builds up due
to the spin of the rocket. Superimposed is the vibration
during the ascent. The data interruption at approx. 2.5 s
results from closing and opening a measurement file.
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Figure 8. Acceleration and vibration events caused by
mechanical events on the rocket during the flight. Pyro of
the ISAAC experiment at T+91, yoyo despin release and
despin at T+99, two hatch pyros of the MEDUSA experiment at T+103, release pyros of the MEDUSA free-falling
units at T+106, StrathSat-R2 pyros at T+112, motor separation at T+117.
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In figure 9, the optical acceleration measurements in z direction are plotted. In addition, the electrical acceleration
measurements in the z axis are plotted as well. While the
measurement results are in rough agreement before the
launch, one can see that starting at the moment of lift-off,
the optical and electrical measurements deviate significantly.

This “graceful degradation” made it possible to recalibrate the optical sensor using the data of the electrical
sensor. In figure 11, one can see that the optical measurement results based on this re-calibration are in good
agreement with the electrical measurements (electrical
sensor in saturation from T+0 to T+5).
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Figure 11. Comparison of the measurements of the FBG
and the electrical acceleration sensors in z direction after
recalibration.

Figure 9. FBG acceleration sensor in z direction changing its properties at approx. T+0.

Also in the x axis, very high acceleration loads were
sensed by the optical sensor. The measurement results
state accelerations of more than 150 g. Again, this does
not prove that accelerations really are that high during
launch, but it does suggest that the sensor channel was
operated outside acceptable ranges. In contrast to the
z channel, the x axis channel eventually failed completely. Post-flight tests showed that the complete failure
did not occur because of a malfunction of the acceleration
sensor itself. Rather, the 50:50 directional fiber coupler
of this measurement channel did not survive. In contrast
to the z axis channel, it was, therefore, not possible to
mitigate by re-calibration.

The diagram of figure 10 shows this moment in closer
detail. This diagram shows the short time frame between
rocket ignition and umbilical disconnection (T+0). The
measurement results of the optical channel suggest that
there were accelerations as high as almost 100 g. As the
optical sensor has a specified damage threshold of 50 g, it
is comprehensible that a malfunction occurred. The measured acceleration of 100 g does not necessarily mean that
accelerations really were that high, but it does suggest
that the sensor channel was operated outside acceptable
ranges.
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INTERPRETATION
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It was demonstrated by the FOVS experiment during the
RX15 flight campaign that a fiber-optic measurement system can be operated under the violent environment conditions of a rocket vehicle. In addition, also the limitations of the used setup were shown: Even though the
experiment underwent and survived qualification tests in
line with the recommendations of the rocket user’s manual, the necessity of re-calibration of a sensor arose and
a directional fiber coupler failed. This suggests that even
more stringent qualification tests have to be conducted
for fiber optic systems than for conventional (electrical)
systems.
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Figure 10. FBG acceleration sensor in z direction changing its properties between rocket ignition and umbilical
disconnection. Electrical sensor in saturation for values
outside ±12 g.
Fortunately, the sensor did not cease operation completely. The sensor was not destroyed, but changed its
properties: The information of the electrical acceleration
sensor can be seen in the measurements of the optical one
also after lift-off, but with an offset of roughly 30 g, and
attenuated.

6.

SUMMARY

Fiber Bragg gratings are identified in numerous publications as a promising way of performing measurements
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[3] W Ecke, I Latka, R Willsch, A Reutlinger, and
R Graue. Fibre optic sensor network for spacecraft
health monitoring. Measurement Science and Technology, 12:974, 2001.

under adverse circumstances, as they can occur on spacecraft. The FOVS project contributed to this research by
challenging the measurement principle during an actual
flight. This measurement system consisted of one FBG
temperature sensor and two FBG acceleration sensors,
together with corresponding electrical sensors to put the
acquired data into context.

[4] Harald Hellmann, Olle Persson, Andreas Stamminger, and Alexander Schmidt. Student Education
During the REXUS/BEXUS Projects. In 19th ESA
Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research, 6 2009.

The measurement results suggest that a fiber-optic measurement system based on fiber Bragg gratings can be operated on board a rocket. However, limitations of the implemented system became apparent as well, which have
to be avoided in future implementations.

[5] Lars Hoffmann, Florian Hirth, Max R Rößner, Roland Matschke, Thomas Bodendorfer, Thorbjörn C
Buck, Mathias S Müller, Arndt Reutlinger, and
Alexander W Koch. Fiber-Optic Measurmenet System for Temperature Monitoring of Telecommunication Satellites. In International Conference on
Space Optics, 2008.

The FOVS experiment was a students’ educational handson project. Like any such project, it had to cope with certain constraints, such as limited manpower, limited funds,
and limited time frame. As it was still possible to acquire
measurement data, it is concluded that a fiber-optic measurement system installation e.g. on a large-scale satellite
launcher is feasible and can offer benefits compared to
electrical sensing in certain applications.

[6] A Hurni, C Tiefenbeck, M Manhart, H-V Heyer,
M Plattner, P Putzer, MR Rößner, and AW Koch.
Concept and design of the hybrid sensor bus system
for telecommunication satellites. In Proc. DASIA
2012, 5 2012.
[7] Shigenori Kabashima, Tsuyoshi Ozaki, and Nobuo
Takeda. Structural health monitoring using FBG
sensor in space environment. In 8th Annual International Symposium on Smart Structures and Materials, pages 78–87. International Society for Optics
and Photonics, 2001.
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ABSTRACT

simplifies testing and reduces the time between tests and
the possibility of a potential failure during the assembly
procedure.
For this reason it was decided not to use the flight-proven
First-MOVE mechanism, but to instead develop a new
system using a NiTi-based SMA spring.
To ensure a successful operation of the mechanism during MOVE-II’s mission, thorough testing of the mechanism in all relevant environments is necessary. With high
vibrational stresses and g-loads during launch, as well
as the vacuum and milli-gravity environment during the
coast phase, a sounding rocket is ideal for this purpose.
The milli-gravity phase should be used to measure the oscillations of the solar panel. Therefore an accelerometer
and a magnetic rotary decoder are installed. A thermistor
measures the temperature near the SMA spring.
A camera (GoPro HERO3+ Black) documents the progression of the experiment, especially the deployment
and movements of the solar panel in milli-gravity.
For controlling and interfacing with the rocket in milligravity, ERIS (Electronic Reliable Integrated System)
was developed. ERIS is based on the Compatible and Extendable REXUS Experiment Support Bus (CERESS), an
experiment bus for REXUS developed by four students
from TUM and flown on REXUS 13.[2]
It controls the experiment and provides data acquisition
and storage. The used software is based on National Instruments LabVIEW. The ground station provides displays for all important signals and sensors. All sensor
data are transmitted to the ground via the REXUS telemetry interface.

SMARD (Shape Memory Alloy Reusable Deployment
Mechanism) is an experiment for a sounding rocket developed by students at Technische Universität München
(TUM). It was launched in March 2015 on REXUS 18
(Rocket Experiments for University Students).
The goal of SMARD was to develop a solar panel holddown and release mechanism (HDRM) for a CubeSat using shape memory alloys (SMA) for repeatable actuation
and the ability to be quickly resettable.
This paper describes the technical approach as well as the
technological development and design of the experiment
platform, which is capable of proving the functionality of
the deployment mechanism. Furthermore, the realization
of the experiment as well as the results of the flight campaign are presented.
Finally, the future applications of the developed HDRM
and its possible further developments are discussed.
Key words: SMARD; REXUS; TUM; CubeSat;
MOVE-II; SMA; HDRM.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since 2011 the Institute of Astronautics (LRT) and
the scientific student group WARR (Scientific Workgroup for Rocketry and Space Flight) have been developing a CubeSat called Munich Orbital Verification
Experiment-II (MOVE-II). Because the payload requires
at least 20 W of power, the satellite will be equipped with
four 210x80 mm solar panels. These panels will be in a
stored configuration during launch and will be deployed
in orbit, which makes an HDRM necessary.
Usually a single-shot system is used for such a mechanism. MOVE-II’s predecessor CubeSat First-MOVE
used a mechanism based on melting wires, which was
a single-shot system. This HDRM was launched and
tested on REXUS 4 by the student team VERTICAL from
TUM.[1] The testing and qualification of First-MOVE
showed that the ability to easily reset the HDRM should
be an important design consideration. The reusability

2.

EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW & DESIGN

The SMARD experiment is installed inside a standard
300 mm REXUS module. It consists of three structural
components mounted on a bulkhead as can be seen in
Fig. 1: the camera housing, the ERIS housing and the
frame carrying the experiment assembly.
The camera housing is made of aluminum with a glass
fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) back plate. The onboard computer, ERIS, consisting of three printed circuit
boards (PCBs) is mounted inside an aluminum housing

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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Figure 1. Overview SMARD Experiment
After launch, the HDRM is activated and the panel is
opened by the spring hinges.

which provides stability and shielding.
The experiment itself consists of the mechanism under test and a generic two-unit CubeSat solar panel
dummy loosely based on preliminary requirements from
the MOVE-II mission.

Figure 3. Hinge
Figure 2. Solar Panel

2.1.

The experiment frame is a simple aluminum design providing the necessary stiffness for the experiment assembly to survive the launch on a REXUS rocket as well as a
mounting point for the panel magnetic rotary sensor.
The panel is made of carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(CFRP) and carries thin aluminum sheets representing
the solar cells. The panel is connected to the mounting
frame through two hinges, which contain springs for the
deployment of the panel.
The panel’s resting position is defined by stoppers on the
hinges at an angle of 135◦ from the closed position.
A hook mounted on the solar panel is the connection to
the HDRM. The HDRM secures the hook and therefore
keeps the solar panel in the closed position during launch.
In this configuration the HDRM as well as the hinges
have to withstand all launch loads up to 17 g.

HDRM

The heart of the HDRM is the SMA spring. SMAs are
able to "remember" their original shape. This effect is due
to a solid-state phase transformation between two crystalline structures in the metal. In the cold state, the crystalline structure is detwinned martensite. In this phase
the SMA can be deformed as needed. When the alloy is
heated up the crystalline structure transforms to austenite, which means it returns to its pre-deformed shape.[3]
SMAs can have a reversible stretching of 4-6 % and can
be used for at least 1,000 cycles. They exist in a lot of
different forms, for example: tubings, wires, sheets, foils
and springs.[3]
The temperature at which the transformation from
martensite to austenite starts is called activation or transformation temperature and can be adjusted by slight
changes in alloy composition and through heat treatment.
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In the NiTi alloys, for instance, it can be changed from
above 100◦ C to below -100 ◦ C.[4]
The activation temperature of the SMA spring used for
SMARD is about 85◦ C. When the SMA cools down it
transforms into a twinned martensite phase, until it is deformed again mechanically, which resets the metal of the
used spring to its starting configuration, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.

Figure 6. Positioning of the HDRM

This is done by the slider, which can move between two
positions: closed (during launch) and open.
Closed is the default position, when the HDRM is not activated (Fig. 7).
In order to contract the SMA spring, the activation temperature of about 85◦ C has to be reached. By applying an
electrical current of 1.9 A at a voltage of 3.3 V for 10 s the
SMA spring heats up to the activation temperature due to
the ohmic resistance of the spring wire itself.
With a contraction force of about 6 N the SMA spring
overcomes the opposing mechanical spring force and
therefore moves the slider into the open position (Fig. 8).
Figure 4. Solid-State Phase Transformation of Shape
Memory Alloys [3]

The SMA spring used for the HDRM has a force of 6 N
and a stroke of 6 mm. The outer diameter is 4.47 mm and
the used wire diameter is 0.735 mm.
The HDRM consists of five parts: a housing, an aluminum slider, an insulation plate, a mechanical spring,
as well as an SMA spring.
The slider is placed in the housing, while both springs
are attached to the slider on one end and to the housing
on the other end, as can be seen in Fig. 5. Both springs
operate as tension springs. The whole HDRM is then
mounted onto the experiment frame with an insulation
plate made of glass fiber between the HDRM and the aluminum (Fig. 6 insulation plate not shown).
The HDRM’s main task is to either lock the solar panel
hook in position or release it.

Figure 7. HDRM closed

Figure 8. HDRM open

2.2.

Electronics Segment Overview

The electronics segment mainly consists of a measurement and control system called ERIS, sensors to measure

Figure 5. HDRM
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LabVIEW 2013. The main functions of ERIS can be described as follows:

experiment data and the activation of the HDRM.
ERIS is based on CERESS.[2] ERIS uses the newest
sbRIO board (sbRIO-9626), by National Instruments for
data storage and experiment control, using its integrated
SD-card and RS-485 interface.
It has smaller dimensions and lower mass than the one
used in CERESS.[5] The experiment is controlled by
ERIS which acquires data from all sensors and stores the
data on an on-board SD-card. Additionally, important
parts of the data are sent down to the ground station using
the CERESS telemetry protocol and the REXUS SM data
link.
2.2.1.

Timeline Execution of Events: Although the REXUS
SM provides the experiments with three user definable signals, ERIS utilizes an internal timeline in order to trigger more events (e.g. restarting the camera). The three signals are: Start Of Experiment
(SOE), Start Of Data Storage (SODS) and Lift-Off
(LO).[6]
The timeline is executed on the real-time (RT) CPU
of the sbRIO. When a certain event should occur, the
timestamper of the FPGA sends an interrupt.[2]

Data Acquisition System

Timestamping: Using the FPGA of the sbRIO-9626,
ERIS utilizes two timers: one which is started during the booting sequence of the system and the other
that is started after LO in order to be able to commence the timeline at exactly defined times. Both
timestampers have an accuracy of up to 1 ms.

The sbRIO-9626 provides a powerful fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) with two million
gates as well as a 400 MHz real-time central processing
unit (CPU). Furthermore 110 digital I/Os and 32 analogue channels are integrated.[5] The acquired data are
partially sent down to the ground station with the RS-485
interface while the rocket is in flight.
The sbRIO is connected to two Power and Sensor Interface Boards (PSIBs). These boards provide connections
to all sensors and the REXUS SM. The REXUS Service
Module (SM) supplies all experiments with power. [6]
Since its 28 V are unregulated and too high for the
components used in the experiment a voltage converter
is needed that is also located on the PSIBs. They provide
regulated power for all systems including the sbRIO.
Furthermore they include a voltage converter for the
HDRM. They provide regulated power for all systems
including the sbRIO. Furthermore they include a voltage
converter for the HDRM.
This voltage converter has an output voltage of 3.3 V and
can deliver up to 5 A of current which is approximately
the range of power, which a CubeSat can provide for the
HDRM.
2.2.2.

Telemetry Generation: Telemetry packages, which are
generated on the FPGA and sent by the RT CPU, are
used to send data to the ground station as a backup.
The message format used in ERIS, like CERESS,
includes a 40 bit header, the relevant data, and for
verification of the sent data a checksum and cyclic
redundancy checksum.
Event Logging: After an event a log file is generated
and stored on board on the internal non-volatile storage of the sbRIO-9626. It contains all state changes,
signal changes and file information, which prevents
unwanted data loss due to file overwriting.
Signal Detection and Handling: The signals provided
by the REXUS SM (SOE, SODS and LO) are detected by ERIS and observed in case of a change of
the signals. Since the LO signal is hardware driven,
a debouncing of the signal is necessary. For this purpose, if the signal is true, the software checks the
signal for a time span of 200 ms. Every 10 ms a sample is taken and only when all samples are true, the
signal will be accepted as received by the OBDH.

Sensors

Data Acquisition: There are two types of data acquisition implemented in ERIS: the digital data acquisition and the analogue data acquisition. The temperature and maintenance data, such as voltage and current of the supply lines, are analogue signals, which
do not need a certain protocol. The accelerometers
are connected via serial peripheral interface (SPI)
bus. Voltage and current of the SMA spring power
supply and the voltage across the SMA spring while
it is being activated is measured using an analogueto-digital converter (ADC) chip connected via SPI
to the sbRIO. The current running through the SMA
spring while it is being activated is measured using a
Hall effect based current sensor, which is connected
to an analogue channel of the sbRIO.

Several sensors are used to measure the deployment of
the solar panel and to monitor the temperatures of the
electrical components.
The magnetic rotary encoder chip tracks the opening angle of the solar panel at a sample rate of 10 kHz with
a resolution of 12 bit over a full revolution of 360◦ .
Two accelerometers (type LIS331H) with a range of
±24 g and the same 10 kHz sample rate are used to track
panel oscillations while opening. Additionally two NTCthermistors are used to measure the heating of the SMA
spring and the surrounding components.

2.3.

Software Design

Data Storage: The data generated by the data acquisition system are stored on the on-board 2 GB SD-card

The software for SMARD is part of the ERIS system and
was programmed, based on the CERESS software, using
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forwarded to an SQL-handler which sends them to the
MySQL database via LAN. Multiple clients can now connect to the database and asks for data, which is returned
to the client via SQL. These data are then parsed by the
client and the results are shown on the displays.

with a possible maximum rate of 2 MBps. ERIS uses
the File Allocation Table (FAT) file system provided
by the SD-Card Module.
The binary data are stored in one file on the SD-card,
since different acquisition rates are used (10 kHz for
the magnetic rotary encoder, 1 kHz for the acceleration sensors and 1 Hz for the remaining analogue
sensors).

3.

Camera and Mechanism Control: A digital signal on a
pin of the GoPro connector activates the camera and
a signal on another pin initializes the recording and
storage of the images. The camera is deactivated
after the experiment has ended in order to ensure a
safe storage of the video file.
The mechanism on the other hand is also controlled
by a digital signal to the interface boards. These then
apply power to the mechanism, thereby activating it.

2.4.

FLIGHT RESULTS

The EuroLaunch RX-18 housekeeping data show that
REXUS 18 lifted off at 13:29 UTC on the 18th of March
2015 from ESRANGE, reaching its apogee of 81.7 km at
140 s into the flight.
During the launch SMARD was exposed to a maximum
of 16.8 g. A yo-yo de-spin to initiate the milli-gravity
phase was unsuccessful, resulting in a continued roll rate
of 2.7 Hz and thus, due to the centrifugal acceleration of
this rotation, preventing the rocket from entering a state
of weightlessness. Upon reentry, a flat-spin phase around
all three axes of the rocket, exerted strong and quickly
alternating forces on the experiment for roughly 150 s.

Ground Segment

The ground station (GS) is implemented in LabVIEW
2013 and SQL.
Since the main purpose of the ground segment is to receive real-time data from ERIS, it has only been slightly
modified from the original CERESS GS software.[2]
The SMARD ground segment consists of the ground station, including a server and clients, which interface with
the ESRANGE ground segment. The SMARD ground
segment is connected to ERIS via the RS-232 TM/TC
connection provided by the ESRANGE ground segment
system. The main functions of the ground station are:

3.1.

HDRM and Panel Movements

Fig. 9 shows the rotation of the panel around its axis. Instead of swinging open, the solar panel remained closed
due to the centrifugal forces, which were caused by the
continued spinning of the rocket. However, a small orientation change of the panel occurred as the HDRM was
activated shortly after the 600 s mark. This is due to
the fact that the HDRM performed nominally and the
panel was released from the mechanism. This thesis is
also supported by accelerometer data in Fig. 10, where a
peak upon HDRM activation shows that the panel slightly
moved. Finally, in the GoPro footage the release can be
clearly seen.
Strong movements (Fig. 9) and accelerations (Fig. 10)
can be observed from 720 s onward. Here the panel
is opened and closed rapidly by alternating centrifugal
forces due to the rocket being in flat spin during reentry.
This behavior prevents evaluation of the opening movement of the solar panel as it would have been in milligravity.
Since the panel did swing open and closed, when the direction of forces changed, and the hook as well as the
HDRM itself were undamaged after the flight, it can
be said that the SMARD mechanism itself performed as
planned and released the panel upon activation.

• Provide status information of the experiment (acceleration, temperature, voltage, errors, etc.)
• Verify experiment success
• Data backup in the unlikely event of recovery failure
The heart of the ground station is a MySQL database that
handles the distribution of telemetry (TM) packages and
provides access for multiple clients, such as the scientific
display, which shows the acceleration values of the sensors, by using the Open Database Connectivity-Protocol
(ODBC) over LAN. Therefore further clients can easily
be added without the need of a time-consuming system
reconfiguration.
The database is fed by a LabVIEW program (TM receiver) running on a Windows PC, where the RS-232
connection is located. This TM receiver handles the
low-level RS-232 serial communication functions such as
byte-wise reading from the serial port buffer.
In order to handle the incoming serial data, a TM decoder
program checks the packages for errors and reads the report ID of the package to identify the data type. Based
on this, the appropriate decoder program splits the data
stream according to the decoding definition.
These separated data packages (binary format) are then

3.1.1.

SMA Spring

As soon as the liftoff occurred the SMA spring started
to heat up as can be seen in Fig. 11 (page 7), resulting
from the heating of the rocket itself. However, one can
still clearly see a change in temperature gradient at the
time the spring actuation occurred. Concerning the maximum temperature of the SMA spring, a precise statement
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Figure 9. Magnetic Rotary Decoder Data of the Solar Panel Movements

Figure 10. Acceleration of Panel Z-Axis in Bulkhead Coordinates (Differential)
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cannot be made due to the lack of direct contact between
the sensor and the SMA spring. The maximum temperature of a component was the bulkhead with about 65◦ C,
which is less than the activation temperature of 85◦ C for
the SMA spring.

Figure 12. SMA Voltage

Figure 11. Temperature Curves of sbRIO (blue), Bulkhead (red), Traco (yellow) and the SMA Spring (purple)

In Fig. 12 you can see the voltage across the HDRM.
The used SMA spring driver section is set to a voltage of
3.3 V. The spring driver section should regulate the voltage to this fixed level, but it is normal that due to errors in
the feedback loop the voltage can vary a little bit. Also,
the voltage stays below to the nominal 3.3 V due to the
voltage drop in the cables of the HDRM. The used SMA
spring driver can deliver up to 5 A of current.
The maximum current of 1.95 A (Fig. 13) and the maximum power draw of 6.15 W of the SMA were slightly
less than expected but within the constraints of the
MOVE-II electrical power system, proving the usability of an SMA-based mechanism on CubeSats. Due to
the rising temperature and the associated increase of the
springs’ ohmic resistance, it can be observed that both the
power and current decrease while the mechanism is being
activated (Fig. 13).
The MOVE-II CubeSat design currently employs an EPS
board from Clyde Space that is capable of delivering
a maximum power of 30 W depending on battery loading state. This shows that the developed HDRM could
be used without any problems regarding the power consumption.
The decrease in current and power during activation tells
us, that the resistance of the HDRM increases. On the
one hand this effect results from the rise in temperature
of the SMA material and on the other hand the resistance
also increases because of an increase of contact resistance
between the conductive parts inside the HDRM during
movement.

Figure 13. SMA Current

3.1.2.

Electronics

Throughout the flight, SMARD’s electronic boards and
sensors all performed nominally and collected data which
was stored and, in parts, sent down to the ground station.
Fig. 11 shows the temperatures of different components
over time. By comparing the curves of the bulkhead temperature and the main DC/DC converter temperature (labeled "Traco" in Fig. 11), one can clearly see how well
insulated the electronics boards are from the bulkhead:
especially for the Traco, the temperature rise is primarily
due to its self-heating since the rate of heating does not
increase at liftoff.
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3.2.

Post Flight Tests

The evaluated flight data are already being used at TUM’s
Institute of Astronautics to further scale down the HDRM
within the scope of a bachelor thesis.
The aim of the bachelor thesis is to improve the electrical
conductivity as well as the size of the mechanism and to
consider a protection against possible resonance effects.

After the experiment was recovered and returned to the
SMARD team it turned out the panel itself took no damage from the strong "flapping" movements during reentry. In contrast the hinges took severe damage, including
plastic deformation of the lever, making the panel hard to
move around its rotation axis. Since the damage results
from the harmful conditions of reentry, it does not impair
the hinge’s future use for MOVE-II.
The HDRM itself including the SMA spring was tested
and activated after the launch and still worked nominally,
proving the SMARD-mechanism’s durability and suitability for a CubeSat and the multitude of tests preceding
its launch.
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4.

• ZARM

CONCLUSION

• SSC
In summary the team SMARD developed a fully functional HDRM for CubeSats based on SMA. It was successfully verified on board a sounding rocket. An important goal of the experiment was to measure and observe
the oscillations of the solar panel during milli-gravity.
Since the REXUS 18 mission unfortunately did not have
a milli-gravity phase, these measurements could not be
made. The estimated success can be split into three categories based on the experiment objectives. Success values have been assigned to each category with a total of
100 % meaning complete experiment success:

• SNSB
• RYMDTYRELSEN
• ESA
• National Instruments
• Ingpuls
• Gutekunst Federn
• DAAD

• Functional verification of the mechanism on its first
flight: 60 %.

• Bund der Freunde der TUM

• Visualization of solar panel deployment: 10 %.

• TUM/LRT

• WARR

• Measurement of solar panel movement in milligravity: 30 %.
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This analysis will be done by in-situ measurements in
the thermosphere between 80 and 240 km with two
launches into opposite conditions. The same payload
will be refurbished and reflown during one single
launch campaign.

ABSTRACT
Initiated in 2012 by the Swedish National Space Board
(SNSB), a new programme dedicated for Swedish
scientists to gain access to space using balloons and
sounding rockets was started. This programme promotes
the possibility to ensure continuity in both the science
and the technology used.
The sounding rocket part of this national programme
started with three possible missions. SPIDER (Small
Payloads for Investigation of Disturbances in Electrojet
by Rockets) from the Space and Plasma physics
department of KTH, O-STATES (Oxygen Species and
Thermospheric Airglow in The Earth's Sky) from the
Department of Meteorology Stockholm University
(MISU) and LEEWAVES (Local Excitation and Effects
of Waves on Atmospheric VErtical Structure) that is
collaboration between KTH and MISU. These three
missions were planned for launches in 2015 and 2016.
SSC has been contracted on a launch ticket basis to
provide the launch and service to the scientific
instrumentation.
This paper presents the SPIDER, O-STATES and
LEEWAVES missions focussing on a mission related
technical solutions perspective.
1.

SSC is contracted for the project and MISU and partners
are providing the instrumentation.
The payload instrumentation consists of photometers
and optical oxygen probes from Department of
Metrology at Stockholm University (MISU), FIPEX
electrical oxygen sensors from Institute of Space
Systems at Stuttgart University (IRS) and from the
Technical University Graz (TUG) ion-, electron probes
and a faraday antenna system.
All instrumentation except the side looking oxygen
probes are forward looking and covered by the nose
cone during lift-off. The nose cone is then jettisoned to
expose the instrumentation while hatches are released to
expose the side looking instruments.
1.2. O-STATES 14-inch payload

SOUNDING ROCKET MISSIONS

The Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) issued a
call for ideas for rocket and balloon missions within the
new programme and initially two rocket missions were
chosen and funded:
SPIDER, Small Payloads for Investigation of
Disturbances in Electrojet by Rockets
O-STATES, Oxygen Species and Thermospheric
Airglow in The Earth's Sky
Additionally a third mission was chosen:
LEEWAVES, Local Excitation and Effects of Waves on
Atmospheric VErtical Structure
1.1. O-STATES mission
O-STATES (Oxygen Species and Thermospheric
Airglow in The Earth's Sky) is a mission with Professor
Jörg Gumbel from the Department of Meteorology at
Stockholm University (MISU) as principal investigator.
The scientific goal is to perform analysis of O2
atmospheric band airglow to characterize remote
sensing techniques. These techniques can for instance
be used for weather predictions.

Figure 1, Payload configuration
_______________________________________
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The front looking instrumentation is located in the
optical module.
The top deck works as means of mounting for the
antennas, probes and electrical sensors as well as a seal
to prevent gases from inside the payload to disturb the
optical measurements.
The middle deck is the mounting fixture for all of the
photometers. It is also liquid cooled to work as an
energy buffer for the electrical (PELTIER) cooling
system integrated into the photometers. The cooling
deck is cooled to approximately 2°C on ground before
lift-off and then heat is transferred from inside the
photometers and dumped into this cool mass for the
duration of the flight to keep an even low temperature
on the sensors.
The lower deck holds all instrument electronics as well
as the thermal control and electrical cooling control
electronics. Also a remote set of data collection units for
the service module is located here.
The module is flushed by dry nitrogen on ground to
prevent condensation when running the cooling system.

Figure 3, Oxygen module
The service module (SM14) is the core of the OSTATES data system. Its main objectives are to
provide:
- means for data collection from all payload
units
- communication between payload and ground
for transmitting scientific data
- attitude and position data for correlation with
the scientific data
- data for vehicle tracking
- activation and timing of the pyro activators
controlling the release of nose cone and
hatches
- power to all payload units
- umbilical connections

Figure 2, Optical module
The side looking oxygen probes are located in the
oxygen module. Hatches are released to expose the
instruments at the region of interest.
The instruments are purged with dry nitrogen on ground
to keep optics clean and for test purposes in ambient
pressure.

Figure 4, Service module (SM14)
The SM14 was developed initially for the PHOCUS
mission in 2011. It was built to be the service system
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backbone of Swedish national 14-inch payloads. It also
has the possibility to extend and add external systems
and complies with CCSDS standards.

1.4. SPIDER 14-inch payload

Some selected features of the SM14 system are:
- 8 x galvanically isolated full duplex RS422 for
external users
- Multiple RS422/RS485 for internal use
- 8 bit parallel output
- 4 x SpaceWire interfaces
- GMSK cmd input
- GMSK bitsychronizer output
- OCXO input
- OCXO for slant range
- 2 x CCSDS telemetry interfaces (1.25 to 10
Mbit/s)
- 2.5 Mbit, 5W, S-band, FM downlink
- Internal H/K
- System power control
- 15 x 1A LCL power switches for external users
- 1 x 3.5A LCL power switch for external user
- Local H/K storage SD
- COCOM GPS receiver
- Time synchronizations
- 6 pyro control channels
- 3 x 3200 mAh, NiMh, redundant batteries
- 90 x Analog I/O, 16 bit (1 x 30 local / 2 x 30
remote)
- 3 x Digital I/O, 16 bit inputs / 8 bit output (1 x
local / 2 x remote)
- 12 LVDS pulse counters (4 x local / 8 x
remote)
- DMARS-R, Roll Gimbaled Inertial Navigation
System

Figure 5, Payload configuration
The FFU’s are release simultaneously at an altitude of
approximately 60 km to 65 km and use the residual spin
rate (vehicle final spin rate is 3 to 4 Hz) to deploy their
eight (8) individual wire booms, four (4) Langmuir and
four (4) E-field probes each.
All scientific data is stored locally in the FFU’s and then
their internal tracking and parachute recovery system
will be used for location after landing providing position
data for helicopter recovery and scientific data
extraction.

The O-STATES payload is ready for launch in august
2015 as the first rocket payload under the Swedish
national balloon and rocket programme.
1.3. SPIDER mission

The service module used for SPIDER, SM14 light, is a
simplified version of the SM14 module from PHOCUS
and O-STATES.
Its main objectives are to provide:
- communication between payload and ground
for transmitting tracking and recovery system
data.
- safety/activation/timing of pyro activators
controlling the release of FFU’s.
- power internally and to the SPIDER modules
- umbilical communication before lift-off
- a complementary system to be run in parallel
projects to the SM14 where the requirements
from the service system are less

SPIDER (Small Payloads for Investigation of
Disturbances in Electrojet by Rockets) is a mission with
Associate Professor Nickolay Ivchenko from the Space
and Plasma physics department of KTH as principal
investigator.
The scientific goal is to study turbulences in the auroral
electrojet.
This analysis will be done by in-situ multi point
measurements in the atmosphere e-region between 95
and 115 km. Ten (10) free flying units with Langmuir
and e-field probes will be released simultaneously from
the main payload to perform these measurements.
SSC is contracted for the project while KTH is
providing the free flying units and ejection mechanisms.
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Meteorology at Stockholm University (MISU) as
principal investigator.
The scientific goal is to study gravity waves in the
atmosphere.
This is done by measuring vertical profiles of horizontal
winds from 70 km to 100 km or preferably more.
Initially this was planned to be done by launching three
(3) identical payloads with four (4) falling spheres each
during one campaign and in coordination with the
airborne DLR campaign GW-LCYCLE in the beginning
of 2016.
SSC is contracted for the project while KTH is to
provide the falling spheres and their ejection
mechanisms.
1.6. LEEWAVES 14-inch payload
Figure 6, Service module (SM14 light)
Some selected features of the SM14 light system are:
- 8 x galvanically isolated full duplex RS422 for
external users
- Multiple RS422/RS485 for internal use
- 8 bit parallel output
- 4 x SpaceWire interfaces
- GMSK cmd input
- GMSK bitsychronizer output
- OCXO input
- OCXO for slant range
- 3 x CCSDS telemetry interfaces (1.25 to 10
Mbit/s)
- 1.25 Mbit, 5W, S-band, FM downlink
- Internal H/K
- System power control
- 8 x 1A LCL power switches
- 5 x power switches (isolated DC/DC converted
power (+5.1V/+12V/+28V)
- Local H/K and data storage SD/USB
- CAN bus
- Ethernet i/f
- COCOM GPS receiver
- Time synchronizations
- Battery charging
- 6 pyro control channels
- 6800 mAh Li-Ion battery
- 4 x analog I/O, 16 bit
- 1 digital I/O, 20 bit (4 frequency counters)

Figure 7, payload configuration
The falling spheres are release simultaneously at an
altitude of approximately 60 km to 65 km and during
ascent and descent record these vertical wind structures
with internal sensors.
All scientific data is stored locally in the falling spheres
and then their internal tracking and parachute recovery
system will be used for location after landing providing
position data for helicopter recovery and scientific data
extraction.

SPIDER is currently planned to be launched in a
combination payload with LEEWAVES in early 2016

The service module (SITT) used for LEEWAVES is an
even more simplified version of the SM14 and SM14
light modules used on PHOCUS, O-STATES and
SPIDER.

1.5. LEEWAVES mission
LEEWAVES, (Local Excitation and Effects of Waves
on Atmospheric VErtical Structure), is a mission with
Professor Jörg Gumbel from the Department of
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Its main objectives are to provide cheap disposable
technology with:
- Communication between payload and ground
for transmitting tracking data
- safety/activation/timing of pyro activator
controlling the release of falling spheres
- internal power
- umbilical communication before lift-off

1.8. SPIDER/LEEWAVES payload

Figure 8, Service module (SITT)
Some selected features of the SITT system are:
- 20 Kbit, 1W, S-band, FM downlink
- Internal H/K
- System power control
- 8 x 1A LCL power switches
- 5 x power switches (isolated DC/DC converted
power (+5.1V/+12V/+28V)
- Local H/K and data storage USB
- CAN bus
- Ethernet i/f
- COCOM GPS receiver
- Time synchronization
- Battery charging
- 6 pyro control channels
- Up to 6800 mAh Li-Ion battery
- 4 x analog I/O, 16 bit
- 1 digital I/O, 20 bit (4 frequency counters)

Figure 9, Payload configuration
The SPIDER modules are under preparation for payload
AIT while the LEEWAVES module is under
development. All service system, service module,
recovery system etc. are ready for payload AIT and the
launch planned for early 2016.
2.

CONCLUSIONS

Currently the Swedish National Space Board is funding
a running programme dedicated for Swedish scientist to
gain access to space.
This promotes the possibilities for continuity in science
and technology. It also by that promotes the means to, in
a longer perspective, do science in a more cost efficient
way, thus giving the scientist more science for the
budget.

LEEWAVES is currently planned to be launched in a
combination payload with SPIDER in early 2016
1.7. SPIDER/LEEWAVES combination
SPIDER was initially planned to be launched in late
2014. When the dedicated NIKE booster failed
inspection the only viable option was to move the
payload to a single stage S30. This, in combination with
the cancellation of the LEEWAVES mission, their
similar apogee requirements and similar launch date
requirements, provided the foundation for the decision
to combine the two. The S30 motor provides more than
enough capacity for this combination.
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described a few of them as well as some upcoming
ones.

ABSTRACT
Stratospheric balloons and sounding rockets can provide
an ideal in-flight platform for performing re-entry and
other high speed tests off different types of vehicles and
techniques. They are also ideal platforms for testing
different types of recovery systems such as airbrakes
and parachutes. This paper expands on some examples
of platforms and missions for drop tests from balloons
as well as sounding rockets launched from Esrange
Space Center, a facility run by Swedish Space
Corporation SSC in northern Sweden.
1.

Norway

Finland

INTRODUCTION

With an increasing interest to test and validate re-entry
systems of various kinds in-flight, an increased demand
on flight opportunities from Esrange Space Center can
be expected. Stratospheric balloons that are launched
from Esrange has a capacity to lift a mass up to 2 tons
and can reach an altitude of 40 km, equivalent to an
atmospheric pressure of 3 mbar. The payload or test
object (re-entry vehicle, parachute system, etc.) that
shall be tested can be equipped with telemetry and telecommand system for real time monitoring and control
during the complete flight and free fall. Sounding
rockets launched from Esrange can also be used in a
similar way for reaching high altitudes, although with a
lower mass test objects. Rockets with different
capacities can be launched to any altitude up to 700 km,
and can carry experiment payloads up to 300 kg.
2.

Figure 1. Esrange Impact Zones, marked A,B and C,
totally 5600 km2

ESRANGE SPACE CENTER

Esrange Space Center (67.9°N - 21.1°E) is operated by
SSC. From Esrange are launched circumpolar balloons
as well as sub-orbital sounding rockets. With its large
impact zone of 5600 km2 in non-inhabited area 40 km
from the town of Kiruna in northern Sweden above the
polar circle, Esrange is an ideal site for performing
challenging re-entry mission tests.
Esrange was inaugurated in 1966, and has since then
launched over 1000 rockets and balloons. Largest
balloons lift over 2 tons of payloads to 42 km altitude
and largest rockets lift 800 kg payload to 700 km
apogee. Over the decades, drop tests of various bodies
have been performed in the Esrange area. Hereafter is

3.

D-SEND

D-SEND is a JAXA project with goal to design a silent
supersonic aircraft that is economically viable and ecofriendly for travels in the 21st century.
3.1. D-SEND #1
In first phase, drop bodies with shaped nose cones were
in 2011 released from a balloon at 20 km altitude. A
system of blimp-carried microphones at 1 km altitude,
positioned at various spots in the impact area, measured
the effect of the turbulence to the sonic boom signature.
By these drops, the validity of low sonic boom

_______________________________________
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axisymmetric design by a balloon drop test was
confirmed. The gondola and drop bodies were
manufactured and provided by SSC, in accordance with
JAXA’s design.

4.

ERC

A series of drop tests by balloon will be carried at
Esrange in summer 2015 with the objective of
performing full end-to-end dynamic stability tests of reentry capsules, validating the designs and acquiring

Figure 4.ERC drop body with reentry capsule
Figure 2. SSC’s vehicle ’Hercules’ preparing to release
D-SEND #1 drop bodies.

detailed aerodynamic characterization of ERC bodies of
different shapes. Small ~60 kg bodies will be dropped
over Esrange impact area from stratospheric balloons at
35 km altitude. The mission consists of drops of nine
bodies, from three balloons during a single 21-day
campaign. The balloon system, flight train, service
system and separation systems are provided by SSC.
This is an ESA financed project that is connected to
future missions to Mars.

3.2. D-SEND #2
In the second phase in 2013, an experimental supersonic
8 m long unmanned airplane was released from balloon
at 30 km altitude. The aircraft glided over the blimp
system measuring the sonic boom at Mach 1.3 and a
flight-path angle of 50 degrees, where the generated
boom signature went down vertically toward the
systems. The first flight will be followed by a second
flight in summer 2015.

Figure 3. SSC’s vehicle ’Hercules’ holding JAXA’s DSEND #2 airplane. Photo by JAXA.

Figure 5. ERC mission
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5.

SHARK

SHARK - Sounding Hypersonic Atmospheric Reentering ‘Kapsule’ – is a drop body for test of Ultra
High Temperature Ceramics (UHTC), developed by
CIRA, Italy. It was accommodated on Maxus 8
sounding rocket micro gravity mission with the
objective to prove the possibility to set up a low cost
experimental space platform and execute a re-entry test
flight by dropping a capsule from a sounding rocket.

Figure 8. Cross-cut of motor adapter volume with
SHARK (dark red) mounted on re-entry cone.
The requirements from MAXUS towards SHARK were
well defined: SHARK must not interfere with the
MAXUS mission, its diameter must be limited to 290
mm, height 250 mm and mass below 20.0 kg.
Respecting these constraints, SHARK capsule could be
accommodated in the volume of the motor adapter,
mounted onto the aft end segment of the payload,
namely the re-entry cone.

Figure 6. SHARK capsule before launch
With its high trajectory apogee of 700 km, MAXUS
programme served as perfect platform for carrying out
SHARK re-entry test flight. The accommodation of
SHARK was decided quite late in the project of
MAXUS 8 – little more than six months before launch.

Figure 9. Three-spring separation system of SSC.
An in-house designed separation system using a threespring system with wire-held hooks and explosive wire
cutter was used to achieve controlled separation of the
SHARK capsule. The separation should be activated 5
seconds after motor separation, and the separation speed
was designed to be 1 m/s. The robust SSC separation
system had already been used for separation of small
satellites.
Figure 7. MAXUS 8 rocket
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impact area. SHARK was localised in the field three
months after launch. The prediction of the landing site
was pretty accurate and the capsule was found at less
than 3 km from the estimated landing site.
The SHARK mission was a great success, and opened
the door to using sounding rockets as in-flight platforms
for drop capsules. SHARK will be followed by SuperMAX capsule on MAXUS 9, for test of a super-sonic
parachute.

With the short time available for development of
SHARK, the capsule was delivered to the project
shortly before the start of the launch campaign. It
required a minimum of interaction from the MAXUS
project side.

6.

Other examples of using sounding rocket as inflight platform

Maser 13 micro gravity mission is scheduled for flight
from Esrange Space Center in October 2015. In addition
to the micro gravity experiments, it accommodates a
payload data transmitter system using SOQPSK
modulation, demonstrating the feasibility to enhance the
band width of the payload by 2-4 times to 20 Mbps.
Maser 13 also accommodates in the payload adapter a
small Inertial Measurement Unit Breadboard, with the
objective to testing performance in representative
launch, ascent and planetary descent/re-entry
environment.
Figure 10. Flight integration of SHARK, mounted on
the MAXUS 8 re-entry cone at Esrange.

7.

A sounding rocket dedicated to drop tests

Using in-flight test platforms for carrying out drop tests
has the disadvantage of bringing in dependency on the
main mission in terms of interface requirements,
requirements on scheduled deliveries and trajectory
constraints. SSC has identified the possibility to create
sounding rocket missions dedicated to drop tests – or
any other activity that requires high altitudes.
As a first iteration, a low cost example of such mission
would be the use of a 1500 mm long and 14” (355 mm)
diameter module structure to send 50 kg of experiment
payload to 100 km apogee, all propelled by an Improved
Orion single stage rocket motor.

SHARK lifted off with MAXUS 8 on March 26, 2010,
only 9 months after its introduction to the MAXUS
project. Separation of SHARK occurred 91 sec after
ignition, at a ~150 km altitude, at a speed of 3 km/s and
88° flight path angle. SHARK reached apogee of over
700 km during its ballistic flight.

Figure 12. Sounding Rocket dedicated to drop tests.
Once motor separation has occurred, the experiment can
be initiated. There are several possibilities and solutions
that can be imagined for carrying out the missions, some
of them are;

Figure 11. SHARK at impact site three months after
launch.

•

The capsule had no parachute system, and in spite of a
robust system of localisation based on a satellite
emergency locator system, it was hard to localise
SHARK after the flight in the arctic and snow-covered

•
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Ejecting a re-entry body from the inside of the
experiment structure.
Splitting the experiment module open late in
the descent phase, to release the experiment

•

once the speed is high (as practiced in drop
tests from balloons).
Using nose-cone and service module as ballast
mass for super-sonic parachute tests

With several yearly missions, running cost would be
low. First launch could take place in less than a year
from mission order, and thanks to land recovery, the
flown object(s) would be back with experimenters
within a couple of hours after flight.
8.

Conclusion

With its unique position in unpopulated area and with a
high level of infrastructure, Esrange Space Center is an
excellent site for carrying out re-entry tests using
sounding rockets and balloons, be it as piggy-back
flights on already planned missions, or using balloon
and sounding rocket platforms dedicated to carrying reentry test bodies.
SSC designs and provides balloon systems and gondolas
as well as complete sounding rocket systems for
carrying out re-entry tests.
9.
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2.

ABSTRACT

ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS

In order to provide the required acceleration levels the
following assumptions were made:
Payload weight 400 kg. This leads to a thrust
force of 27.5N to achieve 7 mg and 6.9N to
achieve 1.75 mg.
Cold gas thruster specific impulse Isp = 65
which is normal for cold gas thrusters

The thruster module described in this paper provides a
low but controlled acceleration in a mission which
would normally be labelled “microgravity”. The first
mission was Cryofenix, where tanks containing liquid
hydrogen were used in the experiment.
The experiment utilizing the low acceleration is using
liquids and requires a precise acceleration profile
throughout the mission. Acceleration obtained by
payload rotation is not feasible due to that the
transversal forces required to change the acceleration
will cause undesired liquid turbulence.

Which leads to
= 27.5 / (65 *9.81) = 0.044 kg/s during the
high thrust phase and 0.011 kg/s during the
low thrust phase.

In order to satisfy the experiment requirements a
thruster module was developed by SSC for the
Cryofenix mission funded by CNES.

Taking into account the times for high (90s) and low
(290s) thrust, the gas consumption will be
90*0.044 + 290*0.011 = 7.15 kg. This corresponds to
255 mol (mol-weight 0.028 kg for nitrogen).
With a reasonable pressure of 300 Bar we would need
21.7 liter storage volume for the nitrogen.
In order obtain thrust in flight direction only, the line
of force must go through the payload center of gravity.
Normal payload balancing leads to the CoM being on
the roll axis.
Since the mass of consumed gas is significant, the gas
storage must be emptied without shifting the center of
mass away from the payload roll axis.

The Cryofenix mission had a payload weight of 380 kg
and an apogee of about 260 km.
The module produces a controlled thrust in flight
direction by means of a cold gas system.

Figure 1 Desired acceleration profile for Cryofenix

The thrust can be varied up to 40 Newton, causing a
controlled acceleration up to 10 mg.
The total impulse is about 5800 Newton-seconds. The
thrust profile is under closed loop control, which
means that it is flexible to changes, as long as basic
restrictions such as maximum thrust and gas
consumption are kept within design limits.
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3.

The Inlet and Outlet valves are controlled in a closed
loop software regulator to obtain the desired pressure
in the plenum volume.
In order to avoid fast changes in the thrust force when
operating the valves a small buffer tank (0.3 liter) acts
as a low pass filter for pressure changes.
The thruster is dimensioned so that a plenum pressure
of 30 Bar produces 30 Newton force and 7 Bar
produces 7 Newton. The expansion factor of the nozzle
is 1:15, which is fine in a vacuum environment, but
will over-expand in low thrust mode at 1 Bar
atmospheric pressure. A nozzle with expansion factor
1:4 was made for atmospheric tests.
It was realized that expanding the high pressure gas in
the storage vessels to the plenum chamber pressure will
create a significant drop in temperature on the man
regulator inlet, which is not specified for gas
temperatures below -40°C. Thus a heat exchanger
attached to the module skin was introduced in order to
heat the gas before entering the main regulator.
The pressurization port is used to fill the gas vessels.

DESIGN

Looking for available gas vessels, suitable for the
dimensions of a sounding rocket module, we found 9
liter bottles. Since the assumed Isp of 65 may not be
achieved, this volume allows for a reasonable margin
in the gas budget.
3.1 Gas system design

TS1 TS2 TS3

Main gas vessels
Volume 3 x 9 liter

PS1
TS4
Heat exchanger

Check valve

Relief
valve

Filter

PS3

Bleed valve

Gas inlet
PS2

Fixed
regulator

Inlet valve

TS5
PS4
Main regulator
TS6

Outlet valve
Buffer gas tank
Volume ~ 0.3 liters

TS7

Figure 3 Nitrogen filling setup
TS8
PS5
Thruster
TSX Thermal Sensor
PSX Pressure Sensor

Cold gas system

Figure 2 Gas system overview

The gas system is shown in the figure above.
The high pressure vessels are connected via a heat
exchanger to the main regulator, that takes down the
pressure to the plenum volume preceding the thruster
throat.
The main regulator outlet pressure is set by the
pressure in the pilot volume, acting as a spring with
variable force. The pressure in the pilot volume is set
by controlling the Inlet and Outlet valves. The fixed
regulator preceding the Inlet valve is there in order to
avoid destruction of the main regulator if the Inlet
valve should leak.

Figure 4 A diver's compressor was used to fill the gas
vessels

The storage gas vessel output is manually regulated to
about 1 Bar and the soft buffer bag is kept half filled
under manual control.
The filling speed is about 10 Bar/minute.
A manual bleed valve is located after the fixed
regulator, should it be necessary to empty the hhigh
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pressure vessels without a functioning electrical control
system.

Since the thruster module is the lowest part of the
payload (in order to expose the thruster) it also
contains the motor separation interface.

The practical module design is shown in the figure
below.

3.2 Thrust regulation algorithm.

Figure 5 Thruster module practical design
Figure 7 Thrust regulation block diagram

The gas system occupies mainly the upper part of the
module and the control system is in the lower part.

The requirement was to keep the desired acceleration
within +/-15% while measurement of the actual
acceleration was required to be +/- 50 µg.
The obvious approach would be to use the obtained
acceleration measurement coming from the service
system for regulation input. For stand-alone testability
reasons, we decided to regulate on the plenum chamber
pressure instead. The thrust force is directly
proportional to the plenum chamber pressure. During
flight the actual acceleration was monitored and
telecommands were prepared to correct the regulation
setpoint. In order to avoid a multitude of valve
operations, a dead-band of +/-5% was used in the
algorithm.

The realization of the heat exchanger is done by letting
the high pressure cold gas take a few turns around the
inner surface of the module before entering the main
regulator. The gas tubes are put into carefully
machined groves in the structure and thermal contact is
enhanced by thermal filler.

Figure 6 Thuster module seen from below

The thruster opening can be seen in the center of the
module lower lid in the figure above.
Great effort has been put into the symmetry of the
thruster and the precision of its mounting in order to
avoid thrust misalignment, which would lead to
activation of the Rate Control System in the service
module
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3.3 The data handling system
In order to control the module, SSC:s new data handing
system Universal DHS has been used. It is presented in
session A-099.
Please refer to the block diagram in figure 8.
The different boards communicate internally on a
redundant CAN-bus.
External communication is performed via ethernot to
the EGSE and RS422 to the service system (will be
Ethernet also to the service system in the future).
In this case the DHS consists of 4 boards, which are
identical to the boards used in the CryoControl module,
which control the scientific experiment on Cryofenix.
PCDU
The PCDU (Power Control and Distribution Unit)
board communicates with the service module
(MASM), executes the module time-line.
Handles on board power and communicates with the
EGSE by means of the umbilical. The umbilical carries
only Ethernet and power.
The other three boards are primarily designed for the
CryoControl module, but are used here since they are
available. This also means that spare parts for the
mission can be shared between the thruster module and
the CryoControl module.
FLIP
The FLIP board interfaces the pressure sensors
HEVAL
The HEVAL board controls the valves in the gas
system.

Figure 8 Thruster module DHS block diagram

THERM.
The THERM board acquires temperatures, using
PT100 thermal sensors.
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4.

4.2 Thrust misalignment verification

VERIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE

4.1 Verification of specific impulse, Isp
For these tests we used the test facilities of
DLR/Moraba in Oberpfaffenhofen.

For this test an air-bearing table was used. The module
was placed on the table so that it could freely turn in
the pitch or yaw axis
When the thrust was turned on, any thrust
misalignment would turn the module. The test was
performed with both the pitch and the yaw axis
pointing towards the table, enabling the thrust
misalignment angle and direction to be calculated.

For Isp verification a large vacuum-tank was used.
Only a few seconds of thrusting could be performed
before the impact of raised tank pressure was visible. A
mass flow-meter was used to measure the mass flow,
and the thruster was mounted on a tripod with force
sensors to measure the force.

Figure 11 Turntable with Zero-friction air-bearing

The result was that thrust misalignment was below
0.1°. The acceptance limit was 0.5°.
Figure 9 Mounting of thruster in vacuum tank

Figure 10 Isp test results in vacuum chamber

As can be seen above, the mass flow meter is slow to
react which means that the initial calculated Isp is
unreasonably high. But we can see that the measured
Isp stabilzes just above 70 before the ambient pressure
gets too high.
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5.

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
5.2 Specific impulse
After the flight the actual specific impulse could be
calculated from measurement data of pressure and
temperature of the gas storage vessels. It was 71 in
both high and low thrust, a very good figure !
In the flight gas budget we calculated with a worst case
Isp of 61

Figure 12 Acceleration in X-axis during flight

The X-axis acceleration increases by 1.5% during the
last 85 seconds of the high thrust phase.
0.6% of this comes from the increase in plenum
chamber pressure during the high thrust phase.
The effect of gas mass consumption (3.6 kg of 375 kg)
during 85 seconds seconds is 1%.
The relationship between high thrust and low thrust is
3.57 and the relation between corresponding plenum
chamber thrust is 3.67.
These results are well in line with theory.
The obtained acceleration was within the specification,
so no setpoint correction telecommands were
necessary.
The plenum chamber pressure was also very stable, so
the regulation algorithm did not perform any valve
operations, except when the thrust level was changed.
Towards the end of the experiment sequence, the thrust
was tele-commanded to zero. As can be seen in the
acceleration plot, the decrease in acceleration was quite
slow, it reached zero very close to when re-entry forces
became dominating. This zero-thrust telecommand was
not in the module specification and rthe reason for
being slow is that the orifice of the Outlet valve is
optimized for smooth regulation and not for fast release
of the pilot chamber pressure. In the next version of the
module, a second valve with a large orifice will be
connected in parallel with the outlet valve in order to
obtain a quick thrust termination.

Figure 13 Recorded temperatures during flight

From the figure above it can be seen that :
The gas temperature when leaving the storage
vessels (Junction in the figure above) dropped
to -30°C during end of the experiment phase.
Due to the effect of the heat exchanger the gas
temperature at the main regulator inlet was
between +30 and +55°C which was very
good.
The thruster temperature, measured on the
plenum chamber was fairly stable starting at
+10°C and dropping to -15 towards the end of
the experiment phase. Part of this temperature
drop comes from thermal conduction from the
thruster nozzle which is in good contact with
the plenum chamber. It is a law of physics that
the gas expansion (1:15) of the nozzle leads to
a significant temperature drop. In the next
mission, the thermal sensor will be placed
inside the plenum chamber, to get a more
accurate recording of gas temperature.
5.3 Performance of the gas system
When the high thrust phase started, the inlet valve
opened once for 3 seconds, establishing a plenum
chamber pressure of 25 Bar.
The setpoint for the regulator was 26.2 Bar, but 25 Bar
is within the regulator dead-band of +/-5%.
As can be seen in the figures above the pressure in the
plenum chamber increases slowly during the high
thrust phase. The change is 0.7%.

5.1 Thrust misalignment
The magnitude of thrust misalignment can be judged
by the rate sensor recordings performed by the rate
control system in the service module. The outcome was
that thrust misalignment was very close to zero, only
one lateral correction was made by the RCS and this is
normal also for a microgravity flight, which does not
have a thruster module.
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This is due to the temperature change of the regulated
gas, which starts at +10°C but reaches +55°C during
the end of the high thrust phase.
The pressure in the pilot tank is (almost) stable during
the same time. The “after reg” plot is not significant for
the regulation performance, it is PS3, please refer to
figure 1.

6.

STATUS AFTER LANDING

A functional checkout was performed after recovery of
the payload to Esrange. The result was nominal. The
thruster module is looking forward to the next mission.
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Figure 14 Pressures recorded during flight

Figure 15 Pressures recorded during flight

At the end of the experiment phase the remaining
pressure in the gas storage was 70Bar corresponding to
2.8 kg of gas (= 31% of gas remaining). The main
regulator needs at least 10 Bars on the input, so the
margin is 29%..
When the payload was hanging in the parachute, the
remaining gas was vented, down to a pressure of 2 Bar,
in order not to perform the recovery operations with
high pressure gas in the payload.
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this constrain may be bypassed. Deployable concepts
range from inflatables, foldables, electrostatic to
spinning web deployment. The advantage of the web
deployment is the very low storage volume and the
simple deployment mechanism. These webs can act as
lightweight platforms for the construction of large
structures in space without the huge expense of
launching heavy structures from Earth. The Suaineadh
experiment was launched onboard the sounding rocket
REXUS12 in March 2012. After achieving the required
altidue, the Suaineadh experiment was ejected from the
rocket in order to be fully free flying. A specially
designed spinning wheel in the ejected section was then
used to spin up the experiment until the required rate is
achieved for web deployment to commence.
Unfortunately during re-entry, the probe was lost and
also a recovery mission in August 2012 was only able to
find minor components of the experiment. After 18
month, in September 2013, the experiment was found in
the wilderness of Northern Sweden. In the following
months all data from the experiment could be recovered.
The images and accelerometer data that has been
analysed showed the deployment of the web and a very
interesting three dimensional behaviour that differs
greatly from on ground two dimensional prototype tests.
This paper will give an overview on the recovered data
and it will present the analysed results of the Suaineadh
spinning web experiment.

ACRONYMS
BEXUS
Balloon Exp. for University Students
CHAD
Central Hub And Daughters
COTS
Commercially Of The Shelf
CPU
Computer Processor Unit
DLR
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
DSM
Data Storage Module
ESA
European Space Agency
FPGA
Field-Programmable Gate Array
GPS
Global Positioning System
IMU
Inertia Measurement Unit
LO
Lift-Off signal
MORABA Mobile Rocket Base (DLR)
PIC
Programmable Interrupt Controller
REXUS
Rocket Experiments for University Students
RWC
Reaction Wheel Controller
SNSB
Swedish National Space Board
SODS
Start Of Data Storage signal
SOE
Start of Experiment signal
SSC
Swedish Space Corporation
ABSTRACT
The Suaineadh experiment had the purpose to deploy a
2m x 2m web in milli gravity conditions by using the
centrifugal forces acting on corner sections of a web that
is spinning around a central hub. Continuous exploration
of our solar system and beyond requires ever larger
structures in space. But the biggest problem nowadays is
the transport of these structures into space due to launch
vehicle payload volume constrains. By making the space
structures deployable with minimum storage properties,
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1

INTRODUCTION

Continuous exploration of our solar system and beyond
requires ever larger structures in space. But the biggest
problem nowadays is the transport of these structures
into space due to launch vehicle payload volume
constrains. By making the space structures deployable
with minimum storage properties, this constrain may be
bypassed. Deployable concepts range from inflatables,
foldables, electrostatic to spinning web deployment. The
advantage of the web deployment is the very low
storage volume and the simple deployment mechanism.
The concept of a space-web, such as the Japanese
‘Furoshiki’ satellite [1,2,3], depicts a large net held in
tension using radial thrusters or through the centrifugal
forces experienced by spinning the assembly [4]. These
webs can act as lightweight platforms for the
construction of large structures in space without the
huge expense of launching heavy structures from Earth.
Utilising miniature robots that build as they crawl along
the web, huge satellites to harness the Sun’s energy or
antennas for further exploration of the universe may
become viable when implementing space webs
technology. There have been several experiments
conducted on the deployment of the space webs. In 2006
the deployment of a Furoshiki web by the Japanese
ended in a chaotic deployment sequence due to
misalignment of the radial thrusters as a result of out of
plane forces. The Russian Znamya-2 [5] experiment was
the first that successfully deployed and spin stabilised
large space structure. More recently, in 2010, the
Japanese solar sail Ikaros [6] was successfully deployed
using thrusters to introduce spinning. The Ikaros solar
sail had a 20 m diagonal and used solar winds for
acceleration, solar cells on the membrane for power
generation and the attitude control using the sail.

2
2.1

Figure 1: Schematic of Suaineadh Ejection and
Deployment
CHAD carried all subsystems required to achieve the
mission objectives and provides stowage for the web
and daughters prior to deployment. The web had the
dimensions of 2 m by 2 m (Figure 2) and was composed
of ultra light and flexible braided Spectra fishing lines.
Images of the deployment and stabilisation phases were
accumulated by cameras located within the central hub.
Data was gathered by inertial measurement units
(IMUs), one IMU was located inside each of the
daughter sections and another one was located inside
the central hub itself. Image and data collection began
two seconds before the web deployment sequence starts.
The data was stored on CHAD as well as being
transmitted via a wireless link to the DSM and stored
there until recovery after landing. After ejection and
prior to deployment, a reaction wheel was used to
accelerate the central hub to a sufficient angular
velocity for deployment. The daughter sections were
released to initiate web deployment. Centrifugal forces
acting on the released daughter sections fully deployed
the web. As the deployment neared completion the
reaction wheel again rotated the central hub to a
sufficient velocity to reduce recoiling effects and to
achieve web stabilisation. A RF-beacon was placed on
CHAD to locate and recover the experiment after the
mission in order to collect data.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
Overview

The Suaineadh experiment [7] consisted of two distinct
sections, the ejected part (Central Hub and Daughters –
CHAD) and the Data Storage Module (DSM) which
remained on the REXUS rocket. The ejected part
undertook all mission operations once separation with
REXUS had been achieved (Figure 1). It consisted of
the central hub, the web and four daughter sections.
Ejection of the experiment from REXUS occurred at an
altitude of approximately 70 km and followed a predetermined automated deployment sequence, which
allowed for a safe separation distance to be achieved.
The apogee of the experiment was at 86 km altitude at
approximately 140 seconds into the flight.

Figure 2: Deployed Suaineadh Web onground
2.2

Mechanical

The mechanical structures of Suaineadh rely upon
simplicity in design to make the most efficient use of
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available volume permitted by the REXUS 12 nose cone
adapter that housed the experiment. The modular design
was based around two distinct sections; the DSM and
CHAD. The maximum footprint of the experiment was
0.33 m in diameter by 0.40 m in height, with a mass of
approximately 12 kg. Aluminium 6082 was used to
fabricate the mechanical structures, with the exception
of the DSM top plate that was instead fabricated from 4
mm thick steel plate to provide additional protection
during re-entry. The ultimate objective of the
mechanical design was to ensure that the structure
would be capable of operating in all mission loads.
These may include vibration, shock loading and thermal
cycling, that if amalgamated for all mission phases
(manufacture, transport, storage, launch, re-entry and
recovery phases), could be summarised as:





Spine. The cameras were mounted on the inside surface
of the Upper Chamber walls with the lenses extending
through port holes that provide a secondary function
that allowed the release of pressure during launch to
satisfy the requirement for non-pressurised vessels onboard the REXUS 12 rocket. The Daughter Release
Spine was responsible for simultaneous release of all
four Daughter Sections at the initiation of the
deployment phase. This was achieved using a single
structure with four equally spaced spokes, and each with
a set of two pins that extend through the bottom plate of
the Upper Chamber and into the lid of each respective
Daughter Section. This secured the Daughter Sections
in place and prevented any significant movement during
launch and spin phases. When primed into position, the
Daughter Release Spine was compressed against a
spring and secured by a steel cable that was also fed
through a Cypress pyrotechnic cutter. Therefore, when
the deployment phase was commanded, the pyrotechnic
cutter activated and cut the steel cable to allow the
Daughter Release Spine to rise with the subsequent
retraction of the pins from the Daughter Sections. A
spline shaft with fitted bearing was used to guarantee
axial travel of the Daughter Release Spine with no
rotation.

20-g maximum acceleration.
290 kN/m2 maximum dynamic pressure.
4 Hz spin rate during launch.
−30oC to +200oC temperature range.

The ejectable section, CHAD (see Figure 3), was
designed with the requirement to be able to access all
internal subsystems. In this respect, it was built in three
tubular sections; the Lower Chamber, Central Chamber
and the Upper Chamber. The Lower Chamber housed
all electronic subsystems including data storage, modem
and the reaction wheel. The reaction wheel was
mounted on the underside of the top plate of the Lower
Chamber in order to position the centre of gravity as
close as possible to the plane of the deployed web for
stability. The electronic boards themselves were mostly
of PC-104 dimensions, and were orientated both
vertically and around the centre of the bottom plate of
the Lower Chamber, such that the motor of the reaction
wheel was able to extend in-between to make use of all
available space.

The main function of the Central Chamber is to
create spacing between the Upper and Lower Chambers
to allow housing of the Daughter Sections. The structure
of the Central Chamber inherent a smaller diameter than
both the Upper and Lower Chambers so that the
Daughter Sections are able to be placed within the outer
perimeter of CHAD. The Central Chamber also
provided the attachment points for the Web and acted as
a channel for which the electronic cabling can pass
between the Upper and Lower Chambers. When stowed,
the web itself was wrapped around the Central Chamber
and secured via the previously described Daughter
Release Spine mechanism. The antennas for data
transfer were mounted on the top and bottom outside
surface of CHAD to provide full coverage back to the
DSM and REXUS 12 in the event of tumbling post
ejection. However, in order to mitigate the likelihood of
tumbling post ejection, CHAD was fitted with two
equally spaced linear guide rails along the length of the
Lower Chamber. In this way, the CHAD module could
be fitted within an ejection barrel as seen in Figure 4
This barrel had four low friction linear guide carriages
(two per respective guide rail) which restricted the
travel of CHAD upon ejection to a linear trajectory until
clearance of the barrel.
CHAD itself was primed for ejection within the
ejection barrel by compressing a wave spring, and again
secured via steel cable coupled with a pyrotechnic
cutter. A wave spring was chosen for its ability to store
the required amounts of energy for adequate separation
distance between CHAD and REXUS 12, with a

Figure 3: CAD of CHAD ejection from Magic Hat on
DSM
The Upper Chamber of CHAD housed the Saft battery
power supply, four cameras and the Daughter Release
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packaged according to reference 8. The data streams
from the IMUs were then combined into one stream and
sent to CHAD CPU.

minimal volume. Another critical feature of the wave
spring was that it is also able to equally distribute the
release of this energy around its perimeter which acted
to further reduce the risk of tumbling.

The RWC consisted of an FPGA, IMU and motor driver
mounted on a custom-made board controlling the
reaction wheel. Two VSX-104+ boards were used in the
experiment. Each board contained one SoC chip with
one CPU, compatible with 486SX instruction set, using
a 300 MHz system clock. Both CPUs used GNU/Linux
as an operating system with custom written software.
One CPU parallel with a custom made board was placed
in CHAD, which was responsible for capturing images
from four cameras on CHAD, storing these images on
two internal flash cards and sent them through a
wireless link to DSM. A second CPU was placed on the
DSM which was similar to the one on CHAD without
the custom made board. The second CPU stored all
incoming data from the wireless link on the two flash
cards.

Figure 4: Guiderails inside Magic Hat and carriages on
CHAD
The DSM was responsible for receiving and storing all
data transmitted from CHAD and remained on-board
REXUS 12 throughout the mission. The structure was
simple in design, in that the electronic components were
mounted directly upon the REXUS 12 experiment
module bulkhead in order to reduce the mass envelope
of the experiment. To protect the components from the
launch and re-entry loadings and environments, the
DSM was capped by a steel plate mounted upon pillars
that provided the necessary volume to house the
electronics. The ejection barrel, and subsequently
CHAD, was fitted axially directly on top of the DSM,
both of which are easily demounted to readily allow
access the DSM subsystems.
2.3

Both CPUs included the functionality to report its route
status packets received from other modules. Three
different types of data were expected from the
experiment. First, most important for post-flight data
analysis were readings from the sensors, IMUs and
RWC. As a secondary verification method, pictures
from the four cameras onboard CHAD were recorded.
The last type of data contained status information about
each component. All these types of data were stored on
DSM’s and CHAD’s flash cards.

Electronics and Software

The electronics used were a mix of COTS components
and custom-made boards when COTS board were not
available. This approach reduced design and production
time of the electronics subsystem. The electronics and
software for control and data acquisition was separated
to allow for a more reliable failsafe system. [8] The
main control of the experiment was undertaken by a
small microprocessor (PIC) placed on a custom made
PCB in CHAD, while the data acquisition, which
required more computing power, was done by more
advanced CPUs and an FPGA.
To provide data acquisition from multiple sensors, i.e.
IMUs, an FPGA is used. The FPGA (Cyclone IV) was
placed on the DE0-Nano board. The main purpose of the
FPGA was to gather the sensor data, packet, serialize
and sent it to the CHAD CPU. Data was gathered at a
rate of 50 Hz from the four daughter sections as well as
from the Reaction Wheel Controller (RWC). To reduce
the data that was needed to be sent over the wireless
link, the unnecessary information sent from the IMUs
are filtered out in the FPGA before the data was

Figure 5: Schematic of Electronics
Communication
Four 915 MHz antennas were used for the
telecommunication. CHAD had one on the top and one
on the bottom. Two receiving antennas on the REXUS
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performed at T−120 s. At T−0 s REXUS 12 launched
and the Suaineadh ground support successfully received
notification about the LO (Lift Of) signal. SOE signal
(Start of Experiment) was given at T+26 s. Suaineadh
was ejected from the nosecone position of the REXUS
12 rocket at T+80 s, the ground support software
indicated successful ejection, further corroborated by
post mission analysis of recovered pictures. After
ejection, the amount of available memory onboard the
rocket should decrease with data rate of wireless link
(up to 100 kB/s), which would indicate that a wireless
connection between CHAD and the DSM
was
established. Only minor changes of free space were
observed. 420 s into the flight, the Suaineadh ground
support software and all the other ground stations
ceased to receive further telemetry from REXUS 12.
Approximately 30 minutes after lift off, the recovery
helicopter team began its search for the REXUS 12
payload and Suaineadh’s CHAD. After a two hour
search, only the REXUS 12 payload could be recovered.
Investigations into the lost signal showed that the
parachute of the REXUS 12 payload malfunctioned and
therefore the radio beacon were unable to function. The
non-parachuted REXUS 12 payload hit the ground at
terminal velocity.

rocket were placed symmetrically on the outer rim of
the magic hat ejection barrel. The size of the antenna
was 31 mm × 31 mm. For a continuous communication
between CHAD and DSM it was of great importance to
account for possible tumbling of the rocket and of
CHAD. Therefore, the antennas had to cover most of the
sphere around CHAD. All antennas were denominated
as printed rectangular spiral antennas. The reflection
coefficient and the far-field polar plots of the antennas
can be seen in Figure 6. The realized gain is −6 dBi and
the bandwidth is 12 MHz. When testing the
communication between two Nano IPn920 platforms
(separated by 100 m) using the antennas in open space,
the data rate can reach 100 kB/s. Using 900 MHz
frequency requires special permission from the Swedish
telecom authorities, even when transmission was to be
at an altitude of several km and below one minute.

3.3

After the recovery of the REXUS 12 payload, the
Suaineadh team disassembled the DSM. Unfortunately,
the helicopter team was unable to detect the radio
beacon from CHAD and therefore did not recover the
ejected section. Due to the REXUS 12 parachute
malfunction, the REXUS 11 launch was postponed and
successfully launched in November 2012.

Figure 6: Polar Plot of 915MHz antenna

3
3.1

LAUNCH
Launch Campaign

The REXUS 11/12 launch campaign took place at
SNSB’s ESRANGE close to Kiruna in Northern
Sweden from the 12th until the 23rd of March 2012.
During the first week the Suaineadh experiment was
prepared to be integrated with the other experiments and
the service module from DLR MORABA. After various
bench-tests and a flight simulation the Suaineadh
experiment was ready for the first hot countdown on the
19th of March 2012.
3.2

Postflight

4
4.1

RECOVERY MISSION
Overview

The Suaineadh team embarked on a recovery mission
from the 17th until 26th of August 2012 in order to
search for the missing CHAD section. Shortly after the
launch campaign, the experts from DLR, SNSB, ESA
and ESRANGE provided the Suaineadh team with the
GPS ground track of the REXUS 12 rocket, the GPS
coordinates of the impact zone from the helicopter team
that recovered the payload, rocket motor and nose cone.
The Suaineadh team was also provided with the
acceleration profile of the REXUS 12 rocket during the
mission and the recovery video from the payload prior
to impact.

Launch and Mission

On the launch day, the weather added no constrains to
launch. The hot countdown of T−2 hours began at 1300
local time. The Countdown proceeded without any
major delays. All experiments were powered up at
T−600 s, At T−565 s Suaineadh’s ground support
software received the first telemetry that all systems
were up and running. At T−240 s the SODS (Start Of
Data Storage) signal was given and received. The switch
of REXUS rocket from external power to internal
batteries, which are placed in service module, was
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4.2

Mission

The recovery crew parked at Järämä, the Sami
settlement north of the suspected impact zone. The 5 km
walk to the base camp already showed the high density
of swamp land. On the way to the base camp the
REXUS12 rocket motor was found. The base camp was
set up around 400m north of the original set up place
because of swamp around the payload impact zone. In
the following six days the recovery team tried to cover
as much area as possible through swamps, forests,
bushes and rivers. At the end of the week the only piece
of Suaineadh that was found was a bracket which was
mounted to the magic hat onboard the rocket (Figure 8).

Figure 7: Landing position of REXUS12 payload,
nosecone and rocket motor (source Google Earth)
With this data it was possible to estimate the
approximate impact location of CHAD. The recovery
expedition consisted of Suaineadh launch campaign
team members and new partners from across Europe.
The search began at the impact location of the REXUS
payload employing a spiral search pattern. Due to the
fact that the parachute of the REXUS 12 payload did not
deploy, it could be assumed that CHAD may be located
within close proximity to the impact site of REXUS 12.
Figure 7 shows the location of the rocket motor
(68.341017N, 20.979600E), the REXUS12 payload
(68.336983N, 20.990333E) and the nosecone
(68.320267N, 20.986750E). The ground track of
REXUS12 runs along 51 km from Esrange to the impact
zone (red line in Figure 7). The selection of the
separation spring and bench tests on the ground
indicated a velocity differential between Suaineadh and
the rocket of approximately 1 m/s at Suaineadh
separation. Due to the fact that the parachute of the
REXUS rocket malfunctioned, the Suaineadh
experiment and the REXUS payload should have
followed a similar ground plane trajectory up until
impact. The nose cone and the rocket motor where
ejected in opposite directions. It cannot be predicted if
the impact location of the Suaineadh experiment lies
between the REXUS payload and the nose cone or the
payload and the motor. It was decided to establish a
base camp at the impact location of the REXUS 12
payload. Figure 7 shows that the payload impact
position in between the nose cone and the rocket motor
location. The rocket motor impacted in a north-ward
distance of 631 m with respect to the REXUS12 payload
and the nose cone impact position is within a southward distance of 1880 m. The base camp was used as an
origin point for daily missions to various location of
interest.

Figure 8 Only Suaineadh part found during recovery
mission: bracket from magic hat

5

RECOVRY

On the 3rd of September 2013, the Suaineadh team
received an email from Olle Persson from Esrange that
Suaineadh’s ejectable CHAD was found. The recovery
was 18 month after the launch of the REXUS12 rocket
in March 2012. Figure 9 shows CHAD at Esrange in
front of the control room in September after the
recovery.
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Figure 11: Picture taken within the white circle in
August 2012
Figure 9: Suaineadh’s CHAD at Esrange shortly after
recovery

CHAD was shipped from Esrange to Glasgow for
further inspection shortly after the recovery. All data
could be recovered from the onboard data storage.

Based on the information provided by the responsible
person for recovered items, the experiment was found
inside the white circle in the picture below.
Unfortunately, not much is known about the exact time
and the person that found the experiment but it can be
assumed that it was a hunter due to the fact that during
summer is hunting season in this part of Sweden. Also
during the recovery mission in August 2012, many
shotgun bullets were found indicating that the area is
used for hunting.

6

DATA

This paper will only present the actual data of the
experiment, a separate paper on the analysis will be
published in the journal Acta Astronautica in the second
half of 2015 [10].
6.1

Initial Data (Post Launch Campaign)

After the recovery of the rocket on the 19 th of March, 22
pictures were recovered from the internal storage
module on the DSM. These 22 received pictures were
recorded by the four cameras on the ejected section
CHAD. These four cameras were separated by 90
degrees and therefore observed in full 360 degrees.
Figure 12 show one of the first pictures received after
separation. The curvature of the Earth can be seen in
two frames and the Earth and the blackness of space in
the other two. The recording of the images started in
between 15 to 20 s after the ejection from the rocket,
depending on how long the reaction wheel took to spin
up CHAD to the required spin rate. By sequencing the
received images, it was possible to conclude that CHAD
was indeed spinning and therefore it is concluded that
the reaction wheel was operational. In the last two
frames of the received images the successful release of
the daughter sections can also be seen, but that it is at
this point that the images cease. The reason of the data
loss was likely a result tumbling of either the ejected
experiment or the REXUS12 rocket after separation.
Based on the information received over the wireless link
it could be said that all the systems worked nominally at
least up to the point of transmission loss and that it is
suspected that a more complete data set could be stored
on the CHAD data storage.

Figure 10: Recovery locations of CHAD, RX12
nosecone, RX12 payload and RX motor
The image to the left is the map given to us from
Esrange after CHAD recovery, the black circle indicates
the area were CHAD was found. The image to the right
is a satellite image with the yellow distance circles used
for planning the recovery mission. The white circled
area was also covered during the recovery mission in
August 2012. The following pictures show a picture
taken during the 2012 recovery mission in the middle of
the circle looking north-east.
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Figure 12: Picture recorded from ejected section shortly
after ejection (cameras 90° apart)
6.2

Figure 14: Accelerometer readings from RWC IMU

Final Data (Post CHAD Recovery)

After the successful recovery of the data onboard
CHAD in November 2013, post processing of the data
was undertaken. The following subchapter will give a
first overview over the recovered data. A full analysis
and modelling of the data is currently published in
separate Acta Astronautica Journal [10].
6.2.1

Controller data

Figure 15: Gyro readings from RWC IMU

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the recordings of the
IMU of the RWC in the centre of CHAD. The profile
starting at T+0 shows the acceleration profile of the
REXUS12 motor until its burn out at T+26sec.
Furthermore, the de-spin of the rocket as well as the
ejection of CHAD can be seen as spikes in both plots.
The re-entry and the perturbation caused by the
increasing atmosphere starts at around T-300sec.

Figure 13: Received and given signals from CHAD’s
onboard computer
Figure 13 shows the given and received signals from the
controller onboard CHAD. The 0.00 marks liftoff,
indicated by the redundant signals LO and LO2. Start of
Experiment (SOE) was correctly received at T+65sec.
At T+80 seconds, the controller correctly recognizes the
separation of CHAD from the REXUS12 rocket and
commences reaction wheel spin up at T+90sec. Then the
controller should have waited until the desired spin rate
is achieved to initiate we deployment. It seems from the
recoded data that this was not recorded by the controller,
so the pyro cutter to release the web fired at the preprogrammed last time at T+105sec. At T+270sec the
wireless transmission was switched off and the recovery
beacon on.

6.2.2

Recorded images

CHAD was equipped with four cameras in the plane of
the web separated by 90 degrees. The recovered data
included 975 pictures from each of the four cameras.
During the deployment phase of 30 seconds pictures
were taken with 12.5fps and for the stabilisation phase
of 120 seconds with 5fps.
The recorded images show that the deployment of the
web successfully gets initiated after the pyro cutter
firing. In the first few seconds it can be seen that the
daughters are flying away from CHAD keeping the

In the following graphs, the recordings of the IMU in
the centre of CHAD can be seen.
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diagonal cables in tension. A few seconds after the
release, it seems that CHAD starts spinning in the other
direction for roughly 10 seconds before it reverses the
direction of spinning again and starts spinning in the
right direction. From then on it seems that the daughters
and CHAD are out of plane resulting in a sinus like
movement of the daughters.
After the initial deployment, the web recoiled itself
before it started to deploy again.
The following pictures were taken at certain time steps
during the deployment and stabilisation phase and
should give an idea on the deployment behaviour of the
web in the 150 seconds recording.

Pictures taken at various time steps of web
deployment:
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show that the web usefully started to deploy and that the
held in tension by centrifugal forces as predicted.
Shortly after web release CHAD started spinning in the
alternative direction.This paper only presented the
actual data of the Suaineadh experiment, a separate
paper on the analysis will be published in the journal
Acta Astronautica in the second half of 2015 [10].
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As a conclusion it can be said that the Suaineadh
experiment proved that it is possible to deploy a web
with centrifugal forces in space but close attention
needs to be paid on the design of the reaction wheel
controller and the fabrication of the web (less knots that
could cause entanglement).
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ABSTRACT

The sounding rocket used for the programme is a ballistic
research rocket carrying scientific instruments on a suborbital flight to an apogee of around 80 km altitude. In general, sounding rockets are used for a variety of research
ranging from atmospheric science and microgravity research to technology demonstrations. Two REXUS rockets are launched annually from the Swedish space centre Esrange close to Kiruna, Northern Sweden. Most of
the scientific experiments are located within the experimental modules of the sounding rocket. Some of these
experiments involve free flying units (FFU) to allow experimentation to be conducted in free space and ‘clean’
measurements of the atmosphere to be made.

The primary objective for StrathSat-R2 was to deploy two
novel inflatable structures in milli-gravity and near vacuum conditions. These structures were to inflate by harnessing the pressure exerted by a small quantity of air,
contained inside sealed sections, that expands when exposed to greatly reduced external pressure. To achieve the
necessary vacuum conditions for this residual air inflation, two CubeSat-based ejectables carried the inflatable
structures onboard the REXUS15 sounding rocket. The
ejectables were then launched from the rocket at around
80 km altitude with structure deployment filmed from
on-board the rocket as well as by each Free-Flying Unit
(FFU). The structures were selected as demonstrators for
novel mission concepts; the first was a pyramidal structure that was intended for use as a passive orbit transfer
and de-orbiting device, and the second contained a morphing inflatable with multiple cells, which used air distribution to alter its state. The experiment design focused
on delivering a reliable ejection and structure deployment
mechanism as well as a recovery system with sufficient
redundancy. The recovery system consisted of a GPS receiver, Globalstar antenna and RF beacon, and through
the successful operation of this system an ejectable was
recovered in spite of its non-ideal landing. Contact with
the other ejectable was lost at lift-off and highlighted
weaknesses in the design that were only exposed during
this, the second launch, for this experimental setup.

1.

The aim of the StrathSat-R project was to use the milligravity and near vacuum conditions experienced during
the parabolic flight to test two novel, CubeSat housed, inflatable structures. Inflatable structures, with their high
deployment reliability and low storage volume are an attractive option for enhancing the capabilities of CubeSats.
The volume constraint is one of the primary limitations
for CubeSats making traditional gas storage methods difficult to implement, such as cold gas generators or pressurised gas. Especially when considering an inflatable
that already requires a significant portion of the available volume. Another option is to store the gas inside
the structure and rely on the vacuum conditions in space
to achieve full inflation. This method, residual air inflation, is employed for both experiments where the focus
and challenge is in the storage and containment of the
gas before launch.

INTRODUCTION

2.

MISSION OUTLINE

The experiment itself consisted of three distinct sections;
two ejectable modules and one data storage and ejector
assembly that remained on the rocket to expel the experiments. The first ejectable module (FRODO) was designed to deploy an inflatable reflective sail, which represents the first step of development for a CubeSat deorbiting device which utilises solar radiation pressure.

In May 2014, the StrathSat-R experiment was launched
on board the REXUS15 sounding rocket at Esrange
Space Centre, Kiruna. This launch was arranged as part
of the REXUS (Rocket Experiments for University Students) programme, organised and sponsored by the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Swedish National Space
Board (SNSB) and the European Space Agency (ESA).

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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The other ejectable module (SAM) featured an inflatable
membrane which was to be deploy and subsequently reconfigured in flight, as a step towards a smart structure
which adapts its shape to various environmental conditions. These two modules were ejected from the rocket
after it was de-spun close to its apogee, slightly above
80km altitude. Immediately after this, the structures were
to inflate passively, using residual air inflation. The inflation was to be filmed initially by both the cameras onboard the rocket and by a camera on each of the modules. The footage recorded is stored on SD cards in the
rocket and ejectable modules. Once the modules reached
an altitude of around 5 km a timed event based upon a
1D freefall calculation provided the release signal for the
parachutes on both modules. This signal was also to be
used to activate the tracking system with GPS positions
being relayed via patch antenna to the Globalstar commercial satellite network, and an RF beacon. At this stage
data was to be recovered from SD cards on all three sections of the experiment, and then post-processed to recover the images.

2.1.

Figure 1. Rendering of StrathSat-R CAD. The SHIRE,
FFUs, and external hatches are shown as part of the exploded assembly. The transparency of the rocket skin has
also been adjusted so that the ejector assembly, camera
covers/mounts and electronics box are visible. The blue
cuboidal components on the FFUs are the recovery units.

Mission objectives

optimise the number of fasteners used, and ensure that
resonance would not become a problem in flight. The
structures of the FFUs were also analysed using a transient solver so that harsh ground impacts could be mitigated against in the design and the survivability of the onboard SD cards could be maximised. Subsequent to computational analyses, shaker table tests were performed at
the ZARM centre in Bremen so that the modal analyses
could be validated.

Ejectable Module 1: Foldable Reflective system for
Omnialtitude De-Orbiting (FRODO)
1) Test deployment of the device in milli-gravity and
near-vacuum conditions. (primary objective)
2) Observe the structural integrity of the device during
the re-entry when ambient pressure rises. (secondary objective)

StrathSat-Rs FFU ejection mechanism was designed to
propel the cubes out of the rocket, ensuring that they
would clear the structure and have an optimal environment in which to deploy their inflatable structures. The
system itself made use of eight coiled springs arranged
in sets of four which were compressed inside the module. The FFUs were then installed in front of aluminium
plates to which the springs were attached, and a tensioned
steel cable applied and tightened to secure the assembly.
The system was actuated using an electrically operated
pyrocutter, which was used to sever the tensioning cable and release the spring-loaded plates. Finally, external
hatches were installed that sat flush with the exterior skin
of the REXUS rocket [2].

Ejectable Module 2: Self-inflating Adaptive Membrane (SAM):
3) Observe deployment behaviour of the full size membrane from the module in a space environment (primary
objective)
4) Alter shape of the membrane autonomously without
the influence of perturbing gravitational forces. (secondary objective)

3.
3.1.

DESIGN

The mechanics of the FFU recovery systems consist of a
gust-resistant cross type parachute, protective lid, and a
release mechanism controlled by the onboard computer
[2].

Mechanical

StrathSat-Rs mechanical systems consist of its primary
structural elements, the cube ejection mechanism, and the
two FFU recovery systems. A rendered exploded view of
the CAD assembly is shown in Figure 1.

3.2.

Payloads
3.2.1.

The main structures of the FFUs and module were designed with the vibrational behaviour of the REXUS
rocket in mind. Static and modal FEM analyses were
performed in order to isolate weaknesses in the design,

FRODO

The first concept, the Foldable and Reflective Omnialtitude De-Orbiting system (FRODO), was a large pyra-
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midal device constructed from inflatable booms that was
envisioned to operate as a de-orbiting system reliant on
solar radiation pressure and intended for high altitude
CubeSat missions. The de-orbiting concept utilises solar radiation pressure and the J2 perturbation to passively
increase the eccentricity of an initially circular orbit until the perigee is affected by drag and the spacecraft deorbits. This technique is particularly effective in MEO
(Medium Earth Orbit) but can be applied to even higher
altitudes. After the deployment of the reflective sail the
de-orbiting manoeuvre takes place completely passively.
This research could open up new high altitude orbital
regimes for future pico and nano-satellite missions [1].
A conical (or pyramidal as developed here) structure is
needed to exploit the shuttlecock-effect which passively
maintains the spacecraft in a sun-pointing position.

both of the ejectable modules, as well as the electronics
box which stayed onboard the rocket experimental module. Each of the ejectables comprised an additional tracking PCB with Globalstar satellite and VHF transmitters.
Each independent subsystem (data handling and tracking)
being located on its own PCB was both convenient for
design and a necessity as high speed digital circuits are
better placed away from sensitive RF circuits.

FRODO was designed to imitate this behaviour using the
stream of rarefied particles that would be encountered
whilst descending through the upper atmosphere, which
would impart momentum to the structure in much the
same fashion as solar photons. As such, it was hoped
that both passive attitude stabilisation and deployment of
the structure could be assessed during the same flight.

3.4.

3.2.2.

A PCB for power management was present in each of
the ejectables which provided voltage rail regulation and
battery charging. The electronics staying on-board the
rocket required a different power PCB for power filtering and receiving the signals from the rockets electrical
interface.

Tracking and recovery

There was to be no transmission of data from the ejectables to the rocket or ground after ejection due to the level
of complexity involved and high data rates required for
video. Therefore it was of critical importance to recover
the experiment modules from the ground after landing.
Two key components were required to ensure this: the
parachute system and the location system.

SAM

The parachute system utilised a heavy-duty cross-type
parachute originally designed for use with large model
rockets. The deployment of the parachute was triggered
by the release of the recovery unit’s lid, which was itself
actuated by the activation of pyrocutter. The detonation
timing of the release was calculated prior to launch and
programmed in to the FFU microcontrollers. This calculation was based upon a 1D descent simulation, which operated by iteratively evaluating (1) over a linearly discretised altitude range while updating the atmospheric density for each step using the US76 standard atmosphere
model. The changes in cross-sectional area and drag coefficient caused by parachute deployment were also included in order to evaluate ground impact velocities early
on in the design process. A plot of this analysis is included as Figure 2.

The second concept, the Self-inflating Adaptive Membrane (SAM) [4], was an inflatable, two-layered, membrane that used micro pumps to vary the volume of air in
selected inflated cells, which in turn changed the structures shape. The big advantage of the cellular element
approach, used in this concept, is that a structure can be
obtained which is simultaneously stiff and flexible due
to the stiff pillow elements and the flexible seam lines.
The second goal of this endeavour is to develop a structure that can adapt itself to various environmental conditions. For example, the structure could serve as a substructure for a solar concentrator and adjust its focal point
autonomously by changing the curvature of the entire surface. The high deployment reliability and the comparably
low manufacturing costs of the inflatable structure providing a promising field of study in a university environment.

s
V =

3.3.

Electronics

u2 + 2sg
1 + sρCmD A

(1)

The location system was inspired by that used in
the RAIN experiment [3]. After deployment of the
parachute, a GPS receiver was to be used to find the position of each module. This data was then to be transmitted
to the ground in small packets using the Globalstar service. Additionally, the GPS position data was to be modulated over a VHF radio beacon. This signal may then
be used by the recovery team when in close proximity to
the modules and also be picked up by an antenna during
the parachute assisted descent. The Esrange Space Centre
launch site makes use of a dish to point in the direction
of the falling modules to detect the signals during their
descent.

The system architecture had three core modules for control of FRODO, SAM and SHIRE. The ground station
communicated with the SHIRE, which then controlled
FRODO and SAM, the experiment notifying the team
when the cameras were recording and when the FFUs
were either activated, on internal power or had been
ejected. The signal for activating the main pyrocutters
releasing the FFUs was controlled and supplied by the
rockets service module.
The electronic system was based around a data handling
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) that was replicated for use in
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The GPS relay system was designed with two distinct
sections. These were the downlink, or GPS receiver, and
the uplink, or the transmission to Globalstar and over the
VHF beacon. The downlink section used a GPS receiver
to obtain the current longitude and latitude and interface
this to the microcontroller. The uplink section consisted
of two parts, a satellite communication service (Globalstar), and a VHF transmitter. The satellite link allowed
reliable location data to be sent from any location. The
VHF transmitter provided a back-up location transmission and served as a close proximity beacon for improved
location by the helicopter crew.
8 1e4

With these corrections in place the experiment was
passed as fit for launch and completed all communication
checks and timeline runs. StrathSat-R was then launched
on REXUS 13 on the 9th of May with all systems working nominally during countdown and flight. Continuous
data was received on the ground station indicating a fully
functional experiment. However, due to a procedure error
by Eurolaunch, the two FFUs were not ejected from the
rocket at apogee. The REXUS13 payload was recovered
by helicopter with both FFUs and their payloads still tensioned inside the rocket. Footage was recovered from the
rocket mounted cameras, but there was no useful experimental data due to the non-ejection of the FFUs.

Velocity (m/s)
Mach number
Time (s)

7
6
Altitude (m)

replaced. To correct this, capacitors were used on the
line to smooth the transient and reduce the amplitude to a
safe level with further testing validating this correctionl.
Electrical transients in the circuitry also affected the microcontrollers and resulted in damage occurring to two of
the three that were in the system, replacements were implemented and further protection built in to ensure new
damage would not occur.
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The lessons taken from the first launch were primarily
related to the payloads. FRODO was oversized and consequently could not be sealed from the elements when
stored. Additionally, an unexpectedly high amount of
heat was conducted through the hatch from the exterior
of the rocket into the experiment bays aboard the FFUs.
This resulted in a slight melting of the inflatable elements
of FRODO in exposed areas, due to the influx of hot
gases at the hatch edges and the heating of the covering
plate. SAM was better sealed and as a result suffered only
slight cosmetic damage. To mitigate these effects for the
relaunch, the rear of the experiment covers were coated
with several layers of kapton tape in order to decrease the
thermal conductivity of the material. FRODO was also
appropriately resized and remanufactured.

700

Figure 2. Simulation of FFU descent profile showing
velocity, Mach number, and time against altitude. The
parachute ejection altitude is also highlighted.

3.5.

Additional software considerations

Once the appropriate pressure has been detected indicating the correct altitude the parachute is deployed. Shortly
after this the software enters the tracking section which is
relatively simple. The NMEA data is read from the GPS
module and a simple filter for the characters $GPGGA is
implemented. All characters until the next $ are then relayed over serial to both the Globalstar and VHF beacon
modules.

4.
4.1.

Lessons learned

The main processing unit used on the SHIRE and FFUs
was the MBed microcontroller, which was chosen for its
programming simplicity and ‘plug-and-play’ characteristics that enabled it to be removed from the assembly
after failure or for testing. Unfortunately these microcontrollers proved not to be robustness enough with failures occuring throughout the test campaign. In particular,
multiple units had to be replaced during the launch campaign.

LAUNCH CAMPAIGNS
Initial launch (2013)

4.2.

The REXUS13 launch campaign took place at Esrange
from the 30th of April until the 10th of May 2013. The
first days were spent on experiment integration and systems tests. Several issues arose during the final integration of the experiment at the launch campaign. The first
was an unexpected (parachute lid) pyrocutter activation
in testing. This was caused by a high amplitude transient
at power on, activating the pyrocutter that then had to be

Second launch (2014)

On 29th of May REXUS16 launched from Esrange Space
Centre carrying the StrathSat-R experiment alongside
other student experiments. A major failure occurred with
the SAM FFU when the communications cable became
disconnected at launch. This was the end of SAMs mission as communications and power were terminated with
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SAM before it switched to internal power. FRODO function nominally with footage of the structure deployment
recorded by both the FFU and rocket-based cameras.
The recovery system did not operate nominally but a GPS
position was eventually relayed to the team over an hour
and a half after FRODO had landed. The reason for this
delay is most likely due to failure to acquire a GPS lock.
The RF beacon was not detected during the FFUs descent
with the recovery crew discovering it buried in a snow
bank, which may have delayed signal reception. The
FFUs structure and parachute showed minimal signs of
damage, which implies a nominal parachute deployment
and final descent. Finally the data was corrupted on the
SD card and required professional recovery. The footage
showed that the camera was still recording when the FFU
entered thicker atmosphere, eventually cutting out during a particularly rough pre-parachute part of the descent.
This was undoubtedly responsible for the footage corruption.

4.2.1.

Figure 3. Single frame from the camera aboard the
FRODO FFU taken shortly after ejection. The image
shows the inflatable structure in a fully deployed, semiinflated state. The REXUS 15 vehicle is also visible in the
background following motor separation.
is also possible that the structure fused together during
ascent, and that heat conduction mitigation measures introduced following the first launch were not entirely successful in preventing damage to the payloads.

Lessons learned

The primary lesson to take from the second launch was
that a more reliable data connection between the FFUs
and the SHIRE would have been desirable. The system
was the same as the first flight, however the connector
failure was a result of the inconsistency in how the connectors were attached. Mounted connectors would have
guaranteed the same connection angle, which was probably the main reason for disconnection at lift off, and aided
in ensuring connection quality.

Despite not achieving full deployment, passively inflatable structures of similar design still hold potential for
use in future CubeSat missions. Transitioning from
Residual Air Inflation to other similar methods, such as
storing gas by using sublimating powder, will enable similar designs and storage efficiency with improved inflation.
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From the footage recorded by FRODO, it could be seen
that the structure deployed to its full length almost immediately after ejection, the initial inflation force successfully unravelling the structure. The affect of this rapid
deployment, the tumbling of the FFU and the reduced,
but notable, atmospheric drag however meant that the sail
flapped and spun throughout the recorded flight (see Figure 3). From this, it is implied that the inflatable booms
lacked the force in places to fully deploy all the pyramid’s panels. As such, passive dynamic stabilisation of
the structure did not occur as expected in the upper atmosphere, with the inflatable acting in a fashion more akin
to a drogue chute during the descent.
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CONCLUSIONS

When comparing these results to the successful inflation
tests carried out on the ground, the implication is that the
booms did not fully inflate. The most probable reason for
this is diffusion of trapped air through the booms’ plastic material when compressed into its packaged state. It
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payload up to altitude 100 km and descending with parachute. It was developed at Central Aerological Observatory jointly with State Unitary Enterprise Instrument
Design Bureau. The booster provides a very rapid acceleration to about Mach 5. After the burning phase of the
buster the dart is separated and continues ballistic flight
for about 2 minutes. The dart carries the instrument payload + parachute and an ejection charge, but does not
include additional propellant. Time to apogee is 151 seconds. Launch weight is 67 kg. Payload is 54 mm dia. x
400 mm long with max payload weight 2-3 kg. Initial
acceleration (vertical): 200g's (up). GPS/GLONASS
position system will be used for tracking the payload. 30
channel telemetry system will provide data transition.
Temperature, pressure, wind, electron density will be
measured during the ascent (from 60 km) and descent
lags as a basic atmospheric parameters. Portable rocket
system MERA can be widely used in the frame of international collaboration.
The main technical specifications of MERA and MN-300
are described and results of test flights are presented.

ABSTRACT
To study the processes in the middle and upper atmosphere, ionosphere and near-Earth space, as well as to
monitor the geophysical environment in Russian Federal
Service for Hydrology and Environmental Monitoring
(ROSHYDROMET) the development of new generation
of meteorological and geophysical rockets has been
completed.
The modern geophysical research rocket system MR-30
was created in Research and Production Association
RPA "Typhoon". The basis of the complex MR-30 is a
new geophysical sounding rocket MN-300 with solid
propellant. Rocket launch takes place at an angle of 70 °
to 90 ° from the launcher, which is a farm with a guide
rail type required for imparting initial rotation rocket.
The rocket is spin stabilized with a spin rate between 5
and 7 Hz. Launch weight is 1564 kg, and the mass of the
payload of 50 to 150 kg. MR-300 is capable of lifting up
to 300 km, while the area of dispersion points for booster
falling is an ellipse with parameters 37 x 60 km.
The payload of the rocket MN-300 consists of two sections: a sealed, located below the instrument compartment, and not sealed, under the fairing. Block of scientific equipment is formed on the platform in a modular
layout. This makes it possible to solve a wide range of
tasks and conduct research and testing technologies using
a unique environment of space, as well as to conduct
technological experiments testing and research systems
and spacecraft equipment.
New Russian rocket system MERA (MEteorological
Rocket for Atmospheric Research ) belongs to so called
“dart” technique that provide lifting of small scientific

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally Russian sounding rockets have been used
for decades in ROSHIDROMET to carry out meteorological monitoring in the stratosphere and mesosphere as
well as for local studies, such as researches on high atmosphere layers and ionosphere. The continuous development of knowledge demanded new mission scopes
promoting an institutional interest of ROSHYDROMET
to fulfil these new lines of application. So that new
sounding rockets were developed to better fit and fulfil
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systems of spacecraft;
- testing of the promising technical means being developed for control of geophysical parameters;

those missions, bringing as a result an expansion of
ROSHYDROMET opportunities.
2. GEOPHYSICAL ROCKET COMPLEX MR-30

2.2. Composition:
• unguided solid-propellant rocket MN-300;
• ground-based equipment:
1) semi-stationary launcher
2) launching control instrumentation
3) transportation and loading vehicle
4) set of technological equipment
5) ground-based telemetric registering small-scale
station
2.3 Basic Technical Specifications of Complex MR-30
Figure 1. Start rocket MN-300.

1. Apogee
300 km
2. Payload mass of research instrumentation 50-100 kg
3. Minimal altitude of scientific experiments 60 km
4. The number of telemetric channels
128
5. Rocket launching at an angle
70º-90 º
6. Crew of rocket complex
3 persons

2.1 Application
The geophysical rocket complex is designed for:
- acquisition of experimental data on the state of the
environmental geophysical parameters in the layer from
60 km to 300 km sufficient for analysis and prognosis of
atmospheric processes along with monitoring of the geophysical situation;
- formation in the upper atmosphere (UA) and near-Earth
space (NES) of model media with preset spatial and
physical-chemical characteristics for mastering the
means and methods of geophysical situation monitoring
including the calibration of ground-based diagnostic
complexes;
- studying the processes occurring in the upper atmosphere at artificial modelling of natural phenomena and
conduction of experiments on modelling factors of anthropogenic contamination of the near-Earth space
(NES) and their impact on the structural elements and

2.4 Unguided Solid-Propellant Rocket MN-300
The rocket MN-300 consists of the payload, 1 stage solid
propellant rocket engine and tail section.
The payload of the rocket MN-300 consists of two sections: a sealed, located below the instrument compartment, and not sealed, under the fairing “Fig. 2”. A droppable ballistic fairing is made of two flaps fastened by a
conic casing.

Droppable fairing

Droppable fairing
scientific instrument compartment
Payload

Engine

Figure 2. A general view of rocket MN-300

Block of scientific equipment is formed on the platform
in a modular layout. This makes it possible to solve a
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wide range of tasks and conduct research and testing
technologies using a unique environment of space, as
well as to conduct technological experiments testing and
research systems and spacecraft equipment.

Table 1. Basic characteristics rocket MN-300
Length
Diameter
Mid-cross section
Take-off weight
Payload mass
Apogee
Minimal altitude for research experiments
Rotation velocity (with parrying system)
Flight axial overload
Centrifugal overloads
Engine fuel mass
Total time of engine operation
Danger zone of landing the rocket engine:
- a circle with a radius
- center grouping along the directrix shooting

Figure 3. The launch unit at the launching position.

7.988 m
0.45 m
0.155 m2
1564 kg
50-150 kg
300 km
60 km
5-7 r/s
25 g
17 g
1031,6 kg
23 s

Transport-loading vehicle MNZ-30 is shown in Fig. 4.
Velocity at transportation along the ground with rocket is
no more than 20 km/h. Angle of transverse static stability
with rocket is 29 º.

60 km
200 km

Figure 4. Transportation of rocket MN-300 with
transport loading vechicle.

Four ailerons are installed in the instrumentation section
of the rocket serving for decreasing the impact of wind at
the initial stage of flight.
The engine of the rocket MN-300 is a solid-fuelled one
on a composite propellant. The tail section has the cylindrical form. Four aerodynamic stabilizers are fastened to
it. Two stabilizers have ailerons, fixed at a preset angle
relatively to the plane of stabilizers impressing the rocket
rotation around the longitudinal axis for its stabilization
in flight.
In the head, intermediate and tail sections of the rocket
engine three basic belts are made with the diameter 450
mm on which the rockets slide along the launch unit
guides during launching.

The payload for this rocket is designed for in situ measurements the composition, electron and ion concentration and other parameters of the atmosphere and ionosphere. A general view of the payload with the equipment placed on it is shown in Fig. 5 All devices are located under the protective fairings that are discharged at
an altitude of 60 km

2.5 Launching Unit (LU)
The launch unit with the meteorological rocket MN-300
located at the launching position is shown in Figure 3. It
is ground-based, semi-stationary launcher, providing
launching angles in the vertical plane from 70º to 90º and
in the horizontal plane ± 180º. Mass of launching unit
(without rocket) is 5100 kg. Fixed lifetime is 10 years
and fixed service life is 200 launches.

Figure 5. Payload for rocket MN-300:
7 – telemetry antenna; 10 – Mass spectrometer;
14 – Impedance sonde; 16 – transducer magnetic field;
19 – Solar panel sensor; 24 – Langmur probe ;
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cargo of scientific instruments, on-board telemetry system and GPS / GLONASS receivers.
Composition of meteorological rocket complex MERA:
• unguided solid-propellant rocket MERA;
• meteorological rocket sonde MRS 100
• ground-based telemetric registering station
• stationary or mobile launcher
• launching-control instrumentation and set of
technological equipment

3. METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET COMPLEX
MERA

Table 2. Rocket MERA basic parameters
Total mass rocket
Apogee
Length engine
Mass engine
Working time engine
Full thrust impulse JR,S ,
Rocket diameter / engine diameter
Payload stage mass
Payload mass (with parachute)
Max speed after start
Engine impact area:
- Circle with diameter
- Distance from start pad
Payload stage impact area :
- Circle with diameter
- Distance from start pad
Total mass rocket
Apogee

Figure 6. The meteorological rocket MERA.
3.1 Application
The meteorological rocket complex MERA is designed
for:
• acquisition of experimental data on the thermodynamic parameters of the middle atmosphere (temperature and density), as well as wind speed and direction at altitudes of 10 - 100 km for analysis and
prognosis of atmospheric processes along with
monitoring of the geophysical situation;
• for testing newly developed advanced technological
means of in situ measuring the various parameters
of the atmosphere, as well as for scientific and applied tasks
• for active experimentation with the release in the
upper atmosphere of substances to determine wind
speed and direction
Meteorological rockets MERA with a lifting height of up
to 100 km just been developed as rapidly deployable
system for delivery to the upper layers of the atmosphere

58 kg
100 km
1380 mm
39 kg
1,6 … 2,4 sec
72,6 …78,5 кN·s
65 mm / 170
mm
15 kg
2,5 kg
~ 2000 m/s
5 km
3 km
30 km
45 km
58 kg
100 km

The rocket MERA consists of the engine “Fig 8” and the
passive payload stage “Fig 9”. The engine structurally
combined with the transport-launch container, and in this
way comes from the factory. Tailplane engine are minimized (twisted) and straightened after leaving the
launcher. Transport-launch container used to provide
start-up and directed rocket flight as well as to provide
the same engine protection during transportation and
storage. Container with rocket MERA is connected with
launcher through adapter “Fig. 10”
The design of the transport-launch container provides

Figure 7. The configuration of meteorological rocket MERA.
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+ 70 º С the two bead thermistors with diameter 0,2 mm
are used (Fig. 12).

automatic connection to the launcher and does not require prelaunch maintenance.
After the end of the engine operating the separation of
passive payload stage is carried out aerodynamically.
Protective nose cone of the payload stage is separated
using a powder charge in the range of 60-100 km altitude, which is determined by the timer. Inside the payload stage is a capsule with a meteorological rocket
sonde (MRS 100) and a parachute. Meteorological rocket
sonde includes scientific equipment, telemetry, power
supply unit and GPS / GLONASS module.
After separation of the protective nose cone scientific
equipment becomes open to the air stream being analyzed.
At the top of the trajectory of the meteorological rocket
sonde with a parachute is ejected from the payload stage.

Figure 12. Bead thermistors for meteorological rocket
sonde.
For density measurements at the range 3·10-6-10-3 kg/m3
the double ionization gauge is used (Fig.13)

Figure. 8. Engine for meteorological rocket MERA.

Figure 9. The passive payload stage of the meteorological rocket MERA.

Fig.13 Double ionization gauge for meteorological rocket sonde.
GPS / GLONASS receiver module inside MRS 100 provides tracking the rocket trajectory. Telemetry unit
transmits information within the range of frequencies
400-410 MHz. Ground based telemetry station provides
the receiving and processing flight information

Figure 10. Adapter for connection launcher and the container with rocket MERA.

Figure 11. Meteorological rocket sonde MRS 100 for
MERA.
Meteorological rocket sonde MRS 100, designed for
MERA, provides in situ measurement of atmospheric
thermodynamic parameters: temperature and density.
For temperature measurements at the range – minus 90 -

Figure 14. The controlled antenna-feeder device for
ground based telemetry station.
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At the present time these rocket complexes MR-30 and
MERA are used in the Russian rocket ranges near Volgograd (48,6N, 45,7E) and Tiksi (71,7N, 128,9E)

4. FINAL REMARKS
The present article presented some technical characteristics of the Russian sounding rockets showing the vehicles performance and applications. These sounding technique have been developed to meet new scientific challenges. ROSHYDROMET is always open to receive
proposal regarding international scientific cooperation in
the field of upper atmosphere rocket sounding.
Figure 15 Launcher with meteorological rocket MERA
prepared for the flight at launch pad.
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ABSTRACT

the scale of 100 m. In the near future, this model should
be operational for the launchings at ALC.

The present work aims to use an atmospheric mesoscale
model (Weather Research and Forecasting model 1. INTRODUCTION
WRF) coupled with its chemical module (CHEM) in
order to study the simulation of the dispersion of
The Alcântara Space Center (CLA) is the Brazilian gate
exhausted gas released from a typical rockets (in this
to the space. From this Center, it is launched the guided
case the Satellite Vehicle Launcher characteristics was
rocket as Satellite Vehicle Launcher (VLS) and
used) from the Alcântara Launch Center (ALC). For the
unguided sounding rockets (like VSB30). Especially for
initialization of the coupled model, the preprocessor
the sounding rockets, the winds are very important to
PREP-Chem was assigned to the Reanalysis of the
determine the flight trajectory and it is computed as a
TROpospheric chemical composition (RETRO).
sum of the internal (characteristics of the rocket) and
However, as this repository has no pollutants at the
external (winds) forces involved [1]. For the other side,
ALC area, a new method of insertion of chemical data
during the ignition of the solid propellant rockets, it
assigned to the exact geographical position where the
released some exhausted gases (mainly the major
VLS is launched was used with all emissions null unless
exhaust pollutants: Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3),
at the Launcher pad. Also, the model was initialized
Hydrogen Chloride (HCl) and Carbon Monoxide (CO))
with meteorological data extracted from the Global
from the combustion chambers for its thrust and this
Forecasting System (GFS). The simulations were made
must be determined before the launching for safety
for different 4 cases representatives of the diurnal
reasons.
(daytime and nighttime) and seasonal (dry and wet
All the Space Centers has some method or tool to
seasons) scales. Observational data (radiosondes and
determine these gases dispersions. For instance, the US
wind tower data) was used to validate the wind field.
Space Center (like NASA JFK/Cape Canaveral) uses an
There are 3 grids nested with 9, 3 and 1 km spatial
operational model which computes the gas dispersion
resolution and the model has 45 levels in the vertical (15
based on the theory of the cloud rise [2]. This code is
levels up to 2000 m). All the simulations showed
know as Rocket Exhaust Effluent Diffusion model
approximately the same patterns as the wind flow are
(REEDM) and it has been used to assess the
very persistent (this is a characteristic of the trade
environmental impact of aerospace activites This
winds). Typically, the simulations showed that the CO
dispersion model are based on Gaussian model
concentration (the variable used to represent the gases
concepts: the exhaust material (mixture amongst CO,
exhausted by the solid motors) at the launch pad is 2
CO2, HCl and alumina) is assumed to be uniformly
order of magnitude higher than at the gate (1 km far)
distributed in the vertical and to have a bivariate
and 4 order of magnitude higher than Alcantara village
Gaussian distribution in the plane of the horizon at the
(20 km far). It can reach 30000 ppm at the launching
point of cloud stabilization.
pad after Ho + 1 min. Also, it was computed that the
The model used at the European Spaceport of Kourou
launch pad must stay isolated by 15 min before any
(French Guyana) is the SARRIM Software [3], which is
other action for the complete dispersion and,
a multi-function atmospheric dispersion model dealing
consequently, for safety reasons. As the turbulent
with the local and large scale impact assessment for
intensity is higher at 12 UTC (daytime conditions), the
propellant and hypergolic rocket releases. It is an
total time for the complete dispersion of the plume is
operational and fast running tool taking into account
reduced (around 40-45 min) related to the nighttime
atmospheric stratifications inside the boundary layer
conditions (60-75 min). This is an ongoing work that
using in situ data like radiosondes. This software allows
aims to improve this model configuration to include a
the CNES Safety department to organize the safety
vertical distribution of the exhausted gases due to the
programme and an environmental sampling monitoring
normal launching and to include small scale features at
survey at every launch.
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The India Space Center (Satish Dhawan Space Center
SDCS SHAR) uses a different approach: their scientists
coupled a Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated
Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model with a atmospheric
mesoscale model (in this case they have used the
mesoscale meteorological model –MM5) to predict the
dispersion of exhaust pollutant in the form of vapour
and ground level concentrations [4].
The Brazilian community is also addressing this
problem for ALC since 2010 and they have developed
the model MSDEF (in portuguese) Modelo Simulador
da Dispersão de Efluentes de Foguetes), which
represents the solution for time-dependent advectiondiffusion equation applying the Laplace transform
considering the Atmospheric Boundary Layer as a
multilayer system. This solution allows a time evolution
description of the concentration field emitted from a
source during a release lasting time tr and it takes into
account deposition velocity, first-order chemical
reaction, gravitational settling, precipitation scavenging,
and plume rise effect. This solution is suitable for
describing critical events relative to accidental release
of toxic, flammable, or explosive substances [5]. An
improvement of this model by coupling it to the CMAQ
(Community Multi-scale Air Quality) is under way and
some preliminary results were published by [6]. Both
studies addressed the CLA dispersion problem.
The objective of this work is to proposed an alternative
model or tool by using of an atmospheric mesoscale
model (WRF) coupled with a Chemistry module
(CHEM) in order to predict the dispersion of the gas
exhausted by rockets at ALC.

RS80-15G (with GPS capabilities). During the
ascension phase, the GPS sensor sampled the balloon
positions at 2 s and an average winds for 50 m height
interval were processed as the averaged wind profile for
the layer. The data-set used were obtained from an
intensive field campaign from September 15 until 30,
2008 (representing the dry season) and from March 19
up to 25, 2010 (representing the wet season).

Figure 1. Geographic Localization of the ASC and a
view of the launching pad
For this work the mesoscale model named WRF –ARW
(Weather Research and Forecasting - Advanced
Research WRF) version 3.4.1 was used as it is the
“state-of-art” for regional models [8]. It is also an open
code, friendly user and has several parametrizations for
radiation, boundary layer, convection, etc that can be
easily tested and changed to be locally adapted. The
module chemistry (CHEM) has several options for the
chemistry computation and the Regional Atmospheric
Chemistry Mechanism (RACM) with the library Kinect
Pré-Processor (KPP) was used. The RACM has several
equations to explicitily determine species of inorganic
and organica contaminants with a total of 237 chemistry
reaction. This software is relatively easy to install and
operate it at the range center.

2. DATA SET AND METHODOLOGY
The ALC is located along the coast at the latitude 2° 19'
S and the longitude 44° 22' W and 40 m above sea-level
(Figure 1). The climate presents a precipitation regime
splitted in wet period (from January up to June) being
March and April the peak of the rain (higher than 300
mm/month) and a dry period (from July up to
December) with precipitation lower than15 mm/month
(Figure 2). The wind regime possesses a distinct
behavior between the rainy and dry season. During the
wet period the surface winds are weaker (typically
around 4.0 – 5.0 m/s) than during the dry season (winds
around 7.0 – 9.0 m/s). The wind regime at ALC is very
complex as it is a superposition of the trade winds and
the sea breeze developed due to the thermal contrast
between ocean and continent [7]. This is due to
intensification of the sea breeze that presents its
maximum influence during this time (particularly from
September until November). The wind direction is from
the NE at both periods.
Two observational data-sets made by radiosondes have
been used to validate the numerical outputs of the
winds. The rawinsounding system used was from
Vaisala Oy (Helsinki, Finland) MW11 using a sonde

Figure 2. The rainfall climatology for ALC.
3. RESULTS
The data used to initialize the model was the
meteorological field from National Center of
Atmospheric Research (NCEP) named GFS, with
spatial resolution of 0.5° x 0.5° (approximately 55 x 55
km). The land use – land cover data was obtained at
United States Geological Survey (USGS) (available at
http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/src/wps_files/geog.tar.g
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z), with spatial resolution 30”. All the simulations were
made with 42 vertical levels at the 3 nested grids
centered at CLA (Figure 3). The spatial resolution was
9, 3 and 1 km for the inner grid. The simulation was
started at 12 UTC and a spin-up of 6 hours for the grids
1 and 2. The legend for Figure 3 is: EST represents the
launch pad gate, MET is the area encompassing
Meteorological Section and Technical Center and
VALC and VTAP are the Alcantara village and Taperei
settlement.

contour the hill but did not reached the Alcantara village
(VALC).

Figure 3. The 3 domains used for the numerical
simulations. The D1 is showed in zoom.

Figure 5. The time evolution of the CO concentration
for the minutes 5 up to 8 after the gas released. Case
Dry season 00 UTC.

The Figure 4 presents the time series (from minute 1 up
to minute 4 after the gas release) of the atmospheric
flow (both windspeed and direction) associated with the
plume of the gas exhausted. It can clearly see the plume
being dispersed and advected with the wind flow.

However, for the Figure 7, which represents the same
emission released but with different meteorological
initial conditions (case wet season 00 UTC), especially
for the wind direction, it can be seen that, for the same
moment as Figure 6 (minutes from 29 up to 32 after the
release), the plume reached the Alcantara village, that
could represent some poisonous for the population.

Figure 4. The time evolution of the CO concentration
for the minutes 1 up to 4 after the gas released. Case
Dry season 00 UTC.
Figure 6. The time evolution of the CO concentration
for the minutes 29 up to 32 after the gas released. Case
Dry season 00 UTC.

The following minutes (from minute 5 up to minute 8 at
Fig. 5 and from minute 29 up to minute 32 at Fig. 6) the
plume dispersed, follow the atmospheric flow, it
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Table 3.1: Synthesis of the time dispersion required
to be fully dispersion.
Period
Dry
Wet

Time
00 UTC
12 UTC
00 UTC
12 UTC

Total time (min)
70
30
90
40

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The dry season showed the fastest dispersion time,
ranging from 30 up to 90 min. The plume dispersion
show strong sensitivity to the topography as well as the
winds (especially the direction).The WRF-CHEM
model was able to represent the plume dispersion and
produces some new suggestions for the safety procedure
rules (people must be protected 10 min at launch pad
and 30 min at technical center/meteorological section).
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Figure 7. The time evolution of the CO concentration
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The Figures 8 and 9 shows the time evolution of the CO
concentration for 4 points analyzed: at launching pad
area (EST), technical center (MET) and Alcantara
Village (VALC). The time (in minutes) for the plume to
arrive at different locations varies according to the
atmospheric flow.
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Figure 8. The CO concentration against the time after
the releasion for 00 (left) and 12(right) UTC during dry
period.

Figure 9. The CO concentration against the time after
the releasion for 00 (left) and 12(right) UTC during wet
period.
The Table 3.1 presents a synthesis of the time required
for a complete dispersion. It varies between 30 up to 90
min, associated with the season (dry and/or wet) and 00
and 12 UTC.
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1.1.

ABSTRACT

The NUTS (NTNU Test Satellite) project started
in 2010 and is NTNU’s (The Norwegian University
of Science and Technology) contribution to the Norwegian student satellite program [1]. The satellite
program is managed by NAROM (The Norwegian
Centre for Space Related Education) and overseen
by the Norwegian Space Centre. The NUTS student satellite is a 2U CubeSat, designed and built by
NTNU students and staff. The main focus of this educational oriented program is to explore topics not
widely covered by other student satellite projects,
such as making the frame out of other materials than
aluminium (e.g. carbon fiber reinforced polymer)
and a back-plane which interconnects all the subsystems. The satellite is currently in the engineering
model production phase, which is scheduled to be
completed by the end of 2015.

In April 2014, the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU) Test Satellite (NUTS) team
carried out a balloon campaign at Andøya, Norway. The purpose was to test the on-board UHF
and VHF radio prototypes. In accordance with the
project mission goals, this campaign marked the test
of the engineering model’s communication subsystems. One of the mission requirements was that
these systems should be as close to the final flightmodel as possible. Parts of the system were built
and assembled in advance at NTNU, and the final
system integration was carried out at Andøya. A
standard PTU probe with a GPS module transmitting the balloon’s location in the UHF band was used
to track the flight. The probe was mounted below the
NUTS payload box. The payload radios was tracked
using Yagi antennas based on the received GPS coordinates from the PTU probe. A two-way communication link was established and maintained between
the balloon and the ground station. This paper will
present the results from the mission as well as lessons
learned related to the preparation and execution of
balloon campaigns.

1.2.

Motivation for the Balloon Campaign

Student members of the satellite program have annually attended a workshop at ARR to exchange experiences and attend lectures related to space science.
These previous workshops have had a theoretical focus on space and satellite technology and this time
the NUTS team desired a more practical approach.
Therefore, it was decided to arrange a balloon campaign in order to conduct preliminary tests of the
NUTS communications systems. Having a firm deadline for completion of the hardware and software was
considered to be highly advantageous to drive the
progress of the project forward.

Key words: ESA; Balloon, CubeSat, Field test.

1.

The NUTS Project

INTRODUCTION

This paper will describe the balloon campaign carried out at Andøya Rocket Range (ARR) (now:
Andøya Space Center (ASC)) during the period between March 31 and April 3, 2014.

ARR is an excellent location for such a campaign
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with all required infrastructure and administrative
routines to perform a balloon release in place. It was
decided to attach a custom payload to a meteorological balloon, which are released from ARR on a
regular basis. Students visiting ARR would be able
to meet and work alongside the ARR staff; people
who are working with space technology on a daily
basis. The campaign would also prove as a reward
for the students after a period of hard work and to
improve team spirit.

Helium so the ascent rate would be about 6 m/s with
an anticipated maximum altitude of 34 km.

1.3.

A styrofoam box was used to house the satellite
hardware. As shown in Figure 2, the electronics
consisted of a UC3A3 Xplained with a microcontroller, in addition to two radios operating at UHF
and VHF frequencies as well as a power supply unit
and a battery pack. The microcontroller was running FreeRTOS with some of the satellites on-board
computer functionality. The UHF radio was made
in-house and consisted of an ADF7021 evaluation
board (EVAL-ADF7021DBZ3) with added switching
and power amplifier circuitry. The VHF radio was
Skagmo Electronics OWL radio; a small and flexible amateur radio product spun-off from a student
project at NTNU. A battery pack and two linear regulators served as a power supply unit. A linear dipole
was used at UHF, with a turnstile antenna at VHF.

The PTU probe had to be included to perform the
required balloon tracking. The PTU probe would log
position, temperature, pressure and humidity during
flight and transmit the data using UHF at 400 MHZ
down to a dedicated receiver. This receiver relayed
the data to the ground station in order to calculate
the azimuth and elevation angels needed to point the
two Yagi antennas towards the payload.

Overall Test Plan

The goal of the campaign was to test the engineering model of the communication system of the student satellite under similar operational conditions for
the ground station as during space flight. The test
would enable the team to assess the current status
of the system, looking at both hardware and software. The ultimate goal was a complete end-to-end
test between the satellite and the ground station.

Figure 2. Hardware components within the payload:
UC3A3 microcontroller, PSU, VHF & UHF radios
and antennas
The UHF radio operated as a packet radio
transceiver as well as a CW transmitter. In CW
mode the radio transmitted a simple string consisting of a call sign with some basic telemetry such as
battery voltage and temperature. When in packet
radio mode it used 9600 GMSK modulation and a
simple packet format with error detection. The OWL
VHF radio has many features, but only some of them
were tested in the campaign: Transmission of APRS
packets and CW. Pre-uploaded images were used to
emulate a camera payload. It was possible to transmit a complete image in one burst or request parts
of the image. The ground station was located at a
high school in Andenes. It was equipped with two
steerable crossed Yagi antennas, one for each radio
band. As UHF receiver, an identical copy of the radio
inside the satellite was used while and ICOM 9000
radio was used to receive CW.

Figure 1. Illustration of the test, including ground
station, antennas, balloon, payload and PTU probe.

2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The complete balloon system consisted of a regular
helium filled weather balloon, a PTU probe and the
NUTS payload, as shown in Figure 1. According to
Appendix 4 in ICAO [2] the payloads combined must
weigh less than 4 kg, with each separate payload at
less than 2 kg and density below 13 g/cm3 to be
classified as a light balloon. The PTU probe weighs
about 250 g and the 1200 g balloon was filled with
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3.

test flight would also make it possible to verify the
amount of Helium needed to lift the payload and to
ensure that the balloon would reach the required altitude to burst. Figure 4 shows the flight path along
with the predicted track from the online CUSF Predict tool [3], and Figure 3 shows the recorded elevation profile. From that, the total range of flight was
found to be around 380 km with a maximum altitude
of 33 km.

PREPARATIONS

The planning of the balloon campaign started during
the NUTS semester kick-off in January 2014. The
initial plans and ideas were formed, and the team
was put together. The team consisted of students
working as volunteers for the NUTS project, master
students in their final year and NTNU staff. During the winter and early spring of 2014, the team
worked together on a regular basis, with a common
work night every Tuesday evening. Most of the team
members signed up for the Andøya trip. In total, 12
project members participated during the campaign
week.
Preparations consisted of administrative planning
and putting together a mission plan. In addition,
both hardware and software were developed and
tested. On the administrative part, launch permits
for the balloon was acquired by NAROM. Initially
it was planned to use a camera payload during the
mission and permits for this was acquired from the
Norwegian National Security Authority (NSM). Due
to the limited available time and resources the camera payload was replaced with dummy images already uploaded into the memory of the microcontroller. During the preparations, it soon became
clear that the plans for a integrated software suite
for the ground station was not realistic within the
given time frame. Therefore a minimum-effort solution was made, consisting of an identical version of
the hardware within the payload of the balloon.

4.

Figure 3. Elevation profile from the balloon test-flight

THE CAMPAIGN

The team arrived at Andøya Rocket Range by plane
in two groups. The first group immediately started
to set up the main base in a lab at ARR. This was a
large room equipped with the equipment needed to
finish integration of and modify the electronics. Due
to lack of time in preparations, the payload was not
completely finished upon arrival. The main efforts
the following days were therefore to finish payload
integration, build the styrofoam box, set up and test
the ground station and compile the final test plan.
To increase the publicity of the project and the campaign, the project blog and the Facebook page were
actively used. The outreach of the publicity improved to a great extent, reaching more than 2200
users during this event. The blog can be found at
http://nuts.cubesat.no/news.

Figure 4. The map shows the reported GPS-track
from the PTU-probe onboard the test-flight on the 1.
of April (left-most track) and the predicted/simulated
track.

4.1.

4.2.

Test Flight

One day before the real launch window opened (two
days before the actual flight) a test flight was carried
out. One of the purposes of this flight was to evaluate the expected trajectory of the actual flight. The

Main Flight and Results

The NUTS payload was attached to the balloon by
means of a long rope that would separate at impact
of a force less than 230 N, and the PTU probe was
attached beneath the NUTS payload, as shown in
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figure 1. For the balloon to be released, the PTU
probe must transmit telemetry including position at
all times. The position messages were used to track
the NUTS payload during flight. It is paramount to
be able to point a high-gain antenna in the correct
direction to close the link at a long range. Pointing
angles (azimuth and elevation) were calculated from
the position messages and fed to the ground station
controller that in turn points the antenna towards
the balloon.

4.3.

APRS tracking

The VHF radio (OWL) on-board the NUTS payload also included a GPS module, enabling the transmission of APRS messages during flight. The messages could be traced by the online APRS map [4]
service during flight, and the position log was also
downloaded. Figure 5 shows the flight path as reported from both the PTU-probe (yellow line) and
the APRS-signals (blue line). Sending position data
through the APRS network proved useful and clearly
displayed the live tracking of a balloon. This can be
exploited for later balloon missions to track the balloon without the use of a PTU-probe. The GPS on
the OWL radio was an u-blox MAX-6 and operated
under default settings, which had an altitude ceiling
of 12000 meters, and therefore provided insufficient
height data during flight.

Figure 5. The map shows the balloon flight path
reported from the PTU-probe (yellow line) and the
APRS transmitter on the NUTS payload (blue line)

From the APRS packets received at an early stage of
the flight, an estimate of the balloons vertical speed
was calculated to approximately 5.2 m/s. As the ascent rate is often fairly constant for balloon launches,
this speed can be assumed until burst. This is also
illustrated in Figure 3, which shows that the vertical
speed of the test drop is fairly constant.

4.4.

4.5.

Unexpected Issues

During the campaign, unexpected issues arose. This
included both thermal issues with regulators and amplifiers as well as problems with the complexity and
usability of HAM-radio equipment. The main cause
for the thermal issues were the use of linear voltage regulators instead of switching regulators on the
power supply. The thermal issues must be solved
for the next prototypes, and it was of great importance to shed light upon them. There were also issues
related to the use of a class A RF power amplifier
with an estimated power added efficiency of about
25%. The combinations of a linear regulator, high
power consumption at low supply voltages furthermore worsened the thermal issues. Regarding the
use of HAM equipment, it cannot be expected that
all team members possess the needed skill to fully
be able to debug and use the HAM-radio radios and
modems, even if they have the basic licensing. It was
therefore decided that the team must make an effort
to build a SDR-based ground station. This solution
will be more complex to set up, but should be easier
to use when operational.

UHF Radio link

The data link between the ground station and the
balloon was established using 9600 baud GMSK
modulation. We were able to ping the satellite and
request telemetry data as well as image data using a
simple command line interface. The link was closed
up to 10 km altitude, and exhibited a large amount
of bit errors beyond that point. Two of the main
reasons for the limited link range was the lack of a
low-noise amplifier in the receive chain and the fact
that no forward error correction was implemented.
With the CRC check on the received data, a packet
was discarded when there were bit error present in
the received data. There were also an issue related
to the pointing error of the Yagi antenna compared
to the VHF antenna.
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4.6.

station with a SDR-based station.

Return value to Students and the
Project

The most important educational aspects of this campaign was to give the students a hands-on experience and relevant view on Norwegian space activities from Andøya. The team also got to experience
the importance of team work in order to complete a
task within a short period of time with a firm deadline. The launch itself was a thorough introduction
to conducting a balloon launch campaign and mission operations. The team also learned how all the
components of the system interconnects and affects
each other and how this relates to the way one have
to debug hardware and software.

Performing a campaign similar to this one is very
valuable and rewarding as well as it helps to build a
high team spirit. This return is regarded to be just as
important as the technical. Students feel awarded as
they get to travel, learn more about Norwegian space
activities at Andøya and experience something new.
The improved team spirit contributed to the project
efficiency and effectiveness by enhancing collaboration and communication in the team.
Working towards a firm deadline and the challenges
and issues that arose prior to the balloon launch intensified the student’s workload significantly. This
did in turn increase the general progress of the
project considerably. However, several last-minute
shortcuts had to be made and did not benefit the
project as they are most likely not possible to re-use.
Discovering these last minute issues and addressing
them proved to be invaluable for the project as they
are of vital importance of the satellite’s operational
status.

Future balloon campaigns should be carried out as a
motivational activity for new students, preferably on
an annual basis. In order to save time and money,
it would be beneficial to look into the possibility of
performing the launch from a location closer to the
university. Last minute designs should be avoided
at all costs and the hardware being launched should
be as similar as possible to the real satellite. The
campaign should also be scheduled to a more suitable
time frame in the academic year in order to allocate
more time to post process the data and evaluate the
results and how the campaign was carried out.

It was clearly seen that not all the work put into
building hardware and software for this campaign
can be used directly for the satellite radio systems.
If campaigns like this are to be carried out in the
future, the systems put to test should be in a more
completed state. This especially applies to the software.

As a general conclusion, future balloon campaign
should be carried out after the hardware is complete
and ready to be flown. This in order to minimize the
need of last-minute hacks and solutions.
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Throughout the campaign several issues with the system design were highlighted. Some of the issues were
due to special design for this campaign, other issues
are more general and must be solved for the real
satellite. For example, most of the thermal problems
experienced were due to the design of the power supply for the balloon payload and is therefore not directly relevant for the satellite. However, the thermal
properties of the PA must be looked into.
Communication between the ground station and
both radios were achieved, and several modes of
operation were tested. The VHF-radio successfully
tested CW mode and APRS packet mode for position
data. The UHF-radio successfully tested CW mode
beacon and two-way packet radio mode for downloading an image. By using APRS mode, we have
shown that tracking a balloon using the APRS network is very convenient, and this can easily be used
for further balloon missions making the PTU-probe
redundant.

Figure 6. On the way to the balloon tower
This campaign was made possible due to hard work
from a lot of people. In addition to the authors, the
following people contributed in planning, preparations and execution of the campaign:
NUTS team at the site: Students: Leif-Einar H. Pettersen, Anders Håland, Endre Larsen and Andreas
Bertheussen.

The complexity of the amateur radio equipment has
already lead to efforts to replace the current ground
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During preparations Thomas F. Koren, Erik Lothe,
Jan A. S. Bremnes contributed to hardware and software.
At the site, staff from NAROM and ARS provided
valuable help: Torbjørn Houge, Stian Vik Mathisen
and Jøran Grande. Figure 6 shows the great surroundings of Andøya, when the team was under way
to the balloon launch tower.
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ABSTRACT
Traditional satellites have a rigid structure defining the
basic configuration of the satellite and holding in place
all subsystems. A variation of the shape or configuration
of the satellite is normally achieved through the use of
deployable structures or appendices (antennas, solar
arrays, booms, etc.). Although modern structural
solutions are modular and multifunctional, the structure
of a satellite still represents a significant portion of its
mass and a limitation on the achievable configuration,
extension of deployable components and packing
efficiency during launch. The goal of this project is to
design and build an initial prototype of an all-inflatable
satellite with disaggregated electronics for deployment
on-board a BEXUS balloon as proof of concept. The
idea is to use inflatable cell structures as support for all
the subsystems composing a typical nano-satellite. Each
subsystem and component is mounted on a different
cell. Cells are both individually inflated and
individually controlled. The aim is to design and build
an inflatable satellite, demonstrating the deployment,
communication among components and local control
enabling structure shape adaption via soft robotic
actuators and micro pumps. The experiment will deploy
two inflatable structures made of 5x2 cells which are
packed in a 10x10x10cm3 cubesat reaching a size of
70x18x14cm3 once deployed. Flexible circuitry was
used to mount all the electronic subsystems on the
surface of the folded inflatable. The experiment was
flown onboard the BEXUS16 stratospheric balloon to
an altitude of 27,3km for 2 hours and 45min from the
Swedish space port ESRANGE on the 8th of October
2013 proving the functionality of the disaggregated
electronics.
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Commercial Space Station consisting of inflatable
modules. In January 2013, Bigelow Aerospace was
contracted by NASA to build an inflatable module
called BEAM to be tested on the International Space
Station (ISS) during 2015 to 2017 [12].

INTRODUCTION

Space vehicle size is nowadays mainly governed by
launch vehicle dimensions. The use of deployable
structures became necessary due to their low stowage
and high in-orbit volume. For the success of future
space missions involving large space structure, the
development of new deployable structures and the
improvement of current designs are of great importance.
Applications can be easily envisioned through truss
structures, masts, crew quarters, transport tunnels, large
solar arrays, solar concentrators, solar sails or antennas.
A valuable option for these large ultra light structures is
the exploitation of inflatables. Reasons for the use of
inflatable structures range from their low cost over
exceptional packaging efficiency, deployment reliability
and low stowage volume to low weight. Over the last
decades, inflatable structures became an emerging field
to overcome launch vehicle payload size restrictions [1].
Research in inflatable structures can be dated back to
the 1950s. The first major developments during this
time showing the potential of these novel structural
concepts were the Goodyear antennas in the early 1960s
and the Echo Balloon series from the late 1950s to the
early 1960s. The Contraves antennas/sunshades and the
L’Garde, Inc., inflatable decoys followed in the 1970s
and mid-1980s [2]. The biggest achievement up to date
is the Inflatable Antenna Experiment (IAE) of L’Garde
which was launched from a Space Shuttle- in May
1996[3] .

Various space structures are serving just one specific
purpose in space systems nowadays. By developing a
structure that can adapt itself to various mission stages,
the flexibility of the entire mission can be enhanced.
With applying smart structures, the spacecraft can easily
adjust itself to the space environment and expensive onground simulation to verify the accuracy of the structure
when subjected to the harsh space environment become
no longer necessary. These kind of smart structures
have various applications in space systems. Examples of
these structures range from telecommunication over
earth observation to human space missions. For
example, these structures can form antennas or
concentrators which are able to adjust their focal point
autonomously depending on their orientation towards
the sun or their position in orbit. By using a smart
membrane as a substructure for a solar sail, attitude
control of the solar sail can be achieved by changing the
shape of the structure and therefore varying the area
subjected to the solar wind. This area change will result
in an attitude change of the space craft.
By distributing the electronics over the surface of the
inflatable smart structure, a very lightweight giant
structure in space can be created without having the
need for any rigid heavy substructures which would be
dead weight. These satellites with a high area to mass
ratio would be a great way to ensure that the satellite
will re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere in the
recommended 25 years to mitigate space debris

Research has been undertaken in various institutions all
over the world in the field of inflatable structures [4-6];
new membrane materials have been discovered that can
withstand the space environment, advanced simulation
tools were developed that capture the highly non-linear
behaviour of the inflation process and rigidization
techniques have been investigated making the structure
non-reliant on the inflation gas after deployment [7-9].
The industry is focusing on a variety of applications of
inflatable structures to enable future space flight at
present. After 1996, inflatables were used as protection
devices for planetary rovers, for example the inflatable
balloons to soften the landings of the Mars rovers
Pathfinder in 1996 and Spirit and Opportunity in 2003.

2

DESIGN AND OBJECTIVES

As part of the research that is going on at the University
of Strathclyde on smart deployable structures [13,14],
the iSEDE project has the purpose to demonstrate the
disaggregated electronics and autonomous behaviour
required to successfully develop an adaptable,
lightweight, inflatable space structure. The basic idea of
such a system is an all inflatable satellite which consists
of multiple inflated cells. These cells have the capability
to change their volume in-between each other and
therefore change the shape of the entire satellite. A few
cells form own standing colonies with their own power
system (solar + storage), micro controller, housekeeping
system and wireless communication to other cell
colonies. [15] The wireless link between the colonies
enables fast re-configuration of the colonies and safes
cabling mass. The iSEDE experiment in specific is
focused on disaggregating the electronics, removing the
need for a rigid structure containing the basic satellite
subsystems. The design will demonstrate feasibility for
space applications, and be deployed in a high-altitude

Various companies are working on the use of inflatable
antennas, reflectors, booms and solar arrays as satellite
components. Just recently the company Space Ground
Amalgam working on these inflatable satellite structures
won a 100k prize in the Space Frontier Foundation’s
NewSpace business plan competition [10]. Other
research is carried out in inflatable boom experiments
like the CFRP Booms from the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) [11]. Also NASA is working on inflation
based structures which lead to a successful test of the
Inflatable Reentry Vehicle Experiment (IRVE-3) in July
2012. The most ambitious plan comes from Bigelow
Aerospace which has the target of building a
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environment to prove this.

films are lightweight, strong and can withstand the
temperatures that the experiment will be subjected to.
The three middle cells (2, 3 & 4) are including a soft
robotic actuator element which functionality is
described later in the paper. This actuation element will
not be affected by the harsh temperature but may
degrade when subject to UV radiation.

The first objective of the iSEDE experiment is therefore
to deploy the satellites made up of multiple cells via
inflation and observe the deployment behaviour and to
verify existing LS-DYNA simulations. To demonstrate
disaggregated electronics with wireless communication
between satellites is the second objective. The third
objective is to demonstrate autonomous behaviour of the
whole system. The fourth and last objective it to
alternate the shape of the satellite via integrated soft
robotic actuators and micro pumps.

3

Each cell has an un-inflated length of 18cm and height
of 13cm with a 1cm seam. The deployable structure
uses residual air inflation as a deployment mechanism.
The inflation deformation of the cell is modelled using
the equations established for the inflation of a flat
circular shape presented in [14]. This predicts inflated
dimensions of length 14.9cm, depth 5.9cm and height
9.9cm.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The concept of the iSEDE experiment is to have two
inflatable satellites on board the BEXUS gondola and a
central controller, the hub. One satellite is deployed
before launch and the other is deployed when the
balloon reaches float altitude. When all satellites are
deployed, communication between the satellites and the
hub commences. The hub communicates with the
ground station through the BEXUS E-Link. The ground
station will be able to receive reports and give
commands. For example, a command can be given to
cause the satellites to change their shape through
pumping air between cells on the satellites

3.1

Mechanical

The main concern of the mechanical design is the size,
shape, strength and mass of the experiment in order to
fit inside the given volume of the BEXUS gondola. The
iSEDE experiment consists of the inflatable satellites,
the deployment modules, the hub, the camera housing
and associated interfaces. Different constraints apply to
each subsystem.

Figure 2: Inflated cell in vacuum chamber
A fully inflated, deployed structure with two columns of
cells and no added mass would therefore have a size of
14.9x11.8x49.5cm3. With added mass, around a 10%
elongation is expected giving an inflated height of
around 55cm.

Actuation
The actuation of the iSEDE inflatable is inspired by
nature’s heliotropism where motor cells in the plants
stem change the pressure in-between neighbouring cells
and therefore make the stem of the plant flex in order
for the flower head to follow the sun over the course of
a day [16]. This nature inspired principle is used for the
shape alteration of the inflatable iSEDE satellite.
Initially the concept was based around micro pumps
being attached between two adjacent cells to change the
cell’s pressure and therefore their volume resulting in a
deformation of the entire structure. But due to the
inflexible nature of the used material Mylar, another
solution had to be created. A solution is the use of soft
robotic elements which are made of highly flexible
silicon rubber. Soft robotic elements usually have a
cavity inside them which can be inflated causing a
deformation of the element.

Figure 1: iSEDE experiment in BEXUS gondola
Inflatable Satellite
The deployed structure is entirely made of inflatable
cells. It consists of two rows of 5 elongated ellipsoid
cells deployed using the expansion of trapped air inside
the ellipsoids when subjected to vacuum conditions.
These cells are manufactured from an outer layer of
adhesive Kapton and an inner layer of Mylar. These
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solenoid pin will retract; this will pull the linkage arm
vertically upwards. This vertical movement will then
cause the latch to pivot around the link between the
linkage arm and the latch. This motion will then cause
the hook of the latch to lose contact with the sprung
hinged doors, hence, releasing the inflatable structure.

Figure 3: Actuation of satellites (soft robotic actuator =
yellow lines)
The advantage of soft robotic elements is that they can
be casted in every thinkable shape and their actuation
performance can therefore be tailored. By mimicking
this principle with micro pumps and soft robotic
actuators, the iSEDE inflatable obtains the capability of
changing its global shape (Figure 3). An actuator
element consists of two soft robotic elements, one in
each cell that is connected via a micro pump (Figure 4).

Figure 5: Deployment box with release mechanism
Hub and experiment mounting
The hub houses the central electronic intelligence and
will act as the controller of whole experiment. The hub
is manufactured from lightweight aluminium angles and
polystyrene.

Figure 4: Actuator element consisting of two micro
pumps for reversible flow and two soft robotic
actuators.
During fabrication, a cavity inside the soft robotic
actuator was created with a metal rod. In order to create
the necessary higher stiffness on one side of the actuator
to force the actuator to bend and therefore shorten, a
thin nylon string is placed inside the actuator. If the soft
robotic actuator gets inflated which would normally
cause an elongation is now getting transformed in a
bending of the actuator, which means an in plane
shortening with a comparably high actuation force.
During fabrication the actuator tool is placed inside a
vacuum chamber to remove small air bubbles from the
soft robotic actuators to improve the quality of the
actuator.

Figure 6: Hub mounted between the two cubesat boxes
The hub houses a Raspberry Pi controller, the power
system and the data handing board. The hub also
facilitates the physical electrical interfaces to the
BEXUS service module, to both satellites and cameras.
To record the behaviour of the satellites, two HackHD
cameras are mounted on the opposite wall of the hub.
The GoPro housing of the HackHD cameras are
mounted to an aluminium tube and can be easily
adjusted to align with the inflatable satellites by of
sliding the camera bracket along the aluminium tube.

Deployment boxes
The deployment modules are simple 1U (10x10x10cm)
boxes made of lightweight but durable aluminium. The
deployment method used contains a solenoid which is
connected to a linkage arm which in turn is connected to
a latch 9Figure 5). Once the solenoid is activated, the
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transmission through the BEXUS downlink to the
ground support station.

The hub and both deployment boxes are mounted to two
smaller aluminium tubes. These aluminium tubes will
then be clamped to the roof of the BEXUS gondola by
way of aluminium plates and M8 bolts.
3.2

Electrical

All components in this experiment are COTS and have
been selected as they have low mass, volume and
footprint. Regarding to their datasheets, they should also
work within the harsh environmental operating
conditions. The system architecture is designed to be
robust and fulfill its purpose with the minimum
components and simplest implementation.
The electrical system can be divided into two
subsystems, the Hub and the satellites. Although the
experiment will launch two satellite units, the electrical
systems on each are identical.

Figure 8: Full satellite with attached flexible circuit
Each satellite (Figure 10) contains a microcontroller,
micro-pump actuators with control system, and a
number of sensors for environmental readings and
housekeeping. The satellite microcontroller’s task is to
receive commands from the transceiver; carry out
actions accordingly; read sensor data and transmit it to
the Hub; actuate the micropumps for shape alteration
and implement closed loop control on the actuation
process.

Figure 7: Block diagram of the full electrical system,
excluding power distribution
The primary purpose of the electronics on board the
Hub is to process collected data, save it to the SD card
and transmit it through the BEXUS downlink to the
ground support software. Additionally, it shall dictate
the operation of the satellites throughout flight and relay
commands sent from the ground support software to the
respective satellite.

The control system on each satellite operates using
readings from two accelerometers; one static
accelerometer situated at the top of the satellite and
another moving accelerometer located at the bottom cell
of the satellite. It will ensure that the deformation of the
structure due to actuation shall remain within predefined limits.

The Hub electronics consist of a data acquisition
system, a microcontroller, a power distribution system
and wireless transmission system. The Raspberry Pi
processing unit controls the data acquisition system,
communication with the satellites and ground station,
experiment timeline, solenoid and operates the cameras.

It is also worth noting that although a wireless link
between Hub and both satellites exists, there will also
be a hard-wired connection in case of an issue with
establishing wireless communication.

All data received by the Hub over the wireless network
is processed by the Hub for storage on the SD card and
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Hub
The satellites must be monitored and deployed by the
ground station. Ideally the communication would be
directly from the ground to the satellite, but in order to
simplify the experiment it was decided to use the
BEXUS E-Link for communication between the ground
and the balloon. A controller is needed to act as the
interface between the E-Link and the satellites. As the
E-Link uses Ethernet, the controller should be able to
interface with Ethernet, and wirelessly to the satellites.
The Hub is based around Raspberry Pi model B running
Raspbian “wheezy” which allows for seamless
interfacing with the BEXUS E-Link and ease of
programming whilst still providing the required
functionality. The Raspberry Pi is linked directly to the
panStamp wireless module via UART pins. This data is
collected for processing and storage, as described. The
temperature sensor is set to monitor the ambient
temperature within the Hub unit.

Figure 9: Top cell of satellite with pump/pressure
sensor unit (cables towards micro pumps)
The satellite controller circuit is a panStamp based upon
the Arduino Pro Mini. It uses an Atmega328 chip and
the open source schematics & firmware made available
by panStamp

Video cameras are used to record the deployment and
actuation of the satellites. This visual data is a
significant part of the scientific return of the experiment.
As capturing video footage of deployment and actuation
is so significant, it is a requirement that the cameras
must run as a standalone system. As a result, there is no
video-processing requirement for the Hub, simplifying
its hardware and software requirements. HackHD
cameras are used as they fit these requirements.

3.3

Software

As described, only one satellite shall be deployed at
float altitude, with the other being pre-deployed before
launch. The deployable satellite shall be actuated
following a command given manually from the ground
support software. Both satellite systems shall be on
standby from launch and fully activated upon receipt of
the deployment command.

Satellites
Each satellite forms the basis of what would be a
concentrated control hub as part of a larger smart space
structure. As such, its electronics are designed to
facilitate an intelligence of performing various
measurements to monitor and control the performance
of the structure. Each satellite gathers ambient and
component temperature readings along with important
voltage sensing for housekeeping. Differential pressure
measurements are also being taken to help characterise
the inflation of the structure at deployment and
throughout flight.

Throughout the experiment, the Hub acts as the primary
experiment controller; dictating the operation of the
experiment depending on the experiment timeline and
user commands from the ground support station.
The software implemented across the experiment shall
act to serve two main purposes:
1)

On board data handling

2)

Experiment control and operational timeline

For the on-board data handling, each satellite shall
monitor its own deployable structure during adaptive
phases, carry out various measurements to be stored and
sent to the hub, and perform standard housekeeping.
Temperature readings are taken from critical component
during the flight to recognize occurring problems early.
Cameras will capture the deployment and shape
alteration throughout the flight; however, the cameras
selected are COTS products capable of carrying out
their own data processing and storage. Data collected
by each satellite is sent to the Hub and stored on SD
card there.

As described earlier, the actuation is driven by Bartels
micro pumps which are connected electrically to the
microcontroller through their own sub-controller (Figure
9). The control of the actuation is provided through two
accelerometers positioned on the structure.
Data is not stored on each satellite; it is instead only
acquired and transmitted to the Hub via the wireless
link. The data is then processed, stored and sent to the
ground support station.

The software operates in one primary mode once the
satellite is fully deployed and systems are online which
is called the operational phase. The operational phase
runs for 60 minutes and will be repeated until the
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ADXL345 accelerometers as input parameters (Figure
10). The output from both accelerometers allows the
orientation of the tip of the satellite to be determined.
This orientation is indicative of the level of actuation
achieved and is fed into the control loop. These values
can then be used as a reference for the control loop to
ensure the structure reaches its defined shape alteration
during each activation cycle.

BEXUS balloon will be cut to initiate re-entry.
Table 1: Operational Phase: Pump Actuation
OP
+0
+10
+20
+30
+40
+50
+60

Satellite 1
Satellite 2
Pump 1 (+)
Pump 1 (-)
Pump 1 (+) & 2 (+)
Pump 1 (-) & 2 (-)
Pump 1 (+), 2 (+), 3 (+) Pump 1 (-), 2 (-), 3 (-)
All pumps off
All pumps off
Pump 1 (-)
Pump 2 (+)
Pump 1 (-) & 2 (-)
Pump 2 (+) & 3 (+)
Full Cycle Complete. Repeat until descent
when systems go on standby.

Table 1 shows which pumps are activated during the
operational phase. During this phase both satellites keep
on recording data from the accelerometers, temperature
sensors and pressure sensors and communicate them via
wireless to the hub.
Hub
The hub acts as the main experimental controller for the
iSEDE experiment. Its tasks primarily include
controlling the experiment timeline, storing data and
allowing communication between the satellites and
ground station through the BEXUS E-Link.

Figure 10: Accelerometer and temperature sensor
placed on bottom cell of satellite

The Hub co-ordinates each satellite according to the
experimental timeline and commands received from the
ground station. The Hub will also ensure that the
experiment shall not deploy until deemed safe by the
ground-crew; a ‘go’ command will be sent once the
balloon has reached the float altitude of its flight. Upon
receiving this command, the first cycle of the
experimental timeline will initiate. The cameras used
automatically begin recording and storing data upon
receiving command from the hub; they are set to record
through all operational phases carried out during the
flight. Across the full flight, the Hub will generate
reports based upon critical data received from each
satellite and transmit these through the BEXUS E-Link
to the ground station. Additionally, the Hub may have
the capability of receiving requests to generate bespoke
reports at any time during the flight, from the ground
station.

Ground Support
The ground support software (Figure 11) consists of a
graphical interface to enable the controller to easily
interact with the experiment.

Figure 11: Main screen displayed during flight showing
the most important data of the iSEDE hub

Satellites
Each satellite deployed shall implement the same
control and data handling techniques. The main focus of
each system is control of the inflatable structure;
however, many other functions are present. Each
satellite shall perform its own housekeeping; measuring
ambient & component temperature.

The software is able to receive telemetry (TM) from the
experiment and send the telecomands (TC) to control
the experiment. One of the most important TCs is the
firing of the solenoid to release the undeployed satellite.
Due to the fact that the firing of the solenoid can only
be done once during the mission (satellite will deploy),
a pop up asks the user for a second confirmation. An
accidental triggering of the deployment will be
prevented.

Ideally, control of the inflatable structure during its
adaptive phase shall be implemented by use of a closed
loop feedback system. Development of a control loop
has been of particular focus since Preliminary Design
Review and has resulted in the decision to use the two

An additional webcam based camera is added opposite
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the hub giving the ground controller the possibility to
see what is happening in the gondola in real time.
4

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN & MISSION

The BEXUS 16/17 launch campaign took place from the
4th until 14th of October from ESRANGE space centre
close to Kiruna in Northern Sweden. The iSEDE
experiment was flown onboard BEXUS16 on the 8th of
October 2013 to a float altitude of 27,3km which lasted
for 2 hours and 45 minutes.
4.1

Planned configuration & mission

At the launch of the BEXUS balloon, one of the
deployable satellites was planned to be already deployed
to record the inflation of the cells by the decreasing
environmental pressure. In this phase the accelerometers
and cameras will record the behaviour of this satellite.
In the meantime, the second satellite is folded and stored
in the second deployment box. The BEXUS balloon
should have reached float altitude after 45 minutes.
Once there is no more movement of the gondola, the
second inflatable satellite is deployed via the solenoid
triggered release. The deployment is monitored by the
HackHd cameras, webcam and the accelerometers. In
the following stages the micro pumps in both satellites
get activated to pump the actuation fluid from one
actuator to the other, this in turn deforms the whole
structure. The actuation cycle lasts one hour and will be
continued until the signal for balloon cut down is given.
4.2

Figure 12: Actual Set-Up of iSEDE experiment
During the entire float phase, the wireless
communication between the satellites and hub was
validated. At the cut down of the balloon, the cameras
and sensors recorded the satellites structural behaviour
during the fall. During the entire mission, temperature
and status readings were collected from critical
components to observe the behaviour of the COTS
components under these harsh environmental
conditions. Unfortunately, the solenoid did not fire due
to a broken wire and therefore the inflatable satellite
could not be deployed during flight.
5

The experiment proved that the disaggregated
electronics and wireless communication are feasible to
inflatable and distributed satellites. The architecture
using a powerful central controller (Hub) and simpler
and less capable slaves (satellites) also proved to be
very efficient.

Actual configuration & mission

Due to problems that occurred during the transport of
the experiment to Esrange, the set up in the gondola
needed to be modified. One of the problems that
occurred was that the anti freeze fluid inside the
softrobotic actuators leaked into the inflatable cells. The
anti freeze fluid was corrosive and dissolved the
bonding lines of the cells destroying the seal necessary
for the inflation of the cells. It was then decided to dry
and repair the satellites and use the following
configuration for the mission:
•
•

RESULTS

The experiment also proved that to student experiments
it is possible to use non-space graded hardware, thus
making it easier for students to prove their concepts.
The graph below shows the logged temperature data on
the Hub, both satellites and Raspberry Pi SoC.

One satellite deployed with the electronics
attached
One satellite folded in the deployment box with
the electronics kept separately.

This configuration can be seen in Figure 12. The
separation of the electronics and the inflatable was
necessary due to the damage through folding on the
flexible electronics and the sharp pins of the electronics
on the inflatable cells.
Figure 13: Temperature data from the iSEDE
experiment.
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6

communication to prove the idea of assembling a larger
structure made up of multiple self sustaining inflatable
colonies with their own controller, power and shape
changing capability.
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1.1.

ABSTRACT

Experiment concept

The experiment consists of an electronics box and an externally mounted antenna (see figure 1). The electronics
box contains an RF receiver which listens to the Mode S
frequency of 1090 MHz, a demodulator, an FPGA decoder and an ARM SoC running Linux for data storage, analysis and communication with ground support.
The received, demodulated and digitized signals (Mode
S downlink at 1,1 Mbit/s) are processed by an Altera Cyclone IV FPGA, decoding the data in real time. The resulting bitstream is transmitted to the main processor to
be logged and transferred to the ground support.

In the modern world, the aircraft is a common way of
transportation. With thousands of flights every day, of
course, the need for tracking planes, monitoring their position and health status arises. At the moment, most airplanes are only tracked in densely populated areas. The
main goal of the experiment was the development, verification and production of a low power Mode S ADS-B
receiver by the team. Additionally, the team wanted to
show, which advantages an aircraft based ADS-B surveillance system could have, using a stratospheric balloon for
demonstration and evaluation.

Figure 1. Experiment overview
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RF frontend
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The ARCA-experiment was built by a team of four young
engineering students from the University of Applied Science Jena, Germany and a student from the University of
Applied Science Mannheim, Germany.
The experiment was tested during the flight of
BEXUS18, which was launched from the Esrange
Space Center, located near the city of Kiruna, Sweden.
The REXUS/BEXUS (Rocket/Balloon Experiments for
University Students) programme is realised under a bilateral Agency Agreement between the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) and the Swedish National Space Board
(SNSB). The Swedish share of the payload has been
made available to students from other European countries
through a collaboration with the European Space Agency
(ESA).
EuroLaunch, a cooperation between the Esrange Space
Center of SSC and the Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA)
of DLR, is responsible for the campaign management and
operations of the launch vehicles. Experts from DLR,
SSC, ZARM and ESA provide technical support to the
student teams throughout the project.

1.2.

E-Link

ADS-B
Data

Uplink

Key words: ARCA, REXUS/BEXUS, Mode S, ADS-B.

Downlink

2

Mode S

Mode S, or mode select, is a technology used in air traffic
control to get specific information about airplanes. In the
past, information about airplanes could be requested via
the air traffic control radar beacon system.
The new system Mode S deploys uncoordinated broadcast transmissions from transponders on many airplanes.
These periodic transmissions include flight- and planerelevant data such as flight designation, position, speed,
altitude, and heading.

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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2.

HARDWARE

2.1.

Thermal design

To protect the electronics inside the box against temperature fluctuations, the experiment was insulated using
anti-static foam parts cut in shape to insulate the box and
to support any cabling to the front panel. The PCBs are
fixed by bolts to the base of the box, which are guided
through the insulation. This mounting technique is very
weight-efficient and guards efficiently against shock
and temperature transients, as foam has high thermal
resistance.

As the experiment consists mostly of electronic components (circuit boards), the design was quite small. The
experiment is housed in an aluminium box and was fastened to the BEXUS18 gondola via the provided mounting brackets. The drawing in figure 2 shows the mechanical design of the experiment box, as seen from the
outside. The experiment box mainly consists of two
Figure 2. The experiment housing

During the design process of the experiment, the
thermal behavior was simulated with ANSYS Thermal.
The density of air at 35km height was found to be
0,02g/cm3 , based on which ANSYS can calculate the
remaining convection.
This simulation assumes the inside air temperature of
the box to be −60◦ C at the start of the simulation.
As this might not happen during a day flight (BEXUS
gondola will happen at ∼ 0◦ C), the temperatures in the
box will be higher than −43◦ C (see figure 4). But, this
static simulation tells us that no experiment components
overheat (because of missing convection) nor cool down
too low (worst case inside air temperature was assumed)
even in heavy conditions.
Figure 4. Thermal simulation, −60◦ and near vacuum
bent aluminium sheets and multiple L sections, which are
screwed together and attached to the experiments mounting rails. In the BEXUS18 gondola the experiment was
mounted onto shock absorbers (see figure 3) to reduce vibrations. To ensure easy access to the experiment setup,
Figure 3. The experiment mounted in the gondola with
shock absorbers

3.

ELECTRONICS

All electronics were developed, built and tested by the
ARCA-team.
The electronics can be divided into three main parts (see
also 5):
• An RF-receiver
• A Digital Signal Porcessing unit
• A main computer
Each part will be discussed in the chapters below in more
detail.

the top is made of a separate aluminium sheet.
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Table 1. Power consumption of the different components

Figure 5. The electronics concept

Device
ARM board
Ethernet PHY
RF Front-End
FPGA
ADC
Total:

RF receiver
BPF

BPF
-2.3dB

+15dB

DSP

-2.3dB

BPF
+15dB

lg |X|

-4dB

main computer

ADC

DRAM

FPGA

ARM9

Power
200mW
290mW
100mW
250mW
80mW
920mW

ETH PHY

SD-Card

so called ”E-Link”, which was provided by the BEXUS
gondola.
3.1.

RF receiver
3.4.

The first design of the RF receiver and demodulator used
the well-known and often-used “miniADSB” circuit. As
it proved not to be working well enough under BEXUS
operating conditions (heavy oscillation, leading to reduced input sensitivity), we redesigned it to fit our needs.
It now consists of an input SAW filter tuned to 1090
MHz with low insertion loss (2.3dB), an amplifier stage
(15dB), followed by another filter (2.3dB) and yet another amplifier (15dB) feeding into the final filter and
detector (AD8313) to demodulate the (On-Off-Keying)
amplitude modulation. The achieved goal of splitting the
high input gain of the first design (35dB) into two amplifiers is that the system does not oscillate anymore, because feedback into the sensitive LNAs is reduced. The
demodulated data is low-pass filtered and brought into
the digital domain by a 16MS/s ADC. The RF receiver is
located on the experiment baseboard.

3.2.

One goal of the ARCA-experiment was the design of low
power electronics, e.g. suitable for use in satellite applications. To achieve this goal, only high efficiency components were used. A list with the power consumption of
the different components in the experiment can be seen
in table 1. During the BEXUS18-flight the data was sent
via Ethernet to the ground station. As the Ethernet PHY,
which is a major contributor to the power budget, is not
needed for satellite applications, the current consumption
could be reduced even further.

4.

SOFTWARE

The experiment software mainly was divided in two
parts:

FPGA-based decoder

The signal coming from the ADC was fed into an Altera
Cyclone IV FPGA that carries out the necessary signal
processing to decode the ADS-B signal. See chapter 4.1
for detailed description.
The FPGA and ADC is located on the experiment baseboard.

3.3.

Low power design

• Mode S decoding, which was done completely in the
FPGA
• Data storage and processing of the payload data as
well as processing of health data (temperature data
and CPU-load) coming from the experiment.

ARM embedded computer

The FPGA was chosen because of the high data rate (1.1
Mbit/s) of the incoming Mode S data. The experiment
concept includes oversampling that signal with a factor
of 16 with 10 bits of digital resolution. Processing that
amount of data in real time seems unfeasible in a microcontroller with sufficient power consumption and will
therefore be realized inside an FPGA. It also opens up the
possibility to run multiple receiver blocks in parallel for
increased throughput.

The embedded computer features an 400MHz ARM9 microcontroller (AT91SAM9G45) with 64MB low-powerDDR1 RAM and the option to decrease the system clock
frequencies to reduce the power consumption.
The decoded data from the FPGA was sent via serial connection to the small computer. There the data was stored
for later analysis and sent to the ground station via the
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4.1.

FPGA

the loop” and verify the receiver correctness.
A 1090 MHz generator and a RF switch (stimulated
by the implemented ADS-B generator) were used to
generate input to the RF frontend, connected to an ADC
breakout board (figure 7). It was possible to decode the
sent packets correctly. Tests showed that no significant
bit errors occur even at low voltage levels (therefore
assuring us of the working dynamics in the RX design).

The Digital Signal Processing architecture is outlined
in figure 6. The signal processing flow was first implemented in MATLAB and fed with various test signals,
sampled by a fast DSO (Digital Storage Oscilloscope).
That way we are able to verify operability and correctness of the algorithm implemented. Afterwards the
algorithm was implemented in VHDL and verified with
the MATLAB results.

Figure 7. Test setup

The DSP architecture outlined in figure 6 works

RF-Generator
1090 MHz
FPGA

Figure 6. Signal processing
ADS-B
Data

Clock
Recovery

Matched
Filter

bit clock Manchester

Decoder

start of
frame

reset

ADS-B
Generator
PC

Frame
Builder

UART

ADS-B
RX (DUT)

Data

RF-Switch

1090MHz

Baseband RF-Frontend 1090MHz
(DUT)

reset

Preamble
Detector
binary data

Threshold
Filter thresh-

Data
Slicer

binary data

Output
FIFO

4.2.

ARM computer

hold

For the on board computer, GNU/Linux was chosen
as the operating system because of its widespread use
in embedded computing, high reliability and because
it is available on the ARM platform. All software
running on the ARM computer was programmed in the
C programming language to reduce overhead generated
by high level languages.
Various daemons monitor health status of the experiment
(temperatures of the experiment and CPU-load) and
process the incoming data from the FPGA and handle
the up/downlink commands issued.
The ARM SoC also interfaces to a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet
PHY, which enables the Up-/Downlink system via
E-Link, which was provided by the BEXUS gondola.
The SoC is also able to receive uplink commands for
manual control of the experiment.

as follows: Any incoming Signal, demodulated by the
RF frontend and digitized by the ADC is read into the
FPGA. The Matched filter in the first stage optimizes
signal/noise ratio of incoming ADS-B signals and
improves SNR for interfering signals. This is also known
as a correlation receiver, as the matched filter effectively
carries out correlation between the (known) symbol
waveform and the input signal.
The data slicer recovers digital (1/0) information from
the input signal. A threshold for the data slicer is
generated by a pair of peak-detecting, discrete RC
filter equivalents. The filters are working at a higher
precision than the input signal. In order to not degrade
the input signal, a margin of about 20dB should be
done, corresponding to > 3bit more processing width
on internal calculations. The digital data is constantly
monitored for appearance of preamble patterns. If a
preamble is present, a ’start of frame’ signal is issued
to the timing clock recovery, to the frame decoder and
to the Manchester decoder. The recovered clock can be
used to decode the Manchester-encoded bits in the data
stream, which is then done by the Manchester decoder.
The decoded bits are fed into the frame controller, which
keeps track of position in the packet, possible errors and
decides between long and short packets used in Mode S
transmissions. The decoded packets are fed into a FIFO
which is connected to an UART module. Through the
UART, data is sent to the ARM computer for analysis,
error correction and logging. The FPGA design source
code is publicly available at [1] and open for review. For
testing of implementation correctness, an ADS-B data
generator was implemented as well, to be able to “close

The software running on the linux system is publicly available at [2].

4.3.

Ground station

To have a good tracking of the whole experiment during
the flight, a small ground station software was developed,
where all necessary parameters were displayed.
The ground station software handles all E-Link (Ethernet) communication with the experiment. This software
also splits the received data into health data and payload
data. The necessary information were displayed on a
GUI, which includes:
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prox. 0◦ C and a thermal steady state was reached before launch. While ascending, the temperatures outside
dropped to −40◦ C quite fast caused by the cooler air in
higher altitudes. The temperatures began to rise again
approx. 1 hour after launch, which was most probably
caused by the increasing solar radiation experienced. In
the late float phases we reached equilibrium temperatures
of little below 0◦ C on the case outside and about 20◦ C
inside the experiment.
All experiment components behaved according to the
thermal model and did stay in the specified operational
range. With the low energy consumption and the shown
thermal behavior, the electronic is suitable for future
satellite missions.

• Temperature data of all temperature sensors
• CPU load
Besides that, there was the possibility to send commands
to the experiment. These commands included the possibility to restart the GNU/Linux computer, to close all files
and save them to the filesystem, to shutdown the computer and to get a heart-beat from the computer back.
The payload data (Mode S messages) was displayed using the well known software ”PlanePlotter”. In our setup,
during the BEXUS18 flight, this software runs on a separate computer.
The ground support software was programmed in the
Python programming language, using wxPython for easy
visualisation of the incoming data. The ground station
software is also publicly available at [3].

During the flight of BEXUS18, the experiment received a
total number of around 200.000 valid Mode S messages.
The number of flights and messages over time can be
seen in figure 9. In figure 10 all received airplanes can

RESULTS

The BEXUS18 balloon lifted off on 10th of October 2014
at 08:48 UTC from Esrange space center. After 123 minutes (10:51 UTC), the ballon reached it’s floating level
at 27.200m above ground. Because of strong horizontal winds on float level, the balloon had to be cut down
at 12:00 UTC, after a relatively small time of floating
(68min). The gondola of BEXUS18 landed in Finnland,
approx. 230km away from the launch pad, at 12:30 UTC.

Figure 9. Received messages and number of unique airplanes
6

Thermal design

During the flight temperature measurements (see figure
8) were recorded with six I2 C-sensors at different locations. Before launch, outside temperatures were at apFigure 8. Thermal data during BEXUS18 flight
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be seen. During the flight of BEXUS18 the experiment
could track airplanes over a long period of time, so
their flight routes can be seen, too. During flight the
experiment faced an unexpected problem: In some
periods, the experiment received only a few airplanes.
This happened in regions, were a lot of airplanes should
have been ”visible”.
Post-flight analysis revealed that the cause might have
been a broken antenna connection.
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Depending on the surrounding area, an earth based station can ”see” airplanes until a distance of about 370km
(200NM). During the flight the ARCA-experiment
received airplanes from a distance of around 600km
(see figure 11). The main reason for this relatively
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Figure 10. Airplane routes captured during the BX18
flight

You can reach the ARCA team via the following channels:
Via Mail:
Website:

arca@e-sev.de
www.bexus-arca.de
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low distance increase might be the antenna connection
mentioned above. A short time-lapse movie, where the
received airplanes over time can be seen, is available
at [4]. Nevertheless we could show, that the receiver is
Figure 11. Received airplanes at 09:34 UTC and before

capable to receive a lot of messages, works without any
problems and the energy consumption is quite low.
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ABSTRACT

however, is too high to support life.

The WUSAT–SOLSPEC experiment was a proof of
concept of a novel approach for analysing the
characteristics of an atmosphere with regard to its
habitability. Once validated the system could be used in
the search for extra-terrestrial life by providing details
of the compositions of exoplanet atmospheres.

WUSAT-SOLSPEC was a CubeSat sized experiment
that aimed to measure the levels of Na and O2 with
altitude in the atmosphere during free fall via solar
spectroscopy. A CubeSat is formally defined as satellite
units with dimensions 10cm x 10cm x 10cm (one litre
volume) [2]. CubeSats provide increasing opportunities
for access to space at reduced costs and with
comparatively short development times which has
opened up research opportunities to university students
[3, 4]. The advantage of WUSAT-SOLSPEC is that it
provides Na and O2 profiles with altitude, showing if
there is O2 at ground level and therefore giving a better
indication of the habitability of such a planet. It was
primarily a proof of concept experiment. As the
composition of the Earth’s atmosphere is known, the
intensity data collected by the experiment could be
calibrated and eventually applied to other atmospheres.

The experiment comprised a free falling unit based on
CubeSat specifications that measured the wavelengths
of light absorbed by Na and O2 in the atmosphere via
solar spectroscopy. Using a wireless communication
system, this data was sent to a ground station for
analysis. As the free falling unit was unrecoverable, all
of the data was transferred through the communication
link.
The wireless communication link was successfully
established and this was the first time such a link has
been demonstrated on a REXUS mission. Data was
received for 71 seconds after ejection. The solar
spectroscopy instrument was unable to clearly
distinguish the subtle trends in Na and O2 with altitude
due to light intensity variation. Light leakage within the
optical system is the probable cause of the significant
influence of light intensity variation in the results.
Hence, further development is required to fully
demonstrate the capabilities of solar spectroscopy for
the analysis of an atmosphere from a free falling unit,
however the experiment successfully illustrated the
operation of all required subsystems and the principle of
the optical measurement system.
1.

WUSAT-SOLSPEC was launched on the REXUS-17
sounding rocket on 17th March 2015, from ESRANGE
Space Centre, Kiruna. REXUS (Rocket EXperiments
for University Students) is a programme provided by an
agreement between the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) and the
European Space Agency (ESA) enabling students to fly
experiments on sounding rockets up to 90 km [5].
WUSAT-SOLSPEC was the first REXUS experiment to
successfully transmit data over a communications link,
live during free fall.
2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1.

The presence of Na and O2 within the atmospheres of
exoplanets can provide an indication of their ability to
support life. Most current methods of remote
observation in expolanets register the presence of
atmospheric elements, but not the corresponding
altitude at which the levels are detected. These methods
can therefore give misleading results. Water vapour in
the upper atmosphere of a planet can be broken down by
ultraviolet rays from the parent star, which from remote
observation would indicate an oxygen rich atmosphere
[1]. The altitude at which this oxygen is present,

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
Solar Spectroscopy Payload

The scientific objective of the experiment was to
measure the relative concentrations of Na and O2 in the
atmosphere with altitude via solar spectroscopy. As
light passes though the atmosphere, different
wavelengths are absorbed by the gases present at
different altitudes. By measuring the relative intensities
of light at wavelengths corresponding to known
substances, the variation of the concentration of the
substances with altitude can be determined. This is the
principle of solar spectroscopy.

_______________________________________
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The WUSAT-SOLSPEC optical system performed solar
spectroscopy with the use of a photodiode array and a
set of optic filters. For each molecule measured there
were two filters: a wide band and a narrow band filter.
The wide band filtered photodiodes measured the
background intensity, which could then be removed
from the narrow band results, providing results adjusted
for intensity.
2.2.

utilising static FEA analysis, resulting in a final mass of
4.8kg. This was distributed between the FFU and RMU
at 1kg and 3.8 kg respectively.
The FFU construction utilised internal extruded bosses
and countersunk M2 screws to hold the individual sides
together. Two PCBs were mounted vertically with the
use of aluminium rails, which improved resistance to
vibration. The third PCB which was responsible for the
optical measurements was mounted in a horizontal
orientation due to its larger size. Thermal control was
provided with the use of insulation and a heating
element, ensuring the internal temperature was
maintained well within the operating bounds of the
electronic components. A composite material formed by
wrapping Pyrogel® XT insulation with aluminised
Mylar® film was selected as the insulating material due
to its resistance to heat transfer through both conduction
and radiation. The material was further wrapped in nonaluminised Mylar® film to ensure that the surface was
not electronically conductive. Wrapping the insulation
also prevented the escape of dust particles which could
interfere with the optical system.

System Overview

The WUSAT-SOLSPEC experiment comprised two
distinct subassemblies, the Free Falling Unit (FFU) and
the Rocket Mounted Unit (RMU). The FFU was
responsible for taking the solar spectroscopy
measurements and transmitting the results to the ground
via a wireless communication link. The RMU served to
contain the FFU during the ascent phase of the launch
and actuate the ejection of the FFU at apogee. The
experiment was mounted on the bulkhead underneath
the nosecone of the REXUS rocket. The nosecone of the
REXUS rocket was ejected prior to apogee at T+78
seconds, which enabled data collection before the FFU
was ejected during the ascent phase of the launch.
Whilst inside the RMU, the FFU communicated with
the RMU, allowing the transmission of results to the
ground via the REXUS service module telemetry.
Electronics housed inside the RMU electronics box
enabled this communication.

The optical system used to take the solar spectroscopy
measurements was composed of two dome structures
mounted on the outside of the structure. These held fibre
optic cables that transported the ambient light into the
internal structure. The geometry of the domes was
designed to ensure light could be collected from all
directions, preventing the attitude of the FFU from
influencing the results. The fibre optic cables were fed
into a barrel that housed the optic filters. These filtered
the light into the required wavelengths for the
photodiode array, responsible from taking the
measurements. The internal structure of the FFU is
demonstrated in Figure 2. Label 1 identifies the optic
barrel, while label 2 illustrates the dome structure used
to mount the optic fibres.

Figure 1 illustrates the full system design, both enclosed
inside the nosecone and with the FFU separated from
the RMU. Label 1 and 2 in Figure 1 show the FFU and
RMU respectively, while label 3 denotes the RMU
electronics box.

Figure 1. Illustration of experimental design
2.3.

Mechanical Design
Figure 2. Internal structure of FFU

Both the RMU and FFU structures were manufactured
from 7075-T6 Aluminium due to its preferential
mechanical and manufacturing properties. Mass
reduction was achieved with an iterative design process
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The RMU downlink was utilised while the FFU was
still within the rocket to ensure no interference occurred
with the rockets communications systems.
The FFU was designed around a Microchip PIC®
Microcontroller, which provided the ability to maintain
an optimum internal environment, take the scientific
measurements and apply a Forward Error Correction
scheme to the communication downlink. An Easy Radio
module and a RF amplifier were used to provide a FSK
communication link to the ground in the unlicensed 433
MHz communication band. The FFU contained 4 SAFT
NiMH batteries to power the unit during the free fall.
The scientific readings were taken using a photodiode
array in a trans-conductance amplifier topology. The
photodiodes were combined with an optical system that
using optical filters to select the absorption bands of
interest.

The RMU was a spring based ejection system, designed
to achieve an ejection velocity of 1.5ms-1. The design
was based on the ISIS-Pod and P-Pod CubeSat ejector
concepts [6]. Four helical compression springs provided
the ejection force, while Teflon rails were incorporated
to ensure a low coefficient of friction between the FFU
and RMU. The FFU was constrained inside the RMU
with the use of a wire cable, enabling the ejection to be
actuated with the use of two pyro-cutters. The
construction of the wire and pyro-cutter mounting is
illustrated in Figure 3. Labels 1 and 2 demonstrate the
pyro-cutter and pyro-cutter mounting respectively.
Label 3 illustrates the mounting system for the wire
cable.

The RMU contained a second microcontroller to allow
the relay of data between the FFU and the ground
station via the rockets communication systems. In
addition it also served as a secondary mechanism to
ensure radio silence while the FFU was within the
rocket. The RMU contained DC-DC power converters
to simplify the power system design of the FFU.
The ground station contained a receiving antenna and an
Easy Radio module to demodulate the downlink from
the FFU. The module was connected to a laptop to
allow the data to be decoded and analysed.

Figure 3. Illustration of pyro-cutter and wire
mounting
The RMU contained an electronics box, which was of
similar construction to the FFU and housed a PCB that
provided power systems and communication between
the REXUS service module and the FFU.
2.4.

2.5.

A custom piece of software was written for the FFU,
RMU and Ground Station. The software developed
enabled many of the functionality of the system with a
focus on transmitting error free data to the ground
station.

Electronic Design

The electronic system comprised three major
subsystems: FFU, RMU and Ground Station (GS) as
shown in Figure 4. The FFU performed scientific
measurements and transmitted this information to the
ground station via a wireless link during free fall, and
through the RMU during the ascent of the rocket. The
RMU provided an interface between the FFU and the
rocket service module to deliver communications and
power. The ground station decoded, analysed and stored
the data received from both the RMU and FFU.
Ground Station (GS)

FFU

.
Helical Antenna

Tape Antenna

Comms System

Comms System

Data Processing

2.6.

Power System

Control
& Data
Processing

Comms System

Optical System

Communications System Design

The lack of FFU attitude control during free fall
necessitated an antenna system that produced an
approximate omnidirectional field to ensure consistent
signal strength independent of orientation. A
configuration using two monopole antennas with a 180°
phase-shift between the monopoles was chosen. These
antennas were angled at 45°, on opposite faces of the
FFU, which provided a linear polarized signal with no
major angles of low gain (see Figure 5). The antennas
were constructed from steel tape measure in order to
simplify both storage of the antennas prior to ejection,
and deployment of the antennas upon ejection.

RMU
Power System

Software

RXSM
Rocket

Figure 4. Electronic system architecture
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3.
3.1.

DESIGN ANALYSIS
Thermal Analysis

Thermal modeling was carried out in order to ensure
correct design of the thermal system (insulation and
heater) to maintain the electrical components within
operating temperature ranges. The analysis also aided
the placement of the internal temperature sensor.
Modeling was carried out using ESATAN-TMS®
thermal modeling software, with simulations being run
for the FFU and RMU with conditions before, during
and after flight. The models of the FFU and RMU were
simplified, showing only the main thermal components;
heat sinks, insulation, PCB heat dissipation and the
heater.

Figure 5 - EZNEC v5.0 simulation of FFU 3D gain
pattern

The first iteration of thermal analysis resulted in a
change of components to obtain a wider operating
temperature range. The final components were
operational between minus 40ºC and plus 80ºC. The
ESATAN-TMS simulations showed that internal
temperatures of the FFU and RMU would remain within
this critical temperature range during operation.

A helical design was chosen for the receiving antenna in
order to counter the signal polarisation variation as the
FFU tumbled during descent. This allowed receiving of
any polarization with a constant -3dB loss, while the
exact dimensioning of the helical antenna (number of
coils, diameter and spacing) determined the
directionality and frequency of operation. Through
calculation and simulation a four-turn design was
chosen to provide sufficient gain to receive a signal at
high altitude as well a beam-width that covered the
entire trajectory during the FFU’s descent.

3.2.

Trajectory Analysis

Trajectory analysis was required to ensure the FFU
would not leave the SSC impact area and to provide a
correlation between altitude and time to enable the
optical results to be related to altitude. Local wind data
on the day of flight was also incorporated into the model
to guarantee that local wind conditions would not result
in significant drift.

To allow transport to Sweden the helical antennas were
constructed from sheets of laser-cut acrylic. This
allowed both accurate dimensioning and the ability to
pack them flat.

The aerodynamic forces generated on the FFU were
predicted with the use of a theoretical model adopted
from a model developed by the NASA Ames Research
Center for predicting the trajectories of space debris [7].
The model considers one dimensional isentropic flow
combined with correction factors for three dimensional
effects to predict the aerodynamic forces produced on
bluff bodies at high Mach numbers.
The aerodynamic forces could then be used in the
formulation of three degree of freedom equations of
motions, which were solved numerically with the use of
the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. Incorporating
local wind data into the model for the day of the flight
resulted in a ground range of 26.8 Km after ejection.
The maximum velocity was computed as 826 ms-1
relating to a Mach number of 1.95. Figure 7
demonstrates the trajectory represented in Google Earth.

Figure 6- Receiving helical antenna mounted at radar
hill
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mbar, maintained for a duration of 2 minutes.
Immediately following this test the FFU was
disassembled and all parts were visually inspected, in
particular the batteries and 3D printed components. The
visual inspection showed that the low pressure had no
impact on the structure or function of the FFU.
4.2.

Vibration Testing

The RMU was vibration tested to a level of 12.7gRMS
with a frequency range of 20-2000Hz in the lateral and
longitudinal axes. These parameters were defined by the
REXUS programme to validate the experiment against
the loads that would be experienced by the rocket.
No sign of damage or displacement was detected
following these tests. A subsequent successful ejection
test demonstrated that there was no significant
deformation of the structure.

Figure 7. Trajectory represented in google
Earth

4.3.
3.3.

Communication System Analysis

Thermal testing was undertaken in order to ensure the
functionality of all hardware when exposed to external
temperatures outside of the operational range of the
electronic components.

The link budget was an important analysis to ensure
sufficient signal strength would be received. A model
was created that determined the received signal strength
with the altitude of the FFU. The model also predicted
the variation in receiving antenna gain as the FFU
descended. Therefore it could be ensured that the link
margin was appropriate for the whole trajectory.

Functional hot and cold tests were carried out at
temperature extremes of 45ºC and -10ºC respectively.
The hardware remained operational throughout all of
the tests, and the physical results obtained for the FFU
showed a discrepancy with the ESATAN-TMS model
of only 5%.

The Doppler shift generated during the descent of the
FFU was also evaluated by analysing the results of the
trajectory analysis. As the velocity became
perpendicular to the line-of-sight of the receiver during
the descent of the FFU, a maximum Doppler Shift of
1065Hz was predicted. This occurred at around 100
seconds after ejection. At this point the bit-time is still
less than the coherence time, so the received signal
should not be adversely affected by the Doppler shift.
4.

5.
5.1.

RESULTS
Communications System

The wireless communications link was analysed using
data collected by an SDR (Software Defined Radio). A
spectrogram of the received signal demonstrates the side
band signal strength and the frequency (see Figure 8).
Data packets were received for the first 71s of free fall,
and this period was defined by strong signal strength
and minimal frequency shift. At approximately 235s
there was a sudden drop in signal strength and the
received frequency started to decrease. The signal
frequency reached a low of 400Hz below the
transmission frequency. Signal was intermittent from
this point onwards with the final signal received at
approximately 520s on the spectrogram.

QUALIFICATION TESTING

In order to receive a flight ticket WUSAT-SOLSPEC
had to pass a number of qualification tests, verifying the
experiments capability of withstanding the launch
conditions safely.
4.1.

Thermal Testing

Vacuum Testing

The FFU was vacuum tested at DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen.
The assembly was exposed to a pressure low of 5×10-3
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map the time from nosecone ejection to last received
packet against altitude. Figure 10 shows the obtained Na
and O2 profiles.
The optical data does not show the expected trend. For
example, the high concentration of Na above 80km
corresponding to the sodium layer was not represented
in the results. These variations present are most likely
due to light intensity fluctuations, which can be seen in
Figure 10. This is also evident in the disparity between
the data obtained during the ascent (represented by the
blue portion of the graph in Figure 10) and the free fall
data (the red portion). It is suspected that imperfections
in the 3D printed optical barrel that housed the
photodiodes resulted in light leakage. This could have
been additionally exacerbated by the uneven distribution
of the fibre-optics. The variations hide any subtle
change due to the changing substance levels and
therefore the results cannot be considered valid.
Although the measuring of light levels while in free fall
through the use of the optical system was a success, the
measurement system needs further refinement.

Figure 8. Spectrogram of received signal over SDR and
plot of side-band power
5.2.

Optical Data

Figure 9 shows the optical data collected in its raw
form. The origin of the graph corresponds to the
ejection of the REXUS-17 nosecone (T+78s). The
ejection of the FFU corresponds to 66s in Figure 9.
There are therefore two distinct data collection regions:
the 0s to 66s region in which the FFU is contained
within the RMU and the rocket is ascending, and 66s to
151s, when the FFU is in free fall.

6.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the design, manufacture and testing of
WUSAT-SOLSPEC culminated in a successful launch
campaign in March 2015. The primary objective of the
project was to develop a functioning CubeSat unit
which was fully achieved, with the system behaving as
expected during the launch.

Upon nosecone ejection the FFU was exposed to light
and the optical readings rose from zero. The sinusoidal
variation that can be seen within this region was due to
the rotation of the rocket. Note that the lower optical
readings in this period compared with those collected
during free fall was due to the obstruction of the optical
fibres by the RMU.

Communications with the REXUS rocket were
maintained before ejection, and the FFU was ejected at
the apogee of the REXUS rocket proving that the
ejection mechanism functioned. The mechanical
structure of both the FFU and the RMU was able to
sufficiently protect the payload during launch and free
fall, with a visual inspection of the RMU post-launch
showing no measurable damage to the structure.

The linear portion of the graph (from 66s to 121s)
represents the planned 15s delay between the ejection of
the FFU and the transmission of data. The sinusoidal
variation that can be seen from 81s to 151s (when the
last data packet was received) was due to rotation of the
FFU.
The raw data presented in Figure 9 was processed by
averaging the readings obtained from the high and low
sensitivity photodiodes for each optical filter and
smoothing to remove the noise. To find the relative
intensity level at the desired wavelength the narrowband
was divided by the wideband reading and normalised.
Note that Figure 9 shows that the higher sensitivity
photodiodes saturated during the free fall. These
readings were therefore discounted and the lower
sensitivity readings used. The rocket trajectory data and
FFU trajectory model were then combined in order to

For the first time in any REXUS mission a live
communications link was established between an FFU
and a ground station during free-fall. Subject to some
drop outs on this communications link, data about
atmospheric levels of Na and O2 was able to be
collected during the free-fall of the FFU.
It should be noted that although there was not a strong
trend in the scientific results collected, from an
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Figure 9. Raw optical data

Figure 10. Normalised levels of Na and O2 with altitude
engineering perspective the capability of the payload to
collect data was more important than the quality of the
data collected. The collection of data proved that the
optical system designed and used was successful.
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degrees per second. Only a system based on a daytime
star sensor coupled to an accurate gyrometer is able to
cope with these accuracy and robustness requirements.
The design of the optical head is presented in the first
part of this document. The gyro-stellar system has been
developed, inside a 16 states Kalman filter. The
gyrometers is a FOG on the 0.01°/h class. The onboard
Kalman filter and software are presented in the second
part of the document. The flight results established
fro m Kiruna and Timmins are also presented. Then a
complete datasheet of the system is given in the last
part, including main physical characteristics, accuracy
assessment, domain of flight and cost.

ABSTRACT
ESTADIUS is an autonomous, accurate and daytime
attitude estimat ion system, for stratospheric balloons
that require a high level of attitude measurement and
stability. The system has been developed by CNES.
ESTADIUS is based on star sensor and gyrometer data
fusion within an extended Kalman filter. The star
sensor is composed of a 16 MPixels visib le-CCD
camera and a large aperture camera lens (focal length
of 135mm, aperture f/ 1.8, 10°x15° field of view or
FOV)
which provides
very
accurate stars
measurements due to very low pixel angular size. This
also allo ws detecting stars against a bright sky
background. The gyrometer is a 0.01°/h perfo rmance
class Fiber Optic Gyroscope (FOG). The system is
adapted to work down to an altitude of ~25km, even
under high cinematic conditions. Key elements of
ESTADIUS are: dayti me conditi ons use (as well as
night time), autonomy (automat ic recognition of
constellations), high angul ar rate robustness (a few
deg/s thanks to the high performance of attitude
propagation), stray-light robustness (thanks to a high
performance baffle), high accuracy (<1’’, 1σ). Four
stratospheric qualification
flights
were
very
successfully perfo rmed in 2010/2011 and 2013/2014 in
Kiruna (Sweden) and Timmins (Canada). ESTADIUS
will allow long stratospheric flights with a unique
attitude estimation system avoiding the restriction of
the night/day conditions at launch. The first operational
flight of ESTADIUS will be in 2015 for the PILOT
scientific missions (led by IRAP and CNES in France).
Further balloon missions such as CIDRE will use the
system. ESTADIUS is probably the first autonomous,
large FOV, daytime stellar att itude measurement
system. This paper details the technical features and inflight results.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE OPTICAL DESIGN
We present here the design of a daytime star s ensor in
the visible spectral band.
Number of stars on the celestial vault
Using the Hipparcos stars catalogue, we can compute
the number of stars in the celestial sphere with a visible
magnitude lower than m:
m

N v  4.5 10

2

(1)

It means that when increasing of 1 the magnitude, we
multiply by a factor ~ 3.16 the number of stars.
Number of stars inside a field of view of size α
If we consider a rectangular field of view (FOV) of
size (αx * αy), the average number of stars in the FOV
with magnitude < m is given by the ratio of the solid
angles:

INTRODUCTION

Ne 

m
 x y
4.5
Nv 
 x y 10 2
4
4

(2)
The PILOT mission aims at mapping our Galaxy by
measuring the polarized light emitted by the interstellar
matter (dust grains). The goal is to make a correlation
Signal of a star
between two sub-millimet ric measurements established
with t wo polarization angles. In order to manage the
If we consider a circu lar lens, the signal fro m a star of
correlation, the attitude knowledge accuracy should be
magnitude m is, in electrons:
better than a few arcsec over a few minutes, in both
night and day conditions (aimed flight duration is
around 22h). Furthermore, as PILOT scans the sky, the
system should be robust to angular rates up to a few
_______________________________________
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S e  P0

P0 

where


4

m

 2Ti 10 2.5

Lsky  9 108

(3)

1
S 0   r  d
e B

is

the





h  34
7.5

S sky  Lsky F Ti  2 p2 (in electrons)

power

received fro m the star Vega (α-Ly rae) through the
system {lens+detector} (in electrons.s -1 .m-2 ),  is the
wavelength (in µm), S 0  is the spectral power of

(7)

(8)

Lsky F  1.57 10 3 (SI) in the case of the spectral

 

transmission of ESTADIUS (detector + filter).

Vega (in W.m-2 .µm-1 ),  r   is the absolute
sensitivity of the detector (in A/W), e is the elementary
charge (in C), Ti is the integration time (in s),  is the
diameter o f the lens (in m), B is the spectral band
considered.

Noise
The measurement noise on one pixel is given by two
effects:
-

We will consider B as the visible band since we choose
to use a visible CCD camera.

The readout noise of the detector

- The noise linked to the sky background, which is a
Poisson noise with a standard deviation given as the
square root of the sky background (number of

Taking into account a classical model for the spectrum
of Vega, and the response of a silicon detector, we can
compute P0 :
P0 ~ 1.75 1010 (electrons.s -1 .m-2 )


sin 30
1  cos 2  .e
sin 

photons/electrons):  sky

 S sky

The total noise is the sum of both effects, but the first
is not significant compared to the second.

(4)

Sky background signal
Integration time
We consider here only the atmosphere mo lecular
scattering, taking into account a Rayleigh spectral
model decreasing in 1/λ 4 :

S sky

 Ti


where

 r ( )
2 2
l L
d
2 p  sky
f
4
B
Ti  2 p2 Lsky F

 r  
d
4

B

F

ESTADIUS adjusts the camera integration time in
order to avoid the saturation of the CCD pixels by the
sky background and to let a part of the dynamic for the
star signal. The integration t ime is thus real-time
adjusted to keep the sky background under a maximu m
allowed value of:

(6)

S sky  S max  r.FWC  r. p.l p2

where FWC is the Full Well Capacity (in electrons), r
is the ratio of the dynamic of the detector allo wed for
the sky background (r=0.6 is the chosen value), p is the
surface full well capacity (in electrons.µm-2 )

is the fraction o f sky

background received by the optical system, lp is the
size of a pixel also called “pitch” (in m), f is the focal
length of the optics (in m),

p 

lp
f

(9)

So replacing S sky in Eq. 6 by its maximu m value given
by Eq. 9, we obtain the relat ion giving the maximu m
integration time:

is the size of the

field of view of one pixel (in rad).
The sky brightness Lsky has been modelized for the
stratospheric conditions thanks to many balloons
stratospheric flights (Pronaos flights in 1994, 1996 and
1999, first ESTA DIUS experiments in 2010/2011…).
The effect of the altitude is linked to the density of the
atmosphere and decreases exponentially with the
altitude (in e-h/7.5 ). We also have an effect due to the
elevation φ (in sin φ) and the angle wrt to the sun s :

Lsky F  2

l p2
f

2

Ti  rp l p2

rpf 2
rp 2
Ti 

no
2
Lsky F
Lsky F

(10)

(11)

where n 0 = f/  is the aperture number.

Lsky ~ 9 10-8 (SI), for h = 34km, φ = 30°, s = 90°

Detection limit : signal to noise ratio
A star is detectable only if the signal to noise ratio is
higher to a detection threshold that is tuned to optimize
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classically around 30,000 e- fo r such a pixel. Let us
plot the number of observable stars for an altitude of 35
km, as a function of the nu mber of pixels of the
detector, for some values of the focal length f:

the probability of actual detection, and minimize the
probability of false detection. If we define the signal to
noise ratio as the ratio between the whole star signal
and the noise on one pixel, say sb , a star is said
“detectable” only if:

S e  sb sky  sb S sky  sb l p rp
i.e: P0


4

 Ti 10
2

m
2.5

 sb l p rp

Replacing Ti by its non-saturating maximu m value, we
are able to estimate the maximu m detectable
magnitude:
m

10 2.5 

2
 P0 rp f

(12)

4 Lsky Fs b l p

Figure 1. Number of detectable stars for a daytime star
sensor wrt focal length and number of pixels.

Number of detectable stars
Let Nx and Ny be the nu mber of rows and co lu mns of
pixels of the CCD matrix:

x  Nx

lp
f

and  y  N y

On Fig. 1, we see that in order to be able to detect more
than 5 stars, both a long focal length and a high number
of pixels are needed. The solution with a classic spatial
star sensor (1 million pixels) is thus not adapted for
stratospheric daytime conditions.

lp
f

Optical filter

 P0 

N e  0.37
 L Fs 
 sky b 

1.25

N tot l p0.75 rp

0.625

f 0.5

The formula of the number of observable stars shows
that we would want to maximize the ratio P0/F. If we
want to consider an “average” star spectrally
representative of the population, we may choose a
black body of temperature T=6000K. As the sky is
rather blue, we would like to use a high pass filter of
cut-off wavelength λc, that would increase the ratio
between the star signal and the sky background signal.
The choice of λc is a co mpro mise between the ratio P/F
and the attenuation of the star signal, ie the integration
time. A h igh value of λc would give a h igher
integration time, a decreased measurement frequency
and a loss of kinematic robustness. The compro mise
led us to choose λc = 500nm.

(13)

Comments:
- The number of detectable stars is proportional to
the CCD number of pixels Ntot .
- The number of detectable stars increases slowly
with the surface FWC and the pitch.
- For a given detector, the number of detectable stars
increases with the focal length, so decreases with the
field of view

Distortion calibration
- As the sky background decreases with the altitude
in e-h/7.5 , we can deduce from Eq. 13:

Ne  e

1.25 h / 7.5

2

h
4.2

Optical correction is calibrated using many real sky
images acquired fro m ground near zenith with high
integration time). Both relativ istic aberration and
atmospheric refraction are corrected.

(14)

The number of detectable stars increases with altitude
by a factor of 2 every 4.2 km.
Numerical application
Some parameters in the above formu la are given by the
state of the art for the CCD/APS detectors that we can
find on the market. The size of the pitch is around a
few microns, let’s say 7.4µm, the FWC capacity is
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number of detectable stars and the (mu lti-ROI) camera
capability (ROI: Region Of Interest).
ESTADIUS optical design
In order to match the accuracy requirements, and since
the size of the system is not the first constraint, we
choose a long focal length (f=135mm, aperture f/1.8), a
detector with a high number of pixels (16 millions
pixels, lp =7.4µm, FWC = 30,000e -), and a 500n m
high-pass filter. The field of view is 10° x 15°.
The number o f observable stars and the associated
integration time wrt the alt itude are given by the
following figure.
Figure 2. Distortion before correction (arcsec)
The sky background flu x depends on the altitude, the
elevation and the angle to the sun. It will be
dynamically estimated onboard. Hence, the integration
time will be automatically ad justed to the sky
background conditions. A typical value of the
integration time is around 30ms, it will be limited to
54ms for low background level (night or high altitude).
The number of programmed stars will be limited to 10.
The chosen camera is not ab le to provide mu ltip le ROI
measurements. Hence, the ROI is reprogrammed at
each step of time fro m a star to another: only one star is
measured at each integration time.
Robustness wrt angular rate
If the angular rate is ω, the length of the star spot is, in
pixels:

Figure 3. Residuals after correction (arcsec)
Without correction, the distortion residual reaches 70’’
at FOV edges.

d

After correction, the standard deviation of the residual
is σ ~ 2’’ in the FOV. It gives us a first estimate of the
mono-star measurement accuracy (note that this error
includes both noise and distortion errors).

It has been shown that the optimal value for d wrt
signal to noise ratio is ~2.5 pixels. For a p ixel field of
view of 11.4’’, an angular rate of 0.15°/s, and an
integration time of 54 ms, we obtain 2.5 p ixels. So for
higher angular rates, we will decrease the integration
time and loose in terms of signal to noise ratio and
measurable stars. Fig. 5 presents the average number of
tracked stars wrt angular rate:

Star measurement accuracy
The accuracy of the optical measurement is given by
the mono-star measurement accuracy, and the number
of observable stars. The mono-star measurement
accuracy is main ly given by the size of the pixel field
of view:

p 

Ti
p

lp
f

In a gyro-stellar application, the frequency of the star
measurement is important: the frequency of the
measurement is limited by the inverse of the
integration time and will grow with the square of the
lens diameter . The number of stars is given by the
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MTF. In September 2014, in Timmins (Canada), we
only had to re -focus the system once during a 12h
night/day flight. Note that the system wou ld also work
with a lower signal/noise ratio without any re-focus.
Baffle
A specific baffle has been developed in order to
guaranty a sun exclusion angle of 25°. This
performance has been verified in flight (availab le data
up to 18° from the sun).

Figure 4. Average number of detectable stars and
integration time wrt altitude

Figure 6. ESTADIUS mounted on its elevation piloted
frame for CARMEN gondola
A GYRO-STELLAR HYBRIDIZATION
The need of a gyro-stellar hybridization has been
justified for several reasons:
- Robustness to angular rate: PILOT instrument
will make scans with an angular rate up to 1°/s.
Furthermore, slew maneuvers with high amplitude will
be performed to change the observed scenes, with an
angular rate up to 2°/s. If the system loses the tracking
between scenes, it will take t ime to be able to retrieve
the full performance (~1 minute). An accurate
propagator based on gyrometer meas urements will
allo w the system to stay in tracking mode even with
high angular rate over a few minutes.

Figure 5. Average number of detectable stars wrt
angular rate at 34 km altitude
Star catalogue
The star catalogue has been computed fro m the
Hipparcos star catalogue (up to m=6.5):
- Double and generally mult iple star systems have
been either concatenated or eliminated.

- Filtering of the star measurement noise: A high
accuracy gyrometer allo ws filtering the star
measurement noise in order to increase the
performance.

- Inertial directions have been corrected fro m the
proper motions (the catalogue is computed for the date
of each mission)

- Lost in s pace to tracking mode transition : the
lost in space mode consists in taking full frame images,
detecting and recognizing the stars among the star
catalogue. This operation can take a few seconds. The
transition to tracking mode requires attitude to be
properly propagated using an angular rate estimation
during this span of time. W ithout gyrometer, the
estimation of angular rate is not accurate and the
transition to tracking mode is not very robust.

Focalization
Since we use a high aperture optics (f/Ф=1.8), the
focalizat ion is very sensible to environ ment, main ly
thermal conditions. Hence, a specific motorized
mechanis m has been developed to be able to re-focus
the optical system onboard during flight. We quantify
the focus quality with an onboard computation of
513

high efficiency closed loop controllers…

- Sun blindi ng: with an accurate gyrometer, the
system is able to cope with transitory blinding due to
the sun near the line of sight.

The gyrometer scale factors and misalign ments are
observable thanks to the numerous slews that are
performed during the mission. The accuracy of scale
factors (resp.misalignments) estimation is around
50pp m (resp.50µrad). The accuracy of SST focal
length estimation is around 5µm.

- The star-centred windows acquired by the camera
during tracking mode are 30x30 pixels thumbnails: this
choice is justified with respect to star catalogue
generation aspects. So the gyrometer accuracy during a
wide slew should be better than ~100’’. For a slew of
180°, the constraint on the scale factor knowledge has
to be better than ~ a hundred of ppm.

Accuracy of attitude estimation
The accuracy can be estimated analytically or by
simu lation taking into account these main sources or
error:

- gyrometer - star tracker alignment knowledge
has to be better than 100 µrad.

-

The transmission of the SST noise and gyrometer
ARW inside a gyro-stellar Kalman filter is given by the
geometric average of both SST and gyrometer
measurement:

2
f 

noise) :

 a SST t SST

f 

 a SST t SST
2

 0.5' '

2' '
d  10  0.6' '

-

optical distortion: 

-

focal length uncertainty:  l 

2

Hence, the attenuation of the SST noise thanks to a
gyro-stellar fusion is given by the ratio:

-

f

 a t SST

 SST
2 SST

5 10

6

135 10



3 3

 0.7' '

on-board event dating uncertainty :

 t  0.5ms  0.25 / s  0.4' '
Many other sources of erro r are less significant and are
not listed here. The total error assessment is 1’’ (1σ)
around X and Y axis, and 6’’ (1σ) around the line of
sight Z.

For the ESTADIUS system:
ΔtSST ~ 100ms

gyro-stellar noise attenuation (FOG ARW and SST

σSST ~ 1/3 pixel ~ 3’’

Then if we want to obtain a factor ~ 5 on the star
tracker noise attenuation we will need a gyrometer of
the class of a few hundredths of °/√h of ARW.

The accuracy has been verified thanks to many real sky
tests, in a static pointing, comparing the actual sidereal
pointing to the measured attitude.

The chosen gyrometer that copes with these
specifications is the Octans -IMU90 provided by
IXBLUE. The main characteristics are an A RW of ~
0.0025°/√h, b ias stability of ~ 0.01°/h, scale factor
stability of ~ 100ppm on a wide temperature range.
Kalman filtering
A 16 states Kalman filter makes the data fusion of SST
and gyro measurements. The estimated states are:
attitude (3), gyro meter bias (3), focal length (1), gyro
scale factor (3), gyro-SST misalign ments (6). The
attitude is propagated at the gyrometer frequency
(30Hz), using the estimates of gyrometer drift, scale
factors and misalignments. The propagated attitude is
updated each time a new star measurement is provided
by the camera, ie every ~ 100ms. The attitude is
delivered at a 30Hz frequency, which is comp liant to

Figure 7. Accuracy on real sky, static pointing.
σX = 1.06’’, σY = 1.18’', σZ = 5.89’’
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SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
The software is an asynchronous system composed of a
Kalman filter (30Hz), a PIG (standing for
Programming-Identify ing-Modes management) (2Hz),
a camera driver and a gyro driver.
In init ialization mode, PIG achieves the identification
of the detected stars on full frame camera images using
the star catalogue. In tracking mode, PIG manages the
selection and the list of tracked stars. It also estimates
the sky background flu x, and dynamically adjusts the
integration time to the estimated sky background and
angular rate.
The camera driver achieves the following image
processing operations: image acquis it ion (fu ll-screen or
thumbnail), background correction, star detection,
centroïding computation, distortion correction.

Figure 9. BRAHMS test bench.

Figure 8. Software overview.
DEVELOPMENT, VALIDATION AND TESTS
The software has been developed according to a
classical scheme:
-

analysis and simulation (Matlab simulator)

-

specification and test inputs/outputs

-

development and unitary tests

-

tests on BRAHMS (*)

-

tests on real sky (**)

Figure 10. Real sky test using an equatorial mount.

(*) BRAHM S is an optical stimulator bench (see
Fig. 9) dedicated to SST tests and qualification. Stars
are dynamically simulated as spots on a screen that is
put at 1.40 m fro m the optical head. Thanks to the lens
capability it is possible to focus at this distance.
(**) Real sky tests are performed using a Celestron
equatorial mount piloted fro m a PC, (see Fig. 10).
Slews up to 1°/s are possible.

Figure11. ESTADIUS IMU and SST.
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HARDWARE

FLIGHT RESULTS

Table 1. ESTADIUS Hardware Breakdown
Element

Manufacturer

Model

Camera CCD
16MPix

AVT Allied
Vision
Technologies

Prosilcica
GE4900

Lens

SONY

Carl Zeiss,
f=135mm, f/1.8 +
495nm filter
(Melles Griot)

Focus
motorization

EMCITEC

-

Gyrometer:
“FOG”

IXBLUE

Octans-IMU90

GPS

RTD Embedded
Technologies

GPS 16160

Onboard
computer

EGSE
Electrical
Ground
Support
Equipment

RTD Embedded
Technologies

HP

Table 2. ESTADIUS flights
Type of
flight

IDAN PC-104,
under QNX
Operating System
with Isagraf
Automation
Software
EliteBook laptop
computer
PcVue for
TM/TC ground
supervision

Year &
Site

Flight
time

Feasibility
flight #1

Kiruna
2010

2h30

Feasibility
flight #2

Kiruna
2011

2h30

Qualification
flight #1

Timmins
2013

10h

Qualification
flight #2

Timmins
2014

12h

Flight results
H=43km, first
flight of a
stratospheric
daytime wide
angle SST.
Feasibility
proven,
signal/noise ratio
verified.
H=34km,
validation of the
sky background
model, wrt
altitude,
elevation and
sun angle.
First flight of the
ESTADIUS
system, on
Carmen gondola
Second flight of
the ESTADIUS
system, on
Carmen
gondola.
ESTADIUS is
qualified for
PILOT mission
in 2015.

Both flights in Timmins were a great success: no
anomaly, no loss of tracking. Wide angle slew
manoeuvers up to 2°/s. Sky background variab ility up
to 50% between 2013 and 2014, probably due to dust
density in the atmosphere (particular scattering).
Note that the system has to be very well calibrated in
terms of SST-gyro meter co-align ment and scale
factors: it fully justifies the on-board estimat ion of
these parameters.
FUTURE FLIGHTS
Next mission will be the first flight of the PILOT
instrument, in September 2015 fro m Timmins
(Canada). Th is instrument is developed by IRAP,
CNES and IAS, in France, with CEA contribution, and
is dedicated to astronomy It will be the first operational
mission for the ESTADIUS system. The expected

Figure12. Carmen Launch, Timmins, Sep. 2014.
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flight duration at ceiling is ~24h. Other flights are
programmed for PILOT experiment in 2017 and 2018
from Australia and Timmins or Sweden.

Earth (limb): 10°
Balloon: 10°
Recurrent cost for 1 set

PORTABILITY
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

ESTADIUS hardware, software and interfaces have
been designed in order to provide an easy portability
on different gondolas or instruments. Furthermore, the
documentation is very co mplete and detailed with
respect to quality aspects, specifications, design,
justification file and interfaces defin itions. Therefore,
ESTADIUS can be considered as a mature product that
can be mounted on other
gondola. Potential
international collaborations involving ESTADIUS
would be welcome and studied by CNES.

ESTADIUS develop ment and its validation and
operational flights could not be possible without the
extraordinary job of the CNES balloon teams fro m
Toulouse and Aire sur l’Adour, in France. These teams
conceive and validate the gondolas, and all the
operational systems allowing stratospheric balloon
flights, and lead all the flight operations in the various
chosen countries.

CONCLUSION
ESTADIUS has been developed at CNES to cope with
high accuracy attitude restitution specifications, for
stratospheric applicat ions in night&day conditions. It is
mainly co mposed of a daytime stars camera and a high
performance gyro meter, hybridized with a Kalman
filter. The accuracy is around 1’’ (1σ).The system has
been recently qualified in Timmins, Canada.
It will be used on the PILOT scientific mission, based
on at least 3 flights in 2015, 2017 and 2018, wh ich
with record the polarized light emitted by interstellar
dust grains in our Galaxy. These high resolution
measurements will be co mpared, among others, with
Planck lo wer resolution measurements for a better
identification of the cosmic background.
Propositions
about international collaborations
involving the ESTADIUS system would be very
welcome by CNES ESTADIUS team.

Table 3. ESTADIUS Data Sheet
Flight domain

H>25km, night&day.
Totally autonomous.

Mass

12 kg

Power

30 W

Frequency

30 Hz

Accuracy

XY: 1’’ (1σ)
Z: 6’’ (1σ)

Full performance latency

30s

Angular rate

Full performance: <1°/s
Degraded performance:
up to 30°/s

Exclusion angles

Sun: 25°

~ 110 K€. Re-usable
after flight
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ABSTRACT

nonetheless again the cost of operating the full aircraft
performing parabola flight is very high and therefore
normally unaffordable for smaller experiments.
Sounding rocket or Balloon flight – that is possibly the
most affordable means of simulating the low gravity
environment so far. Nonetheless implementation of such
high flying and quite dangerous vehicles as sounding
rockets [1] or balloons (launching, high altitude flight,
recovery) impose strict safety requirements and tests
can be performed in only several locations in Europe,
which on its turn impose high costs and slow testing
procedures. (Table 1).
The goal of the project is development of affordable low
gravity simulation system which could be used in
multiple locations in Europe with low operational cost.
The system should implement low cost Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles and consist of several possible stages of
tests (depending on the requirements for the
experiment). It is planned that the project should be split
into three interconnected parts (and results) depending
on the requirements for the experiment:
1. Low cost low gravity system. The approach is
to be based on the proven UAV airframe platform
implementing piston engine. The system should be
capable of providing low gravity tests for 1-2 kg
payload in the vacuum chamber (installed in the
aircraft). The aircraft should perform multiple parabola
flights thus providing the real time data regarding the
tested equipment. Due to small size (25 kg) simple
takeoff and landing of an aircraft, low gravity (down to
0.05 G) experiments could be performed practically any
place in Europe (with permission of Aviation
Authorities) close to the places of development or any
other facilities. Such system could be the low quick test
option for small space intended equipment.
2. Average performance low gravity testing
system. The system is to be based on the 30-50 kg takeoff weight turbo-jet powered unmanned aerial vehicle,
allowing up to 10 kg of payload (in on-board vacuum
chamber). Low gravity is to be simulated by multiple
parabola performance of the UAV. The aircraft is to be
launched and land on runway. Due to faster speed and
jet engines, the aircraft should achieve longer low

Microgravity experiments are important in field of
space development; they give the possibility to simulate
near-space conditions to test new kind of systems and
subsystems for space or to perform biological
researches. The existing platforms, to perform reduced
gravity experiments, allow achieving the targets of the
researches. Otherwise these platforms are either very
expensive or of a very short duration. Another important
issue is the repeatability of the experiment for some
platforms. Fast repeatability platform (ensuring fast
turnaround time), can guarantee only few seconds of
microgravity time.
For these reason there is the need of platforms for
microgravity experiments that will cover the needs of all
the experiments that cannot fit into required time, cost
and repeatability of any other experiment methodology.
The paper explains the mission plan and first scientific
data of new family of parabolic unmanned planes. Each
of these planes can be used to achieve scientific
parabolic flight.
INTRODUCTION
Testing of the instrumentation that is intended to be
used in space applications is a complex and expensive
task due to difficulties of simulating of hostile space
environment on the ground. One of such extremely
complex tests is the low gravity testing. Due to gravity
of the Earth simulating of low (or zero) gravity
conditions is extremely difficult and demanding task.
Low or zero gravity conditions can be simulated on
Earth implementing several technological solutions:
drop in the vacuum tower, “ZeroG” aircraft parabola
flights, sounding rockets or balloons. Vacuum tower
drop tests are possibly the best representation of low
gravity conditions for scientific and testing applications
so far, nonetheless cost of the facilities and the
experiment itself is very high and unaffordable for most
of the smaller laboratories and experiments. “ZeroG”
aircraft flights – the technology which has been matured
for training of Kosmonauts and Astronauts can be
implemented for testing of space equipment,
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gravity conditions

Tab 1: Reduced gravity methods
then in case of piston engine (1). Also due to larger
dimensions, speed and the need for the runway, such
system wold be more expensive to operate and the
experiments could be performed only in special closed
no flight (or similar) zone. Therefore such system could
be defined as the intermediate one (allowing better test
conditions but at higher cost).
3. High altitude balloon launched gliding body
UAV system. To perform the best vibration and other
disturbances free low gravitation testing system a
development of free drop gliding body UAV system is
planned. The 50 kg gliding body shape unmanned
aircraft with up to 10 kg of payload (in on-board
vacuum chamber) is to be released from the helium
balloon at high altitude and due to free-drop achieve the
prolonged low gravity conditions. After reaching the
thick atmosphere the on-board jet engines are to be
started and the aircraft could ether perform several high
speed. parabola flights (to get more low gravity data) or
proceed to automatic landing in the predetermined
position. Due to complexity of the system, its high
altitude and high speed operations it could be
implemented only in several restricted areas in Europe
(though it is much more controllable then sounding
rockets or free drop tests), due to that the system can be
considered as “high operation cost” though ensuring the
best test results (of all mentioned).
Therefore the proposed project is intended to fill
the gap for low-to-average cost low gravity experiments
(like instrumentation testing, scientific experiments etc.)
in Europe (or possibly worldwide). Since the
experiments could be divided into several groups

regarding complexity, “quality” of low gravity and
operation and instrumentation cost though sharing
similar approaches, the outcome technology (and
instrumentation) of the project could be implemented
for wide range of low gravity experimentation
depending on the conditions needed. The low cost of
instrumentation and operation costs (especially for
simple systems 1 and 2) ensure its convenient use even
for small and low cost instrumentation testing, also that
ensures possibility to test the instrumentation (or
perform any other test) right close to the facilities of
laboratories
or
companies
developing
the
instrumentations (with simple transportation of
experiment equipment to practically any place in
Europe). Therefore the project outcome should increase
the availability and flexibility of testing of specific
space (low gravity) environment thus decreasing test
price. It is planned that the instrumentation and
principles developed as an outcome of the project
ensure commercial availability of both test equipment
(specialized UAV systems for purchase) or services (in
most of cases all over Europe) intended for low gravity
testing.
The concept is to achieve the reduced gravity
condition using the parabolic flight principle on
unmanned planes. Only recently it been started to
considerate the use of parabolic flight on UAV [2]. The
method is already used with large plane and well
known. (Fig 1).
The equations of motion for the plane (considered as a
point mass) are from 1 to 8 [3]:
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M⋅aX = T − D

(1)

M⋅aY = L − W

(2)

Equations for free fall:
T=D and L=0

(3)

AX(t):= 0

(4)

AY(t):= −g

(5)

X(t) := V0⋅t

(6)

Y(t) := Y0 − gt2/2

(7)

Y(x) := Y0 − gx2/V2/2

(8)

Figure 2: The OT-1 flying systems

Where:
W= Mg, g = 9.807 m/s2 - Plane weight
Where T = Thrust, D = Drag, L = Lift,

Figure 3: Modular philosophy
An other very important aspect is that also part of the
operations (take off and landing) (Fig 4, Fig 5) and of
the ground segment that will be used during the
parabolic flight are already developed an validated.

Figure 1. Parabolic Flight Path (courtesy ESA /
Novaspace)
ZERO G FAMILY PLANE
The approach in the developing is the step by
step philosophy. It means that the experience and the
results achieved in the developing of the simplest low
altitude planes will be used to develop the forward one.
For this reason the planes will have a lot of subsystems
in commons.
The originator of the family is the OT-1 flying
target / observator UAV (Fig 2)developed by Space
Sience and Technology Institute of Vilnius (Lituania).
This plane has already a fly heritage and very good
starting performance. Currently the plane can fly at an
average speed of 230 km/h whit an autonomy of 1.5
hours and a telemetry range up to 50 km. Moreover it is
designed and built with a modular components
philosophy that allow to increase the dimensions or to
change damaged parts in few minutes thanks to a rapid
junctions systems (Fig 3)

Fig 4 Take off from car roof

Figure 5: Parachute Landing
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The scheme (Tab 2) of plane subsystem is thought to
reach an elevate and rapid level of integration of the
payload with the plane. The planes will be provided
with a Payload Capsule where it will be possible to
decide the level of pressure and temperature, in order to
achieve the closer space condition possible. The plane
will be also provided with a service module to feed the
experiment during the flight. The service module will
also provide the data link with the experiment and
information on the plane status thanks to dedicated and
precise sensors. The others components of the plane are:
the on boars computer (OBC) that will provide the
automatic control of the plane and the management of
the flight path thank to use of sensors and software. The
camera will provide images of the payload and form the
plane (useful for its control). The engine package
(engine, fuel and plane battery) will be also managed by
the OBC. A payload interface will ensure the electrical
and electronic rapid integration of the payload with the
rest of the plane.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8

high altitude if required by the payload;
Activation of the payload and deploy of the
plane;
Data collection and transmission to the ground
station (during the flight);
Eventually engine launch;
Multiple parabola flight;
Landing whit parachute or wheels.

Low Cost Gravity System
The	
  first	
  concept,	
  MOA-‐1	
  aircraft	
  (Fig	
  6),	
  the	
  
low	
  cost	
  gravity	
  system	
  is	
  a	
  plane	
  that	
  is	
  suitable	
  for	
  
all	
   experiments	
   of	
   small	
   size	
   and	
   with	
   small	
   budget	
  
both	
   in	
   term	
   of	
   time	
   and	
   money.	
   The	
   systems	
   is	
   a	
  
modified	
   AT-‐1	
   plane	
   to	
   include	
   the	
   payload	
   capsule	
  
and	
   the	
   service	
   module	
   and	
   the	
   flight	
   heritage	
   is	
  
proven.	
  The	
  configuration	
  is	
  a	
  single	
  engine	
  piston.	
  It	
  
can	
   achieve	
   multiple	
   parabolic	
   flight	
   for	
   1	
   hour	
   and	
  
30	
  minutes	
  of	
  mission.	
  The	
  system	
  can	
  be	
  re-‐flown	
  in	
  
15	
  minutes.	
  The	
  payload	
  capability	
  is	
  up	
  to	
  2	
  kg	
  and	
  
the	
  Max	
  take	
  off	
  weight	
  (mtow)	
  is	
  25	
  kg.	
  It	
  is	
  possible	
  
to	
   fly	
   this	
   system	
   under	
   air	
   regoulamentations	
   in	
  
different	
   European	
   countries.	
   	
   The	
   expected	
   G	
   level	
  
of	
  this	
  platform	
  is	
  between	
  0.05	
  and	
  0.1g.	
  Landing	
  is	
  
performed	
   by	
   a	
   parachute.	
   The	
   plane	
   is	
   under	
  
testing.

Tab 2: Plane subsystems scheme
The planes have also a similar concept of operations. It
is possible to identify 6 important phases:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Fig 6: The MOA-1

Takeoff. It can be performed using a car , a
catapult or a runaway;
Cruise to the experiment area and systems
check. This is the check pahase of the
experiment in flight and of the plane, all the
system are tested before the start of operations;
The payload is activated and the parabolic
flights starts;
Parabolic phase;
Data collection and transmission to the ground
station (during the flight);
Landing whit the parachutes deploy.

Average performance low gravity testing system
The upgrade of the MOA-1 plane with a jet
engine represents the average system in the family. The
increased payload capsule, will bring the level of the
payload mass to 10 kg Thanks to the augmentation of
speed guaranteed form the jet engine it is expected a G
level of 0.05g for 20 second. Due to the mtow mass of
35 kg and the fast speed, it needs to be operated from a
runaway and under control of flight authorities. Also in
this case the landing is performed by a parachute. This
plane is under development.
Gliding body launched from High altitude balloon
The last solution is a gliding body dropped
from a stratospheric balloon. It will be equipped with
multiples safety system like an additional ballistic
recovery system and the transponder. The payload
capsule it will be able to carry 10 Kg of payload for a

In the case of the dropping plane the operationa are
almost the same but divided in 8 phases (Fig 7):
1.
2.
3.

Lift off of the balloon with attached the plane;
Reaching the operational altitude;
The payload can experiment the long flight at
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mtow of 50 kg. The expected performance between 30
and 50 seconds of reduced gravity condition with a G
level minor of 0.01 g. [4] The system could be operated
with or without engine: it depends form the payload
requirements. The kinetic energy stored during the first
drop (Fig 8), it will be enough to start a system of at
least 3 parabolas with long reduced gravity durations. In
this case the vibrations of the systems it will be very
interesting as without engine will be lower then the
others planes. The possibility to expose the payload to
the 30 000 meters reached by the stratospheric balloon
will add new possibility or combined kind of test on the
payload. Moreover the system is complicated and
potentially dangerous. It will need a range to be
operated.

2.

Development of the capsule and service
module

3.

Development of the algorithm to control the
parabolic flight

4.

Development of the communication system

5.

Optimisation of the operation environment

The airframe, the autopilot of Low Low UAV is fully
operational. Jet powered airframe and optimisation of
Parabolic flight experiment environment is in progress.
The ground station is also in advanced development
phase.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposed a study of a family plane able to
achieve relevant results in the field of microgravity
research. The planes will be a new platform for small
payload and will offer in the last concept even the
possibility to be exposed for long period to stratospheric
balloon environment conditions. The research do not
want to replace any existing method in the field of
microgravity research, but it want give a complementary
solution for some kind of experiment with requirements
that meet the performances of the solution proposed.

Figure 7: the concept of operations of the balloon
dropping plane
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ABSTRACT

The physical processes of PMWE are still not fully understood and are under ongoing investigation in the middle Atmosphere science community. To investigate the
creation process of PMWE caused refractive index fluctuations at the radar bragg scale (e.g. 3 m for 50 MHz
radar) it is important to get information of the horizontal variance and vertical fine structure of the lower Dregion plasma. Since the ion density irregularities at these
heights are strongly coupled to the neutral turbulence, one
can use ion density fluctuations as a tracer of turbulent
motions [2, 1]. This paper presents a student experiment
measuring relative ion densities with free falling units.
Sec. 2 will briefly introduce the principle used to measure
relative ion density. Sec. 3 will then give an overview
about the technical aspects of the experiment divided into
on board systems and FFU design. The experiments results are presented in Sec. 4 and are summarized in Sec.
5.

A rocket borne experiment was designed to measure the
ion density and its relative fluctuations in the lower Dregion of the Earth’s ionosphere. It was launched on the
29th of May in 2014 at 12 LT during the REXUS 15/16
(Rocket Experiments for University Students) sounding rocket campaign aboard of the REXUS 15 sounding rocket from ESRANGE, Kiruna in northern Sweden. This experiment included two identical FFU’s (free
falling units) which were ejected on the upper upleg part
of the rocket flight and conducted the measurement independently. One of the two FFUs was successfully recovered. It was shown that the developed deployment technique and the FFU framework made by a selective laser
sintering process are very suitable for sounding rocket
flights and could be the carrier system for any kind of
small scientific instrument. The results of the measurement of the fixed-biased probe showed reasonable ion
densities for the up- and downleg phase of the FFU flight.
A spectral analysis of the data showed no significant turbulence.

2.

EXPERIMENT PRINCIPLE

Key words: D-region, ionosphere plasma, in situ technique.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The polar D-region recently got into the focus of atmospheric research being the host of numerous phenomena
linked to dusty plasma irregularities and neutral turbulence. These phenomena are e.g., polar mesospheric winter echoes (PMWE) observed by radar in an altitude range
between 55 and 85 km [3, 5, 8, 9] which could be useful
to study atmospheric parameters like winds or turbulence.
In order to obtain these parameters it is necessary to understand the underlying physics of the phenomena itself.

A

-Ubias
Figure 1: Principle sketch of
the fixed-biased
probe.

The experiment principle follows the ideas from [10, 6, 2,
1] where a fixed-biased langmuir probe is used to obtain relative positive ion densities. Fig.
1 shows a principle sketch of
the used probe. The spherical probe is centered in a gridded sphere which is at payload
or floating potential whereas the
probe in the center is biased negatively with respect to the payload. The probe therefore attracts positive ions and repels
electrons. The measured current
between the negative probe and
the FFU framework is propor-
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tional to the ion density which can be calculated by using
the following equation [10]




1 −x2 √
x
1
2
Ii = πr Ni qe vth f (V ) e
+ π
+
erf(x) ,
2
2 4x
(1)
√
where Ii is the measured current, x = 2vr / πvth , vr
is the FFU velocity, r is the radius of the spherical grid,
Ni is the ion density, qe is the elementary charge, vth is
the ion thermal velocity and finally f (V ) is a function
of the payload potential which is set to unity assuming
negligible changes of the potential during the flight.
The obtained ion density is a relative density and hence
has to be normalized to an absolute density at a reasonable altitude.

3.

the FFUs. During ejection a spring in the end of the ejection barrel accelerate the FFUs with a maximum force
of 229 N. The ejection barrels were tilted by 30◦ relative to the x-y plane of the rocket to ensure that the initial
pointing direction of the FFU front was likely towards the
Earth’s surface. The side view of the ejection mechanism

ENGINEERING

The MEDUSA experiment consisted of two free flying
units (FFUs) which were mounted inside the main
payload by an ejection mechanism. The experiment can
therefor be divided into two parts. Firstly, the Systems
on board the main payload and secondly, the FFU design
itself. These parts will be described in the following
subsections, each subdivided into a mechanical and an
electronical part.

3.1.

Figure 2: CAD drawing of one hatch system including
fixation wires, ejection springs and pyrocutter.

Grooves

Stamps

Ejection
spring
Pyrocutter

Systems on board the main payload

The FFU Ejection System was the mechanical subsystem
on board the main payload. It carried the FFUs inside the
rocket and caused the ejection of the FFUs. The electronical subsystem is called On board Control Unit (OCU)
and provides the electrical interface between the experiment and the REXUS service module (RXSM). All parts
on board the main payload were mounted on a bulkhead
in a standard 14" 300 mm module.

3.1.1.

Figure 3: Rifled barrel principle. See description in the
text.
in Fig. 3 demonstrates the riffled barrel principle. Guiding pins on the FFU framework are lead by the helical
grooves of the ejection barrel. The grooves are curved in
a way, that for the given acceleration of the springs, the
FFU reach a spin rate of 8 Hz after leaving the ejection
barrel. This guaranteed a stable flight during the FFU’s
free fall phase.

FFU Ejection System

The FFUs were ejected through orifices in the module
wall. These were closed by ejectable hatches until the
ejection of the FFUs. Therefore they were hold in place
by steel wires and loaded by springs. To open the hatches
the wires were cut by a pyrocutter. One hatch system is
shown as a CAD drawing in Fig. 2. Two seconds after
the hatch opening the FFUs were ejected. The ejection
mechanism was mainly based on the rifled barrel principle, which demanded an ejection barrel for each FFU.
The FFUs were hold inside the ejection barrels by spring
loaded stamps, which can be seen red in Fig. 3. Until
ejection a steel wire held down these stamps. The wires
were cut by pyrocutters and the fixation stamps released

3.1.2.

OCU- On board Control Unit

The OCU was placed below the ejection mechanism on
the bottom side of the bulkhead where it was connected to
the RXSM and the FFUs. It delivers communication inter
structure between FFUs and RXSM and also ensured the
charging of the FFUs. The OCU was also able to receive
the signals liftoff (LO), start of experiment (SOE) and
start of data storage (SODS) from the RXSM.
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3.2.

FFU design

drawings of the FFU back with the back cover opening
system.

The FFU’s design was chosen to be cylindrical because
of hatch size limitations. The fixed-biased langmuir
probe was placed on one end of the cylinder which was
meant to be in flight direction during downleg. Parachute
and recovery systems were placed on the opposite side.

3.2.1.

Mechanics

The FFU’s framework was made of Al6 Ti4 V alloy in a
selective laser sintering process which allowed high robustness for thin structures. This technique allowed us to
maximize the available space ,which was needed for the
electronics, the batteries and the parachute system. The

Figure 6: FFU frame work and back cover from the back
side view.
Iridium antenna
cover ejection
springs
pyro actuator

Figure 7: Side view of the rear with the back cover.
Figure 4: FFU framework and hatch made in a selective
sintering process. The steel scale on the picture is 30 cm
long.

Figure 5: FFU nose cone with the positive ion probe.

Figure 8:
Parachute
System.

FFU’s hull was made of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
which is insulating and has a very low coefficient of friction against solids. These properties became important in
terms of minimizing friction during the ejection and receiving GPS signals inside the FFUs. Fig. 4 shows all the
parts made by the selective sintering process shortly after
manufacturing which are the FFU cone with the grid, the
FFU framework and the hatches for the rocket module.
These parts were post processed to satisfy the experiment
requirements in terms of mechanical accuracy. An annotated view of the nose cone of the FFU with the positive
ion probe can bee seen in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 and 7 show CAD

The parachute system consisted of a pilot
and a main chute (see Fig. 8). This system included the beacon antenna which
was wrapped around one parachute fixation rope and was packed into a 3d-printed
plastic container made of ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) in the rear of the
FFU. The ejection was performed by a
spring lock mechanism (Fig. 6 & 7) which
was opened by a pyro actuator. Therefore
the lock had one sloping surface which
was used to open the lock when the pin
of the pyro actuator pressed onto it. After the lock was open, the back cover was
then pushed out by springs (see Fig. 7)
and additionally pulled out the pilot chute.
This opening event was triggered by an
pressure sensor giving a dedicated signal
at 5 km as well as an predefined time line
event as back up.
3.2.2.

Electronics

To measure the current between the negative biased probe
and the FFU’s framework a current-to-voltage converting
amplifier was used. An analog-to-digital converter with a
sampling rate of 10 kSa/s was chosen for the sensor current to verify a high spatial resolution (∼cm). Since the
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Figure 9: Side view of FFU without PTFE hull with the
placement of the electronics.

FFUs should been recovered the electronics on board of
the FFUs included besides the sensor electronics, a commercial GPS module, an Iridium satellite module and a
radio beacon. As mentioned in seq. 3.1 the recovery subsystems were activated by a pressure sensor and a time
line event. The measured sensor current and the housekeeping data were stored on a SD-card. Fig. 9 shows the
arrangement of the electronics. The circuit boards and the
battery pack could be stacked together and were mounted
onto threaded rods.

4.

Figure 10: Trajectory of the main payload and the position of the recovered FFU 1.
The performance of the hatch ejection and the ejection of
the FFUs has been validated via two side looking cameras
inside the StrathSat module which was located below the
MEDUSA module [4]. The performance of the parachute
system which could be analyzed was found to be a partly
success. The main chute was still folded since one of the
pilot chute rope was wrapped around the back cover and
hence the pilot chute was not able to pull out the main
chute.

RESULTS

In total there were three messages from the Iridium module which should have send the GPS coordinates, but the
GPS itself did not give a position. We used the rough position of the Iridium module which was also included in
the message. Further error analysis can be found in Sec.
4.2.

The following section presents a short summary of the experiments performance, failure analysis and the obtained
scientific results.

4.1.

Performance
Using wavelet analysis of the measured ion current we
found a clear spin modulation during up- and downleg
which corresponds to a spin frequency of around 8 Hz.
This also could be reproduced from the StrathSat video
material giving ∼7.5 Hz spin rate. We take this as a proof
for the successful spin stabilization of the recovered FFU.

The criteria for a successful flight was the recovery and
extracting the data of at least one FFU. According to this
criteria we are fully satisfied with the obtained results.
Fig. 10 shows the trajectory of the REXUS 15 main payload obtained from GPS data. The red dots indicated positions of the FFUs during ejection as well as the main
payloads and the recovery position of one FFU. This FFU
(1) was found 4.3 km southwestern of the main payload
and about 40 km northwestern from the ESRANGE.

4.2.

The analysis of the StrathSat video material also gave rise
to the conclusion that one of the hatches did not fully
eject. This was found to be the hatch of the lost FFU. Although a connection between both circumstances could
not be proven. One main issue was the timing of the pyro
actuator which included the ejection of the parachute as
well as the activation of the GPS, the Iridium module and
the beacon. The backup system for the activation of the
FFU recovery system was based on a simple simulation
of the FFUs free fall. The time of the ejection was actually set too early. The parachute ejection and the recovery
system power-on occurred already at an altitude of ∼20
instead of planned 5 km. This probably activated a whole

The following
√ list shows
√ the critical elements and its performance ( - full, ( )- partly, × - fail, ? - unknown):
Element
Hatch Ejection
FFU Ejection
Parachute
Recovery
Beacon
system
GPS
Iridium
SD Card

FFU
√ 1
√
√
(√)
( )
×
√
√

Failure analysis

FFU
√ 2
(√)
?
×
×
√
?
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chain of malfunctions. The insufficient unfolding of the
parachute due to less aerodynamical friction, the unfavorable unfolding of the beacon antenna, the GPS malfunction because of the wrong altitude and an too early shut
down of the system. The shut down was planned and realizised to be 3 h after parachute ejection, but the recovery
crew started looking for the FFUs only after 2.5h. Therefore they found the first FFU, but could not found the
second one, as it already stopped transmitting a beacon
signal.

4.3.

Figure 12: ESRAD SNR for the launch day. PMSE occured shortly after launch.

Scientific results
significant structures on the downleg phase. We therefor
conclude that there were no observable plasma irregularities or neutral turbulence during that flight. In addition
one can see that the noise level (green) is relatively high
as also mentioned in Sec. 4.2.

From the measured currents of the recovered FFU the
relative ion density could be calculated using Eq. 1.
The temperature was taken from MSIS model data [7].
The FFU velocity was assumed to be the same as the
main payloads velocity neglecting the ejecting speed of
around 1.8 ms−1 . The relative density was then normalized to the absolute electron density obtained by the
EISCAT radar at 80 km assuming that electron and ion
densities are equal at these heights. Fig. 11 shows the
smoothed profiles of the ion density for upleg (red) and
for downleg (black). The grey line shows the full reso-

Figure 13: Wavelet power spectra of the ion density
residuals after filtering the spin modulation

5.

CONCLUSIONS

A new ejection system for cylindrical free falling units
was developed and successfully tested on board of a
sounding rocket. Also the fairly new techniques of selective laser sintering and 3D-printing were successfully
used in a sounding rocket experiment. Several subsystems of the experiment e.g. ejection system and FFUs
can be improved in terms of susceptibility to malfunctions and sensitivity. Besides the technical success, a
quiet lower D-region was probed in-situ and a ion density
profile could be obtained which is comparable to other
measurements with similar ionospheric conditions. The
developed ejection mechanism is suitable for any kind of
scientific instrument and can be used in future projects.

Figure 11: Ion density normalized to the absolute electron density at 80 km obtained by the EISCAT radar.
lution data. Having a Kp index around 2 for the launch
day the ionospheric conditions were quiet. This also can
be confirmed by the ESRAD radar observations (Fig. 12)
which showed no signals during the rocket flight. Besides, shortly after the rocket launch a PMSE occurred
between 80 and 90 km which indicates the presence of
charged ice particles and nevertheless this does not have
an impact on the presented results.
The derived absolute values of the ion density are reasonable for quiet ionospheric conditions. During the upleg
part of the flight the sensor was in an unfavorable position
being in the wake. On the downleg phase there seems to
be no fine structure at all. If one calculates the residuals
−hNi i
of the ion density ∆ni = NihN
and do the wavelet
ii
transform, one receives the wavelet power spectra which
can be seen in Fig. 13. The wavelet spectra show no
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ABSTRACT

pendence on energy, geomagnetic latitude, and altitude,
there is a local angular dependence. A minor variation
can be observed with respect to the azimuthal angle, φ,
and shows that the particle intensity slightly increases in
western direction.

Particle showers, which produce a large number of secondary particles, are generated by the interaction of highenergy cosmic ray particles with the Earth’s atmosphere.
The Team ADAM (Angular Distribution of charged particles - Atmosphere Measurement) has flown an experiment to measure the altitude- dependent angular distribution of secondary charged particles on a stratospheric
balloon within the REXUS/BEXUS programme in October 2014. We designed a sensor head consisting of 16
planar silicon semi-conductor detectors (SSDs), which
allowed us to determine the zenith-angle of individual
particles by coincidence measurements. After a year of
development and testing, on October 9th the instrument
performed measurements for 4 hours in an altitude of 27
km in northern Sweden. In this contribution measurements performed during the flight in comparison to ones
obtained on ground will be presented. On the one hand
we focus on the count and dose rate profiles as functions of residual pressure, on the other hand we discuss
the angular distribution below and above the P FOTZERMaximum.

The most significant variation can be found with respect
to the zenith-angle θ. Experiments have shown that the
muonic component varies with cos1.85 θ at sea level. In
general, one may assume that, neglecting the azimuthal
φ dependence, the intensity Ii of a component, i, can be
given as [1]:
Ii (θ) = I0,i · cosni (θ) ,

where ni = n(χ, E) and χ represents the atmospheric
depth. Once a charged particle enters the sensitive volume of the detector, the deposited energy induces ionization and excitation in the material. The resulting current
can then be amplified and read out.

2.

Key words: BEXUS 19; solid state detector; P FOTZERMaximum; angular distribution; charged particles.

1.

(1)

THE BEXUS PROGRAMME

The REXUS/BEXUS programme allows students from
universities and higher education colleges across Europe
to carry out scientific and technological experiments on
research rockets and balloons. Each year, two rockets and
two balloons are launched, carrying up to 20 experiments
designed and built by student teams.
The REXUS/BEXUS programme is realised under
a bilateral Agency Agreement between the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Swedish National
Space Board (SNSB). The Swedish share of the payload
has been made available to students from other European countries through a collaboration with the European
Space Agency (ESA).
EuroLaunch, a cooperation between the Esrange Space
Center of SSC and the Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA)
of DLR, is responsible for the campaign management and
operations of the launch vehicles. Experts from DLR,
SSC, ZARM and ESA provide technical support to the
student teams throughout the project.
REXUS and BEXUS are launched from SSC, Esrange
Space Center in northern Sweden.

MOTIVATION

When primary cosmic rays traverse the atmosphere, the
closer they approach the Earth’s surface, the more the
density of air molecules increases. The resulting collisions lead to spallation of the nuclei in the air and to creation of new particles. These secondary particles may
then decay into a muonic or an electromagnetic component or repeat this process in a hadronic cascade. Depending on the initial energy of the primary particle, a
high number of secondary particles can be produced in
such an air shower. As the primary component of the
overall flux decreases with atmospheric depth, the secondary one increases. This results in a maximum of
the charged particle intensity at an altitude of around 20
km, the so called P FOTZER-Maximum. Besides the de-
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3.1.

THE ADAM EXPERIMENT

coincidence-count-rates, a mathematical model was developed, which is able to determine the response function
dG/dθ and geometry factors G for all coincidences. In
addition a conformable GEANT-4 simulation was developed. The coincidences were summarized into 10 channels (see figure 3) and the intensities were calculated via
equation (2), where C is the countrate and I the intensity
[2]:

Sensor Head

If a charged particle passes through the active area of an
SSD it deposits energy in the silicon material. As a consequence the SSD emits a voltage pulse which is related
to the deposited energy. To determine the arrival angle
of those incoming charged particles we used multiple detections of a single particle, coincidence measurements.
To allow coincidences, the SSDs were tucked in between
two 3D printed plates in a special geometric arrangement,
forming the sensor head. A sketch of the sensor head
design is shown in figure 1. In order to better see the

channel number

C =G·I.

(2)
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Figure 3. Sensor head response function dependant on
the zenith-angle
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Figure 1. 2-dimensional schematic of the sensor head.

3.3.

dimensions of the sensor head, figure 2 shows a threedimensional model of our detectors arrangement.

Balloon Flight

The ADAM experiment was launched with BEXUS 19
on the 8th of October 2014 at Esrange Space Center. The
flight had a duration of 4 hours and a maximum flight altitude of 27 km. Temperature and pressure time profiles
can be seen in figure 4, where red represents the temperature and blue the pressure profile. The temperature and
pressure was measured inside the experiments electronic
box.
10

35

Figure 2. Simulation model of the sensor head arrangement of 16 SSDs.

3.2.
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The sensor head allows to determine up to 256 coincidences which each includes up to 4 SSDs. The geometry factors of the allowed coincidences of the detector were calculated with a Python script that integrates
numerically over the sensor head geometry. To calculate the angular-dependant intensities from measured
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Figure 4. Temperature (red) and pressure (blue) profile
during the BEXUS 19 flight. The balloon was launched
at 2 hours.
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Pre-Flight Data

To validate the model, ground level measurements were
conducted. In figure 5 the angular distribution at ground
level is shown. The results match the expected value.
Due to terrestrial radiation differences are most noticeable above 70◦ . With rising altitude we expected a flattening of the angular distribution that finally changes into
an isotropic distribution.
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Figure 5. Angular distribution of a long-time ground
measurement with the ADAM experiment.

Figure 7. Countrate plotted over the pressure during
flight. P FOTZER-Maximum
measured during the 3 hour float-phase of the BEXUS19 balloon in 27 km height on October 8th, 2014. As it
can be seen, the results do not match the expected distribution mentioned before. It is important to note that
the measured angular distribution is not as isotropic as
expected.

Flight data

When a cosmic ray particle interacts with molecules of
the Earth’s atmosphere, it generates a large amount of
secondary particles in a so called particle shower as described previously. These particle showers change angular distribution and composition with increasing atmospheric depth. At a specific density it is more likely for
a particle to be absorbed than to produce secondary particles. Thus the countrates reach a peak at around 20 km
of height — the P FOTZER-Maximum, as seen below in
figure 6.
To determine the P FOTZER-Maximum a cubic function
f (x) = a · x3 + b · x2 + c · x + d was fitted in a range
between 0 and 200 mbar. The fit-values for the coefficients a, b, c, and d can be found in table 1. As a result
the maximum is found at a pressure of around 63 mbar,
which would correspond to a height of about 19 km.
Figure 8 shows the angular distribution which has been

5.

CONCLUSION

In figure 9 the measured intensities were plotted over the
pressure for the two different angular ranges θ < 30◦
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Table 1. Coefficients for f(x)
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d
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Figure 6. Count rate as a function of pressure during the
flight.
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Figure 8. Charged particle angular distribution measured for 4 hours in 27 km height
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Figure 10. Residual atmosphere for different zenithangles at a height of 27 km.
and θ > 60◦ . It can be seen that a clear maximum in
the countrates is found for angles between 0◦ and 30◦ but
not for the ones above 60◦ . Thus we conclude, that the
P FOTZER-Maximum is dependant on zenith-angle itself.
In order to explain these unexpected measurements we
will set up a sophisticated GEANT-4 instrument model
that takes into account the whole experimental setup including the balloon-gondola as well as the angular dependence of the atmospheric shielding.
As a first result, figure 10 shows the residual atmosphere
as a function of zenith-angle at an altitude of 27 km. It is
noticeable, that a maximum in countrates is expected for
a residual atmosphere of about 650 mg/mm2 .
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main technological and scientific supporter of the
experiment was the MTA Centre for Energy Research
(the former KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute).
The present paper addresses the main overview of the
experiment and some preliminary results are also shown.
The measured cosmic radiation results are extremely
important since during the flight of the REXUS-17 the
strongest geomagnetic storm of the past ten years (level
G4) was observed.

ABSTRACT
The cosmic radiation field is not well known up to the
altitude of the lower orbiting spacecrafts. There are
several ways to measure the cosmic radiation in this
altitude; however it is not easy to apply them to a
sounding rocket. The easiest way is to use Geiger-Müller
(GM) counters to quantify the radiation level. The REMRED rocket experiment performed measurements with
active radiation instruments (GM counters) in order to
quantify the cosmic radiation field from the Earth’s
surface up to the maximum altitude of the REXUS rocket
(about 90 km). The flight of the REM-RED experiment
was carried out on the 17th of March 2015 from the
ESRANGE Space Center on-board the REXUS-17
student mission sounding rocket.

2. THE RESEARCH STUDIES
Looking into the near future, the research on the space
weather and its effects on the near-Earth region is
becoming extremely important, partly because a
continuous increase in human presence is in progress in
the near-Earth region during the manned space missions
(e.g. International Space Station expeditions, satellite
flights, future lunar or Mars-missions, supersonic
airliners, etc.). One of the key indicators of the space
weather is the cosmic ray flux in this region, which also
has an influence on everyday life through its possible
effects on our technology used. In the interplanetary field
the radiation level in orbit may be two orders of
magnitude higher than under the shielding of Earth’s
atmosphere and magnetosphere, therefore the astronauts
shall be protected against the high level of ionising
radiation. The cosmic radiation originates from our sun
and from the Universe at the same time. In case of solar
events high level of disturbances can be detected inside
the protecting magnetosphere of the Earth. However the
altitude range of 30-90 km is just the border of our space
environment. In this region the effects and behaviour of
the space weather can be already detected. The study of
this region, up to the altitudes of the low Earth orbit
spacecrafts, is critical for living and working in the nearEarth region or on the surface of our planet. The REMRED experiment is contributing to the study started at the
very first time by rocket experiments using V-2 rockets
by van Allen in the middle of the 20th century [2].

1. INTRODUCTION
Among many other student projects ESA Education
Office announces a call for proposals annually for the
REXUS/BEXUS (Rocket and Balloon Experiments for
University Students) flights. The REXUS/BEXUS
programme allows students from universities and higher
education colleges across Europe to carry out scientific
and technological experiments on research rockets and
balloons. Each year two sounding rocket (called REXUS)
using an Improved Orion motor (M112 Hawk) to a
maximum altitude of about 90 km, depending on total
experiment mass, are launched 145 km North of the
Arctic Circle from Sweden, carrying experiments
designed and built by university student teams. The
typical REXUS vehicle consists of a one-stage Improved
Orion motor and the payload. This rocket gives
approximately three minutes of spaceflight up to a
maximum payload mass of about 95 kg including service
and recovery systems [1].
The REM-RED Hungarian student experiment was one
of the experiments selected to take part in the REXUS
17/18 launch campaign. The experiment flew on board
the REXUS-17 sounding rocket on the 17th of March
2015 from ESRANGE Space Center. The experiment
used Geiger-Müller (GM) counters for the active
monitoring of the cosmic radiation intensity (detection of
charged particles and gamma rays) up to the maximum
altitude of the REXUS-17, which was around 88 km. The
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geomagnetic latitude [7]. At high latitudes (from where
the REXUS-17 was launched) the expected value is about
20-26 km.

2.1 Cosmic ray research in and above the atmosphere
The first science project involving cosmic rays was
performed on a balloon by Victor Hess in 1912. At the
beginning of the 20th century scientists were puzzled by
the fact that more radiation existed in the environment
than could be explained by natural background radiation.
In 1912 Victor Hess took a radiation counter, a simple
gold leaf electroscope, on a balloon flight. He even made
an ascent during a solar eclipse, to rule out the sun as the
source of the radiation. With the moon blocking most of
the sun’s radiation, levels of radiation in the atmosphere
still increased at higher altitudes. Hess discovered that up
to about 700 m the ionization rate decreased but then
increased with altitude showing an outer space origin for
ionization [3].
The primary cosmic rays have very high-energy and
consist mostly of subatomic particles moving at nearly
the speed of light, which bombard the Earth's atmosphere
continuously from all directions. The primary cosmic
rays will hardly ever hit the ground but will collide with
a nucleus of the air. In such collisions, many new
secondary cosmic rays are usually created. The collisions
create showers of new subatomic particles, which move
at very high speeds in the same general direction as the
primary rays [4]. The primary cosmic rays are hydrogen
atoms, protons and helium atoms. Typically, the energy
of primary cosmic rays that reach the vicinity of the Earth
ranges from 1 to 10 GeV. 95% of all cosmic rays are
protons, 4% are helium nuclei, and the 1% balance is
made up of other nuclei [5]. As a result of these particle
reactions a complex radiation environment can be studied
in the atmosphere of the Earth. The three main
components of the radiation environment in the
atmosphere are the electron/positron/photon component,
the hadronic component (consisting mainly of protons
and neutrons) and the muonic component [5] (see Fig.1).

2.2 The influence of the magnetosphere and the solar
activity
The influence of the Earth’s magnetosphere has to be
highlighted since the magnetic field of our planet protects
the biosphere from the cosmic radiation. A part of the
incoming particles are trapped in the radiation belts and
the particles move around the magnetic field lines. In
addition, the particles can precipitate from the radiation
belts below the energy of 100 keV, when the protons
interact with the atmosphere and create the secondary
cosmic radiation (photons, nucleons, mesons). Under 300
MeV the charge change reactions are the most common,
and below this limit the inelastic collision and the
invariant failure dominate [8].
The penetrating ability of particles into the geomagnetic
field is determined by the magnetic rigidity (kinetic
energy divided by the charge). For each point and each
direction of incidence there exists a threshold value of
magnetic rigidity, called the geomagnetic cut-off. Below
this cut-off value no charged particle can reach the
specified point from the given direction [9]. The
geomagnetic cut-off rigidity depends on the geographical
location and velocity direction of the particle. This value
is around 0.1 GV in the case of quiet geomagnetic
conditions [10] close to the ESRANGE base, thus the
flux of cosmic rays will be greater here.
The influence of the solar activity should be mentioned
as well if an overview of the radiation environment in the
atmosphere is given. Nowadays scientists know that the
sun discharges a significant amount of high-energy
particles. Solar cosmic rays originate in the sun's corona.
It is also very important that most solar cosmic ray events
correlate relatively well with solar flares. The solar wind
interacts with the cosmic rays. It is observed during larger
flares that the measured cosmic ray intensity is increased
at ground level, then it is significantly reduced for a short
period of time and finally the steady state will be
recovered. The solar cosmic rays (SCR) play a direct role
in the growth, and indirectly in the decrease, because the
more intense outward streaming plasma shields the
galactic cosmic rays more effectively. An 11-year-long
periodic change can be observed in the activity of our sun
capable to influence the radiation environment of the
Earth. Recently we are approaching the maximum of
solar cycle 24 so the frequency of occurrence of solar
flares varies from several per day when the sun is
particularly active to less than one every week when the
sun is quiet.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the secondary
particle production in the atmosphere [5].
The charged particle and photon flux in the atmosphere
shows a local maximum at an altitude range of about 1526 km, called Pfotzer-maximum [6], which corresponds
to the maximum of the secondary particle production.
Additionally it has to be noted that the altitude of the
Pfotzer-maximum shows a significant change with the
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Table 1. The main properties of the used GM-tubes.

2.3 The main objectives of the project
The main technical goal of our experiment was to
develop and to demonstrate the usability of a sounding
rocket technology platform for cosmic radiation
monitoring measurements to fulfil the scientific goals of
our research studies which are the follows:
to quantify the cosmic radiation field in the
altitude range of the REXUS sounding rockets based on
the altitude dependence of the GM count rates;
to measure the direction dependence of the
cosmic radiation up to the maximum altitude of the
REXUS rocket using GM counters;
to study the effects of the atmosphere, the
Earth’s magnetic field and the solar activity on the
cosmic radiation field in the stratosphere;
to extend the CoCoRAD and TECHDOSE
BEXUS stratospheric balloon flight radiation data up to
the maximum altitude of the REXUS rocket and to
compare the count rates measured with the GM counters
during the TECHDOSE BEXUS-14 flight [11].

GM-tube type

ZP1200

ZP1210

Number of tubes
in the experiment

2

4

Effective Length

38 mm

140 mm

Maximum
Diameter

15 mm

24 mm

Effective Volume

6.8 cm3

58.6 cm3

-40°C - +75°C

-40°C - +70°C

28

110

450 – 650 V

350 V – 600 V

Operating
Temperature
Count rate at
10-2 mGy/h using
Cs-137 source
Operating
Voltage Range

3. INSTRUMENTATION

Sensitivity ratio
(ZP1200/ZP1210)

The experiment used two different types of GeigerMüller counters during the flight of the REXUS-17
rocket. One of them was a high sensitivity, type ZP1210
Centronic GM-tube, which has been already operated in
the frame of the TECHDOSE BEXUS-14 stratospheric
balloon flight in 2012 [11]. Additionally as a
technological and scientific first test a low sensitivity,
type ZP1200 Centronic tube was also inserted into the
REM-RED rocket experiment. Although the sensitivity
in case of the ZP1200 is very low, this type is very small
in dimensions and light-weight as well (length ~50 mm,
mass ~8 g), which is always an advantage in case of space
applications and it may have an important role in the
future planned cosmic radiation rocket science. Besides,
the REM-RED experiment also consists of
accelerometers to determine the orientation of the rocket
during the flight and several housekeeping sensors
(temperature, current, voltage sensors).

0.25

3.2 Calibration results in Cs-137 gamma radiation
field
The GM-tubes of the REM-RED experiment integrated
into its rocket segment were irradiated in a calibrated Cs137 gamma radiation field (Eγ = 661.7 keV). The
shielding configuration of the tubes during the irradiation
was similar with the one during the flight (around 3 g/cm2
aluminium). The activity of the source at the moment of
the calibration was 52.93 MBq. The calibration curve can
be seen in Fig. 2. The response of the GM-tubes are linear
as a function of the incoming photon flux in the measured
range.

3.1 ZP1200 and ZP1210 Geiger-Müller counters
Tab. 1 shows the main properties of the applied GM-tube
types.

Figure 2. The calibration curves of the GM-tubes in
Cs-137 photon radiation field.
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Figure 4. The REM-RED internal experiment setup logic.
shielding. Taking into account the effective thicknesses
it can be stated that both types of tubes were able to
measure the gamma-radiation and charged particles from
a given lowest energy threshold level.

4. MECHANICAL AND THERMAL DESIGN
4.1 Overall design considerations
Fig. 3 shows the mechanical assembly and location of the
GM-tubes inside the experiment. Two ZP1200 type and
four ZP1210 type GM-tubes were included into the
experiment mechanics. From each GM-tube types there
was minimum two of them perpendicular to each other in
order to have directional dependent measurement results.
The horizontally located GM-tubes are more sensitive to
radiation coming from the vertical direction and the
vertically positioned GM-tubes to radiation coming from
the horizontal direction in case of the incoming charged
particles. For general characterization of the cosmic
radiation environment the sum of the outputs of the four
ZP1210 type GM-tube was used with a total sensitive
volume of 234.56 cm3. The total effective thickness of
the shielding for particles coming from the horizontal
plane was about 1.5-2.0 g/cm2 aluminium and for
particles coming from the zenith direction the effective
thickness was about twice as high, about 3.0-4.0 g/cm2
aluminium. The difference between the two directions in
the effective thicknesses are coming from the mechanical
structure since above the experiment another experiment
module of the rocket was located which provided more

Figure 3. The mechanical assembly of the REM-RED
experiment and the location of the GM-tubes.
The experiment overall setup logic can be found in
Fig. 4.
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therefore their mechanical constraints are not well
known. These instruments were not developed originally
for a safe operation on-board a rocket platform during the
flight. First we started to study the mechanical properties
of the selected GM-tubes. Some diagnostics X-ray
pictures were taken of the smaller (ZP1200) and the
bigger (ZP1210) GM-tubes (see Fig.6 as an example).

The main experiment concept is focused on the following
design goals:
- high radiation sensitivity;
- direction dependent radiation sensitivity;
- high reliability;
- redundancy;
- modularity.
4.2 Mechanical design
The experiment is built up into one, complex and strong
enough mechanical structure to fulfil the REXUS
environmental requirements. The mechanics contained
all the instrumentation (4 pieces of ZP1210 and 2 pieces
of ZP1200 GM tubes) and the electronics system (high
voltage, power supply, processors) needed. Additionally
an indicator LED was implemented into the wall of the
REXUS module to indicate the high voltage status for the
ground crew. The experiment was designed and tested up
to +/-20g peak accelerations in all directions. The
sinusoidal and random vibration acceptance tests were
done in the frequency range of 20-2000 Hz. Before the
test campaign, the 3D model of the final mechanical
design was built and simulated to find the weakest points
in the structure. As a consequence of the simulations it
was stated that the most critical points are the fixing of
the electrical cards and the cable connections because
high frequency random vibration can be expected during
the rocket flight. These points have to be designed with
absolute care.

Figure 6. The internal structure of the ZP1200 type
GM-tube according to X-ray studies.
As it can be seen in Fig. 6 the anode inside of the GMtube type ZP1200 is fixed only at one end of the tube.
Using these X-ray results the 3D model was built up of
the GM-tube and has been simulated for +/-20g load. The
most critical scenario is when the applied load is
perpendicular to the anode. According to the simulation
results the maximum possible displacement is about 0.03
mm, which is almost negligible. Based on the X-ray
results in case of the ZP1210 tube the anode is fixed at
both ends of the tube and it provided an adequate
mechanical system. The only study to be made was to
find the eigenfrequencies of the system. It was performed
as a capacity measurement, since the GM-tube can be
considered as a capacitor. If the anode displacement is
high (because the system reached the eigenfrequency) the
capacity of the tube is changing and this effect can be
observed. The test results showed that the GM-tubes will
be able to operate in the frequency profile of the REXUS
rocket without mechanical failure or expected scientific
data loss.
4.3 Thermal design
Thermal design of the experiment should deal with the
possible temperatures during the REXUS flight. Based
on the REXUS available data the temperature before the
flight is around 17°C (in the rocket silo) and during the
flight it can reach a peak value of 200°C (the outer wall).
The temperature behaviour of the outer rocket wall
follows a given profile, which was implemented into the
thermal simulation of the overall experiment design. The
connecting surface to the outer wall was reduced by
means of mechanical interface parts, which have
connections to the experiment boxes through spacers
made of stainless steel. Since the stainless steel has
relatively low thermal conductivity (~16 W/mK) it will
result in much lower temperatures inside our experiment
boxes than the temperature of the outer wall of the
REXUS module.

Figure 5. The experiment included into the REXUS
rocket payload module.
The selected GM-tubes are the key elements of the REMRED experiment, however the internal construction and
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A picture from the time dependent thermal simulation
results can be seen in Fig. 7 after 60 seconds of simulated
flight assuming rapid increase in the temperature of the
outer wall up to 200 °C. The results show that the fixing
parts, which are in direct connection with the outer wall,
warm up quickly, however the internal parts of the
experiment are well protected against the heat transfer.
These simulations has proved that the thermal
components inside the mechanics are able to protect the
internal electrical components and the GM-tubes against
the high temperatures. The maximum temperature
increase during a 600-second-long simulated flight inside
the experiment (close to the most critical electrical
components, e.g. the processors) has been found around
+40°C, which is well below the limitations of the
electrical components. Anyway the temperature data
from the real flight was absolutely in-line with the
simulated results.

after which the GM-tubes were switched off to prevent
them from any damage during the last phase of the reentry. The motor burned out and separated 26 seconds
after the lift-off. The rocket was spinning around its
central axis with an average rate of 4 Hz. The central axis
of the rocket was orientated for the lift-off 7° from the
zenith direction and it was stable until the apogee has
been reached. The rocket landed 46 km away from
ESRANGE.
The flight performance of the experiment was 100%,
almost every data has been received by
telecommunication during the flight. Only three frames
were lost at the very first three seconds after the lift-off,
however the missing frames were recovered after the
experiment has been shipped back to the ESRANGE base
and the on-board memory has been downloaded. Fig. 8
shows a picture about the experiment after the recovery.

Figure 8. The recovered REM-RED experiment was
fully functional after the rocket flight.
Figure 7. The thermal simulations results after 60 s
simulation time (the reached maximum and minimum
temperature values are indicated on the right
temperature bar).

6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The GM-counters were operational from the lift-off until
almost the landing for 300 seconds. The time resolution
of the GM-counter data was one second during the flight,
which means better statistical results at the top of the
trajectory and during the re-entry, when the velocity of
the rocket was lower. The measured radiation profile for
the ZP1200 and ZP1210 GM-tubes can be seen in Fig. 9
below.

5. FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
The launch site of the REXUS rockets is located at a
latitude of 68°N and at 324 m above the sea level. The
total flight time was about 10 minutes from launch until
the landing. The apogee was reached 144 seconds after
the lift-off at an altitude of about 88 km. The REM-RED
experiment was operated from the lift-off for 300 seconds
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Figure 9. The measured GM radiation profiles during
the flight of the REXUS-17 rocket.
In the measured radiation profile the peak of the Pfotzermaximum can be exactly defined in the altitude range of
20-25 km as it is expected. Above the Pfotzer-maximum
the level of the radiation is decreasing until about 50 km
altitude at which point it reaches a constant level.
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ABSTRACT
We consider possible effects of cosmic rays and some
other space factors on the Earth's climate change. It is
well known that the system of internal and external
factors formatting the climate is very unstable;
decreasing planetary temperature leads to an increase
of snow surface, and decreasing of the total solar
energy input into the system decreases the planetary
temperature even more, etc. From this it follows that
even energetically small factors acted long time may
have a big influence on climate change. In our opinion,
the most important of these factors are cosmic rays
(CR) and space dust through their influence on
formation of clouds, and thus, on climate. Are
important also some rarely phenomena as impacts of
asteroids and nearby supernova explosions.

Figure 1. The change of CR intensity reflected in
radiocarbon concentration during the last millennium
and climate on the Earth. From [3].
POSSIBLE ROLE OF SOLAR ACTIVITY AND
SOLAR IRRADIANCE IN CLIMATE CHANGE
In [4] was found, from four hundred years of data, that
the filtered solar activity cycle length is closely
connected to variations of the average surface
temperature in the northern hemisphere. In [5] was
shown, from solar cycle data, that the air temperature
increases with increasing levels of solar activity. In [3]
also discussed the problem of the possible influence of
solar activity on the Earth’s climate through changes in
solar irradiance. But the direct satellite measurements
of the solar irradiance during the last two solar cycles
showed that the variations during a solar cycle was
only about 0.1%, corresponding to about 0.3 W/m2.
This value is too small to explain the present observed
climate changes [6]. Much bigger changes during a
solar cycle occur in UV radiation (about 10%, which is
important in the formation of the ozone layer). It was
suggested in [7, 8] that the heating of the stratosphere
by UV radiation can be dynamically transported into
the troposphere. This effect might be responsible for
small contributions towards 11 and 22 years cycle
modulation of climate.

LONG-TERM COSMIC RAY INTENSITY
VARIATIONS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
More than two hundred years ago the famous
astronomer William Herschel [1] suggested that the
price of wheat in England was directly related to the
number of sunspots with periodicity about 11 years. He
noticed that less rain fell when the number of sunspots
was big (Joseph in the Bible, recognised a similar
periodicity in food production in Egypt, about 4,000
years ago). The solar activity level is known from
direct observations over the past 450 years, and from
data of cosmogenic nuclides (through CR intensity
variations) for more than 10,000 years (see review in
[2]). Over this period there is a striking qualitative
correlation between cold and warm climate periods and
high and low levels of galactic CR intensity (low and
high solar activity). As an example, Fig. 1 shows the
change in the concentration of radiocarbon during the
last millennium (a higher concentration of radiocarbon
corresponds to a higher intensity of galactic CR and to
lower solar activity). It can be seen from Fig. 1 that
during 1000-1300 AD the CR intensity was low and
solar activity high, which coincided with the warm
medieval period (during this period Vikings settled in
Greenland). After 1300 AD solar activity decreased
and CR intensity increased, and a long cold period
followed (the so called Little Ice Age, which included
the Maunder minimum 1645-1715 AD and lasted until
the middle of 19th century).

COSMIC RAYS AS A LINK BETWEEN SOLAR
ACTIVITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Many authors have considered the influence of galactic
and solar CR on the Earth’s climate. Cosmic Radiation
is the main source of air ionization below 40-35 km
(only near the ground level, lower than 1 km, are
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Fig. 2 shows time variations of CR intensity,
cloudiness, and solar activity (radio flux at 10.7 cm).

radioactive gases from the soil also important in air
ionization) – see review in [2, 9]. In [10] it was in first
time suggested a possible influence of air ionization by
CR on the climate. In [3] was noted that the variation
in air ionization caused by CR could potentially
influence the optical transparency of the atmosphere,
by either a change in aerosol formation or influence the
transition between the different phases of water. Many
authors considered these possibilities (e.g., [11], [12]).
The possible statistical connections between the solar
activity cycle and the corresponding long term CR
intensity variations with characteristics of climate
change were considered in [13-15]. In [16] CR
intensity variations over the last four hundred years
were reconstructed on the basis of solar activity data
for comparison with data on climate global change.
Cosmic rays play a key role in the formation of
thunder-storms and lightnings (see extended review in
[2], Chapter 12). In [17-22] have considered
atmospheric electric field phenomena as a possible link
between solar activity and the Earth’s climate. Also
important in the relationship between CR and climate,
is the influence of long term changes in the
geomagnetic field on CR intensity through the changes
of cutoff rigidity (see review in [23]). It can be
consider the general hierarchical relationship: (solar
activity cycles + long-term changes in the geomagnetic
field) → (CR long term modulation in the Heliosphere
+ long term variation of cutoff rigidity) → (long term
variation of clouds covering + atmospheric electric
field effects) → climate change.

Figure 2. Changes in the Earth’s cloud coverage:
triangles - from satellite Nimbus 7, squares - from the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project,
diamonds – from the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program). Solid curve – CR intensity variation at
Climax NM, normalized to May 1965. Broken curve –
solar radio flux at 10.7 cm. All data are smoothed
using twelve months running mean. From [3].
From Fig. 2 can be seen that the better correlation is
between CR intensity and cloudiness. More detail
information on different altitudes is shown in Fig. 3.

CONNECTION BETWEEN COSMIC RAY
SOLAR CYCLE AND CLOUDINESS
Recent research has shown that the Earth’s cloud
coverage (observed by satellites) is strongly influenced
by CR intensity [3, 18, 23, 24]. Clouds influence the
irradiative properties of the atmosphere by following
two main ways: cooling through reflection of incoming
short wave solar radiation and heating through trapping
of outgoing long wave radiation (the greenhouse
effect). The overall result depends largely on the height
of the clouds. According to [25], high optically thin
clouds tend to heat while low optically thick clouds
tend to cool (see Tab. 1).
Table 1. Global annual mean forcing due to various
types of clouds, from the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE), according to [25]. The positive
forcing leads to a warming; negative forcing causes a
cooling (36.7% of the Earth surface is cloud free).

Figure 3. Cloud anomalies (curves 1) for altitude > 6.5
km (a), 6.5–3.2 km (b), < 3.2 km (c) in comparison
with CR at Huancayo/Haleakala NM (curve 2) [24a,b]
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THE INFLUENCE OF LONG TERM COSMIC
RAY INTENSITY VARIATIONS ON WHEAT
PRICES IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND
Herschel’s observations [1] were based on the
published wheat prices [28], and showed that five
prolonged periods of sunspot numbers correlated with
costly wheat. This idea was taken up by the English
economist and logician William Stanley Jevons [29].
He directed his attention to the wheat prices from 1259
to 1400 and showed that the time intervals between
high prices were close to 10-11 years. The coincidence
of these intervals with the period of the eleven year
cycle of solar activity led him to suggest that the solar
activity cycle was a ‘synchronization’ factor in the
fluctuations of wheat prices. As a next step, he
extrapolated his theory to stock markets of the 19th
Century in England and was impressed by a close
coincidence of five stock exchange panics with five
minima in solar spot numbers that preceded these
panics [30]. The database [31] was used in [32] to
search for possible influences of solar activity and CR
intensity on wheat prices (see Figs. 6 and 7).

ON CONNECTION OF CR VARIATION WITH
SURFACE PLANETARY TEMPERATURE
Fig. 4 shows the well connection of cosmic ray
variation with surface planetary temperature.

Figure 4. Eleven year average Northern hemisphere
marine and land air temperature anomalies Δt (broken
curve), compared with eleven year average CR
intensity (thick solid curve – from ion chambers 19371994, normalized to 1965, and thin solid curve – from
Climax NM, normalized to ion chambers) [3].
COSMIC RAY INFLUENCE ON THE EARTH’S
CLIMATE DURING MAUNDER MINIMUM
Results are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 6. Histograms of the interval distribution for
price bursts for the period 1249-1702 and of minimumminimum intervals of sunspots during 1700-2000 [32].

Figure 7. Systematic differences in wheat prices at
moments of minimum and maximum CR intensity
determined according to 10Be data [33]. White
diamonds show prices averaged for three-year
intervals centred on moments of minimum CR
intensity; black diamonds show prices averaged over
three-year intervals centred on moments of maximum
CR intensity. White and black triangles show prices at
moments of minimum and maximum CR intensity.
From [32].

Figure 5. Situation in the Maunder minimum: a –
reconstructed solar irradiance [5]; b  cosmogenic
concentration [26]; c – reconstructed relative change
of air surface temperature, t, for the northern
hemisphere [27]. From [3].
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ionization of the atmosphere. The influence of solarterrestrial connections on climate in the BMA region
was studied [43]. Two types of correlations were
observed: 1) a significant short and long time scale
correlation between the index of geomagnetic activity
Kp and rainfall in Sao Paulo State; 2) the correlation
and anti-correlation of rainfalls with the 11 and 22 year
cycles of solar activity for 1860-1990 in Fortaleza. It
was found that with a delay of 511 days, almost every
significant (more than 3.0) increase of the Kp-index is
accompanied by an increase in rainfall. The effect is
most noticeable at the time of the great geomagnetic
storm of February 8, 1986, when the electron fluxes of
inner radiation belt reached the atmosphere between
18-21 February and the greatest rainfall of the 1986
was recorded on 19 February. Again, after a series of
solar flares, great magnetic disturbances were
registered between 1922 March, 1991. On the 22
March a Sao Paolo station showed the greatest rainfall
of the year.

CONNECTION BETWEEN ION GENERATION
IN THE ATMOSPHERE BY COSMIC RAYS AND
SURFACE COVERING BY CLOUDS
Results are shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. The positive relationship between the relative
changes of total clouds covering surface S/S over
Atlantic Ocean in the period January 1984–August
1990 [34] and the relative changes of integral rate
q/q of ion generation in the middle latitude
atmosphere in the altitude interval 2–5 km. From [35].

INFLUENCE OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS ON
FORMATION OF CIRRUS HOLE
According to [44, 45] there are expected variations of
upper tropospheric ionization caused by long-term
variations of galactic CR intensity. These variations
have resulted in the formation of the cirrus hole (a
strong latitude dependent modulation of cirrus clouds).
The upper tropospheric ionization is caused, largely, by
particles with energy smaller than 1 GeV but bigger
than about 500 MeV. Main results of [44] are shown
in Fig. 9.

THE INFLUENCE OF GALACTIC COSMIC
RAY FORBUSH DECREASES AND SOLAR
COSMIC RAY EVENTS ON RAINFALL
A decrease of atmospheric ionization leads to a
decrease in the concentration of charge condensation
centres. In these periods, a decrease of total cloudiness
and atmosphere turbulence together with an increase in
isobaric levels is observed [36]. As a result, a decrease
of rainfall is also expected. In [37-40] was analyzed 70
events of Forbush decreases (defined as a rapid
decrease in observed galactic CR intensity, and caused
by big geomagnetic storms) observed in 1956-1993
and compared these events with rainfall data over the
former USSR. It was found that during the main phase
of the Forbush decrease, the daily rainfall levels
decreases by about 17%. Similarly, in [41, 42] were
investigate 32 Forbush decreases over the period 19832000 and found reduced cloud cover of 12-18%.
During big solar CR events, when CR intensity and
ionization in the atmosphere significantly increases, an
inverse situation is expected and the increase in
cloudiness leads to an increase in rainfall. A study [3740] involving 53 events of solar CR enhancements,
between 1942-1993, showed a positive increase of
about 13 % in the total rainfall over the former USSR.

Figure 9. Time variation of Cirrus coverage. For total
Earth - upper panel, the equatorial zone (30°S-30°N) middle panel, the northern zone (> 30°N) - bottom
panel. From [44, 45].

GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES AND SOLAR
ACTIVITY INFLUENCE ON THE CLIMATE
THROUGH PRECIPITATION OF ENERGETIC
PARTICLES FROM INNER RADIATION BELT
Near the equator, in the Brazilian Magnetic Anomaly
(BMA) region, the main part of galactic and solar CR
is shielded by geomagnetic field. Significant magnetic
disturbances can produce precipitation of energetic
particles from the inner radiation belt and subsequent

DESCRIPTION OF GALACTIC CR VARIATION
BY CONVECTION-DIFFUSION AND DRIFT
MECHANISMS AND FORECASTING CAUSED
BY CR PART OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Cosmic rays may be considered as sufficient links
determined some part of space weather influence on
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PROJECT ‘CLOUD’ IN CERN AS IMPORTANT
STEP IN UNDERSTANDING THE LINK
COSMIC RAYS  CLOUD FORMATION
In Fig. 11 is shown the section of apparatus ‘CLOUD’
in CERN for investgating physics of CR (pions and
protons from accelerator) influence on cloudiness in
the Wilson chamber, and in Fig. 12 are shown possible
links explained the role of CR in clouds formation.

the climate change. From this point of view it is
important to understand mechanisms of galactic CR
long-term variations and on this basis to forecast
expected CR intensity in near future. In [46-48] it was
made on basis of monthly sunspot numbers with taking
into account time-lag between processes on the Sun
and situation in the interplanetary space as well as the
sign of general magnetic field (convection diffusion +
drift modulations). From obtained results follows that
in the frame of convection-diffusion and drift models
can be determined with very good accuracy expected
galactic CR intensity in the past (when monthly
sunspot numbers are known) as well as behavior of CR
intensity in future (if monthly sunspot numbers can be
well forecasted). Results are shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10. Comparison of calculated (predicted) CR
intensity variation with observed. From [46-48].
CHANGING OF MAIN GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
AND GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE THROUGH
COSMIC RAY CUTOFF RIGIDITY VARIATION
Main obtained results are shown in Tab. 2.

Figure 11. Cross-section of “CLOUD” [50].

Table 2. Vertical cutoff rigidities (in GV) for various
epochs 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900, and 2000, as well as
change from 1900 to 2000 owed to changes of
geomagnetic field. From [49].

From Tab. 2 can

be seen a big changes of cutoff
rigidities in some places. We suppose to
investigate this problem in near future in
possible connection with historically known
places on the World where local climate
changes pressed people to move to other
places with better climate.

Figure 12. Possible ways of CR influence on clouds
formation. From [50].
EARTH’S CLIMATE CHANGES CAUSED BY
SUN’S MOVING AROUND THE GALACTIC
CENTRE WITH CROSSING GALAXY ARMS
Results are shown in Fig. 13.
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INFLUENCE OF NEARBY SUPERNOVA ON
THE EARTH’S CLIMATE
From the energetic balance of CR in the Galaxy it
follows that the full power for CR production is about
31033 W. Now it is commonly accepted that the
Supernova explosions are the main source of galactic
CR. At each explosion the average energy transferred
to CR is about 1043 – 1044 J. From this quantity we can
determine the expected frequency of Supernova
explosions in our Galaxy and in vicinity of the Sun,
and estimate: the probability of Supernova explosions
at different distances from the Sun; the expected UV
radiation flux (destroyer of our ozone layer and hence a
significant player in our Earth’s climate), and the
expected CR flux. It has been estimated in [54] that if
such an event does take place, the level of CR radiation
reaching our Earth could be extremely dangerous for
our civilization and biosphere.

Figure 13. Changes of air temperature Δt near the
Earth’s surface for the last 520 million years
according paleoenvironmental data [51]. From [52].
INFLUENCE OF MOLECULAR-DUST CLOUDS
AND ZODIAC CLOUD ON EARTH’S CLIMATE
Results are shown in Fig. 14.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It is important that from analysis of past climate
changes, we can identify our present phase and can
predict future climate change. During the last several
hundred million years the Sun has moved through the
galactic arms several times with resultant climate
changes. For example, considering the effects due to
galactic molecular-dust and Supernova concentrated in
the galactic arms, we can see that during the past
520x106 years, there were four periods with surface
temperatures much lower than at present time, and four
periods with much higher temperatures. On the other
hand, during the past 420 thousand years there were
four decreases of temperature (the last one was about
20 – 40 thousand years ago: the so called big ice
period), and five increases of temperature, the last of
which happened only few thousand years ago. From
Fig. 14 can be seen, that now we are near the
maximum of planetary temperature and at present time
more probably is expected slowly cooling with time.
When considering CR variations we need to take into
account not only CR modulation by solar activity but
also the possible change of CR out of Heliosphere
during crossing galactic arms, and change of
geomagnetic
cutoff
rigidities.
Paleomagnetic
investigations show that during the last 3.6x106 years
the magnetic field of the Earth changed sign nine
times, and the Earth’s magnetic moment sometimes
had a value of only one-fifth of its present value [55] corresponding to increases of CR intensity and
decreases of the surface temperature.

Figure 14. Changes of surface air temperature Δt
relative to modern epoch (bottom thick curve) and dust
concentration (upper thin curve) over the last 420 000
years [53]. From [52].
ASTEROIDS AND EARTH’S CLIMATE
It is well known that asteroids had in the past, struck
the Earth with sufficient force to make major climatic
changes (the famous dinosaur-killing mass extinction
at the end of the Cretaceous, which began the Tertiary
era, has been convincingly identified with such an
asteroid impact. Recently in Mexico was found
corresponding crater, possibly, from this asteroid.
Asteroid had dimension about 10-15 km. Fortunately
today, and in near future, with modern methods of
Astronomy, the trajectory of dangerous asteroids can
be determined exactly and together with modern rocket
power, could possibly be deflected.

POSSIBLE FORECASTING AND PROTECTION
THE EARTH’S CLIMATE
1. Forecasting of CR fluxes and corresponding part of
climate change by present CR detectors can be estimate
for several years ahead (up to 11 year).
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2. In the past very important were also space dust,
asteroids impacts and nearby supernova explosions.
3. It is necessary to organize continue observations of
CR with energies about 1013-1014 eV to observe and
predict dust-molecular clouds.
4. It is very important special service for observations
and forecasting dangerous asteroids and developed
methods to prevent catastrophic hazardous.
5. We hope that in near future will be organized also
deep research of nearby stars for determining potential
dangerous nearby Supernova explosions.
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zenith in the day time. In Winter, we get the Crab at
night and we have other strong sources such as Cyg X1, Cyg X-3 inside our field of view in day.

ABSTRACT
With the advent of miniaturization of instruments,
Indian Centre for Space Physics began exploring high
energy Universe using weather balloons about six
years ago. Several Payloads of mass within ~ 4 kg have
been flown to near space. Along with the main
measurement unit which is usually a scintillator
detector, attitude measurement unit, GPS tracking unit,
video camera and parachute(s) are also flown. Using
large duration flights unique to ICSP without using any
valve or ballast and any extra cost, this inexpensive
initiative brings back very rich scientific data on soft
X-ray spectra of Cosmic Rays, Solar flares, Gamma
Ray Bursts and Crab Pulsar. Some results are
presented. The payloads are reusable, reducing the
recurring cost per flight to be less that $500.00.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. The inside view of a typical payload with a
Scintillator detector and other components (marked).
.
In our periods of studies, trajectory of a complete flight
makes a zig-zag pattern, and thus the payloads with a
single balloon always return back close to the
launching location (few kilometres, see, Figure 2).

Indian Centre for Space Physics has been carrying out
weather balloon borne experiments at an average cost
less than $500 per flight so that fishing out quality
scientific data from the atmosphere and the Universe
can be done as often as desired. So far, 84 Missions
have been attempted. Recovery of instruments is near
hundred per cent as a whole and indeed in the last 60
missions no single payload is lost. Typically, a payload
box consists of the main measurement unit (MMT),
such as a PMT with crystal scintillators, an attitude
measurement unit (AMU), sun sensor, GPS tracking
unit (s) and camera(s). The total payload is about 4kg.
Data is written on SD cards and only GPS parameters
are transmitted (Fig. 1). We also attach one or two
parachutes for payload recovery. In Chakrabarti et al.
(2011) and (2013), results of our early studies have
been reported.
2.

TYPICAL LAUNCH PROFILES

We generally launch from Bolpur (23.67N, 87.72E) in
April-May and October-November periods of each
year in the pre-monsoon and post-monsoon times. We
often launch from other nearby locations depending on
where we prefer the payloads to land. All these
locations are close to the tropic of cancer and thus in
summer we get the Sun and Crab pulsar along with
many other significant X-ray sources right near the

Figure 2. A typical trajectory with a single balloon or
when both balloons burst. North-South and East-West
excursions roughly cancel one another. In this Mission
(D82) the payload landed only 9km away from the
launch site..

_______________________________________
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When we send double-balloon configuration, as
explained in Chakrabarti et al. (2013a, 2014), the
payload is floated by a single balloon after one balloon
is burst, and depending on the requirement, the
descending stage may be lingered for hours. We
already achieved a 12 hour flight (Chakrabarti et al.
2013a, 2014), and typically 5-7 hours of flight time is
common. This is limited by our mobility to recover.

Figure 4. A Bicron detector (3 inch diameter with 3x3
NaI scintillator) with all electronics components in a
pressure chamber for vacuum test. Real life variation
of pressure for ascending and descending stages.

the payloads during ascending and descending stages
in order to mimic a real flight. We reproduced the
sparking properties of the detector and its circuit before
deciding where to apply potting.

Figure 3. A Bicron gamma-ray detector (3 inch
diameter) with a side lead shielding for 15-100keV
range. Above 100keV, the detector is an all sky
monitor. All the electronic boards are placed around
the detector.

We do not attempt to point the detector towards any
object as our weight budget is limited. Natural rotation
of the payload around the rope assures quasi-periodic
pointing towards the desired source if the payload
hangs with a tilt. During analysis, we take an extra care
to isolate these photons. Due to weight restriction,
collimators are made with 0.5mm lead or Tin so that
the source is studied in a limited energy range.

In Figure 3 we present an example of a complete
payload (Bicron made gamma-ray detector, 3 inch
diameter) which is enclosed in another Styrofoam
made cylindrical insulation chamber as in Figure. 1.
Depending on the location of the principal source (s),
the payload is tilted a certain degree with zenith.

Our strategy for data acquisition is as follows: after
each photon hits the scintillator, and the signal is
amplified suitably, it is placed in three types of
channels. 101st channel to 1023rd channels of the Low
Energy board place photons of energy ~ 13keV to
150keV. Similarly, 101st channel to 1023rd channels of
High Energy board, place photons of energy 155keV
to 1920keV. All data till highest detectable energy
(effectively till the stopping power of the scintillator),
are bundled in Channel No. 1024. Data from 1-100
channels of each board are rejected as electronic noise.
Data is calibrated by lines from Tin, Lead which are
the collimators and/or radioactive calibrator on board.

3. TEST, CALIBRATION, DATA ACQUISITION
All the detectors, pressure and temperature sensors
have been tested and calibrated in the laboratory. For
smaller detectors (e.g. 2” diameter or smaller), no
potting was necessary, as the voltage required is not
high enough. However, large area Scintillator detectors
produce sparks at around 21-26km altitude and as a
result the data was not reliable. In Figure 4, we show
vacuum test setup of a live detector inside a Bell Jar.
The detectors and the power supply leads were suitably
potted in order to avoid any spark or short-circuiting.
Real life pressure reduction was carried out as faced by
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was greatly deformed due to floating of the playload at
21km. The minimum in between is due to the thin
atmosphere where the rate of formation of secondary
cosmic rays is very low. Note the sudden reduction of
the counts during launch due to reduction of ground
radio activity when the balloon leaves earth surface.

4. EXAMPLES OF DATA FROM A SMALL
DETECTOR
First, we demonstrate the nature and quality of data
from a 2” diameter Bicron Detector (2X2) with NaI
scintillator. In Dignity Mission 59 (D59), we sent two
weather balloons and one was allowed to burst while
the other came down to a height of 21 km and floated
for several hours. The total duration was about eight
and a half hours. In Figure 5, we present the timeheight curve. The highest altitude was 34km and due
to the presence of one balloon, the payload descent was
slower. As a result, we obtained both the Sun and the
Crab pulsar during ascend and descend respectively.

Figure 7: Dynamic X-ray spectrum of D59 during
ascent and descent in between Pfotzer maxima. Y axis
shows energy, X-axis shows altitude in meters and
color bar represents the counts/s/cm2. Two solar flares
during ascent and Crab during descent could be seen
from the higher counts and lower channels.

Figure 5:. Time-Height Profile of Dignity Mission 59
(D59) with two meteorological balloons. The total
flight duration was about 30000 seconds. For about
15000s it floated at a constant height of 21km.

Figure 6: Raw counts of Bicron detector as a function
of time. Counts in (12-140keV) range is in red and all
counts till about 2 MeV is in blue. During descent the
payload floated at a constant height for about four
hours. The data was missing for (t>56500s).
Figure 8(a-b):. Spectra of the first solar flare of Fig. 7
(top) and the Crab pulsar (bottom) as obtained by
D59. The background spectrum in grey is corrected for
atmosphere
(black)
and
subtracted
from
corresponding source data to have the net spectra
(red).

Figure 6 shows the ‘M’ diagram, characteristic of
cosmic ray data in a complete single balloon flight
(Chakrabarti, 2013a, 2014). The peaks while ascend
and descend are due to Pfotzer maximum which
happens at a height of about 16.5-17 km at flying
latitude. However, with double balloons the M diagram
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In Figure 10, we show hard X-ray spectrum of
GRB131024C. Lower curve is raw spectrum while
upper curve is the spectrum corrected for atmospheric
absorption. Note that instrument calibration was good
at the time of detection, since the fluorescence line due
to lead collimator could be seen at 77keV as expected.

Figure 7 shows the dynamic spectrum of X-rays
obtained in D59 above 22km altitude. X-axis is altitude
in meters during ascent and descent. Y-axis is energy
in keV. We clearly see two flares of the Sun during the
rising phase and the Crab pulsar during the descent
phase. Figure 8 shows the spectra of the first solar flare
and the Crab. They were found to have the slopes of
-1.9666 +/- 0.007 and -1.330 +/- 0.061 respectively.

6. COUNT-TIME DIAGRAMS OR MDIAGRAMS OF SOME RECENT MISSIONS

5. GAMMA RAY BURST GRB131024C

ICSP now has a data base of spectral properties of
secondary Cosmic Rays, both during solar active and
Solar quiet periods. Since the permission to fly is taken

In Dignity 45 Mission on October 24th, 2013, we
detected a GRB (Chakrabarti et al., 2013b).
Unfortunately, Swift was below the horizon and
Integral was not observing. The light curve is shown in
Figure 9. The Peak was at 0.7:48:54s UT on that day.
2” Bicron detector was used. At peak we got 700
counts/s in 15-150keV range.

Figure 11: M-diagrams of D79 (2 inch Bicron)
Mission. Red, blue and pink curves represent light
curves of all counts, counts in 15-140keV range and
counts in 100keV to 2MeV range respectively. Green
curve is the height/20 in meters, cyan curve is GOES
(1.5keV-12.5keV) light curve (arbitrary unit).

Figure 9: Light curve of the Gamma Ray Burst on 24th
October, 2013 in 15-150keV range. The time resolution
was one second in D45 mission.

in advance, it is not possible to fly just on days when
the sun is active. However, on several occasions we
detected flares when the detectors were above 30km. In
Figure 11, we present one case where a single balloon
was launched (on 17/5/2015). Red, blue and pink light
curves represent are for different energy (marked).
Green curve is the height/20 in meters, cyan curve is
GOES (1.5keV-12.5keV) light curve. The peak altitude
was 35km and total duration of the flight was 2 hours
and 52 minutes. Clearly, the sun was very active. Data
obtained during flares in all Missions are being studied
carefully to take care of proper background subtraction
and correction for atmospheric effects.
In Figure 12, we plot a similar M-diagram for D80
flown on the next day (18/5/2015). We use two rubber
balloons and both burst. The altitude was 36.6km,
though there was no flare when the payload was near
the peak height. Other conventions are same as in
Figure 11. The flight was for 3 hours and 4 minutes.

Figure 10: The spectrum of GRB131024C as observed
by D45 instrument. Lower curve is uncorrected spectra
and the upper curve is the spectra corrected for the
atmosphere. Note the peak due to lead collimator line
at 77 keV
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scintillator was used. In these Missions we acquired
data for two seconds and leave one complete second
for writing on the card. Each photon is time stamped
accurate up to three decimals so that the data has
millisecond information. In Figure 13, the M-diagram
of D81 has already been drawn. In Figure 14, we show
its dynamic spectrum (height vs. energy in keV) from
launch to landing of the entire mission.

Figure 14: Dynamic spectrum (Energy in keV as a
function of altitude) of D81 mission with two rubber
balloons (see Fig. 13 for flight profile). Color-bar
represents counts/s/cm2.

Figure 12: Same as in Figure 11, but drawn for D80
Mission. Three inch bicron detector was used. Both
balloons burst and the flight duration was 3hrs 4 min.

In Figure 15, we show example of a light curve (D84)
of the raw data for eight seconds which had three data
chunks of two seconds and two gaps of 1s each.

Figure 13: Same as in Figure 11, but two balloons
were floated with one bursting. Flight duration was 5
hrs and 20 min. Height/5 was plotted in meters along
with counts and GOES data.
Figure 13 is the deformed M diagram caused by a
double balloon flight on the same day (D81) with one
burst and other carrying the payload for longer
duration. The height achieved was 36km. The flight
duration was 5hrs 20min. There was a flare while the
payload was at high altitude (Fig. 13).

Figure 15: 8s data of D84 containing 3 chunks of data
of duration 2s and 2 gaps of 1s each.
Figure 16 shows the phase plots of this raw data. We
clearly see two distinct peaks in the phase plot wrapped
around 33.5 ms indicating two pulses of the pulsar. We
hope to obtain better plots after background subtraction
and removal of calibration lines.

7. PULSAR OBSERVING FLIGHTS

The High Energy Channel board (100 keV – 2MeV) in
all our missions always give the 511keV line. This
provides a natural calibration in the High Energy
region. Figure 17 shows an example of electronpositron annihilation line at 511keV line obtained in
D84 Mission.

Since the Crab pulsar transits near zenith in summer,
we sent flights specifically to observe Crab pulsar. We
obtained good data, though the area being very small,
the data was noisy. D81 and D84 were specifically for
this purpose. Both these Missions with rubber balloons
reached up to 36 km and 3inch (3x3) Bicron with NaI
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about 3 and a half hours or less. It would require
elaborate process to get rid of one balloon, and thus no
double balloon configuration was tried out with these
balloons. Figure 18 shows an example of our flying
plastic balloons just before the launch from Kulti.

Figure 16: Phase plot of raw data of 8 seconds on
Pulsar clearly shows two pulses. The data is from D84
mission.
Figure 18: Small (~ 4500 cubic meters) plastic
balloons are being released with ICSP from Kulti.
In Figure 19, we present an example of wind velocity
components in D73. The burst height was 41km. In
D73 we sent a 5inch Phillips made PMT which had 4.5
inch CsI scintillator (0.5cm) assembled by ICSP.
Instead of Lead, we used Tin collimators in this case.
The dynamic spectra of the Cosmic Rays and Solar
flare case. However in this assembled system the
resolution was not very high.

Figure 17: Raw plots of count (Y-axis) channel (Xaxis) of D84 data. The low energy channel board gives
the raw pulsar spectrum (15-100keV pulsar, above
100keV all sky spectrum). The high energy channel
board (100keV-2MeV) gives all sky spectrum. The
electron-positron annihilation line at 511keV line
peaked at around 300 channel is clearly visible.
8. PLASTIC WEATHER BALLOONS
In Chakrabarti (2013a), we discussed about Orballoons
made by ICSP which is made of multiple plastic
balloons. They require many releases one by one and
details about them will be discussed later. Presently,
we report our experience of flying small (4500 cubic
meter) plastic balloons purchased from TIFR. These
are capable of flying 5 kilogram payloads up to 35km.
Since our payloads were lighter we achieved heights of
40+ km in all of them. We found that the payloads can
acquire data typically for about 4000 seconds above
30km, though the total duration of the flights is still

Figure 19: Wind velocity components as obtained by
D73. The launch date was 24th March, 2015.
Figure 20 shows the M-diagram of the D73 which went
up to 41km. We clearly see that a strong flare occured
when the payload was at a high altitude.
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Present FOV with Pb or Sn collimator is 20 x 20
creating significant background noise. Presenly, we
have problems with pointing accuracy and we do not
anticipate observing with collimators of FOV less than
5 degree by 5 degree in future. Similarly, because of
weight constraints, we have collimator walls less than
0.5mm. This would enable us to study in the range of
15-100keV. Above this energy our detectors behave as
all sky monitors. Even with these constraints, we are
remarkably successful in observing the Sun, GRB,
Pulsar, and many other objects. Moreover we now
have a library of data on winds patterns, soft cosmic
ray spectra etc. over the years and most importantly on
the same days of several years. These will be very
useful tools in both Earth’s weather and space weather
analysis. All these were possible because of the light
weight systems with reusable payloads.

Figure 20: M-diagram for the Dignity Mission 73
(D73) launched using plastic balloons. The green
curve is the counts in 15-150keV channel, Red curve is
the Height-Time data (height/15 in meters) and Blue
curve is GOES Solar data in 1.5-12.5keV range. There
was a flare when the payload was above 30km.

Along with these high energy studies, we have now
started measurements of atmospheric constituents such
as ozone, polluting chemicals, stratospheric cloud
compositions, meteorites, aerosols, possible bacterial
distribution with altitude etc. Our biggest advantage is
the flexibility and frequency of launching with very
high returns given that the cost per flight is miniscule.
We strongly believe that this is going to be the future
of balloon science as well.

Figure 21 shows the dynamic spectrum obtained by
D73. Altitude is along the X-axis and energy (KeV) is
along the Y-axis. Note that the spectrum of Cosmic
Rays around Pfotzer maximum is different during
ascent and descent phases. This is possibly due to soft
Cosmic rays reaching variation on Earth due to solar
events.
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ABSTRACT

decadal questions.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and the planetary science community have
recently been exploring the potential contributions of
stratospheric balloons to the planetary science field. A
study that was recently concluded explored the roughly
200 or so science questions raised in the Planetary
Decadal Survey report and found that about 45 of those
questions are suited to stratospheric balloon based
observations. In September of 2014, a stratospheric
balloon mission called BOPPS (which stands for Balloon
Observation Platform for Planetary Science) was flown
out of Fort Sumner, New Mexico. The mission had two
main objectives, first, to observe a number of planetary
targets including one or more Oort cloud comets and
second, to demonstrate the applicability and performance
of the platform, instruments, and subsystems for making
scientific measurements in support of planetary science
objectives.

This paper provides a summary of the assessment of
potential balloon borne observations for planetary
science purposes including where potential science
contributions can be expected, the necessary
performance/characteristics of the platform, and other
features required or desired.
The BOPPS mission is summarized including
descriptions of the main elements and key science and
engineering results. The paper then briefly describes
GHAPS, and the salient features that can make it a
valuable tool for future planetary observations.
1.

INTRODUCTION

NASA and the planetary science community have been
exploring the potential contribution(s) of stratospheric
balloons to decadal class planetary science. Previous
work [1, 2] has shown that significant progress can be
made by answering over 20 percent of the key questions
called out in the current Planetary Science Decadal
Survey.[3] Two recent missions have been implemented
in 2013 and 2014 respectively that sought to demonstrate
the feasibility and potential of a balloon borne telescope
for planetary science purposes. The Balloon Observation
Platform for Planetary Science (BOPPS) mission that
flew in 2014 not only demonstrated the engineering goals
for the gondola, but also achieved unique planetary
science results. These are described in a latter section.
Having assessed the planetary science needs and
demonstrated via flight that the goals are achievable, the
question remains what is planned next. A recent study
conducted on this subject revealed that a one-meter
aperture telescope, coupled with a pointing system that
could achieve one arcsecond or better pointing stability,
and an imaging instrument suite covering the near
ultraviolet (NUV) to mid infra-red (MIR) spectrum,
namely 300 nm to 5 micron wavelengths, would be able
to make significant contributes to planetary science. Such
a platform, if designed correctly, has the potential of
providing new and high-value science even after repeated
flights. This is possible because of the breadth of
available targets, the science questions addressable, and
the variety of observing opportunities. Again, the recent
development and system demonstration afforded by the
BOPPS mission underscores the potential balloon-borne
payloads have for planetary science studies. The BOPPS
predecessor mission, BRRISON, which stands for
Balloon Rapid Response for ISON, showed that balloon
payloads can be a rapid response platform to time critical
science opportunity such as was the sun-grazing comet,

BOPPS carried two science instruments, BIRC and
UVVis. BIRC is a cryogenic infrared multispectral
imager which can image in the 0.6-5 µm range using an
HgCdTe detector. Narrow band filters were used to allow
detection of water and CO2 emission features of the
observed targets. The UVVis is an imager with the
science range of 300 to 600 nm. A main feature of the
UVVis instrument is the incorporation of a guide camera
and a Fine-Steering Mirror (FSM) system to reduce
image jitter to less than 100 milliarcsecond.
The BIRC instrument was used to image targets
including Oort cloud comets Siding Spring and Jacques,
and the dwarf planet 1 Ceres. BOPPS achieved the first
ever earth based CO2 observation of a comet and the first
images of water and CO2 of an Oort cloud comet
(Jacques). It also made the first ever measurement of 1
Ceres at 2.73 µm to refine the shape of the infrared water
absorption feature on that body. The UVVis instrument,
mounted on its own optics bench, demonstrated the
capability for image correction both from atmospheric
disturbances as well as some of the residual motion from
the gondola that was not addressed by the gondola’s
coarse pointing systems. The mission met its primary
science and engineering objectives.
The results of the BOPPS mission will feed into the body
of science knowledge, but also feed into future planning
for more science from balloon-borne platforms. A
notional platform called Gondola for High-Altitude
Planetary Science (GHAPS) has been explored, and this
concept platform can address a number of important
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instrument capabilities, and so on. None of the
assumptions are considered extraordinary and in fact
much of the science can be done with a system put
together from subsystems that have already flown on
prior missions. For example, telescopes with a 1 m or
larger aperture have already flown on stratospheric
balloons. Several missions such as Sunrise, STO and
BOPPS have demonstrated better than 1 arcsec pointing
stability. Fig. 1 shows how many of the 42 questions
referred to in Tab. 1 can be addressed, at least to some
level, with a gondola using a 1 m aperture telescope, and
pointing at the 1 arcsec level.

POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF BALLOONBASED SCIENCE PLATFORMS

As stated in the introduction, there is the potential to
achieve a host of planetary science objectives using
stratospheric balloons. This is due primarily to technical
advances in two main areas, pointing accuracy and
stability, and capabilities associated with the balloons
themselves. Planetary science observations, the
observations associated with the bodies in our solar
system, inherently requires precise pointing. Finding and
observing planets, asteroids, or other small and faint
objects millions and millions of miles away requires
precise pointing of the telescope. The fainter the object
the longer one must observe to collect the required
photons to gain insight into the source. Until recently,
this was beyond what many considered state-of-art
capability. However, this has changed and a number of
missions, including BOPPS, have demonstrated precise
and stabile pointing. [4, 5]
The development of larger zero pressure balloons that are
able to carry more weight or carry payloads to higher
altitudes has proven valuable. The development of super
pressure balloons, however, have the potential of flights
lasting months, and enable planetary science that may not
be achieved any other way. These two advances, better
pointing and longer flights, have resulted in NASA
interest in planetary science from balloons.

Figure 1. Percent of Total Balloon-based Planetary
Science Achievable with a 1 m aperture and 1 arcsec
pointing capability. [2]
There is clearly significant science that can be achieved
with today’s proven technologies and capabilities.

To understand what science can be achieved, a recent
study was conducted to look at important planetary
science questions and compare them with the new
capabilities described. The study found that a significant
amount of planetary science can be achieved with the
platform

At a high level, top science measurements for such a
platform are imaging applications and infrared
spectroscopy. Due to the float altitudes (~120,000 feet),
diffraction limited observations are expected in the
visible region with essentially no wave-front errors. The
altitudes place the telescope above over 99.5 percent of
the atmosphere. This improves observations at all
wavelengths over ground and aircraft assets due to nearly
ideal transmission in the mid and thermal infrared, and
significantly lower downwelling radiance. This
combination enables a fundamental new capability over
previous earth-based observations with measurements in
the mid-IR for fundamental water and CO2 bands.

2.1 Potential Science Summary
Tab. 1 provides a summary of the planetary science
important questions, as described in the 2013 Planetary
Decadal Survey, [3] that a balloon-borne telescope could
achieve or make significant progress toward. This table
is based from the study mentioned. [2]
Table 1. Potential science contribution traceability to
decadal survey “Important Questions.” [3]

A number of specific science concepts were identified
during a workshop held at NASA Glenn Research Center
(GRC) on this topic and readers are referred to the
website
at
http://microgravity.grc.nasa.gov/SSPO/SP/Balloon_Plat
form/ [6] for a summary of results and a full list of the
initial concepts conceived. An example of a science
concept taking advantage of the imaging capabilities
discussed is Venus observations to study atmospheric
dynamics.

Total # DS # Answered or
%
of“Important significantly
Addressed
Questions”
addressed
23
10
43
Small Bodies
39
11
28
Inner Planets
39
6
15
Major Planets
75
12
16
Icy Satellites
48
3
6
Mars
194
42
21
Total
Category

The data in Tab. 1 is based on a number of assumptions
on gondola performance, telescope aperture size,

Another important set of science contributions can be
made with spectroscopy, and addressing composition
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questions either identifying the existence of species or
looking at abundances. A host of airless bodies are prime
candidates for this type of science as is Mercury, the
Moon, asteroids, icy satellites, and the hugely diverse
complement of bodies in the outer solar system. For
Venus, probing at 1 µm will allow for insight deep into
the atmosphere, and other nearby bands allow for looking
at cloud dynamics at various depths helping to
understand more of the Venus atmosphere system. Many
concepts revolve around measuring secular variations
that are almost uniquely enabled by these platforms over
a range of timescales of seconds, to hours, days, and
months.

available for immediate refurbishing, and the basic
avionics and control systems of a gondola were available
to reuse. However, all other aspects of the gondola,
including the structure, and most importantly the
instrument systems were designed, built and tested
specifically for the Comet ISON observing mission.
While it is not recommended to rely on serendipitous
existing hardware for future quick response
opportunities, the BRRISON mission did indeed
demonstrate the potential.
The better path toward quick response would be to have,
under the NASA Planetary Science Division control, a
gondola with flight proven systems be available like
ground based telescopes. If the gondola is not flying a
predetermined mission, it would then be available for fast
response to astronomical events within the normal launch
constraints. A set of instruments with relatively broad
application, like what was defined in the study, [2] would
prove invaluable for flexibility based on target types.
Given these basic building blocks, a response on the
order of months may be realized.

Summaries of potential science objectives have been
covered in previous work. In the remainder of this paper,
we focus on contributions made with the development of
the BRRISON and BOPPS missions flown on September
28th 2013 and September 25th 2014 respectively, both
from Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
3.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE BRRISON AND
BOPPS DEVELOPMENTS AND FLIGHTS

Fig. 2 shows the BRRISON gondola which was built and
launched in less than nine months by a team from NASA
GRC, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL),
and the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI).

3.1 Contributions of BRRISON
One of the notable contributions of the BRRISON
demonstration was that balloon based platforms can be a
tool in the planetary science arsenal for quick response
compared to space missions. As interest and attention
grows for finding and categorizing Near Earth Objects
(NEO’s), [7] and as the science and amateur astronomy
communities continue to find exciting new bodies, the
need for rapid and repeated deployment of observing
capability will increase. Other potential opportunities
could be the leveraging of naturally occurring impacts
(e.g., Jupiter and comet Shoemaker Levy) for unique
opportunities to make compositional and dynamic
observations.
In the case of BRRISON, the time critical target was
Comet ISON, discovered in September, 2012 and which
disintegrated on November 28th, 2013 upon entering
perihelion near the Sun. This comet, believed to be on its
first pass through the solar system from the Oort cloud,
offered a unique chance to make abundance
measurements of CO2 and H2O. Until now, our ability to
study this comet would have been exclusively left to
observations based on ground instruments and space
assets which have serendipitous instruments and
capability to make the desired measurements. Ground
assets are generally good candidates for quick response
situations, but observations in certain critical bands may
not be possible and atmospheric effects may make
imaging challenging.

Figure 2. BRRISON Gondola during pre-launch check.

BRRISON demonstrated that balloon platforms have the
potential for being a quick response tool. In the case of
BRRISON, the mission was enabled by the fact that an
existing telescope, with an aperture of 0.8 m, was

Another important contribution of the BRRISON
development effort was the procurement and fabrication
of some of the instruments that may serve as a basic
instrument suite for future flights. The BRRISON
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development included two optical benches complete with
a NUV-Vis and NIR-MIR cameras and filter wheel
assemblies. The cameras and supporting systems allow
observations from 300 nm to about 5 µm. As can be seen
in Fig. 3, this captures a significant part of the
observations called out in the decadal.

provide sufficient stability to make IR spectral
measurements without the use of an FSM. The ground
testing of this entire system was conducted in conditions
that are significantly more severe than what is seen
during flights. The gondola pointing-control system
utilizes a guidance camera to accurately determine
pointing errors, and then relies on a one or two stagecontrol system to maintain the required pointing
precision. The first control stage uses a reaction-based
system with spinning masses to maintain arcsecond-level
azimuth and elevation pointing when at float. Even
during strong wind gusts the system on BRRISON
ground tests was able to maintain a target to within about
10-15 arcsec and under calm conditions maintained
better than arcsecond stability. The second stage,
embedded into the visible channel only, used a fineguidance camera, to actively control a mirror assembly
that quickly compensated for motion not taken out by the
gondola and telescope-pointing control.

Figure 3. Planetary Science capture by observing
spectrum.

3.2 Contributions of the BOPPS mission

A diagram of the NUV-Vis optics bench, the “UVVis”
camera and the fine steering guidance camera used for
the BRRISON mission is shown in Fig. 4.

Due in part to new high-value science targets, the
decision was made to refly the BRRISON hardware,
under a new name BOPPS, because Comet ISON no
longer existed. The development effort for BOPPS
included a redesign of the telescope stow latch,
replacement of the “old” commercial computers with
ruggedized new ones capable of operating without a
pressure vessel, improved pointing-control software, and
increased system-level testing.

Figure 4. NUV-Vis optical diagram.
A number of significant contributions were made during
the pre-launch ground tests. Hang tests from the ground
showed that the gondola’s coarse pointing system could
keep a target within a 20 arcsec field of view, even in the
presence of wind gusts. Further, the guide camera and
Fine-Steering Mirror (FSM) could reduce image motion.
Uncompensated hang-test images had point-spread
functions (PSFs) with 3 arcsec widths (full-width at half
maximum, FWHM). Long exposures, with the FSM
compensating for pointing errors, had PSFs of 1.5 arcsec,
which is close to the theoretical improvement of a PSF
when tip-tilt errors are removed.

Figure 5. Time lapse images of BOPPS launch. (Geoff
Brown, JHU-APL)
BOPPS was launched from Fort Sumner on September
25th, just one day after Comet Siding Spring, considered
the prime science target for this mission, came into a
viewable altitude above the horizon. Fig. 5 shows an
interesting perspective of the launch with time lapse
mosaic of still images. Along with Comet Siding Spring
a number of other targets had been identified and a
notional observation timeline was developed. Other
observation targets for this date in the launch window
included comet PanSTARRS, Comet Jacques, the large

One of the objectives of the BRRISON (and also BOPPS)
flight was to demonstrate the capability and use of a finesteering mirror system to improve visible imaging of
targets. A second goal was to demonstrate arcsec level
pointing of the gondola and telescope control system.
This was to enable the FSM to operate effectively and to
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asteroids Ceres and Vesta, the planet Uranus, and a
number of stars/calibration targets.

characterize how well the gondola pointing system
performed in flight. Fig. 7 shows that gondola pointing
was well below 1 arcsec, the desired target for pointing
stability.

Weather conditions delayed launch of BOPPS by a
couple of hours which impacted science targets because
both PanSTARRS and Vesta were only visible early in
the expected mission. The determination of telescope
attitude during daylight hours was slower and ultimately
less accurate than predicted. Also, the alignment between
the star camera and telescope was different at float than
on the ground, as expected again due to operation at a
colder temperature at float. Together, these
environmental and alignment differences slowed target
acquisition and ability to track during daylight hours.
These are tractable issues that will be addressed before
next flight.

Figure 7. Gondola Pointing Stability at Float Altitude

The general observing approach was to provide the
instrument teams the necessary time to achieve their
requirements with the observing windows afforded by
the target and within the system constraints. Recall that
BOPPS has both a Ultra-Violet/Visible optics bench and
instrument (UVVis) (Fig. 4) as well as an Infra-red
imager (BIRC) (Fig. 6) with its own optics bench. The
system is designed so that one or the other instrument can
observe at a time, but not simultaneously. This meant that
observing time needed to be shared by the instruments
thereby constraining observation flexibility. Despite
these time challenges the science, operations, and
engineering teams met all the flights’ Level 1
requirements.

The UVVIS team was next given time to demonstrate
functionality and characterize performance of the finesteering mirror (FSM) system at float conditions. The
team selected a target star, Polaris in this case, and
explored FSM performance including with and without
running the IR system mechanical coolers, as they caused
vibrations.

Figure 8. Guide star positions in azimuth (upper plot)
and elevation, both uncorrected (green) and corrected
with the FSM (blue). The left-hand side of the plot
shows the FSM performance when the cryocooler is
ON. The cooler was turned off at t=62 s, followed by a 7
s damping time.

Figure 6. Two views of the IR optical bench. (Light
enters at the center of the hexagonal bench, after
bypassing the UVVis optical bench, and is bent into the
plane of the IR bench at the first fold mirror. Light is
then collimated at the Asphere, and after two more fold
mirrors, it passes through a CaF2 window, through the
nine-position filter wheel, and into the IR camera.)

In the September 2014 BOPPS flight, the UVVis bench
was able to take a few image sequences of Polaris during
the daytime segment of the flight. The image sequences
spanned windows in which the cryocooler was turned off
for ten or twenty seconds. Fig. 8 shows the correction in
elevation (EL) and azimuth (AZ) as the cryocooler was
turned off. The RMS pointing errors were 280 mas and
165 mas in AZ and EL, respectively, when the cryocooler
was ON. The RMS pointing errors improved to 33.3 mas
and 58.1 mas in AZ and EL when the cryocooler was
OFF. The overall stability was 66 mas with the
cryocooler off, surpassing the BOPPS Level-I goal of
demonstrating sub-0.1 arcsec pointing stability. It should
be noted that this test utilized a low pass filter at 0.5 Hz.
If a less conservative level of 3 Hz were used, the
performance is expected to have been better. The need to

The first science target observed by BOPPS was the Oort
Cloud comet Siding Spring, after which the dwarf planet
CERES was observed, then a second Oort Cloud comet,
Jacques, all using the multispectral BIRC instrument.
The BIRC instrument is described in detail in [8]. The 2.7
µm band is for water, and the 4.27 µm band is for CO 2.
All three targets were detected at 2.7 µm and Jacques was
also detected at 4.27 µm.
One of the goals of the BOPPS mission was to
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stay within BIRC detector specified operating
temperatures required that the cooler be turned back on
shortly after demonstrating FSM performance at these
parameters.
Fig, 9 are images of Polaris with the same instrument, but
one taken during ground testing while the other is during
float. The improvement in background signal is clear as
is the 2+ orders of magnitude improvement in signal
intensity reaching the instrument. Fig. 9 is a visual
example of the significant advantage a balloon-borne
observatory offers in terms of viewing quality over
ground based assets.

Figure 10. BIRC image with Comet Siding Spring in
Field of View (FOV) with 2.7 Pm filter (background not
subtracted)
While BOPPS was not able to observe PanSTARRS
because of commissioning delays and attitude
determination delays during the daytime, another Oort
cloud comet, Jacques, was located by the science team
and imaged with the BIRC instrument in the early
evening.

Figure 9. Polaris Imaging with the UVVis Instrument
from the Ground and at Float Altitude

Fig. 11 is an image of Comet Jacques with BIRC using
the 4.27 µm filter.

After commissioning, capturing and focusing star
images, observing CERES and demonstrating the UVVis
and FSM system, the BOPPS team prepared for the short
viewing window that opened up when Comet Siding
Spring came above the horizon. Comet Siding Spring
was the most desired science observation of the BOPPS
flight. Comet Siding Spring was on a trajectory to pass
within 140,000 km of Mars on October 19 th, 2014, and a
host of NASA assets were engaged in cooperative
observations of the Comet. The instruments and the
advantageous viewing location allowed BOPPS to offer
unique data and science contributions to this observing
campaign. The comet was expected to be approximately
9.6 magnitude brightness, but the residual atmospheric
affects and actual Comet brightness introduced some
uncertainty. The team did manage to capture
observations of the faint comet as shown in Fig. 10. Fig.
10 is an image taken by BIRC of Siding Spring through
the 2.7 micron narrow-pass filter. The comet is clearly
observable in this water band.

Figure 11. BIRC Image of Comet Jacques at 4.27 µm.
Further night-time imaging was planned for the UVVis
instrument but night-time focus difficulties and the
termination of the flight due to overflight of a populated
area precluded further UVVIS images.
The BOPPS payload survived the landing in good
condition despite the 11+g impact at landing. Fig. 12
shows an image taken during flight.
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aperture, and a longer mission duration The telescope and
gondola system would need to be light weighted in order
to be flown with ultra-long duration balloons, a potential
enabler
for
some
planetary
science.
The
BRRISON/BOPPS gondola was not designed to that
requirement. For these and similar reasons, a new
telescope and gondola will need to be designed and built
to achieve the breadth of science that the platform can
support.
A project is being formulated at NASA GRC to explore
the desired features of a balloon borne gondola, develop
the detailed requirements, and begin implementation to
accomplish the goal of addressing the host of science
achievable from stratospheric balloons. This effort is
currently known as the Gondola for High Altitude
Planetary Science (GHAPS) project. The project will
leverage the BRRISON and BOPPS missions and
hardware to the extent possible. It will use NASA’s
Balloon Program Office (BPO) expertise, as well as those
of others in government and industry to make this
capability available to planetary scientists as soon as
possible. This project is still in early development phase.
At this time, a concept gondola has been generated in the
study. [2] The concept utilizes the BPO developed
Wallops Arc-Second Pointer (WASP) as the pointing
system. [5] While WASP is assumed for the concept,
there are a number of pointing systems that may be
available including the ones used on BRRISON and
BOPPS. An assessment is being conducted by the
GHAPS project to determine which pointing system is
most suitable for the objectives of the project.

Figure 12. Image taken by BOPPS.
The telescope and some other subsystems will be reused
for an Astrophysics mission from Antarctica in the winter
of 2016
4.

POTENTIAL FUTURE
PLANETARY SCIENCE

GONDOLA

FOR

As noted earlier, there are several key factors that allow
balloon borne telescopes to make significant scientific
contributions and/or support the planetary science
community. Some of these include: 1) the space-like
viewing environment at the typical 30-35 km float
altitudes, [9] 2) the potential ability for long duration
observations, or a regular cadence/frequent observations
of targets, 3) low cost compared to space and airborne
missions, 4) potential for rapid response, 5) the ability to
repeat missions, 6) ability to easily upgrade instruments
and gondola systems, and 7) short mission cycles
allowing for large number of scientists to participate and
get timely science data. Balloon–borne platforms are an
excellent platform (especially for early career scientists,
engineers, and project managers) to quickly build much
needed experience, and get science results. Due to the
broad set of expected science questions balloon
observations can support and the multitude of targets
available, the platform would provide the highest science
per dollar return if it were flown multiple times from
various locations. This implies that perhaps the best
approach is to treat this planetary science platform as
robust, reusable, and flexible mission concept rather than
a one-time “disposable” gondola as is sometimes the
paradigm for balloon based missions. This unique
observatory approach has significant ramifications for
the gondola and payload, design development and
operations; but ultimately the goal is more science, at
lower cost and faster science return.

The key component of the system will be the optical
telescope assembly. It will be the most costly item and
require the most time to complete. A variant of a
Cassegrain design will be used. Main concerns will be
weight, stiffness, thermal stability, durability, coatings to
span the wide observing bands and ease of handling, and
durability in difficult environments. Fig. 13 depicts an
early concept (telescope casing and some other hardware
removed for clarity) developed under the study.

As capable as the BOPPS payload is, it will not be able
to achieve the breadth of the planetary science that could
be realized from stratospheric balloons. As discussed
earlier in this paper and in previous work, [2] a baseline
system would require a telescope with at least a 1 m
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required to protect critical systems after landing,
particularly in the harsh Antarctic environment will be an
additional driver for the thermal design of the GHAPS
flight platform and the power system.
Several other trade assessments have been completed
including power management, power generation and
storage, power distribution, software, and avionics. All
of these assessments will be revisited as top level
requirements are finalized.
There are several other assessments that will be
considered as GHAPS is developed with the intention
that the platform can be enhanced gracefully over time as
it accomplishes new and exciting science in tougher
operating and landing environments. Mission
implemented on GHAPS will be competitively selected
as are many other science missions. Ultimately, it is
envisioned that GHAPS will be a community asset,
where scientists propose to use it for creative and exciting
new science just as ground based assets are utilized
today. GHAPS can be considered an observatory in the
sky.

Figure 13. Preliminary gondola concept.
In addition to developing requirements for a baseline
gondola, the GHAPS project will assess known needs
(and offer design solutions) as the platform evolves to
tackle new and more challenging goals. For example, to
enable extended observations especially those requiring
day and night views, long flights in mid latitudes will be
required. This will necessitate over-sea flight with the
possibility that the gondola may suffer an ocean landing.
The payload will need to be appropriately protected for
that scenario when those flights are manifested.

It should be noted that, as of paper submission, final
decisions on the design and schedule for GHAPS have
not been made. If development continues, the features
and instruments GHAPS will have is subject to change.
5.

SUMMARY

Prior work [1, 2, 10] has shown that stratospheric
balloon-borne gondolas can offer planetary scientists a
highly capable platform for exciting new science
observations. The platform enables observations in
critical bands that are not feasible from the ground or
even airplanes. With a balloon borne observatory, this
science can be achieved in a very cost effective manner.
The platform can offer a capability for extended
observations dedicated to planetary science, something
not possible from Earth today. Another key attribute, as
demonstrated by recent missions such as BRRISON,
BOPPS and by another mission flown in 2014,
Observatory for Planetary Investigations from the
Stratosphere (OPIS), [5] is the quick response capability
of this type of platform as opposed to spacecraft.

As eluded to earlier, the GHAPS flight platform will need
to be capable of being readily disassembled at its landing
site to enable transportation by the recovery vehicles
without causing further damage to the gondola. It will
need to be re-used for at least several missions. Initial
trade assessments have been completed on the GHAPS
primary structure which will lead to a light-weight flight
platform capable of being quickly disassembled, perhaps
without the use of tools, in the frigid Antarctic climate.
Limiting human exposure time in the Antarctic while
being able to break down the GHAPS flight platform and
its instruments into manageable packages for loading into
recovery aircraft will be a goals for GHAPS
development. The challenge will be exacerbated by the
requirements for a light-weight structure, and a structure
capable of being re-used.

NASA GRC has begun the GHAPS project, the goal of
which is to develop detailed requirements and develop a
gondola that can achieve the host of planetary science
addressable from stratospheric balloons. The GHAPS
gondola will be designed to fly on ultra-long duration
balloons, incorporate a minimum 1-m aperture telescope,
and a pointing system capable of controlling the gondola
to 1 arcsec or better. The BOPPS proven instruments
(NUV-Vis through mid-Infrared) are expected to form an
initial suite basis of the core instrument package available
for scientists to use in their observations on first
generation flights by the GHAPS gondola. The
development effort will need to address challenges to

In addition, the vastly different at-altitude thermal
environments of different BPO launch sites create unique
engineering problems. Antarctic missions experience
day-light for the entire mission and see a relatively warm
temperature which presents a challenge of keeping
temperature sensitive instruments (e.g. infrared) cold. In
contrast, a mid-latitude flight will see constant day-night
cycles that result in stresses on all of the subsystems as
both day and night observations are desirable. Power
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ensure the ability for stabile imaging, long duration
flights and survivability for multiple missions over
several years. Development will also consider options for

future needs such as more capable instruments, surviving
ocean landings, and modular, flexible design and
structure to name a few.

6.

[6]. Applicability of High Altitude Balloon Platform to
NASA
Planetary
Science.
Online
at
http://microgravity.grc.nasa.gov/SSPO/SP/Balloon
_Platform/
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low densities. The individual dust particles are called dust
grains and are extremely small, with sizes going from a
few microns down to macromolecular scales. Dust grains
are irregularly shaped and composed primarily of Carbon
and Silicates.
Dust grains play a crucial role in the catalysis of molecule
formation, the photo-electric heating of the gas, the cooling of the densest star forming regions. Their emission is
also a foreground contaminant affecting the study of the
Cosmic Microwave Background. In addition, grains are
considered a universal tracer of the structure of the ISM,
and their emission is also used to study distant high redshift galaxies.
The dust grains emit like modified black-bodies: the
emission intensity is Iλ = τλ Bλ (TD ) where Iλ is the intensity, τλ is the optical depth, Bλ is the black body intensity
and TD is the temperature of the dust grain. The largest
dust grains are in thermal equilibrium with the UV-VIS
starlight and at an equilibrium temperature of TD ≃ 17
K in the diffuse ISM. Their emission peaks around 150
μm. The physics of their emission is currently the subject
of many studies, in particular with the Herschel and the
Plank satellites.
In addition, the thermal emission of dust grains is polarised, due to the grain shape asymmetries and the statistical grain alignment with respect to the magnetic field
present in the ISM. This produces emission polarization
orthogonal to the magnetic field lines. For the same reason, the non-polarised star light passing through aligned

ABSTRACT
The Polarized Instrument for Long-wavelength Observation of the Tenuous interstellar medium (PILOT) is a
balloon-borne astronomy experiment designed to study
the linear polarization of the Far Infra-Red emission, 240
μm (1.2 THz) and 550 μm (545 GHz) with an angular resolution of a few minutes of arc, from dust grains
present in the diffuse interstellar medium, in our Galaxy
and nearby galaxies. The polarisation of light is measured using a half-wave plate (HWP). We performed the
instrumental tests from 2012 to 2014 and are planning a
first scientific flight in September 2015 from Timmins,
Ontario, Canada. This paper describes the measurement
principles of PILOT, the results of the laboratory tests and
its sky coverage. These include defocus tests, transmission measurements using a Fourier Transform Spectrometer at various positions of the HWP, and identification of
internal straylight.
Key words: scientific balloon; photometers; polarisation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The interstellar medium (ISM), the space between the
stars, consist mainly of gas (99%) and dust (1%) at very
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model of the PACS instruments, on board the Herschel
satellite. They include 2048 individual bolometers cooled
at 300 mK, working in two broad photometric bands centered at 240 μm (1.2 THz) and 550 μm (545 GHz). The
angular resolution of the system is a few minutes of arc.
The Gregorian telescope, composed of the primary and
the cooled secondary is connected to a reimager, composed of two lenses and a Lyot stop, through a flat mirror,
as shown in Figure 1 (see Engel et al. [1] ). A modulated Internal Calibration Source (ICS) is positioned behind the flat mirror and can be used to shine calibration
light on all detectors. The reimager also includes a rotating HWP and an metal grid analyzer inclined at 45◦ . The
pointed instrument, composed of the primary mirror and
the photomer connected through an aluminium exapod,
is installed in the gondola. The gondola is made of aluminium bars and connecting spheres. The total weight of
the experiment is approximately 1 ton and the payload is
to reach the altitude of 40 km.

dust grains also gets polarized. This produces extinction polarized in a direction parallel to the magnetic field
lines. In our galaxy, the magnetic field is essentially along
the plane of the galactic disk. Therefore, the stellar extinction is polarized mostly along the plane while emission is polarized orthogonal to the plane.
Historically, measurement of polarised light in the farinfrared have been difficult because of atmospheric absorption. Ground-based observations are limited to the
bright regions in star forming regions, where they are
used to probe the direction of the magnetic field, which
likely plays a central role in the star formation process.
In those regions, the polarization levels are low (a few %)
and a systematic decrease of the polarization level with
column density is observed, which origin is unclear (e.g.
Matthews & Wilson [2]). For balloon borne observation,
the Archeops has allowed astronomers to measure dust
polarisation at 850 μm (353 GHz) over a fraction of the
galactic plane (Ponthieu et al. [3]) with much higher sensitivity than grund measurements. These measurements
indicated high polarization levels (up to 15%) in the diffuse ISM. Recently, the Planck satellite measured polarisation in the wavelength range from 850 μm (353 GHz)
to 1.0 cm (30 GHz) with high accuracy, and confirmed,
among other things, the existence of highly polarized regions at high galactic latitudes with polarization fraction
up to 20% (see for instance Planck collaboration [4]).

3.

To characterize the PILOT instrument, we performed
photometer tests between 2012 and 2013 and end-toend tests between 2013 and 2014. In the following subsections, we provide the preliminary results on defocus,
the bandpass caracterisation and HWP characteristics and
straylight.

Figure 1. Left: Schematic diagram of the PILOT optics.
The cold optics inside the cryostat is maintained at 4 K.
The detectors operate at a temperature of 300 mK. Right:
Schematic of the action of the HWP on the incident polarized signal.

Figure 2. Setup for the end-to-end ground tests including
the external collimator (left) and the PILOT instrument
(right).

3.1.
2.

GROUND TESTS

CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

Defocus test

In order to derive the best position of the primary mirror
M1 with respect to the photometer, we performed a series of defocusing along three orthogonal axes (X,Y,Z),
around the best focus provided by the Zemax model. The
Z axis corresponds to the optical axis of the photometer. To estimate the impact of defocusing on the optical
performances, all three axis of the focal plane have been
explored with a point source generated with an external

PILOT uses a 0.83 m diameter off-axis primary mirror
combined to a cold secondary in the Mizuguchi-Dragone
configuration. Apart for the primary, the rest of the optics is cooled down to 4 K, in order to reduce background
emission. Detectors blocks and readout are the spare
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collimator.
Figure 3 shows the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

3.2.

Straylight

Figure 5. Image in log scale of the brightness distribution
across the focal plane when a bright source is located on
array#4. Faint internal stray light can be seen on array
#7, symmetrical to the optical axis.

Figure 3. Variation of the FWHM with focus distance
along the Z axis. The horizontal lines show the diffraction limit (dash-dotted) and the modelled FWHM value
(dashed).

When the collimator point source is positioned on a given
array of the PILOT focal plane, a faint straylight can be
observed, approximately symmetrical with respect to the
focal plane centre. We measured the point source and
straylight positions and intensities.
In order to obtain a good signal to noise ratio,we stacked
a large number of individual frames. An image of the
straylight is shown in Figure 5. The ratio between the
point source and straylight amplitude at the peak is weak,
0.24%. The ratio between the source and the straylight
integrated intensity could be as much as 10 times larger,
since that the straylight has a broader distribution than the
collimator source. We note however that this last ratio
includes a fraction of the PSF emission in the straylight
estimate and therefore overestimates straylight.
We also measured more than 100 position of the point
source and its straylight for each array and compared to
instrumental simulation. As a result of these comparisons, we conclude that the straylight is most likely due
to light reflected by the detectors and reflected back the
first lens (L1) of the instrument, despite its anti-reflction
coating.

of the observed source on an array at several defocusing
distances along the Z axis. The data allows to find the
best focus position of M1. The results indicate that the
acceptable region around the best focus is larger than expected. The initial requirement of ±0.3mm can therefore
be relaxed safely by a factor of 2 to ±0.6mm.
We set the M1 at the best position and measured and
characterized the point spread function (PSF). Figure 4
shows an example of PSF. We compared with simulations, which take into account the realistic collimator
properties, in particular the secondary mirror occultation
and finite size of the source diaphragm. The observed
PSF is in good agreement with the modelled PSF.

3.3.

FTS measurements

We performed spectral bandpass measurements using a
Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS). Figure6 shows
the measurement scheme. The gap between the cryostat entrance window and the FIS was filled with Helium or Nitrogen gas in order to reduce atmospheric absorption. In these measurements, the FTS was set to the
Martin-Puplet configuration in order to produce a polarized signal with polarization either vertical or horizontal.
We measured an interferogram with the PILOT detectors
as the FTS mirror was displaced which was converted
to a transmission curve through Fourier transform. We
compared the observed transmission curve with the transmission expected from either transmission measurements

Figure 4. PSF as measured in the PILOT focal plane
using the collimator point source.
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polarization of the input FTS signal. The total transmission at a function of HWP positions appears consistent
with theory.

4.

SKY COVERAGE

Figure 6. FTS measurement scheme
or expectations for all optical elements, and found very
small differences which could be attributed to residual atmospheric absorption. Figure 7 shows the spectral trans-

Figure 8. Sky coverage maps expected for 3 flights of the
experiment.
We are planning for 3 scientific flights from both the the
north and south hemispheres. Figure 8 shows the possible sky coverage under the hypothesis of a 24 hours flight
from Timmins, 26 hours from Australia and 14 hours
from Sweden. The combined sky coverage of the three
flights covers 32% of sky and 97% of the Milky Way. We
note that this sky coverage is preliminary and will be optimized based on the performances measured during the
first flight.

5.

CONCLUSION

We have described the results of some ground-based tests,
which are likely to play important role to characterize the
PILOT data. Our results have shown the following:
• The primary mirror was positioned at its best focus.
The FWHM is limited by diffraction and the positional requirements of the primary can be relaxed by
a factor of 2.
• The first lens in the optical system produces faint
internal straylight at a level <2%, symmetrical to
bright sources with respect to the focal plane center.
This straylight is likely unpolarized but will have to
be subtracted from the data.

Figure 7. Transmission curves measured using the FTS in
the Martin-Puplet configuration for various positions of
the HWP, shown for a transmission (left) and transmission (right) arrays. The various colors are for different
region of a given array.

• We measured the spectral transmission of the system
in polarization at cryogenic temperatures. The integrated transmission as a function of the HWP position indicates that the HWP modulation works as
expected.

mission curves obtained at various HWP positions. While
rotating the HWP from position 8 to 5, the transmission
on the transmission array decreases and the transmission
on the reflexion array increases, as expected, due to the
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As in any development program, the students have to
pass several reviews in which they have to present and
defend their rocket design in front of experts. This
practically oriented study should prepare the students
for life in industry. The DLR Mobile Rocket Base
(MORABA) and the DLR Institute of Space Propulsion
as well as the DLR Space Administration, accompany
the students during the reviews and until launch.
MORABA has five decades of experience in launching
sounding rockets and the Space Propulsion Institute in
testing of and research in rocket engines. The reviews as
well as special workshops (organized by DLR
MORABA and the DLR Institute of Space Propulsion),
offer a platform for exchange of technical information.
The STERN project provides an opportunity to train the
next generation of aerospace engineers.

ABSTRACT
STERN, the German word for star, is also an acronym
for STudentische Experimental-RaketeN. It is a
program to provide students with “hands-on” experience
in space systems and research. This name was chosen
for two reasons. The first reason was to emphasize the
idealistic goals of spaceflight providing students with
the opportunity to “reach for the stars”. The second and
most important one was that the program offers
engineering students a practical chance to experience
the scope of aerospace and should motivate them to
become a new star in this field. Currently eight German
universities are participating in the STERN-program.
STERN was initiated in April 2012, by the DLR Space
Administration in Bonn and is supported by funds from
the German Federal Ministry of Economics and
Technology (BMWi). During the project runtime of
three years the students should develop and launch their
own rocket.

STERN PROGRAM IN GENERAL
In April 2012, the German Aerospace Center DLR
launched the STERN program, which is supported by
funds from the Federal Ministry of Economics and
Technology (BMWi) and conducted by the DLR Space
Administration.

There are no limits regarding trajectory, altitude or the
propulsion system used (solid fuel, liquid fuel, steam or
hybrid). The reason for the “no limits” strategy is to
create a new perspective of a problem and encourage
new technological ideas. The students shall not be
limited in their creativity. Nevertheless the spacecraft
should have a telemetry system to transmit key
trajectory and housekeeping data back to earth during
flight and provide information to the students including
the rocket altitude. Moreover the rocket shall reach a
velocity of at least Mach 1. The project requirements are
set to show the real world of work to the students. To
reach the project goal, the students have to work
project-oriented and in teams. In order to teach students
engineering and science, as well as to put their technical
knowledge to the test as early as possible in their
studies, they are integrated into courses at their
universities, which already deal with various aspects of
rocket technology and space research.

Figure 1. Logo of STERN
The aim of the STERN program is to enthuse students
on the space transportation subject by hands-on
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activities, to motivate universities to supervise and
support the student projects with the help of financial
support and to increase the lecture activities in the field
of launcher and propulsion systems. [1]

trajectory data (acceleration, velocity, altitude and GPSposition) during flight to ground

The program is open for all German universities which
offer aerospace engineering lectures and offer students
the possibility to develop, build, test and fly their own
rockets in university teams. The focus is on the
development of the complete rocket system within three
years. The minimum requirement is to implement a
telemetry payload which transmits the flight data
(acceleration, velocity and position) and if possible the
house keeping (pressure, temperature of tank and motor,
etc.) back to the ground station.
The students will be able to develop their knowledge in
the following disciplines:
-

Figure 2. Representatives of each STERN Team and
DLR Space Administration as well as some of the
reviewers

Rocket propulsion and space thrust systems
Aerodynamics,
mechanics
and
lightweight
structures
Performance calculation, trajectory optimization,
mass and center of gravity calculations
Application of professional tools (for example
CAD, CFD, FEM)
Wind tunnel investigations
Manufacturing and integration of parts
Testing of the rocket and its subsystems
Launch of a sounding rocket

Overview of the student projects within the STERN
program
Three of the teams are planning to launch in October
2015. Due to the expected high flight altitude, the
launches will take place at the SSC ESRANGE Space
Center in Kiruna, Sweden. An overview of the three
candidates is given in the following:
DECAN:
“DECAN – Deutsche CanSat-Höhenrakete” is the
designation of the two-stage sounding rocket project of
the Technical University of Berlin. The project is
performed under professional supervision, is based on
ECSS standards and is supported by the Aerospace
Institute and quality assurance experts from the German
Certification Institution (TÜV). It will have a launch
mass of 150 kg and shall transport a small CanSat
payload to an altitude of over 10 km. The DECAN
sounding rocket consists of a lower and an upper stage.
The upper stage is powered by a solid rocket motor.
Only this stage will be launched in October 2015 in
Kiruna. The lower stage is powered by an
environmental friendly hot-water rocket motor. Each
stage requires an individual recovery system to allow
permit a safe return to ground. A telemetry unit records
and transmits important trajectory data. The project
offers Master Students within the course “Project Space
Systems”, the opportunity to improve their knowledge
in the field of space transportation systems on a
practical mission. The complete two stage rocket shall
be launched during the project term of STERN II. [2]

From the beginning of the project until the launch of the
rocket, the students have to conduct several reviews in
which they will have to present their current work to a
review team consisting of DLR Space Administration,
DLR experts from MORABA and the DLR Institute of
Space Propulsion, but also further experts if required.
This will increase the chance of achieving the mission
goal of the student teams and decrease safety risks
during development and launch of the rocket [1]
The requirements for participation in the STERN
program are
1. formal requirements
- German universities focusing on aerospace, particularly on launcher aspects. Teaching content at
university must be linked to the project.
- Conduct of reviews including the participation of
one reviewer from DLR MORABA, DLR
Institute of Space Propulsion and the DLR Space
Administration, respectively
2. technical requirements
- Minimum apogee of 3 km and velocity of sound
at minimum
- Recovery system for the rocket
Telemetry unit to transmit the most important

HyEnD:
The STERN program enables the HyEnD student group
(Hybrid Engine Development) at the University of
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Stuttgart to expand its field of work and to broaden their
experience of engine development by building a
sounding rocket. Since the start of the project, several
hybrid rocket engines were designed, built and ground
tested. The goal of HyEnD’s sounding rocket is to reach
about 20 km maximum altitude with a top speed greater
than Mach 2.5, whereas a hybrid rocket engine of
10.000 Newton thrust shall be realized. The rocket will
be approximately 7 meters long and it has a diameter of
22 cm. The hybrid rocket engines are operated with
nitrous oxide and paraffin as propellants. [3]

Space Administration to help to secure Europe’s access
to space through launchers. Moreover how can the
involved parties benefit out of this project?
After the participation in such a program, the students
should have a better knowledge about the space
industry. The project requirements are set to give a hint
to the real world of work to the students. For example
the following reviews are mandatory to pass for the
universities:
1. Preliminary Design Review (PDR) at the DLR
Institute of Space Propulsion in Lampoldshausen
2. Critical Design Review (CDR) at the DLR
MORABA in Oberpfaffenhofen
3. Integration Progress Review (IPR) at the university
4. Rocket Acceptance Review (RAR) at the university
5. Flight Readiness Review (FRR) at the launch range

ERIG:
The ERIG is an association at the Technische
Universität Braunschweig (Institute of Aerospace
Systems ILR). As participant, the ERIG is developing a
research hybrid rocket and a new hybrid rocket engine
within the Leonis project. The engine consists of a solid
HTPB (hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene) grain in
combination with a liquid oxidizer (nitrous oxide). It is
planned to deliver about 1 kN of thrust, which should
allow the rocket to reach altitudes of the order of 5 km.
Furthermore, ERIG is designing a telemetry platform
with the help of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and
navigation data via GPS, as well as a new flight
simulation called ExRaS (ExperimentalRaumfahrtSimulation), which allows for individual simulation
runs with different configurations and the estimation of
key parameters such as the maximum altitude and
velocity. By including online weather data, it is possible
to perform a complete flight simulation and thus to
predict where the rocket will touch down. [4]

The procedures should show the real work of a space
engineer. The students should understand that the space
branch has a lot to do with (necessary) paper work and
quality assurance. It is more than just building a rocket.
In conclusion, the students are also trained in social
skills in addition to the technical work. To build a
rocket in such a short time besides their university life,
the students have to work project-oriented and in teams.
Additionally they gain experience in project
management as well as learn interdisciplinary thinking.
Benefit for rocket launch ranges
The in several teams used hybrid rockets bring new
technology and launch processes to rocket launch
ranges like SSC ESRANGE Space Center. ESRANGE
was not mainly working with hybrid rockets until the
STERN program. Radio controlled fueling and
pressurization of the launch vehicles are very different
from handling with solid propellant, which are used
commonly in sounding rockets. Special care must also
be taken when handling liquid oxygen (LOX). Due to
this, launch preparation associated processes have to be
adapted. This new experience enables ESRANGE to
gain knowledge for commercial payload experiments in
the near future.

The other student teams are described shortly below:
- ZEpHYR (University Bremen / ZARM): Hybrid
motor using paraffin as fuel / liquid oxygen (LOX)
as oxidiser, planned launch: begining of 2016
- SMART (TU Dresden): Single stage, liquid
propellant using ethanol and liquid oxygen (LOX),
fed by pressurized nitrogen (N2)
- HyComet (FH Augsburg): single stage rocket, liftoff mass 25 kg, hybrid motor (polyethylene (PE) or
hydroxyl- terminated- polybutadiene (HTPB) +
liquid oxidizer (nitrous oxide (N2O), flight altitude
3-5 km, planned launch: 2016
- Aquasonic (HS Bremen): single stage, hybrid
rocket motor using polyethylene (PE) as a fuel and
nitrous oxide (N2O) as oxidizer, flight apogee 4 km,
planned launch: 2016
- Hyper (TU München): Single staged rocket, hybrid:
cryogenic propellant using liquid oxygen (LOX)
and hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB),
flight apogee 15km

Within the STERN program, it was decided to launch
these rockets at ESRANGE near Kiruna, Sweden. Since
each university is in a different development phase of
their rocket and different durations for each project have
to be assumed, it is planned to launch the STERN
rockets after the completion of other launch campaigns,
which are conducted by MORABA. It will be attempted
to bundle several STERN rocket launches in one single
campaign to reduce organizational effort and costs. A
final go / no go decision of launching the rocket is in the
responsibility of the test range.

BENEFIT
The STERN program was originally initiated by DLR
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Benefit for European space industry

subsystems except the engine. The DLR Institute of
Space Propulsion organizes every year the second kind
of workshop, which is dedicated to propulsion relevant
topics. Beside lectures, the major part consists of
exercises, where the students have the opportunity to
strengthen their practical capabilities.

The main benefit to the European commercial space
industry is to provide well-educated, skilled employees,
because the students gain experience in building rockets
and rocket engines. This is necessary since Germany
has to compete in an international market as a strong
partner in launcher programs like Ariane and to ensure
its competences in key technologies.

The students associations, like ERIG on behalf of TU
Braunschweig (Brunswick) and HyEnD from the
University of Stuttgart, get the chance to do scientific
studies about rocket engines, design, structures and
electronics. It could be noticed that the members of the
space students associations increased due to such a
project. Solving practical problems and seeing how it
works in practice is a great experience contrary to the
theoretical work at universities. STERN allows a lot of
creativity during the complete design and testing of
rocket parts and the rocket itself.

Beside the main point, the commercial space industry
can use the student rockets for the transportation of their
own payloads or test equipment if required. The rockets
provide a cheap way to fly payloads and lead to new
investigation and space improvements.
For example in Cooperation with Airbus Safran
Launchers GmbH, thermoelectric generators are part of
the payload of two projects. The first is the
AQUASONIC project of the Hochschule Bremen and
the second is the ZARM Experimental Hybrid Rocket
(ZEpHyR) project from the centre for Applied Space
Technology and Microgravitation (ZARM) of the
University of Bremen. Airbus Safran Launchers GmbH
is investigating the deployment of thermoelectric
generators (TEGs) in high temperature area. The
purpose is that the heat loss from the hybrid rocket
engine is used to generate electrical power with the
thermoelectric generator. The hardware concept for the
payload plans with the TEG near the Propulsion
System. The TEG shall provide a wireless transmitter
with energy. The transmitter sends the measured
electrical current to a receiver which is connected to the
on-board computer which sends it afterwards to the
Ground Station.

Benefit for DLR Space Administration on behalf of
the German ministry of economics and technology
The Space Administration of the German Aerospace
Center DLR located in Bonn is responsible for the
planning and execution of the German Space Program
on behalf of the German ministry of economics and
technology (BMWi). In the following, the reason to
initiate such a program is presented.
It is strategically as well as economically important for
Europe to secure its access to space through launch
vehicles of its own. One successful case in this point is
the Ariane program, for which Germany supplies
important components and sub-systems such as thrust
chambers for liquid-fuel engines, tank structures, and
the upper stage of Ariane 5. Further contributions come
from DLR's test center for rocket engines at
Lampoldshausen and the large number of research and
technology development facilities that have made
Germany an indispensable partner in the Ariane
program. To make sure that Germany will continue
playing a crucial part in the development of new
launcher systems like Ariane 6, and to prevent any loss
of development competence, students and young
professionals have to be trained and educated.

Benefit for research organizations, universities and
associations
The non-profit research organizations and associations,
which are involved in the STERN program, can obtain
different kinds of benefits from the participation in this
program.
The DLR Mobile Rocket Base and the DLR Institute of
Space Propulsion will take a reviewer and support role
in the STERN program. The student support program
will give a good possibility to recruit its own young
engineers to the two DLR institutes in an early phase of
education. The participating universities have also the
possibility to identify candidates for PhD student
projects.

Until March 2015, 297 students (not included
volunteers) participated in the STERN program. The
number of contributors (diploma, master, bachelor etc.)
is 157. The project status of the different teams was
presented at several conferences and congresses. Some
of the projects were also mentioned in numerous press
articles and short television and radio broadcasts also.
All this will give (especially in Germany), public
attention to Europe’s Launcher Program, its importance
to the guaranteed access to space and Germany´s strong
contribution to launcher programs like Ariane.

Likewise, the reviews as well as special workshops
offer a platform for the exchange of technical information. In the project there are two kinds of workshops.
The first one called STERNStunden, which is organized
every two years, is conducted in Oberpfaffenhofen. The
workshop will focus on the system rocket and all
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The exciting thing about this project is that it requires
knowledge of a large variety of engineering topics
which have to be learned over the course of studies in
aerospace engineering such as thermodynamics, fluid
and aerodynamics, mechanical, structural and electrical
engineering. This whole range of different topics makes
the STERN program very interesting and demands and
enhances various skills of the participating students.
However, the profit from such a project is not limited to
the students. Also the space industry will derive
benefits. It has to be agreed how to collaborate with and
support the STERN student teams to be beneficial for
all, e.g. by inclusion of experiments, etc. during flights.
The launch of the first three rockets is scheduled for
October 2015. After formally closing the project, the
universities have the opportunity to apply for a follow
up during STERN II. The STERN II program could be
started in 2016! The STERN program differs
significantly from other student programs and in
summary it is a great opportunity for students to
enhance their skills.
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organisation, in 2015, a new agreement (also five years
duration) was signed with more partners (twelve). The
number of students who get involved every year is about
250. They are mainly involved through pedagogic
activities and can extend their participation through space
association within their university. An integrated team
(EPIP) located at Evry University (UEVE) coordinates all
the activities.

ABSTRACT
PERSEUS is a french acronyme for “Projet Etudiant de
Recherche
Spatiale
Européen
Universitaire
et
Scientifique”. The PERSEUS project provides the
opportunity for motivated students to pool their
knowledge to the development of Nano Satellite
Launcher. Their applicative work refers to a subscale of a
Nano Satellite Launcher which corresponds to a more or
less powerful experimental rocket. They can work either
through the classical pedagogic frame proposed by their
university, either in a space association or as researchers
in a laboratory. The CNES (French Space Agency) with
the help of partners (AJSEP, Bertin Technologies,
GAREF, HERAKLES, IPSA, ISAE-Supaero, MI-GSO,
ONERA, Planètes Sciences, ROXEL, UEVE) is
coordinating all these activities in order to achieve a
complete life cycle of prototypes: objectives, studies,
development realization, reviews, ground or flight test and
exploitation.
1.

2.

THE PERSEUS NETWORK

Twelve partners have signed this agreement with CNES.
Some groups can be identified, Universities (IPSA, ISAESupaero and UEVE), space associations of experimented
amateurs (GAREF and Planètes Sciences), some small
and medium enterprises (Bertin Technologies, MI-GSO,
ROXEL), an institution (ONERA) and even an industry,
HERAKLES, through the AJSEP association, has joined
the project. Partner’s members within or in association
with the integrated team provide an efficient support to
the teachers in charge of the students supervision.

INTRODUCTION
An adaption of the management rules used in space
industry has been carried out for the student projects.
These management rules teach the students that a
minimum of documentation is required by a review group
at predefined date. The required documentation must be
compliant with the pre-set level of realisation of the
demonstrators for this date. The levels range from the
objectives, preliminary definition, critical definition
qualification, flight up to of course flight data
exploitation. Despite a special attention from the
PERSEUS project, this last point which is essential to
correctly define the new objectives is unfortunately not
deeply analysed by students.

The PERSEUS project was launched 10 years ago
[8]&[9]. It was organized on three main objectives. The
first one is innovation and testing promising technologies
applicable for space launch system. The second is to rely
on students to practise the first objective and, at the same
time, to keep their motivation for space through their
graduation. The third objective is to provide a frame to
students which enable them to build a set of ground and
flight demonstrators in order to confirm or disprove the
technology potential.
A first phase up to 2009 enabled to select the most
attractive demonstrators which would gather students and
eight partners. Then in order to progress on these ground
or flight demonstrators completion, a first agreement was
signed for five years [3]. Due to the success of this

The PERSEUS project has a large turnover of students,
this was chosen to promote innovation with purpose, but
the counterpart is that a lack of knowledge about launch

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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were launched over the last 10 years, mainly during the
French National campaign called C'Space organized by
CNES. Two rockets were also launched in the
Netherlands in cooperation with DARE students from
Delft University. The development of these ARES rockets
is coordinated by IPSA partner. These rockets were
propelled by small hybrid engines at the beginning and
then replaced by solid Cesaroni engines. Step by step, a
global architecture, and an exhaustive avionics, was
developed, improved and operated by students. The
GAREF partner is among else in charge for the ground
installation and telemetry. The structural consistency of
these rockets was verified by using a mechanical test
bench which can generate loads on the structure which
intensity is a direct result of global loads analysis. The
work performed by Scube, OCTAVE and AeroIPSA
student associations from ISAE-Supaero, UEVE and
IPSA can be highlighted. These demonstrators reach an
altitude of altitude 2 km and a
subsonic Mach number of 0.6. These
regular launches enable to test a lot of
technologies such as:

system constraints is obvious. In order to reduce this
drawback, the PERSEUS project has developed specific
spots:
• Several formations are given to the students, specially
about management, organization (MI-GSO) and
system loop and electrical integration (GAREF)
• The teachers in university and the lead students in
association are invited to transmit their knowledge to
the new generation in order to progress on the
demonstration realizations rather than starting from
zero each year!
• A collaborative portal (hosted by MI-GSO partner) is
dedicated to documentation, reference documentation
as well as working documents accessible to all the
PERSEUS community.
• At last in complement to demonstrator realizations an
annual seminar is held at Paris in winter, where all the
students are invited to present their own work (oral
and poster forms) to the industrial and scientific
community. So they can understand easily their
contribution to the global project and defend their
work face to senior experts.

• sandwich composite structure for
the structure and the fins, a patent
was filed
• Aluminum 3D additive process
with laser fusion for fins, or rocket
top head including pressure canals
[4].
• Thin circular antenna for full 3D
clear emission of telemetry
• Roll control was tested with
canard fins

In complement of the main contributors to the PERSEUS
project which are the partners, a lot of students outside the
partner’s universities are working for PERSEUS. Each
university or French high school has its own application
of the pedagogic project. They can contribute to testing
isolated technologies or developing parts of the
demonstrators. The coordination at the PROJECT level of
all these entities is performed by the integrated project
team (EPIP) led by CNES.
3.

FLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS

Figure 1: ARES launch at C’Space

The flight demonstration is the most impressive
realization of the PERSEUS project. Two launch system
families are investigated in PERSEUS, the classical
launch from ground and the airborne launch.
3.1.

3.2.

To supersonic regime with SERA

Based on this constant progression, our students worked
on the SERA-1 rocket [1]. This project was coordinated
by Bertin Technologies partner. A payload developed by
students from Luleå Technology University from Sweden
was embedded. It was launched in May the 7th 2014 in
Kiruna from the polar base of the Swedish Space
Corporation (SSC). The altitude reached is 5 km with a
maximum supersonic Mach number of 1.3. This

From subsonic regime with ARES

Each year some university associations are working
beside pedagogic project in order to develop experimental
rocket, named ARES [2]. Almost 20 rockets (diameter
160 mm, height 2.5 m and MTOW between 15 and 20 kg)
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to automatically release the rocket and ignite it safely.
Some discussions are still pending with the compatible
launch site, which should result on an agreement for this
global demonstration, opening the way for other tests on
future separation and release system developed by
students.

performance enables to demonstrate that the PERSEUS
project masters the classical dimensioning cases
encountered for the development of an operational space
launcher during its atmospheric phase, that is to say: lift
off, Qmax, transonic regime and acceleration not higher
than 10g.

Figure 2: SERA integration before packing to Sweden
3.3

Airborne launch

Figure 3: EOLE carrying an ARES rocket

The composite EOLE / RSS / ARES

Remote piloted aircraft

Following previous CNES/ONERA studies on airborne
launch with the purpose of optimizing the global system a
lack of modelisation of the separation and release system
of the rocket from the carrier was identified. So it was
decided to have a carrier, named EOLE, in order to be a
flying test bench for release and separation system (RSS)
which could be developed by students.

Beside the EOLE large demonstrator, at a smaller scale a
lot of experiments more open to students can be
undertaken. This project is coordinated by Planète
Sciences Partner. The purpose is to operate remote piloted
airplane in order to test the release of a mini rocket in
automatic mode. Despite the small scale (3 m wingspan)
of these demonstrators the compliance with the regulation
in force is imposed. The payload weight is 4 kg.

This project is coordinated by ONERA partner. EOLE
was built and piloted by an experimented small company
Aviation Design [5]. The RSS was defined and build by
UEVE. The rocket developed in order to be carried by
EOLE is an adapted ARES type rocket, developed in
cooperation with students from CLC, GAREF and IPSA.
The EOLE span is 6.7m, propelled by two AMT Titan
turbojet of 40 daN thrust. The maximum payload weight
is 43 kg for a MTOW of 150 kg. A patent was filed.
Under the authority of the French DGAC, The EOLE
carrier has performed several visual flights with and
without the ARES rocket at the Saint Yan aerodrome in
the center of France. The last flight was performed in full
automatic mode except the remote piloted take-off and
landing. The next step is to perform the flight at 20 km
from the runaway and 4 km of altitude in order to be able

Figure 4: Mini Remote Piloted aircraft
4.

PROPULSION

At the beginning of PERSEUS project hybrid propulsion
was developed and used for flight. Several rockets were
launched with this propulsion [6]&[7]. But due to major
directives, it was decided to stop hybrid propulsion at the
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itself was defined through a synthesis of student works.
The achievement was made entirely by a small enterprise
(STIM) which has contributed by its expertise to the
finalization of a design compatible with the conventional
manufacturing processes.

PERSEUS project level in 2013 and to switch to
commercial solid engines or bi-liquid propulsion.
4.1

Commercial rocket engine

Currently, the rocket demonstrators launched with the
PERSEUS project use solid propulsion. They are
commercial Cesaroni engines: Pro54-5G, Pro75-3G or
Pro98Green3-6G. The operation of these engines is
restricted to pyro-technician which guarantees the safety.
Some tests are performed at ONERA in order to check the
operations and at the same time the thrust integral and the
ignition delay. The main interest of using these engines is
to have cheap propulsion on a single stage rocket which
allows a part of the PERSEUS project to focus on
structure, avionics, operation and exploitation of the
experimental rockets waiting for a more suitable
propulsion to improve performance. Moreover the
improvement of ARES rocket performance, by developing
two stages rocket for instance, would be feasible when the
ignition delay of these engines will be completely
mastered.
4.2

Figure 5: Overview of the first biliquid engine for ground
fire test.
Several water tests were performed at the Martel facilities
in Poitier. Theses rather simple tests enable to check the
correct rate flow, the mixing plume shape and any leakage
in the injection dome.

Bi-liquid propulsion: LOX-Ethanol

The first bi-liquid engine built is a classical bi liquid
engine using liquid Oxygen and Ethanol, able to propel an
evolution of ARES rocket up to10 km. This MINERVA
project is coordinated directly by the PERSEUS integrated
team. The purpose of the selection of the first engine
technology was to demonstrate the ability of the
PERSEUS project to perform fire test. So, classical triplet
injectors (F-O-F) were designed in order to atomize the
fuel and oxidant mixture in a chamber insulated with
ablative protection. The rate flow of the 7 injectors was
defined in order to have a 5 kN engine thrust. The
estimated chamber pressure is fixed at 10 bar and the
combustion time is 20 s. The estimate efficiency is 0.95
for a vacuum ISP of 295 s.

Figure 6: water test of the injecting plate.

Three parts were separately developed. The ground
facilities consisting in two Skids were built and are
operated by the ROXEL Partner. One Skid is dedicated to
Lox feeding another is dedicated to alimentation of Fuel.
Both were developed with the support of the CNES R&T
department. These two skids have been qualified and are
waiting for the engine. The third part which is the engine

The next step is ignition and fire tests themselves which
are planned for the end of 2015.
Depending on the success of these tests, several options
can be foreseen: optimization of combustion, testing the
definition of a new injector, designing a flight version…
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5.

GAREF partner was selected. The main features of this
architecture are:

PROPULSIVE STRUCTURE

A specific activity, PEGASE, is performed within the
PERSEUS project in the Bordeaux area. The AJSEP
Partner linked to HERAKLES partner is coordinated it.
They are working on tanks and on the various parts of the
solid engine. One can notice that an important supervising
was offer in that case at the school project level, which
leds in significant results: a tremendous progression of the
devices (tank, combustion chamber, nozzle, insulated
protection,…) defined and built by the students each year.
The high level management was expressed through
competition between projects on same objectives but with
different constraints (economical, weight and innovation).

• Telemetry at 2,235GHz with 1Mb/s rate compatible of
professional launch site such as Kiruna in Sweden or
Kourou in French Guyana
• Two IMU with MEMS enabling 3D measurements :
accelerations, gyrometers, magnetometers
• GPS is also available but the loss of signal at lift off
due to high acceleration rate must be bypassed before
using it properly.
• On board experimental measurements such as
pressure, temperature, vibration, acoustic,…sent by
telemetry in the limit of the capacity of the bandwith
• Precise datation up to 1/1000s of each event
• Non-intrusive detection of ignition order
• USB and RS485 on board network
• Command of each event
• On board batteries
• A set of ground installation in order to check the
rocket behavior during the chronology, including the
hot count down.

Tanks
The tank activities are the continuation of the previous
works performed on hybrid propulsion where composite
tanks for oxidant were already developed. This knowledge
was kept and now applied to fuel and oxidant tanks for
biliquid stage. A tank potentially candidate for Lox
storage on this stage was already built by students and
should be tested by ROXEL partner in order to verify the
compliance with Lox during the whole life cycle. But a
too high level of leakage postponed of one year the test on
a new exemplar of tank.

This architecture has the advantage that students can
easily contribute and can propose evolution. They have
appropriated this architecture. Moreover, a lot of specific
measurements can be performed during flight in order to
investigate a specific physical phenomena (aerodynamic,
thermic, ..) . This architecture was optimized and used for
the SERA 1 flight. Two tests were performed in order to
check the robustness of the device to flight constraints and
avoid any bad surprise during the SERA-1 supersonic
flight. The flight electrical heart device was submitted to
sinusoidal and vibrational tests and also to static load tests
on centrifuge facilities.

Propellant mass ratio
The purpose of these activities is to optimize the
propulsive stage in order to reduce the propellant mass
ratio. The starting point is the existing solid stage. It is a
serious pedagogic objective, which enables development
of firing test structures which will be operated by
ONERA. In this facilities new combustion chamber,
nozzle and internal insulation developed by students will
be tested.
6.

AVIONICS

Early in the PERSEUS project, the first rocket
demonstrators had their own launch electrical architecture
based on the knowledge of individual contributors, which
seemed rather promising with respect to innovation. But
the main drawback is that it was difficult to keep alive all
these architectures through the turnover of students.
Finally, from 2012, an electrical architecture driven by the
Figure 7: the electrical heart of SERA-1
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In order to completely fulfill the main objectives of the
PERSEUS project, the development of a new electrical
architecture was initiated. As the architecture already
exists, a first step will be dedicated to analyze with
serenity new available technologies compliant with a
future innovative electrical architecture.

[5]
J. Ledogar, J. Hermetz, H. Sohier, J. Oswald, E.
Rantet - EOLE, an innovative flying test scale
demonstrator for air-launch-to-orbit autonomous systems
– ICAS 2012

7.

[7]
M. Prevost, P. Prevot - Design and development at
ONERA of a hybrid rocket motor – Space Propulsion
Atlanta 2012.

[6] – F. Laurendeau, W. Pollet - Flight thrust modulation
using hybrid propulsion system – IAC Cape Town 2011

CONCLUSION

The PERSEUS project has developed a network of
heterogeneous partners gathering youths and experts,
associations and industries. This network has generated
significant demonstrators (SERA-1, EOLE, MINERVA).
These demonstrators were finalized mainly because the
space dream can express itself through student’s activities
relayed by the supervision of the teachers, the engineers
and the senior expert.

[8]
J.-M. Astorg, R. Bec, C. Bernard-Lépine, K. de
Groote, F. Amourous – PERSEUS A Nanosatellite
Launch System Project Focusing on Innovation and
Education– IAC 2007 Hyderabad, India.
[9]
R. Bec, C. Bernard-Lepine, K. de Groote and F.
Amouroux - PERSEUS A Nanosatellite Launch System
Project Focusing on Innovation and Education 2nd
EUCASS 2007 Brussels, Belgium

All the part of the launch system are analyzed, developed
and tested within the PERSEUS project. Structural,
propulsion, avionics, etc…The performance of the
demonstrators which are in constant progression is also a
good way to keep this project attractive for students.

9

3P : Plateau Projet PERSEUS
AJSEP : Association Jeunesse Sciences Espace Passion
ARES : Advanced Rocket for Experimental Studies
CLC : Space Association of Students from Ecole Centrale
de Lyon
EPIP : Equipe Projet Intégrée PERSEUS (PERSEUS
integrated team?)
IMU : Inertial Measurement Unit
MEMS : MicroElectroMechanical Systems
MINERVA : Moteur INnovant Experimental pour les
Recherches sur les Vehicules Aerospatiaux
MTOW : Maximum Take Off Weight
OCTAVE : Space Association of Students from UEVE
PEGASE : Projet Etudiant Girondin Activités Sciences
Espace
PERSEUS : Projet Etudiant de Recherche Spatiale
Européen Universitaire et Scientifique
RSS : Release and Separation System (DSL in French)
SERA : Supersonic European Rocket ARES
SCUBE : Space Association of Students from ISAESupaero
STIM : Société de Tolerie Industrielle et Mécanique
UEVE : Université Evry Val d'Essonne

The number of partners (university or industry) could be
increased in order to provide more stable contributions to
the PERSEUS project to enable more complex realization.
Web site: http://www.perseus.fr
Contact: perseus@cnes.fr
8
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Launch Vehicle (NLV) which corresponds to more or
less powerful experimental rocket. They can work either
during the classical pedagogic frame proposed by their
university, either in a space association, or either as
researchers in a laboratory. The CNES, with the help of
partners, is coordinating all these activities in order to
achieve a complete life cycle of prototypes: objectives,
studies, development, realization, ground and flight test
and exploitation.

ABSTRACT
SERA-1 is the first supersonic rocket developed in the
frame of PERSEUS, a French project that promotes
students activities in space launch vehicle fields.
The objective of the rocket was to validate technologies
for supersonic flights (Mach > 1.2), to allow a complete
restitution of the trajectory and the atmosphere met
during the flight, and to qualify PERSEUS procedures
for the sizing of atmospheric demonstrators of a future
nanosatellites launcher. The project took place on
almost 2 school years from September, 2012 till June,
2014.
SERA-1 has successfully flown on May 7th, 2014 from
Esrange Space Center at Kiruna (Sweden) during a one
week students launch campaign as part of EASP
program. SERA-1 is a 3 m long, 25 kg lift-off mass
rocket that was propelled by a Pro98-6G Green3
CESARONI engine. It has reached an altitude of about
5 500 m with a maximum speed greater than Mach 1.3.

In the last ten years, the PERSEUS university network
has attracted more than 250 students per year, working
on 60 projects. Some studies have been extended
beyond France, reaching students, researchers and space
industries from different places in Europe. A step-bystep approach is the best way to guarantee a real
progress in the demonstrators, while respecting a
simplified version of management and procedures
usually used in the aerospace industry. A first overview
of the project is necessary to integrate the different
studies ending with ground demonstrations: avionics
and electrical technologies applications (range of OnBoard Computers and Inertial Measurement Unit),
advanced
propulsion
technologies
(bi-liquid
propulsion), materials technologies (composite,
combustion chamber, nozzle…).

THE PERSEUS PROJECT
Objectives
The PERSEUS project (Projet Etudiant de Recherche
Spatiale Européen Universitaire et Scientifique) belongs
to the program of preparation of the future of the CNES
Launcher Directorate, in consistency with the other
projects (R&T, X-Demonstrators …). PERSEUS
objectives are:
 To promote innovations and test promising
technologies applicable to space transportation
systems,
 To realize these activities by young peoples
within an university or associative frame,
driven by an educational initiative, increasing
their motivation for space jobs,
 To develop a set of ground and flight
demonstrators, enabling the definition of a
detailed preliminary project of a nanosatellites
launch system.

Main demonstrators in PERSEUS
In order to qualify these concepts and technologies,
different flight demonstrators are developed within the
framework of PERSEUS.
 The SERA rocket series with the successful
flight of SERA-1, which will be described in
this article,
 A flying test bench in order to test various
separation system of a rocket from the carrier;
this airborne carrier, EOLE, has been
developed and the flying campaigns have been
performed successfully at Saint Yan Airport,
 The works on a first ground test of a
Lox/Ethanol
bi-liquid
rocket
engine
(MINERVA); first firing tests of this engine
are expected before the end of 2015.

General overview
The guidelines of PERSEUS are that the motivated
students are invited to work on parts of global space
demonstrators at a subscale level of a Nanosatellites

_______________________________________
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The particularity and the interest of this project is the
strong implication of students in the design,
development, realization, and operations on the entire
rocket, associated with a multidisciplinary PERSEUS
project team to ensure the good realization of the
project.
The main objectives of this project were to:
 Achieve a supersonic flight (greater than Mach
1.2),
 Culminate above 5 km,
 Perform a dedicated launch campaign in an
operational space launch base,
 Have a strong implication of students in the
design, the development, the operations and the
exploitation of the rocket,
 Qualify and use a new engine inside PERSEUS
(CESARONI PRO 98-3G Green 3)

Figure 1: PERSEUS flight tests program

A complete presentation of PERSEUS project is given
in [1].

THE SERA-1 PROJECT
The SERA Rocket Series
In order to achieve the 100km suborbital flight goal, a
new series of rockets are currently under development.
These rockets, called SERA (Supersonic Experimental
Rocket ARES) are supersonic rockets with a high
degree of technologies, derived from ARES subsonic
experimental rockets launched in France and developed
by students’ team of various universities or French
engineering schools. The main objectives are to:
 Validate technologies that allow flights at
supersonic speed,
 Reach altitudes greater than 5 km, and
 Prepare the development of more powerful
rockets.

Figure 3: SERA-1 rocket overview

Organization and management in SERA-1

SERA rockets are part of the EASP initiative (Esrange
Andoya Special Project) and are launched from Esrange
(Kiruna, Sweden).

Three students’ teams were primary involved in the
development of the rocket and were in charge of the
conception, the development and a part of the
operations:
 S3, non-profit students association inside the
“Institut supérieur de l’aéronautique et de
l’espace” (ISAE)
 OCTAVE, non-profit students association
inside University of Evry Val d’Essonne
 aeroIPSA, non-profit students association
inside the “Ecole d’ingénieur de l’air et de
l’espace” (IPSA)

Introduction of SERA-1

In addition, several projects have been made in different
university to help the definition of the rocket. For
instance, students in a multi-year project inside ISAE
have defined and test the fins of SERA-1.

Figure 2: Mission patch

SERA-1 is the first French supersonic rocket developed
by students since 1998 and the 20th rocket developed
inside PERSEUS.
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For the first time in PERSEUS, an external payload has
been integrated in the rocket. This payload was
developed by students from Lulea University of
Technology based at Kiruna. The experiment, called
MADS (Magnetic Attitude and Determination System)
aimed to design an attitude determination system
relying on a single sensor: a magnetometer.
As it was also the first time in PERSEUS that there was
a rocket project launched outside France and with the
collaboration of several universities, a dedicated
organization has been put in place. The project and
quality management was entrusted to Bertin
Technologies for its ability to manage complex project
associated with a project team constituted of GAREF
AEROSPATIAL and IPSA.

Figure 5: First version of the rocket assemble

Technical description
The approach for project management is based on
simplified industrial management procedure elaborated
in accordance with CNES (management by phases and
reviews).
Project reviews are very important as it:
 Allows students to introduce their works and
achievements to recognized experts of various
disciplines
(structure,
aerodynamic,
propulsion, avionics…), and
 Gives a go/nogo for the following activities.

SERA-1 integrates a mix of robust sub-systems
developed inside PERSEUS for several years and
innovative technologies.
Particularly, SERA-1 is characterized by:
 Optimized electronic case,
 Patch antenna with a 360° emission,
 Lightweight structure based on patented
composite materials process (tubes, fins, thrust
plate),
 Radio transparency fibre-glass fairing,
 Nose cone with pressure probes in additive
layer manufacturing (aluminium powder),
 Reliable recovery system based on the release
of two different parachutes,
 External payload MADS,
 Off-the-shell engine: CESARONI PRO98 6G
Green 3,
 Complete restitution of the trajectory.

Figure 4: SERA-1 project reviews

During the development of the rocket, each team had its
own role and was in charge of dedicated sub-systems.
Nevertheless, different teams can be involved in the
same subsystems. Taking into account return of
experience of past projects, a common integration site
was implemented to perform final assembly, integration
and tests (AIT) of the rocket. About ten dedicated
sessions were necessary to suit the planning and to have
a validated rocket before sending it to Kiruna.
Figure 6: SERA-1 technological decomposition
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A more detailed description of technical sub-systems is
given in the last paper presented during the ESA PAC
conference in 2013 [2].

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
The launch campaign took place at Esrange from May
Sunday 4th May 2014 to Wednesday 9th May 2014 with
more than 40 people involved including nearly 30
students. Only a part of involved students on SERA-1
had the opportunity to participate to this launch
campaign, mostly for logistics and budget reasons. It
has been given like a reward for their work on the
rocket and a chance to be an actor of the flight.

System analysis was performed at the beginning of the
project to set the requirements for SERA-1. These
calculations showed that, to achieve a supersonic speed
with sufficient margin, the mass of the rocket without
engine had to be 12 kg. During all the development
phases, this mass objective has been carefully followed.
Finally, as presented on table 1, the mass objective has
been achieved.

The campaign has been decomposed in 2 parts:
 A first week of “Pre-campaign”, with a
reduced team of 4 people, in order to prepare
the logistics, safety issues and to finalize
organization of the launch campaign;
 Then a second week of “Launch campaign”
with the rest of the operational team to conduct
the flight and a first post-flight data analysis.

Final mass budget
Payload (MADS Experiment)
Upper part (inc. Fairing & P/L support)
Carbon fibre tubes
Composites Fins
Separation system
Recovery system
Electrical systems
Pressure & Vibrations deported sensors
Cameras
Telemetry
Engine (loaded)
TOTAL
Mass w/o engine

0.25
0.75
2.9
1.9
0.7
1.7
2.8
0.5
0.3
0.25
13.2
25.3
12.1

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

Operations have started on Monday 5th May morning
with a guided tour of Esrange. Then, teams had a first
look at all the equipment and the different parts of the
rocket to ensure no problem during the transportation
occurred. Launch campaign participants have then been
split into dedicated teams: Rocket team, telemetry team,
launcher team, engine team and final operation team.
On Tuesday 6th, teams have prepared the rocket, make
the last working tests with the MADS payload and
verified that all parameters was nominal and systems
working well.

Table 1: Final mass budget

System analysis and pre-flight trajectory
In PERSEUS project, several tools/softwares have been
developed to help the design of suborbital rockets.
These tools are continuously improving using the
experience feedback of the different projects. For
SERA-1, the system loop relied on:
 Calculation of the aerodynamic coefficient,
 3DDL trajectory simulation of the rocket
(ANDROMEDE),
 Stability analysis.
Several system loops have been performed at the
various stage of the project taking into account the
evolution of the design. These calculations have
particularly allowed to make sensibility analysis on the
launcher inclination and the dry mass, and to check the
static margin of the rocket.

Figure 7: Students at work

Wednesday 7th was our first launch window with
Thursday 8th in backup in case of bad weather
conditions. During the morning, a practice countdown
was performed to test all the operations, including an
engine firing simulation. This practice countdown has
conduct to adjust the chronology and to identify minor
problems that have been solved for the hot countdown.
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DATA EXPLOITATION
Overview of the flight
The different characteristic times encountered during
the flight are shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 8: Rocket on launcher
Figure 10: Flight chronology

The hot countdown has started the same day at 2 PM.
Thanks to the practice in the morning, the hot
countdown was very smooth and no major problem
occurred. Rocket has finally lift-off during the foreseen
time slot on Wednesday afternoon. SERA-1 has
perfectly flown and has been quickly recovered thanks
to the anticipated impact perimeter and the GPS beacon
embedded on the main parachute. After the flight, a
preliminary exploitation review has been made at
Esrange to present the first results and videos of the
flight.

Measurement plan
SERA-1 is an experimental rocket and the measurement
plan and data exploitation are part of the objectives. The
measurement plan used on SERA-1 is detailed in Fig.
11 and consists of the measurements of:
 Inertial parameters,
 Muti-axis magnetics field,
 Vibration in the fairing,
 Pressures at different points: static pressure
(inside and outside the rocket), total pressure,
rocket incidence and base pressure,
 Video cameras to visualise the rocket
behaviour (one towards the horizon and one
downward centred on a fin)
 Payload magnetic experiment

Figure 9: Recovery in perfect state

Unfortunately, after the flight, we discovered that
MADS experiment haven’t worked. A first investigation
was done on site and quickly, the problem was
identified: the ignition signal that should have started
the payload hadn’t been detected. Further investigations
were performed in France after the campaign and finally
the origin of the problem was a technical issue on the
amperometric claw that was used to detect intensity of
the ignition signal. For the next rockets, payload
requirements will be changed to use another mean to
detect ignition.

Figure 11: SERA-1 Measurement plan
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Flight data analysis
Data exploitation is a project on its own and several
exploitations have been made or are always in progress.
We present here some extracts of these analysis.
The main flight parameters obtained after the flight are
shown in Table 2.
Trajectory parameters
Altitude
Culmination
Mach max
Relative velocity
Maximum longitudinal acceleration
Maximum dynamic pressure
Maximul thrust

5 450
5 150
> 1.3
405
10.7
140
2.5

m
m
m/s
m/s²
KPa
kN

Table 2: Flight data
Figure 13: Pre-flight trajectory and real impact point

Firstly, on Fig. 12, the trajectory is restored using the
two IMUs.

Another way to retrieve the trajectory and the attitude of
the rocket is to use magnetometers. One of the main
interest of magnetometers is the absence of derive
compared to classical IMU and the precision achieved if
correctly calibrated.

Figure 12: Trajectory

Note that in this graph, Mach value is underestimated
because of the exploitation method used in this
calculation.

Figure 14: Trajectory obtained by magnetometers

The trajectory obtained is presented on Fig. 14. The
blue sphere corresponds to the magnetic field in all
directions. The red line is the points of the magnetic
field measured during the flight of the rocket starting
from the exit of the launcher (T0 + 2.27s) until
culminating (T0 + 31.54s).

This trajectory was conformed to our pre-flight
calculation that was provided to SSC for safety studies.
The pre-flight calculation is presented in Fig.13 (thrust
phase in red and ballistic phase in green). The grey zone
on Fig. 13 was the estimated impact area under
parachute calculated with wind forecast and the point in
yellow is the real impact point. There is a very good
correlation between the real flight of the rocket and the
pre-flight trajectory.

The accelerations are presented on Fig. 15. We can see
on this figure a difference with the two IMUs that
maybe due to the difference of positioning of these
IMUs in the rocket. The thrust law recover has small
difference with the reference obtained during
qualification test (blue dash line). One interesting fact
extract from Fig. 15 is the ignition delay. Indeed,
Cesaroni engines are known to have a long ignition
delay. This is not important for a single stage rocket but
as we planned to develop in the future a two stages
rocket, ignition delay has to be managed. In SERA-1,
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the Cesaroni Pro98 6G has been modified to integrate a
Pro38 to ignite the rocket motor. This modification has
permitted to reduce the ignition delay to about 1.6
seconds as we can see on Fig.15 (T0 corresponding to
the igniter burn).

CONCLUSION
Since the last publication of ARES rocket status
presented in 2013, a significant step has been reach with
the development of SERA-1 and the use of a
professional launch site, Esrange. This project has
allowed realizing a supersonic rocket project from the
preliminary design to the exploitation in a student
context. This has been done thanks to the previous
experience achieved in the project with the realization
of about twenty rockets. SERA-1 is also the first real
inter-association
project
with
Swedish-French
collaboration inside PERSEUS.
SERA-1 was a great success for PERSEUS and opens
the path to the development of a family of supersonic
rocket with a strong implication of students.
Management rules and technical documentation will
serve as reference for future rocket developments.

Figure 15 : Acceleration X, Y, Z

In terms of results, the primary objectives have been
achieved with a supersonic flight and a good restitution
of the trajectory. We have demonstrated that the rocket
has reached more than Mach 1.3 with a culmination of
about 5200 m. This makes it a record inside PERSEUS
project. The rocket was recovered in a very good state
under the two system parachutes.
The main problem encountered was on the payload
MADS that hasn’t worked due to a detection problem.
Nevertheless, this cooperation has been rich in exchange
and collaboration. It was the first time that a PERSEUS
rocket has to manage a completely external payload.

Finally, the maximum longitudinal acceleration of the
rocket is about 10.7 g very close to the value calculated
with ANDROMEDE, our homemade 3DOF simulation
tool. We can also see the exit of the launcher at 2.2s.

The next rocket, SERA-2, is planned for April 2016 at
Esrange. It will confirm the design with an extended
measurement plan and validate the new organization in
the project.
Figure 16: Static pressure measured during the flight

Finally, with the development of SERA1 rocket,
PERSEUS proposes a unique initiative to work on an
entire supersonic rocket. PERSEUS is always looking
for motivated students’ team to work on these projects!

Last figure presented, Fig. 16, shows the evolution of
static pressure during the flight. The gap between
parietal pressure (in brown and dark blue) with Sysnav
pressure (measurement inside the box of the IMU) in
Fig.16 can be explained by the emptying phenomena
(diminution of atmospheric pressure with altitude). The
red line is very interesting. It represents a parietal static
pressure at the base of the rocket between two fins. We
can clearly see the transonic phase due to the transonic
shockwave displacement with this pressure probe.

Contact: perseus@cnes.fr

In conclusion, the main objective of SERA-1 has
been achieved with a maximum speed greater than
Mach 1.3.
Figure 17: SERA-1 Launch Campaign Teams
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ABSTRACT
The Norwegian Centre for Space-related Education (NAROM) has a mandate to teach about space
and space technology in four Nordic countries, Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, via the
Nordic European Space Education Resources Office (ESERO). The geographical distances in the
Nordic countries make it difficult for any one entity such as NAROM to coordinate teaching
comprehensively. Identification, delegation of responsibility and support to local teachers is therefore
paramount. An important tool in this respect is advanced teacher training which employs flexible
teaching methods. This paper is a discussion of how flexible teaching is implemented within Nordic
ESERO’s advanced teacher training.

1.

expanded to include Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
Finland under the moniker of Nordic ESERO.

INTRODUCTION

The Norwegian Centre for Space-related Education
(NAROM) was established at Andøya Space Center
(ASC) in 2000 as non-commercial national center of
education and school laboratory, which has a
mandate from the Norwegian government to
contribute to recruiting to the Norwegian Space
industry as well as generally increasing interest for
STEM subjects [1].

The teaching discussed here is done within the
Nordic ESERO project collaboration [3].
Within Nordic ESERO we strive to replicate as much
as it is possible, the positive elements of the
framework by holding both workshops and field
courses at either ASC or other facilities like science
centers and planetaria around the Nordic countries.

It is not possible to graduate at NAROM, yet
teaching and development of teaching is done in
close collaboration with schools and universities. Its
location at Andøya Space Center makes it possible
for NAROM to use the unique research
infrastructure present to provide teaching, seminars
and conferences, while also partaking in such
activities nationally and internationally.

In addition, inciting enthusiasm for the subject is so
important to us that we elevate it from being a tool
to achieve learning to one of the main goals besides
learning. Collectively, we formulate the goal of
Nordic ESERO’s teaching as “Inspiration through
learning”.
In this article, we discuss our method further and
report on the difficulties of quantifying the
seemingly successful results of our teaching in terms
of creating a system of evaluation, which provides
meaningful data.

NAROM is responsible for a spaceship simulator,
Spaceship Aurora, as well as several web-based,
space-related teaching resources. In 2014, about
3500 students and teachers participated in
NAROM’s activities.
The European Agency (ESA) has established several
European Space Education Resources Offices
(ESERO) throughout Europe in order to contribute
to the recruiting in the STEM subjects [2]. Support
is given to schools directly but also via resources and
other material as well as teacher training.

ESERO Norway was established at ASC in 2009 in
collaboration with NAROM. In 2013 the office was
_______________________________________
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easily be adapted to. See below for an example of
how we do this.
In order to achieve “inspiration through learning” we
need to identify what may be called ambassador
teachers (AT), i.e. teachers, who will carry their
enthusiasm for space into their local environment
(school, school district, etc.).
Identifying these teachers can be a rather complex
process, and is surely not done by finding the most
extrovert teacher from every course, for example.
Instead, we adjust our teaching to encourage
participants to discover for themselves that space
science and technology is something about which
they can be enthusiastic.
Nordic ESERO’s activities can be categorized as:
1.
2.
3.

With science outreach we mean activities like visits
to schools, public talks and science fairs which we
either support or conduct ourselves, as well as a
pronounced presence on internet and social media
which is under development.

Image 1: Andøya Space Center as seen from above.
The town of Andenes and the Middle Atmosphere
ALOMAR Radar System [4] are visible in the
background with the rocket launch pads in
foreground. (Credit: Andøya Space Center)

2.

Science outreach
Learning-based workshops
CPD-courses

Workshops, which are another traditional science
outreach activity, are conducted by NAROM and
Nordic ESERO with increased focus on learning as
compared to science outreach. Very often, the
workshops consist of one or two days of activities
with a particular classroom-related goal, like
adaptation of rocket science to school teaching, for
example.

METHOD AND IMPLEMENTATION

The main bulk of NAROM’s teaching activity
naturally happens at Andøya Space Center, which
leads to a rather specialized framework for teaching.
The facilities at ASC, which include strong
atmospheric lidar systems, the world’s most
advanced meteor radar and a spaceship simulator,
make up a remarkably unique learning environment,
which, in addition, is more authentic than what e.g.
science-based visitor centers like planetaria may
provide. ASC is located around five kilometres from
the nearest town, tugged away behind a mountain
range, where classrooms have a view of the sea and
white, sandy (but very cold) beaches, which combine
well with the infrastructure surrounding the students
to make them want to stay there, while not providing
significant distractions to the learning process.

The workshops are often planned around the content
of our half-year CPD courses, such that workshops
effectively function as a teaser for the longer-term
activities.
Nordic ESERO’s catalogue of CPD offers courses
which range from one to two semesters in length and
are worth 10 ECTS-credits. The methodology of the
courses is based on flexible teaching methods, i.e.
there are web-based activities such as exercises and
midterm exams followed by a home exam. We
implement a variation of the didactic method of
teaching [5], which is in widespread use in the
Nordic countries. The home exam consists of
teachers developing teaching for their own very
concrete teaching environments, which includes
their local curriculum. It is worth pointing out that
the teachers, not we, adapt what they have learned to
their local framework.

The two main challenges we can identify lie
therefore in other areas: the different curricula in
each country and the geographical distances between
scattered populations. Of these, we focus on the
distance mostly, since the different curricula can
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As an example we will discuss the course “Below the
polar skies”, which Nordic ESERO runs at the
University of Nordland in Norway [6].

afternoon of guided mathematical calculations
during which the teachers will both experience and
overcome a measure of frustration with the subject.

The course’s topical content can be described as
solar activity monitoring, space weather and related
research, solar physics and aurora, relevant
instrumentation and observations. It is directed
towards science teachers with sometimes only basic
understanding of mathematics and IT.

We hope to provide the teacher with a confidence
boost, which will allow her to become more open to
new ideas and using all the different aspects of space
and space exploration to her advantage in class.
Combined with an inspiring course and resulting in
new teaching for her own class, we have, hopefully,
found an AT.

The participants have to complete obligatory tasks
during the course of the semester, which include
participation and reporting from a field course at
Andøya Space Center and passing two midway
exercises. At the end of the semester, there is a home
exam, which consists of the participants assembling
a full description of a 6-hour school teaching
programme related to the topics of the course, but fit
into their local curricula. The exam is meant to be
usable by teachers with no background in science,
which means that a thoroughly written background
text on the chosen topic needs to be prepared as well.

Once identified, it is important to follow and nurture
the ATs’ newly found or increased fondness for the
subject. Our approach to the follow-up is chosen
based on the respective teacher in question. It may
include financial support for school projects, making
available resources from ESA and ESERO to the
school or even traveling to and contributing to
workshops at the respective school.

The underlying, less apparent goal of this course
may be formulated as “learning about mathematics
and its role in science.”
Aurora and the interaction between the solar wind
and the Earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere
provide a great example of why mathematics is
necessary to understand the phenomena, which
modern research in physics focuses on. We assume
that the mathematics involved in understanding such
complex phenomena like magnetic reconnection or
atomic excitation will be difficult to grasp within the
time frame of the course even for best of the
mathematics teachers, and note again that we also
allow teachers with very little background in physics
or mathematics, if at all, into the courses.

Image 2: The solution to one of the exercises the
participants have to pass before attending the field
course is drawn up on the smartboard and discussed
in detail. (Credit: Nordic ESERO)

3.

This seems at first to be counter-intuitive until the
goal formulated above is examined more closely. We
do not want to teach how to solve systems of
differential equations; we want to teach the role
mathematics plays in modern physics and, indeed, in
all of modern science. We aim to make the point that
it is a tool, which one should not be afraid of, but
amazed by. If the teacher leaves our course knowing
that she will be able to understand mathematics and
physics, given enough time to study, we have been
successful, since we want the teacher’s students to
carry that attitude as well. The teacher’s previous
level of mathematical knowledge plays only little
role here.

DISCUSSION OF EXAMPLE CASES

The role of AT can include varied tasks and duties.
Some active AT start their own projects, some
organize meetings and workshops, while others
travel around and present space-related topics as
participants of conferences and workshops.
What is in common for all, is that some
responsibility is delegated from Nordic ESERO to
these teachers.
A perfect example of what we mean by this is the
case of a lower secondary science teacher from the
Österbotten district in Finland, which we, for
purposes of convenience will call AT 1.
After successful completion of the course “Below
the polar skies” in 2012 AT 1 and a colleague from

To that end, we extend our field course to 5 days of
between 10-12 hours of work, including a whole
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he same district took contact with respect to a
Finnish version of the Norwegian “Space Suitcase”,
which is offered by NAROM [7]. The responsibility
for developing and lending out the Finnish space
suitcase was delegated to AT 1, who jumped into the
project with great enthusiasm. Today, two such
suitcases exist, available for schools in the Swedishspeaking parts of Finland. Nordic ESERO’s role in
this project was limited to financial support.

4.

CONCLUSION

One of the main challenges is that we, per definition,
look for intangible qualities, when attempting to find
ATs. This means that we have to provide an
environment for the AT to “discover themselves”. In
section 2 we discussed our approach to finding ATs
and in section 3 how to nurture and follow up ATs.
Sometimes, however, we do not even know that we
have found an AT and thus can provide only limited
support. In one case, the dean of a school in the
Southern Finnish district of Raseborg and a college
from the same school, participated in one of our
courses and stood out in no way as possible ATs.

In addition to the space suitcase, AT 1 is the driving
force behind a science and space-related blog [8],
where Nordic ESERO contributes by content.
Personal follow-up in the aftermath of the course in
2012 has also led to AT 1 and the author of this
article co-teaching “Below the polar skies” since
2014.

Some weeks after completion of the course
information about monthly “space nights” for the
district’s science teachers reached us via social
media. Establishing contact to get to know more
about these space nights or even providing support
of some sort to them proved difficult, but to the best
of our knowledge, the space nights still happen.

AT 1 is far from being alone. Another example
would be a teacher from the Dalarna district in
Sweden (AT 2) who also teaches at the lower
secondary level. AT 2 is an avid participant in
conferences and workshops, and has, after successful
completion of the course “Space in the classroom”
[9] started to obtain a more active role in these
conferences. AT 2 has since taken two more Nordic
ESERO-related courses and travels to gain
knowledge herself, but also to talk about Nordic
ESERO and its advantages at outside events.

This illustrates perfectly where the challenges lie. In
order to evaluate success, we need to quantify it in
some way. There are incomplete measures like the
number of teachers applying to take further courses
after their first one, for example. In addition,
NAROM possesses a powerful evaluation tool,
which is geared towards the shorter field courses that
otherwise make up much of its activities. A suitable
combination of the two as a better approximation to
an actual, valid assessment is not easily attained.

AT 2 also applied for and managed to get time for
her class and, indeed her school to communicate
with ESA astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti in the
spring of 2015 [10].

As is discussed in section 3, there is rather strong
anecdotal evidence for the success of our program,
but the challenge remains, that we, at the present
time, cannot quantify the long-term effect our
teaching has on the participants in our activities.

There are many such stories, but most of these, we
only hear about by coincidence, since involvement
by Nordic ESERO is not quite as obvious and direct
as in the cases of ATs 1 and 2.
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ABSTRACT
3

Cat-2 Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV)
activities of the Engineering Model (EM) and the Flight
Model (FM) are being carried out at present. The
Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS)
and Flight Software (FSW) validation campaigns will
be performed at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
(UPC) during the incomings months. An analysis and
verification of the 3Cat-2 key mission requirements has
been performed. The main results are summarized in
this work.
INTRODUCTION
The P(Y) & C/A ReflectOmeter (PYCARO) payload
has been successfully tested for the second time during
the BEXUS 19 experiment over boreal forests North of
Sweden. Results are presented in a companion paper [1]
(TORMES: A Multi-Constellation GNSS-R Experiment
on BEXUS 17 and 19). The mission now includes the
capability to perform Global Navigation Satellite
Systems Reflectometry (GNSS-R) multi-constellation
observations. GNSS-Reflectometry scientific objectives
will be achieved using dual-polarization Right Hand
Circular Polarization (RHCP) and Lelft Hand Circular
Polarization (LHCP), and dual-frequency (L1 and L2)
multi-constellation signals (GPS, GLONASS and
Galileo). A payload mission scheduler is being
developed for the on-board orchestration of the
scientific operations. The scheduler allows to predict
on-board the reflectometry events over the ellipsoid,
including land, ocean and cryosphere targets surfaces.

Fig. 1. Image of the 3Cat-2 Engineering Model (EM).
time and the cost [2]. Figure 1 shows the platform and
its main components: two VHF/UHF transceivers, Sband transmitter, Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) and
additional battery pack, On-Board Computer (OBC),
and 3-axis ADCS (IMU, photodiodes, magnetorquers).
The 3Cat-2 mass is in the range m = [7 kg, 12 kg], the
average power generated on-board is ~ 6 W and the
expected payload data volume is up to ~ 10 MB per day.
ORBIT EVOLUTION ANALYSIS
The launch campaign of the 3Cat-2 is scheduled for the
first quarter of 2016. 3Cat-2 nominal orbit is SunSynchronous (SSO) with a Local Time of Ascending
Node (LTAN) of 6 h (baseline), and an orbit height in
the range H ref = [610 km, 700 km]. The orbit evolution

THE PLATFORM
The 3Cat-2 mission is constrained to a CubeSat
platform. Several studies were performed in 2012 using
1U, 2U and 6U CubeSat platforms with and without
deployable structures for the accommodation of the
GNSS-R nadir-looking antenna array. Finally a 6U
structure was selected to minimize the development

analysis takes into account the atmospheric drag
(Jachhia- Bowman model [3]), the solar activity (ECSSE-ST-10-04C [4]), the Earth’s gravity up to J4 zonal
harmonic (NASA-MSFC-MSAFE geomagnetic activity
[5]; EIGEN-GL04C Earth’s gravity model [6]), and
perturbations by third bodies (Sun and Moon).
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Fig. 2. Orbit evolution analysis as a function of the ballistic coefficient and the lifetime: Variation of the orbit mean
altitude for a) H ref = 613 km, and b) H ref = 696.7 km. Mean LTAN variations for c) H ref = 613 km, and d) H ref =
696.7 km. (Credits: Stefania Cornara, Deimos Space).
The 3Cat-2 effective drag area for GNSS-R operations is
Aeff = 0.0226 mm2 (equal to the smallest CubeSat

range H ref = [536 km, 584 km] with very short RC
orbits and large revisit time. In this altitude range there
are no orbits that enable the fulfillment of the coverage
requirement with an across-track angle of 35º imposed
by the nadir-looking antenna array beam-width. If the
injection orbital altitude is in the range H ref = [610 km,

surface), while for GNSS-Radio Occultations is Aeff =
0.0771 mm2 (equal to a cross-section of 226.3 mm x
340.5 mm). To complete the CubeSat configuration, the
mass is considered in the analysis. It is in the range m
= [7 kg, 12 kg]. The analysis is performed as a function
of the ballistic coefficient Bc as:

Bc 

m
Aeff CD

,

700 km], the operational orbit does not cross the
exclusion range for revisit time  10 days. These
results show that the main mission objective (GNSS-R)
is satisfied with at least 12 days of revisit time with a
down-looking antenna array beam-width of 70º.
Furthermore, if the orbit altitude is maintained in the
nominal range during the mission lifetime, even a revisit
time of 6 days can be achieved.

(1)

where CD is the drag coefficient. Two effective drag
areas have been used, the first equal to the smallest
surface and the second equal to the smallest surface
increases by its 20% to account for transition from
GNSS-R (nominal mode) to GNSS-RO (secondary
mode) operations. Results show that even in the most
critical case ( Bc = 117.17 kg/m2 and an altitude H ref =

PAYLOAD MISSION SCHEDULER
In a near future, four GNSS constellations will cover the
Earth with navigation signals: GPS (24 Medium Earth
Orbit (MEO) operational satellites), GLONASS (24
MEO operational satellites), Galileo (27 MEO
operational satellites) and COMPASS (3 Inclined
GeoSynchronous Orbit (IGSO), 27 MEO and 5
Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit (GEO) operational
satellites). Additionally, three regional constellations
will increase the number of available signals for Remote
Sensing purposes: QZSS (3 GeoSynchronous Orbit
(GSO) operational satellites), IRNSS (3 GEO and 4
GSO operational satellites), and BEIDOU (5 GEO
operational satellites). As a consequence of this amount
of simultaneous signals of opportunity, the spatial
coverage obtained by the nadir-looking antenna is
characterized by an irregular grid with several gaps. The
3
Cat-2 mission will use GPS, GLONASS and Galileo
signals. The spatio-temporal sampling is evaluated onboard to perform the scheduling of the GNSS-R
activities autonomously as a function of the elevation
angle and the number of satellites in view. The
Simplified General Perturbation 4 (SGP4) orbit

613 km) the altitude decay is 3 km (Figs. 2 a and b) and
the LTAN increment (Figs. 2 c and d) is 5.5 min in a 3
years time period. Therefore, the orbit is stable and
there is no need to use a propulsion subsystem.
EARTH GLOBAL COVERAGE STUDY
GNSS-R coverage mission requirements have been
evaluated using the baseline nominal orbit. Figure 3
shows the across-track angle required to achieve the
goal of global coverage within a revisit time from 6 to
10 days as a function of the orbit altitude in the range
H ref = [500 km, 750 km]. SSOs with a Repeat Cycle 1
(RC) of 20 days or less have been considered. There is a
1

Orbits with larger RC provide a better compromise between
the temporal sampling (revisit time) and the spatial sampling
(coverage grid).
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Fig. 3. Maximum across-track angle required for global coverage from 6 to 10 days of revisit time as a function of the
reference orbit altitude. (Credits: Stefania Cornara, Deimos Space).

Fig. 4. Number of specular reflection points over the geoid as a function of their latitude for a) GPS, b) GLONASS and
c) Galileo (5 satellites). Parameters: Full elevation range [0º, 90º], all satellites in view, temporal sampling 100 s.
with the main scientific requirements in terms of orbit
parameters: orbit stability, global coverage, and revisit
time. Three selected observation areas over the Earth
will cover land, ocean and cryosphere targets surfaces.
The orbit stability will allow to cover these targets with
approximately the same spatio-temporal sampling
properties during the extended mission lifetime of 3
years.

propagator [7] is used to propagate the orbit parameters
of the GNSS satellites (transmitters) and the 3Cat-2
(receiver) using properly Two Line Elements
(TLEs).The position of the specular points2 over the
ellipsoid is then calculated. The distribution of the
specular reflection points as a function of their latitude
is shown in Figs. 4 a, b, and c respectively for GPS,
GLONASS and Galileo. The scenario corresponds to
the nominal orbit of the 3Cat-2 during 1 day and with a
temporal sampling in the along-track direction of 100 s.
All the operational satellites of each GNSS constellation
are used in the simulation and the full-range of elevation
angles is used.
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In this paper, the development process and experiment
conduction of the COUGAR experiment flown on
BEXUS 18 is described. The aim is to describe the
development process in detail to provide information for
future experiments on how to avoid common pit-falls in
the planing, development and conducting of a student
experiment. This includes the illustration of the initial
idea and experiment proposal, how the concept of the
different subsystems developed over time and finally the
experiment actually conducted in Autumn 2014.
Especially factors that led to additional and
unanticipated delays are highlighted, along with others
that are specific to the processes inside a student project
team.

the provided E-Link connection. On the balloon the
second part consists of a relay box which converts data
from the ethernet based E-Link to the custom RF link.
To achieve this, a BeagleBone Black is used to connect
to the on-board ethernet. It interfaces a COTS
transceiver module which generates the packages on the
custom RF link. This signal is then amplified in an
discrete amplifier element and send through an antenna
hanging from the lower side of the gondola. The
BeagleBone is also used to record the data of the onboard sensors: An altimeter, an accelerator, an rotation
rate sensor and a GPS receiver. Furthermore it is
controlling the state of the on-board camera which films
the ground below the gondola to provide further data for
post flight attitude determination. Power is supplied via
several DC/DC converters which are supplied from the
on-board batteries. The custom RF link sends data to the
rover, which has a nearly identical copy of the gondola
experiment box onboard. The BeagleBone in the rover
unit forwards the received data to an Arduino board
which controls the rover actuators and monitors the
wheel positional encoders.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The COUGAR experiment started as a project within
the international Master in Space Science and
technology (“Space Master”) during the programs stay
at the university in Würzburg. The start was only weeks
after the start of the round, and the team members had
never met before. The team consisted of a large group of
people from various backgrounds whose primary
common motive was to conduct some hands on project
work, making the initial project idea quite extensive as
everyone included their favorite topic into the
experiment. Therefore the final proposal included
several separate experiments: A rover; a robotic arm; a
vision system with depth-perception and post-flight
attitude sensing; and a RF communication link. The plan
was to control the rover over the RF link using feedback
from the vision system and commanding the robotic arm
to perform pick-up operations and sample collection
while navigating a test bed. The commands and video
information was to be relayed over the RF link to the
BEXUS balloon as a relay station and the provided ELink provided by ESRANGE to an operator at a
computer.

WORK DISTRIBUTION
Due to the team members not knowing each other at the
start of the project, it was difficult to assess the
workload and experience which everyone could expect
from the others. Over the course of the project, it
showed that often people expected work to be done by
another team member for which they didn't have the
background for. This led to frustration as some team
members started to cut out others from the development
and manufacturing process. This lead to a significant
reduction in potential workload without leading to an
decrease in the project goals. The final part of the
project was worked on by just a few core members.
•

SYSTEM HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The experiment hardware consisted of three parts. The
operator is using a standard PC to access the network
which connects the ground to the balloon gondola via

If it is not known what the abilities of each
team member is, start with distributing small
work packages
◦ This leads to short term moments of
success or less reliance on assumed
abilities which the project relies on
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•

Lessons to be learned from this project include the
following:

A project is an opportunity to learn, but limit
the unknowns in the vital systems
◦ It is much less stressful to perform new
activities in systems which can be allowed
to fail without risking the minimal success
level of the project.

•

A minimal viable solution should be done first,
not last!

Even if it seems that there is no code reuse between the
minimal solution and the projected final one, this
approach already leads to the discovery of particularities
with the used hardware, as experience with the control
can be gathered.

ON-BOARD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The on-board software was planned to run on a
BeagleBone Black utilizing the Linux operating system.
To control the rover, IP packets were to be bridged over
the custom RF link and any routing activity should be
conducted by the Linux network stack. Data recording
was planned to be performed by just starting a preexisting packet dumping application on the Linux
running BeagleBones. The on-board software should
present a network device to the operating system. On the
other side, the driver had to interface the external RF
module via its SPI interface. Due to the packet and
buffer layout of the RF module interface, IP packets had
to be broken down into smaller pieces before being send
and then reassembled on the other side of the RF link.
The RF module signals the state of the data buffers via
dedicated digital signal lines, which then had to create
interrupts on the BeagleBone software.

•

Fail early

The sooner an approach is identified as being unfeasible
or to time consuming, the lesser is the impact on the
overall project. Personal ambition should not lead to a
high risk for the success of the project when applied to
vital parts of the development.
•

At least four eyes for software

In software development, it has proven useful to let
other persons review code to find errors peculiar to an
individual developer. Furthermore this leads to a
reduction in risk as the development isn't stopped if a
person has to reduce its involvement or leaves the team.
ROVER SOFTWARE

There was no prior experience with Linux kernel
module development within the team. This has lead to
significant underestimation of the differences in
development for kernel modules and Linux applications.
Especially the usage of libraries for ease of development
is not possible in the kernel space. Also the historically
grown API of the three different kernel subsystems with
which had to be interacted cost time in the learning
process. Finally the limited options for debugging when
running a kernel module, which has the potential of
crashing the whole system instead of just an application,
made the development process more difficult. The last
point was partially mitigated by testing the network
stack dependent portions inside a virtual machine on the
development machine instead of the BeagleBone,
making crash recovery much easier.

The control of the drive motors and robotic arm servos
on the rover platform was achieved using an Arduino
microcontroller board. It was selected due to its ease of
use and sufficient PWM output capabilities. The
Arduino ran a software that accepted simple command
strings from the beagle bone via its serial interface.
Although the rover was successfully commanded from a
PC and during preparations, there were two serious
problems during the campaign. The commands in the
Arduino were coded in such a way that a different single
character was chosen for different commands. This was
done to keep the commands short and therefore reduce
the load on the custom RF link. During the flight
operation of the experiment, the received signal was
however altered due to the noise which resulted in
random characters being received as commands. This
not only gave random commands to the rover which
subsequently went out of control, but it also generated
so many false commands that the serial line buffer of the
Arduino software overflow and subsequently stopped
reacting to any further commands.

The factors mentioned slowed the development down.
Furthermore since this software was only worked on by
one person, there was no independent review of the
code. Personal ambition nonetheless lead to work on
this software being continued to only days before the
launch date. In the end, the whole software was replaced
with a minimal solution, which just provided a
unidirectional serial-like connection. This enabled
control of the rover via simple commands but gave no
direct feedback to the operator, nor performed integrity
checks on the received characters. This lead to problems
during the campaign, as corrupted data paralyzed the
rover control.

•
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Never trust the integrity of external data
◦ The usage of command which are more
robust against errors in the transmission
and discarding of faulty commands these
problems could have been mitigated.

RF ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT

the fact that the copper wire supplied with the kit was
outfitted with an invisible clear coating which prevented
solder to connect properly. Therefore The ends of the
coil wires were cut of partially to use the blank copper
for soldering. Another problem were the connection of
the in- and output of the amplifier. Initially the
instructions were followed and two coaxial cables were
directly soldered to the PCB. This however was
unsatisfactory as, as described before, soldering of the
shielding tot he ground plane of the PCB was difficult
due to the high thermal conductivity of both parts.
More-so, the resulting connection was mechanically
weak and prone to damage during assembly. This
among other things lead to problems during the thermalvacuum test. Therefore it was decided to use spare SMD
RF connectors which were procured for the switching
board. Due to their geometry, they had to be soldered
using the reflow-oven. There some problems arise due
to uneven heating due to the high thermal mass of the
connectors compared to other SMD components. This
has lead to worse soldering joints, although they were
satisfactory for all subsequent tests.

The expertise on RF electronic development was limited
within the team, although it was thought that the project
presented an opportunity to gather experience within
this field. Due to the use of COTS RF transceiver and
amplifier module kits, the needed development was
limited to the switching board, which was meant to
provide half-duplex capability from the single port of
the transceiver module. The switching board was meant
to either connect the antenna directly to the transceiver
for reception, or to connect the transceiver over the
amplifier to the antenna for transmission. For this
purpose two dual-position, three port switches were
selected which were rated to be used with the 10W peak
signal of the amplifier. The switching was directly
controlled by the transceiver via one of its digital
outputs.
The circuit board was first produced using the
prototyping facilities at the university and soldered
using the “pizza-oven” reflow technique available. The
prototype was however not functional as testing showed,
therefor a professional manufactured PCB was ordered.
Due to the PCB layout, where all components and signal
lines were placed on one side, it was not noticed that the
design files lacked a ground plane on the other backside.
This was first noticed when inspecting pictures send by
the manufacturer documenting the manufacturing
progress. Later testing of the populated PCB showed
that the characteristics were within limits, therefor and
due to time constraints, no new PCB was ordered.

THERMAL-VACUUM TEST
A thermal-vacuum test was performed at the facilities of
ZARM in Bremen.
The thermal-vacuum test was primarily performed to
verify the thermal design of the amplifier in the
experiment enclosure. Therefore this test included the
BeagleBone for control purposes, the RF transceiver to
generate a signal and the amplifier itself. The highpower RF signal was send through the experiment
antenna connector and a short coaxial cable to a feedthrough in the thermal vacuum chamber and then
dumped into a dummy load of sufficient power rating.

The switching board was tested using a network
analyzer from the university, showing insertion loss and
isolation values as expected. When being inserted into
the system however, the amplifier showed an
significantly increased current consumption, indicating
oscillation due to positive feedback. It is theorized that
the isolation value of the board was not enough to
dampen the noise output of the amplifier enough to
avoid positive feedback. The final decision during the
campaign was to connect transceiver in the balloon
permanently to the amplifier and the rover unit
permanently to the antenna, thereby cutting the
switching board out of the system and also reflecting the
software capabilities by then which only allowed
unidirectional communication.

During the test several problems had to be solved:
during preparations on the day before, one BeagleBone
ceased to work, probably due to errors in the start up
procedure. The BeagleBone is not tolerant to external
voltages being applied to any pin before its on-board
power management circuit releases the reset line. Due to
the layout of the experiment power distribution, this
could be the case when the BeagleBone and the sensors
were supplied with power at the same time, with a
signal coming over the SPI or I²C lines to the
BeagleBone.

The amplifier kits ordered proved hard to be assembled.
Soldering of components onto the large ground plane
was difficult as heat from the soldering iron was quickly
spread out. This was solved by using the reflow-oven to
solder the SMD components. The manually wound
coils, which were part of the filter t reduce harmonics on
the amplifier output, were meant to be soldered free
standing on the PCBs. This however was difficult due to

The next problem occurred when the experiment
hardware was lost during transportation. The airline
took several days to send it to its destination and the
stay and test campaign had to be prolonged accordingly.
During assembly and pre-tests it became apparent, that
the power consumption of the amplifier supply was not
within limits. This could be traced to faulty connections
on the in- and output of the amplifier, were coaxial
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cables were soldered. The issue was resolved by fixating
these cables using Capton tape.

weren't suited for the small rubble surface of the test
bed. After the first half hour of flight time however, the
connection was tested again and this time the control
was no longer possible. The rover did not directly react
to commands send by the operator, nevertheless
executed other commands later identified to be caused
by spurious reception of noise. Some receptions also
lead to blocking of the receiver, as a restart of the rover
sometimes lead to short periods of controlability. The
reception of spurious packages also lead to an overflow
of the transceiver buffers, therefore the rover software
had to be patched on the fly to reset the transceiver
every time an overflow was detected.

The test itself had a satisfactory outcome, although the
procedure could not be followed completely. Initially it
was planned to simulate a complete BEXUS flight
according to data found in the BEXUS-Manual. This
however was problematic for the thermal-vacuum
chamber, as the temperature time derivative was to large
for the cooling system of the chamber. Therefore the
profile was changed and the final temperature could
only be reached at the final pressure level.
CAMPAIGN OPERATION

As the temperature of the on-board systems on the
gondola were observed over the terminal access via ELink, they started to drop. It became clear that previous
tests were assuming 100% duty cycle of the transmitter
and therefore a much higher heat dissipation by the
amplifier. The last minute software however only
transmitted short bursts every few seconds. To increase
the duty cycle, this interval was changed on-the fly over
E-Link. When increased too much however, the
reception software on the rover would not be able to
keep up anymore, leading to buffer overflows on the
transceiver and subsequent loss-of-connection. The
amount the duty cycle could be increased was therefore
limited.

During the campaign, the state of the software and RF
hardware only permitted one way, low data rate
communication, thereby rendering the vision system on
the rover useless for live feedback. Therefore the plan
was to perform some control of the drive and robotic
arm system remotely and check the results on the test
bed across the launchpad of the balloon, giving the
operator feedback via handheld radios. Furthermore the
on-board camera on the balloon unit was to be used to
provide post-flight attitude data. The data received by
the rover were to be saved from the command line for
later analysis.
The operation was tested in the integration hall and all
commands were correctly executed. These tests
included the activation of the on-board camera, although
it was known that during a reset, for example due to the
disconnection of power, the camera started recording
again. This lead to the quick exchange of SD card in the
camera just before launch, leading to a failure described
later.

The following lessons can be learned from the
conduction of the launch campaign of the COUGAR
experiment:
•

Be prepared
◦

The mandatory pre-launch tests at ESRANGE included
a loss-of-connection test to simulate the condition of
loss of E-Link connection to the experiment controllers.
This was performed by disconnecting the experiment
ethernet connection from the central switch on the
gondola. This however triggered a bug in the
BeagleBone Linux kernel, which was unable to connect
to an ethernet link during runtime. Therefore the test had
to be repeated, this time by more closely simulating a
link-loss condition as the ethernet connection between
the central gondola switch and the ground network,
simulating the RF E-Link connection, was disconnected.
The system showed no error under these circumstances
and the test was passed.

•

Have procedures
◦

•

Last minute completion of vital
experiment components leave not time for
testing, therefore failure is almost
inevitable

Have a written procedure for all steps and
actions that might occur during the
campaign, for example for the change of
an SD card.

Test as you fly, fly as you test
◦

If your flight configuration or activity
profile deviates from prior test setups,
these tests loose much of their significance
to the success of the experiment.

DATA ANALYSIS

After launch, the rover was placed on the test bed across
the launch pad and the operator started to send
commands. These were acknowledged by team
members at the test bed over PMR. The only problem at
this stage were the wheels and wheel mountings which

After the completion of the flight, the recorded data was
analyzed. Due to the late completion of the software,
there were only two main parameters recorded for
analysis: The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)
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and the Link Quality Indicator (LQI). Both are
calculated by the RF transceiver on the receiving end
and send with every packet to the BeagleBone.
However, the data turned out to be unusable. The RSSI
value is almost always the same value, 32 out of 255,
and the amount and value of the other spurious RSSI
values do not show any trend over the course of the
flight. It was expected that the RSSI value drops over
the course of the flight, as the free space loss of the link
increases with distance. The LQI value on the other
hand showed a clear trend and decreased over the course
of the flight. To interpret the meaning of the LQI value,
the data sheet of the RF transceiver only provides a few
sentences. Among them is the information that a lower
LQI value indicates a better link. This again is against
expectations.
After recovery of the gondola, the video data expected
from the on-board camera was to be reviewed. As it
turned out, the only data available was a short clip of the
gondola landing in a forest and being dragged over the
ground. This was due to the fact that the partition the
camera had written to on the 64GB SD card was only a
few MB large. A quick analysis revealed that the SD
card inserted into the camera shortly prior to launch was
one also used as a boot medium for the BeagleBone. As
such, it had a small boot partition in the FAT32 file
system and a larger partition in a Linux specific format
which the camera was unable to write to.
•

Test the data analysis prior to the launch
campaign
◦ The data analysis should be concerned as a
part of the experiment which is as
important as every other system. Prior tests
also uncover situations where additional
recorded data might improve the mission
return.

CONCLUSION
Over the course of the project, many problems had to be
addressed. This was a unique learning experience for all
members of the group. However, we hope that by
publishing the difficulties we discovered future
REXUS/BEXUS teams can avoid these problems and
thereby conduct experiments that are even more
successful.
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motor has a rigid nozzle. The casings of both motor
types are vessels wound of reinforced composite
material.
The key objective for design and operation of the VLM
vehicle family is stable, save and controllable ascent
during all flight phases to deliver a payload into either
an orbital or suborbital mission scenario. Active and
passive control systems ensure flight controllability and
stability of the VLM vehicle during the entire trajectory
path. TVA systems and the overall geometric contour of
the
vehicle
(significant
contributor
to
aerodynamic/passive flight control) support this GNC
philosophy. A fine balance between these two flight
control systems is essential to fulfill operational
requirements. In turn this approach has a positive effect
regarding structural and flight mechanical design,
namely less mechanical loads such as bending moments
and flight-induced forces.
Passive and active flight control systems keep the
vehicle along a nominal trajectory and stabilize its
attitude. The vehicle is most sensitive while within the
lower atmosphere where sheer winds and high-velocity
wind gusts affect the ascent of a slender body the most.
Thus, making TVAs and vehicle geometry in general,
but fins in particular, essential parts of the vehicle’s
control system. Choosing an indifferent (neutral) flight
behavior of the vehicle during critical ascent phases
minimizes flight loads and yields maximum control and
guidance capability. In this regime, passive flight
control (fins, vehicle geometry) provides sufficient
stability, while active flight control makes up for added
stability and guides the vehicle along its prescribed
trajectory. The VLM vehicle family capitalizes most
upon its neutral aerodynamic behavior during the burn
of the first stage:
 First, the TVA system performs all necessary
guidance and control maneuvers unimpeded by
aerodynamic behavior.
 And second, induced aerodynamic forces acting at the
center of pressure produce low bending moments
since the moment arm (distance between centers of
gravity and pressure) is relatively small.
In summary, this paper discusses a parametric study
investigating passive flight control of the VS-50 vehicle.
Main objective of the study is to formulating and
identifying changes to vehicle contour which reduce
aerodynamic angular acceleration, and thus making the
vehicle compatible with the intended TVA system.

ABSTRACT
The German Aerospace Center (DLR) collaborates with
the Brazilian Institute for Aeronautics (DCTA/IAE)
aiming to develop and operate a new small-payload
launch system. The VLM vehicle family is a launcher
system which enables both orbital and sub-orbital
mission scenarios. The launch system is capable to
deliver small satellites between 70 and 200 kg into orbit,
while a payload of up to 500 kg can be inserted into a
suborbital trajectory targeted for research applications.
Currently a three-stage configuration designated VLM-1
and a two-stage version, VS-50, are under investigation.
The present configurations differ considerably in length
which in particular poses challenges regarding stability
and control for the stubby VS-50. Passive flight control
in the VS-50 case overpowers active flight control, and
consequently calls for changes of the aerodynamic/
geometric contour.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The VLM development program is a joint venture
between the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the
Brazilian Aerospace Technology and Science
Department (DCTA) aiming to develop a launch system
supporting both countries access to space. The acronym
stands for ‘Veiculo Lançador de Microsatélites’. DLR’s
MORABA and DCTA’s Aeronautics and Space
Institute (IAE) are the respective divisions responsible
for the technical and programmatic execution of the
project.
The VLM vehicle family is a launcher system which
enables both orbital and sub-orbital mission scenarios.
The launch system is capable to deliver small satellites
between 70 and 200 kg into orbit, while a payload of up
to 500 kg can be inserted into a suborbital trajectory
targeted for research applications. Currently a threestage configuration designated VLM-1 and a two-stage
version, VS-50, are under investigation. Both versions
utilize solid propellant rocket motors (SRM), namely
the proven Brazilian motor S44 as the upper stage and
newly developed S50 motors for the lower (first and/or
second) stages. The VLM-1 vehicle is considered a
slender body with a length of about 19 m and a diameter
of 1.46 m, while VS-50 is a stubbier version with a
length just shy of 12 m. The S50 motor features a thrust
vector actuator (TVA) system moving the nozzle in two
axes. The nominal maximum deflection in both axes
during operation is set to δmax = 3°. By contrast, the S44
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2.

Static margin relates the distance between the centers of
gravity and pressure to the caliber (diameter) of the
vehicle. Thus, aerodynamics of a slender body tailors
the degree of passive flight control. In particular, fin
geometry and size dictate the degree of flight stability,
which ranges from completely instable having no fins to
excessively stable with oversized fins. Active flight
control is impossible at these two extremes.
To exploit the benefits of a TVA system most
effectively, a neutral vehicle is desired, especially
during critical ascent phases. During such events with
relative neutral flight behavior, the TVA system keeps
the vehicle on its prescribed trajectory and, if necessary,
compensates for added stability. Aerodynamic analysis
with Missile Datcom produces suitable vehicle contours
(vehicle body, fin, and nose cone geometries), which in
turn are examined with the flight load analysis tool
(FLAT) regarding their impact on flight loads.

DEFINITION: SM & CM

A vehicle ascending in the atmosphere is exposed to
induced forces and moments due to its motion.
Environmental conditions and changes in angle of
attack are causes to impart aerodynamic forces which
arise on a body moving through a fluid (atmosphere).
Thus passive flight control arises due to the interplay of
the geometric makeup of a vehicle and the
environmental properties surrounding the moving body.
The rocket motor produces a propulsive force and
propels the vehicle. As in the case of the S50 motor, the
TVA veers the exhaust off the centerline and thus
causing lateral forces. This active flight control guides
the rocket along a prescribed trajectory.
Figure 1 schematically depicts forces and moments
acting on a slender body during ascent due to an angle
of attack and a deflection of the TVA. Furthermore, it
relates resultant moment arms as referenced to the nose
tip of the vehicle.

2.2. Control Margin CM
While in flight, a slender body is exposed to
aerodynamic forces resulting from the motion through
the atmosphere, and thrust forces exerted by the
propulsion system pushing the vehicle. Depending on
the angle of attack (α) and deflection angle (δ) of the
TVA, these forces produce moments and angular
accelerations around the center of gravity in accordance
with Newtonian physics. Assessment of control-ability
provided by the TVA is attained by comparing the
angular accelerations due to these two acting forces.
Essential to the comparison is, regardless of the
vehicle’s starting orientation in space (α, δ), what
incremental forces are necessary to achieve an angular
acceleration of 1°/s2. The problem reduces to a ‘constant
angular acceleration’ analysis due to small angles
involved. The definition of angular acceleration is
expressed by the relationship:
𝛼∗ =

Figure 1 – Forces and Moments acting on a Slender
Body during Ascent.

𝑀 𝐹∙𝐿
=
𝐼
𝐼

𝜔 = 𝛼∗ ∙

2.1. Static Margin SM
In general, mass distribution determines the center of
gravity (CG), while center of pressure (CP) is dictated by
contour geometry of a slender body during ascent when
exposed to an angle of attack. The mutual interaction of
the centers of gravity and pressure has a strong impact
on both induced flight loads and controllability of the
vehicle. Stability of a slender body in flight is
determined by the relative positions between centers of
gravity and pressure. This relationship is expressed by
the definition of static margin:
> 0, 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝐿𝐶𝐺 − 𝐿𝐶𝑃
(1)
𝑆. 𝑀. =
{ = 0, 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝐷
< 0,
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

180°
𝜋

[𝑟𝑎𝑑 ⁄𝑠 2 =

𝑁∙𝑚
]
𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2

(2a)

[°⁄𝑠 2 ]

(2b)

Moment due to the normal thrust component is
calculated according to Eq. (3):
𝑀𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 {

= 𝐹𝑁,𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝐿 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡
𝛿∙𝜋
= 𝐹𝑁 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
) ∙ (𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡 − 𝐿𝐶𝐺 )
180°

(3)

Equation (4) expresses the moment due to aerodynamic
forces:
𝑀𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜 = {
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𝐹𝑁,𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 ∙ 𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜
𝑝𝑑𝑦𝑛 ∙ 𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝐶𝑁𝛼 ∙ (𝐿𝐶𝐺 − 𝐿𝐶𝑃 )

(4)

(κ) of the fin results from the difference between tip and
root chords as related to the span. For the VS-50 BLF,
LET assumes a value of 25 cm, R is 5 mm, T equals 5
cm, and κ computes to 68.2°.
To determine center of gravity and moments of inertia,
the vehicle is divided in sections of similar linear mass
distribution (density). Table 1 outlines graphically
section definition and its corresponding properties at
selected time instants. With respect to stability and
controllability, maximum dynamic pressure Qmax (@ t =
33 s) and burn-out of 1st stage (@ t = 85 s) signify such
crucial events during the ascent phase. At lift-off, the
bulk of the overall mass is concentrated in Section B (1 st
Stage) amounting to over 80% of the total mass, while
at burn-out the vehicle becomes top-heavy and Section
B encompasses less than 30% of the remaining total
mass.

where pdyn is dynamic pressure and Aref is reference area
defined as the projected area of a body in a flow without
angle of attack. CNα is an aerodynamic coefficient
calculated by Missile Datcom. It is a derivative with
respect to angle of attack (α) and computed by numeric
differentiation of the normal force coefficient (CN)
curve. The deflection angle δ in Eq. (3) is set to 1°,
while the normal aerodynamic force FN,aero in Eq. (4) is
calculated at an angle of attack of 1°. Should the
orientation of the vehicle change by an increment of 1°,
the TVA will deflect the nozzle by 1° to compensate for
the rotation and align the vehicle with the flow (stream)
direction. Angular acceleration ω caused by the
respective forces results by combining Eqs. (3) and (4)
with Eq. (2b), respectively.
Comparing angular acceleration due to active and
passive flight controls serves as a means to assess
controllability. Equation (5) defines control margin CM
as the ratio of active and passive angular accelerations:
𝐶. 𝑀. =

𝜔𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
≥ 2
𝜔𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒

3.2. VS-50 Performance and Properties
Based on the VS-50 vehicle as outlined above, ASTOS
provided a trajectory calculation and comprehensive
data output characterizing a magnitude of parameters
associated with the flight path. The objectives of the
ASTOS analysis were land recovery of the vehicle and
maximizing payload to an altitude which allows reentry
velocities up to Mach 15. The launch is from Andøya
Space Center, Norway, and the intended recovery
anticipated on the ice packs of western Greenland.
ASTOS performed the analysis based on thrust profiles
for S50 and S44 motors which were communicated by
IAE, Brazil, in October 2013. Figure 3 visualizes the
flight path for the VS-50 BLV.

(5)

The TVA’s angular acceleration should be at least twice
the amount of acceleration caused by aerodynamic
forces. This ensures a minimum of reserves and allows
the actual physical TVA hardware and its controls
algorithm – a system limited by a finite response time –
to adapt to the circumstance presented at any time
instant along the trajectory. The TVA system deflects
the nozzle to a position necessary to keep the vehicle
stable, save and controllable along its required flight
path. If the margin between the two angular
accelerations is too small, then the TVA is not fast
enough to respond to environmental conditions, and
fights against imposed aerodynamic forces, which in
turn are dictated by physical properties of the vehicle
(geometries of fins, nose cone, vehicle, mass, mass
distribution, etc.). Assessments of controllability along
with static margin are crucial and important design
factors.

Figure 2 – Flight Path for VS-50 according to ASTOS.
3.

DEFINITION OF REFERENCE DATA

Subsequent analyses, namely flight loads, stability
and/or control assessments, rely on information such as
altitude, dynamic pressure, thrust, mass, acceleration,
Mach number, etc. along the flight path, all of which are
functions of time. The total flight time amounts to about
540 s or 9 min during which the vehicle reaches an
altitude at apogee of about 160 km. The S50 motor
burns and produces thrust for 85 s. At burn-out, the
vehicle reaches an altitude of roughly 80 km at a Mach
number of about 11 and weighing approximately a fifth
of its original take-off mass. Following a coast phase,
the S44 motor is ignited in an altitude of about 140 km
maintaining the vehicle’s velocity and raising the orbit
by another 20-40%. The most critical phases for the
ascending vehicle are during the burn of the 1st stage
while still in the lower altitudes of the atmosphere.

3.1. Description of Base Line Vehicle
The VS-50 base line vehicle (BLV) and its key
geometric features are outlined in Figure 2. The overall
length considered for this study is 11.57 m, while the
diameter measures 1.46 m. The fairing exploits a 2:1
ogive contour and is 4.80 m long. The vehicle has four
base line fins (BLF) attached at the aft skirt. Basic
parameters of a fin planform are span (S), root chord
(CR), tip chord (Ct), leading edge radius (R) and fin
thickness (T). The BLF for the VS-50 is a right (angle)
trapezoid and features a tapering leading edge. Figure 2
lists BLF values for span, tip and root chords. Leading
edge taper (LET) geometry defines primarily the
distance along which the thickness of the fin tapers
down to the radius of the leading edge. The sweep angle
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LET

Figure 3 – VS-50 Base Line Vehicle.
Table 1 – Section Definition, Physical Properties, and Moments of Inertia.
Section Definition
Name
L / r [m]
Length / Radius
M [kg] Lift-Off
Mass @ t = 0s
M [kg] Qmax
Mass @ t = 33s
M [kg] Burn Out
Mass @ t = 85s
Moment of Inertia
@ t = 0s J [kg*m2]
@ t = 33s J [kg*m2]
@ t = 85s J [kg*m2]

H
Payload
3.09
597
597
597

G
Service Module
0.45
114
114
114

F
3

rd

Stage
1.26
1,007
1,007
1,007

E/2
Interstage 2/3
0.50
110
110
110

E/1
Intermediate Ring

0.40
80
80
80

B
1

st

Stage
5.00
12,821
6,501
864
Axial
29,364
15,356
2,861

A
TVA/Skirt/Fins
0.87
400
400
400
Roll
4,031
2,347
845

Rocket Overall
11.57
0.73
15,129
8,809
3,172

Reference
Nose Tip

extremes are set to α = 3.3° and δ = 3°.
During the first-stage burn, the vehicle encounters
rapidly changing physical properties of the atmosphere
(pressure, temperature, density, speed of sound, etc.). It
traverses the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere.
While in the troposphere, it is exposed to atmospheric
circulation and weather-producing air turbulence that is
so prevalent in this layer. Any of these items create
special flight events, some critical, some even crucial
from a design point of view and some other of lesser
importance. Therefore, flight loads, static margin, and
angular acceleration are evaluated with sufficient time
resolution in an attempt to capturing the most important
flight events and trends between these occurrences.
Induced aerodynamic forces are primarily functions of
angle of attack, Mach number and the vehicle’s
geometric features. While the vehicle climbs, the center
of gravity travels upstream due to the motor burning and
expelling mass. As it approaches burn-out, the
generated thrust diminishes and with it the
restoring/regulating capability of the TVA system.
FLAT calculates flight loads occurring along the length
of a VLM vehicle during ascent. Figure 4 captures
bending moments as manifested for the ‘worst case’
assumption during distinct time instants. Maximum
bending moment arises in the upper portion of the 1st
stage, about a meter below the midpoint of the rocket,

Subsequent analyses, namely flight loads, stability
and/or control assessments, rely on information such as
altitude, dynamic pressure, thrust, mass, acceleration,
Mach number, etc. along the flight path, all of which are
functions of time. The total flight time amounts to about
540 s or 9 min during which the vehicle reaches an
altitude at apogee of about 160 km. The S50 motor
burns and produces thrust for 85 s. At burn-out, the
vehicle reaches an altitude of roughly 80 km at a Mach
number of about 11 and weighing approximately a fifth
of its original take-off mass. Following a coast phase,
the S44 motor is ignited in an altitude of about 140 km
maintaining the vehicle’s velocity and raising the orbit
by another 20-40%. The most critical phases for the
ascending vehicle are during the burn of the 1st stage
while still in the lower altitudes of the atmosphere.
3.3. Flight Loads, SM & Controllability
The VLM vehicle family is examined under various
analysis aspects considering among others stability,
control-ability and flight loads. To ensure stable, save
and controllable operation during ascent of the launch
vehicle, analyses scrutinize design and layout according
to a ‘worst case scenario’. ‘Worst Case Scenario’ is of
particular interest and is defined as extreme operating
conditions during ascent with respect to angle of attack
(α) and deflection of the thrust vector actuator (TVA)
system (δ), which could occur at any time instant. These
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for any of the investigated times. In addition, the graph
depicts the locations of CG and CP as they move
upstream with time. Bending moments are most critical
as the vehicle approaches and passes Qmax. High
dynamic pressure combined with an angle of attack
induces high aerodynamic forces which act at the center
of pressure.
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Figure 4 – Bending Moments and Centers of Gravity &
Pressure as Functions of Time and Location.
Reference data for stability and angular accelerations
associated to the BLV are calculated by using Eqs. (1)
through (4). Figure 5 shows the graphs for these
parameters as functions of time. Static margin is
depicted as before at α = 3.3° and helps illustrating at
which points in time the vehicle assumes either a stable,
neutral or unstable flight condition. Key events along
the trajectory highlight the significance in which state
the vehicle is situated and what consequences are
harbored in small changes, particularly environmental
changes as the vehicle ascents. Angular accelerations
are based on forces causing an incremental change of 1°.

flight domain, atmospheric conditions (e.g. wind) might
subject the vehicle to path deviation which the active
flight control system quantitatively is capable to oppose,
but qualitatively might not occur in adequate time. The
ratio is greater than 1.14 during this flight phase.
However, the vehicle maintains a stable, save state and
an opportunity to recover the prescribed flight position
might occur at a later time. Once the vehicle proceeds
under unstable flight conditions, active flight control
does not have the means to neither compensate for
instability nor possess the capacity to keep the vehicle
on course. The unstable flight domain harbors the Qmaxevent as one of the most critical flight events during
ascent. The ratio between angular accelerations is 1.35
at the Qmax-event and 1.55 in the vicinity surrounding it.
In summary, stability/controllability evaluations of the
VS-50 BLV reveal design limitations which affect
mission requirements, namely stable, save and
controllable ascent during all flight phases to deliver a
payload into either an orbital or suborbital mission
scenario. Aerodynamics of the vehicle make active
flight control implausible especially during the most
critical flight events should the vehicle be subjected to
an angle of attack (α ≤ 3.3°). Angular accelerations
caused by the aerodynamics of the vehicle are
unmatched by active flight control. Passive flight
control calls for necessary changes of vehicle
aerodynamics in support of the TVA system and its
effectiveness. These changes should reduce angular
acceleration and/or shift the peak, thus bringing about at
least a flattening of the graph within the unstable flight
domain.
4.

PARAMETRIC STUDY

Passive flight control has a detrimental effect on
maintaining save and controllable flight conditions. As
in the case of the VS-50 BLV, an inherently unstable
vehicle is even more at a disadvantage by its own
passive flight control-ability. Active flight control in
such a case is an inevitable necessity, which, however,
calls for a suitable pairing between active and passive
flight controls. Furthermore, passive flight control needs
tailoring in support of the active flight control. Proper
matching ensures harmony between the two control
systems, mutual backing should a special requirement
arise, and most importantly, increases safety and
mission success.
A list of structural features and physical properties
affecting static margin and passive flight control
includes, but is not limited to, vehicle length/diameter,
mass and mass distribution along the vehicle, nose
cone/fairing geometries, fin and aft skirt geometric
parameters. Some items within this list are universal
properties and conjointly defined with other mission
requirements and design criteria, and consequently not
subject to change. A design requirement within the
VLM family stipulates, for example, to use as many

Figure 5 – Static Margin and Angular Accelerations for
Active/Passive Flight Control.
Examining angular accelerations for the two flight
control mechanisms reveals inadequacies regarding
sufficient margin and mutual compatibility. The
minimum margin of 2 is only achieved in the lift-off
phase (< 14 s), narrow band around zero-crossing and
the latter part of the burn (> 43 s). While in the stable
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above.
Table 2 categorizes and summarizes study parameters
which were employed in this extensive analysis. A
single category concentrates on a specific geometric
feature of fin and aft skirt, respectively. Specifically the
aft skirt categories enlist (call in) additionally a change
in fin span once a desired trend is brought about.

equal hardware parts as possible with the fewest
changes as necessary. Changes are deemed too farreaching when VLM design philosophy, manufacturing
effort, temperature loading, and cost deviate from the
accepted understandings.
Changing geometric properties of fins and aft skirt are
less challenging with respect to design and
implementation. Key objective of the parametric study
is to assess the quality of angular acceleration (and
static margin) due to a geometric change. Here quality
aims to reducing vulnerability of the vehicle especially
in the unstable flight domain. Practically this means
which geometric changes will compress the trends for
angular acceleration/static margin to a narrower band,
thus increasing the margin between active and passive
flight control. Consequently, control-ability and stability
ensure stable, save and controllable ascent during all
flight phases to deliver a payload into either an orbital
or suborbital mission scenario.
The main goal of the study is identifying geometric
measures which reduce the aerodynamic effect on
angular acceleration. The parametric study assesses
physical properties of fin and aft skirt and evaluates
their effects on passive flight control. A comparison of
the achieved change in angular acceleration with the
TVA capability explicates which measures might be
most suitable for accomplishing study objectives. The
study considers changing the shape of fin and aft skirt.
The fin varies primarily only in one dimension, namely
the length of the fin. The aft skirt assumes either a
truncated cone/cylinder shape or cylinder-cone-cylinder
combination. In any of the cases, only one dimension of
the shape is varied. Study results are evaluated in
relation to the reference data discussed in the section

5.

RESULTS

Missile Datcom and its input platform Visual Datcom
support this extensive study by generating aerodynamic
coefficients and parameters specific to altitude and
Mach number pairs. Geometry of fin and aft skirt are
modified according to Table 2. Pertinent aerodynamic
data and coefficients are extracted from the outputs
produced by Missile Datcom. This data combined with
Eqs. (1)-(5) produces graphs depicting trends of passive
angular acceleration as a function of time and geometry.
These trends allotted to a particular geometry are then
set against the reference data (base line vehicle & fin) as
discussed above. In light of the magnitude of
information resulting from this study, only the most
significant results are presented underscoring the
evolution of the ultimate choice.
Fins contribute to stability and passive flight control of
a slender body. The degree of the contribution depends
on the shape and size, such that a vehicle is excessively
stable with oversized fins or completely instable having
no fins. As discussed before, active flight control is
impossible at these two extremes. The first category
investigated during the parametric study considers fin
span and number of fins as the main variables. The
other two categories concentrate on the shape of the aft

Table 2 – Summary of Study Categories and its Parameters
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skirt. The following result section discusses only the
conical aft skirt study.

this prolonged state, fin number grants the TVA system
an ever (constantly) improving control, because control
margin remains always above 1 and increases as the
vehicle approaches neutral flight conditions. Angular
jerk becomes less severe and angular acceleration
around the Qmax-event decreases.

5.1. Fin Study
Varying the fin span above and below the BLF value
served primarily to illustrate the limitation of affecting
passive flight control just by changing the fin span.
Overall, the trends for angular acceleration mimic
qualitatively the graph of the base line vehicle
regardless of increasing or decreasing the span.
Increasing fin span shifts the trends downward, while a
decrease moves the results upward. Gain or loss in
angular acceleration as compared to the base line case
depends largely on the flight domain of the vehicle,
namely does the vehicle assume a stable or unstable
flight condition.
While in the stable state, the vehicle becomes
excessively stable, meaning that every 25-cm increment
in fin span adds approximately 20 °/s2 to the local
extrema. Controllability by the TVA is impossible, since
the induced aerodynamic angular acceleration
outweighs the TVA capacity, thus making an active
flight control system meaningless. The vehicle reverts to
a sounding-rocket-like behavior and is at the mercy of
environmental and atmospheric conditions. Increased
stability, however, prolongs neutral flight conditions
and postpones zero-crossing. Angular jerk in this region
is lower as well, which keeps angular acceleration low
for a longer period. Once the vehicle crosses into the
unstable domain, the added increments reduce angular
acceleration, on average, by only 5 °/s2. As the vehicle
approaches Qmax, an increasing span yields a growing
control margin between TVA and aerodynamic angular
accelerations. At Qmax, the vehicle with S = 125 cm
yields a static margin of 0.12 and a control margin of
12. Control capacity of the TVA is very high providing
guidance and added stability if necessary. The post-Qmax
region is characterized by high and sufficient control
margin (CM = 2-12) throughout the remaining burn
time.
Figure 6 summarizes graphically angular acceleration
for spans smaller than the base line span of 75 cm. In
particular S = 65 cm (green) and S = 60 cm (purple) are
depicted as representatives of all results for S < 75 cm.
Trends mimic the graph of the base line vehicle (red),
however move above the reference data across all flight
events. This measure improves controllability in the
stable flight domain, but makes the vehicle inoperable
once it exceeds the neutral flight condition. Neither
angular acceleration nor jerk is a match for the TVA
system.
Increasing the number of fins has a similar effect as
increasing the span of the fins. These results are
included in Figure 6 as dotted lines in the color of the
fin size. The trends move below their corresponding
four-fin configurations. Adding fins prolongs stable
flight condition and postpones zero-crossing. While in

Figure 6 – Angular Acceleration as a Function of Time,
Fin Span and Fin Number, S < 75 cm.
The combination of fin number and reduced fin span
invokes a situation which study objectives set out to
identify, namely reducing the spread between the
extremes
which
aerodynamic-induced
angular
acceleration produces. Control margin in the stable
flight domain is not excessively overpowered by
aerodynamic angular acceleration. At the same time
stability and controllability demands in the unstable
domain are manageable by the active flight control.
Integration and operation of a five- or six-fin vehicle
might have too far-reaching implications for the overall
mission requirements.
5.2. Conical Aft Skirt Study
A truncated cone substitutes the original shape of the aft
skirt. The diameter of the top, dtop, assumes the value of
the vehicle diameter, which is set to 1.46 m. The cone
flares out and ends at the cone base, which is located
and fixed at the end plane of the vehicle. The base
diameter is designated dbase and measures 1.70 m. The
difference between the top and base radii results in the
cone rise h, which is set to 12 cm. The distance between
the two planes defines the cone length ECL.
The parametric study for this part of the analysis
considers cone length as the main and span as a minor
study variable. Starting at the full length of the aft skirt
(LSkirt = ECL = 130 cm), the top plane of the cone is
moved downstream (ECL = 70, 30 cm). The cone becomes
more blunt with decreasing cone length.
Figure 7 graphically summarizes angular acceleration as
a function of end cone length, ECL. As ECL decreases,
angular acceleration universally drops below and, for
the most part, mimics the base line graph (red). While
assuming stable flight conditions, changing ECL
increases angular acceleration on average by 5 °/s2 and
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the traces are practically identical. This, however, might
indicate that the increase does not depend on end cone
length. Rather this increase might stem from the larger
base diameter. Once the local extrema is passed,
decreasing end cone length imparts a significant effect:
First, the neutral flight domain and ensuing zerocrossing are prolonged. Second, angular acceleration
drops considerably and shows a different behavior once
the vehicle enters unstable flight regime.
Examining the results indicates that the case for ECL =
30 cm possesses favorable control characteristics for the
unstable flight domain. This case produces the smallest
angular acceleration at Qmax of all lengths investigated.
In addition, it exhibits a flat trace in the vicinity of Qmax,
indicating an angular jerk approaching zero or in other
words, the rate of change is practically zero. The control
margin CM in this region is at least 3 and rising for the
remainder of the burn. The study examined ECL < 30
cm, but yielded little effect beyond the 30-cm case.
The 30-cm end cone case serves as a benchmark test to
investigate the influence of span variation. As illustrated
in Figure 8, decreasing fin span (S = 65, 60 cm) causes
the traces to shift upward as seen in the previous
discussions on fin variation. The shape of the trends as
such remains qualitatively similar. Controllability by the
TVA is improved in the stable flight domain. Angular
acceleration remains flat in the vicinity of Qmax as
before, while angular jerk is higher before and after
zero-crossing.
Similar to the analysis in the previous section,
combination of end cone length and reduced fin span
invokes a situation which study objectives set out to
identify. These two measures reduce the spread between
the extremes of aerodynamic-induced angular
acceleration considerably. The combination of a 30-cm
end cone and a 65-cm span produces similar maxima for
angular acceleration in both stable and unstable flight
regimes, namely around 15 °/s2. Active flight control is
possible during critical events as the vehicle ascents.
6.

not overweigh the capacity of the active flight control
provided by the TVA.
Certain combinations of cone shape and reduced fin
span invoke a reduction of the spread between the
extremes
which
aerodynamic-induced
angular
acceleration produces. With these geometric changes to
the vehicle contour, control margin in the stable flight
domain is not excessively overpowered. At the same
time stability and controllability in the unstable domain
are drastically improved, such that the control capacity
of the TVA provides guidance and added stability if
necessary.
The parametric study revealed several interesting
geometry changes, which modified and tempered
passive flight control. These geometry alterations
benefit the mutual interplay between active and passive
flight controls. The selected case features four fins with
a span of 65 cm. Root and tip chords remain at 130 and
100 cm, respectively. All other fin parameters have the
same dimensions as the base line fin. A cone is placed at
the end of the aft skirt. It measures 30 cm in length and
its base diameter is 1.70 m. These changes constitute the
updated vehicle contour which is essential to subsequent
analysis and technical development.

Figure 7 – Angular Acceleration as a Function of Time
and End Cone Length.

CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of the study was to identify
geometric measures which reduce the aerodynamic
effect on angular acceleration. The shapes of fins and aft
skirt were modified and essential parameters defining
the modification were selected. Span was the main
variable for changing the geometry of the fin. The aft
skirt assumed variations of conical shapes. The driving
geometric feature of the cone was the cone length.
Examining static margin and control margin of the base
line vehicle revealed an inherently uncontrollable
vehicle. Passive flight control induced by the
aerodynamics of the base line vehicle requires tailoring
in order to defuse its counterproductive effect on
angular acceleration. This angular acceleration should

Figure 8 – Angular Acceleration as a Function of Time
and Fin Span, ECL = 30 cm.
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ABSTRACT

unforeseen non-nominal situations, e.g. if the satellite
tumbles with high rates after a collision with space
debris. Hence, this paper presents another approach
for attitude determination systems capable of providing
at least coarse attitude information also during said
non-nominal situations. This approach is an horizon
sensor applying image processing techniques to optical
data.
During the project life-cycle of the Horizon Acquisition Experiment (HORACE) in the scope of the
REXUS/BEXUS programme 2 we developed a test
platform and the image processing algorithms for the
horizon acquisition. In order to prove or disprove the
new concept under space-like conditions, it was tested
on the flight of REXUS 16, which was successfully
launched on May 28 2014 13:30 (UTC+2) from Esrange.
The sounding rocket’s unguided and uncontrolled flight
to an altitude of 87km provided a suitable possibility to
gather data of motions similar to those of a tumbling
satellite.

The aim of the Horizon Acquisition Experiment
(HORACE) was to prove a new concept for a two-axis
horizon sensor using algorithms processing ordinary images, which is also operable at high spinning rates occurring during emergencies. The difficulty to cope with
image distortions, which is avoided by conventional horizon sensors, was introduced on purpose as we envision
a system being capable of using any optical data. During the flight on REXUS1 16, which provided a suitable
platform similar to the future application scenario, a malfunction of the payload cameras caused severe degradation of the collected scientific data. Nevertheless, with the
aid of simulations we could show that the concept is accurate (±0.6◦ ), fast (≈ 100ms/frame) and robust enough
for coarse attitude determination during emergencies and
also applicable for small satellites. Besides, technical
knowledge regarding the design of REXUS-experiments,
including the detection of interferences between SATA
and GPS, was gained.

In the following sections, first the general approach is
outlined and justified, before the findings both of the development of HORACE and its flight are described and
discussed thoroughly. This discussion regards not only
the mission objectives but also lessons learned which are
relevant for the design and operations of experiments on
sounding rockets in general.

Key words: HORACE; Horizon Acquisition Experiment;
Horizon Sensor; Attitude Sensor; OpenCV; REXUS 16.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS)
is an essential subsystems of the satellite bus for many
missions. As a result, a broad field of sensor systems
for attitude determination has been developed, using
different references and physical effects. From sun
sensors and magnetometers to horizon sensors and star
trackers, which are selected and designed regarding
the mission specific requirements and thus come along
with different advantages and disadvantages for specific
application scenarios. Despite the developments in
this field many missions still fail due to malfunctions
of the ADCS or exceedances of its capabilities during
1 Rocket

2.

GENERAL APPROACH

Besides the mentioned capabilities for non-nominal situations, one would like the sensor system to add minimal extra weight and hardware so as to also be applicable for small satellites and as it is most likely only used
during emergencies. During nominal phases other sensors commonly provide more suitable attitude information regarding the mission. At the same time it should
consume only little energy as the total energy consumption is a life-limiting factor, especially during emergen2 Rocket
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cies. It should additionally shall operate completely autonomously, not only to follow the general trend towards
highly autonomous satellites but also as one has to expect
not to have proper communication links during emergencies.
Taking into account these factors, among all types of attitude determination sensors an horizon acquisition sensor
seems to be the best choice for several reasons. Firstly, no
high accuracy is required, but unlike star trackers it can
also cope with high spinning rates. Secondly, the central body of the orbit can almost always be distinguished
from outer space, hence the sensor is mostly independent
from the position in orbit, regarding eclipse-times (unlike
sun sensors) or the central body’s magnetic field. Finally,
it does not require regular calibration as inertial measurement units do.
In contrast to many existing horizon sensors which are
sensitive to the infrared spectrum emitted by earth and
which use dedicated infrared sensors, the presented approach is based on the processing of image data provided by ordinary cameras sensitive to the visible spectrum. This difficulty – in fact the horizon can be detected
much more easily and accurately in the infrared spectrum
– was introduced on purpose, as thus the software components and algorithms are strongly emphasized. This
is the first step towards our vision of a generic software
system which is capable of processing any optical data.
The advantage of this is that many satellites already carry
cameras or other optical instruments, for earth observation etc. Therefore most satellites may already posses the
necessary hardware for the horizon acquisition, hence no
extra weight has to be added for dedicated hardware (cf.
Rapp et al. 2014, Sec. 1.1).

3.
3.1.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the flight segment. The measurement unit & its data storage (both dashed) are implemented by the master system only.

measurement unit is based on an Arduino Leonardo and
collects housekeeping data (temperatures and currents)
at various points of the experiment for monitoring and
check outs. Depending on the state of the experiment,
the housekeeping data is either stored on a microSD-card
or passed to the core system for downlink. The power
distribution unit implements the electrical interface to the
RXSM both for power- and communication-lines. Hence,
it conditions the 28V unregulated power provided by the
RXSM with three LM2596 DC/DC-Converter modules
to the voltages required by the other subsystems (2x 12V
and 5V), takes care of galvanic isolation for the signal
lines and converts the up- and downlink channels from
RS-422 (on the RXSM side) to RS-232 (on the experiment side). To protect the sensitive electronics, they are
housed in aluminum boxes, each subsystem in its own
box to increase modularity and to simplify the replacement procedures in case of defective components. All
those components are placed on a single bulkhead plate,
which is mounted horizontally in the experiment module and is populated from both sides for easy access to all
subsystems and optimum utilization of volume. The camera looks out of the experiment module through a hole in
the module which is equipped with a borosilicate window
to protect the components from the otherwise inrushing
hot airflow (cf. Wolz 2015).
In order to collect more scientific data, two completely independent clones of the system, which are different only

EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW
Electrical & Mechanical Setup

The flight segment of the experiment consists of five subsystems which are mainly implemented with off-the-shelf
components to reduce development effort and cost: a
camera, the core system, a power distribution unit, a measurement unit and the mechanical structure (cf. Fig. 1).
The CMOS-camera mvBlueCOUGAR-X102b from Matrix Vision passes the image data directly to the core system via a GigE-Vision interface. This industrial camera model was chosen as it has an adjustable exposure
time between 10µs and 1s provides a resolution of 1024
px × 768 px (cf. MATRIX VISION GmbH 2012). The
core system, a MIO-2260 single-board industrial computer from Advantech, is the central subsystem. It not
only receives the image data from the camera, but also
stores it directly via its SATAII interface to a solid state
disk (Transcend SSD320) and processes it for the horizon acquisition. The results of the algorithm are stored
to the solid state disk as well. The core system furthermore interprets the signals and controls the up- and downlink provided by the REXUS Service Module (RXSM)
and provides an experiment-wide global timestamp. The
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software of both as they hence could adapt the same communication framework. The usage of an operating system
instead of a bare metal implementation has two further
advantages. Firstly, it allowed to regain the control over
the flight software of the core system in case of a software crash by watch-dog bash scripts running in the background. Secondly, it facilitated testing in early stages of
the software development. The minimalistic distribution,
which requires the explicit installation and configuration
of every component of the operating system, was chosen
to minimize the risk of software malfunction due to unexpected behavior of the operating system.
The flight software running on top of this operating system is the heart of HORACE. One of its tasks is to integrate the algorithm for the horizon acquisition, to request
image data from the camera via the camera API and to
provide it to the algorithm. Telemetry and telecommands
are also controlled by the flight software, including signal
processing of the signals provided by the RXSM. To correlate the data collected by the measurement unit to the
results of the horizon acquisition, the flight software of
the core system also provided an experiment wide global
time stamp.
To control the overall program flow of the experiment,
three software modes are implemented in the core systems as well as in the measurement unit. While the rocket
is still on the ground, HORACE is in a waiting position
for the lift-off signal. In this standby-mode self-checks
(e.g. testing communication, camera connection, access
to data storages) are performed and the experiment provides housekeeping and information about the software
state via the telemetry link to check out the flight segment. Immediately after the reception of the lift-off signal the software switches to the flight-mode. It starts collecting data and running the horizon acquisition. Only
some basic scientific data is downlinked due to the limited bandwidth of the radio link, while the image data and
more detailed results of the algorithm are stored on the
SSD. The housekeeping data collected by the measurement unit is only stored on board and no longer sent to
ground as it is no longer important for the operations of
the experiment due to the lack of an uplink during flight.
Hence, the bandwidth is reserved for the scientific data.
At T+590s (close to the point when the experiments are
switched off by the RXSM) the software stops collecting
and writing data in order to prevent corruption of data by
switching to a shut-down mode.
Except for a few bash scripts with minor tasks running in
the background, all software components are developed
in C++. Aside from OpenCV (Willow Garage 2014),
which is a powerful library for image processing and
therefore used by the algorithm for the horizon acquisition, and QT (QT Company 2015), used for the implementation of the graphical user interface of the groundstation, only standard C++ libraries were used in order to
prevent unexpected behavior of the software.

in minor aspects and hence denoted as master and slave
system, are placed in the same module in a symmetrical
manner. Hence, when the horizon is not in the field of
view of one system it is most likely to be visible for the
second system. All together, the complete experiment has
a total mass of 7.84kg (including module) and consumed
2.76Wh (master) plus 2.74Wh (slave) during the flight
(cf. Rapp et al. 2014, Sec. 7.3.1).

3.2.

Optical Design

The optical design and its constraints are made with respect to the mechanical design of the experiment (i.e.
symmetrical nature), the expected flight path (i.e. expected maximum altitude of ca. 80 km) and the alleviation of the algorithmic workload (i.e. reduction of outside
effects, like lens flares caused by the sun).
Therefore, the optical design should fulfill two main requirements. Firstly, at the highest altitude, at least one
camera should have the horizon in its field of view. Secondly, distortions in the resulting images caused by the
lenses should be avoided, and the strength of lens flares
or reflexes caused by the sun should be reduced as much
as possible.
To fulfill the first requirement, the horizon of the earth
has to be visible, if the image plane is perpendicular to
the nadir direction at a height of 80km. This results in a
minimal vertical field of view of about 18 ◦ and the focal length of the lens was selected accordingly to achieve
this.
Additionally, the cameras are placed adverse to each
other, so that when one camera is pointing to the vast
emptiness of space, the other is pointing towards earth.
The second requirement is fulfilled by selecting a lens
with a minimal distortion and mounting the camera with
the lens as close as possible to the protective window.
Furthermore, the window frames are anodized in black
and the borosilicate windows are specially coated to
reduce stray light with accompanied reflexes and lens
flares.
The lens, which matches those requirements and was
therefore selected, is a Lensagon BT8020N with a focal
length of 8mm and a maximum distortion of -1.6% (cf.
LENSATION 2014). The distance between the front of
the lens and the inside surface of the windows is about
2mm. Additionally, the lens has no moving parts to prevent changes of the optical properties (e.g. replacement
of the focal point) due to vibrations during launch. Furthermore, it does not contain grouped lenses as embedded
air within the groups could potentially crack a lens in the
vacuum environment.

3.3.

Software Design

The core systems runs Arch Linux (Griffin 2015), a minimal Linux desktop derivate, as its operating system. Using Linux systems both on the core system and the ground
station allowed an easier and faster implementation of the
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4.
4.1.

Table 1: Values of the Parameters in the HORACE Implementation. (d and p from LENSATION (2014) & MATRIX VISION GmbH (2012))

ALGORITHM
Basic Idea

Symbol
n
bmax
bmin
bfactor
z
hmin
hmax
d
p
rcb
Hscaled
Horiginal

The horizon sensor is a two-axis attitude determination
sensor capable of measuring the roll and pitch angle of a
spacecraft in relation to the central body. The HORACE
algorithm obtains this by calculating the vector to the center of the 2D projection of the central body. For the calculation, ordinary images from cameras in the visible spectrum are used. The image processing algorithm requires
the horizon of the central body to be in the field of view of
the camera and a good contrast in the image. The basic
concept is to distinguish the central body from the dark
space by using the contrast. Logic is implemented to detect and eliminate disturbances.
4.2.

Unit
# of pixels
8-bit value
8-bit value
pixel
m
km
mm
µm
km
pixel
pixel

However, there is a trade-off between calculation time
and accuracy. The parameter Hscaled must be set regarding both requirements. Moreover, determining the brightness b of the picture is a key part of the Preprocessing
step. Fig. 2a represents a typical image with disturbances.
b is calculated by taking the average of the brightness of a
number n of random pixels, where the brightness b(pi ) of
a pixel i at position pi is the mean value of its channels.
Images that exceed certain limits (bmax and bmin ) are then
rejected from further processing. The values n, bmax and
bmin are parameters of the algorithm (cf. Barf 2014, Sec.
2.2.1). A higher n increases the accuracy of the brightness measurement, but also increases the processing time.
bmax and bmin must be determined experimentally for every camera system and configuration.

Detailed Algorithmic Approach

The first step in the Preprocessing is to convert the colored image into a grayscale image of smaller size and
to reject unusable images. This image is then converted
by the Threshold Filter to a black-and-white image, also
known as a binary image. This represents bright areas
of the image with pixel values of 1 and dark areas with
pixels values of 0, respectively. The border between a 1
area and a 0 area is called an edge. Since the contrast between the central body and space is high, the horizon is
an edge in the picture. Unfortunately, it can happen, that
the horizon is not the only edge in the picture. Therefore, it is necessary to find the edge that represents the
horizon (Line Detection). Having found this edge, the
horizon line still is a set of pixels that are part of a circle.
The Vector Calculation performs a circle fit on these data
points to find the corresponding radius and center coordinates. The desired vector is then the direction vector from
the image center to the circle center. By comparing the
results with expected values, errors can be detected and a
further analysis is then executed on partial images during
the Division step (cf. Barf 2014, Sec. 2.1).

4.2.2.

Threshold Filter

The Threshold Filter is a dynamic filter, as it converts the
image with a k-Bit grayscale resolution, like in Fig. 2b,
to a binary image by taking the overall brightness of the
picture into account. The value f (pi ) of a pixel i at position pi gets the values 0 or 1 in the following manner

1, if b(pi ) ≥ b · bfactor
f (pi ) ←
(2)
0, else

In the following sections several parameters of the algorithm are introduced. Reasonable values of these parameters had to be determined by simulations during development, or in case of physical constants, adapted from
literature. The ones, that model the flight on REXUS satisfactorily and therefore were used in the implementation
of HORACE, are listed later in Tab. 1.
4.2.1.

Value
14213
235
15
0.75
5000.0
0.0
100.0
8.0
3.75
6371.0
400
768

The factor bfactor is a parameter of the algorithm and must
be determined experimentally. The result of this conversion can be seen in Fig. 2c.

Preprocessing

4.2.3.

To decrease the calculation time, the image is scaled
down by a bilinear interpolation algorithm from a height
of Horiginal to Hscaled pixels, where the proportions of
the image are kept. The ratio of these two values is the
scaling factor
Hscaled
s :=
(1)
Horiginal

Line Detection

The Line Detection is a topological search with a subsequent selection of one line. The implemented algorithm
was introduced by Suzuki & Abe (1983, Algorithm 2).
Its basic behavior is to search for a pixel that satisfies the
criteria for a border pixel, to follow that border until the
starting pixel is reached and then to resume the search of
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(a) Original Image

(b) Grayscaled Image

(c) Threshold Filter

(d) Topological Search

(e) Line Detection

(f) Failed Vector Calcuation

(g) 3 Divisions

(h) Successful Processing of Partial
Image 1a

Figure 2: States of Image data during Processing (Barf 2014, Sec. 2)
where rcb [m] is the radius of the central body, d [m]
is the distance between the lens and optical sensor surface, p [m/pixel] is the width of one pixel on the sensor,
hmin [m] and hmax [m] are the minimal and maximal possible heights above ground of the satellite and z [pixel]
is a parameter to add some margin (cf. Barf 2014, Sec.
2.2.4). By determining z experimentally, the atmosphere
and the albedo of the central body can be taken into account. This parameter must be chosen wisely: too high
values cause false positives whereas too low values cause
false negatives. The term ”false negative” in this context
stands for a failed detection of an image that actually has
a well defined horizon in it, whereas the term ”false positive” stands for a detection of an horizon although no
horizon is visible in the image. If the determined radius
r exceeds the limits rp,max and rp,min , the calculation is
invalid. For successful calculations, the vector from the
center of the image to the center of the circle is calculated. Note that the parameters z, rp,max and rp,min can
be significantly larger than the actual dimensions of the
image, as depending on the other quantities it is probable that only a small fraction of the circle is seen in the
image.

further border pixels. The output of this algorithm applied to Fig. 2c is illustrated in Fig. 2d (note: image was
enhanced). Every border is marked individually, so that
the longest border can then be selected as the horizon line
(cf. Fig. 2e; note: image was enhanced) (cf. Barf 2014,
Sec. 2.2.3 Method 1).

4.2.4.

Vector Calculation

Once the horizon-line is found the data of all pixels forming the line must be used to determine the circle, the line
is part of. Therefore, a circle fit is performed by the least
square method. This method delivers the radius rs and
center (cx,s , cy,s ) of the circle in the scaled image frame
coordinates. The values in the non-scaled coordinate system are then
r
(cx , cy )

rs
sc

x,s cy,s
=
,
s
s

=

(3)
(4)

Because of disturbances, like the sun or other orbs, the
calculation may be wrong. The failed Vector Calculation is shown in Fig. 2f (note: image was enhanced). To
detect failed calculations, the radius of the circle is compared to the expected radius. Taking the optical system
into account, the limits for a valid radius in pixel can be
determined by

rp,max

=

rp,min

=

rcb d
p
+z
p hmin (hmin + 2rcb )
rcb d
p
−z
p hmax (hmax + 2rcb )

4.2.5.

Division

If the calculation in the previous step indicates that the
radius is not valid, the image is divided in two parts by
cutting the longer side in the middle. As illustrated in
the activity diagram in Fig. 3, this is also done for every
resulting image until the image is either too small for further calculation, was rejected in the Preprocessing step
or returned a valid result. The result of the whole image is then the average of all results of the partial images.
Thanks to this divide and conquer technique it is possible
to distinguish between the central body and disturbances.

(5)
(6)
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images provided by the camera were completely overexposed, all frames were rejected. Thus, although the algorithm worked nominally, this set of data is not representative. In a nominal case, the processing time is expected to
be higher (80ms - 200ms). The discrepancy between the
frame rates and the processing time can be explained by
the scheduling process of the operating system. It also degrades conclusions that can be drawn from the time data,
since one frame may not get processed completely during one CPU time cycle, but paused and resumed multiple times (cf. Rapp 2014, Sec. 3.5.3). To be able to
make statements regarding the accuracy and occurrences
of false positives and false negatives despite the degraded
flight data, a simulation has been performed and evaluated by Rapp (2014, Sec. 3.5.4). It revealed a rate of false
positives of 0% and a rate of false negatives of 10.29%,
which occurred mostly when the horizon was nearly out
of view. This happens because the algorithm needs a minimum number of data points to perform the circle fit. The
accuracy, consisting of the offset from mean plus standard deviation, was determined to be ±0.6◦ .

Figure 3: Division Activity Diagram (Barf 2014, Figure
2.10)
Thus, the sensor is still operable if there are other orbs in
the field of view. In the case of the example (cf. Fig. 2g),
the image is divided three times: First into images 1 and
2, whereupon two successive cuts of both images result in
images 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b. Image 2b is rejected during the
Preprocessing due to a low brightness. In the images 2a
and 1b, almost no horizon is visible. Hence, they are divided until they are too small. Only image 1a is processed
successfully and delivers a result that is representative for
the whole image (cf. Fig. 2h).

5.

5.2.

Apart from the evaluation of the algorithmic performance, some more general questions were posed for investigation as mission objectives. To follow the trend towards clusters of small satellites instead of a single large
satellite, the applicability of an horizon sensor based on
image processing techniques for small satellites was to be
evaluated. Of course, HORACE as the first step of basic
research was not optimized regarding factors like mass,
size or power consumption. Nevertheless, the chances
are good that a future horizon sensor system for attitude
determination will be applicable also for small satellites.
This is thanks to the fact that no severe increase of algorithmic complexity was experienced compared to other
systems, like the star tracker STELLA (Balagurin et al.
2011). This star tracker in particular is also based on image processing techniques and already proven to be applicable for small satellites. Hence, one can expect the
hardware demands for the horizon acquisition to be in
the same order of magnitude (cf. Rapp 2014, Sec. 4).
Furthermore, already throughout the development and the
evaluation, one could identify the camera and the threshold filter as systematical limits for the concept, as both
severely affect the algorithm’s accuracy. While the development of higher autonomy for the threshold filter instead of experimentally determined values can overcome
this systematical limit, deficiency of the raw-input data
can hardly be compensated by the algorithm. Hence, in
the case of a pure software solution (using existing optical instruments) degraded accuracy has to be expected,
whereas for a solution with included hardware, a suitable
device has to be selected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The scientific data collected during the flight on REXUS
16 was unfortunately severely degraded due to a complicated malfunction of the payload cameras. It was only
detected after the recovery of the experiment and caused
heavy overexposure of the recorded footage (cf. Rapp
2014, Sec. 2.4 for further failure investigation). With
this set of data not a single horizon acquisition was possible, hence it was neither possible to prove nor to disprove
the concept under space-like conditions as intended in the
first place. Nevertheless, data from simulations which
were conducted throughout the development of the experiment, the evaluable flight data and comparison with
existing systems of similar complexity, revealed valuable
results. Furthermore, several lessons regarding the design and operations of an experiment on sounding rockets were learned, which are discussed as well to help to
improve future experiments.

5.1.

General Evaluation

Performance of the Algorithm

From the collected data during the flight it can be determined that the number of false positives as well as the
number of false negatives was zero. The master system
reached a frame rate of processed frames of 2.9 fps and
the slave, 2.0 fps. The time needed to process an image
was between 50ms and 70ms. Unfortunately, since the
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5.3.

Further Lessons Learned

in case of a crash only reduced the probability and impact of the issue to an acceptable level but did not resolve
it entirely. Complete electric isolation of the core systems
is the only proposed mitigation method so far. In similar
vein to the interference with GPS, this was mainly caused
by insufficient testing and the failure to identify the software crashes and their cause in time for remedy prior to
the launch. With properly grounded test setups this issue
may have been avoided. Therefore, again we strongly
recommend the launch operators to advise experimenters
about proper grounding of the experiment via the structure during testing in the user manuals. Furthermore, the
operators’ staff shall ensure the proper grounding during
tests with equipment the experimenters are not familiar
with, like in case of REXUS the RXSM-simulator and
RXSM itself (cf. Rapp et al. 2014, Sec. 7.4.1.2).

In addition to the scientific results related to the mission
itself, valuable experience regarding design and operations of a REXUS experiment were gained.

5.3.1.

GPS-Interference

Only very late during one of the last tests before
the launch opportunity it was unveiled that HORACE
severely interfered with the GPS module of the RXSM,
making a GPS fix impossible when HORACE was powered on. The exact source of the interference could not
be identified on-site and direct measures (ferrite cores
placed around various cables) did not solve the problem.
But as the GPS data was not essential for any of the experiments or the vehicle itself, it eventually was approved to
fly REXUS 16 without GPS information between T-600s
and T+600s. The reason why this issue was discovered
only that late and therefore could not be resolved before
flight was that the exact flight configuration was run for
the very first time during the mentioned test. Earlier test
setups were different from the exact flight configuration
especially regarding the nose-cone. It contains the GPS
receiver but was not mounted to the experiment modules,
hence also the corresponding cables were not fed through
the payload stack. Further post-flight analysis with very
basic methods showed that the SATA-II connection between the core system and the SSD, whose bus frequency
bandwidth overlaps with the GPS bands, was the source
of interference. It was not possible to pinpoint the exact blamable component involved in the SATA-II connection (core system, cable or SSD), therefore shielding all
three together would have been the only dependable mitigation method. But this countermeasure would not have
been possible even if the source had been located during the launch campaign due to too many changes of the
experiment design. Hence, it is strongly recommended to
test the very exact flight configuration latest during Bench
Test (in case of REXUS (Mawn et al. 2014), or comparable stages for other vehicles) and the launch operators
are encouraged to raise awareness of possible interference between GPS and SATA among experimenters with
appropriate notice in the user manuals and during design
reviews (cf. Rapp et al. 2014, Sec. 7.4.1.3).

5.3.2.

6.

FURTHER WORK & OUTLOOK

In the scope of the HORACE project only the very basic
research was conducted and due to the deficiency of the
scientific data some questions are still open or only indirectly answered. So, there is still a long way to go to
a fully operational system. But the first further steps towards that long term goal are already done or in progress.
For instance, in the scope of Barf (2014) the original algorithm using the OpenCV-library was upgraded according to common coding directives for spaceflight and using
standard C++ libraries only. Hence, it can be included asis in nearly any other experiment. Furthermore, a followup experiment, PATHOS, was selected for cycle 08 of the
REXUS/BEXUS programme and is currently in the critical design phase and to be launched in early 2016. The
aim of PATHOS is not only to overcome the problems of
HORACE but also to miniaturize the system and separate
the actual horizon acquisition from interface functionalities (Wagner et al. 2015, Sec. 1.2).
Further steps would be proper quantitative qualification
of the system by flying it with separate accurate attitude
determination sensors for reference (cf. Rapp 2014, Sec.
5.1) and an upgrade to a full attitude determination as outlined in Rapp (2014, Sec. 5.2) would be the next steps. Of
course, there are also several possibilities to improve the
algorithm itself. The two main starting points would be to
improve autonomy of the threshold filter, which is so far
the most critical step, as it could drastically increase the
accuracy, and to optimize the Division step, as it is likely
to improve the calculation time (cf. Barf 2014, Sec. 6).

Shifted Ground

Although the grounding concept of HORACE was designed in accordance with the guidelines of the REXUS
manual, the core systems caused a shift of the ground
potential within the HORACE flight segment. Proper
grounding of the structure to the start point presumably
then caused uncontrolled stray currents which led to unpredictable crashes of the flight software of the master
core system. To this day the issue is not fully understood.
Exchanging the master core system with a spare component and workarounds to safely restart the flight software

7.

CONCLUSION

Despite the degradation of the flight data due to the overexposure of the payload cameras, valuable scientific data
could be retrieved, revealing main starting points for further work. We showed that the outlined approach of an
horizon sensor, which is based on image processing techniques applied to optical data in the visible spectrum,
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could achieve an accuracy of at least ±0.6◦ and calculation times in the order of 100ms to 200ms. Hence, it is
not only accurate and fast enough for coarse attitude determination especially during emergencies, but also likely
to be applicable even for small satellites. Furthermore,
as all other subsystems worked nominally, a profound
test platform to face the scientific questions as well as
the algorithm for horizon acquisition for attitude determination was developed. Because this development was
also defined as part of the complete mission, it greatly
contributes to the overall partial success of 80% of the
HORACE project (cf. Rapp 2014, Sec. 4).
Evaluating the whole project, one has to take into account
not only the scientific and technical aspects, but the educational aspects as well. With the great opportunity to
conduct the project in the scope of the REXUS/BEXUS
programme already during their Bachelor’s studies, the
contributing students gained deep insight into all aspects
of the complete life cycle of a space project and thus into
their future field of profession. To gain those experiences
as early as possible and in a project frame where failures are ”allowed” and do not have severe consequences,
is the main purpose of the REXUS/BEXUS programme.
As they are invaluable for the students’ future careers, the
gained experiences outweigh all deficiencies of the scientific results.
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ABSTRACT
Flight opportunities on high-altitude ASGARD balloons
offered to secondary schools worldwide since 2011 have
led to an ever more rapidly increasing number of project
proposals. The introduction of 'beginners' and 'advanced'
classes of experiments is hoped to draw in even larger
numbers of interested school teams. Furthermore, and in
cooperation with ESERO (European Space Education
Resources Office), workshops and documentation are
being prepared to introduce teachers and students alike
to the world of microcontrollers and sensors.
A student parabolic flight programme called BIFROST
(Brussels' Initiative to provide Flight Research
Opportunities to STudents) was initiated to meet the
rising demand for hands-on space education projects
and the desire to cover the widest possible range of
scientific and/or technical domains, which essentially
calls for a variety of flight platforms: cansats, balloons
and parabolic flight.

Figure 1: The radio downlink setup for in-flight
tracking: tiny gps module connected to an Arduino Uno
board, with an APC220 transceiver module and
homebread ground plane antenna.

RATIONALE
It is deemed important to ensure that scientifically
inclined secondary school teams can engage in hands-on
space education programmes, regardless of their field of
interest. This is considered a major asset of balloon and
parabolic flight programmes over cansats which
typically target only physics and electronics. With
balloons, environmental monitoring, atmospheric
science and astrophysics, as well as biology are open to
investigations as well, while parabolic flight even opens
opportunities in geology, medicine and physiology.
ASGARD-IV AND ASGARD-V
In the past two years, a number of measures were taken
to improve user support and increase mission flexibility.
These include the development (by students) of a basic
avionics system to be expanded upon in coming years.

Figure 2: Basic housekeeping datamodule providing
fuse protection to each individual experiment while
allowing continuous current draw monitoring.

This system now includes a gps radio downlink
capability for in-flight tracking and the introduction of
second generation basic power distribution units
providing individual fuse protection for each
experiment, while at the same time allowing for
continuous current draw monitoring.

Besides these technical improvements, scientific
experiments carried out by the students include an
improved digital thermometer to record outside
temperatures throughout the flight, and a Geiger
Counter to detect high energy radiation (gamma photons
and energetic bèta-particles).

_______________________________________
Proc. ‘22nd ESA Symposium on European Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Related Research’,
Tromsø, Norway, 7–12 June 2015 (ESA SP-730, September 2015)
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Hence, the decrease in radiation levels observed above
20kms altitude is more likely the beginning of a
levelling off towards radiation levels in interplanetary
space. An effort will be undertaken to verify whether
these off-the-shelf, low-cost Geiger Counter units
(intended for education, not science) can actually be
calibrated to a degree of accuracy allowing recorded
data to be quantitatively compared to reports in the
scientific literature.
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Figure 3: Temperature profile taken during the AsgardV ascent. Balloon burst altitude was near 28km.
The record of events in counts per minute (Fig. 4)
shows a clear increase during the approximately 120
minute flight, with a local minimum about 80 minutes
after take-off. However, as descent velocity is
significantly higher than ascent velocity, interpretation
of data from such a graph is not altogether
straightforward.
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Figure 5: Radiation level in counts per minute as a
function of altitude (in meters above sea level).
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Many questions with regard to this remain unanswered:
what is the energy distribution of both primary and
secondary particles, the spatial distribution of these
secondaries, and what exactly happens above 3035kms? At least some of these questions will be
adressed in future Asgard missions.
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From a technical point of view, and while it was quite
possible to reconstruct the timing of Asgard-V events
from the gps data, it was decided that a common switch
to power up all experiments and a digital clock would
be included in the next upgrade of the Asgard avionics
system to provide all experiments with a common time
reference.

250
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Figure 4: MightyOhm Geiger counter data (cpm) versus
time. The unit was inside the styrofoam gondola on the
top experiment platform.

Other secondary school experiments include a digital
camera converted to make full-spectrum images of
Earth (Koninklijk Atheneum Willebroek, Belgium), an
experiment to collect bacteria from the clouds as the
balloon passed through (Saint Paul's school, London,
UK), an experiment to measure the speed of sound at
different altitudes (Zagle Liceum, Warsaw, Poland), and
an experiment to measure UV intensity during ascent
(Liceo Scientifico, Bologna, Italy).

A much clearer picture emerges from a 'cpm' (counts per
minute) versus altitude graph as shown in Fig. 5. A
maximum is now observed between 15 and 20kms
altitude, consistent with literature (the so-called Pfotzermaximum), and due to the atmospheric showering
effect, whereby highly energetic gammas interacting
with atmospheric molecules give rise to the occurance
of a cascade of lower energy particles.
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Asgard balloon flights or cansat competitions). The
rationale here being that the goal was to prove the
feasibility of a high school student parabolic flight
programme from a financial and logistic point of view
and to assess educational potential. Both schools would
have a team of final-year students develop a set of
experiments and fly them in the Netherlands on the TU
Delft's Cessna Citation II flying laboratory. Two flights,
one for each school, of up to 12 parabolas – yielding 15
seconds of microgravity each – would allow the
students from both teams to experience weightlessness
and to come back with data unobtainable otherwise.
Collège Saint-Michel developed experiments in
entomology and in fluid physics. The fluid physics
experiment was qualitative in nature and yielded good
results and useful footage for classroom use. The
experiment in entomology was successfull in
demonstrating stress in butterflies during the 2g periods
preceding and following each microgravity phase.

Fig 6: Full spectrum image of Earth taken with a
student-converted camera by 3rd grade students from
Koninklijk Atheneum Willebroek, Belgium.
Moreover, to allow inexperienced school teams a
smooth entry into the field of high-altitude space
education/scientific ballooning, a 'beginners category'
was created for first-time participants, and tutorials are
being written to help teams get started with Arduino
microcontrollers as the heart of electronic dataloggers.
Courses for teachers are being planned along the lines
of the introductory courses that were organised for the
teachers coaching student teams in the 2010 and 2012
ESA-cansat competitions.
The first indications of the impact of these measures on
the number of project proposals seem very encouraging.
BIFROST-1 PILOT PROJECT

Figure 8: An Arduino Uno carrying the Sparkfun 9DOF
(degrees of freedom) sensor stick, a DS1302 digital
clock and a µSD card module for data storage, used as
IMU datalogger on Bifrost-1 by high school students
from Sint-Pieterscollege Jette, Brussels, Belgium.

Figure 7: The Cessna Citation II flying laboratory (TU
Delft) can carry a team of 5 students, one teacher, one
observer, a crew of 3 (pilot, co-pilot and safety officer),
as well as about 100kg of experiments.

Sint-Pieterscollege focused on electronics with
experiments involving an IMU (inertial measurement
unit: a 3D accelerometer + 3D magnetometer + 3D
gyrometer), and an experiment using piëzoelements to
assess the nature and intensity of vibration during the
zero-g phase, but also carried 2 fluid physics
experiments, one involving capillarity and one
involving surface tension.

With the financial help of the Brussels Capital region, a
pilot edition of a parabolic flight programme was
carried out, involving two secondary schools, SintPieterscollege from Jette, Dutch-speaking, and Collège
Saint-Michel from Etterbeek, French speaking, that had
participated in earlier hands-on space education projects
(Parabolic flights with Novespace's Zero-g plane and

While the results from the fluid physics experiments
were inconclusive, the electronics yielded good data,
though the full mathematical implications of the
experiments are still being explored. The interpretation
of the accelerometer data was straightforward and
allowed the quality of the microgravity environment to
be determined at 0,1g or better.
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Gravity level (g) (1g = 9,81 m/s²)

the need for a Bifrost User's Guide to clarify what kind
of equipment is and is not allowed on board, and the
need for a meeting room, as space available in the
plane's hangar is too sparse for more than two teams.
Hotel accomodations were quite adequate, public
transportation from the hotel to the city center excellent
and Amsterdam Airport is at barely 2hours driving from
Brussels.
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Having mastered the 'art' of building electronic
dataloggers had students think of other applications and
possibilities, reaching well beyond the scope of space
education, and covering topics such as weather studies
using ground stations, environmental studies in
nonfamiliar locations, geophysics, etc.

Time (s)

Figure 9: Assessment of the quality of the microgravity
environment in the Cessna Citation II flying laboratory
of the Technical University of Delft during the Bifrost-I
maiden flight.

The first such effort consisted of a magnetometer,
developed a few years ago. Gradual improvements of
the equipment include an upgrade from 2D to 3D
measurements, an increase in the sampling rate from
once a minute to thrice per second, improved accuracy
and a thousandfold increase in data storage volume.

A preliminary study of Euler angles and related matrix
transformations gave rise to an effort to calculate the
attitude changes of the plane during a parabola, taking
Earth's magnetic field vector as 3D reference. However,
lacking (licensed) software capable of having a PC
perform these calculations, the students were reduced to
a semi-automated procedure wherein a number of
consecutive datapoints were selected and variations in
the plane's attitude (and hence the plane's angular
velocities) derived for a limited time interval. This work
is ongoing.
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Figure 11: Belgium's Princess Elisabeth base in Queen
Maud land, Antarctica is built on a nunatak. The
magnetometer developed by students from SintPieterscollege Jette was located at some distance of the
base to avoid having the data compromised by
interferences from the base's electrical systems.
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Recent additions to the roster of available instruments
for a variety of applications include a gps datalogger,
and the 9DOF IMU mentioned above. Both were sent to
Antarctica to test their suitablility for student projects.
However, electrostatic discharge and a premature power
outage have cut short the period over which data were
collected. Nonetheless, system performance could still
be evaluated. Magnetometer data in particular show
variations worth investigating over longer periods (i.e.
weeks, preferably even months, rather than days).

Figure 10: Angular velocities (blue = a, red = b and
yellow = g Euler angles) during a second period
including the onset of a parabola.
Overall, this pilot edition was considered a major
success by all concerned, with valuable lessons learned
for the future; such as the need for a procedure to allow
quick and easy installation of hardware into the plane,
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in Antarctica (72°S), Nigeria (9°N) and Brussels (51°N),
feeds the hope of a small but unique network of
geophysical observatories designed and operated by
secondary school students.
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The Asgard balloon programme, a cooperation between
Sint-Pieterscollege Jette, ESERO, KMI (the Royal
Meteorological Institute of Belgium), KSB (the Royal
Observatory), and STCE (the Solar-Terrestrial Center of
Excellence) is to be continued, and is expected to
continue growing.
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Bifrost-II
The bilingual (Dutch-French) Brussels Capital Region
and the Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles (the Frenchspeaking part of Belgium) have already agreed to
organise a second parabolic flight campaign in 2016.
participation of the Region of Flanders is unclear at this
time. The number of partcipipating schools is contingent
on the participation of Flanders and will be decided in
the coming months.

Figure 12: Excerpt of the seismometer data collected
from Antarctica during the 21014-2015 summer season.
(z-axis is vertical).
While the experiment was shortlived because of a power
failure, it seems the 9DOF IMU is very suitable for
seismic studies and could yield interesting data on ice
activity or the impact of ice movements nearby on the
rocky nunatak carrying the base.
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ABSTRACT

partially developed and tested technology for flights
into the stratosphere (http://sosa.sk/stratosferickybalon/). So, the project was designed in a way, where
the Valašské Meziříčí Observatory was responsible
for finances, public outreach, education activities and
student competition for experiments to be send to
stratosphere and SOSA took responsibilities for their
technology and flight experts.

Stratosphere is easily accessible near-space environment with potential to be extensively used for experiments and interdisciplinary research requiring harsh
conditions difficult to simulate on Earth. But it turns
out that it has other properties as well. It can also
connect people. In this case young people, students
and scientists from both sides of former Czechoslovak border, which led to project called „Together
into stratosphere“. It is a cross-border collaboration project between Valašské Meziříčí Observatory
in Czech Republic and Slovak Organization for Space
Activities in Slovakia, which started in 2013. By
sending probes on meteorological balloons to stratosphere, members of this project already executed
multiple experiments, which involved biological experiments, measurements of cosmic radiation, technology experiments like tests of photovoltaic panels,
IR radiation measurements, R-wave measurements,
tests of picosatellite, communication between ground
station and stratospheric platform and tests of GPS.

2.

Experiments selected for stratospheric flights called
SDS 03 and SDS 04 described here were chosen from
total count of 10 registered proposals submitted by
students in a competition.
SDS 03 experiment RAbTeZA – Height-dependent
Absorption Distribution of IR Radiation in Atmosphere
The main aim of this experiment was to determine
change of thermal radiation at various altitudes,
which can tell us about how much energy is absorbed
or radiated, in other words, reflected from individual
atmospheric layers. The change should be dependent on concentration of green house gases affecting
our climate conditions. The measurments of thermal radiation in direction from Earth up and from
top down as function of altitude should allow us to
determine stratification of green house gases in our
atmosphere.

Key words: stratosphere, experiments.

1.

EXPERIMENTS

INTRODUCTION

The project „Together into the stratosphere“ is a result of previous cooperation between Valašské Meziříčí Observatory and Slovak Organization for Space
Activities (SOSA for short) within other common
cross-borders project, where one of the activites was
dedicated to space technologies and their developement. During course of the project, key players from
both organizations met several times and decided to
design a brand new project with focus on student
research activities. And this is how the project „Together into the stratosphere“ started.

SDS 03 TEFOS – Photovoltaic Test System for
Stratospheric Applications
The aim of this experiment was to test options for
supplying energy to electronics by photovoltanic cells
on stratospheric probe having unstable motion (rotation, wobbling). Undertaken measurments here involved total system power and its changes as function of probe’s motion and changes of electric current

The key factor here was, that SOSA had already
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Figure 1. SDS 03 shortly before take off

Figure 3. Preparation of living organisms for experiment in stratosphere onboard of SDS 04
in stratospheric altitudes on viability of various types
of model organisms. Its aim was to test resistance of
the life forms under extreme conditions.

3.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

We have started a cooperation project dedicated to
stratospheric experiments called „Together into the
stratosphere“ and already executed several of them.
These experiments involved technology demonstration missions, biological experiments and climate
condition observations. Our group and cooperative
institutions want to keep on advancing our stratospheric flights. We prepare already two new flights
with biochemical, biological and other experiments
and we are looking for partners for future projects.

Figure 2. Picture of Earth from SDS 03 in stratosphere
and voltage with regards to loss of Sun’s light. We
tested ability of the system to supply enough of energy with required stability not facing the Sun and
collected information about system behaviour with
regards to its altitude.
SDS 03 CTS - CzechTechSat – A Space-friendly
CubeSat-Class Picosatellite

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
CzechTechSat is a student cubesat with 1U size,
which is dedicated to development of electronic subsystems with enhanced radiation resistance based on
components, which do not fall under export restrictions (ITAR). Aim of this experiment was to check
funcionality of developed subsystem in near-space
environment.

Authors would like to thank the Regional Office of
Zlin Region for financial support, as the Valašské
Meziříčí Observatory falls under its administration.
We are also grateful for support to this project
co-founded by European Cross-border cooperation
SK-CZ, Microprojects Fund. Registration number
CZ/FMP.10/0275.

SDS 04 ZARV – R-Wave Record
This experiment focused on detection of R waves,
which propagate along Earth’s magnetic field and
are responsible for electron accelleration to relativistic velocities. The mechanism is not quite known.
These electromagnetic waves have low frequencies
comparable to acustic waves. They are produced at
increased rate during geomagnetic storms but there
is a high probability of capturing them also during
normal stratospheric conditions.
SDS 04 Life and Conditions in Stratosphere
This experiment was about detection of local intensities of UV radiation, temperature, pressure and humidity in order to determine influence of conditions
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ABSTRACT
Short for “Arduino Satellite”, ArduSat is an open-source
Nanosatellite, based on the CubeSat standard. The
extensive Arduino sensor suite on board gives students
the opportunity to create their own satellite experiments
and collect real-world space data using the Arduino
open-source prototyping platform. From March until
May 2014, two undergraduate physics students from
Hasselt University used the downloadable ArduSat
Software Development Kit which allowed them to
design the command sequences they used to conduct
their experiments.
1.

ARDUSAT, A SHORT HISTORY

Four graduate students from the International Space
University, with a Central Campus located in
Strasbourg, France, founded in 2012 the aerospace
company NanoSatisfi Inc. The successful launch of the
ArduSat crowdfunding campaign on KickStarter
resulted in a first design of the ArduSat payload
prototype in August 2012 and a first high-altitude test in
October that same year.
A big day for the newborn company was November 20,
2012, on which an agreement was signed with
entrepreneurial company Nanoracks LLC to coordinate
the deployment of the first two ArduSats via the NASA
and JAXA (Japanese Space Agency) satellite
deployment program.

Figure 1. CubeSats ArduSat-X, ArduSat-1 and
PicoDragon launched from the ISS module Kibo on
November 19, 2013

On August 3, 2013, the Japanese cargo transfer vehicle
HTV-4 was launched from the Tanegashima Space
Center in Japan to the International Space Station (ISS),
carrying two ArduSats among 3.6 tons of science
experiments. Six days later, the HTV-4 was successfully
berthed by the ISS’ robotic arm Canadarm 2 to the ISS.

Both ArduSats stayed in a low Earth orbit (LEO) until
re-entering the atmosphere on April 15 and April 16,
2014 respectively.
ArduSat-2 is a double-unit (2U) CubeSat and an
improved version of the single unit ArduSat-1 satellite.
It was deployed on February 28, 2014 from the Kibo
airlock of the ISS but no signals were received.
ArduSat-2 re-entered the atmosphere on July 1, 2014.

ArduSat-X and ArduSat-1 were finally launched
together with the Vietnamese PicoDragon CubeSat on
November 19, 2013 from the Japanese ISS experiment
module Kibo using the Poly Picosat Orbital Deployer or
P-Pod. This standard deployment system helps in the
effort to reduce costs and development time for CubeSat
developers.
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2.

The role of the supervisor is to provide mass storage on
the Micro SD card for all processor nodes; power down
any nodes not in use; receive new sketches to execute
on nodes, and send them to the appropriate node via the
serial connection; provide debug information on the
serial debug console; and monitor power consumption
on the 5 V and 3.3 V rails. The processor nodes are
dedicated to computing the experiments, each on one
node.

ARDUSAT UNCOVERED

ArduSat-X and ArduSat-1 are two single unit (1U)
CubeSats, with sides of 10 cm and a total mass of
approximately 1 kilogram. The tiny spacecraft’s
structure and power subsystems are based on the
CubeSat standard, an open-source specification created
in 1999 which defines a standard platform for low-cost
space research. Both satellites carry roughly 20 sensors,
including an optical spectrometer and a camera. The
overall architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

To communicate with the ground, ArduSat is equipped
with a half-duplex UHF transceiver, operating in the
435-438 MHz amateur radio satellite band.
3.

CODING FOR SPACE

The starting point for talking to sensors is Arduino, an
open-source electronics prototyping platform.
The Arduino programming environment is easy to use
for beginners, yet flexible enough for advanced users. It
is based on the Processing programming environment
and can be expanded through C++ libraries.
Open-source technology made it possible to enhance
Arduino’s
baseline
Integrated
Development
Environment (IDE) with the ArduSat Software
Development Kit (SDK), available for download on
GitHub since May 2013.

Figure 2. Architecture of a single unit ArduSat

Undergraduate physics students from Hasselt University
used an Arduino Uno to upload their code because the
processor nodes of the ASPPM in the ArduSat run a
similar microcontroller. To test the sensors all together,
a little demo CubeSat has been built using K’NEX, as
can be seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

The brain of the ArduSat-1 is the ArduSat Payload
Processor Module (ASPPM), represented in Fig. 3. It
features one supervisor processor consisting of an
ATmega2561 (similar to an Arduino Mega) plus 16
processor nodes each running an ATmega328P just like
an Arduino Uno.

The whole idea behind the working process is to create
code; submit code for review via email or through
ArduSat’s website; do code testing on a development
satellite; upload the program to the satellite; download
the resulting data from the satellite; and examine the
gathered data.
4.

TESTING THE SENSOR SUITE

Because of the prototype nature of ArduSats-X/1 and
the failure of ArduSat-2, the code has never been
uploaded to the satellites. Nevertheless, as-if
experiments have been carried out on a test satellite
showing that the results obtained from the different
electronic devices aboard are reliable and ready to be
carried out in space.
Seven sensors of the ArduSat sensor suite have been
tested, the first six of them exactly the same as those in
the original ArduSat sensor suite.

Figure 3. The ArduSat Payload Processor Module
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The human eye has a huge dynamic range, far more
than most electronic sensors. Real-world conditions can
range from 0.0001 lux in starlight, to over 100,000 lux
in direct sunlight. The TSL2561 has features that allow
it to handle this huge dynamic range. These settings are
similar to a camera; one can change both the sensitivity,
which is like an ASA film rating, and the integration
time, which is like the shutter speed. Like a camera, you
can balance those measurements for the best results.
Illuminance values of a white LED measured by the
TSL2561 were compared to values obtained by a
Vernier Light Sensor giving percent differences of
about 6 %.
4.2. Three-axis accelerometer (ADXL345)

Figure 4. Side view of K’NEX CubeSat

The ADXL345 from Analog Devices is a small, thin,
ultralow power, 3-axis accelerometer with high
resolution (13-bit) measurement at up to ±16 g. Digital
output data is accessible through an I²C digital interface.
The device measures the static acceleration of gravity in
tilt-sensing applications, as well as dynamic
acceleration resulting from motion or shock. Its high
resolution of 3.9 mg/LSB enables measurement of
inclination changes less than 1.0°. Several special
sensing functions are provided. Activity and inactivity
sensing detect the presence or lack of motion by
comparing the acceleration on any axis with user-set
thresholds. Tap sensing detects single and double taps in
any direction. Free-fall sensing detects if the device is
falling.
To test the accelerometer, the K’NEX CubeSat was put
in free-fall and used as a simple pendulum (Fig. 6),
giving percent errors of approximately 6% for the
theoretical period of the pendulum.

Figure 5. Top view of K'NEX CubeSat

4.1. Luminosity sensor (TSL2561)

4.3. Digital 3-axis gyroscope (ITG-3200)

Illuminance or ambient light level is a very complex
measurement to make because it involves both the
human eye’s response to color – i.e. frequency – and the
concentration of that light. The TSL2561 manufactured
by AMS-TAOS is not a true luxmeter, but rather a lightto-digital converter that transforms light intensity to a
digital signal.

The ITG-3200 from InvenSense is a triple-axis MicroElectro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) gyro integrated
circuit.
The device features digital-output X-, Y-, and Z-axis
angular rate sensors or gyros on a single chip with a
sensitivity of 14.375 LSBs per °/sec and a full-scale
range of ±2000 °/sec as well as a fast mode I²C interface
up to 400 kHz. Three integrated 16-bit ADCs provide
simultaneous sampling.

The device combines one broadband photodiode (visible
plus infrared) and one infrared-responding photodiode
on a single integrated circuit. Two integrating analog-todigital converters (ADCs) convert the photodiode
currents to a digital output that represents the irradiance
measured on each channel. This digital output is sent to
a microprocessor where illuminance in lux is derived
using an empirical formula to approximate the human
eye response. This makes the TSL2561 far superior to
simpler photoresistors and photodiodes for illumination
measurement.

To test the gyroscope, the K’NEX CubeSat was put on a
turning plate (Fig. 7) rotating at a constant angular
velocity. Measured Z-axis values corresponded to
chronometer obtained data with percent differences of
about 11 %.
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A temperature experiment was run on the “AS-IF”
development satellite, located in Paris, France. A hot
and cold cycle were executed in a clean room testing
environment that acts as if it is a real satellite.
4.5. Digital 3-axis magnetometer (MAG3110)
Freescale’s Xtrinsic MAG3110 is a small, low-power,
digital 3-axis magnetometer. The device measures the
three components of the local magnetic field which will
be the sum of the geomagnetic field and the magnetic
field created by components on the circuit board. The
MAG3110 has a full scale range of ±1000 μT, features a
fast mode standard I2C serial interface up to 400 kHz in
fast mode and is guaranteed to operate over the
extended temperature range of -40 °C to +85 °C.
Components of magnetic field measured by the
MAG3110 were compared to values obtained by a
Vernier Magnetic Field Sensor giving percent
differences of only 3 %.
4.6. Infrared temperature sensor (MLX90614)
The MLX90614 manufactured by Melexis is an infrared
thermometer
for
non-contact
temperature
measurements. The device is factory calibrated in wide
temperature ranges: -40 to 125 ˚C for the ambient
temperature and -70 to 382.2 ˚C for the object
temperature.

Figure 6. Experimental setup to test the 3-axis
accelerometer

An optical filter (long-wave pass) that cuts off the
visible and near infra-red radiant flux is integrated in the
package to provide ambient and sunlight immunity. The
wavelength pass band of this optical filter is from 5.5
till 14 µm.
A heat plate has been used to compare values obtained
by the MLX90614 with those of an Agilent multimeter,
resulting in percent differences of 6 %.
4.7. Geiger counter tube (SEN-11345)
Instead of the LND716 gamma detector from the
original ArduSat sensor suite, the USB powered
SparkFun Geiger counter SEN-11345 has been used to
detect ionizing radiation. One of the main reasons to opt
for the latter sensor is the fact that the SEN-11345 itself
is equipped with an ATMega328 which can be
programmed very easily.

Figure 7. Experimental setup to test the gyro

4.4. Digital temperature sensor (TMP102)
The TMP102 device from Texas Instruments is a silicon
bandgap digital temperature sensor, offering an
accuracy of ±0.5 °C. The device is specified for
operation over a temperature range of -40 °C to 125 °C.
Communication with the TMP102 is achieved through a
two-wire serial I²C interface.

Radiation from a cobalt-60 source measured by a
Vernier Digital Radiation Monitor gave percentage
differences of 6 % compared to values obtained by the
SEN-11345 sensor.
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5.

7.

UPLOADING TO SPACE

Both students and staff of Hasselt University involved
in this project wish to thank Nick Allain and Sunny
Washington of Spire for their support during the
programming process. We are especially indebted to
J.F. Omhover for his very valuable commenting the
code while being carried out on the development
satellite.

By the time students had to present their results at
Hasselt University, a new satellite named Lemur-1 had
been launched on June 19, 2014.
Lemur-1 is a triple-unit (3U) CubeSat built by Spire, the
new name for company NanoSatisfi since July 2014.
The satellite was deployed from the Italian UniSat 6,
which in turn was launched aboard a Dnepr launch
vehicle operated by Kosmotras. Lemur-1 is in a sunsynchronous low Earth polar orbit with a more elliptical
shape compared to the formerly launched ArduSats.

8.
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Although Lemur-1 has been successful sending data
from temperature sensors and the magnetometer, no
uploads from student experiments have been
established.
In April 2015, Spire successfully tested the education
payload on a high altitude balloon launch. The company
will have several satellites launched by the end of 2015,
eventually allowing students to run their experiments.
These satellites will head for higher orbits, where it is
estimated that the payload computers will be able to
operate for 8-12 months before radiation damage
becomes a factor.
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CONCLUSIONS

This manuscript describes a project carried out by two
undergraduate physics students during a time period of
15 days spread across 10 weeks. Like a previous project
at Hasselt University [1], it shows that in this short
amount of time it is possible to write and test valuable
code ready for upload to a satellite in a low Earth orbit.
The open-source platform Arduino was the base of this
project and once again proved to be very student
friendly [2].
Unfortunately, so far it has not been possible to upload
the code to one of Spire’s satellites. Depending on the
level of sponsorship, contributors will have access to up
to an entire week of time on the satellite to run
applications. Nevertheless, experiments being carried
out on a test satellite show that the results obtained from
the different electronic devices are reliable and ready to
be carried out in space.
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ABSTRACT

and Technology) contribution in the Norwegian student satellite program [1]. The satellite program is run
by NAROM (The Norwegian Center for Space Related
Education) and overseen by the Norwegian Space Centre.
The NUTS student satellite is a 2U CubeSat. The satellite
is designed and build by NTNU students and staff. The
main focus of the education-oriented program is to explore topics not widely covered by other student satellite
projects, such as a structure made from carbon-fibre and
other advanced plastic materials, a back-plane design that
interconnects all electronics and two advanced radio systems. The satellite is currently in the engineering production phase, and complete engineering model is planned
by late-2015. The CPT-SCOPE project is a spin-off from
the NUTS project.

The development of CubeSats allows for the conception
and implementation of new approaches and technologies.
In this paper we present a spin-off and technology innovation resulting from the NTNU Test Satellite (NUTS).
NUTS is a 2U CubeSat under development by students
of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) in Trondheim, Norway. The satellite is due to
launch in 2017 and is based upon in-house developments.
We will describe the innovative carbon-fibre frame, radio systems and proposals for an infrared camera for atmospheric gravity waves observations. A NUTS spinoff, the Cosmic Particle Telescope (CPT-SCOPE), will be
presented in greater detail since it has been selected for
the BEXUS 20 campaign in autumn 2015. CPT-SCOPE
is a Norwegian-German compact radiation monitor prototype developed by students.
Key words: CubeSat, NUTS; technology development,
carbon-fibre frame, SWIR camera payload, radiation
monitor, CPT-SCOPE, spin-off, REXUS/BEXUS.

2.

1.

The NUTS project goal has not been to build a CubeSat
based on commercially available subsystems. Instead, we
have focused on exploring topics and solutions not commonly used by CubeSat projects up until now. As a consequence of this, all subsystems and components are designed and developed on-campus. This makes the project
interesting for both students and staff. Yet, it naturally
increases the chances for delays and changes to the initial
project plan. Indeed, we have seen both during the advancement of our project. Through this paper, we wish to
convey the most interesting cases and findings from the
NUTS project. These topics either have a high relevance
for other CubeSat missions or project spin-offs that can
continue their life outside the NUTS project.

INTRODUCTION

This paper will describe selected achievements and technology developments by the NUTS project. The listed
topics are chosen because they represent contributions to
the CubeSat community. Some of them are currently being further developed or planned to be taken into other
projects.

1.1.

The NUTS Project

The NUTS (NTNU Test Satellite) project was started in
2010 and is NTNU’s (Norwegian University of Science

SELECTED TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTS

By allowing a focus the innovative aspects of our project,
the students are challenged and inspired to come up with
new solutions. We will now present selected technology
development in more detail.

∗ corresponding

author for NUTS,
e-mail: roger.birkeland@iet.ntnu.no
§ corresponding author for CPT-SCOPE,
e-mail: timo.stein@ideas.no
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2.1.

Composite Frame

cause problems during the planned lifetime of the satellite [3].

Common CubeSat frames are made of aluminium. NUTS
will be among the first CubeSats that has a full primary structure made of carbon-fibre material, except aluminium corner profiles due to specifications listed in the
CubeSat Design Specification [2]. By using Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) it is possible to reduce
weight while providing higher stability under mechanical
stress. The thermal expansion coefficient of CFRP can be
adjusted through design and made significantly smaller
compared to conventional materials.

While the outer frame is responsible for carrying the load
of the satellite, the inner frame holds the satellite electronics together. The inner frame will be produced by
milling PEEK plastic, and can be easily adapted to support any layout of the internal electronic PCBs. Figure
2 shows the assembly of the outer and inner frame, and
the internal electronics. Figure 1 shows a mechanical
model of the satellite, where the frame is of the second
type mentioned above. The picture shows a frame for the
ADCS magnetic torquers (white, right hand side). Solar
panels will be mounted on top of this frame. This frame
and the inner structure was made using a 3D printer for
rapid prototyping.

Figure 1. Mechanical model of NUTS with installed solar
cells (left) and ADCS magnetic torquers (right).
The frame has been developed in three iterations, leading to three generations of master theses, in which the
design of the outer and inner frame have evolved and different production methods have been evaluated and improved. The first prototype [3] was made as a whole box,
preimpregnated fibres were put into a suitable mold. This
method did not succeed in fulfilling the requirements, and
it did not have aluminium corner profiles. The second [4]
and third iteration [5] uses four sheets of milled/cut CFRP
panels glued together with four aluminium corner profiles. The main difference between the second and third
method is the design of the corner profiles and how the
CFRP-panels are glued to them. The corners of the satellite must be made of aluminium, since this part mechanically interfaces with the rails in the deployer pod. In addition, stand-off pieces for fitting separation springs and
the inhibit switches have been designed and produced.

Figure 2. The CAD-model of the NUTS frame and assembly. The top shows the complete CubeSat with antennas,
while the bottom indicates the location of individual subsystems, source: [5].

Using CFRP introduces some new challenges compared
to only using aluminium. A well defined electrical
ground potential must be maintained to avoid misbehaviour or damage to the electronics. All metal and CFRP
components must be connected electrically to ensure this.
The CFRP used is dissipative, so charges should not be
allowed to build up when the satellite is moving through
charged plasma in orbit. Some techniques are mentioned
in [6]. Since the satellites orbit will be relatively low
(< 800 km), the CFRP will also be subject to corrosion
due to exposure to atomic oxygen. This is not expected to

2.2.

Communication Systems

The NUTS satellite features two radio modules utilising
the VHF and UHF amateur radio frequency bands. The
VHF radio is a small amateur radio module made by a
former NTNU student [7] and the UHF radio is entirely
developed by volunteer students in the project. By having
two radio modules it is possible to establish a full duplex
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link with the satellite, and if one fails half duplex communication is achievable.

437 and 438 MHz with a maximum RF output power of
0.8 W. The UHF radio is manufactured, functioning and
currently under evaluation to improve future iterations.

2.3.

Infrared Camera for Detection of Atmospheric
Gravity Waves

The first payload considered for NUTS was an infrared
(IR) camera for measurements of atmospheric gravity
waves in the OH-layer of the upper atmosphere.

Figure 3. Skagmo Electronics OWL VHF radio, source:
[7].

2.2.1.

VHF Radio

The OWL VHF (Figure 3) by Skagmo Electronics [7] is
a small and versatile radio with support for AFSK and
GMSK AX.25, AIS, as well as NGHam [8] modes - a robust packet protocol with forward error correction (FEC).
The final power amplifier (PA) is powered by a variable
switched-mode power supply (SMPS) for maximum efficiency over the available 0.2 W to 5.0 W RF output power
range, and the front-end is robust with filters both before
and after the low-noise amplifier (LNA). The OWL radio
module is also used in other research projects at NTNU,
such as the AMOS and CAMOS projects. In the CAMOS
project, filling the communication gap in the Arctic area
is studied [9]. The radio is a final and tested product available from Skagmo Electronics.

Figure 5. Gravity wave observation using an IR camera.
The minimum sampling resolution is indicated by the red
dots. Distances not to scale, source: [11].
By using a Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) camera with
a narrow filter around a wavelength of 1.4 µm, atmospheric gravity waves, propagating in the air-glow layer,
can be observed. This air-glow layer is at ca. 90 km altitude and its origin is due to the emission of OH-radicals.
Knowledge about the amplitude and velocity of the gravity waves in the upper atmosphere can give vital information about atmospheric energy transport [12]. Figure
6 shows the dynamic wave model. The underlying principles are not well understood. An improved knowledge
of energy transport at high altitudes has a great impact on
climate models. Figure 5 from [11] shows a sketch of the
set up, the relationship between the field of view (FOV)
and the physical wavelength of the gravity wave.
The 1.4 µm band for imaging has been selected because
the OH-emission is best visible in this band. In addition,
IR-radiation originating from Earth will be blocked due
to the presence of water vapour in the lower atmosphere
[12].

Figure 4. NUTS UHF radio module (5.7 cm x 3.8 cm).

2.2.2.

UHF Radio

By choosing the right parameters for the payload, such
as FOV, focal ratio (f-number) and integration time for a
given orbit, we can derive the velocity vector for propagating gravity waves from a series of three or more images. The most important parameters are shown in Table
2.3 and further explanation can be found in [11].

The UHF radio (Figure 4) has been developed by students
participating in the project and has been through several design iterations. The first iteration was field-tested
in a balloon campaign from Andøya, Norway, in April
2014 [10]. It is based on the Analog Devices ADF7021
transceiver IC with custom front-end including filters,
LNA, a high efficiency PA and a RF switch. It is capable of the following modes (G)MSK, 2-FSK, 3-FSK
and 4-FSK modulation with programmable data rate (up
to 32.8 kbps 4-FSK). The operation frequency is between

For a CubeSat with limited power and downlink capabilities, it is important that the observed images are of good
quality, and preferably compressed to allow for more data
to be downloaded per satellite pass. Data compression
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Parameter
Focal length
f-number
Resolution (pixel)
Binning factor
FOV
Ground segment one image
Blurred grav. wavelength
Integration time
Effective FOV

Value
16 mm
1.4
160×160
4
34◦
320 km
≤15 km
3s
200 km

type of small satellite. The payload is on the list of suggested payloads for future Norwegian small satellite payloads [16].

2.4.

CPT-SCOPE

Table 1. Derived parameters for the SWIR camera payload, see for further information and source [11].
and restoration (de-blurring) of images are discussed in
[13]. To further reduce the amount of data to be transmitted, image processing can be done on-board to derive the
needed parameters from the atmospheric gravity waves.
Then, only the derived data about the waves needs to
be transmitted. A 3D FFT-method for implementing this
functionality is described in [14].

Figure 7. The mechanical design of one CPT-SCOPE
particle telescope featuring four sensor modules (green).
The absorbers are shown in purple and the mechanical
support structure in red.

2.4.1.

Overview

The Cosmic Particle Telescope (CPT-SCOPE) is a compact radiation monitor prototype for applications in atmospheric and space research. The instrument idea stems
from efforts within the NUTS CubeSat project to investigate future payloads for small satellites and CubeSats. In
mid-2014 CPT-SCOPE1 started as first NUTS spin-off.
In this project twelve students from Trondheim, Norway,
and Berlin, Germany, work jointly.
In December 2014 the instrument has been selected as
one of six European payloads to fly aboard the BEXUS2
20/21 mission. The launch of the two stratospheric balloons from Kiruna, Sweden, is planned for October 2015.
The BEXUS programme aims at emulating a real ESA
space mission realised by university students. Hence, the
focus lies not exclusively on technical development or
science but on project management, finances, proposal
writing, outreach and verification.

Figure 6. Illustration of atmospheric gravity waves,
energy transport and temperature of the atmosphere,
source: [15]. Altitude is shown on the y-axis, while temperature is colour encoded. The summer and winter behaviour is shown on the left and right, respectively.
Camera modules from both Xenics and Raptor Photonics
were identified as candidates. From information at the
time of feasability study writing (2013) it was concluded
that the Xenics Bob cat-640-GigE seemed to be the best
fit, however, with significant drawbacks on availability
and price. Yet, both vendors could supply modules that
can fit into the CubeSat form factor, in addition to fulfilling the scientific requirements.

Due to the short project life-cycle of less than one year the
strategy was to use as many commercially available, lowcost components as possible. In regard of project management and sponsorship procurement numerous lessons
learned from the NUTS project were successfully implemented, accelerating the project progress significantly.
1 CPT-SCOPE

webpage: http://www.cpt-scope.com/ .
Balloon Experiments for University Students (BEXUS) is a
bilateral cooperation of the Swedish SNSB and German DLR with support of ESA. It is part of the annual REXUS/BEXUS program allowing student teams from ESA member states to test their experiments on
sounding rockets and stratospheric balloons.
2 The

Even though the payload had to be dropped from the
NUTS project due to lack of resources, the work already
carried out have shown that it is technically feasible to
build a payload for this purpose for a CubeSat or other
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2.4.2.

Objectives

time can be reduced significantly. Further cost reduction
is achieved by accepting a lower technical readiness level
(TRL) which meets the CubeSat requirements, reducing
costly test and validation. The required small form factor, low mass and low-power for CubeSat missions are
met by using integrated circuit (IC) technology. In particular interesting is the re-utilisation of existing radiationhard ICs. CPT-SCOPE uses such an IC. We will further
test the particle telescope concept for determining particle species and energy, as explained below. We will rely
on calibrated digital triggers rather than analogue readout
in order to allow for higher count rates and reducing the
necessary on-board hardware.

Mission statement: CPT-SCOPE shall measure the variable flux of energetic subatomic particles in the stratosphere while demonstrating the capabilities of a new
radiation-hard IDEAS VATA-family application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) regarding future space missions.
Objectives (P - primary, S - secondary):
• P1: Build a functioning radiation monitor based on
an IDEAS VATA46x ASIC and silicon sensors.

Once such a low-cost, compact radiation monitor is available it may be placed on numerous small satellites and
CubeSats. This would allow for the study of space
weather using a larger number of small and hence cheaper
satellites. This would compliment the existing small
number of highly-specialised satellites. The improved
coverage in space weather monitoring will help scientists
to understand and test the current models of cosmic rays,
solar high-energetic particles and their interaction with
the atmosphere. In turn this provides vital knowledge towards estimating their effect f.i. on our planet’s climate.
These models can also be used by planetary scientists to
study other planets as well. Lastly, such devices can be
used as protection mechanism for satellites with sensitive
components, dosimetry for flight passengers and crews,
or for astronauts aboard the International Space Station
(ISS).

• P2: Establish bi-directional communication during
the BEXUS flight.
• P3: Test the particle telescope capabilities and trigger pattern concept.
• P4: Measure the flux of energetic subatomic particles in the stratosphere.
• S1: Determine the particle species and their individual flux as function of energy.
• S2: Measure the altitude dependent flux of each particle species.
• S3: Compare results to simulations and other
(BEXUS) experiments.
In addition to these scientific and technical objectives, the
CPT-SCOPE projects has a strong outreach and education
component. Two science teacher students are involved
in giving space-related presentations, carrying out simple
experiments and building a cloud chamber for the visualisation of subatomic particles in the classroom.
2.4.3.

Scientific and Technical Motivation

Radiation monitoring has been carried out, both on the
ground and in space, for several decades. The required
instrumentation is complex and individual designs are
required. These are hard to transfer to other missions
even when requirements are similar. CPT-SCOPE tries
to mitigate this by developing a compact radiation monitor which may become a standard component for small
satellites or CubeSats. By doing so, two problems are
solved: i) the approach of creating a standard component
enables future satellite missions to use the system without the need to develop their own hardware; ii) the miniature device allows the placement of such monitor aboard
small satellites and CubeSats. These are an interesting
and growing market in the space sector, enabling companies, universities or research institutions to send their
own satellites into space.

Figure 8. CPT-SCOPE system overview showing the entire instrument plus ground segment (bottom) and interfaces to the BEXUS module (top). The system diagram
for the individual particle telescopes A/B are shown in
Fig. 9.

2.4.4.

Our strategy relies on using commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) components whenever possible or existing specialised hardware. In this way both cost and development

Technical Description

The instrument is for redundancy purposes built from two
identical systems which act complementary, each is based
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In the following paragraph the subsystem will be outlined. A more detailed description will follow in future
publications or is available on request.

on the following subsystems:
• science payload (sensor head, front- and back-end
electronics),

A.1 Sensor head: The sensor head is composed of a
stack of absorbers and silicon detectors, known as particle
telescope. By adjusting the absorber material and thickness in the stack, information about the measured particles such as energy and species can be deduced. These
can be simulated using tools or directly acquired in calibration measurements using particle accelerators or other
radiation sources. First Sensor X100-7 and Hamamatsu
S3590-09 silicon diodes are used. The diodes are operated at a reverse bias voltage of 30-40 VDC. The current
mechanical design can be seen in Fig. 7.

• power supply unit,
• on-board computer,
• housekeeping module and interfacing.
A detailed system overview of the entire CPT-SCOPE instrument, designed for the up-coming BEXUS 20 flight,
plus ground segment can be found in Fig. 8 and 9. The
present design of CPT-SCOPE has a mass of ≤ 5 kg and
dimensions of 26 cm x 31 cm x 40 cm. It should be noted
that these parameters do not conform with the CubeSat
requirements [2]. However, CPT-SCOPE will serve as
demonstrator for key technologies, namely the radiationhard front-end electronics IC and numerous COTS components. Hence, CPT-SCOPE will serve as important
milestone towards CPT-SCOPE 2.0, a true miniature and
CubeSat-ready radiation monitor.

A.2 Front-end electronics: At the heart of the frontend electronics lies a radiation-hard VATA-family [17]
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) developed
by IDEAS. The weak signal pulses are amplified, shaped
and digitised using the VATA46x ASIC. The analogue
part (VA) of the VATA-ASIC is only in use for calibration purposes. CPT-SCOPE only uses the digital trigger
(TA) outputs to optimise the device for high count rates.
A.3 Back-end electronics: The digital signals for each
channel serve as inputs for a high-speed trigger pattern
counters on a FPGA board. The FPGA device is interfaced with the on-board computer (OBC) using a quasiSPI protocol. A Numato Mimas board is utilised featuring a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. The OBC stores the raw
count rates and corresponding timestamps. In addition it
logs housekeeping data. The OBC is also directly connected to the read-out ASIC in order to program it via
a serial interface. The OBC is programmed to work autonomously. However, it can be accessed via Ethernet,
e.g. using the BEXUS E-link system during flight.

BEXUS Battery
13 Ah

28V

CPT-Scope-A/B
Sensor Unit
Si Sensors

Telemetry Unit
Pressure and
temperature

3V3
1V5
-2V

FPGA

SPI

Event counts

(instrument
temperatures)

Backup
data logger

C. On-board computer: For all on-board operations and
communications a Raspberry Pi model B+ will be used.
It hosts a powerful system on a chip (SoC) solution which
allows to run a Debian-type Linux distribution, while being low-cost. Most of the software is written in Python
which allows for simple and rapid development. The
OBC communicates with the ground station using both
the TCP and UDP protocol for commanding and data
streaming, respectively.

Storage

Raspberry Pi B +

USB

SD-CARD
FLASHDRIVE

(time, altitude,
position)

Temperature

B. Power supply unit: The instrument is supplied from
the BEXUS service module with +28 VDC. The generation of all relevant voltages, namely +5.0, +3.3, +1.5,
-2.0 VDC, are carried out using a combination of switchmode and low-dropout (LDO) converters.

On-board Computer_

(MS5611)

GPS

Reverse Bias
generation

ASIC

Serial

5V

3V3

5V, 3V3, 1V5, -2V

Serial

Power Supply

30-40V

Ethernet

D. Housekeeping and interfacing: In addition to science data, a total of 8 temperatures are measured at various points using analogue PT1000-thermistors. For pressure and temperature readings a MS5611 chip is utilised.
The Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout v.3 is used to obtain
GPS tracking, altitude and time during the flight.

E-Link-A/B

Figure 9. The diagram shows the detailed subsystems for
each of the two particle telescopes, labelled CPT-SCOPE
A/B. The entire CPT-SCOPE system diagram is shown in
Fig. 8.

All subsystems must be interconnected. The usage of
dedicated commercial boards with different standards
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• Project management

further complicate this issue. Hence a total of two interface boards had to be designed, for brevity not shown
in system overview (Fig. 9). These are mounted on top of
the OBC and ASIC card, respectively. The instrument is
interfaced with the BEXUS service and communication
module using two MIL-type RJ45 and two bipolar power
connectors.

• Cooperation between institutions
• Change of core student team members.
Challenges on project management can to some extent
be viewed upon as a consequence of the other two topics. A lot of students are involved in an university project
like NUTS, each to a variable degree and duration. This
causes the information flow to be complicated, and it is
hard to oversee the project as a whole. A local project
manager with sufficient time and resources to follow up
is paramount. Another topic to discuss on project management is as to how strict the managing should be done.
Should the project be allowed to evolve and adapt to the
changing student team’s focus and interests, or should a
firm specification be put down in an early project phase?
If we chose the first approach, we risk that the project
never converges. By choosing the second approach, we
run the risk of not exploring new and creative ideas,
or losing student interest. Probably, some compromise
should be found, balancing the creativity of the students
with the need to commit to a due-date. For NUTS, the
project has been managed freely, and consequently we
are experiencing delays in finalising designs.

Mechanical and thermal structure: The instrument
with all subsystems is mounted inside an aluminium box
with all modules mounted to one of the outer sheets with
screws. The whole instrument is then encased by a 35
mm Styrodur insulation layer.

2.4.5.

Status and Outlook

The development of the sensor prototype are completed.
The instrument has been presented at the BEXUS critical
design review in late-May 2015. Production and testing
should be completed by August 2015. Upon passing all
further milestones the flight of CPT-SCOPE aboard the
BEXUS 20 balloon is foreseen in October 2015. Postflight data analysis and instrument calibration should be
completed by December 2015 and the final report to ESA
issued in January 2016.

For co-operation between institutions, that being
university-industry or university-university, a firm and
committed plan is needed. If cooperation is to be done on
a best effort way, it runs the risk to be diminished, either
due to divergence in focus areas between teams or because co-operation is excessively time-consuming if not
planned well.

The instrument approach of utilising low-cost commercial components and re-use of radiation-hard key components may allow the CubeSat and small satellite community to further miniaturise their (radiation) payloads,
while keeping the cost at bay. So far two CubeSat missions have shown interest in hosting a future CPT-SCOPE
2.0 device, one of them being the proposed FrenchTaiwanese BIRDY mission. The CPT-SCOPE team is interested in adapting the instrument towards other future
missions and applications.

3.

The final point on the ever changing team is more selfexplanatory. This is a point being made by numerous
other CubeSat teams3 . Ensuring continuity over student
generations and consistency in plans and specifications
are difficult. Another issue is that students are subject of
limited availability. It is not given that the project will be
able to find the right students with the required knowledge and skill set. This can also lead to delays, which
will may be as long as several semesters.

EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS
AND LESSONS LEARNED

The NUTS project is mainly an educational project.
Therefore, the main focus is on making an exciting
project and work environment for the students. Results
from potential scientific payloads are a secondary goal.
With the project as a frame work, several scientific and
technical topics have been studied. This has lead to over
40 master theses being completed over a period of four
years, in addition to 17 conference presentations. The
complete list of theses and conference contributions can
be found on the NUTS webpage [18]. In addition to the
scientific and technical challenges, issues such as project
and team management also are important for the educational part. A paper presented at the European CubeSat
conference in Rome 2013 [19] identifies three main challenges, namely:

On a final remark, we would like to mention the balance
between student and staff work. The student contribution
has been carried out by both project/master students and
volunteers. Our experience is that students are well fit to
design and make prototypes of subsystems, but when it
comes to finalising designs and production, it is necessary
to involve engineering staff. The processes simply takes
too long to be suitable for student work.

4.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

It is pleasing to note that the SWIR camera, parts of
the communication systems and the radiation monitor are
3 Based on personal communications with CubeSat teams at several
conferences.
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candidates for further development within a Norwegian
space framework. This shows that projects such as NUTS
can foster and help develop innovative ideas with both
technical and scientific contributions. The payload examples discussed in this paper are, as mentioned, currently
under consideration for a Norwegian small satellite mission.
Since the beginning in 2010, more than 100 students from
various disciplines have worked in the NUTS project.
Throughout the project, participants have gained valuable experience in knowledge-transfer, project management and educational aspects for university-based CubeSat missions. In giving the students relevant experience
on space missions and space technology challenges, the
project has been a great success even if the struggle on
completing the hardware and software is still on-going.
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research work, as well as the creation of
educational programs for foreign students.
Students of various levels (bachelors, masters,
specialists) and young scientists (PhD students)
gain knowledge of core subjects, practical
work and gain valuable experience in the
context of real projects. Interaction of the
project participants involves joint meetings and
consultations on various issues through e-mail
and video conferencing. To perform a number
of joint work on the project (for example,
integration testing of various subsystems and
components) the mutual working visits are
provided.
2) Universality of the platform.
3) The use of new design technologies, such as
Plug and Play. Two previous list items imply
the use of Space Plug and Play technology. Its
main goal is a rapid satellite deployment
(design, fabrication, integration and test).
Space Plug and Play technology have the
following foundation and features:
a. Broad interoperability with diverse
component providers.
b. Rapid configuration/reconfiguration when
the spacecraft is integrated from
compliant components.
c. Self-organizing network (self-discovery,
self-configuration).
d. Standard interface (no difference between
software or hardware component,
messages are the same).
e. Publish/subscribe idea (resource and
service sharing, searching, querying).
f. Modularity of components.
g. Endpoint – software or hardware
component, providing some service or
data or performing some task (service
application (such as data compressor),
actuator, sensor, etc.)
h. The distributed and reconfigurable system
can be constructed on the basis of SPA.
4) Integrated information and computational tools
for the payload and service system. Most
subsystems of the satellite are independent and
have individual control systems. This

ABSTRACT
The article describes some features of the
implementation of the “Condor” international university
satellite. The international project proposed herein is
aimed at providing the development of new generation
of spacecrafts and devices for complex monitoring of
atmosphere and ionosphere that will allow to obtain new
fundamental results in the field of geophysics and space
physics. This project has educational and scientific
focus due to involvement of students and young
scientists from Russia, Taiwan and Mexico who will be
able to receive necessary classical preparation on profile
disciplines during the creation of the satellite. This
article contains main features of the project, its purpose
and key parameters of the satellite, a description of a
scientific complex, composition of scientific
instruments, their functions and main characteristics.
1

INTRODUCTION

The peculiarity of the project of our satellite is its
scientific-research focus. On the one hand, students of
different levels of education (Bachelor, Master and PhD
students) receive the necessary classical training in all
the required disciplines during the creation of the
satellite. On the other hand, the project examines the
complex scientific and engineering solution of
multidisciplinary scientific problem of variability of the
ionosphere and thermosphere using synergies of space
instruments with distributed system architecture on the
board of the university microsatellite. Other project
features are:
1) Interaction of universities from different
countries and attraction of advanced companies
to the project. The participation of different
companies and universities in the project
assumes mutually beneficial cooperation. On
the one hand, the experts of attracted
companies help in the development of various
systems and transfer their experience to young
specialists. At the same time these companies
are able to participate in a large international
project to carry out the tests of their own
technological systems and equipment on board
the launch spacecraft. Cooperation between
universities is the basis for joint scientific and

_______________________________________
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4)

5)

6)

7)

system can be constructed on the basis
of SPA.
Integrated information and computational
tools for the payload and service system.
Most subsystems of the satellite are
independent and have individual control
systems. This autonomy is useful in some
cases but it has its disadvantages related to
performance and reliability of the satellite.
First, the resources of one system can’t be
used to replace a fault component of another
(for example, processing node). That means
that with time this system may break
although there are spare components not
used in other systems. It is also possible that
resources
of
dedicated
autonomous
subsystems used during some mission phase
can’t be used by other systems. So it is
suggested to use the same control system for
satellite bus and payload.
Obtaining of payload information at
different ground stations and its integrated
processing.
Satellite control from multiple stations.
There are several universities-participants of
this project, so there are several ground
stations providing satellite control and
receiving of payload and telemetry data. It
allows to increase the amount of
information transmitted during one turn:
both useful and service. Timely arrival of
scientific data is of great importance from a
practical point of view, when it comes to the
study of earthquake precursors. Actual
information on the current status of the
satellite
provides
a
more
flexible
management of the spacecraft and allows
you to quickly respond to possible
emergency situations. Data obtained at
various points, are combined for the joint
analysis. It is supposed to create a special
web-service, dedicated to the project and
providing information on the status of the
satellite and the results of the experiments.
Development of engineering, emulation and
flight models of instruments that provide a
synergistic effect during co-operation of
flight and ground models of satellite. This
feature allows to:
a. check the received payload data for
correctness;
b. model the behavior of the satellite using
different environment simulators (solar
simulators, ADCS testbeds, dedicated
instrument simulators) and telemetry

and payload data obtained;
c. display the real-time position and
orientation of the satellite, using a
special ADCS testbeds.
8) Fault-tolerance problems are solved.
Among the mechanisms to increase fault tolerance
are the following:
1) Onboard computer (OBC) redundancy.
OBC standby redundancy. There are two
identical PC/104-Plus based OBC: active and
spare. The power supply of these OBC is
controlled by the CPLD based Power
Supplies Control Unit (PSU). This unit
monitors the active processor module and
switches operation to a spare in the case of
malfunction. The PSU is redundant too.
There are two PSU (Master and Slave).
After power up all power management
functions are performed by the Master. If
the Master fails the Slave will take its
functions.
2) Redundancy of Electrical power system
(EPS).
3) Redundancy of actuators of orientation and
stabilization system. Orientation and
stabilization system (AD&C) as well as
electrical power system (EPS) are one of the
most critical systems of the satellite bus.
These systems provide the proper operation
of the satellite. Because of their importance
it was decided to use redundant actuators as
well as the main components of the EPS to
decrease the probability of their failure.
4) Autonomous operation of the satellite in the
case of loss of communication with the
ground control station.
5) Operation in low-power consumption mode
when the level of the battery charge is low
(due to disabling a number of subsystems).
The lack of energy or insufficient charge
level are possible during the flight. So there
are several mechanisms (for example
disabling of non-critical subsystems or
payload instruments) that allow to put the
satellite in low-power consumption mode
and preserve its functionality to analyze the
status of the satellite and try to restore its
normal operation.
6) Ability to inflight software and firmware
update. The ability to inflight software
updating means the upgrading of onboard
software modules during the runtime. It
allows to renew algorithms, software
architecture that eventually leads to
performance improvement and decreasing of
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such as the electron density and temperature of electrons
in the ionosphere, the magnetic field, slowing down the
satellite because of the neutral atmosphere and the
remote sensing of the integrated intensity in the lines of
the oxygen ion 135,6nm and 630.0nm along the flight
path in the forward and reverse directions, as well as at
the nadir for tomographic reconstruction of the electron
density distribution under the flight path of the satellite.
Measurements are performed by the following
instruments:
1. Photon Multiplier Tomograph (PMTomo) is based
on photo-multiplier-tubes (PMT) and provides
optical tomography of the atmosphere. Three
optical axes with certain orientation allow to study
the vertical distribution of ionization in the main
ionosphere F-layer. It makes it possible to define
the location of the auroral oval and its variations
connected with the electron and proton emissions.
2. Enchanced Langmuir probe (ETPEDP) allows to
study ionosphere variation at the satellite altitude
and calibrate PMTomo.
3. Compact magneto-resistive magnetometer (MRM)
allows to monitor plasma convection in the polar
caps, and in particular, the longitudinal currents as
the main factors of the magnetosphere-ionosphere
relations. Furthermore, there is a magnetometer at
a distance from the body of the satellite that can
measure the unperturbed magnetic field around the
probe for data cross calibration.
4. Gyro-accelerometer (GG) measures the variations
of the density in neutral atmosphere that allows to
estimate the variations of recombination frequency
and chemical composition in ionosphere.
5. Remote sensing camera (Camera) is designed for
study of the processes on the Earth surface, low
atmosphere and mesosphere.
Main characteristics of the payload are shown in Tab. 2.

power consumption of the onboard
computer. Currently active research is being
conducted in the field of partial
reconfiguration of FPGA that can be used in
future to create agile and flexible computer
systems for space applications.
Key characteristics of the satellite are shown in
Tab. 1.
Table 1. Key satellite characteristics
Parameter
Value
Orbit
SSO, 500-900 km, 45˚ – 98˚
Main launch type
Piggyback
Mass
125 kg (20 kg – payload)
Lifetime
2 years
Power consumption
80W (27W - payload)
Battery capacity
10-15 A*h
Power supply
12 – 28V
Orientation and stabilization 3-axis, active, reaction wheel,
system
10W
Maximum orientation error in
1˚
orbital coordinate system
Maximum stabilization error
0,2˚/s (in all directions)
in orbital coordinate system
Service radio channel
UHF
Payload data transmission
X-band
GPS/GLONASS
GPS
National Central University
(NCU, Taiwan), Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de
Payload development
México (UNAM) , Moscow
Aviation Institute (MAI)

Schematic diagram of the scientific complex is shown
in Fig. 1.
The payload is developed for simultaneous local and
remote measurements of ionospheric and atmospheric
parameters. These measurements include parameters
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the scientific complex

Table 2. Main characteristics of the payload
Instrument
NCU-SWIP
including:
PWR
DPU
MRM
MRMx
G_G
ETPEDP
PMTomo
Camera
Sun sensor
Total
* - without cables

2

Power consumption, W
≈22

Mass*,g
≈9340

2,2
0,35
2
1,26
1,54
1,7
12
4
0,8
≈27

30
1,5
25
60
25
35
7220
≈5000
120
≈14500

Parameter
Value
Dimensions
(LxWxH)
Weight
Power

468x155x120 mm

2140 g
Power supply: +22 .. +34V
Power consumption: ~22 W
Data traffic
maximum – 180 MB/day
Interfaces 1) MAI-Power_Supply connection.
2) MAI-BI command and data connection:
RS422 38400 baud, 1start, 1stop, no parity,
8 data bit, full duplex.
3) NCUSWIP-PMTomo SPI data & power
connection.
4) Engineering port:
a. firmware update - RS485 settings (38400
baud, 1start, 1stop, no parity, 8 data bit,
half duplex);
b. internal debug - CAN Bus 2.0B settings
(500kbps).
5) ETPEDP probe and MRMx sensor
connection;
Temperature
operation: -20…+55 °С;
mode
storage: -50…+85 °С

SPACE WEATHER INSTRUMENT
PAYLOAD (NCU-SWIP)

Space Weather Instrument Payload (NCU-SWIP) is for
monitoring space weather and near-Earth space
environment on board MAI satellite. NCU-SWIP
consists of two physical modules: SWIP (see Fig. 2) and
SWIP-PMTomo (see Fig. 3) with the maximum power
consumption of 10W and 12W correspondingly.

NCU-SWIP consists of the following modules:
1) Power supply module.
2) Data processing unit (DPU).
3) Electron temperature and electron density probe
(ETPEDP).
4) Gyro-accelerometer (G_G).
5) Embedded magnetometer (MRM).
6) External magnetometer (MRMx).
7) PMTomo tomograph.
2.1

Data processing unit (DPU)

Main characteristics of the DPU (see Fig. 4) are the
following:
- dimensions – 80х80х12 (LхWхH, mm);
- control processor – AVR-CAN-128;
- flash – 8MB;
- weight – 1.5g;
- power consumption – 0.35W;
- ports:
§ external - RS-422 (38400 baud, 1start, 1stop,
no parity, 8data, full duplex);
§ internals – RS-485 (4800 baud, 1start, 1stop,
no parity, 8data; used also for modules
software upgrading), CANbus (500 kb/s);
- RTOS LUTOS is used for modules control.

Figure 2. SWIP	
  

Figure 3. NCU-SWIP-PMTomo	
  
Main characteristics of the NCU-SWIP are shown in
Tab. 3.
Table 3. Main characteristics of the NCU-SWIP

Figure 4 - Data processing unit	
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2.2

Electron
temperature
probe
electron density probe ETPEDP

Table 4. Main characteristics of ETPEDP module

and

Parameter

Enchanced Langmuir probe (ETPEDP) (see Fig. 5,
Fig. 6) measures the temperature and density of the
thermal electrons in front of the ETPEDP probe in
ionosphere. It allows to study ionosphere variation at
the satellite altitude and calibrate PMTomo. ETPEDP
measures alternatively in the ETP mode and the EDP
mode. In ETP mode the temperature of thermal
electrons are measured by the Oyama ETP method. In
EDP mode, the probe is driven as a pulsed Langmuir
probe.

Dimensions
Weight

Value
ETP
EDP
∅120х1.6 mm, boom height – 468 mm
Sensor: 15 g
Control module: 20 g
Total: 35 g
RS-485, CANbus
5V DC, -16V AC, 16V AC
1.7W

Interface
Power supply
Power
consumption
Data traffic 14B per sample
155B per sample
Operation
1) Only one probe - multiplexing ETP and
modes
EDP once a second.
2) Two separate probes – 0.5sec each
sampling on both ETP and EDP.
3) DebugE mode.
Range of ETP:
5.5*1012
measurement/ 1000K-3000K electrons/cm3*sqrt(1000K)
resolution with resolution with resolution of
of 50K
1.7*108
electrons/cm3*sqrt(1000K)
or equivalently
2.5*1012
electrons/cm3*sqrt(5000K)
with resolution of
0.8*108
electrons/cm3*sqrt(5000K)

Figure 5. ETPEDP

2.3

Gyro-accelerometer G_G

Gyro-accelerometer G_G (see Fig. 7) measures the
variations of density in neutral atmosphere that
allows to estimate the variations of recombination
frequency and chemical composition in ionosphere.
Using that data it is possible to detect the satellite
braking in the atmosphere expanded due to its local
heating above the pre-Earthquake regions. Being
affixed inside the NCU-SWIP control module, this
unit measures the acceleration vector in the range of
-2 to +2 g with in each axis 16-bit resolution of 60ug
at 1 Hz and angular velocity vector in the range of 2000 to +2000 deg/sec with 16-bit resolution of 0.06
deg/sec at 14Hz.

Figure 6. Control module and probe of the ETPEDP
Main characteristics of the ETPEDP are shown in
Tab. 4.

Figure 7. Gyro-accelerometer G_G
Main characteristics of the G_G are shown in Tab. 5.
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Table 6. Main characteristics of MRM module

Table 5. Main characteristics of G_G module
Parameter
Dimensions
Weight	
  
Range of
measurement/
resolution

Value
80 80 1,5 mm
25 g
angular velocity vector in the range
of -2000 to 2000 deg/sec 16 bit
resolution (0,06 deg/sec at 14Hz)
+-2g with 16bit resolution (60ug)
along all three axis
Data traffic
14B per sample
Sampling rate
max – 80Hz
Interface
RS-485, CANbus
Power supply
5V DC, -16V AC, 16V AC
Power consumption
1.54W

2.4

Parameter
Dimension
Weight
Interface
Power supply
Power consumption
Sample rate

Data traffic

Range of
measurement/
resolution

M RM (embedded magnetometer)

Compact magneto-resistive magnetometer (see Fig.
8) allows to monitor plasma convection in the polar
caps, and in particular, the longitudinal currents as
the main factors of the magnetosphere-ionosphere
relations.
MRM measures the magnetic field flux density
vector inside the NCU-SWIP control module in the
range of -2e5 to +2e5 nT in each axis with 16bit
resolution of 6.1nT. The sampling rate is 2 Hz in
Default mode and 10, 100, 40 Hz in Burst1, Burst2,
Burst3 modes.

2.5

Value
80x80x12 mm
25 g
RS-485, CANbus
5V DC, 5V AC, -16V AC, 16V AC
2W
standard – 2Hz
burst - 10, 40, 100Hz
(max – 400Hz)
Standard mode (2Hz) – 14B per
sample
Burst mode (10,40,100Hz) – 6B per
sample
3-axis, -2*105 .. 2*105 nT (±2 gauss)
for each axis with the resolution of 16
bits (6,1nT)

M RM x (external magnetometer)

This version of magnetometer is mounted on the
boom of the ETPEDP at the distance of the satellite
body that allows to measure unperturbed magnetic
field around the probe for data cross calibration.
MRMx (see Fig. 9) measures the magnetic field flux
density vector at the back of the ETPEDP probe in
the range of -2e5 to +2e5 nT in each axis with 24bit
resolution of 0.024nT. The sampling rate is 2 Hz in
Default mode and 10, 100, 40 Hz in Burst1, Burst2,
Burst3 modes.

Figure 8. MRM (embedded magnetometer)

Figure 9. MRMx (external magnetometer)

Main characteristics of the embedded magnetometer
are shown in Tab. 6.

Main characteristics of the MRMx are shown in
Tab. 7.
Table 7. Main characteristics of MRMx module
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Parameter
Dimension
Weight

Interface
Power supply
Power consumption
Sample rate

Data traffic

Range of
measurement/
resolution

2.6

- interface – RS-485, CANbus;
- power consumption – 12 W; {5V DC, 5V AC,

Value
MRMx: 35x45x15 mm
Control module: 80 80 12 mm
MRMx: 40 g
Control module: 20 g
Total: 60 g
RS-485, CANbus
5V DC, 6V AC, -16V AC, 16V AC
1.26W
Standard mode – 2Hz
Burst mode - 10, 40, 100Hz
(max – 2kHz)
Standard (2Hz) – 20B per sample
Burst mode (10,40,100Hz) – 9B per
sample
3-axis, -2*105 .. 2*105 nT (±2gauss)
for each axis with the resolution of
24 bits (0,024nT)

+16V, -16V, -5V};

- photon registration in 135.6nm and 630nm
-

PM Tomo tomograph

PMTomo tomograph (see Fig. 10) is based on photomultiplier-tubes (PMT) and provides optical
tomography of the atmosphere. It consists of 3
couples of PMT with FOV of ~ 24° for NADIR, 45°
for forward direction and 45° for backward
direction. These pairs of PMT provide simultaneous
observation of the electromagnetic emission of the
ionosphere for 630.0 135.6nm wavelengths, that are
typical emissions of the atomic oxygen that is the
main component of the F ionosphere layer. Thus,
three optical axes with certain orientation allow to
study the vertical distribution of ionization in the
main ionosphere F-layer. It makes it possible to
define the location of the auroral oval and its
variations connected with the electron and proton
emissions. Luminosity in anomalous line of 630.0nm
plays an important role in pre-earthquake areas
detection. Variations of the oxygen ion concentration
and excitation levels allow to control such
perturbations as solar eclipses, tropical cyclones and
typhoons, motion of the equatorial anomaly and
auroral oval and so on.

-

3

has

the

REMOTE SENSING CAMERA

Camera is intended for remote sensing of the Earth.
Two versions of the Camera with different fields of
view (see Fig. 11) are developed by the High
Technology Center, of the College of Engineering of
the UNAM.

Figure 10. PMTomo
NCU-SWIP-PMTomo
characteristics:

channels;
counting period – adjustable, built-in – 1s;
dwelling – 25ns (effective – 10.5ns), max 107
counts (24 bits) per period after a prescaling of
10;
HV blanking function to avoid solar blind is
implemented;
sample rate – 1Hz;
sample size – 36B;
standard operation mode:
§ counting period 1sec, estimated photonic
counting raw before prescaling: {630.0, 135.6}
PMT
dark
{1800,160}c/s,
sensitivity
{nadir{24,6.0},tile{5.8,1.4}} c/s/Rayleigh;
§ three sensor legs: along flight path {nadir ,
45deg forward , 45deg backward}, on both
630.0 and 135.6nm in each leg , FOV {+1.17,-+2.39,-+1.17}deg for footprint no
larger than 25km at 250km height with
satellite altitude of 550km.
photonic response spectrum: for 630.0nm
{1,10}% transparency window {-{3,1.3} to
+{3,1.8}}nm by optical filter, responsitivity for
135.6nm {1,10}% cut off {high energy end at
{128,131}nm by crystal filter transparency, PMT
quantum efficiency low energy end cut off at
{195,170}nm}.

following

- dimension: 607x126x372 (L W H, mm);
- weight – 7220g;
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- Construction - Aluminium 6061-T6, consists of two
pieces: body and window (see Fig. 12).

- Finishing – black anodized.
- It detects two independent rotation axis: Pitch and
Roll.

- It is insensitive to Yaw.
- Sensing elements: four silicon solar cells (20x20 mm
each element).

	
  

- The number of power lines – 4.

	
  
Figure 12. Sun sensor

Figure 11. Two versions of Camera
5

Main characteristics of the Camera (see) are shown
in Tab. 8.

For integration tests of the engineering modules of
instruments the PMTomo Photonic Pulse Simulator
and ETPEDP Plasma Simulator (see Fig. 13) were
developed. These devices don’t contain real space
sensors. Their operation is modeled. It is necessary
for initial configuration of the interface between the
NCU-SWIP and OBC of the satellite. Outputs of
these devices are the stimulus for the instruments of
the NCU-SWIP: ETPEDP and PMTomo.

Table 8. Main characteristics of the Camera
Parameter
Orbit type
Orbit height
Pointing requirements

Storage volume
Image size
Volume required
Voltage requirements
Power consumption
Total mass

4

Estimated value
Circular, sun-synchronous
500 km
±0.05o Pointing knowledge
±0.1o Pointing control
±30o Off-pointing capability
1 GByte
Version 1: 51,84 38,88
Version 2: 18,33 13,75
318.5Hx250Lx150W (mm)
3.3Vcc, 2.8Vcc, 1.8 Vcc
4W
~5 kg

SUN SENSOR
Figure 13. PMTomo Photonic Pulse Simulator and
ETPEDP Plasma Simulator

Main characteristics of the Sun sensor (see Fig. 12)
are the following:
6

- Dimension (L х W х H): 73х73х25,4 mm.
- Weight - 120 g (electronics conditioning box not

-

PMTOMO PHOTONIC PULSE SIMULATOR
AND ETPEDP PLASMA SIMULATOR

ENGINEERING MODEL

Hardware of the engineering model is the ground
analogs of the instruments of flight model.
Additionally the engineering module contains the
following:
- equipment, allowing to simulate illumination of
the solar panel in the ground conditions,
depending on the model of light in orbit - power
supply and hardware and software, simulating the
operation of photo converters;
- equipment simulating tele-command and payload
radio communication channels linking a personal
computer and an engineering module;
- ground equipment, providing maintenance of the
engineering module by ground personnel, its

included):
§ body - 88 g;
§ window – 32 g.
Power consumption:
+6.8-12V@0.067A (0.4556-0.804W) + ADC power
consumption.
Field of view - ± 22.5o.
Resolution - 0.1o.
Output – analog, 4 signals, 0-5V.
ADC characteristics: resolution – 10 bit.
Sampling frequency - is determined by ADC.
Interface – is determined by ADC.
Operating temperature range: -55 - ± 135 оC.
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switch on and off, the necessary interfaces and so
on;
- orbit flight simulator, including the dynamics of
rotational
and
translational
motion,
perturbations, model of the Sun, magnetic,
gravity, aerodynamic environment of the satellite
with the necessary interfaces that allow to display
these processes on the PC screen.
- ground control station simulator, including
transcribers of telemetry and command data and
allowing to plan the real communication sessions;
- instrument simulators.
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LIQUID CRYSTAL FILMS AND BRIDGES IN MICROGRAVITY
Ralf Stannarius1 , Torsten Trittel1 , Alexey Eremin1 , Kirsten Harth1 , Cheol Park2 , Matthew Glaser2 , Noel Clark2 ,
and Joseph Maclennan2
1
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Otto von Guericke University, 39106 Magdeburg, Germany
Physics Department, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA

ABSTRACT
Liquid crystals (LC) combine the fluidity of liquids with
orientational order and partial positional order of solids.
They find broad application in everyday life. In addition,
such mesophases exhibit a rich variety of phenomena
that are interesting from a fundamental physics point of
view. We demonstrate that experiments under microgravity conditions can provide new insights into the physics of
complex fluids. Thermally driven convection in a thin LC
film and the mechanical stability of smectic LC bridges
were studied on a suborbital rocket flight.
Key words: smectic liquid crystal; Rayleigh-Plateau instability; freely suspended film; thermocapillary effects;
TEXUS suborbital rocket; micro-gravity.

1.
1.1.

Figure 1. a) Molecular arrangement in the smectic A
phase, b) in the smectic C phase, and definition of the cdirector, c) geometry of a freely suspended film connected
to the frame by a meniscus, shown in a cross-section vertical to the film plane. Rear and front edges of the frame
are not shown.

INTRODUCTION
Smectic LC phases, films and filaments

two dimensions (2D) in the film plane. Gravity naturally has only little influence on the shape of such films,
with surface tension dominating their geometry. Bond
numbers are well below one. In thin smectic films, one
can assume that flow is restricted to the plane of the
film, and one can usually neglect inertial effects (low
Reynolds number). The flow velocity is governed by the
2D Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid.
If one is interested in the observation of flow processes
or Brownian motion of inclusions in the film plane [1],
it suffices to prepare strictly horizontal films to exclude
gravity effects on hydrodynamic phenomena. One can
even control the effective gravitational drag by tilting the
films deliberately [2]. An exception is the study of films
under thermal gradients. Under such conditions, air convection is hardly avoidable and any buoyancy driven convective flow of air can affect the thin films and induce
convective motion [3, 4, 5], even in horizontal films. Microgravity helps to eliminate such external flow.

Today, LCs have already found a dominant application
as display materials. With the potential exploitation of
ferroelectric, pyroelectric and flexoelectric properties, as
hosts for self-organizing colloidal dispersions, and in
combination with elastomers in sensor and actuator applications, their potential for technical utilization is still
by far not exhausted. Apart from that, they provide an
ample field for investigations of fundamental problems in
complex fluids.
Motivating fundamental physics studies of LCs is the
ability of some smectic and columnar phases to form
quasi two-dimensional and even quasi one-dimensional
fluid structures, viz. freely suspended films and filaments. Stable, freely suspended films of smectic LCs can
reach aspect ratios (lateral extension to thickness ratios)
of more than 106 :1. Figure 1 sketches two of the simplest
smectic phases, smectic A (SmA) and smectic C (SmC)
and the geometry of freely suspended films in a crosssection perpendicular to the film plane.

Some complex liquid crystalline phases, such as those
with columnar structure, are even able to form stable
filaments with radii of a few micrometers and lengths

An interesting field of research is fluid dynamics in quasi
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ination between advection by convecting ambient air and
intrinsic convection in the films is difficult.

up to several centimeters. Normal liquids are susceptible to the Rayleigh-Plateau (RP) instability [6]. They
break up into small droplets as soon as their length exceeds the circumference. For tube-like structures in the
smectic A phase, the situation is not much different [7].
Even though their internal smectic layer structure could
provide a stabilizing mechanism against radius modulations of long, micrometer-size smectic cylinders (see below), the critical aspect ratio of length vs. circumference
of macroscopic smectic A bridges was found to be only
slightly larger than one.

Thermally induced surface tension and line tension gradients in freely suspended smectic films can in principle
drive fluid flow as well, but under normal gravity such
phenomena are difficult to study because they are typically obscured by convective motion of the surrounding
gas. Marangoni flow sets in when forces arising from gradients in surface tension overcome viscous forces. The
ratio of these two forces is expressed in the dimensionless Marangoni number M . Thermocapillary BM flow
occurs above a critical Mc of 80 if buoyancy effects are
absent.

For tests of the stability of macroscopic smectic bridges,
there are two ways to eliminate or compensate the effects
of gravitational forces. The first is the use of a densitymatched immersion fluid [7, 8]. This changes, as a side
effect, the interfacial tensions, and presumably some solvents may even contribute to a stabilizing mechanism, at
least in SmA micro-filaments [9]. Another option is stabilization by external forces such as magnetic fields [10].
Nevertheless, if one is interested in the role of the smectic
layer structure alone, a microgravity environment is desirable, since it allows the study of the stability of macroscopic (millimeter-size) bridges at sufficiently low Bond
numbers without additional influences of external forces.

Thermocapillary effects in smectic films have been investigated previously by Godfrey and Van Winkle [14], who
studied horizontal SmC films subjected to in-plane temperature gradients. Their (terrestrial) investigations were
carried out in a partially evacuated chamber (P ≈ 1 Torr)
in an attempt to reduce influences of thermal convection
of air. The system of Godfrey and Van Winkle was dominated by thermocapillary flow in the meniscus, which
caused (passive) flow in the smectic film, and they were
not able to probe effectively 2D thermocapillary effects
within the thin smectic film itself. In the present study, we
observe large smectic films (of centimeter dimensions),
locally heating the films far from the boundaries in order
to minimize the influence of the meniscus. We eliminate
thermal RB convection in the film and the surrounding air
by exploiting microgravity conditions.

For each of the two above-described problems, an experiment was designed and constructed [11] for the TEXUS52 flight launched in Esrange, Sweden on April 27, 2015.
The flight provided approximately 6 minutes of microgravity. Both experiments are directly related to the OASIS project (Observation and Analysis of Smectic Islands
in Space) funded by NASA [12]. During the flight, both
experiments worked as planned and experimental data
were successfully retrieved after the mission. These data
are currently being processed and prepared for a detailed
quantitative evaluation, but qualitative preliminary results
are already available.

2.
2.1.

2.2.

Mechanical setup, materials, observation techniques

The support frame for the smectic film is a thermostatted metal plate with a rectangular hole 1.3 cm × 1.2 cm
in size. The film is drawn in the first phase of microgravity by pulling the a metal edge wetted by the smectic
material across the hole. The drawing speed was approximately 0.5 mm/s. As it is drawn, the film makes con-

THERMOCAPILLARY EXPERIMENT
Background: Thermally driven convection

Thermally driven convection of fluids can be of different origins. The ‘classical’ Rayleigh-Bénard (RB) instability originates from buoyancy in a fluid layer that is
heated from below and cooled from above in a gravitational field, or a fluid that is accelerated against an internal thermal gradient. Bénard-Marangoni (BM) convection, on the other hand, arises from the temperature
dependence of the surface or interface tension of a fluid.
Both instabilities have, at first glance, similar appearance
[13]. In containers with open fluid surfaces, they usually
occur concurrently. Owing to different dependencies of
the instability thresholds upon the height h of the fluid
layer, h3 for RB, h for BM, the former is usually dominant in deep fluid layers, while the latter is more effective
in shallow fluids. RB convection can be observed in vertically suspended smectic films [4, 5] but a clear discrim-

Figure 2. Sketch of the TEXUS-52 thermocapillary setup.
After the film is drawn during the initial microgravity
phase, two thermoposts are positioned below the film with
their top ends in-plane with the film holder, so that after
drawing the film, they are in contact with the smectic film
material.
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tact with the upper ends of two rectangular posts. These
posts are temperature-controlled using Peltier elements
so that they can be set to temperatures T1 = T + ∆T /2,
T2 = T − ∆T /2. The temperature difference ∆T can
be changed within a few seconds, while the mean temperature T is kept constant. The LC material in this experiment, a phenylpyrimidine derivative, is in the SmC
phase.
The initial temperature difference was 15 K. The posts
had cross-sections of 5 mm ×1 mm and a separation
of 2.5 mm. This corresponds to an initial thermal gradient of 6 K/mm. The experiment reported by Godfrey and van Winkle was performed with thermal gradients between 0.025 K/mm and 0.5 K/mm, roughly two
orders of magnitude lower than the maximal gradient
that was available in the TEXUS experiment. Our upper limit, a gradient of approximately 10 K/mm, was
imposed by the width of the temperature range of the
smectic mesophase of the material used, 5-n-octyl-2-(4n-octyloxyphenyl)pyrimidine. Its mesophase sequence is
Cr 28.5◦ C SmC 55.5◦ C SmA 62◦ C N 68◦ C Iso.

Figure 3. Top view of the smectic C film under thermal
gradient between the two posts, in polarized light. The
image size is approximately 7 mm ×5 mm. The colder
post is the lower one in the image. The faint texture is
caused by the optical birefringence of the film. One can
track the texture changes in the recorded image sequences
to identify the flow profiles. Even though the thermal gradients were nearly two orders of magnitude larger than
in Ref. [14], only a very weak convection was detected at
the highest thermal gradients of about 10 K/mm.

The film was observed in reflection using a CCD camera
(30 frames/sec). Initially, we illuminated the film sequentially with three colored LEDs, so that the film thickness
profile could be determined from the interference colors. After 85 seconds, the illumination was switched to
monochromatic.

Even small convective motion should manifest itself, not
only in the transport of the schlieren pattern in the film
plane but also in the formation of target-like structures of
the c-director field in the vortices. The convective flow
actually observed is at the limits of resolution, even with
the maximal thermal gradient of 10 K/mm. Two convective rolls form between the two posts. However, the
magnitude of the velocity field in the film is of the order
of only micrometers per second, and of the nearly same
order as random fluctuations in the film plane. This is in
clear contrast with the observations of Godfrey and van
Winkle, who reported that in their films, convective motion was present for all thermal gradients, starting as low
as 0.025 K/mm. They concluded, furthermore, that the
meniscus plays a decisive role in the convection mechanism, and that the thermally driven flow in the meniscus
initiates flow in the film area. The absence of menisci in
the TEXUS experiment, or at least the absence of thermal gradients along menisci, may be responsible for the
apparently conflicting observations.

Flow in the film can in principle be identified from three
observables. First, as long as the film thickness is not homogeneous, one can follow the motion of islands in the
film plane. This is, however, not desirable in the experiment because ideally, one tries to achieve a uniformly
thick film. Second, one can use tracer particles. For that
purpose we shot picoliter droplets onto the film by means
of a microdispenser. Third, the most convenient way to
visualize the film motion is the advection of smectic C
Schlieren textures that can be identified in polarized light.

2.3.

Observations

After entry into the microgravity phase, the film was
drawn within approximately 30 sec. The freshly prepared
film had large thickness gradients, but it reached a fairly
uniform thickness within about 100 seconds. Figure 3
shows an image of the film during the microgravity phase.
The film was observed in polarized light, revealing the
projection of the molecular director onto the film plane
(the c-director field) as a faint schlieren texture. The film
is uniformly thick (less than a micrometer) except for a
roughly 500 µm wide region around the cold post, where
a wedge-shaped meniscus structure reaches a thickness
of a few micrometers at the metal support. The hot post
remained meniscus-free throughout the experiment. The
reason for the collection of smectic material at the colder
post remains to be analyzed in detail. A similar observation was described earlier in vertical smectic films under
thermal gradients [5].

3.
3.1.

LIQUID CRYSTAL BRIDGES
The stability of liquid bridges

In absence of gravitational and other external forces,
a fluid cylinder of given volume is not stable when
the length-to-diameter ratio ℓ/d exceeds the value of π.
Longer cylinders are unstable against any radius modulations with wavelengths longer than πd. Nematic liquid
crystals are characterized by orientational order but lack
positional order of the mesogens. Therefore, a stabilizing effect of the LC order on free cylinders is not ex-
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pected in this phase. In smectic materials, one can imagine, at least in principle, that the layer structure could
contribute to a stabilization of cylinders. In fact, there
are several reports of myelin-like structures of SmA materials in isotropic suspensions [9, 15], and a layer arrangement in coaxial cylinders as sketched in Fig. 4 has
been proposed. When the layers are wrapped around the
core defect line (Fig. 4), a radius modulation requires the
generation of dislocations in the layer structure, which
are energetically unfavorable. However, this structure requires a monodomain alignment in the filaments, which
is not expected when the filament diameter exceeds a few
hundred micrometers. The solvent apparently plays an
important role here. In air, similar filaments of SmA or
SmC phases have not been reported yet.

Figure 5. Sketch of the
TEXUS-52 liquid crystal
bridge experiment. The liquid or liquid crystal (bright
column) is initially encapsuled by a cylindrical
metal shell (inner diameter 3 mm). This shell is
pulled away from the opposite support of the bridge
and a fast camera captures
images of the free column
at a rate of 100 frames per
second.
quickly (0.1 mm/s), then the drawing speed was reduced
to 25 µm/s. Three different materials have been investigated, in the isotropic, nematic, smectic A and C and one
columnar phase, respectively.
The two materials shown exemplarily in the following
section are 2-(4-n-hexyloxyphenyl)-5-n-octylpyrimidine
(HOPP) with the phase sequence Cr 27.5◦ C SmC
44.5◦ C SmA 57.5 N 65 Iso, and 4-n-Nonyl-biphenyl-4′ carbonitrile (9CB) with the phase sequence Cr 42◦ C SmA
47.5◦ C N 49.5◦ C Iso.

Figure 4. Smectic micro-filament with proposed stabilizing layer arrangement.
Mahajan et al. [7, 8] investigated nematic and smectic
liquid crystal cylinders with macroscopic sizes (3.2 mm
diameter) in a Plateau tank filled with water. The density mismatch between water and the liquid crystal used,
8CB, is of the order of less than one percent. One has
a certain control over the bond number by changing the
density mismatch. This was achieved by titration of heavier D2 O into the water. A liquid crystal bridge was created between two coaxial aluminum rods, which were
slowly separated from each other. The liquid crystal material was supplied to the growing cylinder by means of a
thin axial hole in one of the cylinders. Nematic cylinders
were found to collapse at the same aspect ratio as normal
liquids, ℓ/d ≈ π. Smectic cylinders were stable at larger
aspect ratios (to about 4.2). The authors attributed this
stability to a certain yield stress of the smectic A phase.

The columnar liquid crystal studied was 2,3,6,7,10,11Hexakis[dodecyloxy]triphenylene with a phase sequence
Cr 55◦ C M1 58◦ C M2 63◦ C Iso. The bridge stability was
tested in the M2 phase at 60◦ C.

3.3.

Four of the six bridge experiments worked correctly,
while in two experiments some technical problems occurred. The nematic and isotropic bridges became unstable and collapsed as expected. All smectic and columnar
bridges survived the critical length limit. Three columns
could be observed until the end of the microgravity phase
with a length-to-diameter ratio well above 4.5. In the following re-entry phase of the rocket, the smectic columns
were exposed to lateral inertial forces and they ruptured,
leaving two sphere-cap shaped remnants at the supports
each. The bridge of the columnar LC material even survived the re-entry phase.

The purpose of the microgravity experiment was
the study of bridges in different liquid crystalline
mesophases, to asses data on their stability and their collapse dynamics in absence of an external liquid.

3.2.

Observations

Setup and materials

Figure 6 shows a snapshot taken after 320 s in the microgravity phase. While the SmC HOPP filament remained
stable during the whole experiment, the 9CB smectic A
material collapsed at a critical length-to-diameter ratio
of about 4. Neither smectic filament is expected to be
monodomain aligned. The pulling process involves some
shear flow in the column, particularly near the shell walls,
which may lead to a certain alignment of the smectic layers. However, this alignment cannot be responsible for
a stabilization of the bridges. Rather, we assume that the
smectic material exhibits a yield stress that is much larger
than the capillary forces driving the RP instability. This

The setup used in the suborbital flight is comparable to
that used by Mahajan et al., except that the columns
are drawn in air. Initially, the liquid crystal material is
completely encased in a cylindrical metal shell. After
the microgravity phase is reached, this shell is slowly
pulled down, such that a liquid or liquid crystalline column forms (see sketch in Fig. 5). We have varied the
drawing speed such that in the initial phase where the gap
between the metal shell and the upper support was small
compared to the RP critical lengths, the bridge was pulled
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crogravity in suborbital flights is perfect for these experiments and the conditions during the launch pose no problems for the preparation of the experiment. The experiments both served as a first investigation of capillarydriven effects on liquid crystal structures in absence of
gravitation forces, and as a preparation of a larger research project with liquid crystal materials, OASIS, on
the International Space Station ISS.
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ABSTRACT
2.

DLR’s Mobile Rocket Base provides a “suborbital gate”
into space to the scientific world. Thereby its
engineering competences are not limited to the launch
vehicle itself, they also comprise payload development
support such as the MSMA (Measurement System
Middle Atmosphere) ejection mechanism realised in
close cooperation with the payload scientists. Together
with the WADIS-2 (Wave Propagation and Dissipation
in the Middle Atmosphere) main payload the MSMA
experiment was successfully ejected at its predefined
altitude of approx. 60km.
1.

MECHANISM CONCEPT

The first MSMA experiment prototype flew
“piggyback” together with the WADIS-2 main payload,
therefore excess capacity in the motor adapter of the
VS-30 launch vehicle was used.
Due to limited event triggers, the MSMA ejection
sequence could not be directly triggered by the vehicle’s
internal ignition system, thus it was mechanically
coupled with the WADIS-2 main payload separation
event, occurring at approximately 60km altitude. Its
predefined ejection vector was normal to the vehicle’s
longitudinal axis preventing any collision with the main
payload. For structural stiffness and stability reasons the
payload separation interface was used as the ejection
opening instead of an additional, large cut-out in the
vehicle’s outer structure. Therefore the MSMA sphere
was lifted from the bottom to the top of the motor
adapter almost parallel to the main payload separation
sequence and then was laterally pushed out at its top
position; see Fig. 2.

MSMA EXPERIMENT

MSMA is an active free falling, football sized sphere
performing density, temperature and horizontal wind
measurements in the middle atmosphere. It is equipped
with accelerometers, gyroscopes, a magnetometer, a
GPS, a bidirectional telemetry module and an
aerodynamic deceleration system in form of a simple
parachute; see Fig. 1. The whole concept is a
development of ARGUS Electronic [1] as well as the
Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics [2].

Figure 2. MSMA ejection mechanism concept sketch.
Figure 1. MSMA sphere with parachute. Photo by
Sebastian Finke

The particular packing situation of the VS-30 motor
adapter, together with the experiment’s ejection opening
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’,

Each ejection track is assembled of a gliding shaft, an
adjustable arrester, a spiral spring and two mounting
brackets supporting each ejection track sub-assembly at
its lower and upper end; see Fig. 4.

at the payload separation interface, needed a special
space saving design. Therefor a triangular canister
concept was developed, providing enough space for the
experiment as well as the canister with its bearings,
gliding along the ejection tracks through the payload
separation interface without collision; see Fig. 3.

The triangular experiment canister sub-assembly houses
the MSMA experiment and is guided by the three
ejection track shafts; see Fig. 4.

Figure 3. Packaging concept sketch.
3.

DESIGN

The MSMA ejection mechanism mainly consists of two
sub-assemblies: The three ejection tracks and the
experiment canister.

Figure 5. Experiment canister sub-assembly.
The canister is made up of triangular top and bottom
plates and two side panels as shown in Fig. 5. One of
the side panels (see Fig. 5, yellow structure) forms the
canister flap, which is hinged by the flap joint at the top
plate and closed by a mechanical lock mounted at the
canister’s bottom plate.
Three top and three bottom linear bearings are
supporting the canister, while gliding along the ejection
track shafts; see Fig. 5. The top bearings are made of an
open bush design, enabling them to glide over the
track’s top mounting brackets, whereas the bottom
bearings use closed bushes and thus working as arresters
for the canister’s top position.
The canister’s mechanical flap lock is a simple spring
loaded SOUTHCO® rotary latch with a mechanical
trigger. In the canister’s lower position, the lock’s
trigger is arrested to prevent any accidental opening
induced by vibrations or accelerations during the rocket
launch; see Fig. 6. As with the canister’s lower arresters
(part of ejection tracks), also the lock’s trigger arrester
is adjustable in order to overcome any deviations caused
by manufacturing tolerances.

Figure 4. MSMA ejection mechanism assembly.
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As soon as the canister’s flap opens, the MSMA battery
trigger magnet is released and pushed out by a spring,
starting the boot sequence of the active free falling
sphere; see Fig. 9. Parallel to that, the sphere is laterally
pushed out by six flat springs, which are mounted at the
canister’s rigid side panel; see Fig. 9. In order to ensure
a clean push out of the experiment, the flap’s hinged
joint opens at a defined angle and separates the flap
from the canister.
Figure 6. Canister in lower position during ascent.
The main payload separation triggers the MSMA
ejection sequence. Almost parallel to this event the
canister is lifted in upward direction, along the launch
vehicles longitudinal axis, by the three ejection track’s
spiral springs. By reaching the canister’s top position
the lock’s trigger is pushed against the trigger coulisse
and thus opening the canister’s flap; see Fig. 7.

Figure 9. MSMA experiment ejection.
The WADIS-2 main payload interface forms a spring
loaded polymeric cap mounted at the canister’s top plate
on one side and pressing against the main payload
protection cylinder on the other side; see Fig. 10 brown
cylinder.

Figure 7. Canister flap at opening trigger point.
Shortly after the flap opens the canister’s bottom
bearings are striking against the track’s top mounting
brackets. At this point the lock’s trigger slides over the
coulisse’s dead centre, flips back into the coulisse’s
groove, blocking the canister in its top position and thus
preventing it from bouncing back into the inside of the
motor adapter; see Fig. 8.
Figure 10. Canister with WADIS-2 payload interface.
The protection cylinder is evacuated and protects a
sensitive ion probe during the ascent of the launch
vehicle. After main payload separation the cylinder is
pulled off by a string, mounted at the cylinder itself and
the top plate of the canister.
4.

FUNCTIONAL TESTING

A functional test on the complete motor adapter,
equipped with MSMA ejection mechanism plus
experiment, was performed in horizontal position. The
lower part of the WADIS-2 main payload was
represented by an identical dummy structure mounted
by a manacle-ring interface on top of the motor adapter.

Figure 8. Canister flap lock in opened and blocked
position.
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Figure 11. MSMA ejection sequence during functional
testing.
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In order to simulate a straight separation without
collisions, the payload dummy was hanging on a crane,
balanced in its centre of gravity and set under tension
without lifting the test setup. The separation process
was performed by an integrated gas system triggered by
a pyrotechnical valve.
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SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT

On the 5th of March 2015 at 02:44CET (Central
European Time) the WADIS-2 sounding rocket was
launched from Andøya Space Center (ASC). At an
altitude of around 60km and T+60.4s after lift-off the
MSMA active free falling sphere was successfully
ejected. Due to the required lighting conditions of the
WADIS-2 main payload the ejection sequence could not
be filmed. However the sphere was tracked and
measured data was recovered by telemetry, thus
verifying the ejection as planned.

Figure 12. WADIS-2 payload at ASC. Photo by Martin
Eberhart.
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